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TAKEN FROM THE SOCIETY’S RECORDS.

Annual Meeting. May 5
,
1880 .

Vice-President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Thirty-four

persons present.

The following reports were presented :
—

Report of A. Hyatt, Custodian.

The official year ending to-night has been in some respects one

of the most important in the history of the Society.

It is marked not alone as being the termination of the first -half

century in the Society’s existence, but by the fact that our

Museum has at last begun the career for which we have been pre-

paring during the past ten years.

The fruits of these years of labor have been presented to the

eyes of those who wished to see for themselves for twenty years

past, but none of these material results have even partially repre-

sented us, except the publications. These, so far as they go, are

creditable, since the memoirs and essays are necessarily as complete

in their way as the culture of the minds from which they ema-

nated. It must not be forgotten, however, that the paucity of our

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 1 JULY, 1881 .



Annual Meeting.] 2 [May 5, ^

resources has caused the continual refusal of important memoirs.

This is greatly to be deplored since properly illustrated publica-

tion is the reward of scientific labor, often its only reward. Quick

and copiously illustrated publication is essential to the successful

attainment of the chief object of all scientific associations, which

pretend to foster or even encourage the spirit of original research.

This building, its collections ^nd, its books, would be but uselesscc'c ^C ICCC c

burdens if they did not: embody the results of the researches of

men who for the most part have not only given these away, to the

manifest profit of; others', bntwho hawe been obliged to purchase

the opportunities of giving them away by paying for their own
publication. These material results are very valuable as the ere.

dentials of a prudent and economical administration. We can

rest well satisfied with the position which they have earned for us

in the estimation of a community, which rightfully demands such

guarantees of the proper use of trust funds. These are not, how-
- ever, the best fruits of our exertions. These seem to me to lie in

the fact, that the public and the schools are beginning dimly to

comprehend that an institution of this kind creates an intellectual

atmosphere around it, which is beneficial to them and to their

children, and also that it means to do work directly for their intel-

lectual improvement. Another result will come when they learn,

also, that no love of the merely curious, no love of facts for facts

sake alone, no love of nature even solely for nature’s sake, nor

worship of any other kinds of idols, induced the busy men who
founded this institution, or the naturalists who helped them, to

give up their hard earned hours of rest to its service. Our

Museum must make the public appreciate tha.t these men believed

in self culture, in an intellectual ideal, and sought this with the

exalted purpose of doing good to their fellow men. It must do the

much needed service of lifting up an ideal aim before a commer-

cial community. It must show that no amount of bricks and

mortar, no heaped up collections, can make a n^useum valuable

unless a practical and inspiring ideal aim animates and directs all

its material resources.

The resignation of Mr. Bouve was an event of importance and

one which has created a great deal of feeling among the members

of the Society. It will be remembered that an attempt was made
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by Mr. Bouve to resign in 1876, but the decided opposition of his

friends, and the ovation he then received from the Society at large,

fortunately prevented him from carrying out his intentions. This

year, however, no action on the part of the Society, no influence

or arguments which we could use, were of any avail, and we were

finally forced, much against our wills, to accept his resigna-

tion. He has served this Society in every capacity for forty

years, and e'ven now proposes to continue to assist with his advice

and counsel, though in a position of retirement from responsibility,

which he feels he has earned by his past services. Since we can-

not but feel the justice of this decision, we can only deeply regret

the determination, which has taken him out of a chair which he

has so efficiently filled for the past ten years.

The celebration of the anniversary of the fiftieth year in the ex-

istence of this Society took place on the 28th of April. The Gov-

ernor of the State, Mr. Long, the President of the Society, Mr.

Bouve, President Eliot, of Harvard University, Samuel Eliot, Su-

erintendent of the Public Schools of Boston, Alexander Agassiz,

Director of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, and the Pev. R
C. Waterston, were present and addressed the audience. A telegram

was also read from Professor W. B. Rogers, who was to have been

the principal speaker, but who was unfortunately detained in

Washington. The members of the Society and a few invited

guests and friends assembled in the Main Hall, where seats had

been provided for them and a temporary platform erected for the

speakers. The proceedings were described in full in the Boston

Daily Advertiser of the 29th of April and the speeches reported.

This paper had also devoted its editorial column of the morning of

the 28th to a notice of our Society which was both well timed and

serviceable, and the thanks of the Society are due to the editors for

their kind efforts to help us in our public work. The tone of the

various speakers was necessarily more or less eulogistic, but the

speeches were, nevertheless, more than usually free from the exag-

geration which so often renders such occasions unsatisfactory to

those who desire just appreciation rather than praise. It was par-

ticularly grateful to hear Mr. Agassiz speak warmly in praise of the

men who founded this Society and of their scientific value in the

history of science in this country, of the essential value of our pub-
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lications, and of the necessity of putting these on such a basis that

scientific men could profit by them. Mr. Samuel Eliot expressed

the gratitude of the public schools to this Society for its efforts in

their behalf in past years, and their hope that the same policy

would be continued in the future. Mr. Charles W. Eliot made the

best argument the author of this report ever had the pleasure of

hearing, upon the importance of the study of biology as compared

with that of physical science.

The Introduction to the General Guide was published in the

form of a special edition by the Laboratory and distributed to the

members of the Society who were present. The plan of the

Guides can be best explained by an extract from the preface.

Experience has shown us, that teachers of both public and pri-

vate schools look to the Museum of this Society for assistance.

They come every year in increasing numbers, often bringing their

pupils with them. General students of Natural History are usu-

ally present on all public days, taking notes, making sketches, and

otherwise using the collections for study. On the other hand a

very large part of the public has no conception of the educational

value of the Museum, and come with the expectation of being

amused by looking at collections of curiosities. If, however, these

casual visitors purchase and read the series of General Guides to

which this number is an introduction, even they cannot fail to

gain at least an appreciation of the high aims and deep meaning

of the work done in a properly arranged Museum.

The five numbers of the “ General Guide ” which are to follow

this “Introduction” will deal in a comprehensive way with the

classes of objects shown in each department, and their relations to

each other. They will, however, treat more particularly of the

special synoptical collections in the departments of Mineralogy,

Geology, Botany, Comparative Anatomy, and Paleontology, since

these together form a general synopsis of the various branches of

Natural History which are represented in this Museum.

The series of Special Guides will not be less than twelve in

number, including all the departments of the Museum, and will be

written by the Assistants in the Museum, or other persons having

special knowledge of the various subjects^

These will be abbreviated manuals, devoid of technicalities and
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illustrated by the natural objects which they will describe. These

Guides can be printed at such a slight nominal cost, that their

number will prove no obstacle to their general use by visitors*

The “Special Guides” will appear subsequently, as opportunity

offers, and the collections become sufficiently comjfiete.

The visitor who comes for a mere walk through the Museum is

advised to read the “ Introduction,” before proceeding to the re-

view of the collections themselves. Those who come for more

specific information must be governed by their needs, but if they

have no knowledge of Natural History, the General Guide will be

of use to them. If other visits are contemplated or carried out,

then a systematic course should be adopted. First, the general

survey of the Museum, as given in the General Guide, should be

taken, then, if a desire is excited to examine more closely any one

of these departments, the Special Guide for that department, when

published, will afford that opportunity.

Collections.

The necessary preparations for the publication of the General

Guide has occupied a large part of the time of the Assistants and

Custodian during the past year.

The numbering of all the cases in the building, the lettering of

the rooms and galleries, and the construction of two new fioor

cases has been completed. It was also found necessary to form

synoptical collections for the departments of Mineralogy, Geology,

Comparative Anatomy, and Paleontology and to rearrange all of

these collections. This has been to a great extent completed as

will be seen in the reports of the various departments.

Mr. Bouve, assisted by Mr. Crosby, has been engaged in picking

out suites of minerals, amounting to 300 specimens in all, designed

to illustrate the physical and chemical characters of minerals, and

to form part of the introductory or synoptical mineralogical col-

lection.

Mr. Crosby’s attention has been directed almost exclusively to

the Geological Department. With the assistance of Miss Carter,

about 2500 specimens of rocks have been catalogued
;
and of these

nearly 2000 have been mounted and labelled, and are now on

exhibition. Included in the above total are

:
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(1) A collection of 120 specimens illustrating a synopsis of

the classification of rocks.

(2) The systematic or lithological collection of rocks, amount-

ing to 880 specimens.

(3) The collection illustrating Structural Geology, which con-

tains 275 specimens.

(4) Considerably more than half of the Historical Geology.

It is proposed, during the coming summer, to finish the Histori-

cal Geology, and catalogue and arrange the Hew England rocks;

but the important subject of Dynamical Geology must necessarily

remain unrepresented until floor cases can be constructed, as there

is now no space available for the somewhat bulky material illus-

trating this branch of Geology.

The principal accession to this department for the year consists

of 400 specimens, contributed by Mr. Crosby from his collections

made chiefly in the Southern States and Massachusetts.

The collection which is to serve as general synopsis of the plants

has been partially completed by Miss Carter. Each order and some

sub-orders of plants will be represented by one species, which is

mounted or framed and labelled appropriately.

Ninety [90] specimens representing eighty-five [85] orders and

sub-orders have been finished. The arrangement of the General

Collection according to Bentham’s and Hooker’s Genera Planta-

rum has been carried forward under the direction of Mr. Cum-
mings, by Miss Carter, as far as the Endogens. The work of filling

the vacancies in this collection is also steadily progressing.

The department of Anatomy has been entirely rearranged so as

to bring it into harmony with the rest of the collection in the

Museum.

The wall cases in room G are now filled by a synoptical collec-

tion illustrating the type-characteristics and anatomical peculiari-

ties of the different classes of Vertebrata prepared by Mr. Yan
Yleck.

A similar collection of Invertebrata will occupy the two floor

cases, which have just been erected in the same room. These

preparations are already partially collected together and can be

moved into the cases as soon as they are finished.

The osteological collection in the Main Hall remains very nearly
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the same, but the collections of special homologies of the limbs and

systems of organs, etc., among Vertebrates, now occupy room F.

Dr. W. F. Whitney has entirely rearranged these last and also

assisted in other parts of the work.

The collection of Paleontology, which was fully reported on last

year, has received a small but notable accession in the shape of a

few very fine specimens of Crinoids purchased by the Laboratory

Fund.

Mr. Van Vleck, assisted by Miss Washburn, has arranged and

mounted the Corals and the Echinoderms.

The labelling and cataloguing of the Mollusca has been com-

pleted by Mr. Van Vleck, 'assisted by Miss Washburn.

A notable addition to this collection has been made in the

purchase of the Blaschka Models. These are made of glass and

represent very closely the living animal. There are 74 specimens

in all, representing 17 genera and 44 species of the soft-bodied

Cephalopoda and naked Gasteropoda. These have been mounted,

catalogued, and labelled by Miss Washburn. The entire collection

of Mollusca can now be reported upon as finished, in so far as all

but a few families of minute forms were' named by Dr. Carpenter,

and all of these have been mounted, labelled, and catalogued.

700 genera, 5500 species, and 35,000 specimens.

Of these there are on exhibition, 650 genera, and 2600 species

in the systematic collection, and in the New England collection

about 125 species. The Pratt collection numbers about 8780 spec-

imens and the Binney collection, 5920. The mode of exhibi-

tion of the types and other matters of interest has been so often

treated of in these reports that it is unnecessary to repeat any

remarks on this subject. Mr. Henshaw has devoted some of his

time to the work of rearranging the duplicates.

The specimens for the formation of the Synoptical collection of

Insects have been picked out by Mr. Henshaw and progress has

been made by him in the work of identifying and arranging the

species of the general systematic collection.

The collection of fishes has been worked over by Mr. Van
Vleck. The identification and labelling of the New England col-

lection of fishes has also been begun by the same assistants. Quite

a number of species were added by the collections made at Anni
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squam, and during the coming summer our efforts will be contin-

ued in the same direction.

Mr. Henshaw reports that the identified portion of the collec-

tions of Amphibia contains 75 species and 390 specimens. This

has been arranged, catalogued, the duplicates picked out and

stored. The New England fauna contains 25 species; of these

23 are represented in the collection, though only 15 are known to

have been taken in New England.

Mr. Garman has returned another part of our collection of Rep-

tiles authentically named. The identified portion consists now of

160 species and about 900 specimens. This has been arranged

and catalogued, the duplicates picked out and stored. The New
England fauna, not. including a few forms of doubtful occurrence,

consists of 29 species, of these we have 26, but owing to omis-

sions in recording the localities, only 21 are placed in the New
England collection.

Our rejoicings over the successes of the past year should not

make us forget that by the decease of Dr. Thomas M. Brewer the

Society has lost one of its most active and energetic officers and a

distinguished ornithologist. This gentleman was for many years

in charge of our birds and in that capacity did good and efficient

service. We owe to his exertions the fine collection of eggs and

nests which we possess, and also the New England collection of

birds. He brought this last named collection to its present condi-

tion of efficiency, and would have completed it in a year or two

more, if he had lived.

Mr. Henshaw has expended considerable time in the inspection

and care of the collection. The groups already monographed,

Spheniscidae, Falconidae, and Alcidae, have been arranged and

labelled by Mr. Henshaw, assisted by Miss Washburn. Dr. Brew-

er’s last work in the Society rooms consisted in the identification

and rearrangement of the Trochilidae and partially of the New
England birds. In this he was assisted by Miss Washburn.

The less said about the Mammals the better; they are a disgrace

to the institution, but there is no way of getting a respectable

collection except by buying the specimens, and this is impossible

for us.
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The summer of 1879 was spent at Annisquam by the Custodian

and a party consisting of Mr. Van Vleck, Mr. E. G'. Gardiner, and

Mr. Warren. The collecting was more successful than during the

previous year, but still a larger boat and greater facilities in every

direction are imperatively necessary.

In order to meet these wants in part the Custodian is now build-

ing another boat, which will afford more room and give opportu-

nities for collecting and dredging on a larger scale. This will be

more fully described in the next annual report.

The Laboratory.

This department has been as usual very active. Instruction has

been given to the usual classes from the Boston University and

the Mass. Institute of Technology. Besides these another class of

twenty-six persons, all teachers except four, have entered upon a

course which is to last for two winters, or about one hundred

hours, at the rate of two hours every Saturday morning. A small

class of these advanced students have been taken through a course

in Biology by Mr. B. H. Van Vleck.

It will be remembered that at the delivery of the last annual re-

port the courses of lectures then going on in this department were

not finished. A few words only remains to be added to what was

said in that report. The Custodian finished his part in the affair

with respectable success.

Mr. L. S. Burbank who followed with a course of Mineralogy,

succeeded in keeping up the average attendance even to the last,

and finished with a geological excursion to Marblehead. A
steamer was hired for this purpose and the day proving propi-

tious the attendance was large and the occasion proved to be

instructive as well as enjoyable in other respects.

After the close of the last lecture the teachers held a meeting*

of their own, and Dr. Samuel Eliot, Superintendent of Public

Schools, made some remarks of a complimentary character with

regift'd to the lectures and the indebtedness of the teachers, which

he thought ought to be expressed in a formal manner. Unfortu-

nately, however,, the Custodian was obliged to be absent himself

upon this occasion and no written account of the meeting was
preserved.
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After a period of intense activity repose is beneficial and often

essentia], but this department has exceeded the requirements of

the law, and nothing has been done in its name daring the winter

just passed. We hope sincerely that this is a lull and not a

sign of dissolution. No one department in this Society does more

for the good of the public or is worthier of support than this.

A kind and successful effort was made by Mrs. Samuel Wells to

raise money to have a new course, but the Custodian did not feel

that he was justified in accepting this offer, since it came too late

to leave the requisite time to raise the whole amount before begin-

ning the lessons.

Repoet of Edwakd Buegess, Seceetaey.

In the annual report last year, the Secretary took occasion to

compare the work accomplished in his departments with that done

in the other years of the same decade, so that the present report may
be confined to the statistics of the past year, with the remark that

these show a gratifying increase in activity in more than one

direction.

Membership.

Twenty-six Associate Members have been elected during the

year, nineteen of whom have already fulfilled the conditions re

quired of them. Five Associate or Corporate Members have

resigned, while death has taken four from the list, which now
numbers four hundred and fifty-one. No Corporate, Corres-

ponding, or Honorary Member has been elected.

Meetings.

The attendance at the usual sixteen general meetings of the

year has averaged thirty-nine persons
;
the largest number at any

meeting was eighty- one, the smallest, nineteen. These figures

show a great advance over those of the last report. Eight meet-

ings of the Section of Entomology have been held, the average

attendance being eight persons. The meetings of the Section of

Botany have been given up. In December the Society gave its

consent to the revival of the old Section of Microscopy, and a
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first meeting was called for January 12 ;
the monthly meetings have

however been scantily attended.

The special meeting in honor of the Society’s fiftieth birthday,

April 28, 1880, has been referred to by Prof. Hyatt in the forego-

ing report.

Library.

The additions to the Library largely exceed those of any year

in the Society’s history, with a total of 2180; this number

includes

:

80. 4°. Fo. Total.

Volumes . . . 348 . . . 69 . . 2 . . . 419

Parts .... 947 . . . 156 . ,. . 170 . . . 1273

Pamphlets . . 335 . . . 52 . . 2 . . . 389

Maps and Charts 98

2180

A small beginning in the way of binding has been made, after

a long though enforced neglect. It is imperatively necessary to go

on with this work.

One hundred and twenty-three persons have borrowed eleven

hundred and ten books from the library.

Publications.

The second and third parts of the twentieth volume of the

“ Proceedings ” have been published, the latter having been much
delayed through the loss by fire of a large portion of it. A third

article for the third volume of “ Memoirs ” has been issued, being

a revision of the Paleozoic Cockroaches of the World by Mr.

Samuel H. Scudder (118 pages, 5 plates). Volume III of the

“ Occasional Papers” containing Mr. W. O. Crosby’s contributions

to the Geology of Eastern Massachusetts (266 pages, colored

map, and 5 plates) was published in January. The American

Antiquarian, Chicago, and the American Entomologist, New York,

have been placed on the exchange list.

At the suggestion of the Committee on Publications, the Coun-

cil decided to commemorate the Fiftieth Anniversary by a special

volume, to contain the history of the Society and a series of scien-

tific memoirs, provided a sufficient number of subscribers could be
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obtained at tbe rate of ten dollars a copy. One hundred copies

have at present been subscribed for, and the Rev. Mr. Robert C.

Waterston has most generously given one hundred dollars to the

same object. The printing has therefore been commenced, and

the volume, to be entitled “ Anniversary Memoirs of the Boston

Society of Natural History,” will be published at the earliest

practical time.

As extra publications should be mentioned No. 6 of the Guides

for Science Teaching, in which molluscs are treated by Prof.

Hyatt. Prof. Hyatt has also issued an introductory part to the

General Guide of the Museum, which was presented to the audi-

ence at the fiftieth anniversary celebration, and is described above

in Prof. Hyatt’s report.

Prizes.

One essay on the Walker Prize Subject for 1879, “The Structure,

History, and Develojiment of some Cryptogamous Plant,” was

offered the Committee on Prizes, but no award was made. The

subject for 1880, “ The Evidence of the Extension of the Ter-

tiary Deposits Seaward along the Coast of Massachusetts,” has ^

called forth no response. p

The time for the award of the second Grand Walker Prize came

around in 1879, and the matter was referred by the Committee to

a special Committee composed of Prof. Win. B. Rogers, Col.

Theodore Lyman, and Prof. George L. Goodale, who after consid-

eration unanimously reported in favor of Dr. Joseph Leidy of

Philadelphia, for his prolonged and valuable investigations and

discoveries in Zoology and Paleontology. The Council accepted

the recommendation of the Committee, and in consideration of

the extraordinary merit of the said investigations awarded the

sum of one thousand dollars to Dr. Leidy.
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,

On motion of Mr. F. W. Putnam the reports were accepted.

A letter from Dr. James C. White declining re-election on the

Committee on Comparative Anatomy was read.

The Society then proceeded to the election of officers for the

year. Messrs. S. F. Whitney and R. W. Greenleaf being requested

to collect and count the ballots, reported that the following gentle-

men, nominated at the previous meeting, were unanimously

elected. officers for 1880-81.

PRESIDENT.

SAMUEL H. SCUDDER.

VICE-PRESIDENTS

,

JOHN CUMMINGS, F. W. PUTNAM.

CUSTODIAN,

ALPHEUS HYATT.

HONORARY SECRETARY,

S. L. ABBOT, M.D.

SECRETARY,

EDWARD BURGESS.

TREASURER,
CHARLES W. SCUDDER.

UBRARIAN,
EDWARD BURGESS.

COMMITTEES ON

Minerals.

Thomas T. Bouve,

R. H. Richards,

M. E. Wadsworth.

Geology.

L. S. Burbank,
Wm. H. Niles,

Rev. G. Fred. Wright.

Palceontology.

Thos. T. Bouvi,

N. S. Shaler.

Botany.

John Cummings,
Charles J. Sprague,
J. Amory Lowell.

Microscopy

.

Samuel Wells,
R. C. Greenleaf,
B. Joy Jeffries, M.D.

Comparative Anatomy.

Thomas Dwight, M.D.,

W. F. Whitney, M.D.

DEPARTMENTS.

Radiates, Crustaceans and Worms.

H. A. Hagen, M.D.,
Alexander Agassiz,
L. F. de Pouktal£s.

Mollusks.

Edward S. Morse,
J. Henry Blake.

Insects.

S. H. Scudder,
Edward Burgess,
A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D,

Fishes and Reptiles.

F. W. Putnam,
Theodore Lyman,
S. W. Garman.

Birds.

J. A. Allen.
Samuel Cabot, M.D.

Mammals.

J. A. Allen,
E. L. Mark.
Geo. L. Goodale, M.D.
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On the announcement of the ballot the President elect addressed

the meeting as follows :
—

In accepting, Gentlemen, the position to which I am called by

your indulgence, I can only express my wish that your choice had

fallen elsewhere
;
for, owing what I do to the Society, it is as

little in my power as in my wish to decline any service it may
demand, and which I have the strength or the knowledge to per-

form. Any one who has watched the development of the Society

in later years, and has been upon its Council as long as I, must

be keenly alive to the responsibilities of the office, and cannot

lightly assume them. But knowing equally the steady support

the Council will give to the efforts of any one who aims to carry

out the higher objects of the institution with singleness of pur-

pose, it is impossible for me to foster such misgivings as naturally

arise.

We have just j>assed our fiftieth anniversary, and in the festiv-

ities and congratulations of the occasion we have reviewed the

past and seen from what small beginnings this lusty institution

has grown. But now, having already entered upon our second

semi-centennial, it rather becomes us to look forward. And just

here should be formally announced the jmrposes the Society has in

view outside the natural aims of such institutions the world over,

— purposes to which I pledge my support, and of which the past

ten years have seen almost the entire growth. They are not the

product of the wisdom or the will of any one man, although all

will accord large influence to him whom we are so sorry to lose

to-day from the Presidential office
;
they are the natural growth

of the institution and of the times. This Society, like natural

history societies every where, holds its stated meetings for dis-

cussions, and publishes the researches of its members
;
like most

societies in America it supports a museum. But its distinctive

aim is educational
;
and to this end it proposes two things : First

;

although more largely endowed than any similar institution in

the country, it distinctly restricts its museum to the collection

and exhibition of such objects as can be put directly to popular

educational use ; to instruct without wearying
;
to guide without

confusing
;
to set forth the manifold relations of natural objects

by the simplest and clearest methods. Second
;
it furnishes direct

nstruction by lectures, lesson, and guide-book, to those who have
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in charge the education of our youth. It is working, and it will

not cease to work, for the introduction and retention of the study

of nature in the public schools, confident that in the knowl-

edge of the relations of man to the world in which he lives lie

the strength and safety of the commonwealth, and that this

knowledge is a sure basis of a higher culture, a better material

and intellectual prosperity. To this end we beg the hearty sym-

pathy of every member of the Society, which will welcome to its

fellowship every one who will share this work.

At a previous meeting I have already expressed my sincere

regret that we can no longer be led in this work by the Presi-

dent, whose devotion we have been only too pleased to acknowl-

edge by our ballots for ten years past
;
but as long as his life is

spared to us, we shall have his sympathy and wise advice, and

we may be sure that in everything the Society undertakes, it

will have no stronger friend than he.

Mr. John Cummings offered the following vote:

“ In consideration of the fact that Mr. Bouve declines to be a candidate

for the first office of this Society, the members desire to express their grate-

ful acknowledgement of the long and valuable service he has rendered as

President, and their cordial thanks for his arduous labors, unremitted devo-

tion, prudent and successful administration, nor can they part from him in

this official capacity without the additional expressions of their warm per-

sonal esteem.”

There was no one associated with Mr. Bouve, added Mr. Cum-
mings, who did not feel himself drawn to him by the strongest

and tenderest ties. In his own experience he had never met a

man with so much devotion to any cause as Mr. Bouve had shown

for the welfare of the Society.

Mr. Cummings’ remarks were warmly applauded, and the vote

was seconded by Prof. Hyatt who said, in respect to Mr. Bouve’s

administration, that although from the first the present policy of

the Society had met the severest criticism and sometimes disap-

probation from the intimate friends and advisers of the President^

he had yet been able to keep his judgment unwarped, and to con-

sider those ideas which were new to him, purely on their own
merits. It is not too much to say that the Society’s aims, which
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we have heard so highly praised in this anniversary year, could not

have been so developed without Mr. Bouve’s constant support.

The feelings expressed by Mr. Cummings will be echoed in the

heart of every officer in the* Society, for we have always found our

President full of kindness and consideration, as well as just and

sound in judgment.

Mr. F. W. Putnam said he could not allow this opportunity

to pass without a few words, which at best would be but a feeble ex-

pression of his feelings
;

for, in addition to a long and cherished

friendship that every year had strengthened, his official ties to Mr.

Bouve were double and both were broken by his resignation, since,

as might not be remembered by all present, the President of the

Society was ex-officio a member of the Board of Trustees of the

Peabody Museum at Cambridge
;
and while, as Curator of that

Museum, he welcomed his friend, the new President of the Society,

he was very sorry to lose one who had been so long connected

with the Museum and had ever been ready to give his kindly aid

in furtherance of its objects.

Prof. W. H. ISTiles spoke of the large amount of work in the

care and arrangement of the collections which Mr. Bouve had ac-

complished during the term of his presidency. Most of this has

been done after the business duties of the day, and how frequently

he has remained until called home by some one, none but his family

know. When alterations in the building were going on he habitu-

ally inspected the entire premises after all others had gone, to see

that all was left in safety.

The Society has steadily progressed in its usefulness and scien-

tific position during the administration of Mr. Bouve, and he

now leaves the presidential chair with nothing to regret, and with

the esteem and friendship of every member. Pay by day and

year after year he has brought here a large heart full of geniality

and goodness, and has been in himself a source of happiness to

those who have known him as President. It would be a pleasure

to reciprocate, in some small measure at least, his long continued

kindness, and this could be best done by each member’s trying to

make the Society so pleasant for Mr. Bouve, that, as a source of

PROCEEDINGS B. 8. N. H. VOL. XXI. 2 JULY, 1881 .
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his future happiness, it should he second only to his home and his

family. In conclusion, Mr. Niles said he did not doubt that each

member present would like to express in some special way his

personal respect and honor for him who was the dear friend of all

and one of the best benefactors the Society ever had
;
and he

hoped they might do so by rising as they voted for the adoption

of the vote proposed by Mr. Cummings.

The Chair accordingly called for a standing vote, and the reso-

ution was unanimously adopted.

The following candidates for Associate Membership were

elected : Messrs. William Brewster, Cambridge
;
C. R. Brainard,

C. H. Wise and Franklin Haven, Jr., Boston; and Wm. H. Ladd
of Lynn.

Prof. Francisco Ardissone of Milan, was elected Corresponding

Member.

Dr. B. Joy Jeffries occupied the rest of the evening with an

account of the latest views on the development of the color-sense

and its comparative condition in civilized and savage races.

The following paper was presented by title

:

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW ICHNEUMON PARASITES
OF NORTH AMERICAN BUTTERFLIES.

BY A. S. PACKARD, JR.

The following descriptions of parasites of our butterflies were

drawn up several years ago at the request of Mr. S. H. Scudder,

for his contemplated work on New England butterflies. Owing

to the delay in the publication of that work, at Mr. Scudder’s sug-

gestion I offer these descriptions to the Society for publication.

The types are mostly in Mr. Scudder’s collection
;
a few are in the

Harris collection of the Museum of the Society.

Genus Ophion.

Head short, transversely oblong
;
antennae slender, as long as

the body, with over sixty joints. Thorax short, propodeum sub_
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cubical, being rather long, while the slender, very long, pedicelled

abdomen is greatly compressed, with the ovipositor shorter than

the width of the abdomen. Legs very long and slender, more so

than in Paniscus, the genus nearest allied
;
it differs in the clypeus

being narrower, not reaching the orbits, and in being more sunken

and merged with the epicranium; the surface is also flattened,

while in Anomalon, another ally, it is raised and slightly keeled.

The ocelli are farther apart than in Paniscus, while they are much
larger than in Anomalon. The propodeum is larger, fuller, more

cubical than in Paniscus. The wings are much the same, but the

venation differs in wanting the supplementary minute cells below

the second subcostal present in Paniscus. In Anomalon there is

no distinct pterostigma.

The abdomen is much as in Anomalon, being very long and

slender, the basal segment of the abdomen being suddenly clav-

ate, while in Paniscus the segment is rather triangular seen dor-

sally, gradually increasing in width from the insertion to the

second segment. The ovipositor is of moderate length
;
longer

than in Anomalon, but considerably shorter than in Paniscus.

Ophion tityri n. sp.

One $. Honey yellow, closely allied to O. bilineatus, but the

front of the head is a little narrower
;
the clypeus is more dis-

tinctly raised, the vertex is higher, the ocelli being more promi-

nent. Mandibles not so black at the tips as in O. bilineatus.

Venation as in O. bilineatus, the j;)terostigma being narrowly trian-

gular
;
veins brown. It may be at once known by the short,

rounded propodeum, with the very high raised lines enclosing

unusually deep areas, there being seven lines radiating from the

insertion of the abdomen, enclosing, with the two prominent

transverse ribs, a number of four-sided areas. The thorax is

shorter, and also the abdomen is considerably shorter than in O.

bilineatus. The $ claspers differ decidedly in form, the tip being

more obtusely rounded, the hind edge being hollowed out a little

and the clasp broader at base. In other respects, i. e ., the color of

the body, of the antennae and legs, it is like O. bilineatus, though

the orbits are less yellow.

Length .70. Exp. wings 1.10 inch.
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No chitinous spots on the median (inner cubital) cell in this

species.

Harris Coll. “ June 25th, 1848. Hesperia Tityrus.” Museum
Boston Society of Natural History.

Genus Campoplex.

Head transversely oblong, moderately long, front broad and not

very full
;
antennae not quite so long as the body, slender, fili-

form, finely hairy. Wings with the second subcostal cell (areole)

usually triangular, or rhomboidal, sometimes pentagonal, and

sometimes the cell is absent. The abdomen is long and slender,

considerably longer than the rest of the body, compressed towards

the end, obliquely truncated vertically. It is more obtuse in the

males, and its appendages are broad and directed upwards
;
basal

segment long, arched. Ovipositor either not so long as the abdo-

men is wide or nearly as long as the abdomen.
“ The feet are of medium length and size. The hooks (cro-

chets) of the tarsi are broad and pectinated
;
their teeth are rather

shorter than in Ophion, and in a great number of species, in those

especially of small size, these teeth are not numerous and seem

only to exist at the base of the hooks.” (Brulle.)

Campoplex pieridicola n. sp.

One 9 • Black, head black on the vertex and occiput
;
orbits

around to the eyes and front below the antennae bright yellow
;
a

slight reddish tinge in the middle. Palpi pale honey yellow. An-

tennae brown, pale yellowish at base, second joint j^ale brown

above, third yellow, fourth and fifth pale yellowish brown, and

thorax shining black, with fine white appressed hairs. Propo-

deum full, rounded, smooth, and polished, with a narrow mesial

ridge. Tegulae and base of wings pale greenish yellow. Wings

clear
;
pterostigma broadly triangular, pale brown, veins concol-

orous
;

second subcostal cell rather large, rhomboidal. Legs

including the coxae, honey-yellow
;
tarsi of fore and middle legs

dusky towards the claws, those of hind legs a little dusky except

on basal two-thirds of first joint and growing darker toward the

claws. Abdomen long and narrow, compressed towards the end,

with a minute, slender ovipositor not quite so long as the abdo-
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men is wide, shining black with a yellowish band in the middle,

the posterior edge of the second and anterior two-thirds of the

third segment being yellow. There is a yellow dot at the end

of the pedicel, being an extension of the pale yellow under

surface of the three basal segments. End of abdomen obliquely

truncated.

Length .17 inch.

Bred from Pieris rapae. (S. H. Scudder.)

«

Gexus Teogo^.

The characters of this genus may be best given by compar-

ing it with the more typical species of Ichneumon. It may be

at once seen to differ in the distinctly nodulose joints of the $

antennae and in the mesoscutum being raised into a prominent

pointed tubercle. A broad, flattened, oblong abdomen, and much
shorter ovipositor than in Ichneumon. The propodeum is much
the same, but much more inflated, being very much elevated

dorsally. The second subcostal cell (areole) is rather oblong or

obconic than quite regularly pentagonal as in Ichneumon, while

the pterostigma is less marked than in Ichneumon. The ovipos-

itor is very short, stout, scarcely projecting beyond the end of

the abdomen.

Trogon exesorius Brulle.

$ and 9 . Body, including head, uniformly pale, testaceous,

pitchy brown. Tips of mandibles black, palpi concolorous with

the rest of the body. Antennae dark brown, paler beneath, with

a reddish hue. They are sometimes reddish brown above except

at the tips. Wings dark, smoky, with metallic tints, giving a

bronze hue to the wings. They vary in color, some being paler,

and one specimen having a large pale spot on the tip of the fore-

wing. Abdomen and legs scarcely paler than the thorax; legs

uniformly concolorous with the abdomen
;
the latter is sometimes

faintly yellowish on the under side of the second segment, and

there is occasionally an irregular dark shade along the under side

of the succeeding rings.

Length .55-.70. Expanse of wings 1.10-1.25.

Bred from pupa of Papilio Asterias by Dr. Harris, E. Norton,

E. T. Cresson, etc., appearing at Cambridge June 20th
;
also from
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P. Troilus (Mark) and P. Tnrnns (P. S. Sprague)
;
also from P.

Ajax and P. Marcellus, West Virginia (Norton), and Mr. Scudder

states in a note describing a living specimen, “Body and legs

deep salmon red
;

antennal joints 1-2 black above, 3 red,

remainder brownish fuscous
;
below of a dusky tint like the body.

One $ from P. Ajax and a $ from P. Marcellus is brownish on

the sides of the thorax (not the propodeon) while a $ flom P.

Ajax does not vary from the usual form and color of the species.”

GeIstus Ichneumon’.

Body long and narrow. Head not so broad as the body; in

outline seen from above subtrapezoidal, the sides converging pos-

teriorly, vertex rather high, convex
;
clypeus flattened, not very

distinct from the epicranium. Antennae filiform, often curled up,

joints often nodose beneath in $

.

Thorax oblong, scutellum sub-

trapezoidal in form
;
polished and often brightly colored. Pro-

podeum squarish, moderately long, well rounded posteriorly, and

with the usual longitudinal and transverse ridges. Wings with

the second subcostal cell (areole) quite regularly pentagonal in

form. Legs long and slender. Abdomen pedicellate, lanceolate

oval, convex above; ovipositor often short, sometimes scarcely

projecting beyond the tip of the abdomen, sometimes nearly as

long as the hind tarsi.

From Cryptus, with which the species of Ichneumon is liable

to be confounded, the genus differs in the rather smaller eyes, the

flat front, that of Cryptus being often knobbed, the rather small

propodeum, the narrower pedicel (at tips) and the much smaller

ovipositor, which in Cryptus is often as long as the body of the

abdomen. Moreover the species of Ichneumon are usually the

largest in the family except those of Anomalon and Trogon.

The female differs from the male not only as do nearly all

Hymenoptera in having one less segment, but the sculpturing

on the propodeum is much less distinct, and the head is shorter,

less oblong (in a transverse sense) and the antennal joints are

shorter in the females than in the males.

Ichneumon hunterae n. sp.

One £, one ?. Allied to I. rufiventris Brulle. Head, tho-

rax and basal ring (pedicel) of abdomen black, body of abdomen
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dull brick red, being very closely allied to I. rufiventris. Head
black, with the orbits part way up broadly marked with yellow,

forming lanceolate triangular spots with the slender apex oppo-

site the antennae. Base and sides of labrum yellow. Head

wholly black in 9 . Palpi brown. Antennae in $ black
;
in 9

black, with a white ring in the middle, about four joints being

usually white. Wings smoky violaceous
;
venation as in I. rufi-

ventris, but subcostal cell (areola or second cubital cell of Ratz-

burg) differs in the outermost of the two lower sides being two-

thirds as long as the inner, while in I. rufiventris it is one-half as

long. Fore-legs brown, pale brown in $ . Basal three-fourths of

femora blackish, legs dark brown in 9 . Hind legs black, hind

tibiae paler at base
;
hind femora reddish at base. Thorax black,

no yellow spots on the scutum as in I. rufiventris. The disk

or central area of the propodium differs from that of 9 in

being deeper, with square sides, broader, and with prominent,

irregular ridges on the surface. The disc in the 9 is much
longer and narrower than in I. rufiventris, and more coarsely

punctured. The central raised portion of the basal ring of the

first abdominal ring is more distinct than in I. rufiventris (99
being compared). Abdomen a little shorter and much more

coarsely punctured and dull red, while in most of the species it

is highly polished and paler red.

Length £, .67, exp. 1.05; 9, .55, exp. .94 in.

Bred from Pyrameis Huntera. Scudder. One female also from

Virginia [Packard].

Ichneumon sp.

A Z specimen which Mr. Riley calls I. rufiventris, differs only from

the preceding in the propodeum being less coarsely punctured, and

in the curved line forming the hind edge of the disk being like the

male of I. hunterae, being broader and less curved than in the 9 of

hunterae, and the face is black, not with a lanceolate triangular spot

on the orbit as in hunterae, while the antennae have a whitish-

band as in the 9 hunterae.

It is a different species from I. hunterae. It cannot be I. rufiven-

tris as the antennae of the Z (fide Riley) are banded with white?

and Brulle says that the Z of rufiventris has black antennae.
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Ichneumon tharotis n. sp.

One 9 allied to I. suturalis Say, but much smaller. Head a

little shorter than in I. suturalis. Eyes much larger and more

spherical
;
vertex a little more elevated. Head and thorax more

densely punctured than in I. suturalis, the punctures being rather

finer on the head, and the thorax is finely shagreened and dull,

instead of polished, with scattered irregular punctures as in

I. suturalis. Whole body pale reddish brown; head and thorax

a little darker than the abdomen. Antennae longer and slenderer

than in I. suturalis, concolorous with head on the basal one-third,

third joint a little dusky, fifth-sixth joints a little dusky, tip of

sixth and seventh-twelfth joints white, those beyond blackish.

Two faint dark lines along the mesoscutum
;
hind edge black,

scutellum yellow, surrounded by black, the whole metathorax

black except the scutum, which is dull reddish. Sides and pectus

of thorax and propodeum a little paler. Ridges enclosing the

areoles on propodeum high and prominent, much more so than in

I. suturalis. The whole propodeum is longer, and slopes at a less

angle to the insertion of the abdomen than in I. suturalis.

Sutures at insertion of coxae black, a black line running part way
up the suture between the propodeum and the thorax proper.

Wings clear. Venation much as in I. suturalis, but the subcostal

cell (the smallest in the wing) differs in the outer of the two

lower sides being one half as long as the inner, while in I. sutura-

lis the two are of nearly the same length. Legs reddish
;
coxae

slightly yellowish
;
tips of terminal tarsal joints of fore legs a

little dusky; the whole joint a little dusky in the middle pair;

hind pair dusky at the tip of femora, distal third of tibiae dusky,

and tarsi brown. Pedicel of abdomen long and slender, with the

two ridges prominent
;

the expanded end of the joint is much

narrower than in I. suturalis. Body of the abdomen oval, at the

base larger and farther apart than in I. suturalis, suturfes faintly

marked with blackish.

Length .40, exp. wings .62 inch.

Bred by S. H. Scudder, June 2, from Melitaea Tharos.
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Gexus Microgaster.

Head moderately large, transversely elliptico-cubieal
;

ocelli

usually prominent, front sometimes carinate in $ just below the

insertion of the antennae, but usually smooth. Eyes of moderate

size, covered with fine hams. Antennae rather thick, long, fili-

form. Fore-wings with a large, broadly triangular, conspicuous

dark pterostigma
;

first subcostal cell large, more or less regularly

polygonal
;
a second subcostal cell often present, especially in the

larger species, very small, the outer side being usually obsolete.

Legs pretty stout, with the hind femora often considerably

swollen. Abdomen sessile, short, with the two basal segments

varying: in relative length and the sides raised into a ridge,

coarsely punctured, while the rest of the abdomen is highly pol-

ished. The ovipositor is either short and hidden or exserted, and

about as long; as the abdomen is wide, the outer blades thickening:

towards the tip, or just before the tip.

The species are usually quite small, and live in great numbers

in caterpillars; before pupating they bore through their host, and

spin their cocoons on the outside of the caterpillar or on leaves

and twigs, forming a small mass of silk enveloping the cocoons

which stand up on end, side by side, fifty or more in number.

Microgaster carinata n. sp.

One S, six 2. This species is much larger than the others

noticed in this paper, and differs in the second subcostal cell

being present and in the ovipositor being long and exserted. It

belongs to the same section of .the genus as Linnaeus’ M. globa-

tus, though considerably smaller and differing in other res]3ects.

Head moderately large, with long, dense white hairs, the front

just below the antennae brownish black, palpi hairy, pale yellow.

Head and body deep black
;
metathorax coarsely pitted

;
propo-

dium short, with coarse, confluent punctures, and a decided

median ridge. Tegulae black. Wings clear, pterostigma moder-

ately broadly triangular, dark brown, veins dark brown
;
second

subcostal cell minute, elongate, triangular, with the outer sides

partly open. Legs with the trochanters all black. Fore and

middle legs honey-yellow (beyond the trochanters), claws dark.

Hind femora and tibiae yellow, with a slight reddish tinge, and
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both black at tip
;
hind tarsi brown, growing darker towards the

tips
;

yellowish at base of basal joint. Abdomen of the same

length as thorax, rugose on the two basal segments, polished

beyond. Basal segment twice as long as second, the basal one

being distinctly carinate, a yellowish line on each side of these two

segments seen from above and extending downwards, forming a-

large spot. Ovipositor a little longer than the abdomen is wide,

the outer blades black and clavate, inner or true ovipositor honey

yellow.

Length £, .14; 9, .15 inch, exclusive of the ovipositor.

Bred from Pyrameis Atalanta by S. H. Scudder.

Microgaster pieridis n. sp.

Five £, two 9. Black, head and thorax a little more hairy

than usual, the hairs being long and white. Ocelli prominent.

Palpi pale testaceous
;
antennae black. Thorax finely punctured

as usual. Tegulae black. Propodeum coarsely punctured as

usual, but with no median ridge. Wings as usual, pterostigma

broad, triangular, brown, veins pale brown; the venation differs

from that of M. atalantae to which it is nearest allied, by the

outer side of the first subcostal cell being rounded rather than angu-

lated, while the bend, though much curved is rather below the

middle than above, as in M. atalantae. The cell itself is thus ren'

dered much less polygonal in form than usual. Legs, anterior and

middle pair honey yellow, claws dusky, hind femora honey yellow,

blackish at tips, tibiae honey yellow on basal two-thirds, beyond

pale brown, tarsi pale brown, claws darker. Abdomen black,

coarsely punctured on the two basal segments with a median ridge

in the second segment, forming a yellow line on each side above,

extending to the third segment. Sides of these two segments

honey yellow. Ovipositor short, concealed as usual.

Length £ .10—12; 9 .12 inch.

It is closely allied to M. atalantae, being of the same size, but

differs in the curved outer side of the first subcostal cell, making

the cell itself less polygonal
;
in the honey yellow spots at each

side of the base of the abdomen
;
and in the hind femora being

tipped with black, while the distal one-third of the tibiae and all

the tarsi are pale brown. The ocelli are also more prominent.

Bred from Pieris rapae by S. H. Scudder.
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Microgaster atalantae n. sp.

Five 9, eight $. Body jet black, polished: antennae black-

ish brown
;
palpi whitish

;
mandibles pale reddish, blackish at base.

Propodeum very rugose, the ridges high and prominent, with a dis-

tinct median ridge. Legs with the coxae black
;
trochanters blackish

at base; all beyond dark honey yellow
;
terminal joint of tarsi a

little dusky. Pterostigma broadly triangular, brown
;

veins

brown, upper division of the outer side of the first subcostal cell

short (shorter than in M. carduicola Pack.). Abdomen highly

polished.

Length $ .10
; 9 .10-.12 inch.

There are very few males in proportion to the females.

The white cocoons (about fifty in number) are arranged stand-

ing up on end and side by side, in a mass one-half inch in diame-

ter covered by white silk.

Bred from Pyrameis Atalanta. (S. H. Scudder.)

Microgaster carduicola n. sp.

$ and 9 . Body black, with the femora (except the distal por-

tion of fore pair) blackest and the tibiae and tarsi reddish testace-

ous. Antennae rather slender
;
palpi pale testaceous

;
head and

eyes as usual with firm white hairs. Propodeum full, rounded,

coarsely rugose, ridges very irregular with no median line, hind

coxae and two basal rings of abdomen rugose, coarsely punctured,

wings clear, pterostigma broadly triangular, brown; veins pale

brown
;
two divisions of the outer side of the first subcostal cell

equal in length, the bend being in the middle of the side, the sec-

ond median is a little more oblong than in M. atalantae Pack,

(bred from Pyrameis Atalanta and Vanessa Milberti), and the outer

side considerably longer. Trochanters black, basal one-third to

one-half of fore femora blackish, beyond reddish brown testace-

ous, and concolorous with the tibiae; tarsi brownish, darker

towards the claws; base of basal joint pale; middle and hind

femora blackish
;
tibiae reddish testaceous with a slight dusky

tinge
;
tarsi pale at base, becoming dusky towards claws. Abdo-

men from the third joint onwards polished black.

Length $ .12 ; 9 .12-14 inch.

Readily distinguished by the black femora, except the distal

part of first pair, and by the reddish tibiae, dusky tarsi and black

body. '
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Twenty specimens, bred by S. H. Scudder from Pyrameis

cardui.

Apanteles limenitidis Riley.1

9 . Body stout, dull black as in M. lunatus. Head and body

covered with a fine silvery idle. Palpi white. Antennae slightly

stouter than in M. carduicola, the terminal joints being shorter.

Thorax less polished than usual, finely punctured; propodeum

coarsely granulated, with an irregular median ridge. Wings hya-

line; fore wings with the pterostigma dark brown, the veins

uniformly pale brown, the outer side of the second subcostal

thickened and darker than the other veins
;
second median cell

broad, subpentagonal, being intermediate in form between that of

M. pieridis and M. lunatus in shape, but with the outer side dis-

tinctly bent below the middle. Trochanters black. Fore femora

honey yellow; middle pair shaded above except at tip with blackish,

hind pair black. Fore and middle tarsi honey yellow (with no red-

dish tinge), last joint of middle tarsi dusky
;
hind tibiae dark just

beyond the outer half
;
hind tarsi dark brown. Abdomen granu-

lated on two basal segments and on base of third, beyond brightly

polished and giving off a deep steel blue reflexion
;
edge of basal

segment testaceous, not connected with any visible testaceous spot

beneath.

Length .10 inch.

Bred from Limenitis Disippus by C. V. Riley.

Cocoon cylindrical oval, length .16 inch.

Microgaster lunatus n. sp.

One 9. Body dull black, not shining as in some other species,

stout and thick as in A. limenitidis. Head and antennae covered

with an unusually dense silvery pile, the antennae rather thicker

than in M. pieridis
;
palpi jiale testaceous

;
front rather broad

between the eyes
;
thorax dull black, propodeum as usual granu-

late
;
with no median ridge as in A. limenitidis. Wings clear

;

fore-wings with pterostigma broadly triangular as usual, blackish

1 Since this paper was presented for publication Mr. C. V. Riley’s Notes on North

American Microgasters (Trans. Acad. Sc. St. Louis, published April 6, 1881), has

appeared, in which he adopts the subdivisions Apanteles and Microplitis of the old

genus Microgaster. It is possible that my species M. pieridis, M. atalantae, M. cardui-

cola and M. lunatus belong to Apanteles, but as the types are not now in my hands, I

cannot surely tell. July 1, 1881.
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brown, veins dark brown, except those bounding the first median

and those bounding the two upper sides of the second median and

outer side of the second submedian which are white
;
the first sub-

costal instead of being irregularly oblong as usual in the species

noticed in this article, is much broader and irregularly pentagonal.

The second subcostal is more regularly lunate in shape than

usual, the outer side of the cell being quite regularly curved, and

continuous with the inner side of the pterostigma, the shape of

the cell approaching in this respect that of M. pieridis. Fore and

middle trochanters black, legs deep honey yellow, with a slight

reddish tinge, outer third of tarsi pale brownish
;
hind femora red-

dish honey yellow, tipped with black
;
tibiae the same, tipped with

black, tarsi wholly black. Abdomen entirely black, granulated as

usual on two basal segments, polished beyond, a faint dull testa-

ceous spot on under side of first segment, not appearing above.

Length .13 inch.

Bred from. Papilio Asterias by C. V. Riley.

Genus Pteromalus.

S. Body broad, shining, integument finely or quite coarsely

shagreened
;
head large, transversely oblong, shorter in the middle

than on the sides, broader than the thorax. Antennae filiform,

slender, hardly as long as head and thorax together; first joint

linear, slender, second cup-shaped, third and fourth scarcely visi-

ble, fifth and the following to the tenth short, club fusiform,

twice as long as tenth joint. Thorax ovate, thick, high and very

convex
;
prothorax transverse, short, mesoscutum a little broader

than long, sutures of lobes very indistinct
;
scutellum short, ovate

;

jwopodeum broad and long with the central disc scutellate in

form. Wings broad, with the end of the subcostal vein ending

in a knob, and with the costa enclosing a v-shaped area. Abdo-

men narrowly ovate, being considerably narrower than thorax and

shorter, depressed in the middle, shining (adapted from Wajker).

Legs simple, subequal in size. 9 . Differs in the larger, stouter

body and short broad ovate abdomen, which is nearly as broad as

the head
;

the body being usually darker and legs darker and

with a slightly exserted ovipositor.
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Pteromalus puparum Linn.

$ . Head a little more than one-third as long as broad. Eyes of

the usual size. Head and thorax rather coarsely punctured
;
of a

uniform bright pale beautiful green, with slight metallic reflec-

tions. Antennae rather long and slender, ending in a slightly

enlarged oval and pointed knob. They are honey yellow, duller

below the elbow, the joints beyond the third being ringed nar-

rowly with brown at the articulations. Mandibles and palpi

honey yellow\ Disc of propodeum broad, full, convex, with reg-

ularly rounded sides and no signs of a keel in the middle. Abdo-

men elongate oval, narrow, being three times as long as broad, in

dried specimens with a hollow along the middle
;
smooth and very

bright and shining, throwing off brilliant metallic hues, and with

scattered short pale hairs about the tip. Wings as usual in this

section of the genus, the tip of the subcostal vein ending in a dis-

tinct knob, and forming two sides of a nearly equilateral triangle.

Legs uniformly pale honey yellow, last tarsal joint usually dark.

Coxae concolorous with the body.

Length .10 inch.

? . Head rather short and broad, being four times as broad as

long. Eyes slightly larger than in a Pteromalus bred from Grapta

interrogationis. Head and thorax of a uniform peculiar dark olive

green, with slight metallic reflection but no decided purplish

tinge. Mandibles and other appendages of the mouth pale red-

dish, varying, some being darker than others. Antennae : second

and third joints honey yellow, concolorous with lighter part of

legs, tip of second joint darker, first joint and those beyond dark

brown. Head and thorax finely shagreened as usual, being rather

coarsely punctured on the mesothorax. The row of teeth or gran-

ulations deeply sunken and fine and inconspicuous. (These rugos-

ities are on each side of the metascutum). Disc of propodeum

regularly convex, without any traces of a median keel. Abdo-

men regularly oval, flattened, of the same length as the thorax

exclusive of the propodeum, smooth, shining, with a metallic lus-

ter, especially at the base where it is decidedly copj)ery in its

hues. Ovipositor projecting a little beyond the tip; it is concolor-

ous with the abdomen. Wings of fore pair broad, rounded at tip

;

venation as usual. Legs with the coxae concolorous with thorax;
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trochanters brown, pale at each end of the articulations
;
femora

brown, pale at tip, or with the rest of the legs, dull honey yellow,

tibiae often pale brown in middle. The legs vary considerably

in color but are usually brownish rather than yellowish as in the

next species. Terminal joint including claws dark brown.

Length .12-.14 inch.

It belongs to that section of the genus in which the head is

rather short and broad, and the antennae rather long
;
the subcos-

tal vein ends in a knob, and encloses a nearly equilateral triangle,

and the disk of the propodeum is rather long, regularly convex not

sinuate, the sides being well curved. Bred from Pieris rapae and

described from numerous specimens received from England,

Canada, and numbers bred by myself and others hi the New Eng-

land States.

Encyrtus montinus Pack.

JEncyrtus montinus Pack., Rep. Geol. N. H., I, 347, fig. 47

(1874).

One $ closely allied to E. Sweden of Europe (Walker’s

type). Ocelli jilaced in a narrow triangle. Eyes large and

near together. Head and body beneath testaceous; a row of

minute pits along the orbits in front, rather remote from the eyes.

Mouth parts concolorous with the head. Antennae with the sec-

ond joint flattened, clavate
;
the three basal joints darker than

the head; joints four to seven brown; eight and nine yellowish

;

club (joints ten and eleven) blackish; the eight terminal joints

hairy. Prothorax concolorous with head, rest of thorax and pro-

podeum bluish green (not very dark) with metallic reflections,

surface smooth and shining, with small not dense punctures, sides

of thorax below insertion of wings and legs dark testaceous.

Tegulae dull testaceous. Wings smoky, paler toward the outer

edge, with abroad, curved conspicuous white band extending from

the pterostigma (where it is dilated) across to the inner edge of

the wing, pterostigma sending a slight spur off toward the centre

of the wing, enclosing a narrow V-shaped space. Abdomen reg-

ularly triangular, tip acute, a little longer than broad, being

pretty short, dark brown, shining, sending off dull metallic hues

;

under side of a paler bronze color.

Length .09 inch.

Differs from E. Swederi in not having a twin tuft of hairs on the
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mesoscutum and in the broadly dilated second antennal joint.

The middle pair of legs haye a large tibial spur, larger than in

E. Swederi, and the middle tarsi are larger. Otherwise, except

the remarkable differences in coloration, it belongs to the same sec-

tion of the genus, apparently, to which E. Swederi belongs.

“ Found alive in- old chrysalis case of Chionobas semidea,” Mt.

Washington, N. H. (F. G. Sanborn.)

Encyrtus turni n. sp.

One $. Head and thorax blackish blue with metallic hues.

Eyes far apart, being twice as much so and much smaller than in

9 ,
the distance between them being a little greater than the length

of one of the eyes. Ocelli placed in a large, broad triangle
;
front

with a sunken rounded pit from which the antennae arise. Mouth
parts and antennae pale brown, hairy, with rounded joints; sec-

ond joint very short. Thorax smooth and shining, with minute

scattered punctures and fine brown hairs, blackish purple, with a

slight bluish tinge. Wings as usual, clear, not clouded, spur of

subcostal (as we may call the end beyond the pterostigma)

enclosing an equilateral triangle, the end of the vein a little

dilated, but not knob-like. Legs uniformly pale brown. Mid-

dle legs the largest. Middle tibiae with a single spine large

and stout, slightly more than half as long as the tarsus. Spine

and tarsi paler than the rest of the leg, except the terminal joint,

including the claws which are brown, tip of tibiae also pale.

Abdomen large, triangular, nearly as long as rest of the body, (in

the single specimen before us a little convex above); apex not

very acute, a few long hairs towards the tip. Dark pnrple, but

with no bluish reflections as in the 9

.

Length .09 inch.

9. Eyes large, closely approximating on the vertex, of the

same distance apart as in E. montinus. Below a deep round hol-

low for the reception of the antennae, the clypeus rising up in

the middle, being rather narrow and convex. Labrum and man-

dibles and other appendages of the mouth pale piceous
;
rest of

head dark purple, while the thorax is bluish purple. Antennae

dark brown, much longer than in the male, with second joint flat-

tened and clavate, and the club long, not suddenly dilated, rather

acute. Thorax dark bluish purple, being more blue than in £,
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witli slio'ht metallic reflections. Thorax and winos as in $.
CD

Legs with longer tarsi, especially middle pah-, middle tibiae paler

than in $ ,
and tips of hind tibiae pale. Legs generally a little

paler than in £ . Abdomen as long as thorax, acutely triangular,

hollowed in middle, and distinctly steel blue at base.

Length .09 inch.

From Papilo Timms. (E. Norton.)

Genus Eulophus.

$ . Body shining, sometimes appearing as if scaled, smooth or

finely punctured, sparsely hairy. Head transverse, very short,

small, deeply excavated (especially in dry specimens), about as

wide as the thorax. Eyes rounded, of moderate she. Antennae

nine-jointed, shnple or bearing three long branches, subclavate,

pubescent, short and thick, or long and slender; first joint fusi-

form, second cup-shaped, third, fourth, and fifth filiform, fourth

longer than third, shorter than fifth, sixth fusiform
;

club fusi-

form, a little thicker but not longer than the sixth joint; the

three branches proceeding from the third, fourth, and fifth

respectively, second shorter than first branch, longer than the

third. Thorax ovate, very convex, prothorax short, transverse,

the three lobes of mesoscutum sometimes well marked
;
scutellum

rounded, convex
;
propodeum very short, transverse. Fore wings

broad, venation much as usual, the subcostal vein dilated at end

and enclosing a V-shaped space. Abdomen witli scarcely any

petiole, sublinear, long, often acutely pointed, depressed, first seg-

ment quite long, following ones shorter. Legs of medium length,

nearly equal in size; tarsi with joints one-three short, fourth

longer than third. Ungues and pulvilli quite large
;

tarsi of fore

legs with first joint very short.

9. “Head narrower than thorax. Antennae nine-jointed,

longer than half the body, first joint long, sublinear, second elon-

gated cup-shaped, third very minute, fourth long linear, fifth

fusiform, short, sixth ovate, short, club fusiform, much longer

than sixth joint. Abdomen ovate, carinate beneath, much shorter

and a little narrower than the thorax.” (Adapted from Walker’s

description.)

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 3 AUGUST, 1881.
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Eulophus theclae n. sp.

S. Body short, abdomen shorter than the thorax. Body
uniformly shining dark blue, smooth. Head fully as broad as the

thorax. Front, including most of the vertex with the ocelli,

deeply sunken (in dry specimens). Mouth parts dark brown,

antennae simple, very short and stout, the joints being much
shorter and thicker than in E. semideae. Eyes smaller than in

semicleae. Thorax with the three lobes of mesoscutum very dis-

tinct, the lateral lobes very large
;

scutellum large and long,

smooth, with two parallel, impressed, somewhat testaceous lines.

Wings hyaline, veins as usual, subcostal dilated at end. Legs

dark blue as far as tip of femora, which is whitish, like tibiae and

tarsus, terminal joint of tarsi dark; all the legs alike. Abdomen
large and broad, much broader and larger than in E. semideae,

flattened, not much sunken in above, oval tip well rounded, not

so hairy as in semideae
;
concolorous with the rest of the body.

Length .07-.08 inch.

Differs from E. semideae, in which the antennae are very long

and slender, by the very short antennae, and much broader, larger

abdomen. The body is shining, not punctured, and the two

parallel lines in the meso-scutellum seem characteristic of the

species.

Bred from pupa of Thecla calanus (T. inoratus)
;
no females

were bred, showing that the entire brood were males. 1

Eulophus Saundersii n. sp.

Three $. A minute species compared with E. semideae, but

otherwise closely allied to it in structure and color
;
the abdomen,

however, is considerably shorter and thicker, being scarcely

longer than the thorax, while in E. semideae it is as long as head

and thorax together. Antennae of the same form as in E. semi-

deae but much shorter, the joints between the second, and the

club being no longer than broad, while in the other species (E.

semideae) they are twice as long as thick
;
they are brown and

hairy. Wings much as in E. semideae, but the veins are much
paler, less distinct. Legs colored much as in E. semideae. Tro-

1 1 have also, June, 1881, bred a species of Tachina from what I suppose to be larvae

of Thecla calanus found in the pig-nut hickory at Providence, R. I., just as soon as the

leaves have expanded at the end of May.
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chanters brown, femora brown, pale at base, and whitish at tip
;

tibiae and tarsi white, except tarsal joints, which are pale brown.

Abdomen, like all the rest of the body, deep bine with a greenish

tinge, much shorter than in E. semideae, and conical ovate, the

tip not being at all produced. The body is smooth, with very

fine hairs, as in E. semideae.

Length .04 inch.

“Parasite of pupa of Thecla, supposed to be Calanus.” (Wil-

liam Saunders.)

The specimens were imperfect, hence a better description could

not be prepared.

Eulophus semideae n. sp.

Eulophus semideae Pack., Rep. Geol. 1ST. H., I, 347, fig. 46

(1874).

Belongs apparently to the same section of the genus as E.

amempsimus Walker.

Two £. Antennae filiform, not increasing in width toward

the tip, rather long, much longer than in E. amempsimus, and

very hairy, dark brown. Head deep blue, shining, not punctured

as usual under a not powerful lens. Mandibles and other mouth

parts pale piceous. Thorax like the whole body, deep blue. Fore-

wings broader at end, clear
;
spur distinct, dilated at tip. Coxae

concolorous with the body
;
trochanters and femora brown, tips

of latter pale testaceous: tibiae brown, pale at tip, or almost

wholly pale; tarsi dark on terminal joint, two last joints dark in

the hinder pair. Abdomen as long as the thorax, narrow lanceo-

late, oval, subacutely pointed, more so than in E. amempsimus,

concolorous with the rest of the body, but with steel blue reflec-

tions at base.

Length .06 inch.

Ten 9 . Eyes rather larger and a little nearer together

than in $. Antennae longer in proportion than in E. amemp-
simus, the club being much longer

;
the whole body is shorter and

broader than in E. amempsimus and E. eneugamus Walker, the

abdomen especially being much broader and apex less attenuate.

Of the same color as the male, with the base of the abdomen

more distinctly steel blue. Body smooth and shining, not per-

ceptibly punctate under a strong lens. Legs : trochanters whitish
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at tip
;
femora dark brown, whitish at each end, tibiae and tarsi

white, terminal joint of tarsi dusky.

Length .08 inch.

Bred from Chionobas semidea of the summit of Mt. Washing-

ton, N. H. (S. H. Scudder.)

Genus Entedon.

$ . Body short, shining, quite smooth, sparsely hairy. Head :

vertex broad, impressed; front abruptly hollowed out. Eyes

large, ovate, not prominent. Antennae usually seven-jointed,

filiform, slender, acuminate, longer than half the body: first joint

long, slender, sublinear
;

second, long, cup-shaped
;

third-sixth,

linear subequal; seventh, narrower fusiform, setiferous at tip.

Thorax ovate, convex
;
prothorax very short, not visible from

above
;
mesothoracic scutum short, transverse, lateral lobes indis-

tinct
;

scutellum large, ovate. Propodeum short and small.

Wings broad, with the pterostigma situated in the outer third

of the wing, with the subcostal vein ending in a knob, or the

vein running along the costa to the pterostigma, there being no

free costal edge as in Encyrtus. Legs strong, simple, subequal,

ungues and pulvilli small. Abdomen pedicellate, sublinear,

depressed, shorter and narrower than the thorax (adapted from

Walker). The male has simple antennae, and in some specimens

they are ten-jointed; the three terminal ones form an oval club.

The abdomen is usually ovate, depressed.

Entedon antiopae n. sp. One $.

Body short and thick, allied in form to Entedon sodarmus

Walker. Abdomen sessile, rounded, about three-fourths as long

as the thorax. Antennae rather short and thick, a little thick-

ened toward the tip, basal half whitish, beyond brown. Body
and head brown, shining, smooth

;
thorax a little paler than the

head. Legs pale testaceous
;

tarsi paler. Abdomen shining

mahogany brown, but with no metallic hues.

Length .08 inch.

Differs from all the species (four or five) I have seen from

England, which are bright metallic blue and green, in its mahog-

any brown colors and pale legs, short, large, round abdomen, and

clavate antennae, white at base and brown beyond. Described
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imperfectly from one old specimen from the Harris collection,

glued to a card and numbered 477. Bred from Vanessa Antiopa.

Genus Teichogeamma.

Head short, transversely oblong, subtrapezoidal, same width as

the thorax,
.
rather long seen sideways and in front

;
labrum

rounded, front edge well rounded, three ocelli. Eyes large

though not very prominent, space between them rather broad.

Antennae five-jointed
;
basal joint largest, fusiform, as long as

three succeeding joints
;
second joint elongate, cyathiform, third

oval, short, minute, fourth spherical and minute, fifth very large,

oval, conical; the joints hairy, in $ with very long hairs.

Thorax short, meso-scutellum nearly as long as the scutum.

Propodeum short. Fore-wings very broad, much rounder, a little

longer than the body
;
the subcostal vein does not extend to the

middle of the wing, sinuate, sending off several short hairs, ending

at a considerable distance from the centre, dilating and sending

out three radiating spurs. Numerous rows of dots, giving rise to

# minute hairs, radiate from the base of the wing. Edge fringed

with fine hairs. Hind-wings nearly as long as fore-wings, linear
;

costal edge obtusely pointed just before the middle inner edge,

very straight, acute at tip, with a single row of dots along the

costa. Legs rather slender, femora and tibiae of moderate thick-

ness, tarsi scarcely larger than tibiae, slender, three-jointed, joints

of equal length. Abdomen in $ short, conical, ending acutely,

in $ nearly twice as long as thorax, tip acuminate, seen sideways

conical
;
a long ovipositor slightly exserted.

Trichogramma minutum Riley.

Four $. Uniformly testaceous brown, legs honey yellow.

Front broad between the eyes. Antennae a little longer than

head is broad, pubescent. Thorax short, abdomen twice as long

as thorax, rather broader than thorax.

Length .03-.03^ inch.

Bred by C. V. Riley from L. Disippus.

Trichogramma minutissimum n. sp.

Eighty specimens, five $, seventy-five ?. Body uniformly

pale testaceous or honey yellow, legs and antennae scarcely paler
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than the body, which is mnch paler than in P. minutum Riley.

Abdomen a little longer than the thorax, but no wider seen from

above. Antennae of male with long hairs, those on the club, in

some cases, as long as the club itself; in 9 they are naked; joint

a little shorter than in T. minutum, as are the entire antennae.

Wings and legs much as in T. minutum, but the legs are rather

slenderer.

This minute form may be at once distinguished from T. minu-

tum by being about half as large, and by the much paler, naked

antennae in 9 ,
and narrower abdomen.

Length $, .01-.01^ inch; 9, .01§-.02 inch.

Bred from Papilio Turnus, June 29-30 by S. H. Scudder.

These two species seem, without doubt, to be closely allied to

and congeneric with the species of Trichogramma figured by

Prof. J. O. Westwood in his “ Descriptions of some minute

Hymenopterous Insects. (Trans. Linnaean Soc. London, 1878.

pi. lxxiii.)

Fompilus.

A species of Pompilus said to have been raised from Grapta

interrogationis by Mr. E. Norton, is from Mr. Scudder’s collection.

The body is rather stout, dull brown-black, with a faint viola-

ceous tinge. Anterior edge of clypeus arcuate, being somewhat

indented. The antennae are concolorous with the body, mod-

erately slender. Labrum slightly indented
;
mandibles with a

faint red discoloration just before the tip. Wings smoky, giving

off steel blue reflections, especially from the tip; third subcostal

cell more oblong than in P. aethiops, the outer side being more

transverse and less oblique than in P. aethiops. Thorax with fine

long scattered hairs, though less hairy than in P. aethiops. Legs

brown-black, slenderer than in P. aethiops, and, in fact, while

approaching this species in the proportions of the head and

antennae, the body and legs are slightly slenderer, and the

species is considerably smaller.

Length .54 inch.

From P. luctuosus it is distinguished at once by the third sub-

costal cell not being petiolate, and it is a little larger.
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General Meeting. May 19, 1880.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-three

persons present.

Dr. C. S. Minot read a paper on the Structure of the Tongue

in Reptiles and Birds.1

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth read a paper on the Age of the Copper-

bearing Rocks of Lake Superior. See Bulletin of the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, Geological Series, Yol. I, No. 1, and

Proceedings of American Association for the Advancement of

Science, 1880.

General Meeting. October 6
,
1880.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

seven persons present.

After the reading of the records of the last meeting, the Pres-

ident announced the death, during the summer vacation, of Count

L. F. de Pourtales, Dr. C. T. Jackson, Mr. L. S. Burbank, Mr.

George D. Smith, and Prof. S. S. Haldeman.

Ex-President Mr. T. T. Bouve said:

As an early member of the Society, and consequently long

associated with Dr. Jackson, and, moreover, having been for

many years an intimate friend, I have felt it my duty to prepare

for our records a brief account of his life and scientific work,

and to express such views concerning him as truth seems to

require from my pen. Already, in the sketch of the history of

the Society for the half century which closed on the 28th of

1 Published in the Anniversary Memoirs Bost. Soc. Nat. History.
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April last, I have given some expression to my thoughts, but

not enough to meet my sense of what seems now to be called for.

DR. CHARLES T. JACKSON.

Dr. Charles T. Jackson was born in Plymouth, on June 21,

1805. He studied medicine at the Medical School of Harvard

University, and in 1829 received the degree of Doctor of Medi-

cine. Soon after this he visited Europe to complete his studies,

and while at Paris formed an acquaintance with many eminent

men, among others with the celebrated geologist, Elie de Beau-

mont, who subsequently became a warm personal friend, and so

continued through life. Before completing his course at Cam-

bridge, he had manifested a strong inclination for other studies

than those required for the practice of medicine, and had become

particularly interested in Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology.

Indeed, before receiving his degree, he had already explored, in

company with his friend, Mr. Francis Alger, a considerable por-

tion of the Province of Nova Scotia, and made a large collection

of minerals there, which, being new to foreign cabinets, enabled

him by exchange to form one for himself of great value. He
abandoned his profession that he might give his whole time to

investigation in the branches mentioned, soon becoming known
as one of the leading scientists of the period in this country.

Soon after the formation of this Society he became an active and

influential member, and in 1833 was elected one of its curators.

Subsequently he became one of its vice-presidents, and continued

to hold that office until attacked by the malady which abruptly

terminated his connection with it in 1874. It is, perhaps, not well

to repeat here what I have written for the historical sketch, and

which will be found in its pages concerning the great value of his

services to the Society, but will, however, quote a few lines

which seem appropriate here.

“ To no man was the Society more indebted for constant and

active zeal in its welfare than to Dr. Charles T. Jackson during

the first forty years of its existence. Others surpassed him in

laborious work on its collections, when nearly all <Jone upon them

was by voluntary effort
;
but none in a constant manifestation of

interest in its j>roceedings, as shown by so long and uninterrupted
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a participation in them, and by the generous donation of a large

part of his mineral collection.”

There can be but brief mention of the great work done by

Dr. Jackson during his days of active labor. He was the first in

this country to establish a chemical laboratory for students, and

many of the chemists of the last half century were indebted to

him for their early instruction in the analyses of mineral bodies.

Whilst engaged in such teaching he was the inventor of a pow-

erful blast lamp for alkaline fusions, which was very serviceable

before the street gas came into general use in laboratories. The

earliest geological explorations in the region of Lake Superior

were made by him, and the early State surveys of Maine and

Rhode Island were under his direction.

The scientific papers by Dr. Jackson, which appeared from

time to time in the public journals, were numerous, and many of

them of great interest and importance. The Society’s publica-

tions have often been enriched by them. As early as 1834 he

contributed an article to the Society’s Journal upon the Chiastolite

or Made of Lancaster in this State, and this was soon after followed

by others, giving the analyses of various minerals, and other

information concerning them. From the time when the Proceed-

ings of the Society were first published in 1841, to the period

when he became enfeebled by illness, there may be found in its

pages almost constant notice of the part taken by him in the

discussions at the meetings, and frequently communications of

much scientific interest, mostly upon geological or mineralogical

matters, though they were not always confined to these. His

contributions to Silliman’s Journal were likewise numerous.

Among them may be found : Analyses of the Mineral Waters of

the Azores
;
Remarks on the Geology of Maine

;
Chemical Anal-

ysis of Meteoric Iron, Claiborne, Alabama
;
Bituminization of Peat

and its Conversion into Coal
;
An Account of the Catlinite or

Indian Pipe Quarry
;
The Lava of the Volcano of Kilauea in

Hawaii and its Chemical Composition
;
Remarks upon Drift and

upon the Organic Matter of Soils
;
The Cancrinite Nepheline and

Zircon of Litchfield, Maine
;
The Ores of Lake Superior

;
The

Discovery of Tellurium in Virginia
;
Analysis and Description of

the Vermiculite of Millbury, Mass.
;
The Lake Superior Copper
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Region
;
The Asphaltic Coal of New Brunswick

;
The Discovery

of Fossil Fish in the Coal Formation of New Brunswick. In the

volume of the Proceedings of the Association of American Geol-

ogists and Naturalists may he found a description by him of the

Veins of Tin Ore in Jackson, N. H., and Remarks upon the Zinc,

Copper, and Lead Ores of New Hampshire. In the volumes of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science appear

from his pen : Observations of a Mirage seen at Lake Superior

;

Remarks on the Geology, Mineralogy and Mines of Keweenaw
Point

;
On Ancient Pot-holes in Rocks

;
Description and Analysis

of Allanite from Franklin, N. J.
;
Description of Bismuthic Tel-

lurium from Virginia
;
On the Artificial Minerals from an Iron

Furnace of Pennsylvania, and others. To the Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences he contributed : Remarks

upon a Large Vein of Phosphate of Lime, found at Hindstown,

N. J.
;
Analysis of Water; Analysis of Bornite from Georgia;

Results of an Examination of the Frozen Well of Brandon, Vt.

;

and an Analysis of a Meteoric Stone found in Dacotah. To the

Memoirs of the Academy he contributed, jointly with Mr. Fran-

cis Alger, a valuable paper upon the Mineralogy and Geology of

Nova Scotia. In the American Quarterly Journal of Agriculture

may be found Analyses of Soils made by him, and in the Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal an article upon the Existence of

Nitrogen in Plants and its origin in Animals.

Nor were scientific papers by him communicated only to Amer-

ican periodicals, for several may be found in those of Edinburgh

and Paris, particularly in the Paris Comptes Rendus, where maybe
found : Observations sur quelques Mines des ICtats Unis, et sur le

Gres Rouge de Lac Superior; Courants Marines
;
Nouveau gisement

de Trilobites
;
Sur les gisements de l’or dans le Georgie

;
Sur la

Bornite de Dahlonegra et sur les diamants de l’etat de Georgie
;

and others.

The more elaborate writings of Dr. Jackson are to be found in

the several published geological reports made by him. His first

Report upon the Geology of the State appeared in 1837, and was

followed by the second in 1838, and the third in 1839. Those

upon the Public Lands of Maine and Massachusetts were likewise

published in the two former years. In 1840 his Final Report
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upon the Geology of Rhode Island was issued. In 1841 his first

Report upon the Geology of New Hampshire was printed, and

this was followed by the second in 1842. The final Report on

the Geology of that State was published in a quarto volume in

1844. In 1849 Dr. Jackson’s Report on the Mineral Lands of the

United States in Michigan appeared at Washington in an octavo

volume with maps.

What I now have to say is said with a sincere desire to do jus-

tice, and only justice, to the memory of our late distinguished

associate, whose funeral services the President of this Society, one

of the Vice-Presidents, and myself attended but a few weeks

since.

Not in sadness, alas, did the friends of his earlier years learn of

the final departure of him whom they had respected and loved.

Their mourning had been a continuous one from the moment
when the bright intellect that drew them about him in wondering

delight, had fallen into an eclipse, never again to manifest on

earth its wonted power and briliancy
;
and to them the news of

his death came as a relief. The troubled spirit had at length

passed from its frail and disordered tenement, and the peace which

rested upon the form and features of the dead, diffused itself and

permeated the hearts of many who had long waited the final con-

summation.

Still, notwithstanding the relief that thus came to the minds of

those who had been near and dear friends of Dr. Jackson, the

event of his death could not take place without bringing in review

the prominent circumstances of his career, some of which could

not be dwelt upon without a sad feeling that in some degree, at

least, his life had been embittered by a lack of appreciation for his

services to humanity, and by ungrateful indifference to his merits.

That he himself was not entirely blameless for this, will not pre-

vent the thought from being an intensely saddening one to thou-

sands, that he to whom the world is perhaps as much indebted as

to any one for the inexpressible relief from human anguish which

has followed the use of ether as an anesthetic agent, was by his

very instrumentality in its introduction, made a sufferer through

all the subsequent years of his life.
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It is far from my purpose to re-open a discussion upon the

question of the relative merits of Dr. Jackson and Dr. Morton as

claimants to the great honor of having discovered the value of

ether as an anesthetic agent. After the publication of so many
documents as have appeared on the part of the friends of both,

setting forth their respective claims, it would be unprofitable labor.

Suffice it for me, as an intimate fellow member of the Society, to

express fully to all who in the future may seek to honor the names

of those who have been the means of alleviating pain through all

generations, the views and feelings of those who were best situ-

ated to know thoroughly the man of whom I speak, and whose

memory I mean to make dear to them. Yes, I address through

the records of this Society, which he loved so well, not only its

future members, but the vast multitude of men who may hereafter

seek to learn to whom they are indebted for relief in the hours of

anguish. As it is my special purpose to impart information to such

respecting Dr. Jackson, I briefly call attention to several of his

contemporaries whose opinions are cited as worhy of the highest

respect.

I would have all who come after us know the opinions respect-

ing him of the members of this Society who, of all others, were

the best situated and the best qualified to judge him and his

merits. Among such were Mr. Francis Alger, Dr. J. B. S. Jack-

son, and Dr. Martin Gay, all eminent, not only in their own chosen

calling, but whose liberal culture and unwearied interest- in the

cause of natural history made them prominent among the

distinguished scientific men of the day. Mr. Alger was one of the

original founders of this Society, well known as an able mineral-

ogist, and as the author of a valuable work on Mineralogy. Of

Dr. J. B. S. Jackson, who was not connected by kindred with the

subject of these * remarks, it would be unnecessary to speak, if

only the minds of the present generation were to be appealed to,

for his character, his ability, and his opportunity to form a good

judgment on points under consideration, are too well known to

all the older members. But for those who are to succeed us, let

it be said that no man among his contemporaries of the Society

inspired more sincere regard and respect. In the language of the

tribute paid by me to his memory, when he was taken from us by
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death, I repeat, “ Simple, unostentatious, true in all the relations

of life, honest in the expression of his convictions, and pure in

heart; he lived amongst us, a blessing to his friends and the

community, and has jiassed away leaving the most tender mem-
ories.” Of Dr. Martin Gay it may be said that all expressed in

praise of Dr. J. B. S. Jackson would alike apply to him. The

similitude of them natures indeed drew them together in close

relationship. If ever a man lived in the community above guile,

thoroughly upright and conscientious, that man was Dr. Martin

Gay.

To the opinions and testimony of such men we always turn

with peculiar satisfaction, and it is not too much to say that in

the controversy concerning the discovery of ether, not only the

personal standing but the long acquaintance and association with

Dr. Jackson of all three, becomes of extraordinary value. They,

too, were the most intimate of his friends, and their knowledge

of him, his character, and his motives of action, was more thor-

ough than that of any others in the community. Not failing to

recognize weaknesses from which few of us would claim that he

was exempt, they nevertheless, as all who associated with them

well know, entertained for him feelings of the greatest regard

and respect.

Now what is the testimony of these three witnesses concerning

the claim of Dr. Charles T. Jackson to the discovery of ether as

an anesthetic agent? Their belief that he alone was entitled to

the honor admits of no doubt. Fortunately there is incontrovert-

ible proof of this in regard to two of them, Dr. J. B. S. Jackson’s

name being appended to a remonstrance addressed to Congress

against a grant of money to W. G. Morton, which expresses that

the signers believe a reward, so far as discovery is concerned,

solely due to Dr. J ackson
;
and Dr. Martin Gay having published

a pamphlet under his own name, in which he claims that Dr.

Jackson was not only the sole discoverer, but that Mr. Morton

was only to be regarded as an agent in what he did to prove

the administration of ether safe in surgical operations.

Thus far I have not referred to myself, as also on intimate

relations with Dr. C. T. Jackson. I may well do so, however, being

for a considerable period a student in his laboratory, and subse-
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quently meeting him frequently in social intercourse. To the

testimony of others in favor of Dr. Jackson as a man of high

principle, of just intentions, and as being entitled to the great

honor of having been the discoverer of the anesthetic properties

of ether, I add my own, but from their farther conclusions I

widely differ. I do not think, I have never thought, him entitled

to the credit of its introduction into use, or even for having

thoroughly verified what he claimed to be true respecting the

safety of its administration. He had experimented on himself

and had proved to his own satisfaction what was afterwards dem-

onstrated respecting it, even going so far as to recommend its use

by others, and this constituted discovery. But he did not prove

to others what he was himself convinced of, and allowed precious

time to pass, yes, much time, without making any application of

the discovery. Indeed, had it not been that Morton sought from

him means to prevent pain when extracting teeth, it is doubtful

if the world would have had the advantage of the discovery for

years, if ever.

The truth is, Dr. Jackson was a man of great genius, and his

intuitive perception of scientific truths remarkable
;
but from

some peculiarities hard to comprehend, he often contented him-

self with enunciating what he recognized as fact, without striving

to substantiate it. He himself admitted his short comings in this

respect. When Dr. Gay had written his essay upon the Discovery

of Ether, claiming for Dr. Jackson all the merit of its introduc-

tion, I objected to his view of the matter, and took the ground

that the world was indebted to both Jackson and Morton for the

boon, — to one as the scientific discoverer and suggestor of its

use in surgical operations, to the other for his application of it

and its practical introduction. Dr. Jackson learning of this, upon

meeting me remarked that I was thought not to be friendly to

him in this matter. I then said, “ Doctor, you have known for a

long period what Mr. Morton is now demonstrating to be true,

but allowed it to remain a dormant fact in your mind. If he had

not sought information from you, might it not have so remained

years longer ? ” He answered that possibly it might. I think it

may fairly be said that without both Jackson and Morton the

world might have been none the happier for what either would
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have clone
;

one supplemented the other. To them together

belongs the great honor of having served humanity to a degree

beyond what language can express, and yet because of lack of

concert the ungrateful world has refused due acknowledgment to

both, and allowed them to pass away from earth feeling, as long

as they felt at all on the subject, the great injustice done them
;

their last conscious moments embittered by the thought that in

giving a great boon to man they brought upon themselves only

disappointment and suffering.

Dr. Jackson died on the 29th of August last, after an illness of

the mind which had confined him for several years.

It was voted to print Mr. Bouve’s remarks in the Proceedings,

and to request notices of Count Pourtales, Mr. Burbank and

Mr. Smith, from Col. Lyman, Mr. Crosby, and Mr. Orne, for

publication.

LOUIS F. DE POURTALES.

Like all new countries, America has drawn skilled workmen

from Europe. Natural science is no exception to this rule, and

owes much to the aid of foreigners, among whom no one has been

more welcome to these shores, and few have done more for

sound learning, than Count Pourtales. He came to the United

States when only twenty-three years old, with Louis Agassiz, and

assisted him in his researches. Six years before, he had been with

Agassiz on the glacier of the Aar, and doubtless there acquired

the deep love of scientific investigation which grew with his life.

At that time he aided his friend and master not only in zoolog-

ical studies, but also in the preparation of the little manual of

natural history, published by Agassiz and Gould, a most original

book, and one which may profitably be read at the present day.

Young Pourtales could not long pursue his favorite theme. He
had his own way to make, and, in 1848, he obtained a position

on the Coast Survey, in which service he remained more than

twenty years. His powers were early recognized by the govern-

ment, and he was assigned to duties requiring especial skill and

knowledge. From 1854 he had charge of the Tidal Division,
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and it was in carrying out its special investigations that his atten-

tion was drawn to the importance of detailed examinations of

the sea-bottom and its inhabitants. He was early led to doubt

the prevailing belief that, below a few hundred fathoms, no

animal life existed on the floor of the ocean, a theory which

Forbes had founded on his observations in the Mediterranean.

Basing this doubt at first on the Foraminifera dredged from great

depths, Pourtales was afterwards able to show other animals

which unquestionably had been taken alive in similar depths.

At the same time he made an exhaustive study of the sea-bottom

itself, of which he examined the many sj>ecimens in the cabinet

of the Coast Survey, and filled out his information from his own
collections. As a result of these studies he, in 1871, published in

Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, a connected account

of the ocean-floor of the western border of the Atlantic, accom-

panied by a map. The biological results of his dredging expe-

ditions were, for the most part, published by the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, and gave to science an entire new fauna,

besides showing many unlooked for facts, such as the occurrence

of Rhizocrinus and other boreal species in the deep waters of the

Caribbean Sea. More than any other man may Pourtales be

called the pioneer of deep-sea dredging in American waters.

On the death of his father, Count Pourtales received a sufficient

fortune, and he was thenceforth able to give his whole time to his

favorite studies. He resigned his position on the Coast Survey,

and accepted that of Keeper of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology. To the arrangement of this museum he devoted the

last years of his life, with his usual industry and quiet energy.

In the midst of labors so pleasant to him, his strong frame was

suddenly undermined by a treacherous internal disease, which

ended his life in his fifty-seventh year.

Count Pourtales was elected a corresponding member of the

Society in 1847, and became a resident member in 1876, since

which time he has served as one of the Council.

Theodore Lyman.
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L. S. BURBANK.

In the death of Mr. Levi S. Burbank, which occurred at his

home in Woburn, Mass., on the 20th of August, 1880, in the fifty-

second year of his age, the Society has lost an active and valued

member. Mr. Burbank was a native of Shutesbury, Mass. His

education was gained in the district schools, and in the academy

of Franklin County in this State
;
and afterwards at the New

England Normal Institute of Prof. William Russell, in Lancaster.

It was here he met the elder Agassiz, then a lecturer in the

Institute, from whom, as have so many others, he received his first

impulse toward science.

Mr. Burbank was best known as a successful and enthusiastic

teacher of science
;
and it was only during the last fifteen years

of his life that his original investigations began to attract atten-

tion. His career as a teacher began at the early age of eighteen,

before his school days were over. From 1856 to 1858 he was an

instructor in Paducah College, Kentucky. In 1858-9 he taught

in Wake Forest College and Granville Female Seminary, North

Carolina.

It was while teaching in North Carolina that he made those

careful and accurate observations on the extensive superficial

decomposition of the rocks, and the formation soils and boulders

in situ, so well exhibited in the southern states and in low lati-

tudes generally, which he afterward turned to such good account

in explaining the drift phenomena of more northern regions.

Mr. Burbank married in 1859, and was soon after appointed

President of Paducah College, remaining there until the breaking

out of the rebellion in 1861. From 1861 to 1866 he taught miner-

alogy and kindred subjects in the high schools in Lancaster,

Athol, and Westboro’, in Mass.; and from the last mentioned

date till 1872 he was at the head of the scientific department in

the high school at Lowell. In 1872 he accepted .the position of

Principal of Warren Academy at Woburn, making the academy

a preparatory school for the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology and other scientific institutions. He remained at this

post for five years
;
and during these and the succeeding years he

gave five courses of lectures on mineralogy and lithology in the

Teachers’ School of Science, under the auspices of this Society.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 4 AUGUST, 1881 .
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For many years Mr. Burbank was engaged in studying tbe

crystalline limestones of eastern Massachusetts. The first results

of these investigations were published in the Proceedings of the

Society in April, 1871. This paper was very carefully prepared
;

and in it he maintained that these limestones are not stratified

deposits, but veins, and denied the organic nature of the Eozoon

;

and in both these conclusions he was strengthened by subsequent

observations. This communication marked the beginning of his

connection with the Society. In 1872 he was chosen a member
of the Committee on Mineralogy, and in 1874 of that on Geology,

both of which positions he retained to the time of his death.

In November, 1872, he communicated to the Society his observ-

ations, made thirteen years before, on the surface geology of North

Carolina, with their bearing on the drift phenomena of the

northern United States. These important results, however, were

not published in the Proceedings of the Society until a twelve-

month later. He was thus a pioneer in solving one of the most

important problems of geology
;
and this is undoubtedly his most

valuable contribution to the science.

Passing by several minor papers on the mineralogy and botany

of his native State, we come to his investigation of the con-

glomerate and associated rocks in Harvard, Mass., the results of

which were presented to the Society in 1876. He had early

reached the conclusion that the pebbles of this conglomerate had

been distorted by mutual pressure while in a plastic state
;
but

with his characteristic modesty and thoroughness he refrained

from publishing anything until he had examined every foot of the

territory, and weighed every available fact
;
with the consequence

that in this, as in all other cases, he had perfect confidence that

his work would stand. The list of his published papers would

undoubtedly be much longer than it is, but for his determination

in every instance to make his analysis of the facts exhaustive.

In the spring of 1876 he cooperated with the writer in prepar-

ing the report on the Centennial Geological Map of Massachusetts.

He had in preparation for the Boston meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science what would have

been his most important contribution to the Eozoon discussion

;
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but his painful illness rendered him helpless during the last six

weeks of his life, and the paper was never finished.

Concerning the moral nature of Mr. Burbank, we may say, in

the words of one who knew him well, he was noted for his thor-

oughness, his frankness, his hatred of shams, and his scrupulous

adherence to duty. W. O. Crosby.

GEORGE D. SMITH.

By the death of George D. Smith the Society loses one of its

most worthy members, although he has not of late often attended

the meetings of the Society. Early in his membership he was

usually present. Business occupations, an infirmity with which

he was at times affected, and more than all, his devotion to his

studies, have kept him for some years from this place of meeting.

His fondness for the study of natural history began at an early

age, and never flagged till he was rendered powerless by his last

sickness. He was educated to the trade of watchmaker and jew-

eller. After working in Maine, Virginia, Illinois and Missouri,

he came to Boston and entered the establishment of Palmer

and Bachelder, where for about nineteen years he acted as

salesman, and for thirteen years was a member of the firm. By
his kind, sociable manners, and accommodating spirit, combined

with a thorough knowledge of all the details of his business, he

won many friends and increased in no small degree the patronage

of the establishment. But devoted as he was to the interests of

the firm, his heart was elsewhere. He was an enthusiastic stu-

dent of entomology. He chose Coleoptera as his specialty,

and for more than a score of years gave all his leisure time to col-

lecting, arranging, studying and naming species of this order.

His interest in the subject dates back to his boyhood on the banks

of the Saco, where he collected his first specimens.

Mr. Smith’s collection was soon so large that it attracted the

attention of the leading entomologists of the country. An exam-

ination of Crotch’s Check List, containing over 7000 species of

North American coleoptera, shows only a few names not marked

off by his pencil. He had also some 3000 South American

species, and arranged them in a separate cabinet. The work of
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mounting, labelling, and arranging these vast collections was

immense. It occupied the greater portion of Mr. Smith’s leisure

time for more than twenty years. It was his practice, after

returning from his business in the evening, to sit down to his

task and apply himself to it until the morning hours. In this

work he was most assiduous. Rarely did he allow himself an

hour for calling on his friends, and entertainments of all kinds he

neglected. Except during a short period of vacation in the summer,

he was invariably to be found at home; ancl unless the state of his

health prevented, or the weather was too oppressively hot for

working near a lamp, he was bending over his fascinating insects.

A distinguishing feature of Mr. Smith’s collections is the per-

fect mounting and excellent condition of his specimens
;

it is

rare to find a limb or a joint missing.

Mr. Smith was always willing and glad to allow students the use

of his rich collection. In doing this, he rendered a good service to

science, and many members of this Society can testify to the

readiness with which they obtained access to his cabinet, and to

the advantage they derived therefrom. As the deceased made

no provision when living for the disposal of his collection, it

remains at his house in the possession and keejnng of his widow

who will dispose of it.

It may be thought that Mr. Smith was simply a collector of

insects, and that he desired numbers rather than knowledge. But

this is not true. He was eager to study and he did study.

Although he had little time for original observations on the

habits of insects, he made attentive use of his fine entomological

library in learning the results of others’ observations, and, more-

over, planned, before his death, to work on insect anatomy.

Mr. Smith’s disposition was so retiring, and his claims to supe-

rior acquirements so unpretending, that he would never of him-

self have informed the Society in regard to his achievements.

So little did he obtrude his knowledge upon the attention of

others, that few of those who lived near him were aware of his

ardent taste for scientific pursuits, or looked upon him in any

other aspect than as a man of business. It is, therefore, with the

greater satisfaction that I speak for him, and inform this Society,

that by long years of quiet and almost unintermitted application,
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he gathered, prepared, and arranged, doubtless the most complete

and most beautiful collection of North American coleoptera in this

country and probably in the world. Acquainted intimately with

him, as I was for many years, I take pleasure in testifying to his

excellent and upright character as a man, and to his exemplary

enthusiasm in one of the branches of study for the furtherance of

which this Society was established. Mr. Smith died in Cam-

bridge, of heart disease, July 6th, 1880, in the forty-seventh year

of his age. John Orne, Jr.

The following paper was read

:

ON THE TEMPERATURE OF FRESH-WATER PONDS AND
LAKES.

BY WM. RIPLEY NICHOLS.

Sometime since I had reasons for wishing to know the facts

with reference to the temperature, at different depths, and at dif-

ferent seasons, of the rather shallow fresh-water ponds and lakes

such as are used in this part of the country as sources of water-

supply. I was not at that time able to find any series of observa-

tions which answered my purpose, and was, consequently, led to

make some observations on the ponds in this neighborhood.

I was also led to search rather carefully for what might have

already been published on the general subject of the temperature

of ponds and lakes. I shall append to this communication a list

of such published papers as I have been able to meet with, but

these, in most instances, are the results of isolated or rather infre-

quent observations, or, if there is a daily record, it is almost inva-

variably of the surface water alone. Besides that which has been

published, I am aware that observations are made in various cities

and towns on the water used for the general supply, sometimes

at its source, sometimes as it issues from the conduit, and some-

times in the pump-well of the water-works. These observations,

if published at all, appear in local reports not readily accessible,

and they are, indeed, seldom published in detail.
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The points on which I particularly desired information were :

—

(1) the difference in temperature at different seasons between the

top and bottom water of the various ponds, (2) the rate and man-

ner of the progressive cooling of the water in the fall and of the

warming up in the spring, and (3) the extent to which the tem-

perature is lowered in winter.

The first pond chosen for examination was Fresh Pond. This

pond covers an area of some two hundred acres, and serves as the

source of water-supply of Cambridge, Mass. It is fed mainly by

the ground-water or by actual springs. The present observations

were made at the entrance to the bay from which there is pumped,

for city supply, from two and a quarter to two and a half million

gallons per day on the average. The water at this part of the

pond is, as a rule, from thirty-five to forty feet deep. The obser-

vations were made at three depths; one as near the bottom as

possible, one at twenty feet from the surface, and one at two feet

from the surface
;
no great stress is laid, however, upon the latter

observation, as the surface temperature may, in the case of a small

pond, vary to the extent of several degrees, during the same day,*

and at different points on the pond. The results are presented in

the table on the opposite page.1 (Table I.)

Another pond on which more or less frequent observations of

temperature have been made, is Mystic Pond, from which a por-

tion of the City of Boston is supplied. Mystic Pond (or Lake)

covers in all a flowage area of some two hundred and thirty acres

and derives a considerable portion of its supply from surface

water, namely from the Abajonna River. The deeper portion of

the pond— the original pond, in fact— forms a basin of from

one hundred to one hundred and twenty-five acres extent and is,

in some places, of considerable depth. The point at which the

observations were made was well out into the ]iond, say one

thousand feet from the shore and about one-half a mile from the

1 These observations in Fresh Pond, in connection with the results of chemical exam-

inations, were presented at the Saratoga meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, August, 1879, and published in the First Annual Report of

the Mass. State Board of Health (1880), pp. 97-107. As the Board of Health Reports

have a limited circulation among other than sanitarians, I have taken the liberty of

communicating the results to this Society.
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Table I. Observations of Temperature in Fresh Pond, Mass.

Date.

Height

of

Water

in

Pond

above

Cambridge

Datum.

Tempei’atu

©

© J
3

o C/3

H S
r-1 o

.j-i
(h

CD

Eighteen

feet

^
y

from

surface.

$̂ a*

£3

CD

1

&P-
5’

Thirty-five

feet

8

more

or

less

rr.

from

surface.

£o. CD

Feet. O o o

May 4, 1878 . . 16.40 16.5 12.5 8.5
“ 14, ... — 14.5 14.5 8.5

June 4, ... 16.11 19. 16.5 8.8
“ 12, ... 15.68 17.3 16.8 8.6

“ 19, ... ] 5.38 20.5 16.8 8.7
“ 25, ... 15.30 22.2 16.6 9.2

July 2, ... 14.99 28.0 16.7 9.3

“9, . ,
. 14.57 26.0 16.4 9.2

“ 16, ... 14.60 25.3 16.8 9.6

“ 23, ... 14.38 24.0 16.8 9.9

Aug. 6, ... 14.25 24.0 17.3 10.1
“ 13, ... 14.75 24.0 20.1 10.0
“ 20, ... 14.67 24.0 20.0 10.2
“ 27, • . . 14.54 22.3 20.0 10.0

Nov. 7, ... 13.66 9.5 9.2 8.7

Dec. 7, ... 14.50 4.5 4.3 4.5

Jan. 2, 1878 *
. . 14.78 0.5 1.0 1.0

“ 14, ... 14.68 0.7 1.3 1.7
“ 22, ... 14.58 0.9 2.0 1.8

April 14, ... 15.16 6.0 5.0 4.4

May 13, ... 15.46 18.5 13.0 8.3

gate-house
;

at this point the water was from seventy-five to eighty

feet deep.

During the greater part of the time a buoy moored in the pond

has enabled us to identify the station and to take the samples in

a nearly vertical line one above the other, but during a part of the

time the position has been reached only ajiproximately, and the

observations have been made from an unmoored boat. The
results of the various observations are recorded in Table II, and

are shown in the accompanying diagram, Plate I, together with
’ the daily mean temperature as reported by the IT. S. Signal Service

observer in Boston, and the daily observations of temperature

made by the engineer at the pumping station of the water-works,

to which the water flows from the pond by a closed conduit
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Table II. Observations on Mystic Lake.

[Temperatures expressed in centigrade degrees.]

Date.

Daily

Mean

Tem-

perature

at

Boston.

Temperature

of

air

at

time

of

observation.

Temperature

in

Pump-well

of

Water-

works.

2
feet

from

surface.

18

—

20
ft.

fm.

surfe.

36

feet

fr.

surface.

50

—

55

feet

from

surface.

70

—

75

feet

from

surface.

Approx,

depth

at

point

of

observat’n.

Height

of

water

in

Lake

in

gate

house

in

feet.

1

October 18, 1879, 16.8 19.0 16.7 16.5 16.3 6.83 ___ 6.8 72 2.24
November 5, —2.8 5.3 8.1 7.8 7.9 — — 6 .

0

2 65 1.35
U

8, 9.4 — 7.2 7.3 7.3 — 6.8 — 55 1.30
u

15, 18.3 18.3 8.3 9.5 8.8 — 6.

8

2 65 1.13
It

22, —4.6 —0.2 6.1 6.7 6.3 — 6.0 — 55 1.07

December 8, 5.7 6.4 5.0 4.9 4.9 — — 4.9 75 0.87
a

12, 0.9 2.4 5.0 4.9 5.2 — 5.0 75 0.95
u

19, —3.3 1.6 3.6 3.0 3.7 — _ 3.9 80 1.71
a

23, 3 —1.8 — 1.4 — — — — — — 1.67

January 30, 1880,6 1.5 — 2.5 2.5 2.8 — — 2.8 75 6.22

February 6,6 —2.1 — 1.7 1.2 2.6 — — 3.2 75 6.31
a 17,6 6.7 — 1.4 0.9 2.8 — . 3.0 75 6.20
u 18,7 11.9 11.0 1.4 1.9 2.8 — — 3.1 75 6.10
u 44 11.9 11.0 1.4 2.4 4 2.8 2.

8

3 — 2.

8

2 64 6.10
u 44 11.9 11.0 1.4 — 2.8 2.

8

3 — — 42 6.10
Cl u 11.9 11.0 1.4 2.

1

4 — — — — 30 6.10
u

27,8 9.0 5.6 2.2 2.4 — — — — — 6.03

March 2,9 0.7 2.0 2.5 2.6 — 3.0 — — 40 6.15
a

6, 0.8 6.4 3.3 4.1 4.0 — 4.0 75 6.16
it 10,12 —1.4 0.2 3.0 3.4 3.6 — — 3.8 75 5.99
u

13, —4.7 —4.5 2.5 2.9 3.0 — _ 3.2 75 5.96
a 24,13 —2.1 8.4 3.3 3.6 3.6 — — 3-72 68 6.08
u

27, —0.6 3.6 2.5 2.9 3.0 — 3.2 75 5.82

April 5, 11.4 9.4 4.6 4.8 4.8 — — 4.9 75 6.28
u

13, 10.7 15-0 5.6 6.3 6.2 — 6.1 75 5.88
«C

14, 5.7 13.9 6.1 7.2 6.6 — — 6.1 75 5.95
u

17, 2.3 5.3 7.2 7.2 7.2 — — 6.2 75 5.26

May 3
,

18.3 25.0 10.0 10.9 10.7 — — 6.7 75 6.52
U

12, 16.2 21.1 17.8 18.5 12.8 — — 6.7 75 6.26
44

15, 11.5 15.6 15.6 16.1 14.8 9.6 7.4 6.8 75 6.25
44

24, 24.6 30.0 18.9 21.0 15.9 — — 6.9 75 6.20

June 3
,

14.3 — 20.3 20.9 19.0 9.2 7.4 6.9 75 5.53
44

18, 19.7 — 22.8 22.7 18.2 — — 7.2 75 4.64
«

25, 25.3 — 23.1 24.3 19.2 — — 8.3 75 3.97

1 High water is 7.00.

2 At 60—65 feet from surface.

3 At 40 feet from surface.

4 At 6 feet from surface.

5 Ice formed on the night of Dec. 22-23.

6 Pond covered with ice.

7 Ice melting rapidly.

8 Pond about one- quarter open. Obser-

vation made at gate-house.

9 Ice broke up March 1 ;
much drift ice

at date.

12 Thin ice at edges of pond.

13 Thin ice formed last night; all gone at

10 A.M.
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about a mile and a half in length. For these latter figures,

which are given in full in Table III, I am indebted to the City

Engineer. These observations, as well as those of the U. S. Signal

Service, are made in Fahrenheit degrees, but I have calculated

them into the degrees of the centigrade scale.

Table III. Observations made at the Pump-well of

Mystic Water-works.

[Temperature expressed in degrees centigrade.]

Day of
Month.

1879.

Oct. Nov. Dec.
1880.

Jan. Feb. March. April. May.
1880.

June.

1 10.6 4.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.0 10.0 20.8

2 9.5 4.7 1.9 2.2 2.5 3 0 10.0 21.1

3 9.5 4.7 1.9 2.5 2.5 3.3 10.0 20.3

4 9.2 4.7 1.9 2.2 2.8 3.3 10.6 20.3

5 8.1 3.7 2.2 2.2 3.3 4.5 13.3 20.0

6 7.5 5.7 2.2 1.7 3.3 6.1 13.3 20.0

7 7 2 4.7 2.2 1.7 3.9 6.1 13.6 19.7

8 7.2 5.0 2.2 1.7 3.6 5.3 13.6 19.7

9 6.9 4.7 2.2 1.7 3.3 5.3 13.9 18.9

10 7.8 4.5 2.2 1.7 3.0 5.3 16.7 18.6

11 8.1 4.7 2.2 1.9 3.3 5.6 16.4 18.9
12 7.5 5.0 2.5 1.7 ' 2.8 5.6 17.8 18.9

13 8.3 4.5 2.5 1.7 2.5 5.6 17.5 22.2
14 8.1 4.5 2.2 1.7 2.8 6.1 16.1 22.5
15 8.3 4.5 2.2 1.7 2.8 6.9 15.6 22.2
16 8.9 4.2 2.2 1.4 2.8 7.2 15.3 22.2
17 8.6 4.2 2.2 1.4 2.5 7.2 15.3 22.2
18 16.7 8.6 3.6 2.2 1.4 2.2 6.9 16.1 22.8
19 16.7 8.1 3.6 2.5 1.7 2.8 6.9 16.1 22.5

20 15.8 7.8 2.8 2.2 1.7 2.8 7.2 15.6 22.5
21 15.0 6.7 2.8 2.2 1.7 2.8 7.2 17.5 23.1

22 14.5 6.1 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.8 7.2 17.8 22.5
23 14.5 6.1 1.4 2.2 2.2 3.0 7.2 17.8 23.3
24 14.8 5.6 1.7 2.5 2.2 3.3 8.1 18.9 ‘ 21.9
25 13.3 5.6 1.7 2.5 2.2 3.0 8.9 20.6 23.1
26 12.8 5.3 1.7 2.5 2.2 2.5 8.6 21.7 23.9
27 12.2 5.3 1.7 2.8 2.2 2.5 9.5 23.1 25.3
28 11.9 5.3 1.9 2.5 2.2 2.5 10.0 23.3 25.6
29 11.7 5.3 1.9 2.5 2.2 2.5 10.0 23.1 25.6
30 11.7 4.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 9.5 22.5 25.6
31 11.1 1.9 2.5 2.8 20.8

Method of Observation .— Generally a sample of water was
taken, at the same time, for chemical examination, and in the case

of Fresh Pond a (centigrade) chemical thermometer was inserted
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in the bottle used for the collection of the water. The bottle was

sunk to the required point and the stopper withdrawn; after the

bottle was filled it was allowed to remain until there was certainty

that the mass of the bottle and the thermometer had acquired the

actual temperature of the water. The thermometers used were

graduated to degrees, and the tenths were estimated; as the

thermometers were compared with standards and due correction

was made, the error is that due to reading and is probably not

much greater than 0°.2 C. in any case, and is generally less than

that. Most of the observations in Mystic Pond were made with

a Negretti and Zambra “ Standard deep-sea thermometer,” which

was graduated to fifths of a degree centigrade, and easily read to

tenths. The corrections for this thermometer had been very care-

fully determined by Mr. S. W. Holman of the Physical Depart-

ment of the Mass. Institute of Technology. I found that in

depths up to seventy-five feet, observations made by the two

methods, with proper care, agreed perfectly, although the deep-

sea thermometer is very much more convenient and requires much
less time.

For aid in the case of Fresh Pond, I am indebted to my former

assistants, Mr. Thomas F. Stimpson, S. B., now chemist of the

Silver Spring Bleaching and Dyeing Company, Providence, R. I.,

and Mr. John E. Hardman, S. B., now metallurgist to the U. S.

Geological Survey, Rocky Mountain Division. In the matter of

Mystic Pond, I was assisted by Mr. W. W. Macfarlane, S. B., now
chemist to the Canada Sugar Refining Company, Montreal. For

facilities at Fresh Pond my thanks are due to Mr., E. C. Brooks,

Engineer at the Pumping Station, and at Mystic Pond to Mr. J.

F. Symmes and to Mr. Dexter Brackett, of the City Engineer’s

Office.

Discussion of the Observations.

The general results obtained from the two ponds are quite sim-

ilar, although the ponds are differently circumstanced in some

respects, especially in regard to the relative amount of water

received from surface flow and through the ground. During the

warmer months, from April to November, a considerable differ-
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ence in temperature exists between tbe top and the bottom of the

pond and the temperature decreases regularly from top to bottom.

It is true that the water which enters at the bottom and sides of

the pond is, during this time, colder than the surface water, but

this is not the main cause of the difference. The chief cause lies

in the fact that water is almost a non-conductor of heat; conse-

quently the upper layers warm up much more rapidly in the

spring although, in this climate, at a depth of seventy-five feet

the difference between the summer and winter temperature is

considerable.

In shallower ponds, in storage reservoirs, and in warmer latitudes

we should expect less difference between top and bottom. Thus

Mr. Fteley 1 found in one of the storage basins on the Sudbury

Kiver, from October 1 to December 20, 1879, almost identically

the same temperature at the top and at the bottom where the

water was twenty-five feet deep. This is true, in general, of very

shallow ponds and of ordinary rivers, also of the shallower portions

of even very large lakes. For example, the observations of the U. S.

Signal Service (unpublished), made at various points along the

shores of the Great Lakes, show almost no difference (and, at some

stations, absolutely no difference from the beginning of the year to

the end) between the top and bottom temperature at the same time,

but the observations are made close to shore, generally from some

wharf or pier, and seldom in a depth greater than fifteen feet. Alex-

ander Agassiz found in Lake Titicaca, Peru (Lat. about 16° S., Long,

about 70° W.), that “ the usual difference between the surface and

the bottom, even at the greatest depth (154 fathoms) was not

more than from three to four degrees (Fahrenheit). The lowest

temperature of the bottom was only 51° (10°.6 C.), the general

temperature varying from 54° to 55°; while the surface tempera-

ture ranged from 53° to 59°, the greater part of the time 56° to

57° Fahrenheit.” 2 These observations were made in February,

1875, when the temperature of the air at midday was from 49° to

97° Fahrenheit.

1 First Annual Report of Mass. State Board of Health, Lunacy, and Charity. Sup-

plement, pp. 121-128 and plate.

2 Proc. Amer. Acad., xi (1876), pp. 283-292.
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While different ponds thus vary from each other, the tem-

perature of the same pond at the same time in different years

varies likewise. Thus Table IV contains the record of tempera-

Table IV. Observations on Fresh Pond.

U g
•4-3 D

Temperature in centigrade degrees.

Date. *

I

Height

of

Wa

above

Cambridge

Dat

Two

feet

from

surface.

Eighteen

feet

from

surface.

Thirty-five

feet,

more

or

less,

from

surface.

Feet. o o o

July 16, 1878 . . . 14.60 25.3 16.8 9.6

July 16, 1879 . . . 14.57 27.2 17.0 11.0

August 20, 1878 . . . 14.67 24.0 20.0 10.2

August 19, 1879 . . . 14.17 21.2 20.8 11.0

January 2, 18 79* . . 14.78 0.5 1.0 1.0

January 5, 1880* . . 11.93 2.0 2.3 2.7

January 22, 1879* . . 14.58 0.9 2.0 1.8

January26, 1880* . . 12.00 2.8 3.0 3.2

* Taken through the ice.

ture observations in Fresh Pond at corresponding times of two

successive years. The difference detween January, 1879, and Jan-

uary, 1880, is very marked, and this might be ascribed to the char-

acter of the season. Thus the monthly mean temperatures as

observed at the U. S. Signal Office in Boston were, in Fahrenheit

degrees, as follows

:

1878. 1879.

October, 55°.3 56°.6

November, . 39°.

9

39°.

2

December, . 29°.

6

32°.

6

1879. 1880.

January, 24°.5 35°.

0

Mean for four months, 37°.3 40°.

8

Difference, 3°.5 F. = :1°.95 C.
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The difference between the summer temperature for the two

years is, however, not so great. The bottom water was appreci-

ably warmed in 1879, but the monthly mean temperature during

the summer, observed as before in Boston and reported in Fah-

renheit degrees, were slightly higher in 1878, thus,

•
1878. 1879.

June . • <> • 64.2 64.2

July . • • • 72.7 69.9

August • «» • 68.1 67.7

Mean for three months 68.3 67.3

As to the manner of freezing .— The observations on these

ponds show that the water reaches a uniform, or all but uniform,

temperature from top to bottom in the early part of December

and that at that time, or shortly after, the temperature is that of

the greatest density of water (about 4° C.1
) ;

thereafter the cool-

ing goes on, the ice forms, and, as soon as the ice becomes strong

enough to be safely walked upon, the temperature is found to be

very much below 4° C., even at the bottom of the pond. I must

confess that I was surprised at the results of the observations on

Fresh Pond on January 2, 1879, on finding that the temperature

at the bottom was as low as 1°. 0 C.

At that time, I had not succeeded in finding the published record

of any observations made through the ice in ponds or lakes, but

afterwards the observations of Buchanan on Lochs Lomond and

Linlithgow,2 and those of Forel on the Lakes of Morat and Zurich 3

were published, and I have since found that the fact was noted

many years ago by Zadock Thompson4
,
who made observations

through the ice on Lake Champlain, and gives the following as a

1 The temperature of the greatest density of pure water is generally spoken of as 4° C.,

but is likely to be a few hundredths of a degree lower. The presence of saline matter,

as is well known, lowers the temperature of maximum density, but in the case of our

soft pond waters the difference is probably not very great.

2 Nature, xix(1879), p. 412.

3 Comptes rendus, Feb. 16, 1880.

4 Appendix to Thompson’s Natural History of Vermont, 1853. Also Amer. Journ.

Sci., (2) xii (1851), p. 22.
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sample of his records: “March 27, 1844.— Temperature of the

water of the lake in contact with the ice, 32° [0° c.]
;
six feet

below the surface, 32|° [1°.3 C.]; twelve feet below, 34|°

[1°.4 C.] ;
and twenty-five feet below, being the whole depth of

the lake at that place, 35^° [1°.9 C.]. These observations were

made nearly one-fourth of a mile from the shore and after the

lake had been covered with ice about eight weeks.” * In April,

1851, a few days after the disappearance of the ice, the tempera-

ture was found to be 36^° F. (2
C
.5 C.).

Buchanan found that the temperature of the water in Loch

Lomond on January 28 and 29, 1879, was 36°.3 F. (2°.4 C.), at the

bottom where the depth was sixty-five feet. Forel found in the

Lake of Morat a temperature of 2°.7 C. at the lowest depth

reached, which was forty meters
;
in the deeper Lake of Zurich,

the temperature increased regularly downward, reaching 3°.9 at

one hundred meters, and 4° at one hundred and twenty meters

from the surface.

In addition to the observations already mentioned, I have

found only one other published set, namely, those made through

the ice on Mystic Pond, January 2, 1861, by Henry Mitchell,1

IT. S. Coast Survey. He found a temperature of 36° F. (2°.2 C.)

at thirty feet, and 37°.5 (3°.l C.) at fifty feet from the surface.

It seems, then, to be a fact that the water of lakes and ponds

is, as a rule, before freezing, cooled to a temperature much lower

than 4° C., not simply at the surface, as generally stated, but to a

considerable depth. The commonly received idea and the current

statements of the text-books of chemistry and physics are there-

fore misleading. Thus Roscoe and Schorlemmer 2 say with refer-

ence to lakes and rivers, “ the temperature of the whole mass is

reduced to 4° C., after which the surface water never sinks,

however much it may be cooled, as it is always lighter than the

deeper water at 4°. Hence ice is formed only at the top, the

mass of water retaining the temperature of 4°.” Ganot 3 says,

1 Special Report of the U. S. Commissioners on Boston Harbor, Boston, 1861.

2 Treatise of Chemistry, London, 1878, Vol. I, p. 224.

3 Elementary Treatise on Physics, translated by Atkinson. 6th Amer. ed., 1873,

p. 247.
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after the temperature has reached 4°, “ the cooling on the surface

still continues, but the cooled layers being lighter remain on the

surface and ultimately freeze. The ice formed thus protects the

water below which remains at a temperature of 4°, even in the

most severe winters, a temperature at which fishes and other

inhabitants of the waters are not destroyed*.”

I jwesume that these and similar statements may be traced back

to the time of Rumford’s experiments on the propagation of heat

in liquids. He seems to have believed that the temperature of

4° C. prevailed generally, except in a comparatively thin stratum

at the top which was cooled to the freezing point. He even

supposed that ground-ice could not be formed in rivers unless they

overflowed their banks so as to cover ground already frozen. We
know, however, now, that this is not the case, and Rumford him-

self 1 admits as possible that the temperature of large bodies of

water may fall below 4° without freezing at the surface, provided

the water is agitated by a strong wind.

I may mention, in this place, that I found on consulting the

unpublished observations of the U. S. Signal Service, that the

water at the various lake stations is frequently of the temperature

of 32° F. (0° C.) from top to bottom for several days before the

surface is frozen over. At these stations it is true, as before

stated, the water is seldom much over fifteen feet deep, but I am
informed by Mr. Chesbrough, formerly City Engineer, that in

Chicago, on Lake Michigan, the same temperature of 32° F. has

been observed from top to bottom at the inlet to the tunnel of

the water-works, which is two miles from the shore, where the

water is thirty-two feet deep.

In this connection it may be wT
ell to correct another wide-spread

misconception. It is frequently stated that the water at the bot-

tom of deep lakes, such as those of the Alps, remains at a constant

temperature— that of its greatest density— the year around.

That the temperature at considerable depths is constant, is approx-

imately true, for the variations, though real, are often only of a

few tenths of a degree, but that the temperature is that of the

1 See Vol. i, p. 320, of the edition of Rumford’s Works published by the American

Academy, 1870-75.
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greatest density of the water is not wholly true, because in many
deep lakes the temperature of the water at the bottom lies appre-

ciably above that of the greatest density. This has been shown

conclusively by various observers, Simony, Fischer-Ooster and

C. Brunner, Forel, and others. For instance, Fischer-Ooster and

C. Brunner,1 in their observations on Lake Thun, found that at a

depth of four hundred and fifty (Swiss) feet, the temperature

varies during the year only between 4°.82 C. and 4°.95 C., not

reaching, however, the temperature of the greatest density.

Forel 2 has shown that in the Lake of Geneva the temperature,

even at a depth of three hundred meters, and during the severe

winter of 1879-80, did not fall below 5° C., and that it is extremely

doubtful that the water of the open lake has ever reached 4° C.

The temperature, however, below one hundred and sixty meters

varies only a few tenths of a degree from summer to winter.

If a lake has a sufficient depth so that a temperature may be

reached which varies only to the extent of a few tenths of a

degree, the depth at which such a temperature may be reached,

as well as the temperature at the bottom, must depend upon the

locality and upon other conditions. Le Conte found 8 a tempera-

ture of 4° C. in August, 1873, at the bottom of Lake Tahoe (Lat.

39° N., Long. 120° W.) in a depth of fifteen hundred and six feet

(four hundred and fifty-nine meters), but at a depth of seven hun-

dred and seventy-two feet (two hundred and thirty-five meters)

the temperature was 5° C., and from this point arose until it

reached 19°.44 at the surface.

In the case of our great lakes, the water of which is cool, even

in summer, and which are in some winters covered to a consider-

erable extent with ice, it is probable that in summer the bottom

water is generally that of the greatest density. To what extent

the water of the open lake is regularly or occasionally cooled, I

cannot say, as I have not been able to obtain any observations

made in winter. Indeed the only reliable observations with the

details of which I am acquainted are those made by the U. S.

!Mem. Soc. Phys. de Gen&ve, xn (1849), pp. 255-276.

2 Bibl. Univ., Arcli. Science, in (1880), p. 505.

3 Overland Monthly, xi (1873), p. 475.
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Lake Survey in Lake Superior which, by the kindness of the

Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., I am able to introduce here. See

Table V. The instruments employed by the Lake Survey were

Casella dee j)sea thermometers, and the reading of 33°.4 on August

15 is supposed to be erroneous and due to an accidental displace-

ment of the index. The same may be true of the reading 36°.

8

on August 18. Omitting these, it would seem that the frequently

observed 38°.8 F. (3°. 8 C.), in one case 38°.T, is probably the tem-

perature of greatest density of the lake water.

Table V. Observations to determine Surface and Bottom
Temperature of Lake Superior, made in 1871, by the

U. S. Lake Survey.

Date. Latitude. Longitude.
Depth

in

Fath’ms

Temperature at

Surface in deg’s

Fahr. Cent.

Temperature at

Bottom, in deg’s

Fahr, Cent.

August 7 46° 53' 86° 43' 127 56.5 13.6 38.8 3.8

to to 129 56.0 13.3 3 8.*8 3.8
47° 23' 86° 15' 121 53.0 11.7 39.1 3.9

131 '50.1 10.1 38.8 3.8

74 50.8 10.4 38.8 3.8

August 11 48° 18' 86° 15' 59 55.8 13.2 41.3 5.2

August 15 o
o

oo 87° 3' 105 49.7 9.8 39.0 3.9

to to 121 49.5 9.7 39.2 4.0
47° 45' 87° 6' 168 49.2 9.5 39.0 3.9

116 50.2 10.1 39.3 4.1

136 52.2 11.2 38.9 3.8

158 52.9 11.6 33.4? 0.8

August 18 48°' 9' 88° 15' 47 51.8 11.0 36.8 2.7

to to 129 52.7 11.5 38.9 3.8
47° 36' 87° 42' 336 52.3 11.3 38.8 3.8

- 134 50.1 10.1 38.9 3.8

82 51.5 10.8 39.0 3.9

August 22 Near Copp er Harbor. 148 _ 38.7 3.7

ib 51.3 10.7 39.7 4.3

61 55.3 12.9 39.2 4.0

August 29 48° 42' 87° 47' 73 55.0 12.8 38.9 3.8

proceedings b. s. N. H. VOL. XXI. 6 AUGUST, 1881.
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It is very desirable that a more complete study should be made

of the temperature of the great lakes at various depths, especially

in the cooler parts of the year.

An interesting question arises as to the manner in which the

cooling of ponds takes place after the water reaches 4° C. Until

that point is reached, the surface water as it cools sinks by virtue

of its greater specific gravity, but between 4° and 0° the cooler

the water the lighter it is. Various theories have been held in the

matter.

Thompson (loc. cit.) supposed that “in consequence of the vio-

lent agitation of the water by the cold winds which prevail in the

early part of the winter, the whole mass of water is usually

cooled down very nearly to the freezing point before any ice forms

on the top, and that, after the waters are protected from the winds

by a covering of ice, their temperature is gradually raised by the

reception of heat from the earth beneath.”

Forel,1 moreover, describes a way in which the action of the

wind may cause a very important circulation. He says, “ The

wind sweeping over the water causes sometimes considerable

differences of level
;
it causes a lowering of the water-level at that

portion of the lake which it first reaches, and raises the water at

that end toward which the wind is blowing.2 There results a

deep return current, in the direction opposite to that of the wind,

and thus a general circulation of the water. In summer this

return current takes place at no great depth, because then the

water is stratified according to its temperature, and there is con-

siderable difference in density between the water at the surface

and at the bottom, but in winter, when the density is uniform

throughout the lake, this current can descend very low3
;

conse-

quently, when all the water is at 4°, a violent wind may bring

!Bibl. Univ., Arch. Sci., IV (1880), pp. 89-106.

2 Forel, F. A. Limnim^trie du Ldman, § XIII and § XIX. Bull. Soc. Vaud. Sc. nat.

XV (1878), pp. 145 and 408.

3 During the hurricane of the 20th of February, 1879, fishing nets at Ouchy were

torn away and carried for a long distance by this return current, even when they

rested on the bottom at a depth of two hundred and three hundred meters. Cf. Chate-

lanat, Effets sous-lacustres du cyclone du 20fdvrier, 1879. Bull. Soc. Vaud. Sc. nat.,

XVI (1880), p. 533.
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about mechanically a circulation of water throughout the entire

body of the lake, even to great depths.”

In this same connection, I am informed by Mr. Chesbrough,

that at the crib of the Chicago water-works, where the water, as

already stated, is thirty-two feet deep, there is at times a difference

of 10° F. between top and bottom, especially after a long period

of comparatively calm weather
;
but a single severe storm on the

lake will sometimes reduce the difference to one degree or less.

Of course, such effects as these must be very much more marked

along the shores of a large lake than in a small pond, No doubt

this action of the winds is an important cause of circulation. If,

however, we compare the observations made in different ponds

and lakes, we find that the cooling goes on so regularly and grad-

ually that it does not seem likely that it is dependent upon such

an irregular and, if we may use the term, accidental cause.

Buchanan considers that after the temperature of 4° C. has

been acquired with tolerable uniformity by the entire mass of

water in the pond, cooling takes place more rapidly at the sides

of the pond where the ice seems to form first. This cooler and

consequently lighter water being unable to balance a column of

slightly warmer water of the same height, the cooler water is

forced outwards towards the middle of the pond while the warmer

water tends towards the edge and thus convection currents are

established. Now, no doubt, in the colder months, when the

entire mass of the water is nearly of uniform density, slight causes

produce a greater amount of circulation than when the water is,

as it were, stratified in layers, decreasing in temperature and thus

increasing in density from top to bottom. It is probable, also, that

the convection currents, supposed by Buchanan, ate actually set

in motion to some extent when the differences in density are as

slight as in the cooling from 4° C. to say even 0°. My own obser-

vations lead me to believe that in the case of a pond more or less

exposed to the wind, and with a moderately steep shore, there is

no such marked difference between the temperature of the

water at the edge and at the same depth in the centre of the

pond, and that, starting from 4°, the temperature of the entire

mass of the water may fall considerably before ice forms even at

the edge. Of course in very shallow sheltered bays or inlett the
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temperature of the water may differ to a marked extent front that

of the open pond, especially in summer, and in winter ice may
form in such a locality while the water outside is much warmer.

I have myself observed an instance of a pond,1 in which the water

was in places nearly fifty feet deep, but where there was consider-

able shallow water, where, although there was much ice on the

borders of the pond, the mass of the water was about 4° C. The
observations were as follows :

Depth. Temperature. •

Surface. 8°. 9. Open pond.

12 feet. 4° At bottom, under the ice.

25 feet. 4°.l. Open pond.

43 feet. 4°.l. At bottom.

It seems to me that Buchanan’s theory does not suffice by itself

to cover all cases, but that in small ponds not much stirred by the

winds it may play an important part.

Forel,2 in admitting both the causes already mentioned as con-

tributing to produce the observed effects, considers the most

important action to be that of actual conduction, one layer giving

up heat to another until the surface is reached from which the

heat is liberated by radiation and by contact with the cooler air.

I am inclined myself to adopt this view of the matter, and to

regard conduction as inlaying the most important jmrt, especially

in large and deep bodies of water. This cause would act compar-

atively slowly, but it would act regularly and would explain satis-

factorily the reverse change which takes place in summer where

in sjiite of the warmer water being at the top, the lower layers

even to a depth of three hundred meters are warmed up more

rapidly than they could be by the mere reception of heat from the

earth. It is to be noticed that in the warm months the maximum
temperature at considerable dej^tlis seems not to be reached until

long after the surface temperature has fallen from its maximum.

To illustrate this statement take Forel’s observations on the Lake

of Geneva in 1879.3

!Lake Konomoc, near New London, Conn., Dec. 20, 1879.

2 Bibl. Univ., Arch. Sci. (1880), pp. 89-106.

3 Bibl. Univ., Arch. Sci., Ill (1880), p. 505.
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The maximum temperature at a distance of from 0 to 30 meters

from the surface was reached in July or August, from 30 to 140

meters the maximum was reached in October, and from 120 to

200 the maximum was not reached until December.

Take also the observations of Fischer-Ooster and C. Brunner on

the Lake of Thun. At depths of from 10 to 60 feet the maxi-

mum of temperature was reached in September, at 80 feet in

October, from 120 to 250 feet in November; at 350 feet the maxi-

mum was reached in August, which seems to be exceptional.

It would also seem that, in the case of some ponds which do

not freeze in winter, the maximum of temperature is not reached

until spring. Thus in the Lake of Thun the minimum seemed to

be reached in February at depths from 10 to 80 feet
;
in March

from 120 feet to the bottom, but unfortunately the February was

that of 1849 while the March was that of 1848. These observa-

tions, although very scanty, would seem to indicate something of

the nature of the waves of heat noted in the observations which

have been made on ground temperatures.

One fact of general belief whfch seems, at first sight, to be con-

firmed by the researches of Forel on the Lake of Morat and by

my own observations on Fresh Pond, is that after a coating of

ice has once formed there is no further cooling of the water, the

cold effecting simply a thickening of the ice-coating. In fact it

would seem that the water tends to warm up, or that at any rate,

the temperature tends to equalize itself. Thus in 1879, the mean
of the temperature at the three different depths in Fresh Pond
was on January 2, 0°.8

;
on January 14, 1°.2, on January 22, 1°.6.

Meanwhile the pond fell 0.2 foot, which is equivalent to the loss of

about 8,000,000 gallons, but during the same time there were act-

ually pumped about 50,000,000 gallons. Thus the pond received

some 42,000,000 of gallons between January 2 and January 22.

The bulk of this must have come in as ground-water with a tem-

perature much above that of the pond, but, whether the observed

rise of temperature is more or less than would be accomplished

by this entrance of ground-water, the data for determining are

insufficient.1

x It should be said that in the case of Fresh Pond a large amount of ice is removed

as soon as itds thick enough to be of commercial value, so that there is generally more

or less open water.
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In January, 1880, a similar rise of temperature occurred while

the pond was covered with ice. Thus the mean of the three

observations made at different depths on January 5, was 2°.3,

while on January 26 it was 3°.0. During this interval, the water

rose 0.07 foot in spite of the usual pumping, so that a very con-

siderable amount of water must have entered the pond during

this time.

If, now, we turn from Fresh Pond, which is known to receive

much “ground-water,” to Mystic Pond, which is fed mainly by

surface-water, we find a different condition of things. In the

case of Mystic Pond, it would appear that the cooling continued

to an appreciable extent after the ice had formed; thus the mean
of the observations taken December 19, 1879, three days before

freezing, was 3°.5 ;
the means of the observations taken through

the ice were as follows: January 30, 1880, 3°.l
;
February 6, 2°.4;

February 17, 2°.3; February 18, 2°.6. These are the means for

the observations at three different depths, but it will be seen (Table

II) that the variation is mainly in the surface layer, so that we
ought really to consider the surface-water and the deeper water

separately.

First, as to the surface-water. From the time of freezing,

December 22-23, until the time of the first observation through

the ice, January 30, the water was rising rapidly in the pond, but

from that time until February 18, the level was nearly constant,

and during that time the temperature of the surface-water cer-

tainly fell, as appears very clearly in Table III, where we have

the daily observations of the water received in the pump-well of

the water-works. The bottom of the conduit was, at this time,

about ten feet below the surface of the pond. It is to be noted

that the bulk of the water enters the main pond at the end

furthest from the gate-house through a shallow passage, conse-

quently near the surface; being, most likely, cooler than the

mass of water in the pond, it would tend to flow over the surface

just under the ice.

If now we consider the water from a depth of eighteen feet to
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the bottom of the pond, and take the several means of the two

observations we have the following :
—

December 19 3°.

8

Three days before freezing.

January 30 2°.

8

February 6 3°.

9

u 17 2°.

9

d 18 2°.

9

These figures show conclusively that there was no appreciable

warming of the mass of the water after the first observations

were made through the ice, and as we, unfortunately, do not

know the bottom temperature just after the ice had formed, we
are unable to say whether any warming of the bottom took place.

It would appear that the warming of the water from the heat of

the ground and from the entrance of ground-water was counter-

balanced by the cooling from above. On this point, I hope to

obtain further data myself during the coming winter, but, in any

event, a natural pond is not the same thing as a large body of water

in an impervious basin. There is generally water entering the pond

through the ground, in winter at a higher, and in summer at a

lower temperature, and this must influence the temperature of the

mass of water to a greater or less extent. In the case of an

impervious basin with a constant surface temperature, in contact

with the ice, of 0°, we should expect the temperature of the lower

layers to fall, owing to conduction upwards to the colder layers

and to the ice, if the cooling from 4° to the point at which ice

forms is really due to conduction. The whole truth in the matter

can hardly be reached except by the accumulation of a consider-

able number of observations made on different ponds and under

different circumstances. The observations most difficult to make
at any distance from shore, and the ones which are at the same

time of very great value, are those taken the day before ice forms,

and those made immediately after the coating of ice has become

continuous.

There is one other point on which a larger number of observa-

tions is desirable. I refer to the depth to which the diurnal

changes of temperature extend under different circumstances.

The curves of temperature in Mystic Pond show several times

when a few successive days of warm or cold weather produce an

effect on the water, even at a depth of seventy-five feet. Note

for example, the rise of temperature observed on November 15,
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1879, as a result of a week of warm weather. Here the heating

up is more marked at the surface, but when there is little differ-

ence of temperature at different depths, the temperature some-

times changes to about an equal extent at all depths. Notice, for

example, the observations in Mystic Pond, in March, 1880,

especially in the early part of the month, when the water was

cooling. As a rule, it seems that the diurnal variation below a

depth of eighteen feet is very small. On one occasion, June 3,

1879, my assistant, Mr. Macfarlane, spent the whole day on the

pond. The results of the observations made are included in

Table VI.

Table VI. Observations on Mystic Pond.

Hour of Day.
Temperature at a depth from the surface of

2 feet. 18 feet. 36 feet. 54 feet. 75 feet.

8.15 A.M. . 20.1 19.3 9.2 7.8 6.9

9.15 it 20.3 19.3 — — —
10.15 u 20.4 19.3 — — —
11.15 u 20.5 19.3 — — —
12.15 P.M. 20.6 19.3 — — —
1.15 a 20.8 19.3 9.2 7.3 6.9

2.15 a i
. 20.9 19.0 — — —

3.15 “ 2
. 20.9 19.0 — — —

4.15 a 20.9 19.0 — — —

This table represents the results of a single day’s observation.

The day was not a very warm one,— the mean daily temperature

at Boston was only 14°, 3. Of course, in this matter of variation,

different ponds would vary very much
;
in a pond where there is

very little difference of temperature from top to bottom we
should expect the changes would be

,
felt to a greater extent. In

fact I have, through the kindness of Mr. Fitzgerald, Superinten-

dent of the Western Division of the Boston Water-works, the

results of observations made by him on Chestnut Hill Reservoir

during a day and night. The observations were made with an

ordinary (i. <?., not self-registering) thermometer inclosed in a

copper tube, and are recorded in Table VII.

1 At this time the wind changed and the«boat swung to the opposite side of the buoy.

2 At 6 feet the temperature was 20°. 9; at 12 feet, 20°.4.
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In concluding this paper, I may say that, while I hope to make

further observations on the ponds of this neighborhood during

the next year, and eventually on larger bodies of water, I trust

that observations may he made by others, especially with refer-

ence to the cooling of water from the temperature of greatest

density, and to the changes in temperature after the ice has

formed.

Table VII. Hourly Observations made on Chestnut Hill

Reservoir, Boston Water Works, by D. Fitzgerald, C.E.

Time. 1875.

Temper
in Fab

At
the

surface.

ature (e?

irenheit c

16 feet

from
surface.

:pressed

[egrees)

At
bottom
(24 ft.)

Temper
cent

At
the

surface.

ature (expr
igrade degr

16 feet

from
surface.

essed in

ees)

At
bottom
(24 ft.)

Sept. 1, 9.15 A.M. 72 70 66 22.2 21.1 18.9

10 U 73 71 66 2 2.

8

21.7 18.9

11 u 74 72 66 23.3 22.2 18.9

12 M. 75 72 66 23.9 22.2 18.9

1.10 P.M. 75 72 67 23.9 22.2 19.4

2.5 <( 75 71 69 23.9 21.7 20.6

3 « 75 71 69 23.9 21.7 20.6

4 u 75 73 70 23.9 22.8 21.1

5 « 75 72 69 23.9 22.2 20.6

6 u 75 72 69 23.9 22.2 20.6

7.10 u 73 71 69 22.8 21.7 20.6

8 a 74 72 68 23.3 22.2 20.0

9 « 73 72 69 22.8 22.2 20.6

10 « 73 72 70 22.8 22.2 21.1

11 u 73 72 69 22.8 22.2 20.6

12 u 73 72 68 22.8 22.2 20.0

Sept. 2, 1 A.M. 73 72 69 22.8 22.2 20.6

2 u 73 72 70 22.8 22.2 21,1

3 u 72 72 70 . 22.2 22.2 21.1

4 u 72 72 71 22.2 22.2 21.7

The following list contains such papers on the temperatures of lakes

and ponds as have come to the notice of the author, together with indi-

cations, in some instances, of the observations recorded. In the present

multitude of societies and serial publications, it would be very difficult

to make such a list complete. No mention is made of observations on

rivers, or of papers on the subject of ground-ice, and a few unpublished

series of observations are referred to. All the titles and references have

been personally verified, except those designated by a f.
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Agassiz, Alex.— Hydrographic Sketch of Lake Titicaca. Proc. Amer.

Acad., xi (1876), pp. 283-292. [Quoted above.]

Becquerel et Breschet.— Temperature de la terre et des lacs it

diverses profondeurs. Bibl. Univ. de Geneve, vii (1837), pp. 173-177.

[Contains a description of an electrical apparatus for determining the temperature

at different depths, together with the results obtained in the lake of Geneva. The

temperature was found to be 6°. 5 at a depth of from 80 to 104 meters.]

Boston, Mass.—Special report of the U. S. Commissioners on Boston

Harbor on the relation of Mystic Pond and River to Boston Harbor*

Boston, 1861.

[Contains some observations on temperature made on Mystic Pond in September,

1860, and January, 1861, by Henry Mitchell, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey. He found

the temperatures as follows :

—

September 1, 1860. January 2, 1861 (through the ice).

1 foot. 730 F. 220.8 C. 320.75 F. 00.4 c.

10 feet. 730.5 230.1 340.5 10.4

20 u 71° 210.7 — —
30 a — — 360 20.2

40 a 620.5 160.9 — —
60 a — 37°.o 3o.l

60* u ( 360.5 20.5

? 370.5 3o.l

Brunner, C.— See Fischer- Ooster.

Buchan, A. -— Remarks on the deep water temperatures of Lochs

Lomond, Katrine and Tay. Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc., xvii (1873), pp.

73-74; Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb., vii (1869-72), pp, 791-795; Br. Assoc.

Rep., xlii (1872), pp. 207, 208 (Sect.)

[The author alludes to the observations of Sir Robert Christison on the deep water

temperature of Loch Lomond in 1871, and to those made by James Jardine, C. E., in

Lochs Tay, Katrine and Lomond in 1812 and 1814. He finds that the mean tem-

perature of the air for the six colder months is almost the same as the deep water

temperature of the lochs, and suggests that “ it is the mean temperature of the cold

half of the year which determines the temperature of the lowest stratum of water at

the bottom of deep lakes.”]

Buchanan, J. Y. — On the freezing of lakes, f Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb.,

x (1879-81), pp. ?— ?; Nature, xix (1878-79), pp. 412-414. [Quoted

above.]

Burnier.— Resume des observations sur la temperature du Lac Leman.

Bibl. Brit. Arch. Sci., xxi (1852), pp. 192, 193.

[Observations made at Morges, at depth of 1 meter.]
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Christison, Sir Robert.— Address at opening session of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, November 27, 1871. Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb., vi i

(1869-72), pp. 531-574.

[The address contains (pp. 567-574) the results of some observations on temperature

made on various Scotch lochs. The following are the observed temperatures at top

and bottom
;
the decrease from the surface was perfectly regular.

St. Mary’s Loch, June 12-13, 1871. Surface 56° F.

<t a U II 44 150 feet 46° f.

« « September 8,
44 Surface 65°

(( n (< a 44 144 feet 47°

Loch Lomond, October 11,
44 Surface 62°

It 11 a a 44 400-618 feet 41°.8
a << “ 12,

44 Surface 52°
II tc a a 44 300-518 feet 42°
II II November 18,

44 Surface 460
11 11 u a 44 270-610 feet 420
11 u April 10,

44 Surface 430
It (( 44 44 44 200-574 feet 420
(1 u May 6,

44 Surface 440.5
II II 44 44 44 300-574 feet 420.1

The observations, on and after November, were made with a protected Casella

thermometer, those previous to that time with a Six’s thermometer.]

De la Beche, H. T. — Sur la profondeur et la temperature du Lac

de Geneve. Bibl. Univ. Sci. et Arts, xii (1819), pp. 118-126; Edinb.

Phil. Journ., ii (1820), pp. 107-110; Ann. de Chim., xix (1821), pp.

77-83; Gilbert Ann., lxvi (1820), pp. 146-151.

[Observations made September, 1819. He found the temperature from 40 to 70

fathoms, to be 44° F.
;
from 80 fathoms down, 43°. 5 F. The thermometer used was

not protected against pressure.]

De la Beche.— Sur la temperature des lacs de Thun et de Zug en

Suisse. Bibl. Univ. Sci. et Arts., xiv (1820), pp. 144, 145; Gilbert

Ann., lxvi (1820), pp. 151-152.

[The temperature in Lake Thun was found to be 41°.5 F. from 50 to 105 fathoms;

in Lake Zug, 41° from 25 to 38 fathoms.]

Dewey, Chester.— On the temperature of Lake Ontario. Amer.

Journ. Sci., xxxm (1838), pp. 403-405; xxxvn (1839), pp. 242, 243.

[Record of observations of surface temperature at various points in a line across

the lake from shore to shore.]

Fischer-Ooster, C. de, et C. Brunner.— Recherches sur la tem-

perature du Lac de Thoune. Mem. Soc. Phys. et Hist. nat. Geneve,

xii (1849), pp. 255-276, where the name is printed Fischer-Foster; Bibl.

Univ. Arch. Sci., xii (1849), pp. 20-39; f Annuaire meteor, de France,

1850, pp. 268-274.
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[Contains observations at twelve various depths, from 10 to 550 feet, made

March 23, May 13, July 3, August 5, September 6, October 28, November 26,

1848, and February 3, 1849. The observations were made by fastening a num-
ber of slowly acting thermometers, duly protected, at intervals, on one line and

allowing them to remain over night in the lake. In the morning the line was

drawn rapidly in and the thermometers read quickly as they appeared at the

surface. This is one of the most complete series of observations on any of the Swiss

Lakes.]

Forel, F. A.— Introduction a l’etude de la faune profonde du Lac

Leman. Bull. Soc. Vaud., x (1869), pp. 217-223.

[Contains a review of some of the earlier observations on temperature in the

Swiss lakes.]

Forel, F. A. — Nouvelle methode de sondage thermometrique. Bull.

Soc. Vaud., xiii (1874), pp. 38-45.

Forel, F. A.— La temperature des lacs geles. Comptes rendus, xc

(1880), pp. 322-324.

[Contains the results of observations through the ice on the Lake of Morat and

the Lake of Zurich, and has been quoted above.]

Forel, F. A.— La congelation des lacs suisses et Savoyards pen-

dant l’hiver 1879-1880. L’Echo des Alps, Nos. 2 et 3, 1880.

Forel, F. A,— Temperatures Lacustres. Recherches sur la tempera-

ture du Lac Leman et d’autres lacs d’eau douce. Bibi. Univ. Arch. Sci.,

(3) ill (1880), pp. 501-516; iv (1880), pp. 89-106.

[This has been quoted above.]

Fteley, A.— Algae observed in storage-basin No. 3, of the Boston

Water Supply, 1879. First Annual Report of the Mass. State Board

of Health, Lunacy and Charity, 1880. Department of Health, pp. 121-

1 28 and plate.

[Contains also observations on the temperature at top and bottom of pond and

has been quoted above.]

Geneve. — Sur les circonstances qui ont accompagne le gel du Lac

de Geneve, le 15 fevrier, 1854. Verh. d. Scliw. naturf. Gesellsch., 1854

j). 92.

[The Lake of Geneva has never been completely frozen as far as known. The
lower end near Geneva was frozen February 22, 1810, February 23 and 24, 1814,

February 3 and 8, 1830, and February 15, 1854. The conditions are a very low tem-

perature for a long time, followed by a strong wind from the North-east, or “ bise,” etc.]

Indiana. — Seventh Annual Report of the Geological Survey made

during the year 1875, pp. 469-495. Observations on the depth and

temperature of some of the lakes of Northern Indiana, by G. M. Levette.

[The observations extended over thirteen lakes varying in depth from 10 to

78 feet. The temperatures were taken with a Miller-Casella deep sea ther-

mometer; the dates were not given but it would seem that the work was done

in the month of August. The surface temperature varied from 60°F., to 69° F.,
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and the lowest temperature, 46°. 5, was in Eagle Lake, at a depth of 78 ft.’
-
As

the ponds freeze in winter, the temperature must be subject to continual varia-

tion, and a single undated observation has but a limited value in this particular con-

nection.]

Jardixe, James. — Observations on the deep-water temperature

of Lochs Tay, Katrine and Lomond. Quoted by Buchan (Boy Soc.

Edinb., yii (1869-72), p. 794), also in f Leslie’s article on “Climate”

in the older editions of Encyclopaedia Britannica, also in fLeslie’s Treatises

on various subjects of natural and chemical philosophy. Edinburgh, 1838.

Loch Tay, August 12, 1812. Surface 57°.2 F.
44 u 44 44 44 420 feet

> 410.9 F.

Loch Katrine, September 7,
44 Surface 67°.

9

a u 44 44 44 210-360 feet 410.5

44 44 44 t4 44 480 feet 41°.4
44 44 44

3, 1814. Surface 560.8

44 44 44 44 44 480 feet 410.4

Loch Lomond, 44
8, 1812. Surface 690.5

44 44 44 44 44 540-600 feet 410.5

Jolly, Ph.— Bathometer und graphische Thermometer. Munch. Sitz-

ungsber., 1862, pp. 248-280.

[Contains a description of instrument employed and results of observations on

the Konigsee, Obersee and Walchensee, in August '1862, at various depths. The

results were afterwards criticised by Simony and doubt thrown on the reliability of the

instrument. ]

Jolly, Ph.— Temperaturbestimmungen in der Tiefe einiger baieri-

schen Gebirgsseen. Pogg. Ann., cxxn (1864), pp. 659-660.

[This is the same as the last part of previous paper.]

Kopp. — Temperature du Lac de Neuchatel. Bull. Soc. Sci. nat. Neu-

chatel, vi (1861-64), p. 247. (See Neuchatel.)

Ladame, H.— Note sur la temperature du lac 5, differentes pro-

fondeurs. Bull. Soc. Sci. nat. Neuchatel, v (1859-61), pp. 743-761.

[Record of observations made in the Lake of Neuchatel by Professor Ladame
at various depths down to 90 feet on the following dates,—June 21, July 6, Ju-

ly 11, 1839, and October 1, 1840. The instrument employed was an alcohol mini-

mum thermometer not encased. Observations were also made by Professors Ladame
and Guyot on February 22 and April 14, 1842, to a depth of 180 and 276 feet, using

a thermometrographe inclosed in a thick copper tube. The observations of February

22 are quoted above. The paper contains also a discussion of the manner in which

heat is propagated in the lake.]

Ladame, H.— Experiences faites pendant huit ans sur la temperature

du Lac de Neuchatel. Actes Soc. Helvet. Sci. nat., 1855, pp. 38-39, 213.

[Comparison of the mean surface temperature of the lake with tho mean temper-

ature of the air.]
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LeConte, John.—Physical Studies of Lake Tahoe (in press). Abstract

of results of observations in Overland Monthly, xx ("1873), p. 475. [Quoted

above.]

Levette, G. M. — See Indiana.

•j- Millet. Temperature des lacs, f Cosmos, —
,
pp. ? ?

Milner, J. W.— See United States Fish Commission.

Neuchatel.— Observations are apparently made daily of the sur-

face water, but seem not to be published in detail. Resumes may be found

in the Bulletin Soc. Sci. nat. de Neuchatel as follows: for 1856, in Vol.

IV, pp. 250, 252; for 1857, iv, p. 429; for 1858, V, p. 141; for 1859, v, pp,

310, 311; for 1860, v, p. 752; for 1861, vi, p. 247. The publication of

the resume seems to be interrupted after 1861. [Observations inter-

rupted?] Prof. Hirsch announced in Yol. x, p. 29, that daily obser-

vations of the temperature of the water had been made since January 1,

1874.

Rumford, Count.— On the propagation of heat in fluids. Essay vn.

Rumford’s Works, Ed. Amer. Acad., i, p. 321.

[Rumford alludes to de Saussure’s observations on the Swiss Lakes and holds

that the bottom temperature is about that of the maximum density of water, through-

out the year.]

f Saussure, H. B. de.— Voyages dans les Alpes, Geneve, 1789, pp.

18-34. f Ann. de Chim. v (1817), p. 403 (footnote).

Schlagintweit-Sakuenluenski, H. v.— Ueber die Temperatur

von Alpenseen in grossen Tiefen nach Beobachtungen im Starnberg-

ersee und im Chiemsee. Munch. Sitzungs., 1867, pp. 305-316.

[The observations on the Starnbergersee were made June 23, 1866. The temper-

ature at the bottom (406 Bav. ft. = 118.5 meters) was 3°.45 C., which experiment

showed it to be the temperature of greatest density of the water at the bottom. The ob-

servations on the Chiemsee were made September 17, 1866. The bottom tempera-

ture (273 Bav. ft.= 79.8 meters) was 7°.l C.]

Schmidt, J. T. J.— Wassertemperaturen in Attika, Bootien, Megaris

und Euboa. Peterm. Mittheil. 1862, pp. 333.

[Contains only one surface observation on Lake Hylike, May 22, 20°.9 C.]

Silliman, B. — Circumstances connected with the formation of ice in

still waters and with the continued action of cold on the fluid beneath.

Amer. Journ. Sci., (1) hi (1821), pp. 179-182.

[Of no consequence in this connection.]

Simony, F.— Die Seen des Salzkammergutes. Wien. Sitzungsber. iv,

I (1850), pp. 542-566. Full abstract in Fortsch. d. Physik, vii (1851),

pp. 1013-1019.

[This paper contains a circumstantial account of the extent, depth and gen-

eral character of the various lakes together with numerous observations of tem-

perature. A minimum thermometer was employed which was not protected against
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pressure. The results obtained at the surface, and at the bottom, were as follows. The

depth is given in Vienna feet, the temperature in Eeaumur degrees.

Traunsee, August 30, 1848. Surface 14°.4 R.
44 44 44 44 500-600 feet 30.5 R.

Attersee, September 2,
44 Surface 140.8

44 44 1C 44 300-500 feet . 30.4

Mondsee, 44
3,

44 Surface 15°.6

ii 44 44 44 200 feet 30.5

Ober. Wolfgangsee, 44
4,

ii Surface 140.5

ii ii 44 44 44 300-350 feet 30.5

Unter. Wolfgangsee, 44 44 ii Surface 150.0

<( u 44 44 a 200 feet 40.0

Ober. Hallstatter See, “
6,

44 Surface 120.0

« n 44 Cl <( 44 200-350 feet 30.5

Unter. “ 44 <1 u 44 Surface 120.1

ii ii 44 Cl Cl 44 100 feet 40.6

Grundelsee, August 27,
44 Surface 150.1

u 44 44 44 200 feet 30.6

Toplitz See, 44 44 44 Surface 140.1

(C u 44 44 44 100-300 feet 40.6

Altausseersee, ii
18,

44 Surface 120.9

ii ii 44 44 60-150 feet 30.8

Vord. Gosausee, 44
20,

44 Surface 120.6

<( « 44 44 44 175-200 feet 30.8

Hint. Gosausee, 41 44 44 Surface 120.2

44 44 44 ii 44 125 feet 80.8

Thi9 paper also contains the results of observations on the Hallstatter See, in

1849, on April 19 and 27, May 4, 11 and 25, August 31 and November 5, as well

as a general discussion of the matter of lake temperatures.]

f Simony, F.— Die Seen der Alpen. Oester. Revue, 1864, i, p. 186.

f Simony, F.—Die Seen des Traungebietes. Oester. Revue, 1864,

V, p. 190. Zeitschr. fur Erdkunde, (2) xvii (1864), pp. 239-243.

| Simony, F.— Beobachtungen liber Temperaturen und Wasserdruck

in grosseren Seetiefen (Alpenseen) walirend d. Jahre 1868 und 1869.

Arch, fur Seewesen, 1870, p. 205.

Simony, F.— Ueber Temperatur und Tiefenverh'altnisse des Konig-

sees. Wien. Sitzungsber. (Math-Nat. Classe), lxix, ii (1874), pp.

655-676. f L’Institut, ii (1874), p. 317. Full abstract in Fortschr. d.

Phys. xxx (1874), pp. 1259-1264.

[Observations on October 19, 1873, showed a regular decrease in the temperature

from the surface (11°.80 C), to a depth of 200 ft. (Vienna). From 200 ft. to the bottom,

590 feet, the temperature was 4°. 55. These observations do not agree with those ob-

tained by Jolly (Munch. Sitzungsber., 1862, ii, pp. 248-280), and doubt is thrown upon

the reliability of Jolly’s batho-thermometer. The paper also contains a table show-
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ing the observations made at different times, on various lakes of the Traungebiet.

Some of the results are as follows

:

Attersee, October 6, 1873. 5 feet 150.60
44 a 44 44 200-500 feqjr 40.55 R.

Gmundner See, a
17,

44
6 feet 120.85

a u a 44 44 500-600 feet 40.75

Offensee, a lb 44
5 feet 120.70

u a 44 44 100 feet 50.55

a a 44 44 114 feet 50.25

Vorderer Langbathsee, “
12,

44 5 feet 130.30
44 44 u 44 44 80 feet 50.50

U it a 44 44 100 feet 50.30

Hinterer Langbathsee, “ 44 44
6 feet 100.70

44 44 a 44 44 40 feet 7o.25

u u it 44 a 60 feet 60.95

Almsee, u 14
,

44 5 feet 80.50

« a 44 44 20 feet 60.25

Toplitz See, September 12, 1868. 5 feet 150.00
44 44 a 44 44 60-300 feet 50.55

Grundel See, a
13,

44 5 feet 16°.70

a a a u 44 150-200 feet 40.55

Hallstattersee, 44
28,

44
6 feet 13°.85

U a 44 44 300-400 feet 40.45

Vorderer Gosauseei, August 23, 1870. 5 feet 100.40

« u a 44 44 100-200 feet 40.65

Schwarzensee, a
30,

44 5 feet 130.70

(c a 44 44 80-150 feet 30.95

Fusc.hlsee, a
31,

44 5 feet 140.00
a a 44 44 150 feet 40.65

a a 44 44 200 feet 40.56

Wolfgangs^see, September 1,
4.4 5 feet 140.80

a a 44 44 300 feet 40.25

Simony, F. Ueber die Grenzen des Temperaturwechsels in der tiefsten

Scliichten des Gmundner Sees nnd Attersees. Wien. Sitzungsber., lxxi,

i (1875), pp. 429-440. Abstract in Fortscbr. d. Pbysik, xxxi (1875),

pp. 983-984.

[Observations on the Gmundner See, September 25, 1875, showed a regular decrease

of temperature from the surface to the bottom; the temperature at the surface was

16°. 50 C., at depths of from 400 to 604 feet, the temperature was 4°. 63. On April 10‘

1875, it varied,

at from 5 to 30 feet between 3°. 80 and 3°. 90 C.
“ “ 40 to 100 “ 4°.00 and 4°. 10

At 125 feet the temperature was 3°. 80, and thence increased slowly, being 3°. 95

from 500 to 604 feet from surface. The bottom temperatures for several years (1868-

1876), are compared with the temperature of the air for the Winter and Summer peri-

ods. In the Attersee the temperature, September 21, 1874, decreased regularly from
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the surface (16°. 90), to a depth of 300 feet; from 300 to 540 feet the temperature was

4°. 35. On April 11, 1875, the temperatures were, at surface, 8°.60; from 10 to 125

feet, 3o.50-3o.55; from 150 to 300 feet, 3°. 60-3°. 65; from 400 to 540 feet, 3°.70. The

author employed a Casella deep-sea thermometer, and also another thermometer ot

peculiar construction.]

Struve, H. — Kurzer Bericht liber eine Reise auf dem Ladogasee

Bull. St. Petersb. vn (1864), pp. 510-515.

[Observations on Lake Ladoga made in June, 1864, showed on two different

days the following temperatures, the air temperature being in the second instance

8°.5 C., in the first instance not given.

Surface 4°.0 C. Surface 3°.

2

Bottom, 474 ft. 3°.8 Bottom, 672 ft. 3°.8

Thompson, Z. — Sudden disappearance of ice on Lake Champlain.

Amer. Journ. Sci. (2) xii (1851), p. 22.

[Observations of temperature made through the ice, quoted above.]

United States Fish Commission. — Observations made by J. W
Milner on Lake Michigan are alluded to in the Report for 18 7 2-73, p. xv.

United States Lake Survey.—Observations were made in 1871

on Lake Superior. The results are briefly alluded to in the Report of

the Chief of Engineers, 1871, p. 1021, and have been quoted above.

Allusions are made to earlier observations in the Report of Superinten-

dent of Lake Survey, 1860.

United States Signal Service.—Daily observations on temp-

erature are made at the following lake stations: Alpena, Buffalo,

Burlington, Chicago, Detroit, Duluth, Escanaba, Grand Haven, Mar-

quette, Milwaukee, Toledo. The observations are made at top and

bottom, but in shallow water. The observations are not published in

detail, but monthly maxima and minima are given on the monthly

weather map, No. n, and, in the Report of the U. S. Fish Commis-

sioner for 1875-76, pp. 851-861, there are tables of observations from

March, 1874, to February, 1875, and from March, 1876, to February,

1877, inclusive.

Zerrenner, C. — Beobachtungen fiber Gewasser-Temperaturen. Jahrb.

d. geol. Reichsanst., iv (1853), pp. 492-493.

[Observations of surface temperature on several lakes of Southern Bavaria, the

Tyrol and Northern Italy.]

Mr. S. H. Scudder read a paper on the character of the tertiary

insect fauna in the Florissant beds, comparing it with that of

Oeningen and Radoboj. The nature of the rest of the fauna

was also noticed, especially the nearly complete absence
u
of mol-

luscs.

With regard to the latter point, Prof. E. S. Morse observed

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 6 SEPTEMBER, 1881.
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that a large lake in Japan showed a similar absence of molluscs,

while there were plenty of insects.

The Custodian showed some examples of Prof. Carl Semper’s

preparations of different animals, dried and preserved by some

new process, and which were presented to the Museum by Prof.

Semper, to whom the thanks of the Society were voted.

Mr. F. W. Putnam showed, and presented, one of the five

known specimens of Chologaster Agassizii Putn., from the Mam-
moth Cave of Kentucky. The same specimen had been shown

living to the Society some years ago.

Prof. E. S. Morse presented a large bottle of fine Lingulas

from Japan.

General Meeting. October 20
,
1880 .

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Thirty

persons present.

Mr. J. A. Allen read a paper on the geographical distribution

of West Indian birds, with especial reference to those of the

Bahamas.

Mr. S. H. Scudder showed some interesting carboniferous cen-

tipedes in iron-stone nodules from Illinois. Some were of enor-

mous size, and all presented peculiar features, distinguishing them

from recent Diplopoda .
1

Dr. Wm. F. Whitney described the intimate structure of the

food-reservoir in the milk-weed butterfly.

1 See Am. Journ. Sc. and Arts, 3, xxi, 182.
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General Meeting. November 3, 1880.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Forty-nine

persons present.

Messrs. NT. A. Francis, John C. Phillips, Joel Goldthwaite, and

Mrs. S. L. Becker were elected Associate Members.

The following paper was read

:

MOULTING OF THE LOBSTER— IiOMARUS AMERICANUS.

BY ALPHEUS HYATT.

Our knowledge of the moulting period in the Crustacea is sin-

gularly deficient.

The Cray-fish has been closely observed, ,but no exjilanation has

yet been given even here of the phenomena of absorption, or

what part it plays in j^rejiaring the shell for the act of exuviation.

Several species of Brachyura have been observed, but the same

deficiency exists in this respect also, since no explanation has been

given of the mode in which the cephalo-thoracic rings are cast

off, which is really acconrplished by the absorption of a consider-

able part of them.

The lobster has been observed several times during the moult-

ing period, though it is quite remarkable that no jmofessional

naturalist has actually seen the process and recorded his own
observations.

Reaumur described the moulting of the Fresli-water Cray-fish

as early as 1712-1718 and his account has been confirmed and is

still quoted. According to these observations the Cray-fish creeps

out of his shell by an orifice formed by the splitting transversely

of the soft integument on the dorsal side between the carapax

and the first abdominal ring. Room is made by the elevation of

the carapax and the protrusion below of the thoracic rings and

the appendages.
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Jonathan Conch in 1837 gave one account, at second-hand, of

the moulting of a lobster. The fisherman from whom he received

the shell told him that a lobster had effected his escape out of his

hands and out of his shell at the same time. A mythical account

of no value except in so far as it increases the number of those

who state that the cast shells of the lobster are found to be split

longitudinally along the median dorsal line of the carapax.

Salter in 1859 published an account, also from information

derived from others, of the moulting of the lobster. In this

paper he says that there is no recorded account of the moulting.

His account was taken from an animal confined in an aquarium in

the museum at Scarborough, on the coast of Yorkshire, England,

and is extremely interesting. The process was witnessed in

July by a Mr. Cooke and the wife of the Curator of the

museum. The lobster built for himself a concealment by collect-

ing a heap of sea weed in one corner of the aquarium and when
this was completed began to extricate himself through an aper-

ture, which appeared between the carapax and the first abdominal

ring. This was attended with great exertion on his part. By
strong “ vibratory ” action, one segment after another of the abdo-

men was drawn out until the whole were free, and not until then

did the extraction of the cephalothorax begin. This began by

a sjhitting of the shell along the median line of the carapax.

The withdrawal of the legs began with the posterior pair and pro-

ceeded forwards, being taken out pair by j>air. The extrica-

tion of the claws was attended with great violence and it is

expressly stated that no splitting of the shell of the claw took

place to assist in this process. The time occupied was in all twenty

minutes. The body is reported to have been much elongated and

the claws drawn and out of shape, and that during subsequent

hours after the moult the body became shorter and much enlarged.

The shell hardened completely in seven days. The same observers

saw another lobster moult, repeating the same process, a few

months later, in November, with the exception of the hardening

of the shell which now occupied fourteen days. Mr. Salter also

records two other specimens of moulted shell observed by him,

which were also split along the median dorsal line of the carapax.
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These observations were made upon an animal living under

unnatural conditions and therefore have a certain doubt attached

to them. The manner of withdrawing the abdomen first and then

the legs of the cephalothorax, leaving the great claws last would

seem to be an exceedingly awkward operation since it does away

with all the advantages of a natural base for operations furnished

by the abdomen when this remains fixed
;
this is also contrary to

the observed mode of operation in the Cray-fish. The extraction

of the legs pair by pair as described by Salter is an impossibility.

One pair of legs cannot be drawn out without at the same time

drawing out the next pair to a proportional distance. Neverthe-

less Salter’s observers reported that each pair of walking legs,

beginning posteriorly, were drawn out separately.

Mr. John Silsbee observed the moulting in one case which is

reported by Dr. A. S. Packard, Amer. Nat. Yol. 8, p. 417. The

shell and the animal were brought to Dr. Packard immediately

after moulting and the animal was reported by Mr. Silsbee to

have cast off the old shell through a split along the median line

of the carapax. The shell as seen by Dr. Packard confirms these

observations. The animal when seen by Dr. Packard was three-

quarters of an inch longer than the shell, and the claws soft and

watery.

Mr. S. M. Johnson of Boston discovered an important and alto-

gether new fact in the process of exuviation, which is recorded by

W. W. Wheildon in Proc. American Ass. Adv. Science, Aug.,

1874, p. 139. This is the absorption of the shell on the inner side

of the great claws, at the base of the legs, which explains how it

is that the flesh of these parts can be easily extracted, as in the

case recorded below.

My own observations were made upon one specimen which I

had an opportunity of seeing at the island of Matinicus, while

on a cruise along the coast of Maine during the past summer.

Mr. A. Condon hailed our yacht, the Arethusa, while at anchor in

the harbor, with extraordinary vehemence one morning, inviting

us to come and see a lobster joassing through the critical operation

of moulting. When we arrived, the animal was lying on his side in

a fish tub, and drawing out the large claws, the walking legs and

whole forward part of the body. The operation was being per-
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formed without the slightest difficulty. The tail was bent sharply

under the body and no motions of the tail were seen. The whole

operation was accomplished by the muscles of the body itself,

which gradually bending and bulging more and more outwardly,

finally withdrew the whole forward portion, cephalothorax, com-

pletely, and with a motion or two switched off the abdominal seg-

ments. The fisherman described the first part of the performance

in accordance with what we had witnessed. He stated that what

had first attracted his attention was the protrusion of the dark

velvety mass from a fissure between the caraj3ax and the first ring

of the abdomen, and then he said it went on so rapidly that he

hardly had time to put it in his tub and call us, which I can vouch

for as a very hasty and energetic operation on his part. He had

taken him out of his live box close by, and noticing the fact that he

was moulting, conveyed him quickly ashore and into the tub in

which we saw him. He estimated the time which had elapsed pre-

vious to our coming at five minutes, and making allowance for all

exaggerations, the whole time occupied by the moulting could not

have exceeded fifteen minutes. This great rapidity probably ac-

counts for the reason why so few instances of moulting have been

recorded. The animal must be caught in the act and watched or

else one fails to witness the operation. Mr. Condon, for example,

had handled thousands of lobsters and frequently found the cast-

off shell and the soft lobster in his pots side by side, but never

before, nor had any one in Matinicus probably seen a lobster

perform the process of moulting. The moulting occurred at

9.30 a. m., July 21st. The size of the large claws as judged

by the eyes of Mr. Henshaw, Assistant in the Museum, Mr. Edward

Gardiner and myself, was considerably less than the outside meas-

urements of the shell, and so also were all parts. They were

exceedingly hard and firm, and I have no doubt would have

been extremely good eating, if we had dared to indulge in such

extravagance. This is entirely contrary to the usual accounts, but

it agrees with my former observations on the common blue crab

of which I have seen hundreds directly after moulting, and they

are always firm and delicious eating if taken at this time.

In fact the watery aspect usually attributed to the newly

moulted crustacean did not appear until some time after the lob-
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ster was placed in our live tank. This live tank had, unfortunately,

but two openings leading into the outer water, and though these

were three inch and a half pipes, they were not sufficient to keep

up a current in the tank while lying still in the harbor, and the

effort to keep him alive until he had acquired a completely new
shell, failed. The color of the skin was much deeper than when
covered by the shell, consisting on the more prominent parts,

of brilliant reds and other parts of dark reddish browns, the

texture being of velvety smoothness. The shell, which was

presented to the Society by Mr. Condon, was immediately placed

in the position in which it was when being cast off, and I have

it here on the table, and beside it is the lobster in alchohol.

At 8 p. m., July 21st, the animal was examined by Mr. Gardi-

ner very carefully in the tank, this being large enough to permit

him to get down into it and feel the skin over carefully in all

parts. No change, all the spines perfectly soft. Watched lobster

at the same time myself and found him perfectly helpless, but

able to move the tail sufficiently to oar himself slowly backwards.

July 22d at 8 a. m., Mr. Gardiner again descended into the cold

water and examined our prize, and reported a change, the shell

felt papery. On taking him out and giving him a thorough exam-

ination at 10 a. m., found' that calcification had progressed con-

siderably during the night, though there had been no perceptible

change since 8 a. m. The large claws had swelled considerably

and had assumed the usual watery transparent aspect. ' The

mandibles were the hardest part of the skin, but though it

required a little force to put the finger into the mouth, a hardly

perceptible pressure was all they could do in the way of a bite.

The maxillipeds were sufficiently stiff to be readily moved and

pushed slightly against my finger. The walking legs were the

hardest, especially the tips of these. The joints of these were

quite firm, tind though all other parts except the extreme tips

were very soft, this enabled the lobster to crawl slowly over the

bottom. The rostrum was in the same condition as were all the

other parts, the spinous points being all case hard, but the bases of

the same very soft. The eyes were soft and gave way under the

touch. They appeared to be blind as compared with the eye at

other times,, and were retracted only when touched, though we
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tried several expedients to make them retract, without actually

touching them. The spinous ribs on the outer flajis or the tail

were also quite hard. Whenever pressed or bent in the shell

immediately resumed its former surface, showing great elasticity.

The dark reddish brown of the rings, carapax and claws

had changed and an under-tint of green was perceptible. The

bases of the spines, teeth on the large claws were red as before,

but the crowns and points had become whitened. The teeth

yielded at the bases, however, when jmessed, as did also the largest

spines. The teeth on the smaller claws were in the same condi-

tion as the spines.

2.15 p. m., no change observed.

8 p. m., a hardly perceptible difference of the shell of the

joints of the tail and a slightly greater freedom of motion

was observed. The spines, teeth of the claws, rostrum, etc., were

in same condition as in the morning. Mandibles and mouth parts

not examined.

July 23, opened tank at 8.45 a. m., and found our lobster

dead. The shell and all the parts were slightly changed. The

surface was slightly rougher or more granular to the touch, and

slightly tougher, the legs stiffer, and also the rostrum, though all

were still pliable and papery.

I judged from these facts that death had occurred early in the

morning, since the changes were about the same in amount as

those noticed as having occurred during the first night.

Mr. Samuel Henshaw and the author made careful measure-

ments in English inches as follows :
—

Measurement of Lobster and the Moulted Shell.

Lobster. Shell. Differ'e.

a Around the big claw just behind the jaws (right.) 7 9
'l6 fi-4 _u 16 ItV

a “ “ “ “ (left.) Kl 3
°16 5 1 3

16

a “ carapax between 2d and 3d pr. legs lO^g- J®QO 9 1z 16

c Length of big claw, (left.) Fill
°16

K 5
°16

Q

c u “ (right.) S12
°16

K 6
°16

6
16

c “ long joint, big claw, 1st pair legs, 9 1_Z 16
1121
1 6

5
16

b Breadth of outer jaw (right claw.) 2-6-"16 l-8-1 t6
14
16

b “ “ “ (left “ )
1_6_X 16 l-2-x 16

JL
16

b “ 2d joint of tail counting from carapax 41

0

6
4_8_*16

2
1 6
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c Length of longer antennae beyond first joints llioxx 16 8 31a.°16

c £4 rostrum 1 _8_x
1 6

1 16
3
1 6

c « carapax from eye sockets 410*16 4_l_
* 1 6

9
1 6

c ££ abdomen from end of telson 7-8-
‘ 16

71 3
'
31?

3
ZZ

c ££ 1st ring of abdomen counting from

carapax 1 5
16

13
16

2
16

c U 2d ring of abdomen 1 _8_X
1 6

15x
3 2

11
32

c « 3d-4th “ “ l-3-X
1 6

l-2-x 16
1
16

c ££ 5th-6th “ “ 1 _4_X
1 6

31
TZ

9
3Z

c <£ telson 114X
1 6

1 _8_x
1 6

6
16

The dimensions of bulk marked (a) when added up and reduced

bear the following proportions. If the shell represents the bulk

of the animal before the moulting, then the animal before moult-

ing is to its bulk after moulting, as 1 to 1.211. The increase is,

therefore about one-fifth in bulk of the great claws and body.

The dimensions of breadth (b) are not so well taken or so sig-

nificant but the ratio is nearly the same, 1 to 1.192.

The increase in the dimension of length are really better pre-

sented by the differences than by any ratio. The ratio of increase

in length is as 1 to 1.01. This, however, though not perhaps a

truthful result, shows that the increase in length is much less than

that in the breadth and thickness of the body and its parts.

Lobster. Shell. Difference .

23i
8
e

1 9-6-iy i6
4_3_*16 Bulk.

8t
6
6

7A l-4-x
1 6

Breadth.

45,8e 38-f-f
1123
°TZ Length.

The shell showed no signs of cracking along the median line of

the carapax, until after the lapse of several weeks. Then it began

to curl inwards and finally cracked all along the suture, except at

the posterior end which still remains closed. Absolution had

taken place, but in this specimen had not gone far enough to

allow the shell to split during the moulting. It would seem from

this, that if the pressure had been more excessive, rupture might

have taken place, but in place of this the thorax gave way below as

is usual in the Cray-fish. It will be noticed too, that the cephalo-

thorax was drawn out first, as in the Cray-fish, instead of the

abdomen first, as in the two animals seen by Salters’ two observers.
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My conclusions are, therefore, that under different circum-

stances and perhaps with different conditions as to food, etc., the

lobster varies the mode of moulting, either crawling out of his

shell as the Cray-fish does between the carapax and first abdom-
inal ring, or by splitting open the carapax also, as in the cases

recorded, and that the latter of these ways may be varied accord-

ing to which ever end he may select to draw out first. It would
probably be impossible for the lobster to draw the tail out first,

if the carapax did not split so as to let the body arch outwards.

The phenomena of absolution as described by Mr. Wheildon were

observed upon the inner sides of the first joints of the great claws

and Mr. Johnson’s discovery fully confirmed. The shell was also

very much affected by absorption in other parts, especially along

the sutures of the carapax, and the sutures of the thoracic rings

had largely disappeared from above.

Mr. B. H. Van Vleck, Assistant in the Museum, and Laboratory

of the Society, has, however, made special studies in this connec-

tion and will communicate his results.

Mr. B. H. Van Vleck supplemented Professor Hyatt’s account

with some observations on the extrication of the lobster’s endo-

skeleton during moulting. He also showed some of the strangely

malformed claws with false pincers, the explanation of whose

growth is very difficult.

Mr. Putnam exhibited a very fine and interesting piece of

pottery, recently received at the Anthropological Museum in

Cambridge, from a burial mound on the St. Francis River in

Arkansas.

The vessel was in shape like a human head. The features were

remarkably well made, and Mr. Putnam believed, from the

peculiar character of the work, that it was very likely a good

representation of the features of the people among whose bones

it was found. He then compared the jar with other work of a

similar character from Central America and Peru, and showed

that, notwithstanding there was such a general resemblance

among these vessels of human shape, from various places, as to

lead people to say they were all of the same character and stage

of art, they were, after all, very different, and expressed several
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distinct periods of art and also distinct methods of manifest-

ation.

Prof. E. S. Morse read a native translation of a sketch of the

Ainos by a Japanese physician, containing many interesting obser-

vations on their physique, habits, and arts.

General Meeting. November IT, 1880.

Vice-President, Mr. F. W. Putnam, in the chair. Forty-eight

persons present.

The following paper was read :

ON THE FILLING OF AMYGDALOIDAL CAVITIES AND
VEINS IN THE KEWEENAW POINT DISTRICT OF LAKE
SUPERIOR. A REPLY TO PROF. JAMES D. DANA.

BY M. E. WADSWORTH, PH.D.

Since Professor Dana hi a recent notice (Am. Journ. Sci., 1880,

(3), XX, 330-332) of a paper of mine (Notes on the Geology of

the Iron and Copper Districts of Lake Superior, Bull. Hus. Comp.

Zoology, 1880, VII, [Geol. Series I] 1-157) has presented his

views regarding the disposition of mineral matter in amygdules

and veins in the copper district mentioned above, it seems fitting

that some of the reasons why his hypothesis can not be adopted

by me should be given here. Especially is this the case since the

subject was only briefly touched upon in my paper, and also

because the great weight of his authority leads, in many cases, to

the adoption of his views without examination. It is further to

be understood that the writer has a personal knowledge of the

facts which he cites concerning the region under discussion, while

Professor Dana’s statements have to derive their foundations

from the observations of others, as he was never in the district in

question, so far as the writer can learn.

In a discussion of this kind one rarely convinces one’s oppo-

nent, yet such discussion conduces to the advancement of the

science, by calling the attention of others to the subject, thus

leading to further observations and investigations.
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I hold that all, or nearly all, rocks are permeable by water to a

greater or less extent and rapidity, which permeability may be

indeed impaired by materials deposited by the percolating waters

;

that all volcanic (eruptive) rocks after consolidation, and all

derivative ones, are subject to more or less alteration, according

to the stability of the compounds forming the rocks, in the con-

ditions to which they are subjected; that these alterations are

chiefly molecular and brought about through the medium of the

percolating waters, which may or may not be thermal; that amyg-

daloidal and pseudo-amygdaloidal structure, the filling of segre-

gated veins, and the secondary deposition of mineral matter in

beds of rock, have all been brought about through the same

medium, the material deposited being in general derived from

the adjacent rock.

If I understand Professor Dana aright, he holds that water will

penetrate the rocks spoken of only a short distance, “ in some not

an inch ”
;
that all the alterations in them, the filling of the veins

and amygdaloidal cavities, took place before the rocks had lost

their original heat
;
and that these changes were brought about

by means of the moisture inclosed at the time of the eruption,

acting generally in the vaporized state. (See extract near the

end of this article.)

That water will penetrate rocks, it seems would follow from

the general properties of matter
;
the known absorption of water

by rocks
;
the well-known fact of the “ quarry water ” before a

rock is raised from its bed; the experiments of Daubree, Hunt,

C. Lang, and others
;

the facts cited by Bischof (Lehrbuch der

Chemischen und Physikalischen Geologie, Zweite Auiiage, I, 203-

213) ;
the methods of preparation employed in the case of cer-

tain decorative stones
;

etc., etc. Furthermore, it seems to me
that the method of filling veins by infiltration or segregation, as

described by Professor Dana, admits this percolation (Manual of

Geology, 1862, p. 713
; 1874, p. 732; 1880, p. 775 ;

Text Book of

Geology, 1863, p. 317; 1874, p. 324).

In order to arrive at any decision whether the amygdules and

veins were formed or not before the rocks lost their original heat,

it is necessary that we understand the mode in which the beds were

laid down in the district in question. The eastern sandstone and
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conglomerate, Potsdam according to the researches of Foster

and Whitney, and later those of Rominger, dip to the northwest

and are covered by the old basaltic lava (copper-bearing trap)

in a thin sheet of some two feet in thickness
;
again sandstone and

conglomerate were formed upon this lava, then another lava flow,

then more conglomerate, and so on. This formation continues

generally with more abundant lava and less sandstone and con-

glomerate, across Keweenaw Point until the western sandstone

is approached, where the lava flows diminish in number and

the sandstone and conglomerate beds increase. In other words

we had a gradually increasing volcanic activity which culminated

and finally died away. This statement applies, of course, to the

basaltic eruptions, for we as yet know but little concerning the

rhyolitic and trachytic eruptions of Lake Superior.

The basaltic lava was poured out on an old wave-washed shore,

where it was often denuded and buried under beds of sandstone

and conglomerate, sometimes miles in extent, and from a few

inches to 198 feet, and even half a mile in thickness (Marvine).

These sandstones and conglomerates are in part composed of

debris of the basaltic lava, but mostly of trachytic and rhyolitic

materials.

These conglomerates have, in some cases, been filled with

copper, which filling must have occurred since the conglomerates

were formed and the succeeding lava flow had taken place, for

the co])per is found wrapped in thin sheets around the jointed

blocks of the hanging wall trap, and extending down into the

conglomerate. Pebbles of trap (amygdaloid) of a few inches or

more in diameter are frequently found in the conglomerate,

which pebbles have had their original materials largely removed

and replaced by copper. That this reifiacement occurred at the

time the conglomerate was impregnated with copper is evident

from the fact that the copper filling the trap pebbles is connected

by stringers with that filling the conglomerate.

In the case of the “ ash bed ” at Copper Falls, we have a loose,

scoriaceous flow, whose interstices have been filled with littoral

sand, and then buried under a succeeding lava flow. That the

impregnation of this “ ash bed ” with copper occurred since the

overlying lava was in place is shown by two facts :

*
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1°. Where tongues of the hanging wall trap extend down
into the “ ash bed ” the latter rock has become indurated, and is

neither amygdaloidal nor copper-bearing to any extent
;
but had

these infiltrations taken place prior to the succeeding flow, this

flow ought to have made no essential difference in the amygda-

loidal and copper-bearing character of the “ash bed” in such

places.

2°. Spikes of copper, known as “ ash bed ” spikes, extend

down out of the hanging trap into the ash bed. These spikes are

usually larger at the upper end, and sometimes branched, while

they are pointed at the lower end.

Is it possible for us to imagine that the sandstones and con-

glomerates, the jiebbles of trap in the conglomerate, and the “ ash

bed,” could have retained their original heat until they were

impregnated with copper as described? Some of the conglom-

erates have been filled with and altered to an epidotic material,

which change must have taken place since the rock was laid down
on the beach, for this alteration extends to the conglomerate as a

whole and not to its individual pebbles only.

The part of these old lava flows that retained their heat

the longest, i. e., the heaviest beds, and the bottoms of all the

flows, ought, according to Professor Dana’s hypothesis, to have

suffered the greatest alteration, and to carry the most copper

outside of the cavities, but exactly the reverse is the case. It is

the upper part of the “ ash bed ” that is worked for cojjper, and

the upper part of the traps that is most altered.

As evidence that materials are altered when they do not retain

their original heat, the fact can be pointed out that fragmental

volcanic rocks have become 2>seudo-amygdaloidal and metamor-

phosed as a whole since they were in a fragmental condition.

Furthermore it is not supposed that the old Roman bricks

retained their original heat until the zeolites were formed in

them, as described by Daubree.

After the eastern sandstone and the western (in part at least)

with the intervening traps and conglomerates were laid down, the

fissures were formed that have since been filled with mineral

matter, making the veins. Some of these veins have been traced

for miles and all cut directly across the beds of conglomerate and
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trap. These veins are true fissure veins, and they affect the

amygdaloidal and copper-bearing character of the old basalts

to such an extent that I doubt not that the veins and cavi-

ties were filled contemporaneously with the alteration of the

basalt. In some mines the trap is heavily copper-bearing in

juxtaposition to the veins, and contains but little copper a short

distance away; in others, as the “ash bed” of Copper Falls, the

trap bears little copper near the veins, but considerable when

worked at some little distance from them. The copper in the

vein frequently incloses completely masses of the gangue, while

in like manner the gangue incloses the copper in other iflaces,

and similar relations exist in the amygdules.

After what has been said, is it possible to suppose that the

traj^s and conglomerates could have been formed, as stated, to

the immense thickness that they must have been before the veins

were formed, and still retain their original heat until all was com-

plete and the veins filled with gangue and ore? Yet Professor

Dana’s hypothesis demands this supposition, if the writer under-

stands it.

Whether the percolating water was thermal or not, can only

be determined by judging of its effects. So far as it has fallen

under the observation of the writer, the effect of hot waters is a

general destruction of the rock constituents, and not the changes

that we see in the majority of old altered eruptive rocks. So

far, then, as the writer could judge from personal observation,

thermal waters (as set forth in his paper referred to) had acted

in part of the district, but in other portions the water was of

the ordinary temperature, or only slightly elevated above it, an

opinion which Marvine also held.

Professor Dana, in his Manual of Geology, edition of 1862 (p.

712), in speaking of the veins of the copper district, states that

the metal is “ directly associated with injected dikes,” therefore he

regards the veins as filled by injection from below. This view

was retained in the edition of 1874 (page 731). In the edition

of 1880 he regards the veins as contact veins which were filled

by sublimation (vaporization) and this seems to be his present

view. For thirty years, published evidence, that has not been

impeached, has shown that the copper bearing traps of Lake
Superior were not in dikes but in lava flows

;
therefore it is difli
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cult to see any foundation for the hypothesis of Professor Dana
concerning the veins, as advanced in the editions of 1862 and

1874. Although the veins in the Ontanogon district are said

to be contact veins, the veins in the district visited by me,

and under discussion here, are not contact veins, but, as said

above, cut directly across the beds of trap and conglomerate.

The material filling a fissure, whether it be a dike or vein, shows

by its structure, relations to the country rock, and other charac-

ters, how the fissure was filled. That the veins in the district in

question are neither veins of injection nor of sublimation has been

so conclusively shown in the works of others, that it need not be

touched upon here, further than to remark, that not a single char-

acter was seen in the veins studied by me that pointed towards

either injection or sublimation. The writer is, therefore, unable

to see that, in the district in question, there is any basis for Pro-

fessor Dana’s views advocated in the edition of the Manual for

1880.

While I would not deny that in certain cases, in other localities,

Prof. Dana’s hypothesis may explain all the phenomena and per-

haps be the correct view, I feel in the light of the facts given

above and elsewhere, that it is untennable as respects the dis-

trict in question. I take this ground too, with all respect for the

opinions and labors of Prof. Dana, from whose Text Book of

Geology, I gained my first conceptions of that science and of the

formation of Mineral Veins.

Prof. Dana is unquestionably the best authority regarding his

own views, but I feel that he is mistaken in his statement

that his present views were advanced in the American Jour-

nal of Science in 1845 (XL1X, 49-64), and that he has always

held the same theory “only slightly modified,” as that presented

in the October number of the American Journal. In order to

show this, as well as to reply to his more general statements, I

shall quote at some length from his writings, which in many cases

uphold my position far better than I can myself.

“Minerals occupying cavities and seams in amygdaloidal trap or basalt .

—

These minerals have been attributed to a variety of sources, and even at the

present time there are various opinions respecting their origin. According

to some writers, they result from the process of segregation;— that is, a

separation of part of the material of the containing rock during its cooling
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by the segregating powers of crystallization
;
and in illustration of the pro-

cess we are pointed to the many segregations of feldspar, quartz, and mica,

in granite and other rocks, the siliceous nodules in many sandstones, the

pearlstones in trachytes and obsidian. Others have thought them foreign

pebbles, enclosed at the time the rock was formed. Again, they are de-

scribed as proceeding from the vapors which permeated the rock while still

liquid, and which condensed as the rock cooled, in cavities produced

by the vapors . By a few it is urged, admitting that the cavities are

inflations by vapors like those of common lava, that they may have been

filled either at the time the rock cooled or at some subsequent time, either

by crystallization from vapors, or from infiltrating fluids, but more generally

the latter. Of these views we believe the last to accord best with the

facts. * * * * * * The cavities occupied by the nodules are in every

respect similar to the common inflations or air bubbles in lava. These cav-

ities are open and unoccupied in common lava, and may be no less fre-

quently so in the ejections under water; and should they not be expected

to fill in some instances by infiltration ? They are the very places where an

infiltrating fluid would deposit its sediments, or collect and crystallize if

capable of crystallization; and such infiltrating fluids are known to permeate

all rocks, even the most solid, and especially if beneath a body of water.

* * * * * The mineral in these cavities sometimes only fills their lower

half, as if deposited from a solution; and again, it incrusts the upper half

or roof, as if solidified on infiltrating through. In the large geodes of chal-

cedony, stalactites depend from above like those of lime from the roof of

caverns, afld, as Macculloch states, the stalactite is often found to correspond

to an inferior stalagmite, the fluid silica having dripped to the bottom and

there become solid; moreover the superior pendent stalactite is sometimes

found united with the stalagmite below. The same results are here observed

as with lime stalactites in caverns, and often a similar laminated or banded

structure, the result of deposition in successive layers. Such results can

proceed only from a slow and quiet process,— a gradual infiltration of a

solution from above into a ready formed cavity; they cannot be supposed to

arise from ascending vapors, or gaseous emanations from below, no more

than the stalactite in the limestone cavern. ******** The zeolites

occupy veins or seams as well as cavities. Often the seams were opened

by the contraction of the cooling rock, and at other times they were of more

recent origin. In either case the minerals filling these seams must be sub-

sequent in formation to the origin of the rock itself, and could not have pro-

ceeded from vapors attending the eruption. These seams sometimes open

upward and can be seen to have no connection with the parts below, the rock

in this portion being solid. Origin from above or from either side, is the only

supposition in such cases. * * * * Zeolites, moreover, have been found
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forming; stalactites in basaltic caverns. * * * * * These facts favor

throughout the view we urge that amygdaloidal minerals have in general

resulted from infiltration, and were not necessarily formed simultaneously

with the erupted rock. We remark farther, that no lavas have ever been shown

to contain at the time of ejection, any of the zeolitic minerals. * * * * *

* * Zeolites also have been found disseminated through the texture of

basalt, clinkstone, &c., like the feldspar, augite, &c. But the proportion

varies widely, and in some parts of the same bed they are found to be want-

ing; so that we have sufficient reason for classing these disseminated zeolites

with those in the cavities, as formed or introduced by infiltration. * * * it

should be observed, that the constituents of amygdaloidal minerals are, in

general, those of the containing rock. * * * * With water to infiltrate, we

should therefore have all the necessary ingredients at hand for the required

compounds. The fact already stated, that zeolites have been found as sta-

lactites in caverns, seems to prove that they do actually result from decom-

positions and recompositions, such as have been supposed. Thus we have

all the conditions at hand necessary for producing, by infiltration, the zeo-

lites and the chlorite nodules of these rocks. * * * * The hypothesis of

filtration seems, then, to be at least the principal source of these minerals.

***** What is the condition of the deep bed of an ocean ? Even at

a depth of three miles, the waters press upon the bottom with a force

equivalent to a million of pounds to the square foot; and with such a for-

cing power above, can we set limits to the depth to which these sea waters

— magnesia and soda solutions— will penetrate? Will not every cavern,

every pore, far down, be filled under such an enormous pressure? * * *

****** We are led by these considerations to another point in con-

nection with this subject: the probable condition under which the different

amygdaloidal minerals have been formed. Have they all proceeded from

heated solutions, or all from cold solutions ? * * * * * Many of them may

require heat, and some may be the last depositions from the filtrating waters

after they have nearly or quite attained their reduced temperature, but the

formation of zeolitic stalactites in caverns favors the view that some at

least may form at the ordinary temperature by the slow decomposition of

the containing rock after it had emerged from the waves. * ***** *

* * In the above explanations we have scarcely appealed to one source of

amygdaloidal minerals admitted in the outset— their proceeding from

vapors rising with the erupted rock
;
for it seems to be of but limited influ-

ence. Besides the arguments already brought forward, we state that the

vapors which rise at the moment of eruption are insufficient. They

inflate the rock, or blow up the cavities
;
but the little vapor required to

open the cavities most assuredly could not afford by condensation the min-

eral matter necessary to fill them,— to produce stalactites, stalagmite and
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the successive layers of minerals. The vapors then, if the source, must

have continued to rise for some time afterward. But is it possible that

vapors should rise up through the solid rock ? Such does not happen about

recent volcanoes; for fissures are first opened and then the vapors escape.

And could it happen with the water above pressing -down into the rock with

the force of an ocean even a mile deep ? There may be instances of this mode

of formation
;
but that it should be the usual mode is irreconcilable with

the many facts stated. * * * * * * * These various facts appear to estab-

lish infiltration as the principal means by which amygdaloidal minerals

have been produced.” (Am. Jour. Sci., 1845, (1)xlix. 52-64.)

In an abstract of the above given paper, in the Proceedings of

the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geol-

ogists and Naturalists (New Haven, 1845), it is stated, after

citing facts as above :

“ These facts find their readiest explanation in the hypothesis of infiltra-

tion, and many admit of no other explanation.”

Also concerning the formation of the minerals in question

:

“ Heat may be necessary for the formation of some of them
;
yet we can

not at present fully appreciate the efficiency of chemical agents in a nascent

state acting slowly without heat during long periods.” (Pages 27, 28.)

In another paj>er he states concerning amygdules

:

“ I do not attribute these crystallizations in all instances to the same

period in which the eruption of the containing amygdaloid took place, and

they may have been formed at a much later period. At some subsequent

eruption in the vicinity they may have been buried and permeated anew

with hot siliceous waters, which thus gave rise to the amygdaloidal minerals.

Some of these minerals are believed to be formed by the percolation of cold

water through the rock, producing slow decompositions and forming new

compounds. (Am. Jour Sci. 1843, (1), xlv, 116, 117.)

Professor Dana, in the three papers just referred to, held that

the amygdaloidal rocks were erupted at the bottom of the sea,

and that the alterations were brought about by the waters of the

ocean heated by the erupted material, and further that these

alterations might not take jdace then, but through the medium of

the ocean waters heated at a later eruption, or even by the action

of cold water.
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“Mr. Dana said he recognized also the action of cold water as supposed

by Prof. Emmons, and cited a bed of clay at the foot of a basaltic hill in

New South Wales, containing nodules of siliceous matter, which he sup-

posed proceeded from the decomposition of basalt.” (Am. Jour. Sci., 1843

(1), xly, 142).

Later Professor Dana states

:

“ In this Journal, Yol. xly, p. Ill (1843), the writer has supported the

principle that metamorphic changes require no other cause but what attends

submarine igneous action, * * * *. The views then presented prop-

erly include not only the heat from submarine volcanic action and fissure

ejections, but the escape of heat, going on for ages, through the fractures

attending the gradual folding and uplifting of strata while beneath the sea.”

(Am. Jour. Sci., 1847 (2), iv, 92.)

Again it is written :

“ These facts illustrate two important points:

1. That ordinary waters upon and through the earth’s surface are con-

stantly active in dissolving and decomposing minerals and rocks; and that

even species reputed indestructable are thus acted upon.

2. That the waters are thus furnishing themselves with chemical agents

for effecting other changes. These waters penetrate all rocks, as well as

percolate through soils, or run in streams over the earth’s surface. Hence

the action is a universal one, everywhere going on
;
and the results are

universal.” (System of Mineralogy, Ed. of 1854, page 227.)

We come, in 1873, to the period of change in Professor Dana’s

views

:

“ Portions of the erupted viscid material might have encountered water

on the way to the surface, and thus have become penetrated with it; so that

the viscid material at the high temperature became altered in part— * * *

* * * Or else, this kind of change may have taken place through infiltra-

ting waters. The fact that the vesicular trap (now amygdaloidal) is that

which is hydrated, renders it rather probable that while zeolites and calcite

may have been later made within the rock by superficial action or infiltra-

ting waters, the chief change was contemporaneous with the eruption; for

the vesicular character was undoubtedly then produced, and it was probably

dependent on the same moisture that, penetrating the rock, caused the

metamorphism or hydration through the mass. ******** The

secondary origin of the zeolites and chlorite found to penetrate some dolerite

and other kinds of igneous rock, as well as filling the cavities within them,
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I sustained in an article in Yol. xlix of the first series of this Journal

(1845), and the various facts I have since observed have tended to confirm

me in the conclusion. In the paper referred to I attribute the change to

infiltrating waters. The opinion has many advocates.” (Am. Jour. Sci.,

1873 (3), yi, 107, 108.)

Again we read :

“ The cavities in a lava or igneous rock, such as are formed by expanding

vapors while the rock is liquid, differ from veins in size, but not essentially

in the method by which they are filled with minerals. In amygdaloids these

minerals are usually chlorite, quartz, prehnite, datolite, analcite, or some

of the zeolites, or calcite; and in each cavity they often are in successive

layers, analogous to the layers of a banded vein. They are introduced by

infiltrating waters, which derive the ingredients mainly from the inclosing

rock, through the decomposition of some of its minerals. ******
Most of the species in amygdaloidal cavities are hydrous,— showing that

they were formed at a much lower temperature than the materials of a

granytic vein; and some of them may perhaps be formed even at the

ordinary temperature.” (Manual of Geology, edition of 1874, page 734
;

see also edition of 1862, pages 715, 716.)

Again

:

“ It seems to be quite certain that the chlorite in the above mentioned

porphyry, and in igneous rock generally, was not only derived from ingre-

dients in the rock, but was made through the agency of water that gained

admission from some subterranean source when the melted rock was ascend-

ing to the surface
;
that the same is true fcr ether hydrous minerals dissem-

inated through the mass of any igneous rock, for example, the zeolitic, in

phonolytes. The same kind of evidence sustains, * * * * * the conclu-

sion that all amygdaloidal rocks owe the cavities which they contain (the

cavities occupied by the amygdules), and a large part of the zeolitic and

other minerals in the cavities, mainly to the action of the same waters on

the rock— first while melted and then while cooling from a state of fusion.

Further, such waters may have carried into the cavities not only hydrous

minerals, but also anhydrous. ******** If cavities exist they are

sure to become filled, because all solutions would pass into them and keep

depositing until they were full
;
and the rock, if the cavities were numerous,

might thus be drained of a large part of the minerals formed, the chlorite

excepted. These cavities have no doubt sometimes received mineral

material from infiltrations of later date, but not so the body of the rock.”

(Am. Jour. Sci., 1775 (3) ix, 59.)
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Now the statements are:

K The writer has regarded it, as he has long since explained (this Jour-

nal, xlix, 49, 1845), an insuperable objection to the theory of infiltration

from above, that surface waters can get into amygdaloids by means of infil-

tration downward only a short distance— in some not an inch
;
and that,

however deep, the result caused by the waters and the accompanying air is

oxidation and the discoloration and destruction of the rock. ( The waters

of hot springs might produce depositions in cavities or fissures that open

upward
;
but it appears to be physically impossible that such waters, what-

ever they may hold in solution, should penetrate deeply through the mass of

a cold trap or amygdaloid containing disseminated copper in grains, and

take up and transport that copper into amygdaloidal cavities, fissures and

joints. Surface waters sometimes descend for yards along the joints; but

when so, the surfaces of the joints indicate it by their iron rust discolora-

tion. ****). * * * * I believe that the most satisfactory theory of the

origin of the ores and associated minerals is that which I have hitherto

held, only slightly modified : that the copper came up with the igneous

rock, and so also the moisture that made the steam cavities of the amygda-

loid, though neither was derived, the one nor the other, from the deep-

seated source of the eruption, but from sources encountered on the way

up; that, while the rock was slowly cooling through the range of tempera-

tures from that of fusion, over 2000° F., to 212° F. (when at last the vapors

began to lose their chemical activity), and thence to 100° F. and below,

the igneous material sooner or later received its vapor-made cavities in

places where the pressure wfis little enough to permit it and the moisture

was abundant enough to produce them, and the rocks also became jointed

and fissured through the progressing contraction
;
that other fissures may

have been opened by new subterranean movements while the cooling was

going forward, that is, before the era of eruptions for the region had

passed, and gave passage for ascending vapors and whatever they, bore

along; that the moisture which made the amygdaloidal cavities was the

moisture which altered the pyroxene or other minerals of the rock to

chlorite, and made the zeolites and quartz out of chiefly its feldspars, and

that this kind of transformation of the igneous rock near all cavities or

fissures into quartz and hydrous silicates kept going on as long as the rock

was undergoing its refrigeration, different minerals resulting at different

stages in the temperature
;
and that the copper which came up with the

igneous rock was, in the course of the cooling, carried by the aid of the

vapors into fissures, and so formed veins, and into other cavities to help

make amygdules at the same time that other minerals were making them,

and so produced sometimes a cupriferous amygdaloid
;
and that simulta-
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taneously it was carried to some extent into the adjoining sandstone.”

(Am. Jour. Sci., 1880 (3), xx, 331, 332.)

These extracts speak for themselves, and comment by me is

unnecessary.

It may further be pointed out that Professor Dana is only

partly correct in stating that I “ make the iron ores and associated

beds of jasper intrusive.” I hold that they are chiefly eruptive,

partly intrusive, partly in overflows; also formed in part by

decomposition of the jasjnlite and ore in situ
,
and in part by

mechanical and chemical deposition. (See Proceedings of this

Society, 1880, XV, 470-479.)

Again Professor Dana says :

“ The sandstones and conglomerates which accompany the trap in the

copper region, and are more or less interstratified with it, owing to suc-

cessive deposits and outflows, as described by Whitney, are pronounced to

be of the age of the Potsdam sandstone; but the conclusion is not based

on the writer’s personal observations.”

Professor Dana’s meaning is somewhat obscure here. If he

means the conclusion that the copper-bearing traps, sandstones,

and conglomerates were of the same age as the sandstone shown

to be Potsdam by Messrs. Foster, Whitney, and Rominger, is

not based on my personal observations he is mistaken. The

present writer’s personal observations showed that which had

never been observed before, that the copper-bearing rocks were

interstratified with the eastern sandstone (Potsdam of Foster,

Whitney, and Rominger; New Red, Potsdam and Calciferous,

and Calciferous of Dana) and were continuous with it, although

it was held by the majority of geologists that the copper-bearing

rocks were older (pre-Paleozoic) than the eastern sandstone

(Paleozoic) and underlying it. If Professor Dana means that I

did not by personal observations show that the eastern sandstone

wms Potsdam in age he is correct. It was not a problem before

me since Dr. Rominger’s evidence until shown to be incorrect is

conclusive. (See Proceedings of the American Association,

1880 :
“ On the Age of the Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake

Superior.”
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Mr. S. W. Garman in behalf of the author read the following

paper

:

NOTES ON EGGS AND TADPOLES OF HYLA VERSICOLOR.

BY MAKY H. HINCKLEY.

The following observations were made in Milton, Massachu-

setts, during the spring and summer of 1880.

May 4th. For the first time this season the notes of Hyla ver-

sicolor were heard.

May 10th. Mercury 85°. In the water at Forbes’ Pond found

a pair of this species in the act of egg laying. The eggs were

attached singly and in small groups, along the grasses resting on

the water’s surface. When first laid, the eggs were nearly all of a

drab color in the upper surface. After a few hours on the water

this color becomes lighter. The under surface is white. The ex-

tent of this color varies
;
in a few cases, only a spot of drab is

seen on an otherwise white egg.

May 11th. Tadpoles partially unfolded; a few have already

escaped from the gelatinous envelope.

May 12th. Tadpoles all hatched and clinging by means of two

prominent holders to the grasses nearest at hand. They average

about one-quarter of an inch in length. The head and body are

cream-colored dotted with olive
;
the abdomen pale yellow.

May 13th. External gills branching out. Tadpoles occasion-

ally moving about.

May 14th. Abdomen growing round. External gills devel-

oped.

May 15th. Gills on right side disappearing. Holders gradu-

ally losing prominence.

May 16th. Gills on right side resorbed.

May 17th. Gills disappearing on left side. Tadpoles growing

deep olive green. Fine dotting of gold color appearing on both

upper and under surfaces. Abdomen shows iridescent sheen.

Down each side from before the eye to the root of the tail is a

line of gold color.

May 18th. Gills resorbed. Tadpoles lively; movements very
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quick and made with but slight motion of the tail. Color appears

black under water. Body and head are short. Eyes prominent,

set widely apart and of a brilliant flame color; the iris in some

sjoecimens quartered by dark lines. The lips are broad and

thick. The nostril openings and two perpendicular lines between

the nostril openings are gold colored. Transverse bars of the

same tint on the upper edge of the tail are seen in some

specimens. To this stage tadpoles of Hyla versicolor and Acris.

Pickerinsfii bear a close resemblance.o
May 20th. The holders have disappeared.

May 27th. The hind legs appear as small white buds. The

abdomen and lower half of the sides show iridescence of great

brilliancy. A bluish sheen is seen on the upper surface. The tail

which is broad and flecked with deep brown or black, is colored

bright red in many specimens.

June 5th. Feet with discs on toes seem The mottling of gold

color has almost disappeared and nearly all the tadjmles are olive-

green on the body.

June 18th. When tadpoles are in motion the legs remain

extended beside the tail, but when at rest they are usually drawn

up near the body.

June 21st. The golden markings on the head have disappeared.

Tadpoles vary in color from dark gray to pea green.

June 28th. Movement of arms under the skin seen.

July 1st. A few tadpoles show dark markings on the back.

The body growing thin, causing the head to look disproportion-

ately large.

July 2d. Most of the tadjmles have thrust out one arm,

usually the right.

July 3d. Nearly all the tadpoles have both arms free. The
thin edges of the tail are fast being resorbed. At this time the

tadpoles appear to take little food and are found along the shore

partly out of the water. The lips have lost their thick edges.

While a few specimens have retained the coloring of gray up to

this period, nearly all are of various shades of tender green on

the upper surfaces, bordered with gray or salmon color.

July 4th. Found a few tadpoles at the water’s edge with the

tail reduced to a mere stump. The mouth is developed and

frequently opened as if the little frogs were gasping for breath.
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My knowledge of the little frogs after leaving the water, is

confined almost wholly to those kept in a fernery. Some of the

eggs laid May 10th were placed in an aquarium. All hatched at

the same time; but the tadpoles within doors were longer in

developing and lacked much of the brilliancy of coloring of those

grown in the pond. Before the tail was resorbed I found them
climbing the sides of the aquarium. Many escaped at night. The
rest were secured as soon as they showed a disjiosition to leave

the water. The tail, in some instances, disappeared in about thirty-

six hours. The green color asserted itself sooner in some sj>ecimens

than in others
;
but I have never seen a tadpole of this species

develop into the frog that did not sooner or later become green.

After the little frogs were in the fernery they occasionally changed

to the shades of gray and brown, matching the earth or the bark of

the branches to which they clung. This change of color steals

over the frogs with varying rapidity. Sometimes the change is

almost instantaneous. The skin also varies in its appearance from

a smooth polished surface to a coarse granulated one.

Four frogs of the same age, kept in a small fernery, exposed to

the same conditions of light and heat, provided with the same

kind of food, and clinging frequently to the same fern or branch,

were never found of precisely the same color during the first

three months. The smooth, shiny patch below the eye, the yellow

coloring in the folds of the legs, and commonly the black mark-

higs on the body and limbs, appeared after the frogs had left the

water. When about three months old, tints of gray became the

rule, and a change to green the exception. The black markings

have not changed excepting to vary in distinctness. While passing

through the stages of development from the egg to the perfect

frog, more variety and brilliancy of coloring is shown than by any

species of Hyla or Rana found in this locality. Twice I have

found tadpoles of Hyla versicolor thriving in water that had

become so impure that all tadpoles of Rana halecina, Rana pal-

ustris, and even the water beetles, had died.

At first the little frogs were fed on the green aphides found on

young apple growth, but soon flies became their sole diet. They

show wonderful agility and precision in capturing their food.

They are sensitive to atmospheric changes. The approach of rain,
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esjiecially when accompanied by a south wind, makes them active.

During the day they commonly remained motionless, hidden

behind the bark of the branches, with feet and hands compactly

folded under the body
;
but as soon as night comes, they are alert.

About the first of October they left the branches and nestled

away in the damp earth, where they now remain unless exposed

to a temperature above 60°, when they occasionally creep out, but

soon return to their quarters.

Dr. B. Joy Jeffries described a peculiar expression in the

eyes of color-blind persons, first noticed by Professor Wilson, but

to which he had been unable to find a single other reference in

the literature of the subject. Upon their attention being drawn

to it others have noticed this “ look,” which gives the color-blind

a sort of vacant, far-away, or frightened expression, and Dr.

Jeffries hoped for further study of the matter.

Mr. F. W. Putnam exhibited a small carved bone that had

long been a mystery to him, and it was only lately that he had

obtained a clue to its character and probable origin. The bone

was a small jfiece of the upper part of a human humerus about

two inches long, which had been carved in a peculiar manner to

represent a human head and body with large hands. The features

of the face were large and fiat and represented in a peculiar way.

This interesting object was given to Mr. Putnam several years

ago by the late J. Wingate Thornton, who obtained it at Scar-

borough, Maine, where it was found in a well in 1871.

From the testimony collected by Mr. Thornton, there is not

the least doubt that the bone was found as stated in the affidavit,

by Edward Tompson, who was engaged in clearing out his well

and making it a little deeper. It is also certain that none of Mr.

Tompson’s family ever saw the bone before it was brought up
from the well in 1871, and there is no knowledge of any visitor

to the house between the years 1860 (when the well was dug)

and 1871 (when it was deepened) having had such an object, and

the well is so situated away from the road as not to be visible to

the few strangers who might be passing the house. Further

there can be no doubt that the bone was found in one of the last
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bucketfuls of gray sand that was brought up at the time of deep-

ening the well. When first discovered the bone was very soft

from long contact with water or moist earth.

Mr. Putnam said that he accepted all the statements that had

been made, and did not doubt that the bone came from the layer

of gray sand at the bottom of the well, yet at the same time he

thought that the carved bone came originally from the Marquesas

Islands, and had in some way unknown got into the place where

it was found. For six years he had kept the carving waiting for

information of carvings of this character, and it was only within

a short time that he had seen among the photographs of objects

obtained by Mr. Voy from the Marquesas Islands several small

bones, identical in character, shape, size, and peculiar method of

representing the human figure, particularly the large flat face,

square shoulders, and disjiroportionally large hands, with the

carving from Scarborough. The peculiar pattern of ornament

on the back of the head was also the same in the Scarborough

specimen as in those represented in Mr. Voy’s photographs. On
calling Mr. Yoy’s attention to the specimen from Maine, he kindly

sent Mr. Putnam casts of two of the carvings from the Marque-

sas Islands, with the statement that the carvings were always

made on pieces of human arm bones, and were worn as orna-

ments on the hair by the chiefs and noted warriors. These casts

are now exhibited at the Cambridge Museum with the bone from

the well in Maine, and it will be seen on comparing the three that

the peculiar character of the carving is the same in all, and that

the close resemblance of the three, in every respect, is such as to

prove that they were one and all the work of the same people,

and intended to represent a particular thing in a singularly char-

acteristic manner.

A letter from Mr. Charles J. Sprague was read, offering the

following vote, which was passed :

Voted
,
That the thanks of the Society be given to the Hon. John C.

Gray, for the donation of six hundred dollars, placed in the hands of Mr.

C. J. Sprague, for the benefit of the Collection of Lichens in the Society’s

Herbarium.
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General Meeting. December 15, 1880.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Forty-seven

persons present.

The following papers were read

:

GEOLOGY OF FRENCHMAN’S BAY, MAINE.

BY W. O. CROSBY.

Frenchman’s Bay is a well defined though shallow body of water

indenting the coast of Maine in a north-north-west direction and

lying between the main land of Sullivan and Gouldsborough on

the east and Mount Desert Island on the west. The length of the

bay, measured from its mouth to Sullivan Falls, is fourteen

miles, and its average breadth is about five miles. Two
prominent peninsulas, Crabtree’s Neck and Wankeag Neck,

project into the bay from the north
;
and from the southern end

of the latter, which lies nearest the eastern shore, a semi-circular

belt of about fifteen islands stretches first in a south-east direction

to the Gouldsborough shore, and then directly across the bay

south-westerly to Bar Harbor on Mount Desert.

The geology of the region adjacent to Frenchman’s Bay pre-

sents a strong general resemblance to that of eastern Massachu-

setts. Except on the islands, and in the immediate vicinity of the

shore of the bay itself, the rocks are all ancient crystallines, includ-

ing both stratified and eruptive varieties, which may be classified

as follows :
—

1. Stratified rock,— mica schist, quartzite, etc.

2. Eruptive diorite. These basic eruptives are sometimes,

probably, augitic, and should then be classed as diabase.

3. Granite.

The stratified group has its best development in Sullivan, Han-

cock, and Trenton, i. e ., about the northern end of the bay. The
prevailing strike in Sullivan is N. W.— S. E., with a variable north-

east to vertical dip, while elsewhere a N. E.— S. W. strike is

common
;
and, generally, we observe an entire want of conformity
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between the structure and distribution of the crystalline rocks and

the contours of the bay, which is very clearly the product of ero-

sion and not of subsidence.

The mica schist is an obscurely crystalline, slaty-looking rock,

always distinctly bedded in thin layers, rich in quartz, which is

usually very compact and mixed with more or less argillaceous

material, and poor in mica, which is sometimes hydrous, never

occurs in large scales or spangles, and is in most cases a very

inconspicuous constituent of the rock. Occasionally a little feld-

spar is observable in the rock, making a poor sort of gneiss
;
but

more often it passes, through the absence of the mica, into quartz-

ite or a siliceous argillite. The argillaceous beds, especially, are

dark colored; and in these, too, the stratification is often very

obscure. They are sometimes of unusual density and evidently

contain hornblende as an important constituent, making an argilla-

ceous hornblende schist
;
while in other cases true stratified diorites

are observed, composed of feldspar and hornblende.

The stratified group must be classed as one of the metalliferous

formations of this region, since it encloses the silver-bearing vein

at Sullivan Falls. It is also undoubtedly identical with the cuprif-

erous series of Blue Hill, in which the copper (clialcopyrite) is,

however, almost entirely indigenous. In fact, the rocks in question

belong to an extensive formation bordering the coast at intervals

from the Penobscot to New Brunswick, which has been referred

to the Huronian System by Dr. Hunt and Prof. Hitchcock. This

series evidently dates from a very early period, and I see no reason

to question its Eozoic age.

Both the eruptive diorite and the granite agree in their general

distribution with the stratified group. In the vicinity of French-

man’s Bay, however, the diorite is found chiefly in East Sullivan

and Gouldsborough
;
and in the latter town it is associated with

veins of chalcopyrite and argentiferous galenite. The diorite is

usually very dark, being rich in hornblende, and ranges in texture

from quite coarsely crystalline to aphanitic. The more compact

varieties, especially, are often very intimately associated with the

stratified diorite already mentioned
;
and there are indications that

here, as in eastern Massachusetts, a gradual passage exists between

these two rocks.
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The areas covered continuously by the diorite are quite exten-

sive in some cases, including many acres or even square miles,

though with isolated patches of the stratified group here and there.

The outlines of this rock are very irregular for the most part, and

it rarely forms well defined dikes. It intersects all the members

of the stratified group and also the granite.

The most characteristic variety of granite is a firm, coarsely

crystalline aggregate of quartz, red or pinkish orthoclase, and

hornblende. The orthoclase is the predominant constituent and

determines the color of the rock, while the hornblende is rarely

conspicuous. Mount Desert is mainly formed of this coarse, red,

hornblendic granite
;
and Green Mountain, especially, is a magnif-

icent development of it. It is also the prevailing, and almost the

only rock in all the southern and western part of Gouldsborough.

Although typically coarse, yet the texture of the granite in

many places is decidedly fine, and even, macroscojfically, almost

felsitic. These finer grained varieties are most abundant in Sulli-

van
;
and in this direction, especially, the orthoclase is frequently

white. A white or gray hornblendic granite of medium texture

is quarried on a large scale at Sullivan Falls. Mica rarely occurs

in these granites, and is never abundant, so far as I have observed.

Coming now nearer to my proper subject, the geology of French-

man’s Bay, I would remark, in the first place, that, while the strat-

ified crystalline group above described appears on the shore at

numerous points in the north part of the bay, the only stratified

rocks exposed on the islands, so far as I have observed, and on the

east side of Mount Desert, are entirely uncrystalline and belong

to a distinct and much later age.

This is essentially a slate formation, the prevailing rock being a

compact, well jointed argillite or clay slate of black, drab and
purple tints. Although usually firm and strong, the slate is some-

times thin bedded and fissile, a true shale. The stratification is

always perfectly distinct. The slate is often evidently siliceous,

and passages into sandstone are common, while the formation

includes some true quartzite. On one of the Porcupine Islands a

stratum of slate about thirty feet thick weathers almost snow
white, having, at a little distance, the appearance of a bed of lime-

stone. It evidently contains some undecomposed feldspar.
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The slate, especially on the north and west sides of the bay,

where it lies nearest the crystalline schists, is often finely mica-

ceous. The mica is in an exceedingly fine state of division and is

never conspicuous. It is certainly not usually, and probably never,

indigenous in the slate, as some observers have supposed
;
but sim-

ply indicates the derivation of this rock from the Huronian mica

schists. In fact, the slate and schists appear to be almost identi-

cal in composition.

Although embracing no beds of coarse material, like conglom-

erate, it is yet very clear that the slate is a shallow water deposit.

Proofs of this are found in the strong resemblance in composition

just noticed between the slates and the immediately adjoining

crystallines, in their variable character, and in the eroded mud sur-

faces, and ripple and rill marks which have been observed in vari-

ous parts of the bay, but especially on Hawthorne Island (formerly

Hog Island) on the east side of the bay. The conditions under

which the slate was deposited appear to have been very similar to

those which obtain here at the present time; i. e., Frenchman’s

Bay was then, as now, a tranquil, shallow sheet of water deposit-

ing little or no coarse sediment. There are very few, and no

extensive, gravel beaches in the modern Frenchman’s Bay, but the

sediment now consists almost entirely of fine sand and impalpa-

ble mud or clay.

The slate is rarely highly inclined, the dip ranging generally

between 15° and 30°; but, what is more important, it is nearly

always away from the nearest shore of the bay. Thus on Wau-
keag Neck and Seward’s Island, which lie across the northern end

of the bay, the dip is southerly
;
on Calf Island and Hawthorne

Island, situated in the north-east corner of the bay, the dip is

south-west
;
while at Bar Harbor, on the south-west side of the

bay, the dip is north-east. The general plan of the structure of

the bay is quaquaversal, the strike and dip of the slate being

everywhere determined by the general trend of the nearest shore,

except that the slate dips north and north-west from the belt of

islands lying between Bar Harbor and Gouldsborough, indicating

the existence of an anticlinal here dividing the bay into two

basins.
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All the indications are plain that the slate was deposited in a

bay having essentially the same outlines as Frenchman’s Bay, in

other words, that Frenchman’s Bay is a very ancient sheet of

water; and it certainly is a significant fact that these slates are not

found on the main land outside of the immediate vicinity of the

shores of the bay.

The slate formation is traversed extensively by basic eruptives.

These present the same general appearance throughout the basin,

except as regards variations of 'texture depending on the sizes of

the dikes, and differences due to unequal decomposition. They

are conqiact to quite coarsely crystalline rocks, presenting a strong

resemblance to the eruptive diorites associated with the surround-

ing crystalline formations
;
and they are probably identical with

these in origin.

I am informed by Dr. M. E. Wadsworth that the exotics cut-

ting the slate, on Seward’s Island and probably at other points,

are diabase. I have not studied these rocks microscopically, and

hence, throughout this paper, when diorite is mentioned, diorite or

diabase should be understood.

The diorite cutting the slate is, on the average, somewhat finer

grained than that penetrating the Huronian schists, which may
indicate its eruption at a more recent period : and it forms far

more regular, dike-like masses, which may be attributed in part to

the wonderful regularity of the jointing of the slate as compared

with the jointing of the intersected crystallines. The dikes vary

in width from a few inches to several hundred feet, and, although

usually cutting the strata, sometimes occur as intrusive beds.

The stratification is not often disturbed by the presence of the

dikes; but in many cases the slates are thoroughly baked and

indurated in the vicinity of the contact, forming a semi-porcelainite

or jasper, according as the slate is chiefly argillaceous or siliceous.

At some points, notably along the Mount Desert shore south of

Bar Harbor, the igneous action has been unusually intense, and

the slates are literally torn to pieces by the intrusives. This is

shown to the best advantage at Schooner Head. Nearly the

entire promontory is composed of di'orite, traversed in some parts

by exceedingly irregular and tortuous veins of feldspar and feld-

spathic granite, with some veins of quartz, and enveloping
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numerous large and small, irregular, angular, contorted and

indurated masses of slate. On the north-east corner of the Head,

there is quite a large development of slate, but it is broken through

in every direction by the diorite. The slate is mainly on top of

the diorite, taking a general view. The diorite is all thoroughly

intrusive, but it has been erupted at different periods, as dikes of

diorite cut both diorite and slate.

At only one point, so far as I have observed, is the slate pene-

trated by the granite. This is on the northern end of Stave

Island. The granite occurs in irregular masses as well as small

and tortuous dikes. Its contact with the slate is typically igneous,

the granite penetrating the slate repeatedly and enclosing large,

angular fragments of that rock. The granite is not very coarse,

and is mainly of a lively pink color, though some of it is white.

This is undoubtedly a very exceptional phenomenon, and I do

not believe that the great masses of granite on this coast have

been erupted since the deposition of the slate, but they are older.

The granite on Stave Island appears to bear to different parts of

the diorite the double relation of an intersecting and intersected

rock.

Undoubtedly one of the most important problems presented by

this slate formation is the determination of its age. Nearly

twenty years ago Prof. C. H. Hitchcock suggested,1 on the ground,

as he states, of fancy rather than real argument, that the siliceous

slate or quartzite at Bar Harbor belongs somewhere in the Lower

Silurian (Cambrian)
;
and in 1876 he still held the same view

describing this formation as “ probably of Cambrian age.” 2 His

description of the rocks on Flint and Ship Islands, in Narraguagas

Bay, some twenty-five miles east of Bar Harbor, is also of interest

in this connection,3 and a few lines may be quoted. “ The rock

upon Flint Island consists of layers of flint and hornstone of dif-

ferent colors and textures. Some layers are flinty sandstone, and

others are somewhat calcareous. Upon Ship Island, a short dis-

tance west of Flint Island, the layers are much less flinty, being

1 Second Annual Report upon the Natural History and Geology of the State of

of Maine, 1863, p. 270.

2 Geology of New Hampshire, Vol. ii, p. 32.

3 Sixth Annual Report, Maine Board of Agriculture, 1861, p. 233-4.
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occasionally indurated clay slates. On Flint Island, the strata dip

about twenty-five degrees southerly (away from the mainland).

On Ship Island, the dip is only eight degrees. There is no doubt

but that these strata rest directly upon the syenitic rocks of the

islands and main land adjacent An immense number of

trap and porphyritic dikes traverse the strata of Flint Island.

.... Occasionally a layer exhibits pebbles and sandstones.” In

another place, Professor Hitchcock assigns these sediments in

FTarraguagas Bay, provisionally, to the same horizon as the beds

at Bar Harbor
;
and suggests that they are probably connected

with those under the water.

These are conclusions in which my own observations have led

me to concur. That the slates of Narraguagus and Frenchman’s

Bays are the newest rocks on this part of the coast is conclusively

shown—
1. By their relations in dip and distribution to the present

contours of the land, never lying far inland and always drpjfing

away from the nearest shore.

2. By their uncrystalline character. The slate, as already

described, is often indurated near the intrusives
;
but, besides the

mica, which is rarely, if ever, indigenous, the only thing like crys-

tallization which I have observed in the formation are some

minute veinlets— two to twelve inches long— occurring in the

slate at Bar Harbor, and filled with crystalline quartz, orthoclase

and mica, true endogenous granite on a very small scale.

3. By their relations to the intrusives,— the dikes being more

regular and finer grained than in the surrounding crystalline

formations.

4. By the fossils which they contain, since this is the only fos-

siliferous formation in the region. The rocks in Frenchman’s Bay
have not before been known to contain organic remains

;
but after

a diligent search I have discovered some well preserved impres-

sions which clearly belong under that head. These occur in the

slate on the south-west side of Hawthorne (formerly Hog) Island

near the village of West Gouldsborough. They are smoothly and

even gracefully curved semi-cylindrical grooves and ridges about

a line in diameter, and often a foot or two in length, which might
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sometimes be regarded as annelid trails, but in other cases they

are irregularly branched in a way that would be impossible with

worm grooves, but is very suggestive of smooth, slender fucoids.

They lie in the plane of the bedding, and are in part very sim-

ilar to the Palaeochorda marina of Emmons from Washington

County, New York; but, in not being crenulated, they are

entirely unlike his Nereites (Nereograpsus) from Waterville,

Maine. The slate in which the impressions occur is a compact,

grayish black variety, with thin arenaceous patches, ripple-marks

and eroded mud-surfaces.

According to Professor Hitchcock, the slates of Narraguagus

Bay are also fossiliferous, containing “an Orthis, encrinal joints

and supposed corals ”; and slates which he assigns to the same

horizon, on Foster’s Island, off Machiasport, contain undetermined

Khynchonellae. Professor Hitchcock predicted the discovery of

Paradoxides on Ship Island, in Narraguagus Bay; but unfor-

tunately no characteristic fossil has yet come to light in any part

of this formation. I think, however, that it will be admitted

that the general aspect of the organic remains so far found, in-

dicates a j^osition low in the Cambrian
;
and in support of this

conclusion, I desire to present one argument entirely independent

of the foregoing considerations. It is well known that between

Machias Bay and New Brunswick, enclosing the waters of Cob-

scot and Passamaquoddy Bays, there is a well defined basin of

Devonian and Silurian (Upper Silurian) Beds, holding character-

istic fossils. Like the slates in Narraguagus and Frenchman’s

bays, these are extensively intersected by both basic and acidic

eruptives, in well defined dikes. But there is this important

difference, in Frenchman’s Bay the exotics are coarsely crystalline

diorite and granite, while in the Silurian and Devonian basin the

diorite is very much fi?ier grained and there is no true granite,

but, instead, felsite and quartz porphyry.

This difference in the texture of the intrusives in the two dis-

tricts, undoubtedly corresponds to a difference in age, those to

the westward being the older
;
and from this conclusion the in-

ference flows naturally that there is a like difference in the ages

of the intersected formations.
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The general conclusion which I reach is that the Frenchman’s

Bay series belongs somewhere between the top and bottom of

the Cambrian, with the chances in favor of its being near the

latter. In other words, my observations only tend to corroborate

the suggestions made by Professor Hitchcock twenty years ago.

The resemblance of these rocks to the Acadian slates of the Boston

basin and St. Johns is very marked
;
and I join with Professor

Hitchcock in anticipating the discovery on the Maine coast of char-

acteristic Primordial fossils. There is something noteworthy in the

distribution of the Primordial sediments of this part of the world,

occurring as they do only in arms of the Gulf of Maine, and no

where far above the present level of the sea; and thus indicating

that the existing coast-line, at least in its main features, is ol very

great antiquity and stability.

Mr. W. M. Davis made a statement of work done on Mt. Desert

by Messrs. Chas. Eliot, H. A. De Windt and himself during a few

weeks in the past summer. The range of mountains extending

E. N. E. across the island was found to consist of a rather coarse

hornblendic granite
;
the limits of this rock on the north were not

traced, but on the south it was found to be eruptive through a

diorite, of which it contains many fragments at various places

along the southern shore. The grain of the granite is distinctly

finer where the diorite fragments occur than in the range. At
Bar Harbor, and for some miles along the northeastern coast, a

series of metamorphosed shales and sandstones dip north or

northeast under the waters of Frenchman’s Bay: no fossils were

found in them.

It would, therefore, seem that the granite of the range is like

a great dike, several miles in width, breaking through preexistent

rocks, carrying fragments of the older diorites on the south, and

probably affecting the position of the stratified rocks on the north :

part of the height of the mountains is probably due to this

eruption.

The inefficiency of the range as a watershed is remarkable. In

a length of some fourteen miles it contains ten summits averaging
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about a thousand feet elevation, and yet it is broken down by

eight gaps nearly to sea level or below. The ponds that occupy

these gaps are placed transverse to the range with their middle

near its axis. Professor Agassiz considered that some of these were

held in by terminal moraines at their southern end; but nothing

of definite morainal form was found. The barriers, where exam-

ined, resembled more closely an uneven deposit of ordinary drift

or ground moraine.

Glacial action is conspicuous over the whole island. The moun-

tain summits are all rounded, and when protected from weath-

ering, sometimes show polishing or striation : boulders of foreign

rocks are common even on the summits. Along the shore, the

drift shows well scratched pebbles and boulders, and is therefore

probably of original, unstratified, subglacial origin, somewhat

modified in surface form by the sea during its former higher level.

Excellent roches moutonnees are laid bare as the waves wash

away the drift.

The prevalence of steeper slopes on the eastern side of the

mountains, conspicuous in Newport, Dry, Sargent’s, Brown’s and

Dog mountains, is not the result of glacial erosion, but depends

on the position of a prevalent set of joints frequently occupied by
dikes, dipping steeply to the west. The form of the islands about

Bar Harbor is the result of the northerly dip of their strata.

Mr. J. S. Kingsley described some interesting points in the

anatomy of Caudina, one of the Holothurians which has been

but little noticed by anatomists, and is remarkable for a peculiar

circulatory system, recalling in some respects the lacteals of the

higher animals .
1

Mr. Putnam said that it gave him great pleasure to call atten-

tion to the important work which Dr. Edward Palmer, had done

in Mexico, while acting under his direction for the Peabody

Museum of Archaeology at Cambridge. Dr. Palmer had recently

returned from the southwestern portion of Coahuila where he

3 Published in the Mem. Peabody Acad. Sci., Salem, Mass.
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had been, notwithstanding many difficulties, very successful in

exploring several caves that long ago were used as burial places

by the Indians of that region. These burial caves have been

mentioned by a few writers, and stories have been told by people

who visited them or heard o£ them, nearly half a century ago, of

the immense number of human bodies that they contained. Since

then the caves have been, unfortunately, pretty thoroughly worked

over for nitre, and it is said that thousands of the “ mummies,” as

the bundles of human bones are called, were used for fuel by the

nitre workers. Dr. Palmer, however, after considerable search in

several caves, had found in their deep recesses a number of the

bundles that had not been disturbed and these he had brought to

Cambridge, where they had been carefully opened and their con-

tents and wrappings arranged in such a way as to keej) all belong-

ing to a bundle together. Each bundle it was found contained

the bones of one or more human skeletons and various objects

such as ornaments, implements, small baskets, sandals, and articles

of clothing. The great resemblances of these “ mummies ” with

those found in the caves in Kentucky and Tennessee is of partic-

ular interest. Mr. Putnam stated that he considered the collection

one of great interest and that a detailed account of it would be

given, in which Dr. Palmer’s notes would be incorporated.

Dr. Palmer then exhibited a small portion of the collection,

including a number of pieces of cloth which were beautifully

woven from agave fibre, also cords and bands made of the same

fibre, baskets which were probably used as food vessels, large

stone knives that were fastened to short handles of wood, shell

and bone beads, a necklace made by stringing the vertebrae of a

snake on several pieces of soft cord, portions of a fringed skirt,

on the edge of which feathers had been fastened, a feather head-

dress, braided sandals, and many other interesting objects which

were found in the bundles. Some of the pieces of woven cloth

were eight to ten feet in length and about four feet in width, and

were not only finely and evenly woven, but were also of several

different colored patterns. While explaining the different spec-

imens, Dr. Palmer made many interesting remarks upon Indian

life of the present time, and compared some of the ancient
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remains from the caves with similar things used by the present

Indians. Many of the things, however, which were found in the

bundles were not like those used by the Indians of the present

time, and from this fact and from the few inches of cave breccia

which had formed over the human remains, and contained thou-

sands of bones of bats and small fodents, Dr. Palmer thought

there could be no doubt as to the bodies having been placed in

the caves long before the Spanish conquest of the country, and

he stated that not a thing derived from the Europeans had been

found in the bundles, nor, so far as he could learn, in any of the

burial caves.

General Meeting. January 5, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

six persons present.

After the reading of the records, Mr. T. T. Bouve, for the

Trustees, announced the gift of $4000 from J. Huntington Wol-

cott, Esq., to increase the “Wolcott Fund” to the sum of $10,000.

Mr. Bouve read the letter from Mr. Wolcott conveying the gift,

authorizing the use of the income of the fund for books, binding,

and works of art, and suggesting that one-tenth the annual

income be added to the principal.

On motion of Professor Niles, it was voted that the Secretary

be directed to express to Mr. Wolcott the Society’s gratitude for

the gift.

Messrs. Wm. Trelease, Roscoe Frohock, A. C. Anthony, Arthur

Winslow, J. S. Kingsley, Edgar R. Hills, H. E. Davidson, M.D.,

and Henry Savage, were elected Associate Members.

The following paper was read :
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THE APPROPRIATION OF THE NAME LAURENTIAN BY
THE CANADIAN GEOLOGISTS.

BY M. E. WADSWORTH.

(ABSTRACT.)

The name Laurentian was given by Mr. Edward Desor in 1850

to some marine deposits in Maine, on the St. Lawrence River, and

Lakes Champlain and Ontario. Mr. Desor’s paper was first read

before this Society and published in the Proceedings (III, 357-

358). With this application the term Laurentian was quite fre-

quently employed by Mr. Desor (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. His., 1851,

IV, 29, 33; Bull. Soc. Geol. France, 1851 (2), VIII, 420-423; IX,

94-96; Am. Jour. Sci., 1852 (2), XIV, 49-59); and it seems to

have passed into current use amongst geologists, especially between

1850 and 1857. In 1854 Sir William Logan appropriated the

name to designate the Canadian rocks which he had heretofore

called the “ Metamorphic Series.” Logan’s action appears to have

been unjustifiable and needless. Needless, because the rocks to

which he gave the name Laurentian were the equivalents of the

Azoic of Foster and Whitney. It is to be remembered that the

term Huronian was not employed until 1855, and this formation

was for many years thereafter regarded as Paleozoic. Unjustifi-

able, because the name Laurentian was in current use for a differ-

ent formation
;
to which another name had to be given later on on

account of Logan’s action, thus further complicating the synonymy.

Unjustifiable, because Logan knew of Desor’s application of the term

and had employed it in the same manner himself (Report of Pro-

gress Geol. Survey, Canada, 1850-51, p. 8). The complications grow-

ing out of the deprivation of Desor by Logan of the credit belonging

to the former are, first, the use of the name Laurentian in geolog-

ical literature with two different meanings
;
secondly, the naming of

Desor’s Laurentian, Champlain, by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, and thus

giving the term Champlain two distinct significations in geologi-

cal literature.

So far as the writer is aware, but one American geologist has

ever protested against the injustice done Desor by the Canadian

geologists (Amer. Jour. Sci. 1857 (2), XXIII, 305-314).
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The following literature offers a somewhat curious commentary

upon the preceding described action of Logan. “ The crystalline

limestones of Canada, with those of New York and the New
England States, may be divided into four classes, belonging to as

many different geological periods. The first and most ancient occur

in that system of rocks, named by Mr. Logan the Laurentian Series,

which extending from Labrador to Lake Huron, forms the northern

boundary of the Silurian System of Canada and the United

States.” (T. Sterry Hunt, Am. Jour. Sci. 1854 (2), XYXXI, 193).

“ It was therefore proposed to give the older group a distinc-

tive name, and inasmuch as these rocks form the hills on the north

side of the St. Lawrence, to which Mr. Garneau, the Canadian

historian, had already given the geographical name of Lauren-

tides, the distinctive appellation of Laurentian proposed by the

present writer (Dr. Hunt) was applied to them in the Report of

the Geological Survey of Canada for 1852 (page 9) which was

published in 1854.” (T. Sterry Hunt, Azoic Rocks, Part I, p. 72,

Sec. Geol. Survey Penn., E.)

“In 1854 the writer (Dr. Hunt) in concert with Logan pro-

posed for the ancient crystalline rocks of the Laurentide Moun-

tains .... the name of Laurentian.” (T. Sterry Hunt, Proc.

Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1879, XXYXIX, 283.)

The President presented by title a paper 1 and made some

farther remarks on the remarkable carboniferous millipedes shown

by him at previous meetings. He believed that all the carbonif-

erous species yet discovered belonged to the same group, which

should rank as a distinct suborder of the Myriapoda. Remarks

on the subject were made by Messrs. Hyatt, Morse, and Burgess.

Mr. F. W. Putnam called attention to a number of rude stQne

implements on the table, which he had brought in from the

anthropological collection at Cambridge. Some of these speci-
'

mens were palaeolithic implements from the river gravels of

France. Others were examples of the now pretty well known

palaeolithic implements from the glacial gravel at Trenton, N. J.

1 To be published in the Society’s Memoirs.
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These he had brought that the members of the Society might

compare them with those representing the large series of similar

forms which the Cambridge Museum had recently received from

Mr. David Dodge, who had collected them at Wakefield in this

State.

Mr. Putnam stated that Mr. Dodge had carefully examined

many acres of ploughed field in Wakefield during the past two

years, and had obtained several hundred of these rude imple-

ments. As yet they had not been found in place in the gravel,

but they had been picked up on ploughed gravelly fields that

were probably of glacial origin. Thus while they were of rude

palaeolithic forms we could not yet say that they were true palae-

olithic implements, for we know that in this country, at least,

rude forms of the same character are often associated with finely

polished instruments of the neolithic period, as shown by several

sj^ecimens exhibited, particularly by two of unquestionable palae-

olithic form which he had taken from stone-graves in mounds in

Tennessee, wThich were found with polished implements, pottery,

shell beads, and other objects of the higher type.

Some of the specimens found by Mr. Dodge at Wakefield were

obtained from a small and very old pile of stone-chips, nearly

buried on the side of a hill, and it was evidently there that simi-

lar implements to those found in the fields near by had been

made. It was also of special interest to note that while arrow-

heads and similar forms were common in various places near

where the palaeolithic forms were discovered, none had been

found on the fields or in the stone-pile whence the rude forms

were obtained.

Mr. Dodge was then introduced by Mr. Putnam, and gave

an account of the locality where he found the specimens, and

answered many questions that wrere asked by various members.

Mr. Putnam remarked that when Mr. Dodge first found some

of these specimens he had become convinced that they were the

work of man, and that without aid from others and without any

knowledge of the terms palaeolithic and neolithic, he had brought

them to the Museum as the work of a people which he thought

were before the recent Indians. Thus he had shown himself

to be an accurate observer, and had added important facts relating

to the Stone Age of New England.
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Mr. J. S. Kingsley presented a collection of Crustacea, and

remarked upon some of the rarer and more curious species. He
also alluded to the similarity between the crustacean fauna of the

eastern coasts of Asia and America, which called forth remarks

from Professor Morse and the President on the same resemblances

in the case of the molluscs and insects.

On motion of Professor Hyatt the thanks of the Society were

voted to Mr. Kingsley for his valuable gift.

General Meeting. January 19, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Fifty-five

persons present.

The following papers were read :

AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DISCOVERIES OF
PALAEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS IN THE VALLEY OF THE
DELAWARE RIVER.

BY C. C. ABBOTT, M.D.

In March, 1872, I published a brief notice— in the American

Naturalist— of the various patterns of stone implements found

in New Jersey, and therein described certain rude implements

that I had found associated with the ordinary forms of flint

arrowheads and other relics of the Indians
;
and I then remarked

that these rude and elaborate forms, although associated, appeared

to indicate that the Indian, while an occupant of our Atlantic sea-

board, had passed “ from a palaeolithic to a neolithic ” condition

;

and also called attention to the marked similarity between these

surface-found rude implements, and the palaeolithic implements

found in the river valleys of England and France.

This similarity was also remarked by the late Professor Wyman,
to whom I had forwarded specimens. He says, in the Fifth Annual
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Report of the Peabody Museum, that “ they closely resemble the

celts of the drift period of Europe, especially those found at St.

Acheul, two or three of which, except for their material, could

hardly be distinguished from them.”

In April, 1873— also in the American Naturalist— I again

called attention to these rude implements, and while realizing that

they were certainly older
,
did not ascribe to them other than an

Indian origin, but did see in them, as I believed, evidence that the

Indian was in a palaeolithic stage of culture when he reached our

shores
;
thus classing these objects with the ordinary relics of the

surface.

At this time, also, I gave a detailed description of three speci-

mens of chipped pebbles, which had been picked up, at different

times, while in search of mineralogical specimens; for at that

time, I never imagined that any traces of Man would occur at

other than unimportant depths from the surface. One of these

chipped pebbles was found at a depth of sixteen feet
;
another four

feet from the surface. As it did not appear possible for these to

have reached these depths by natural means, I was led to remark

that these were even older than surface-found rude implements,

and that “we must admit the antiquity of American man to be

greater than the advent of the so-called Indian
;

i. e., supposing

the latter to be a comparatively recent comer to the Atlantic

coast.”

The discovery of these first suggested to me that there might

be a commingling of two classes of stone implements upon the

surface, which had diverse origins, and this came the more forci-

bly to my mind, as I had already noticed and remarked, that in

the gravel that has only the cultivated soil above it very

many of the rude implements have occurred — indeed the great

majority had been found in the loose gravels, wherever exposed.

Thus it will be seen, that from the first, while the character of

these implements was recognized, their whole significance had

not been, except in the case of two specimens (the third prob-

ably being a natural form), and these were considered at the time

as apparently indicative of what has since been demonstrated.

In January, 1877, the Annual Report of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution for 1875 was published. This contained a more extensive
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notice, written by me, in 1872, of the stone implements of New
Jersey, and I there devoted a chapter to the consideration of rude

stone implements, where I maintained that they were older than

jasper and quartz arrowheads. One of these rude forms I referred

to as “ a fair representative of the implements met with . . . .

in the gravelly bluff or bank of the Delaware River, south

of Trenton, New Jersey, and occasionally on the surface of the

ground in the same neighborhood

Thus while pursuing my collecting of Indian relics, it was gradu-

ally forced upon my mind that these rude implements were more

intimately associated with the gravel than with the surface of the

ground and the relics of the Indians found upon it.

Acting upon this, I continued for two years to most carefully

examine both the surface of our fields and every exposure of the

underlying gravels; and in June, 1876, after having found several

chipped implements in situ
,
expressed the opinion that the Dela-

ware river, “ now occupying a comparatively small and shallow

channel, once flowed at an elevation of nearly fifty feet above its

present level
;
and it was when such a mighty stream as this, that

man first gazed upon its waters and lost those rude weapons in its

swift current, that now in the beds of gravel which its floods

have deposited, are alike the puzzle and delight of the archaeolo-

gist. Had these first comers, like the troglodytes of France,

had convenient caves to shelter them, doubtless we would have

their better wrought implements of bone to tell more surely the

story of their ancient sojourn here; but wanting them, their

history is not altogether lost, and in the rude weapons, now deep

down beneath the grassy sod and flower-decked river bank, we
learn, at least, the fact of the jwesence, in the distant past, of an

earlier people than the Indian.”

Thus it will be seen that I have been fairly cautious in my
statements, and slow in reaching any conclusions with reference

to these implements which sej3arated them from ordinary Indian

relics, the identity of which cannot, of course, be questioned.

Furthermore, it is difficult to see why there should not have

been that succession of stages of culture, known as palaeolithic

and neolithic
,
in North America, as has been so clearly shown as

true of Europe. Had the Delaware river been a European
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stream, the implements found in its valley would have been ac-

cepted at once as evidence of the so-called palaeolithic man

;

but being in another continent, and one supposedly beyond the

reach of this early man, as theoretical ethnologists have considered

him, my claims that I had discovered in America traces of this

primitive chipper of pebbles, have been strenuously denied, especially

by a few, who have never visited the locality or seen a specimen

of chipped implement taken therefrom, as altogether unwarranted

by the facts.

In this matter there has been, as my several publications show,

no attempt to make the facts conform to a jire-conceived theory.

The pre-conception, on the contrary, being that all traces of man
in America were to be referred to the neolithic Indian, and the

many facts in the case, finally forced me to relinquish it.

In Se])tember, 1876, Mr. Putnam, the Curator of the Peabody

Museum of Archaeology at Cambridge, Mass., favored me with a

visit, and together we carefully examined the river bluff below

Trenton, and succeeded in finding two specimens in situ
,
such as I

had previously described in the American Naturalist, and at his re-

quest I continued my examination- of these gravels, acting under

an appropriation made by the Peabody Museum for this purpose;

and, in November of the same year, submitted to him a report On
the Discovery of Supposed Palaeolithic Implements from the

Glacial drift in the Valley of the Delaware Diver
,
near Trenton

,

New Jersey . Still realizing how all important it was in this matter

to make haste slowly, I purposely referred to these chipped stones

as supposed palaeolithic implements, and gave, in detail, my rea-

sons for thus considering them.

Referring to this report Mr. Putnam remarked, in his annual

report to the trustees of the Peabody Museum, that “from a visit

to the locality with Dr. Abbott, I see no reason to doubt the

general conclusion he has reached in regard to the existence of

man in glacial times on the Atlantic coast of North America.”

Before this report was published these gravel deposits were

visited by Prof. N. S. Shaler, who was fortunate enough to find a

characteristic specimen, bnt not in situ. I also found one,

likewise in the talus. Of these specimens, Professor Shaler says,

“Although the whole face of the escarpmeut is in motion, creep-
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ing slowly under tlie influence of frost and gravity towards its

base, it was difficult to believe that these specimens, found about

twelve feet below the top of the bank, had travelled down from

the superficial soil.”

Continuing my own researches, in 1877, I made a second report

on the occurrence of these implements, and re-affirmed my convic-

tion that in the specimens of artificially chipped pebbles, from

these gravel deposits, we have evidence of man’s presence at an

earlier date than the supposed advent of the Red Indian
;
and

referred them geologically to the Glacial epoch, in accordance

with the writings of Professor Cook, our State Geologist, who had

pronounced these gravels as of glacial origin.

This, briefly, is the history of my own labors in this field.

As the result, in material gathered, there are now in the

Peabody Museum about four hundred specimens, of which about

sixty have been taken from recorded depths
;
about two hundred

and fifty from the talus, at the bluff facing the river, and the

remainder from the surface or derived from collectors who did

not record the positions or circumstances under which they were

found. While these figures are approximative only they do not

materially vary from the notes that I have taken, which, generally

being packed away with the specimens, I have not the time to

carefully go over and repeat to you verbatim.

Somewhat similar conditions occur also in other river valleys,

as the Schuylkill and Susquehanna, in Pennsylvania, and in the

valley of the Potomac, near Washington. The geological struc-

tures of these valleys, with rock formations coming near to or

constituting the surface, not improbably explains much of this

difference as compared with the Delaware valley, wherein, south

of Trenton, H. J., there is no living rock in place except at great

depths.

In the valleys of the Schuylkill and Potomac, Mr. Berlin, of

Reading, Pa., and Dr. Hoffman, of Washington, D. C., have found

implements of palaeolithic character under circumstances point-

ing to a remote antiquity, although none have occurred at as great

depths as at Trenton, 1ST. J.

Prof. Haldeman also found rude implements in the Susque-

hanna valley, which, as his own statement regarding them clearly
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shows, were, in all probability of like age and origin as those

found in the valley of the Delaware.

The published account of Mr. Berlin’s “ finds ” is in the first

volume of the American Naturalist
;
that of Dr. Hoffman in the

thirteenth volume of the American Naturalist, and that of Dr.

Haldeman in the Peabody Museum Reports, Yol. II, p. 255.

Col. C. C. Jones, Jr., in his instructive volume on the Antiqui-

ties of the Southern Indians, published in 1873, records the

discovery of drift implements of precisely the same type and

under similar conditions as those found in the valley of the Dela-

ware River. (Chap, xii, p. 292, pi. xvi, fig. 10.)

Furthermore, I desire now to call attention to the fact that the

archaeological interest centering in these gravels, does not rest

solely on my own labors. Others have examined them carefully,

and have published, or will do so, the results of their visits to the

locality.

In October, 1877, the late Thomas Belt visited the locality, and

gathered specimens therefrom. His account of his visit will be

found in the Quarterly Journal of Science, London, for January,

1878, p. 55.

In September, 1878, Prof. J. D. Whitney and Mr. Carr, of the

Peabody Museum, visited the locality, and of this visit Mr. Carr

has stated, in the Twelfth Annual Report of the Museum, “ in

September last, in company with Prof. J. D. Whitney of Harvard

College, I visited Trenton, and we were fortunate enough to find

several of these implements in place. Professor Whitney has no

doubt as to the antiquity of the drift, and we are both in full

accord with Dr. Abbott as to the artificial character of many of

these implements.”

In June, 1879, and again, in June, 1880, Mr. Putnam visited

Trenton, and he also has gathered excellent specimens from the

undisturbed gravels, at various depths. As both he and Mr. Carr

are present, they will refer to these themselves.

Lastly, in November, 1880, Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins, Prof.

Henry W. Haynes, Rev. G. Fred. Wright, and Henry Carvill

Lewis of the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, gave these

gravels a critical examination. The results in part of this visit

will be given this evening by two of these gentlemen, and it
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remains for me only to briefly call attention to one or two points

that may not be touched upon by those who will further discuss

the significance of these chipped implements.

In the spring of 1877, Mr. Henry C. Lewis was detailed by the

State Geologist of Pennsylvania to critically examine and map
out the various gravels in the neighborhood of Philadelphia, Pa.

The result of his studies showed that these several gravel beds

were to be referred to different geological eras, as the Bryn Mawr
gravel (Upper Tertiary), Glassboro gravel (Pliocene), Phila-

delphia brick clay (containing boulders), the Trenton gravel, and

the recent Alluvium
;

the oldest being that first named, and

coming down to the present in the order named
;
and further

showed that the “yellow gravel” (a marine gravel), which forms

the boundaries of the newer Trenton gravels, was high and dry

during the deposition of the circumscribed Trenton gravel, which

is purely river drift
,
derived from the terminal moraine lying in

the upper valley of the Delaware, and extending across the State.

This most important discovery has an important bearing on the

age of the palaeolithic implements, in that, he shows, that there

was an extensive area of habitable land from Trenton southward

during the close of the glacial period
;
and which Professor Cook,

the State geologist of New Jersey, has asserted in his latest reports,

to have been submerged during this same period;— thus demon-

strating that a habitable country enclosed or bordered the latest

in time
,
or Trenton gravels

,
during the time that they were accu-

mulating— and further showing, beyond question, that if any-

where^ relics of man are to be found, other than on the surface, it

would be in this Trenton gravel. Furthermore, Mr. Lewis care-

fully mapped this gravel, and practically completed his labors

before he was aware of my discoveries.

Then, on comparing his results with my own, he found that

the implements I had collected, in situ
,
were gathered only from

those localities where this Trenton, or newest gravel, occurs.

Thus, he, from a geological standpoint, working upward, to the

present
;
and I, pushing my researches backward, from the his-

torical point, met upon common ground, and each in total igno-

rance of the other’s labors, until our respective studies brought us

face to face.
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What further evidence of the substantial correctness of my
own conclusions, as to the existence of palaeolithic man, can be

asked ?

To the subject of erosion of tfie present surface of the locality,

whereby the uplands are being worn away, and the valleys filled

I can but briefly refer; merely calling attention to the fact

that by this agency the recent Indian relics are brought

down, as it were, to the level of the gravels
;
and likewise, the

implement-bearing gravels are brought to the surface
;
thus com-

mingling objects, in many cases, that originally were separated by

the stratum of soil that capped the gravels in former times. To
return to the consideration of the Trenton gravel I will say, in

conclusion, that it is clearly evident, as Mr. Wright will explain to

you, that the accumulation of these gravels was gradual, and

considerable time may have elapsed from the date of the first

or lowest of the gravels, before additional material was brought

from above. Beyond the limits of these gravels stretched in

every direction a vast area of habitable ground, as I have men-

tioned, with a fauna adapted to supply man with every need

;

and how natural that the primitive American should have gone

to these then accumulating beds of shingle, to select and chip

into proper shape, the pebbles, that thus worked uj3on, constituted

his only known weapons
;
the same the world over : Europe, Asia

Africa and America !

No cataclysm drove him from the spot, and all those years

that the ever increasing beds of sand, gravel and boulders

were accumulating, he dwelt here, familiar, it is now known, with

the mastodon, and likewise with the bison, reindeer, musk-ox

and the fauna of the present time : and when the last of these

transporting floods had wholly passed away this primitive man
was America’s sole occupant, and left upon the surface of the

latest stratum of sand and pebbles, that floods from a once gla-

ciated valley brought from the mountains beyond, the same rude

implements of stone that his ancestors had lost in the underlying

gravels beneath his feet.

We are to-day contemporary with vast accumulations of allu-

vium that are steadily increasing in our river valleys
;
—why then

might not palaeolithic man as readily have been contemporary

with the almost as gradual growth of these older beds of gravel ?
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I do not presume to boldly assert that America’s early man,

at least on the Atlantic coast, was jt?re-glacial
;
but that he ante-

dates the Red Indian, if it be true that the latter is a recent comer
,

I do confidently maintain, backed «as I am by the unquestionable

testimony of the Trenton gravel.

THE ARGILLITE IMPLEMENTS FOUND IN THE GRAVELS
OF THE DELAWARE RIVER, AT TRENTON, N. J., COM-
PARED WITH THE PALAEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS OF
EUROPE.

BY HENRY W. HAYNES.

The first question to be decided in regard to the rude imple-

ments, mostly made out of argillite, and alleged to have been

discovered in the gravels of the Delaware, is as to their authen-

ticity. Were they actually found where, and under the circum-

stances in which, they are claimed to hay e been discovered ? Upon
this fundamental point we are not restricted to the unsupported

testimony of a single observer, whose prepossessions may possibly

have misled him, or whose observations may be objected to as

lacking in exactness. In addition to the very extensive series of

these objects found by Dr. Abbott, Professor Putnam, Mr. Carr

and Professor Whitney all alike report that they have discovered

precisely similar objects themselves, in the same localities and

under like conditions.

During the past autumn I visited the region myself in company

with the Rev. Geo. Fred. Wright, Professor W. Boyd Dawkins,

and Mr. H. C. Lewis, of the Penn. Geol. Survey, under Dr. Abbott’s

guidance. Several implements were taken by the others, either

from the gravel, or the talus on the river bank, in my presence, and

I found five myself. All these objects were precisely similar

in appearance, material and method of fabrication, to those placed

by Dr. Abbott in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge. They

were all found under exactly the same circumstances, and in like

situations, as were the greater part of those described by him in the

two accounts of his discoveries published in the Reports of the

Museum for the years 1877 and 1878. Other examples, however,

were taken by him from undisturbed gravels at varying depths.
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For my own part I consider it absolutely and incontestably

established that these objects have come, as alleged, from the

gravel-beds of the Delaware valley, and that occasionally only have

they been found on the surface. .

A second question then arises in regard to the character of

the objects themselves.

Do they show incontestable marks of human workmanship ?

This is a problem to be decided only by the verdict of such per-

sons as have had large experience in searching for and studying

pre-historic stone implements, and who have thus acquired the skill

of the expert in discriminating between the natural and the

artificial fracture of the various kinds of stone out of which the

early man manufactured his first rude implements. I venture to

offer my own opinion upon this question because I think my op-

portunities for this kind of study have been unusually great. For

six years I have studied the stone age in various countries of

Europe, in all of them searching diligently for implements, and I

have handled stones artificially broken literally by the hundreds

of thousands. I have also carefully examined the celebrated

collections of such objects to be found in the various museums

of different countries, and I have enjoyed the personal acquain.

tance and companionship of many of the leading cultivators of pre-

historic studies. In this way I have participated in a great deal

of inquiry and discussion in regard to the characteristics and

peculiarities which such implements present. Applying the

experience thus acquired, I trace many striking resemblances

between these argillite objects and the palaeolithic implements

of Europe, made from flint or quartzite. It is undeniable that

the argillite implements are of ruder workmanship, but I think

this arises solely from the circumstance that the material from

which they are fabricated is much less susceptible of being finely

worked. Especially is the flint derived from the chalk
,
of which

nearly all the European implements are made, capable of being

chipped into much more perfect and symmetrical shapes than

is the coarse-grained variety of clay-stone, from which the New
Jersey implements are fashioned. But the types of the two

classes of implements are remarkably similar. To whatever

uses and purposes the European implements were capable of
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being applied I regard these Delaware objects as being equally

well adapted. The same general description applies to both

classes of implements alike. The characteristic European pal-

aeolithic implement is commonly known to archaeologists there

by the name of the “ axe of the type of St. Acheul.” This des-

ignation is derived from the old Abbey of this name, close to

Amiens, in the valley of the Somme, in Northern France, where

they were first discovered by Boucher de Perthes in 1841, and

where they have since been found in greater numbers than in

any other locality. This “ axe of the type of St. Acheul ” may
be described as being usually of large size, longer than it is wide,

thick in the middle and sharpened at the edges. One end is

more or less pointed, and the other, which was doubtless intended

to be held in the hand, is thick and rounded. Their most distin-

guishing characteristic is that both sides, or faces, are chipped into

a shape more or less convex and symmetrical. An implement of

this description, it will be seen at a glance, is entirely unlike the

ordinary Indian axe, or tomahawk, made of polished stone, and

very generally provided with a groove around the middle, intend-

ed to hold a handle made of twisted wythes. Accompanying these

St. Acheul axes there are also found in Europe smaller objects,

such as spear-heads, and knives fashioned out of flakes detached

from blocks of flint. All such flakes bear a peculiar mark, called

the “bulb of percussion,” which proves them to be of man’s

fabrication, as it is never found upon chance-broken splinters

of flint. It indicates the spot where an intentionally directed

blow was struck upon the nucleus from which the flake was

detached. Similar flakes of argillite are also found in New
Jersey accompanying the larger objects made from that material,

which proves that such implements were manufactured on or near

the spot where the flakes occur
;
but the number of such flakes

that has hitherto been found is quite limited.

It would be incorrect, however, to suppose that the European

archaeologists discriminate between the palaeolithic implements

(the oldest objects of human workmanship thus far discovered, and

which all present the type that I have described) and those that

belong to the later neolithic period, or the age of “Polished

Stone” (to which is to be referred the common Indian axe or
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tomahawk of North America), merely by their shape and mode

of fabrication. The term palaeolithic is primarily restricted in

meaning to such objects as 1 have described, when met with under

peculiar geological conditions
;
that is to say, when found embed-

ded in the gravels which have been deposited by certain rivers

during the period known to the geologists as the quaternary or

pleistocene period. At that time their volume of water was much
greater than it now is, which was caused by the melting of the great

ice-cap that once covered the northern portion of both continents,

accompanied by a climate much more humid than we have at

present. Such accumulations of gravel are often of very great

thickness, and embedded in them, side by side with the stone im-

plements above described, are found the fossil bones of extinct

species of animals, such as the mammoth, the rhinoceros tichor-

rhinus, and numerous others, or of animals like the reindeer, or the

musk-sheep, which have since migrated to the colder regions of the

north, or which are now restricted to the higher Alpine slopes.

This leads us to the third question to be considered, viz
,
the

localities and geological conditions, under which these New Jersey

implements have been discovered. Though the objects themselves

may present the right type, shape, and general appearance, we must

look carefully at the conditions under which they have been discov-

ered before we can pronounce judgment as to Avhether they are to

be regarded as “ palaeolithic implements,” or not. Of course

when found in gravel beds, accompanied by fossil animal bones,

no such question can be raised. But since the pleistocene period

these gravel beds have been subjected to a constant process of

denudation and removal by the action of the rain and other nat-

ural causes, with the result that in some localities they have either

partially or entirely disappeared. The same causes that would

sweep away the finer and lighter particles would not be power-

ful enough to affect the heavy palaeolithic implements, which

would accordingly be left behind. Consequently we sometimes

find such implements upon the surface in localities where

the pleistocene gravels are no longer to be seen. Such is the

case, for example, in the Valley of the Nile, where there are now
no longer pleistocene deposits, though these occur in the adjacent

Desert of the Sahara. Yet in the bottoms of the dry ravines or
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wadys, which pierce the hills that bound the valley of the Nile,

I have found numerous specimens of flint axes of the type of St.

Acheul, which have been adjudged to be true palaeolithic imple-

ments by some of the most eminent cultivators of prehistoric

science.

Each particular discovery accordingly must be tested by the

peculiar conditions of locality and circumstances under which it

has occurred.

Now it has been my good fortune to find palaeolithic imple-

ments in Europe in several localities, both where they have been

accompanied by the characteristic fossil bones, and where these

have been wanting. I have thus had the opportunity of making

myself familiar with the general character of such localities and

the apj>earance of the country in the vicinity, together with

the nature and quality of the gravels in which the implements are

found. I have especially studied the gravel beds of the valley of

the Seine, in the vicinity of Paris, and of the Tiber, near Rome, for

several successive years, and in a very great number of visits, and

from both these localities I have obtained fossil bones of the

mammoth, the rhinoceros, the hippopotamus, the bos antiquus,

the great extinct elk, the horse, the reindeer, etc. Accompanying

these fossil bones were found the characteristic palaeolithic imple-

ments. I have also visited the famous locality of St. Acheul,

and the well-known gravel-pits near Salisbury, England, in both

of which spots have occurred numerous finds of palaeolithic imple-

ments, accompanied by similar fossil bones. In another locality,

near Dinan, in Normandy, where the pleistocene deposits no

longer exist, as is also the case in the valley of the Nile, I have

found a large quantity of palaeolithic implements made out of

quartzite. From these various experiences I feel myself warranted

in stating that the general appearance of the country, and the

character of the gravels, at Trenton, N. J., present a most striking

resemblance to what I have seen in the various localities in the

Old World to which I have referred. There is the same rudely

stratified mingling of coarse materials marked by a similar

absence of clay. It is true that in the gravels of New Jersey thus

far not many fossil bones have been discovered, but only a few of

the mammoth, the bison, the reindeer and the walrus, some of
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which, like the animals of Europe under similar circumstances,

have since migrated to the colder regions of the north. But

the fact remains that fossil animal bones have actually been

discovered in these gravels, and when we call to mind to what

a limited extent they have as yet been examined we may reason-

ably expect more to be found hereafter.

I limit myself to a general statement like this in regard to

the marked resemblance of the locality, and the precisely similar

character of the gravels at Trenton, New Jersey, to what I have

seen in many localities in Europe, which have yielded true

palaeolithic implements, and I leave in more competent hands the

discussion and determination of the true geological character of

the gravels of the Delaware valley.

Speaking then merely from an archaeological stand-point, I do

not hesitate to declare my firm conviction that the rude argillite

objects found in the gravels of the Delaware river, at Trenton,

New Jersey, are true palaeolithic implements.

AN ATTEMPT TO ESTIMATE THE AGE OF THE PALAEO-
LITHIC-BEARING GRAVELS IN TRENTON, N. J.

BY G. FREDERICK WRIGHT.

Four years ago Professor Shaler concluded his brief and

cautious report upon the gravel beds which form the subject of

the present paper, by expressing the “ hope hereafter to furnish a

detailed account, of the geology of these gravel beds, and to

support these preliminary statements by evidence in the way of

sections and maps.” (Report of Peabody Museum for 1876, Vol.

II. p. 47.) It is greatly to be regretted that the pressure of other

duties prevented him from carrying out his designs. Meanwhile,

facts bearing upon the solution of this interesting problem have

been rapidly accumulating, until now we apparently see the

beginning of the end.

Briefly stated, the progress of discovery has been this : In the

Annual Report of Professors Cook and Smock, State Geologists

of New Jersey for 1877, the southern limit of the ice field

during the glacial age was indicated. (See pp. 9-19.) The
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boundary of this field crosses the state by a curve convex to the

south from Perth Amboy to Belvidere on the Delaware River,

about sixty miles above Trenton. As bearing in a general way
upon the question in hand, we should mention the conclusions of

Col. Charles Whittlesey in 1866, and of Prof. N. H. Winchell, T.

C. Chamberlain, and R. D. Irving, a few years later, concerning

the terminal moraine in Wisconsin and other western states.

The investigations of Professor Hilgard touching the bluff depos-

its in the lower Mississippi valley, and of Col. D. K. Warren upon

those of the upper portion of this valley, are also of great signifi-

cance in connection with this question. Nor should we fail to

mention the extremely valuable papers of Professor J. D. Dana
upon the condition of southern New England during the melting

of the great glacier. (See Am. Journ. Science for 1875, Nos. 57,

58, 59, and 60.) My own study of the kames and moraines of

New England, the results of which are published in the Proceed-

ings of this Society, and that of Mr. Warren Upham (see New
Hampshire Geological Report, Yol. III.), and of Professor George

H. Stone of Maine, serve to connect the operation of a wide-

spread cause with the particular effects produced in the Delaware

valley. It is also proper to repeat that the first announcement in

1877 of the line of the terminal moraines across southern New
England was made in a publication of this Society, in a commu-
nication to the writer by Mr. Clarence King. (See Proceedings,

Yol. XIX. pp. 50-63.)

A second step in advance was made by the New Jersey geolo-

gists (see Report for 1878, p. 22 ;
Clay Report for 1878, p. 17)

in recognizing a distinction between the implement-bearing grav-

els of Trenton and the general deposit of yellow gravel which

spreads over the southern part of the state. But the credit of

accurately describing the peculiar character and limits of these

Trenton gravels must be given to Professor H. C. Lewis, of Phil-

adelphia. (See Proc. Min. and Geol. Section Acad. Nat. Sci.,

Phila., for Nov. 1878 and Nov. 1879.)

A third step of great importance was also made by Professor

Lewis in pointing out the relations of the Philadelphia brick clay

to the other superficial formations of the Delaware valley.

Having recently spent two weeks with Professor Lewis in going
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over this ground and in extending investigations to the upper waters

of the Delaware, I will now endeavor to put into intelligible

shape the facts, both new and old, which bear upon the inter-

esting question announced as the subject of this paper.

The city of Trenton is built upon a horse-shoe shaped gravel

deposit which is about three miles in diameter, extending back

about that distance to the east from the present river. This

deposit is somewhat lower along its inland boundary than along

the river. The prongs of this horse-shoe rest, one at Trenton,

and the other about two miles below, just this side the house

of Dr. Abbott.

The characteristics of this gravel are thus accurately described

by Professor Shaler

:

The general structure of this mass is neither that of ordinary boulder

clay nor of stratified gravels, such as are formed by the complete rearrange-

ment by water of the elements of simple drift deposits. It is made up of

boulders, pebbles, and sand, varying in size from masses containing one

hundred cubic feet or more to the finest sand of the ordinary sea beaches.

There is little trace of true clay in the deposit. There is rarely enough to

give the least trace of cementation to the masses. The various elements

are rather confusedly arranged
;
the large boulders not being grouped on

any particular level, and their major axes not always distinctly coinciding

with the horizon. All the pebbles and boulders, so far as observed, are

smooth and water-worn
;
a careful search having failed to show evidence of

distinct glacial scratching or polishing on their surfaces. The type of

pebble is the sub-ovate or discoidal, and though many depart from this

form, yet nearly all observed by me had been worn so as to show that their

shape had been determined by running water. The materials comprising

the deposit are very varied, but all I observed could apparently with reason

be supposed to have come from the extensive valley of the river near which

they lie, except, perhaps, the fragments of some rather rare hypogene rocks.”

It is now settled beyond controversy that the rocks from which

these beds were derived are all in place in the upper Delaware

valley. (See N. J. Rep., 1877, p. 21 ;
Lewis on Trenton Gravel,

p- 5 -)

The distinction between the river gravel and that which

overlies the larger part of southern New Jersey is marked in

several ways. The Trenton gravel is much coarser than the
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general deposit; it is also largely composed of fresher looking and

softer pebbles, showing that it has been subject to much less

abrasion than the other, and that it is of more recent age
;

it is

also limited to the river valley, and finally is not overlaid by the

Philadelphia brick clay which, so far as it extends, rests uncon-

formably upon the general deposit of gravel. The general deposit

of gravel in this region is composed almost exclusively of small,

well rounded pebbles of quartz and of hard limestone which “ are

not fresh looking, but are eaten and weather-worn by age.”

The elevation of this implement-bearing gravel at Trenton is

not far from forty feet above the present high water limit
;
and

Trenton is now at the head of tide-water. These gravels are

continuous as a terrace all along up the river. As one ascends the

river, however, their height (at least below the Water Gap) is

reduced to fifteen or twenty feet above the present flood plain.

But most significant of all the facts indicated are the character

and position of the Philadelphia brick clay. This also is confined

to the river valley and its tributaries, and rests unconformably

upon the older gravel formations, rising to a height of one hun-

dred and fifty feet above the river, and there ceasing. This

elevation relative to the river is maintained with tolerable con-

stancy as far up as Easton, where the bed of the river itself

is one hundred and fifty-seven feet above tide level. Finally,

this Philadelphia brick clay contains numerous boulders of

considerable size, derived from the ledges of Medina sandstone

and other rocks' above. This marks it as a deposit of the glacial

flood sometime during the declining centuries of the great ice

period.

The succession of events would seem to be as follows : During

the early part of the glacial period the ice accumulated in the

upper portion of the valley of the Delaware to a depth of many
hundred feet. Two and one half miles north of the Delaware at

Martin’s Creek, Professor Lewis and myself saw, in going south, the

last distinct evidences of direct glacial action at a height of six

hundred and forty feet above the river and eight hundred and

forty feet above the sea. Penobscot Knob, on the water-shed

between the Susquehanna and the Lehigh east of Wilkesbarre,

and only a few miles north of the southern limit of glaciation,
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itself bears every mark of glaciation. This is two thousand one

hundred feet above the sea and one thousand six hundred feet

above the level of the Lehigh at Mauch Chunk, and one thousand

eight hundred feet above the level of the Delaware at the Water

Gap. The area in the Valley of the Delaware covered by the ice

is not far from six thousand square miles. It is not improbable

that the average depth of the ice accumulated over the region

was one thousand five hundred feet, or a quarter of a mile, making

the total accumulation of ice not far from fifteen hundred cubic

miles, with its southern border sixty miles above Trenton. All

this as it melted must find its outlet to the sea through the

Delaware River. It is evident at a glance that during the decline

of the glacial period, when the process of melting was proceeding

with greatest rapidity, the floods in the valley below must have

been upon a scale of surprising magnitude.

And yet it is impossible that these glacial floods in the Dela-

ware should have been so enormous as to have filled the valley

below Trenton to the height of one hundred and fifty feet, for

this valley is no where less than five miles in width and constantly

enlarges towards the sea. If the water at Trenton were raised

one hundred and fifty feet, the slope would be about two feet per

mile to the bay. Now a current of five miles per hour, one

hundred and fifty feet deep and one mile wide would discharge a

cubic mile of water every eight hours or three cubic miles per

day. (The mean rate of the Ohio River, with an average descent

of five inches to the mile, is three miles per hour— that of the

Mississippi very nearly the same.)
. To supply such a volume of

water as this, the whole accumulation of ice in the upper Dela-

ware would suffice for only five hundred days, or for about sixteen

months. And to furnish this amount of water there would need

to be, during such floods, a daily accumulation by rains and the

melting ice over the whole upper valley of the Delaware of about

three feet of water, which of course is incredible, even if we
suppose the floods confined to a single month of each successive

year. Hence, without doubt, we may conclude that the deposi-

tion of the boulder-bearing brick clay in the Delaware valley

below Trenton implies a depression of that region to the extent

of one hundred or more feet.
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Doubtless the region north of Trenton shared in this depres-

sion, but, being above tide-water, the effects would not be equally

evident. The valley above Trenton is narrow. At Lambertville

about twelve miles up the stream, a trap dike contracts the valley

to a width of not more than one quarter of a mile. Above this

point the supposition of floods sufficient to deposit the boulder-

bearing clay is, perhaps, not incredible. For though the descent

in the stream is now about four feet to the mile from the Dela-

ware Water Gap down to tide level (about eighty miles), it was

probably less during the Champlain epoch. For the depression

of that period proceeded at increased rate northward. In

Montreal it was five hundred feet
;
in Vermont, three hundred

feet; and how much more or less in the vicinity of Lake Erie

we cannot tell, though the phenomena of the lake ridges would

indicate that it was considerable, perhaps three hundred or four

hundred feet. A depression gradually increasing north-westward

would greatly diminish the velocity of the torrent of the Cham-

plain epoch and the narrow places in the valley would greatly

retard it. Professor Dana has shown that in the lower part

of the valley of the Connecticut River the floods rose during the

Champlain epoch from one hundred and fifty to two hundred

feet above the present high water mark. The Connecticut River

valley below Middletown is contracted by trap dikes much as the

Delaware is at Lambertville. But the drainage basin of the

Connecticut is three times as extensive as that of the Delaware

(being twenty thousand square miles). This, however, is partly

offset by the branch currents which, as Professor Dana shows, set

off from the Connecticut at various places above Middletown.

At any rate in the Delaware valley we find boulder-bearing

clay rising to a height of one hundred and fifty feet above the

present high water level. In the Lehigh valley, at Bethlehem, a

few miles above its junction with the Delaware, and several miles

south of the limit of the ice field, Professor Lewis and I found this

boulder-bearing clay containing scratched pebbles and lying

unconformably upon thick deposits of coarse stratified gravel at

a height of one hundred and eighty feet above the river. Farther

up the Lehigh valley also, near Weissport, we ascertained the

limit of ice-carried boulders to be one hundred and eighty feet

above the river.
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We are probably safe in assuming that these floods, depositing

clay and boulders at the height above mentioned, mark both the

period of greatest depression during the Champlain epoch and

the period when the ice was most rapidly melting away. Of

course the deposition of what Professor Lewis styles “ red gravel ”

and the high gravels at Bethlehem occurred earlier, since the clay

overlies them. These gravels I should assign to the early stages

of the Champlain epoch.

It is evident that the deposition, both of this red gravel and

the boulder-bearing clay is separated from that of the implement-

bearing gravel at Trenton by a period of vast physical changes,

if not of vast time.

Considering, now, this Trenton gravel, we find it to be

limited at the head of tide water to a level of about forty feet,

and diminishing in height relatively to the river both as one

ascends and as one descends the channel, until at Yardleyville, a

few miles above Trenton, it merges into the terrace which main-

tains a pretty uniform height of fifteen or twenty feet above the

river all the way to the Water Gap. Above the Water Gap the

gravel terraces rise to a much greater height. At Stroudsburgh

a second terrace stands seventy-five feet above the first terrace

which is about fifteen feet above Broadhead Creek. But this

upper terrace is kame-like in its structure, and hence would be

explained in part by the lingering presence of the glacier itself.

The descent of the river valley from Belvidere, where the ice

sheet terminated, to Trenton is two hundred and thirty-two feet,

or at the rate of nearly four feet per mile, as the river runs.

The transportation of gravel by a river is dependent both upon

the amount of material accessible to the running stream and upon

the rapidity of the current. Toward the close of the glacial

period the pebbles accessible to the stream were superabundant,

having been deposited in excessive amount by the melting of the

glacier in the lower latitudes. The water-worn pebbles at Tren-

ton were probably largely derived from this source. Even a

glacial torrent may have more loose material than it can manage,

and so may silt up its bed with gravel. Hence it is not necessary

to suppose the river at this point to have been of sufficient

volume to fill the whole valley with water to the height of the
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terrace, fifteen or twenty feet. The river may have flowed upon

the surface of the gravel in a shallower current than the terrace

would seem to imply.

But when the current, passing down this declivity of four feet

to the mile, reached the level of the sea at Trenton, its transport-

ing power would he greatly diminished and thus we should have

an accumulation of gravel at the head of tide water, without

bringing into the problem the supposition of any very extraor-

dinary increase in the volume of the river. The loss of trans-

porting power upon diminishing the rapidity of a current of

water is enormous. The transporting capacity of a stream of

water is estimated to vary as the sixth power of the velocity, i.e.,

if a current is checked so that it moves at only half its former

rate, its transporting capacity is diminished to one sixty-fourth.

It is easy to see that the sudden enlargement of the valley just

above Trenton, as well as the occurrence there of tide water,

would diminish the rapidity of the river and hence cause an

extraordinary deposition of gravel when it was abundant above.

The most likely time for this deposition to have occurred was

near the very close of the glacial period, when the lower moraines

were fresh and when ice fields still lingered in the southern

valleys of the Catskills. The process of deposition must have

been so rapid that it could not have been much subsequent to the

withdrawal of the continental glacier north of the Catskills. The

time required for the river under present conditions to erode the

channel it now occupies was of much greater duration.

I hope another season to devote a month or two to further

investigations and will now but briefly indicate what seems very

probable and what is still in doubt.

1. It seems altogether probable that the Philadelphia brick

clay was deposited during the height of the Champlain epoch

when the Delaware valley was considerably depressed below

its present level.

2. Towards the close of that period when the land had

resumed nearly its present level and the ice had nearly all disap-

peared south of the Catskills, the still swollen stream brought

down the superabundant loose material from the kames and

moraines and deposited it in the valley below. The material was
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so abundant that doubtless the whole channel was silted up so

that the bed of the river was considerably above that it now
occupies. At Trenton it flowed over and through an extensive

delta of coarse gravel forty feet above its present level; and

above Trenton, over an accumulation of gravel from fifteen to

twenty feet above the present high water mark. This period was

marked by the presence of the mastodon and other extinct

animals (the skeleton of a mastodon having been found in the

Trenton gravels) and by the advent of palaeolithic man to the

neighborhood of Trenton.

3. During the Terrace epoch the river worked its way down
through the delta of gravel at Trenton, and has since eroded its

present channel which is about two miles wide at that jioint.

Higher up, where the current is swift, the lateral erosion in

recent times has been small.

4. To determine approximately the date of the earliest

evidence of man’s appearance at Trenton we have as data, (1)

The amount of erosion in the palaeolithic gravels at Trenton.

(2) The general evidence from other sources bearing upon the

date of the close of the Champlain epoch in this country. As
bearing upon this, several terrestrial time-measures are accessible,

the most important of which are the recession of various water-

falls, like those of Niagara and St. Anthony, which occupy

post-glacial beds
;
and the extent to which sediment and peat

have accumulated in post-glacial lakes and kettle holes. It will

be much safer to draw conclusions from such tangible data as

these, than from the distant regions of astronomy, or from the

uncertain rate at which the evolution of plants and animals has

proceeded, or the development of man has progressed.

Mr. Lucien Carr said that in September 1878, he had visited

Trenton in company with Professor Whitney of Cambridge, and

that together they had examined the implement-bearing gravel

bed. During the investigation it was his good fortune to find one

specimen in place, under such circumstances that it must have

been deposited at the time the containing bed was laid down. It

was in the ravine which cuts through the bluff near Dr. Abbott’s

house, in a fresh exposure made by a recent heavy storm, and
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was about three feet deep in the ground and one foot in from

the perpendicular face of this newly exposed surface. He also

stated that, although neither Dr. Abbott nor the officers of the

Peabody Museum had any doubt as to the artificial character

of these implements, yet he had recently submitted a series of

them to leading archaeologists in London, Paris and Copenhagen,

all of whom unhesitatingly confirmed their decision.

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth having been requested by the Curator

of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology to give some account of

his observations on the specimens in the Peabody Museum said to

have come from the Trenton (N. J.) gravels, remarked as

follows :

—

Certain of these specimens were placed in my hands in 1876

for examination, their lithological character then being unknown.

They were found by macroscopic and microscopic examination

to have been made from argillite, greatly indurated, and breaking

with a conchoidal fracture. The specimens were weathered to

a greater or less extent and showed plainly that the fractures

must have been made long ago. A few small fractures of sec-

ondary character occur. This secondary chipping evidently took

place long after the original fracturing, but also long ago, as is

shown by the weathering of the surfaces of both the primary

and secondary fractures. The few secondary fractures are prob-

ably natural, and could easily occur if subjected to the action Dr.

Abbott supposes. The original chipping could not have taken

place by any known natural causes acting upon rocks, so far as

the writer has any knowledge. Of course it then brings us to

the only agency that could do the work : man. The characters

of the specimens, petrographically, bore out the statements made

to me by Mr. Putnam, of the conditions under which they were

found, whether upon the surface or in the gravels. I do not see

how it is possible that such correspondence of characters could

exist unless the specimens were found under the conditions

reported.

The lithological characters then show that the specimens are

not natural forms; that being composed of a slow weathering

rock, they must have been made long years ago; that many years
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later they were subject to other conditions, probably natural, by

which part have been modified
;
that since then, they have lain

for many, many years exposed to weathering agencies; some

showing that they have been subject to this action while lying on

or near the surface, and others while buried to some depth.

Their weathering corresponds to that observed on pebbles of

similar composition in gravels elsewhere. It is to be remembered

that all the weathering has taken place since the Abbott speci-

mens were originally chipped.

The term weathering as here employed means the alteration

and decay that has taken place on the surface of the specimen,

but does not imply that it has been exposed on the surface of the

ground
;

it may or may not have been
; the weathering itself

shows with greater or less clearness whether this occurred from

surface exposure or not.

Part of the specimens shown me bore evidence that they had

originally been exposed to weathering on the surface of the

ground and been covered since, but the covering evidently took

place ages ago, if the weathering that they have been subjected

to since is any criterion.

The term “ argillite,” as employed by me, is used to designate

all argillaceous rocks, in which the argillaceous material is the

predominent characteristic; slate or clay-slate, clay-stone, etc.

are simply varieties of it, the term slate being only rightfully used

when slaty cleavage is developed. The argillite out of which

these specimens were made has no trace of cleavage.

Mr. F. W. Putnam said :— It is left for, me Mr. President, to

say a few words, in conclusion, on the subject of Palaeolithic man
on the Atlantic coast of America, which has been so forcibly pre-

sented by the several speakers this evening
;
but first I wish to give

the reason, apart from my long personal relations with Dr. Abbott,

that has so closely identified the Peabody Museum of Archaeol-

ogy with Dr. Abbott’s discoveries in New Jersey.

In Mr. Peabody’s letter of gift to the gentlemen he appointed

as Trustees of the Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnol-

ogy, which he then founded, under date of Oct. 8, 1866, are the

following words :
“ In the event of the discovery in America of
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human remains or implements of an earlier geological period than

the present, especial attention he given to their study, and their

comparison with those found in other countries.” This request

of Mr. Peabody makes it incumbent on the Trustees of the

Museum to do what they can in aid of such explorations as those

conducted by Dr. Abbott, and on my calling the attention of the

Board of Trustees to the importance of his investigations, appro-

priations were at once granted to enable him to continue his work
in connection with the Peabody Museum. The results of this

work have been presented to-night, and they have certainly

shown that palaeolithic man lived on the Atlantic coast of

America at a time so remote that the implements which he made

were now found buried in the same glacial gravel and reassorted

river drift which contained the remains of the bison and the

mastodon, and under conditions corresponding with those under

which implements of the same character had been buried in the

gravels of the river valleys of Europe.

Dr. Abbott, with proper scientific caution, has not mentioned

the discovery of a peculiar human skull under such reported

conditions as would, if true, show it to be contemporaneous with

the stone implements of the gravel. Still as the skull was not

secured by Dr. Abbott until some time after it was said to have

been dug out of the gravel several feet below the surface, its

consideration must be deferred until further evidence' is obtained

of human bones in the Trenton gravel.

As Dr. Abbott has stated, in his historical summary of the

discovery of the implements in the gravel, it has been my good

fortune to take, with my own hands, five unquestionable palaeo-

lithic implements from the gravel at various depths and at differ-

ent points. The relation of the circumstances under which one

of these (now on the table) was found will be sufficient to

convince you that the implement was in the position where it

was buried by the four feet of gravel which had been deposited

over it.

A short distance from Dr. Abbott’s house and very near where

the Trenton gravel joins the marine gravel, there is a deep gully

through which flows a smell brook. In this gully the gravel bank

is constantly washing away and presenting new surface exposures.
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After a heavy rain in June, 1879, I visited the spot with Dr.

Abbott and his son. Here I noticed a small boulder of about six or

eight inches in diameter, projecting an inch or two from the face

of the bank about four feet from the surface of the soil above
;
I

worked the stone from the gravel in which it was firmly imbed-

ded and drew it out. At the back part of the cavity thus made I-

noticed the jiointed end of a stone and after working it up and

down a few times, so as to loosen the gravel about it, I drew out

the implement now exhibited.

On the same day I discovered a second specimen in place eight

feet from the surface, and Dr. Abbott’s son Richard found another

about four feet from the surface. These three specimens were

found within twenty or thirty feet of each other, after a heavy

shower had made the most favorable conditions for their discov-

ery. A long continued search on several following days, at

various ]haces along the gravel bluff, failed of success in finding

other specimens in place, although several were obtained from the

talus. This shows how seldom the implements are likely to be

found, and it may be from this cause that some unsuccessful

hunters have doubted the occurrence of the implements in the

gravel. Certainly the evidence that has been brought forward

to-night will clear away all doubts as to the importance and reli-

ability of Dr. Abbott’s discoveries and investigations, which have

proved the former existence of palaeolithic man in the valley of

the Delaware.

Section of Entomology. Jan. 26, 1881.

Mr. F. C. Bowditch in the chair. Fourteen persons present.

Mr. Wm. Trelease noticed Hermann Muller’s last work, “Alpen-

blumen,” composed on the general plan of his earlier book, con-

cluding with an interesting set of tables showing proportions of

insects of different orders which visit flowers in the low and hit'll

lands, and list of the species observed.

The following paper was read :
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LIST OF PAPERS OF DR. T. W. HARRIS, NOT MENTIONED
IN THE LIST OF HIS WRITINGS IN THE “ENTOMOLOGI-
CAL CORRESPONDENCE.” 1

BY BE. H. A. HAGEN.

1.

Peach tree worms (A. exitiosa). Mass. Ploughman, Jan. 3,

1843, Yol. II, No. 36, first page. Drawings by Professor Harris of

male, female, nympha and cocoon, and substance of a MS. com-

munication by Professor Harris.

2. Letter from Dr. Harris (October 8, 1845) upon insects.

(Cankerworm) Western Farmer and Gardener, Indianapolis, Janu-

uary 1, 1846. Yol. II, No. I, p. 12.

3. Entomology (Wheat insect query). Letter to L. Tucker

(Nov. 9, 1846), on some of the insects injurious to wheat (refers

to W. Gaylord, Crdtivator, YI, p. 43). The Cultivator, Albany,

Dec. 1846. N. S., Yol. Ill, No. 12, p. 382 (followed by remarks

stating the insect to be Caradrina cubicularis Steph. Cat.).

4. Senate, No. 66. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, March

13, 1850, pp. 2-7. Report— ordering to be printed a new edition

of Harris’ Insects injurious to Yegetation.

5. Curious facts in Natural History. (T. W. IT., Nov. 12,

1850, on Curculio ch.) Saturday Rambler, Nov. 23, 1850, Yol.

Y, No. 47, fourth page.

6. The Potato Rot. (Letter by T. W. Harris, Aug. 6, 1851.)

The Salem Observer, Aug. 16, 1851, Yol. XXIX, No. 33, second

page.

7. On Blight Beetle, Scolytus pyri. (Letter by Dr. Harris.)

Massachusetts Ploughman, July 3, 1852. Yol. XI, No. 40, first

page.

8. Black Knot on the Plum Tree. (The substance of a letter

from Dr. Harris.) Boston Cultivator, May 7, 1853. Yol. XY,
No. 19, p. 146.

9. Black Knot on the Plum Tree. Boston Cultivator, May

14, 1853. Yol. XY, No 20, p. 154.

10.

The Palmer Worm. (Letter by Dr. Harris, July 4, 1853;

1 Occas. Papers, Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., I.
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substance of No. 89 in Entora. Corresp.) The Journal of Agri-

culture, Boston, July, 1853. Yol. IY, No. 37, p. 11.

11. Black Knot on the Plum Tree. (Reprint of above, No. 8.)

Ibid, pp. 24-25.

12. Plum Tree Warts. No. 1. (Long letter by Dr. Harris,

July 28, 1853. Membracis bubalus, woodcut.) Boston Culti-

vator, Aug. 6, 1853. Yol. XY, No. 32, p. 250. (I have only seen

No. 1. No. 2 was published after August 30, 1853.)

Reproduced partially and incorrectly in the Prairie Farmer

(before January 21, 1854. cf. Boston Cultivator, Jan. 21, 1854.

Yol. XYI, No. 3, p. 21.)

13. On Plum Trees and the insect Membracis bubalus. Hor-

ticulturist, N. S. Ill, No. 36, pp. 283-84, June 1, 1853.

14. The Palmer worm. The Journal of Agriculture, Boston,

July, 1853, Yol IY, No. 1, p. 10. (Reply to a letter of Mr. J. W.
Ellsworth ibid. p. 9).

15. The Palmer worm— Black knot on Plum trees, etc. (for

the Ploughman) Massachusetts Ploughman, July 9, 1853, Yol.

XII, No. 41, first page.

16‘. Cf. No. 91 (Entom. Corresp., p. 44). I have seen another

reprint in Amer. Pomol. Soc., Third Session, President’s Address,

Boston, 1854; at the end of it, pp. 19-28 (10 pp.) is:

Appendix.— Remarks on some, etc. (otherwise identical except

the beginning of title). Swollen branches of Apple trees (wanting

in the Report).

17. Osage Orange Insect. (Termes.) The Country Gentle-

man. Albany, Dec. 7, 1854. Yol. IY, No. 23, pp. 360-361. (An

answer to this paper ibid, Dec. 28, No. 21, p. 407.)

18. A New Borer. (Chrysobotliris femorata.) Mass. Plough-

man, June 9, 1855. Yol. XIY, No. 36, first page.

19. Pumpkins and Squashes of American Origin. American

Agriculturist, New York, July 26, 1855. Yol. XIY, No. 20, p.

308.

20. Plumb and Cherry Tree. (Record of the Editor of

instructions given by Rev. Dr. Harris— apparently the father —
in a paper more than thirty years ago.) The Rome Yigilant,

Aug. 7, 1852. Yol. 1, No. 15, second page.
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Probably all quotations in the “ Entomological Correspon-

dence” from the New England Farmer, beginning with No. 67?

should be antedated, perhaps one week. All those quotations

refer to the edition in octavo. But it seems that the issues of this

edition were anticipated by an edition in folio. I have seen the

two folio numbers containing Nos. 82 and 84. No. 82 on the Can-

ker-worm, is contained in N. E. Farm., March 20, 1852, Yol. VII,

No. 12. The reprint in the 8° ed. is April, 1852, Yol. IY, No. 4.

No. 84, on the Joint-worm, is contained in N. E. Farm., July 17,

1852, Yol. YIX, No. 29. The reprint in the 8° ed. is August,

1852, Yol. 1Y, No. 8. I have till now seen only these two numbers.

Note. No. 65, Termites, supposed to be published in the New Orleans Picayune, 1849

or 1850, is not to be found in the files of those years, as I am informed by Mr. J. S. Copes,

President of the Academy of Science, of New Orleans. I have reason to suppose the

article may have been published in the New Orleans Commercial Times.

General Meeting. February 2, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

three persons present.

Mr. William Trelease described the structure of the flower of

Salvia splendens, showing that it was ill-adapted for propagation

by insects, while at the same time self-fertilization was impossible.

He had therefore concluded that humming-birds must be the

agents in this case, and observation of some of the plants at

Brooklyn, N. Y., during the previous summer, had proved the

correctness of this surmise. Fritz Muller states also that scarlet

Salvias in Brazil are frequently visited by humming birds.

Mr. F. C. Bowditch gave a short account of some of the habits

of bees, alluding more particularly to the duties pi the queen.

Mr. F. W. Putnam exhibited a stone implement or ornament

known as a “ bird totem ” or “ bird shaped stone,” similar to many
that had been found in various places in the Mississippi valley and
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eastward to the Atlantic coast. The specimen exhibited was of jiar-

ticular interest as it was found on a bed of sand lying under seven

feet of peat, while digging a trench in Wakefield. The specimen

had recently been received at the Peabody Museum in Cambridge

from Mr. David Dodge, and is the first stone implement known

to have been found under peat in New England.

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth said that the ornament in question was

probably made from a natural rock, and certainly was decom-

posed feldspar. In some resjiects the specimen was very peculiar.

Mr. Lucien Carr read a chapter from a forthcoming work on

the raising of corn by the Indians, embodying much historic and

other evidence of their agricultural skill, which, it is strange to

say, seems popularly ignored.

General Meeting. February 16
,
1881 .

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, ill the chair. Thirty-two

persons present.

Dr. C. S. Minot gave a resume of the latest researches on the

larval forms of the mollusks, annelids, and vertebrates, pointing

out what seems to be a typical common larva, representing the

starting point of all bilateral animals.

The Society then listened to remarks by the President upon

the few carboniferous insects thus far found in Great Britain.

The following paper wms read :

NOTE ON THE AORTA IN LEPIDOPTEROUS INSECTS.

BY EDWARD BURGESS.

In my paper 1 on the anatomy of the Milk-weed Butterfly

(Danais Archippus Fabr.) I have described the very remarkable

course pursued by the aorta of this insect and the presence of an

“aortal chamber,” peculiarities heretofore unnoticed by anato-

1 Annivers. Memoirs Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 16 pp. 2 pi. 1881.
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mists, and which, so far as I know, do not occur outside of the

Lepidoptera.

Writing somewhat hurriedly for the press, I stated “ I have

. . . . dissected Vanessa Huntera, a sphingid and a noctuid,

and found the same conditions as in the Milk-weed Butterfly, so

it is probable they are characteristic of the Lepidoptera, as one

would indeed expect from the general uniformity in the anatomy

of the group.” The words “same conditions” imply rather more

than I had intended to say, and my friend, Dr. C. S. Minot, after

studying the anatomy of Aletia, not unnaturally made exception

to my statement; so I would take this opportunity to ex-

plain that I had in mind more the general peculiarity of the lepi-

dopterous aorta, than its exact manifestation in Danais Archippus.

The following examples will show how far the facts themselves

actually go, and such modification of the above quoted sentence

as they may make necessary.

In Colias Philodice, fig. 1, the aorta is much like that of Danais.

The posterior, or upward branch is more curved, and the aortal

chamber a little longer. The anterior branch has a considerably

larger diameter than the posterior. In Hesperia (sp. ?), fig. 2, this

Philodice x 11. x 11

difference between the two branches is very great, the anterior

being in fact as wide in profile at the aortal chamber, but it is

much compressed laterally. Its walls are very delicate, while the

chamber has thick walls, and is as wide as high. The chamber
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differs from that of Danais in being much longer, and it turns at

a sharp angle into the anterior branch, instead of gradually.

Fig. 3. Aorta of Chaerocampa sp. x. 4K

In a Hawk Moth (Chaerocampa), fig. 3, the aorta ascends, at a

small angle from the perpendicular, to a point just behind the

meso-scutellar suture, then turns back on itself for about a third of

the distance, where it turns abruptly forward, then more gradually

downward, again abruptly backward nearly to the posterior

branch, and with a wide curve, jiasses forward a second time,

finally bending downward toward the oesophagus. The anterior

branch thus forms a broad and angular S, and is certainly a most

astonishing feature. The point of union between the two branches

forms a vertical aortal chamber, but I have not made out whether

it is open from top to bottom, or if the two branches are really

distinct, their adjacent walls being simply soldered together.

Fig. 4. Aorta of Agrotis jaculifera, x 10,
showing also outline of thorax.

Fig. 5. Aorta of Retinia frustrana,

with outline of thorax, x 25.

In Agrotis jaculifera, fig. 4, the posterior branch ascends in an

open S-curve, then turns back on itself as in the Hawk-moth, but
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the anterior branch runs clown farther, and is distinct from the

posterior most of the way, and separates gradually from it and

runs forward. The aortal chamber is much shorter than in the

Hawk-moth.

In a Zygaenid (Alypia octornaculata), the posterior branch is

straighter than in the Noctuid, and the chamber at the junction of

the two branches is short, vertical and of no greater diameter than

either branch. The single Geometric! examined (Anisoptery x ver-

nata), closely resembled Agrotis except that the branches were

more widely separated along the parallel portion of their course.

I have not examined any species of Bombycidae.

In a Tortricid, Retinia frustrana Scudder MS., the moth

which is destroying the pine woods (Pinus rigida) of Nantucket,

the aorta runs diagonally up to the mesoscutellar suture (see fig. 5)

bends downward and then forward to the oesophagus, all trace of

the aortal chamber, or of any node between the two aortal

branches, being obsolete.

If we except the peculiar course of the anterior branch in the

Hawk-moth we have, therefore, a gradual series from the butter-

flies downward. In the former a distinct horizontal aortal cham-

ber is present
;
in the higher moths a vertical node replaces the

chamber, and this vanishes in the lower moths.

General Meeting. March 2, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-five

persons present.

Mr. Lucien Carr read a paper on Sun Worship among North

American Indians.

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth discussed the history of the Prepaleo-

zoic Geology in New Brunswick, calling attention to some

inaccuracies in the published accounts.
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Mr. S. H. Scudder presented the following note :

NOTE ON SPIRORBIS CONTAINED IN AN IRONSTONE
NODULE FROM MAZON CREEK, WITH MILLIPEDE.

BY J. W. DAWSON.

The shell pointed out by Mr. Scudder as occurring in the same
' nodule with Acantherpestes major,1

is minute and discoidal,

not enlarging rapidly, dextral, and with about two volutions.

The external surface can be seen only in a small part of the shell.

It is marked with strong transverse irregular ridges, on which are

finer irregular transverse lines or striae. It is not distinguishable

either in form or markings from specimens of Spirorbis in my col-

lection from the coal formation of Nova Scotia. These I refer to

S. (Microconchus) carbonarius 2 which is common to America and

Europe, and the present specimen may be referable to the same

species, which is very variable in its markings; but a single

specimen, and this so imperfect, is not sufficient to render this

determination certain.

The shell does not seem to have been attached to the Millipede,

but to have been loose. This is however a very common mode of

occurrence with Spirorbis carbonarius, which was frequently at-

tached to submerged plants and on their decay was set free.

This little Spirorbis is so very plentiful in beds containing terres.

trial remains, that there is nothing singular in its having been

drifted between the legs of a dead millipede.

In the Report of the Geological Survey of Illinois, Vol. II, p.

462, Lesquereux notices the occurrence of worm-shells referred

by him to Spirorbis carbonarius on ferns and other plants at

Colchester, Illinois. The figures which he gives (pi. 88, fig. 6)

show a variety somewhat more rapidly expanding and more

smooth than the present specimen. Professor Whitfield has

recently described 3 another species, S. anthracosia, from the

iSee Memoirs of the Society, Vol. in, Art. 5 (in press).

2 S. (
Microconchus

)
pusillus of Martin is not improbably the same, in which case his

name has priority.

3 American Journal of Science, Vol. xxi, No. 122.
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“ higher strata of the coal-measures ” at Marietta, Ohio, the de-

scription of which would scarcely separate it from S. carbonarius,

as the “ knots or points ” seen near the umbilicus sometimes occur

in that species. In the Nova Scotia coal-field all the numerous

varieties I have found appear to me to be referable to two types,

S. carbonarius and S. arietinus,1 the latter being more especi-

ally characteristic of the upper part of the series. A careful

comparison of these shells from the carboniferous of different

parts of America is much needed, and would be greatly aided by

the revision of the European species recently published in the

Geological Magazine (1880) by Mr. R. Etheridge, Jr.

General Meeting. March 16, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Forty-one

persons present.

After the reading of the records, the President announced the

death of George Barrell Emerson, the Society’s second President,

and one of its original members, three only of whom now survive

him. The President referred briefly to Mr. Emerson’s scientific

career, and read the following letter from Mr. T. T. Bouve

:

Although prevented by illness from being present with you,

and notwithstanding my sketch of the History of the Society

contains a pretty full account of Mr. George B, Emerson as a

member of the Society, I cannot refrain from writing a few

words on this occasion.

In doing so I will only present a picture of the past, adding

little exjiression of my feelings.

When I became a member of the Society, which was in 1834,

four years after its formation, it had taken possession of the hall

up two flights of stairs, in the stone building next north of the

Canadian Survey, 1869.
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burial ground of the Kings Chapel in Tremont St. Upright

cases stood against the walls and a double row of table cases

occupied the floor. At the farther part of the room from the

door of entrance was a long table, behind which were the chairs

of the presiding officer and the Secretary. Front of the table

and at each side were settees for the members.

Those I can recall as generally or often present in the early

years of my membership were our estimable and much-beloved

President, Dr. Benj. D. Greene, Dr. D. Humphreys Storer, the

Secretary, Dr. Amos Binney, Jr., Dr. Martin Gay, Dr. J. B. S.

Jackson, Rev. F. W. P. Greenwood, Mr. C. C. Emerson, Mr. Geo.

B. Emerson, Dr. Augustus A. Gould, Dr. C. T. Jackson, Josejih

Hale Abbot, Dr. Thomas M. Brewer, Dr. Walter Channing, Dr.

Samuel Cabot, Jr., Mr. Epes S. Dixwell, Mr. C. K. Dillaway, Dr.

Augustus A. Hayes, Dr. J. Y. C. Smith, Dr. N. B. Shurtleff, and

Mr. J. E. Teschemacher.

Of these, many of whom, as you know, afterwards achieved for

themselves and the Society enduring fame, none was more promi-

nent than Mr. Emerson. He indeed was not long after elected to

the Presidency of the Society. The meetings were held in the

afternoon, and the persons mentioned, or most of them, generally

attended.

Now you will hardly be surprised that I have some feeling to

express at the departure of our lamented member, when I remind

you that nearly all of my associates of that day are dead, and

that among them too were some of the dearest and most intimate

friends I ever had. Thank God, there yet remain a few of whom
I may here recall three, our dear friends, C. K. Dillaway, Dr. D.

Humphreys Storer, and Dr. Samuel Cabot.

Amain referring; to the fact of a full notice of Mr. Emerson

having been given in the Anniversary Memoirs, I beg to offer the

following resolution :

Resolved, That the Boston Society of Natural History gratefully remem-

bers at this time, not only that Mr. George B. Emerson was one of its

founders, but that through the whole period of its existence he always

manifested much interest in its welfare, and has often been of great service

t t by his wise counsel and valuable assistance.
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The Rev. R. C. Waterston seconded the resolution, and after

expressing his affection and respect for Mr. Emerson, gave a

sketch of his early life, and spoke of his devotion to the cause of

education, his fondness for the study of natural history, and the

beauty of his character.

The resolution was then unanimously adojited.

The following candidates for membership were elected :

As Corresponding Members : Clarence King, Washington, D.C.

;

Alexander Murray, St. Johns, Newfoundland; Dr. Vitus Graber,

Czernowitz, Austria; Emile Oustalet, Paris
;
Heinrich Rosenbusch,

Heidelberg; T. Thorell, Upsala; Gustav Tschermak, Vienna.

As Corporate Members : Prof. Charles R. Cross, Boston
;

J. S.

Diller, Cambridge; Henry Edwards, New York; Prof. C. H. Fer-

nald, Orono, Me.; H. D. Minot, Boston; Prof. John M. Ordway,

Boston
;
Prof. G. H. Stone, Kent’s Hill, Me.

As Associate Members : William F. Matchett, Boston
;
William

Gibbs, Medford
;

Charles E. Ridler, Kingston
;
David Dodge,

Boston.

It was then voted to suspend the By-laws and proceed to con-

sider the proposed changes in the Constitution and By-laws, and

also that such changes, if passed, should not go into effect until

the annual meeting.

The following amendment of Art. V of the Constitution was

passed for the second time and declared adopted:

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE V.

The officers of the Society shall be a President; two Vice-Presidents; a

Curator; an Honorary Secretary; a Secretary; a Treasurer; a Librarian;

and twenty Councillors
;
these officers, together with the past Presidents

and Vice-Presidents, shall form a Board for the management of the con-

cerns of the Society, and be called the Council, of which the Secretary

shall be the clerk, ex officio.
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The changes in the By-laws were then discussed, and adopted

after amendments, to read as follows :

BY-LAWS.

SECTION III. OF OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES.

Art. 3. The Curator shall be a person of acknowledged scientific

attainments. Under the direction of the Council, he shall have general

charge of the building and its contents
;
and shall be responsible for the

proper arrangement of the collections. He shall prepare and read at the

annual meeting a report upon the museum. He shall acknowledge all

donations and record the same with the date and name of donor. He shall

also keep catalogues of the collections in his charge, and shall perform

such other duties as may be prescribed by the Council and mutually as-

sented to.

Art. 8. The Council shall control all expenditure of money, make

rules for the use of the Library and museum, and special rules for the

direction of the Librarian and Curator, and shall elect, annually, three

committees of five members each, to take charge of the interests of the

museum, library, and publications respectively. The Council shall have

full power to act, for the interests of the Society, in any way not inconsis-

tent with the Constitution and By-laws.

Omit Art 9. Change Art. 10 to Art. 9.O

SECTION V. OF THE LIBRARY.

Art. 1 . Members and Patrons of the Society may have access to, and

take books from the library
;
and the Library Committee may, by special

vote, extend the use of books to others than members, specifying the con-

ditions under which they may be taken.

Art. 2. The rules and regulations for the use of the Library shall be

printed and exposed in the library rooms, and a digest of them affixed to

each volume.

SECTION VI. OF THE MUSEUM.

Art. 2. Specimens shall be removed from the museum only by leave

of the Curator, who shall take a receipt for the same, and be responsible

for their restoration in good order.

SECTION VII. OF COMMITTEES OF THE COUNCIL.

Art. 1 . The Museum Committee shall have general direction of the

expenditure of museum funds and appropriations, and shall act as an advis-

ory board to the Curator, who shall submit to it any proposed changes in

the administration or arrangement of the museum.
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Art. 2. The Library Committee shall have general direction of the

expenditure of Library funds and appropriations, and make regulations for

the use and care of the books.

Art. 3. To be the former Art. 1
,
and to read “ The Publishing Com-

mittee shall,” etc.

Art. 2. To be the former Art. 4.

SECTION IX. OF MEETINGS.

Article 1 . Change the word Custodian to Curator.

Dr. W. G. Farlow gave an interesting account of the botany of

the Bermudas, first sketching the character and geographical

position of the group.

The following paper was presented by title :

ON THE RECENT ADVANCES AND RECESSIONS OF
GLACIERS.

BY N. S. SHALEK.

It is a well known fact that all the carefully observed glaciers

of the world show by the position of their terminal moraines, or

other evidences, that they are subject to constant variations in the

energy of the irflow. These variations have been a matter of

considerable enquiry in Switzerland, where alone glaciers have

been the objects of long continued study. Many physicists have

endeavored to find some law of retreat and advance that is

connected with the seasonal or cyclical variations of climate that oc-

cur in that region. Having recently had occasion to go over these

studies, I have been struck with the general neglect of certain

very evident considerations concerning the laws of waste and sup-

ply, that must determine the extension of these ice streams. A1

though these considerations are of a very simple nature, it seems

worth while to give them a formal statement.

Nearly all the studies proceed on the assumption that the

effect of changes in temperature and rainfall must be followed by

a tolerably immediate and general change in the position of the

terminal points occupied by the ice streams of this district, and
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a good deal of surprise has been expressed that no correspon-

dence has been found between these weather observations and

the advance or recession of the several glaciers. If the reader

will consider the following study of glacial conditions, he will, I

hope, see that this failure to connect climatal changes and ice

movements is not at all a proper matter for surprise.

A glacier consists of two sections, an ill defined upper region

of eternal snow, generally termed neve, and a distinctly limited

protrusion of ice in the form of a tongue which descends the val-

ley for a greater or less distance beyond the line of perpetual

snow. Although the relation between these two sections is well

known, the phenomena of glaciers are so out of the line of com-

mon experience, that it is not easy to keej:> them well in mind.

Therefore let us notice the fact that this neve region is the col-

lecting ground of all the material that pours into the ice river.

Whoever can recall the aspect of these regions, as they appear

when seen from some point that commands a view both of the

neve and its tongues of ice, will appreciate the great disproportion

between the area of these fields of snow qnd the ice streams that

flow from them. Generally these snow fields cover many times

the area of the streams of ice that drain them. The move-

ment of the glacial matter in these fields of perpetual snow is

very slow indeed, much slower than in the well defined ice streams

towards which they tend. We cannot regard the average rate of

movement as more than about two inches 2^1* day. At this rate,

if the snow fields extended two miles beyond the head of the

glacier proper, it would require about one hundred and fifty years

for the snow from the farthest part of the neve to work down
into the glacier proper. If the glacier had a length of six miles,

and its average rate of movement was one foot a day, nearly

another hundred years would be required to bring a particle of

snow that fell upon the upper part of the neve, down to the end

of the glacier
;
so that the snow that fell on the upper j)art of the

neve regions in the early part of the seventeenth century would

be just now appearing at the end of the ice stream.

The rate of flow from the neve into the glacier proper depends,

in part, upon the depth of snow accumulated upon the upper fields.

If a succession of snowy winters accumulates the glacial matter,
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then the mass will creep faster, and the stream poured into the

glacier will he deeper and of more rapid flow. If the supply he

scant, in the course of years there will he a diminution in the

supply working downwards into the glacier. Now these varia-

tions will he differently timed in each glacial system. In regions

of small and deep rivers lying on steep slopes, the effect of a

series of extraordinary seasons will he more immediately mani-

fested than in those fed hy hroad, thin fields of snow lying upon

low angles of slope. It is easy to see that years or decades

may separate the periods when accident, accumulations or depri-

vations of snow will make themselves felt in the variations of

supply of ice to the lower glacier. When the ice enters upon its

lower path helow the line of perpetual snow yet other perturbing

influences assail it. If the stream he of great length relatively

to its depth, then rainfall and the sun’s heat in warm summers will

have more effect upon it than upon those glaciers that present

opposite conditions.

The accidental occurrence of a single warm rain in any valley,

may so far affect the depth of the ice over the glaciers that lie

within it, that their terminal points may he made to retreat. Yet as

this rain in the region of perpetual snow is added to the thickness

of the neve, it }M’ovides materials for a future extension of the

ice. A careful study of the relations of deposition and melting to

the rate of movement of the ice, and the position of the terminal

points of the glacier, would probably show many causes of varia-

tion, which would still further help us to account for the varia-

tions of advance and recession which at first sight appear to he so

puzzling. But I have given reason enough to make it clear that the

position of the terminus of any glacier depends upon a very com-

plicated question, and cannot he readily and directly referred to

the immediate changes of climate in the given region.

There can he no doubt that glaciers are, though in a very ob-

scure way, singularly delicate measures of rainfall. These neve

regions retain their snows for ages, and only yield them slowly to

the glaciers beneath. If we try to get metric results from their

conditions, we must not expect to find them manifesting the

changes in the lower levels of their streams. If we are to use

them as indices of change, we must go nearer to the snow-fields
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themselves, and study their variations that occur there, rather

than in the much more condensed ice which lies below the snow

line.

I am satisfied that very good foundations for future enquiries

may be found in the study of the variations that take place with-

in the neve. A system of bench marks on the exposed cliffs that

are almost always to be found within the upper snow-fields where

the rock is too steep for the winter snow to remain, might be

used to record successive observations
;
a succession of observa-

tions on the height of protruding rocky points with reference to

the movement of stakes planted in the neve, would give data

for extracting the changes of its height and speed of movement

from year to year, and from decade to decade. There can be

little doubt that these observations could be correlated with

the seasonal changes of snow fall, and we should know when

to expect advances and recessions of the ice, except so far as these

might be affected by the variations of heat and rainfall. Some-

thing almost as useful could be done by taking the depth of the

neve-ice where it pours over the upper seracs into the body of

the lower glacier. This point is so geographically distinct, that

measurements of its depth and rate of motion could easily be ob-

tained. Measurements of this description will have a definite

value for students of glaciers, but any further attempts to cor-

relate the variations of temperature in former years with the

advance and recession of the ice, without reference to the rate

of motion or the length of glaciers, seems to me a hopeless waste

of labor.

In the following propositions the foregoing and some other evi-

dent considerations concerning the movement of glaciers as bear-

ing on the problem of climatal changes are presented in a con-

densed form.

1. The position of the terminal point of any glacier depends

upon a complicated equation, in which the principal factors are

the amount of snow which has fallen in remote times upon the

neve district, and the rate of melting of the ice when it comes

below the snow line.

2. Glaciers differing in length, in declivity of bed, in exposure

to sun, etc., will express the effects of these variations by changes
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in the position of their termini at varying intervals that may be

scores of years apart.

3. While glaciers are very delicate indices of rainfall, this ele-

ment in their development is so complicated by other actions,

that any study of this feature must rest upon observations above

the line of the upper seracs, i. e. above the lower line of perpetual

snow.

4. That a careful comparative study of the neve districts may
afford reliable data for the determination of the average rain-

fall in various periods in the past, and may give some clue to the

age of the periods of great or scanty snow-fall that are now pro-

ducing advances and recessions at the end of the glacier.

The advance and recession of the great glaciers of the last ice

epoch have some light thrown upon them by the changes in the

existing glaciers of our mountain valleys. It is clear that an an-

nual difference of an inch or two of rainfall would profoundly affect

the extension of the ice of these sheets. As the principal melting

was at the front or terminus of the ice, nearly all the ice over a

large field would have to be transferred to the front to be melted;

allowing that the melting front was a mile in width and the gath-

ering ground a hundred miles in width, a gain in thickness of the

ice of ten feet would mean a gain at the front of one thousand

feet, which would necessarily bring about a great advance of the

face of the glacier. Supposing the forward movement to be one

foot in a day, an increase of an inch a year in the rainfall would

deepen the ice by the amount of over one thousand feet, and

bring about a great extension of the ice front. We thus see that

without any profound changes of climate, very extensive retreats

and advances of the ice might be brought about.

Considering the importance of further study upon the region

ohthe neve, the terra incognita of the subject, I feel justified in sug-

gesting the possible use of a cheap boring machine, of the dia-

mond drill fashion, which might be advantageously employed

upon the surface of these fields, to ascertain their depth. Such

machines, the cutting tools armed with steel points, moved by

hand power, are now in use for explorations of a preliminary sort

in mining. It may be necessary to force a small amount of steam

down the tube to effect the clearance of the ice from the cutting
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tools. Whoever will devise and apply a method of investigating

the constitution and motion of the neve region of the Swiss gla-

ciers, will be entitled to the gratitude of all students of glacial

phenomenon. A thorough going series of observations upon a well

selected glacier which shall tell us every feature of its history for

a term of say twenty-five years, seems to me more likely to advance

our knowledge of glacial problems than any other enquiry now

open to students.

Section of Entomology. March 23, 1881.

Mr. S. H. Scudder in the chair. Eight members present.

Mr. S. H. Scudder called attention to a second carboniferous

insect (Lithosialis bohemica) allied to an English sjiecies whose

affinites he had discussed at a recent meeting^.

This second species was described by Dr. O. Novak 1 under the name of

Gryllacris bohemica, and was more perfect than the English “ Gryllacris

Brongniarti,” being very nearly complete. Following Swinton, Novak had

referred the insect to the Ortlioptera, but the illustration given by Novak

afforded new proof that G. Brongniarti as well as the Bohemian species

should be referred to Neuroptera. Not only was the marginal vein prickly,

as in G. Brongniarti, but the same was true of the other veins, and this

perhaps accounts for the mistaken reference of certain veins in G. Brong-

niarti to a file or stridulating organ. The course, division and relative sep-

aration of all the veins are almost identical in the two wino;s, showing that

the Bohemian insect should be referred to the genus Lithosialis proposed at

the recent meeting of the Society, and so bear the name Lithosialis bohem-

ica. Mr. Scudder also pointed out that Novak had called the mediastinal

vein the front branch of the scapular, and had wrongly made two veins out

of the anal vein.

1 Jahrb. k. k. geol. Reichsanst., Bd. xxx, S. 69. Taf. 2.
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General Meeting. April 6, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

three persons present.

Prof. D. P. Penhallow gave an interesting account of the Ainos

of Japan, relating their traditions of descent, and describing their

settlements, occupations and rude arts. Specimens of weapons

and implements were shown in illustration.

Mr. Frederic Gardiner, Jr., gave a brief sketch of the work of

the U. S. Fish Commission at a locality off the New Jersey coast,

the results of which seemed to point at a possible new fishing-

ground for deep-sea fishermen
;

since the bottom fauna and tem-

perature bore a strong resemblance to the conditions found on

the Grand Banks. If these indications were not misleading the

matter would prove of great practical importance.

General Meeting. April 20, 1881.

Vice-President, Mr. John Cummings, in the chair. Thirty-one

persons present.

Mr. J. S, Diller presented some farther facts with regard to the

felsites and associated rocks in this vicinity, from which he drew

the following conclusions

:

1. The stratified group contains the oldest rocks we know in

this region, and before the extrusion of more recent eruptive

rocks it probably had a much wider distribution on the surface

than is now the case.

2. The granites are not divided by metamorphosis from any

part of the series of rocks (stratified grouj)) which they envelope,

but are truly eruptive rocks, whose extrusion has occurred since

the formation of the latter, and they are therefore the younger.
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3. The felsites are truly eruptive rocks more recent than the

granites. There were at least two eruptions of felsite in each

area, and in the southern area there were probably three.

4. The fragmental material so intimately associated with the

felsites upon Brekheart Hill is a volcanic ash
;

elsewhere the

fragmental rocks have generally been derived from material

eroded and deposited by water.

5. The very porphyritic, pebble-bearing felsite between Long

Pond and Prospect Hill, part of the Wakefield and Cliftondale

felsites, and probably the dark-colored felsites of Malden High-

lands, are younger than the tufas and conglomerates with which

they are associated.

6. The diorites are eruptive and younger than the felsites.

7. The diabases and melaphyres are the youngest eruptive

rocks of the region, and there has been in the order of eruption

beginning with the granites, a general progress from siliceous to

basic rocks.

The following paper was read :

A CASE OF POLYMELY IN THE BATRACHIA.

BY J. S. KINGSLEY.

Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire in the third volume of his classic

work on Monstrosities
(
12

, p. 262) applies the term Polymely

(Polymelie) to those abnormal forms where one or more extra

limbs are developed. Cases of supernumerary limbs are ex-

tremely rare in the Batracliia, or, at least, but very few have been

described, and then but very superficially. Mr. Dumeril states

(
4
p. 912) that three or four thousand frogs are required annu-

ally to feed the animals in the menageries of the Museum of

Natural History in Paris and that out of the large numbers which

he has seen brought for this purpose not a single example of

supernumerary limb had been found.

So far as I am aware the following list embraces the entire

literature of the subject. Passing by the older papers of Super"

ville,
13 Guettard,7 Otto10 and Van Dcen 3 quoted by Dumeril,4 which

give no anatomical details, our first reference in modern times is
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a paper by M. Paul Gervais .

6 This author mentions a case of

polymely in Pelobates cultripes where there was an extra fore

foot on the right side, differing but slightly from the normal

member.

This note by M. Gervais called the attention of others to the

subject and several papers describing specimens to a greater or

less extent were almost immediately published. The eminent

Herpetologist, M. Aug. Dumeril was among the first to add to

our knowledge of these interesting monstrosities by describing

and figuring three cases
(
4 and 5

). In the first, a specimen of Rana
viridis, the two usual hind legs are normal and perfectly devel-

oped, while a third projects from the dorsal surface between them

and a little to the left of the median line. This supernumerary

member is slender and as the femur is entirely absent the leg is

but little more than half the length of its fellows. An anatom-

ical investigation showed that the corresponding ileum was

enlarged, bifurcated at its posterior extremity and presented a

small apophysis, but, as was mentioned above, the femur being

absent the connections were wholly by the soft parts, and there

was no true articulation. This extra member also exhibited a

tendency toward augmentation of parts. The tarsus was normal

but there were six metatarsals and six phalanges, the two external

toes on each side being of the usual length while the median two

which replaced the normal third were much shorter. The foot

and tarsus offered not the slightest trace of the fusion of two

members.

A specimen of Rana temporaria is next described in which

the additional foot was attached to the left of the lumbar region.

Though slender, this leg was less deformed than in the foregoing

case, there being a true articulation, the articular cavity nearly

complete and the femur present.

In a specimen of Rana clumata from North America was

found a case of that form of polymely termed by St. Hilaire,

Gastromely, there being a pair of additional legs borne on the

anterior portion of the pelvis.

Raphael Cisternas is next in order, describing a specimen of

Alytes obstetricans2 with an additional hind leg in which the

femur was only a little developed, the central and pedal portions

more so. But four metatarsals and four toes were present.
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Balsamo Crivelli describes1 three instances in Rana escnlenta,

in one the pelvis is entirely normal and the additional member is

in close relation with the left femoral articulations. A second

has a leg inserted on the left side in the vicinity of the symphysis

pubis which has the appearance of resulting from the fusion of

two legs. In the third case the supernumerary member is borne

on the right side. The anatomical details in each case are very

few.

M. Lunel describes two instances in the common green frog

of Europe. In the first we have a frog in which the usual single

anterior leg of the left side is replaced by three. The shoulder

girdle is normal until we come to the scapula which is divided

into three parts and with each articulates a humerus. Beyond

this each division or arm is modelled after the usual pattern. In

the second instance we have two additional pairs of legs arising

from the left side, well formed and nearly of the usual size. The

pelvic arch shows on the left of the principal pelvis an incomplete

one with confused traces of the pelvic bones and a single rudi-

ment of an iliac portion 50 mm. in length. By the strain of these

appendages the principal pelvis is twisted in its upper third and

the symphysis is removed from its proper position. M. Lunel

mentions a third case of additional j^elvic members which M.
Ducret proposes to describe but I have been unable to find that

he has done so.

In 1878 8 I mentioned the existence of the present specimen,

and during the same year Mr. Ryder11 describes, from a drawing

by the late Jacob Stauffer, a frog with an extra hind limb bearing

evidences that it was formed by the fusion of two by their inner

faces.

The specimen which it is my lot to describe belongs to the

Lyceum of Natural History, a students’ society inW illiams College,

Williamstown, Mass. It is the form known as Rana halecina and

is badly faded from its long immersion in alcohol. Of its history

I can obtain no information except that conveyed by the faded

label :
“ Rochester, N. Y.” It has been in the possession of the

Lyceum for over thirty years.

The body is two and a quarter inches in length, and the two

normal hind legs are well developed but are slightly different in
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size, the left being three and the right three and a half inches

long. The additional leg arises below and a little to the left of

the vent and is about two and three quarters inches long. Not
only in its origin but also in structure is it a leg of the left side.

On an external examination, with the exception of its smaller

size, it appears to be as perfect as either of its fellows. It flexes

freely laterally but has only slight motion in the vertical plane.

The anterior limbs are of the normal size and are perfect in their

development.

The iliac bones apj)ear to possess their usual form as do the

ischiac portions of the pelvic girdle. The jmbes, however, are

considerably modified. At the symphysis they are slightly ex-

panded, forming a third concavity functionally comparable to the

acetabula. Since the muscles which normally are attached to the

symphysis pubis are thus driven from the usual attachment there

is provided a slight enlargement on each side of the pubic bones

for their origin. To save unnecessary circumlocution in the

subsequent description, these processes will be called the false

symphyses. Though not carefully examined, the bones of neither

the normal nor the additional leg appear to present any anoma-

lous features.

The muscles of the right and left legs were arranged after the

usual manner and possess no special peculiarities, except that those

which ordinarily have their origin on the symphysis pubis in this

case arise from the false symphyses.

In the supernumerary limb, however, we find many points to

note in the myology. The most prominent feature is the entire

absence of many muscles. In the normal leg there are nineteen

muscles (counting the triceps femoris as three) in the femoral

region. In the additional leg; I could find but five in the same

region. The identification of these was a matter of some difii-

culty, but I believe four of them to be homologous with the vas-

tus externus
,
vastus internus

,
rectus internus major and the

semitendinosus

;

the fifth may represent the obturatoriics. All

of these appear superficially and I did not find any deeper

ones. In determining; their homologies I found the insertion a

more valuable character than any other.
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The triceps femoris, as will be seen from the foregoing is repre-

sented by but two of its three normal branches, the vastus

externus and vastus interims
,
the rectus anticus not being found.

The rectus interims occupies its usual position, being almost

wholly on the upper inner surface of the leg. It is next to the

largest muscle, being of proportionately larger size than in the

normal member. It arises from the false symphysis of the left

side, passes down the leg, becoming distally tendinous, and is

inserted in the aponeurosis on the front of the crural bone in the

usual manner. The vastus externus is smaller and arises from

the lower portion of the false symphysis and remains distinct

from its fellow for about two-tliirds of its length.

The rectus interims major is the largest muscle in the leg, and

is visible from both the outer and inner surfaces. It arises from

the false symphysis in the same manner in which the same muscle

in the normal leg arises from the symphysis pubis and is inserted

on the inner surface of the knee joint.

The semitendinosus closely resembles its liomologue in the

perfect leg. It arises, as usual, by two heads which originate one

on each side of the head of the femur from the margin of the ace-

tabulum of the fifth leg, the two heads being connected by a thin

aponeurosis through which the head of the femur is visible

;

passing down the leg it becomes triangular in section and is

inserted beside the rectus interims major. The fifth muscle, which

I regard as the obturatorius
,
is situated on the upper inner surface

of the leg next to its union with the left leg
;

it extends from the

inner or lower margin of the vastus interims to the corresponding

margin of the vastus externus. Its origin and insertion I was not

able to make out satisfactorily.

In the crural region a much more normal condition of affairs is

found. Here only one muscle (and this is a small one) is absent

;

I could find no trace of the extensor cruris brevis. The other

muscles had the ordinary origin and insertion, and differed only

in their smaller size. The foot seems in every way to be perfect.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the proximal portion of

the leg is far less perfect than the distal. In the viscera I found

no anomalies. I wished to trace out the arterial and nervous dis-

tribution but was deterred as such a proceeding would greatly

injure the specimen.
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With the exception of the osteological details given by

Dumeril and Lunel, there are no anatomical descriptions of an

additional hind leg among the Batrachia and hence no comparisons

are possible. In its osteology, in the formation of an acetabulum

by the two pubic bones, the case under discussion differs entirely

from every other described case.

Concerning the many explanations advanced for such monstros-

ities I have nothing to say.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2.

Fig. 1. Five-legged frog, dorsal view. r.i.min. rectus internus minor.

Fig. 2. Articulation of hind legs. f.s. o.f. os femoris.

false symphysis. o.c. os cruris.

Fig. 3. Ventral view of muscles of legs. t.a. tibialis anticus.

a.l. adductor longirs. f.

a.b. adductor brevis. Fig. 4. Dorsal view of muscles of fifth

a.m. adductor magnus. leg.

s. sartorius. sem. semitendinosus.

v.i. vastus internus. v.e. vastus externus.

r.i.mj. rectus internus major.

Annual Meeting. Mat 4
,
1881 .

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Fifty-seven

persons present.

The following reports were presented

:

The final steps in the arrangements which are to make the

Museum an effective and active agency in the education of the

community, have been jiartially completed in two collections,

those of Mineralogy and Geology, which it is hoped will, in the

course of the next year be so far advanced that they can serve as

examples of what it is essential to attain in all the other depart-

ments. They will show that what we have aimed to acomplish in

the plan of the Museum is not only of much higher grade, but of

greater usefulness than was at first anticipated. This favorable

result is, however, counterbalanced by the unexpected vistas of

work to be done, specimens to be purchased, models to be made
etc., before the remainder of the Museum can be brought up to

the same standard.

Our Museum is already used to a considerable extent by the

teachers of the Boston public and private schools, and these are
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often accompanied by their classes. We have constant inquiries

from these and others for guides and information, which are unat-

tainable because the last and costliest step of our plan cannot be

taken. We are crippled in everyway. Our assistants are working

on half time, and the funds devoted to the whole Museum and to

the purchase of specimens would not pay more than half of the

express bills of a large Museum.

Our experience this year has also shown clearly that no guides

worthy of that name can be published until the collections which

they represent are completed and arranged.

The objects we have in view are of general importance and

would doubtless meet with proper recognition if they were

brought before the public.

The activity in our educational departments, the Laboratory

and the Teachers’ School of Science, is again a matter of con-

gratulation and will be noticed more fully farther on under the

proper headings.

A change of great importance to the future well-being of the

Society was made during the latter part of the year. This con-

sisted in alterations of the Constitution and By-Laws, by which

a body of Councillors are to be elected by the Society, in place

of the old board composed of Committees in charge of depart-

ments. The title of Custodian was changed to that of Curator,

and the control of the Library, Museum, and Publications placed

in the hands of committees of five each, to be appointed by the

Council. These changes are the final expression of a series of

causes, which began before the writer came into office, and

have continued to demand more and more of our attention every

year. The Constitution and By-laws did not express the actual

condition of affairs in the Museum, and our Council was selected

in accordance with the provisions of a law which kept the Society

from receiving the benefit of the advice of many of its oldest and

most experienced members. The Committees had long ceased,

Avith feAV exceptions, to do any service for the Museum, or to have

any influence upon the departments nominally under their charge.

The changes really occasioned no important revolution, and excited

so little interest among the active members of the Society that

the discussions with regard to them Avere Avliolly confined to

technicalities.
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The enclosure and grading of the grounds surrounding the

building, which has been so seriously neglected, but which the

Society, on account of its want of funds, could not undertake, has

through the generosity of our friends, and the unwearying inter-

est and labor of our treasurer, been fully accomplished.

The beginning of this undertaking we owe to Mr. Henry Sal-

tonstall, who suggested the work, and volunteered the first sub-

scription, having recognized the disreputable aspect of our

grounds. This and the readiness of some of our neighbors,

especially W. B. Potter Esq., to helji by their work and by sub-

scriptions, encouraged our treasurer, Mr. C. W. Scudder, to at-

tempt to raise the necessary funds. A strong effort was made by

this gentleman to accomplish this work before the meeting of the

American Association in the summer of 1880, but on account of

several difficulties it was only partially completed at that time,

the curbing being placed and the grounds graded prepara-

tory to the sowing of grass seed.

The curb not only included our own portion of the square, but

also that part of the grounds of the Mass. Institute of Tech-

nology which adjoins ours. This considerably increased the sum
of money to be raised, but it was felt to be necessary in order to

give a neat appearance to the grounds, and as the Institute was

also unable to contribute to it, Mr. Scudder cheerfully assumed

the additional labor that this involved. There was much differ-

ence of opinion among the subscribers as to whether we should

have a fence or a curb, but it was finally decided in favor of the

latter, though out of deference to those who thought a fence nec-

essary, the curb was built with abutments on the inner side strong

enough to support any fence that might become necessary. The

pattern of the curb is similar to that which surrounds the Art

Museum building, and the whole was laid upon a strong founda-

tion of slate three feet deep. After the grounds were graded and

sowed with grass, a row of shade trees was set out on the side-

walk, as far as the curb extends.

The Society owes its thanks to Mr. Scudder for his efforts in

its behalf, and which can only be' appreciated by those who have
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undertaken similar work, and to the following named gentlemen

for their generous subscriptions.

W. B. Potter $200 H. Salton stall $100

D. Kennedy $200 H. P. Kidder $100

F. H. Peabody $200 D. P. Kimball $100

W. S. Houghton $100

T. T. Bouve $125 W. O. Grover $100

C. W. Dexter $125 John Plogg $100

Clias. Carruth $125 J. H. White $100

Isaac Cushing $125 J. C. Phillips $100

B. C. Greenleaf $125 A. II. Bachelder $100

J. P. Bradlee $125

H. W. Suter $125

Mrs. H. H. Bingham $125

Mrs. C. M. llichardson $125

D. H. Storer $50 S. Johnson • • $25

C. Marsh $50 H. W. Williams • • $25

C. A. Browning $50

G. P. Denny $55 A. G. Weeks • • $20

L. A. Wright $50 H. S. Rowe • • $20

Joel Goldthwait $50 R. M. Lawrence • • $20

J. N. Dennison $50 C. B. Wilson « 0 $20

J. L. Little $50

A matter of general interest to the Society, was the meeting

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in

the summer of 1880, the members of which, as our guests,

were invited tc make free use of our Museum, Library and rooms.

The Lecture Room was several times used by them, and the Labo-

ratory printed and gratuitously distributed a special edition of

the Introduction to the General Guide to the Museum. Though this

meeting of the Association was the largest ever held, the accom-

modations were ample, and the entertainment generally so excel-

lent, that the members of the Association expressed great

satisfaction.

The Society can this year be justly proud of the thick volume

Memoirs which announced its fiftieth birth-day to the world of

Science. This, however, requires no further notice here, since the

Secretary’s Report contains a full account of it
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Mineralogy.

Mr. Crosby’s time has been about equally spent in the collections

of Mineralogy and Geology, and in both departments he has been

assisted by Miss Carter. In the Mineralogical department the

sjiecimens catalogued by Mr. Bouve during the previous year

have been labelled, mounted, and permanently arranged on the

shelves.

The Synoptical Collection of Minerals has been greatly extended

and now occupies both of the floor cases. The capacity of the

w^all-cases on the main floor has been increased by the addition

of new shelves, and by the construction of a platform or step

designed to bring the upper shelves within reach of the eye,

The accessions for the year consist of about 100 mineral spec-

imens, a set of ten mica models of crystals and 250 plastic models

showing the forms of the more important species.

Geology.

In the Geological department sixty new specimens have been

catalogued, and these, together with about 500 specimens cata-

logued during the previous year, have been labelled and placed on

exhibition.

The blew England collection of rocks has been arranged as

well as the limited case room will admit, but it is not yet cata-

logued or mounted. It now includes about 1500 specimens; and

all the geological collections taken together amount to 5000 speci-

mens. About 1000 new specimens have been received during the

year, including 125 specimens of the typical rocks of blew

Brunswick, from Prof. L. W. Bailey; 130 specimens from Ver-

mont and blew Hampshire collected by Dr. H. A. Cutting; 160

specimens from Vermont and New York, received from the

University of Vermont; 75 specimens collected on the coast of

Maine by the Custodian and Mr. Winslow and Mr. Gardiner
;
and

400 specimens collected by Mr. Crosby in different parts of New
England and New York.

Botany.

In the Botanical department a thorough revision of the general

collection has been commenced, by Mr. Cummings, assisted by
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Miss Carter, and the polypetalous orders are finished
;

these

now contain 8547 specimens representing 74 orders, 945 genera

and 5357 species. 1586 specimens representing as many species or

varieties have been added from that part of the collection laid

aside as duplicates by the person formerly in charge of this depart-

ment.

These plants have been jjoisoned, catalogued by Miss Carter,

and carefully examined with reference to synonyms. The genus

covers have been furnished with printed labels of uniform style.

The Synoptical Collection, begun last year by Miss Carter, and

exhibited in the glass cases, has received an addition of 25 prepar-

ations of as many orders. The accessions to the Herbarium are a

few choice New England plants from Mr. Sprague and 25 New
England Algae from Mr. Collins.

Synoptical Collection.

The invertebrates have been arranged in the synoptical collec-

tion of Zoology in Room F. To this Mr. Van Vleck has added

several anatomical preparations and drawings.

Other drawings and specimens illustrating the development of

the vertebrates have been made and will be placed during the

coming year in their proper places. Preparations of the skeleton

of the Star-fish and Echinus have been prepared and presented by

Miss E. D. Boardman.

Mr. Van Vleck has completed the selection of the type speci-

mens for the collection of birds in the synoptical collection and

arranged them in accordance with the plan adopted in the

selection and arrangement of the fishes last year.

Paleontology.

The department of Paleontology remains in the same good

condition as at the beginning of the year.

The accessions for the year amount to about 300 specimens.

Sponges.

Miss Putnam has begun the labelling of the Sponges. She has

also under the immediate direction of the Custodian done good
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work upon an extensive collection of very remarkable forms col-

lected in Bermuda by Prof. G. Brown Goode, and another

smaller but also valuable collection made by Mr. Cory and

presented to the Society. When these are finished they will serve

as the bases of a monograph of considerable interest on account of

the unique character and completeness of the materials for study

and comparison.

Donations wrnre received from Mr. C. B. Cory, Dr. W. G.

Farlow and Messrs. A. Isaacs and Co.

Corals and Echinoderms.

The labelling and cataloguing of the Corals and the Echino-

derms has been about two-thirds completed.

Mollusea.

Another invoice of the glass models of Mollusks have been

purchased from Professor Ward and were .received last Summer.

A few anatomical preparations have been made during the past

year.

This department has received from Mrs. Gay the collection of

the late Dr. Winslow Lewis, containing over 2500 specimens.

Unfortunately all are without data as to localities. Mr. Kingsley

has presented a number of Pteropods and other interesting forms.

Crustacea.

Here Mr. J. S. Kingsley has given us the benefit of his work
;

besides roughly grouping the general collection, he has nearly

completed the identification of the Shrimps. Mr. Kingsley has

also very kindly presented to our Museum his jwivate collection

and about one-half of this has been received. It is all alcoholic

and contained in 190 bottles. Having been made by a specialist

it contains many very valuable specimens and is rich in the more
minute forms which are especially needed in our collection. The
Society owes its most sincere thanks to Mr. Kingsley for this im-

portant addition to their museum.
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Insects.

A beginning has been made towards placing a general collec-

tion of Insects on exhibition. Two orders, Lepidoptera and Col-

eoptera are represented. Of the Lepidoptera only the Rhopalocera

(Butterflies) and Sphingidae are completed
;
the former repre-

sented by 97 genera, the latter by 33. The Coleoptera, represented

by 1000 genera, is complete with the exception of the Rhynch-

phora (weevils). Preliminary assortment and identification of the

Myriapoda has been begun.

Mr. J. F. Whiteaves has presented a useful collection of

parasites, nearly all Anoplura, and the species on which they are

found is noted down in all cases.

By far the most important accession has been received from

Dr. F. H. Williams. This consists of about 500 specimens,

chiefly Coleoptera and Hemiptera, collected on the southern

slope of the Himalaya Mountains, and contains many rare and

showy species. Other donations have been received from the

President, Mr. Scudder, Dr. Hagen, and Messrs. Kingsley, Patton,

Sherriff, and Miss C. H. Clarke.

Fishes.

Since the last report Mr. Yan Yleck and Mr. Henshaw have

completed the identification and arrangement of the Hew Eng-

land Fishes with the exception of a few forms not readily identi-

fied. All the material belonging to this collection has been re-

ceived including the additions made within the last five or six

years. The duplicates are now ready for exchange. The printing

of the labels has been partially completed.

Dr. H. E. Davidson has prepared in a masterly way a dozen

species of the dried skins of Hew England fishes, and presented

them to the society. They will be valuable for our exhibited

collection. The changes caused by the arrangement of this collec-

tion and that of the New England fishes involved also the re-

arrangement of the New England invertebrates in the vertical

cases.
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Birds.

Mr. William Brewster lias revised the New England collection

of birds and attended to the numbering and purchasing of two

lots of specimens, and donated several to the Society, which will

be more fully reported on when this work is farther advanced.

Donations have been received from Messrs. Barnard, Ober, Swift

and Prof. C. O. Whitman.

Prof. Whitman’s collection lately donated to the Society con-

tains 158 specimens, about half of which have been selected for

the New England collection. Unfortunately the catalogue has

not been sent to us, but the Custodian has written to Mr. Whit-

man, now in Japan, and hopes to secure this and settle the locali-

ties. The indentified portion of the General and New England

collection, has been labelled with printed labels. About one-

seventh of the New England collection is not yet worked over.

Teachers’ School of Science.

After lying fallow for a year this department has once more

come into active operation.

Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw and Mrs. Augustus Hemenway have

shown their sympathy for our efforts in behalf of education by

most generously assuming the whole expense of the lessons given

this year.

The first intimation I received of their intention was given last

August through Miss Lucretia Crocker, Supervisor of Natural

History in the Public Schools. Immediate measures were taken

to carry out a plan arranged several years ago, and for which we
have been endeavoring to prepare an audience among the teach-

ers. This idea consisted in giving a series of lessons which would

be a good preparation for a course in Physiography. In

accordance with this plan Professor Cross was engaged and

gave eight lectures on Physics. The Custodian followed with

eight on the Physical Relations of Animals to the Earth, and

Professor Goodale then gave four (all that he could afford the

time to give) treating of plants in the same way. Mr. W. O.

Crosby is now concluding the course with four lectures on the

Relations of Geological Agencies to Physiography.
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The applications for tickets to these lectures so far exceeded onr

expectations that we were forced to duplicate them, each speaker

being engaged to repeat his lesson on the same day before a

different audience. The average attendance was at first four hun-

dred
;
but subsequently fell off to two hundred and fifty in conse-

quence of the attractions of two other courses of lectures, one of

which was instituted by Harvard College, on Pedagogy, and the

other by one of the Supervisors. These, coming at the same hour

as the morning lecture, lessened our attendance very considerably.

It is with great satisfaction that I find myself able to announce

that this important department of our work is to be taken under

the protection of the Lowell Fund. Mr. Augustus Lowell sent

word recently through Mr. T. T. Bouve, that our Society would

receive an annual donation of fifteen hundred dollars to be ex-

pended in the Teacher’s School of Science.
n „

•
' ,,g

Laboratory.

The Laboratory has been used this year by a Saturday morning

class for Te'achers, in Zoology, a class in Zoology from the Boston
• University, a class in Zoology and Paleontology from the Mass. In-

stitute of Technology, a special class in Biology under the exclu-

sive direction of Mr. Van Yleck, and a class in Physiology from the

Boston University, also under this gentleman’s exclusive con-

trol. A comparison with last year’s report will show that the in-

crease in activity in this department is very marked. Another

movement of importance to our Laboratory has reached such

proportions that we can speak of it publicly. It frequently

happens that able students are obliged to take up teaching

or some other paying occupation before they are sufficiently

prepared. A number of ladies feeling this to be an evil which

could be partially remedied by establishing a Students’ Aid
and Loan Fund, have worked with great energy for that pur-

pose. The Society is indebted to Miss Crocker, Mrs. Talbot, Mrs
Wells and Mrs. Boardman, and theWOman’s University Education

Association, for their efforts to establish this fund, the amount of

which is given in the Treasurer’s Beport. The fund has been

used already for the benefit of four students.
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In this connection it is appropriate to mention a quiet effort

which has been steadily gaining strength for several years. It

has been considered desirable to found a summer laboratory,

sufficient to supply the needs of a class of persons who have

begun to work practically under our direction, but have hitherto

had no convenient means for pursuing their studies on the sea-

shore.

Some two years ago a young pupil realizing this need gave the

Custodian her check for two hundred dollars, to begin a subscrip-

tion with, and afterward the Science Club sent an amount sufficient

to raise the sum to a little over three hundred. This is deposited

in the Treasury where it will remain until required for the

construction of a permanent laboratory. We are sure that such

a laboratory is needed for a limited number of persons, such as

our own pupils in Natural History and some of the teachers of

the Boston Public Schools, about a dozen in all, but we are not

sure of any real demand outside of these.

Nevertheless the Woman’s Education Association, though

neither urged or even solicited, has courageously offered to test

this important question by an experiment. Mr. Van Yleck has

also undertaken the practical superintendence of the Laboratory

with the same spirit, and we shall soon I hope be able to state

just exactly what is essential for the carrying on of our summer

work.

The generosity of Mr. Henry Saltonstall has enabled the Cus-

todian to put up a few aquaria for the use of the Laboratory, and

set in the necessary water pipes, etc. This is a permanent im-

provement in our apparatus which has long been needed, and will

render the work of instruction much more efficient when we are

able to add a few more aquaria to those already in place.

The summer of 1880 was passed at Annisquam, and an expedi-

tion along the coast of Maine was made in the new boat alluded to

in the last Annual Report. This boat is a schooner of about

seventeen tons, new measurement. She will appear in our record

as the Arethusa, hailing from Gloucester, with the Custodian as mas-

ter and owner. She has proved to be well adapted to our work

and is a good sailer.
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The time taken up in bringing the boat home from Bucksport,

Maine, and in fitting her out, lessened very much our opportuni-

ties for dredging.

The Custodian accompanied by Mr. Henshaw, Assistant in the

Museum, Mr. E. G. Gardiner, Mr. Ed. Warren, and Mr. Arthur

Winslow, all students of the Institute of Technology, made a trip

of three weeks duration along the coast of Maine to Head Harbor,

about thirty-five miles east of Mt. Desert. The results of this

expedition were very satisfactory.

Dredgings were made in over a hundred fathoms of water off

Head Harbor. The distance from land, however, the prevalence

of fogs, and liability to interruptions from storms, made it evident

that steam power for handling the dredge would be needed in

order to make such expeditions as profitable as they ought to be.

The Arethusa was detained at the Island of Matinicus five

days by fog, but the time was profitably spent in shore collecting

and in making a preliminary survey of the geology of the group.

The results of this labor are now being digested by Mr. Crosby

and will be eventually given in the Proceedings.

Mr. Van Vleck remained in Annisquam all summer, and made
a number of valuable dissections and preparations for the Mu-
seum.

REPORT OF MR. BURGESS, SECRETARY.

The Secretary respectfully presents the following report on the

departments under his charge.

Membership.

The number of Corporate and Associate members one year ago

was four hundred and fifty-one. During the past year twenty-one

Associate Members have been elected, and seven Associates have

been elected to Corporate Membership. From these classes, the

Society has lost twelve by death and three by resignation. The

present active membership is, therefore, four hundred and fifty-

seven, a gain of six.

Eight Corresponding Members have been elected during the

year.
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Among those whom death has taken, two were members of the

Council and frequent attendants at meetings, Count L. F.

Pourtales and Mr. L. S. Burbank. Of the other deaths, should

here be mentioned that of Mr. George B. Emerson, one of the

original members of the Society, and its second President, and of

Dr. Charles T. Jackson, an early member, and for many years the

holder of various offices.

Meetings.

At the sixteen general meetings of the Society the average

attendance has been thirty-three, considerably less than that of

the previous year. This falling off is probably due to the fact

that several meetings occurred on the stormiest nights of an un-

usually severe season. In interest of subjects discussed the

character of the meetings has been fully up to the average.

The section of Entomology has held eight meetings, with an

average attendance of eight persons, as was the case a year ago.

The section of Microscopy has practically been given up. The

meetings have been regularly summoned in advance, but often no

one and never more than two or three have appeared.

Library.

The noteworthy event of the year has been the increase of the

library fund to ten thousand dollars. In 1866 a special fund of

five thousand dollars for the use of the Library was given to the

Society by J. Huntington Wolcott, Esq., in memory of his son,

Huntington Frothingham Wolcott. This sum was gradually in-

creased by the addition of portions of its income, to six thousand

dollars, and Mr. Wolcott, in December last, generously presented

a farther sum of four thousand dollars. By conditions of the

gift, the income of the Wolcott Fund may be spent for books and

binding, and also for maps, works of art, and the like, for the

library; with these conditions is coupled the suggestion, which

the Council has voted to adopt, that one-tenth the income be an-

nually added to the principal.

While the Society may congratulate itself upon this much
needed gift, it cannot, unfortunately be forgotten how insufficient

the Wolcott Fund income is for the support of its library. Prob-
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ably the whole fund might be expended at once in binding the

unbound works now on the library shelves, and yet there is, in

round numbers, only five hundred dollars a year with which to

bind, buy new books, subscribe to necessary periodicals, and finally

to complete broken sets of journals and other works. This is

really pitiable, when we consider how much could be profitably

expended for these purposes, and when we remember that a good

library is the sine qua non of scientific progress and study.

The additions for the year amount to the average sum of 1683.

Last year the sum total was much larger, 2180, but a larger

number of works were added by the exchange of duplicates, etc.

The classification of the year’s increase is as follows :

8° 4° Fol. Total

Yolumes 202 45 247

Parts 753 195 211 1159

Pamphlets 183 23 206

Maps and charts 21

Total : 1633

A small number of such works as most needed it have been

bound, and a few general or other works have been purchased. A
few text books and the like have been bought from the receipts of

the laboratory and deposited in the Library.

More shelf accommodation is now necessary, and will soon be

very urgently so. With such changes as this will of course entail,

the card catalogue should be rewritten on smaller cards, and a

modern system of reference numbers should be adopted, to avoid

much labor in the future. Unfortunately this work will require

considerable money and time for its accomplishment.

One hundred and twenty-six persons have borrowed eleven hun-

dred and two books from the Library during the year.

Publications.

The Anniversary Memoirs, in celebration of the Society’s fiftieth

anniversary have, after long delays, just been published. The work

makes a large and handsome volume of six hundred and thirty-

five pages, nine portraits and thirty-two plates, besides a number

of wood-cuts and other illustrations. The history of the Society,
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by Mr. T. T. Bouve, is a very detailed one, and contains bio-

graphical notices of a great number of past officers and members.

The volume also contains thirteen scientific papers, as follows

:

Propositions concerning the Classification of Lavas considered with ref-

erence to the Circumstances of their Extrusion, by N. S. Shaler. (15

pages.)

Genesis and Evolution of the species of Planorbis at Steinheim, by Alphe-

us Hyatt. (114 pages, nine plates on eight sheets, one plate of sections; map

and two sections in text.)

The Devonian Insects of New Brunswick; with a note on the Geological

Relations of the Fossil Insects from the Devonian of New Brunswick, by

Principal J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F. R. S., etc., by Samuel H. Scudder.

(41 pages, one plate.)

The Gymnosporangia (Cedar Apples) of the United States, by W. G.

Farlow. (38 pages, two plates).

A new Structural Feature, hitherto unknown among Echinodermata,

found in Deep-Sea Ophiurans, by Theodore Lyman. (12 pages, two

plates.)

The development of the Squid, Loligo Pealii Lesueur, by W. K. Brooks.

(22 pages, three plates.)

The Anatomy, Histology and Embryology of Limulus Polyphemus, by A.

S. Packard, Jr. (45 pages, seven plates.)

Contributions to the Anatomy of the Milk-Weed Butterfly, Danais Ar-

chippus Fabr., by Edward Burgess. (16 pages, two plates; one cut in

text.)

The Development of a Double-headed Vertebrate, by Samuel F. Clarke.

(6 pages, one plate.)

Studies on the Tongue of Reptiles and Birds, by Charles Sedgwick

Minot. (20 pages, one plate; six cuts in text).

On the Identity of the Ascending Process of the Astragalus in Birds

with the Intermedium, by Edward S. Morse. (10 pages, one plate; twelve

cuts in text.)

The Crania of New England Indians, by Lucien Carr. (10 pages, two

plates.)

The Feeling of Effort, by William James. (32 pages.)

A separate edition containing the history, only has been published

at five dollars a copy, and the whole volume has been furnished to

subscribers at ten dollars, while the price has now been l’aised to

fifteen dollars. The number of copies subscribed for was one

hundred and sixty-nine.
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The work has, as is often the case, grown much beyond the size

and cost at first anticipated, and the receipts from sales will fall

far short of cost. Its publication has, moreover, put almost an

entire stop to the regular “ Proceedings,” and only four signatures

towards the last part of Vol. XX have been issued since last May,

leaving the Proceedings over a year behind time. This delay is

a most serious one, as regularity and promptness in publication is

necessary to insure good meetings by inducing authors to present

their papers at them. The publishing Committee are engaged in

making new arrangements for carrying on the Society’s printing,

which, it is hoped, will lead to greater promptness in the work.

Yet here, as in the library, want of means is an insuperable

obstacle.

For procuring assistance in the publication of the Anniversary

Memoirs, the Society is indebted to the Rev. R. C. Waterston, as

mentioned in the Secretary’s last report, and also to Messrs. Theo-

dore Lyman, A. S. Packard, Jr., Thomas T. Bouve, Edward Bur-

gess, and Mrs. B. D. Greene, as well as to some others for smaller

sums.

Xew exchanges have been arranged with the following Socie-

ties and Journals:

Adelaide Philosophical Society . . . Adelaide, So. Australia.

Yerein fur Naturwissenschaft .... Braunschueig.

The Epping Forest and County of Essex Naturalists’ Field Club.

Kansas City Review of Science and

Industry . Kansas City, Mo.

Societe des Etudes Scientifiques du

Finistere Morlaix.

Entomologiska Foreningen .... Stockholm.

New Zealand Institute Wellington.

The Society is also indebted to the Mining Department of Vic-

toria for many of its earlier publications.

Walker Prizes.

The prize question for 1880, The evidences of the extension of

tertiary deposits seaward along the coast of Massachusetts, having

failed to call forth an essay, was repeated for the present year, but
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without better success. In hopes to secure more interest and

competiton for future prizes, the Committee has proposed sub-

jects for two years in advance and they have been more widely

advertised than in previous years. The subject for April, 1882,

is, The occurrence, microscopic structure, and use of North Amer-

ican fibre plants, treating especially of the fibres employed by the

native races
;
and that for April, 1883, Original unpublished inves-

tigations respecting the life history of any animal.
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The auditing committee, Messrs. Cummings and Greenleaf,

reported the Treasurer’s accounts correctly cast and properly

vouched.

The three reports were accepted and ordered to be placed on

file.

The Society then proceeded to the election of officers for the

ensuing year. Messrs. E. T. Bouve and S. F. Whitney being

requested to collect and count the ballots, reported that the fol-

lowing were unanimously elected

OFFICERS FOR 1881-82:

PRESIDENT,

SAMUEL H. SCUDDER.

VICE-PRESIDENTS,

JOHN CUMMINGS, F. W. PUTNAM.

CURATOR,

ALPHEUS HYATT.

HONORARY SECRETARY,

S. L. ABBOT, M.D.

SECRETARY,

EDWARD BURGESS.

TREASURER,

CHARLES W. SCUDDER.

LIBRARIAN,

EDWARD BURGESS.

J. A. Allen,

Samuel Cabot, M.D.,

Thomas Dwight, M.D,,

W. G. Farlow, M.D.,

Geo. D. Goodale, M.D.,

H. A. Hagen, M.D.,

B. Joy Jeffries, M.D.,

Augustus Lowell,

J. Amory Lowell,

COUNCILLORS,

Edw. S, Morse,

Wm. H. Niles,

A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D.,

R. H. Richards,

N. S. Shaler,

Chas. J. Sprague,

M. E. Wadsworth,
Samuel Wells,

Wm. F. Whitney, M.D.,

Rev. G. Fred. Wright.Theodore Lyman,

MEMBEBS OF THE COUNCIL, EX OFFICIO.

Ex-President, Thomas T. Bouv^,

Ex-Vice-Presidents, Richard C. Greenleaf,

D. Humphreys Storer, M.D.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 13 DECEMBER, 1881
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The following candidates for Associate Membership were also

elected: Messrs. W. O. Grover, S. H. Rhodes, James R. Barss,

M.D., D. P. Penhallow
;
Mrs. H. P. Nichols and Miss Mary H.

Hinckley.

Dr. H. P. Bowditch described the character of the distribution

of the papillae on the hands and feet, showing with the lantern a

number of pictures in illustration. Dr. Bowditch showed the

possible legal importance of studying these papillae, as their

marks might be used for signatures with absolute certainty

of identification. As far as yet observed no regularity in their

character leading to race or family classifications has been dis-

covered.

Dr. C. S. Minot showed with the lantern a number of mounted

embryo chicks in the earliest stages.

The thanks of the Society were voted to Mr. S. H. Woodbridge

and Professor C. R. Cross for the management and use of the

lantern.

General Meeting. May 18, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-
nine persons present.

The following papers were read :

A MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF THE CUMBERLAND IRON ORE
OF RHODE ISLAND.

BY M. E. WADSWORTH.

[abstract.]

It appears from a pamphlet published by the Rhode Island Soci-

ety for the Encouragement of Domestic Industry, in 1869, that

the Cumberland iron ore was worked as early as 1703, for the pur-
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pose of mixing it with the Cranston ore. The iron thus produced

was employed in the casting of cannon. In part at least, “ the can-

non used in the celebrated Louisburg expedition, in 1745” were

made from this iron. It seems to have been largely employed in

the manufacture of charcoal iron in Massachusetts as late as 1834,

and in 1869 it was extensively shipped to Pennsylvania to be

mixed with other ores.
/

It was described by Dr. Charles T. Jackson in his report on the

Geological Survey of Rhode Island in 1840, and later by Prof.

Robert H. Thurston and others.

Its association with serpentine was noticed but it does not

appear that its nature was ever suspected.

All pronounce it a valuable deposit of iron, and seem to regard

it as a common form. Dr. Jackson thought it was eruptive and

gave an analysis as follows.

Si0
2

23.00

A1
203

13.10

Fe
203 27.60

FeO . . . 12.40

MnO 2.00

MgO 4.00

Ti0
2

15.30

H
20 and Loss 2.60

Total 100.00

My attention was called to it by some specimens presented to

me by Mr. H. B. Metcalf in the spring of 1880, and I afterwards

visited the locality. It did not appear to me to be a common iron

ore, but rather a basic eruptive rock containing much iron. Sec-

tions were made from it in order to ascertain its true character.

It shows microscopically more or less connected spongiform

masses of magnetite, while the cells and interspaces between the

magnetite are filled with rounded grains of olivine. The olivine

is cut through by numerous fissures, which generally show a ferru-

ginous staining along their sides. Besides this staining the oli-

vine is comparatively clear and shows little signs of alteration. It

contains grains of magnitite. This ore, where it has been

largely quarried, on one side of the hill, shows a porphy-
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ritic structure owing to the presence of large triclinic feldspar

crystals. The feldspar is locally limited and gives character to

a portion of the rock only. The feldspar shows well marked lines

of cleavage and fracture and is somewhat kaolinized along these

lines. It contains a few irregular flakes of biotite together with

grains of olivine and magnetite. The order of crystallization

appears to have been, first the magnetite, then the olivine, and

lastly the feldspar. The olivine, with its alteration product sur-

pentine, is the predominant mineral, the titaniferous magnetite

being subordinate
;
that is, the ore is an olivine rock holding a vari-

able proportion, sometimes comparatively little, of magnetite.

This microscopic examination shows the rock to be a peridotite,

similar to the celebrated iron ore of Taberg, Sweden. This

Swedish ore has been worked for over three hundred years and

was described in 1876 by A. Sjoren under the name of “magnetite

olivinite.”

Except on the side where the feldspar was found, microscopic

examination showed that the olivine is generally altered to a

serpentine, which displayed a beautiful fibrous structure in polar-

ized light. The outline of the serpentine masses, the inclosed

grains, and network of fissures remain the same as those observed

in the unchanged olivine. The magnetite retains the same re-

lation to the serpentine that it held to the olivine, and the

general structure of the rock is unchanged. Also olivine grains

are seen only partly altered, the edges and the borders of the fis-

sures being metamorphosed into serpentine, while the interior

remains nearly intact. Some other products of alteration were

observed, such as actinolite and dolomite.

The contact of the peridotite with the adjacent rocks could not

be found, hence no definite statement of its origin can be made.

Such mineralogical composition and structure have not been

found, so far I as know, in any terrestrial rocks which have not

proved to be eruptive when their history was studied with suffi-

cient care. Hence it is probable that this is an eruptive rock, and

it is necessary so to regard it until it be proved otherwise. This rock

and other varieties of peridotite are the nearest known allies of the

meteorites, as has long been pointed out. It is rocks of this

character, as has been suggested by others, that give us the most
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probable clew to the interior composition and structure of the

earth.

This examination may serve as an illustration of the aid micro-

scopical lithology may be to the practical side of life
;
since now,

for the first time since this rock has been worked, can the iron

master who wishes to use it, approach understandingly the metal-

lurgical problems it presents, whether he desires to use the entire

rock or only the sejiarated magnetite.

For the original paper the reader is referred to the Bulletin of

the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Geological Series, Vol. I,

pp. 183-187.

NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY OF EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS.

BY W. W. DODGE.

This paper 1 presents some details in relation to certain portions

of the group of stratified rocks in the vicinity of Boston, a gen-

eral view of the local distribution of which was given in a previ-

ous series of notes published in the Proceedings in 1875.

Slates underlying the city peninsula of Boston. It is well

understood that the northern part of the city of Boston, includ-

ing Charlestown and East Boston, and that portion of the harbor

marked by extensive flats adjoining Bird Island, are underlaid by

stratified rocks. These are chiefly slate so far as is at present

known, but the extent, position and character of the underlying

ledges, and their relation to the rocks of the neighboring cities

and towns, have never been sufficiently ascertained, nor have the

scattering observations made possible from time to time by

excavations been satisfactorily put upon public and per-

manent record. It was stated in 1872 that a well at Squire’s

pork-packing establishment in East Cambridge reached rock at

130 feet. In at least one part of the city peninsula the ledges

rise to a considerable height above high-water mark.

1 Acknowledgment is gladly made of the assistance and information received from

the gentlemen connected with the offices of the Sewer Department, City Engineer, and

Improved Sewerage Company and from private sources.
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The base assumed for city purposes is 0.64 feet below mean

low water, and to this level points at the surface whence depths

are measured will be referred.

At the Boston Gas Company’s works, near Copp’s Hill, at a

point about 24 fe'et above the chosen base line, an artesian well

was sunk some 80 feet before slate was reached, and then pene-

trated rock to a depth of about 1700 feet.

Crossing the tract which was formerly the mill pond, we come

upon natural land again at Barton’s Point. Here is an outlying

spur of Beacon Hill, north of Cambridge Street, an independent

elevation in fact, although too small to be enumerated in the same

category with Beacon, Fort and Copp’s Hills. The saddle con-

necting it with Beacon Hill lies, roughly speaking, between Blos-

som and South Margin Streets, with its ridge descending by

Temple and Stamford Streets to the corner of Lynde and Green

Streets, rising again on Chambers Street to a highest point, 35 or

40 feet above low water, near the upper end of Poplar Street.

The original area of the neck of land upon which this hill stands

extended only about to Lowell and Brighton Streets. Their angle

was Barton’s Point. Of the two streets laid down here on the

1722 map, one followed the course of Leverett Street to Barton’s

Point, and the other was substantially Poplar Street. As is well

known, the city limits have been largely extended here as else-

where, by additions along its water front or by filling bays.

Along where formerly the line of the shore ran, the ground surface

is at present 15 or 16 feet above our assumed base line, and un-

broken by any outcrop, but the rock rises nearly to, and at points

above, low water level. From the sea-wall, between the angle at

the foot of Pojfiar Street and Leverett Street, a shoal makes out

into the river, bare at low tide.

Soundings made by the Improved Sewerage Company along

and in the vicinity of North Charles Street, from between Allen

and Poplar Streets around the foot of the hill to the corner of

Brighton and Lowell Streets, reached the ledge at depths vary-

ing from 13 to 28 feet.

Further south aloog Charles Street, in the district where was

formerly a bay, the borings did not reach rock.

These soundings confirm each other, so that the liability to oc-
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casional error in boring, from interruption by boulders, may here

be ignored so far certainly as the general result is concerned.

They seem to indicate two separate ledges or ridges of rock, one

beneath Poplar and Milton Streets, the other extending from

Lowell to half way between Leverett and Livingstone. Nearly

all the soundings jfiace the ledge here at the foot of the hill below

low water level.

Poplar Street climbs the hill at its western angle, and the

streets which cross it fall on either side. Brighton Street arches

from 17.6 feet above base at Milton, to 18.6 at Poplar, and down

to 18.2 at Allen. Kennard Avenue drops from 23.8 at Poplar, to

20.6 at Allen. Spring Street from 23.5 at Allen, nearly reaches

30 at Poplar, is 27.1 at Milton, and sinks to 21.9 at Leverett.

These figures show a rise of 9.5 from one end of Milton Street

to the other, a distance of 300 feet. Barton Street enters it

about half way and is nearly on the 20-foot contour line. The

region above the 25-foot level (which line crosses Poplar Street

about half way from Kennard Avenue to Spring Street), includes

the corner of Allen and Blossom, 26 feet, Leverett and Ashland,

25.9 feet, Leverett and Causeway, 25.1. ' Ashland Street rises to

31.7 at Chambers. Allen Street, 210 feet from Chambers, is 32.1.

The contours of this hillock having been thus minutely stated,

the data are at hand for forming a somewhat accurate idea of the

underlying ledge from a few observations of its depth below the

surface. Half way up the hillside, the ledge rises many feet above

high water mark and approaches within four or five feet of the

surface. Probably it furnished the material of which the under-

pinnings of some of the older houses in the vicinity are built. In

venturing this conjecture I do not forget that slate quarries were

open in Somerville as early as 1685.1

The houses, numbers 67 and 33 Poplar Street, and those at the

corner of Poplar and Spring, corner of Milton and Spring, and

corner of Poplar Street and Kennard Avenue, are said to stand

on the ledge rock. A sewer was laid in Poplar Street in 1848,

1 For instance, on the north side of Somerville Avenue, between Central and Lowell

and Lowell and Cedar Streets, and in the triangle enclosed by Broadway, Elm and Hol-

land Streets. (Third Report of Boston Record Commissioners, pp. 196-9.)
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and solid slate was then blasted out. In the fall of 1879 a sewer

was laid in Kennard Avenue. By the kindness of the gentlemen

of the Sewer Department office I have been able to ascertain

the particulars of the occurrence of the rock here, and have been

furnished with a fragment of it.

The ledge was uncovered for about 100 feet from Poplar Street,

and the channel for the sewer was sunk three and one-half feet into

the slate rock, which yielded to the pick without blasting. The

direction of the sewer is north-east and south-west, and the ser-

rated outline of the section is so like one along Lowell or Bel-

mont Streets on the south side of Spring Hill in Somerville, with

the low south-westerly dip alternating with the shorter slope

across fractured edges of the strata, as to leave little doubt that

the north-west — south-east strike prevalent in Somerville ex-

tends to this place. The general original shape of the Barton’s

Point neck, too, favors this view. For want of positive observa-

tion to this effect, however, this cannot be definitely asserted as a

fact at present.

At Sears Building, corner of Washington and Court Streets,

which stands 35 or 40 feet above city base, slate has been reached

at a depth of 60 feet. It also occurs along Charles Street, at 18

feet depth, that is, substantially at the base level, at the foot of

Pinckney Street, at 27 feet, south of Mt. Vernon (surface height

at corner of Charles and Mt. Vernon is 16.6), and at 31 feet, north

of Chestnut (Charles and. Chestnut 16.4). At the corner of Brim-
»

mer and Mt. Vernon piles are driven without impediment to a

depth of 40 feet.

At the artesian well opposite the Providence Railroad station,

on Providence Street (17 feet above city base), fragments of slate

began to mix in the sandy clay at about 165 feet depth, at 200

the drill was in solid slate as the washings of its chips showed.

Below 1000 feet there appeared to be a good deal of decomposed

pyrites in the slate, and after 1200 a considerable amount of visi-

ble quartz. At 1440-1465, a harder quartzose rock was encoun-

tered which reduced the progress to a foot and a half a day.

Careful examination of the material washed from the shaft at

1520 feet showed the presence of numerous green, acicular crys-
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tals, some so small as to be invisible without the aid of a lens.

This well is still in progress.1

Southward along the Neck, rock is frequently reached at depths

varying from 175 to 200 feet.

Roxbury Puddingstone. It seems to be substantially certain

that the conglomerate lying in Newton, West Roxbury, Roxbury,

and Dorchester in a band about three miles wide in Eastern

Newton and Brookline, one and three-quarters at the shore of the

harbor, and about equally distributed on either side of a median

line drawn through the Five Corners in Dorchester, and the south-

ern border of Jamaica Pond, underlies a large series of alterna-

ting sandstones, slates and puddingstones. New exposures every

year are making possible more complete definition of the extent

of all the members of the group and the relations which exist

between them. The series is eminently one of shore and shallow

water deposits.

While the upper strata dip steeply away from the central con-

glomerate, much of the latter lies in a nearly horizontal position

with a slight easterly dip occasionally observable. The exposures

of the puddingstone occur at heights ranging from 35 to 120 feet

or more above the city base. Throughout the Boston basin, while

the puddingstone usually forms high conspicuous masses wherever

it occurs, by reason of the resistance to erosion of which the

quartz and felsite pebbles and the scarcely less hard cementing

material are capable, the associated slates, unless supported by

intrusions of harder rock, invariably occupy lower ground if of

such thickness as to extend beyond the protection of the coarser

rock. So constant is this condition, excepting where under ex-

posure to the direct action of the sea the order of the capabilities

of endurance of the two kinds is reversed, that surface contours

are a valuable indication of the probable nature of rocks which

are concealed by drift gravel.

The southward passage from puddingstone to slate along a line

across Savin Hill, Dorchester and West Roxbury, the passage in

each direction from the anticlinal of slate to puddingstone in the

Neponset valley at Lower Mills, the northward passage on each

1 It had reached a depth of 2240 feet in October, 1881.
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side of the puddingstone hills in Brighton, between Chestnut Hill

reservoir and Washington Street, from underlying and to overly-

ing strata, the small isolated hillocks of puddingstone at Hough’s

Heck, with slate overlying on each side, are instances of this.

Pebbles. Very little search among the pebbles of the pudding-

stone, especially that of Roxbury and Horth Dorchester, has

brought to my notice some excellent specimens in confirmation of

the fact asserted in 1875 that our puddingstones are not the oldest

stratified rocks of the vicinity. The best of these were from the

following places : in Roxbury, the Tremont Street quarry
;

in

Dorchester, Percival Avenue (Meeting House Hill), the corner of

Columbia Street and Hamilton Avenue, a new street between Law-

rence Avenue and Quincy Street and east of Blue Hill Avenue,

East Street, and Mt. Vernon Street. Mr. Dillerhas shown (Pro-

ceedings, Vol. XX, pp. 366-7) that two distinct stratified groups

occur to the north of the Boston basin, among the crystallines.

Quartzites are very abundant among the pebbles. From what

slight acquaintance I have with such quartzites in place, I should

say their visible bedding is quite too massive to be often discerni-

ble in pebbles of the size usual in our puddingstones. Microscopy

may help here
;
and its application is even more needful in the

case of the frequent pebbles of light and dark gray which in gen-

eral aspect resemble to the eye argillites of obscured stratification.

There are in place among the Blue Hills large quantities of rock

of the latter description associated with diabases (?) and, I believe

it may be said, with stratified rocks at many points along the

valleys and hillsides facing the valleys.

Study of the felsites of Mattapan, massive, slaty and brec-

ciated, leads to an active distrust of many pebbles which have a

superficial appearance of stratification. Among the fragments

which occur included in the mass of the last named variety of

felsite, both the other two are represented.

The granitic pebbles in the puddingstone are generally of a red-

dish aspect, and if they represent familiar rocks, their original

appearance is much modified in their present condition.

North of the Roxbury Puddingstone. The low surface level

and absence of outcrops over a triangular area north-east of the

line of Tremont Street (west of the B. & P. R. R.) in Roxbury,
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and Mt. Vernon Street in Dorchester, where rock might be

expected to show itself prominently, considering the strike which

prevails to the westward, are noticeable. Glaciation seems to have

been the cause of the existing condition. Five-eighths of a mile

north of the quarry in the south-east angle of Dorchester Avenue

and Mt. Vernon Street, excavations in October, 1880, showed

puddingstone (where, indeed, its presence was inferentially cer-

tain) under the small hill crossed by Dorchester Street, west of

the Old Colony Railroad. The rocks lie very near the surface at

Middle and Tuckerman Streets. There seems to be a cleavage

with a northerly dip, but, excepting where a distinct band of sand-

stone in coarser rock, or line of pebbles in a sandy mass are

observable, the appearance of bedding in puddingstone is usually

to be distrusted. This ledge marks nearly or quite the limit

of northerly extension of the Roxbury puddingstone.

I am informed that an artesian well at the Suffolk Brewery, on

the southern shore of South Boston, corner of Eighth and G
Streets, penetrated between the depths of 35 and 380 feet “ a

kind of granite rock.” The well was sunk many years ago, and

samples are now unattainable.

Slate is said to underlie the r

at Sixth and Seventh Streets.

North-westward is the site of an early slate quarry, within the

limits of a nine-acre piece of marsh and meadow on the west side

of the old road to Nook’s Hill, of which land E and Sixth Streets

are nearly diagonals, Fifth and Seventh Streets crossing its north-

east and south-west corners. The twenty-foot contour line nearly

bisects this tract, and the quarry was undoubtedly at the foot or

on the westerly slope of the hill, not far from E, and between

Sixth and Seventh Streets. This “ quarry meadow ” is named in

the records during a period of more than a century. Its identity

and position may be verified by a comparison of the following

documents :

1676. Will of Hopestill Foster, Suffolk Probate.

1704. Suffolk Deeds, Liber 29, fol. 222.

1709. Do. 24: 200.

1722. Do. 36: 62.

1734. Do. 48: 182; 1740,59: 202.

1757. Will of Benjamin Bird, Suffolk Probate 52; 241.

egion crossed by Dorchester Street
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1761. Suffolk Probate 82.: 876; 1783, 82: 876.

1783. Do. 82: 924.

1794. Norfolk Deeds 3: 3.

1813. Suffolk Deeds 243 : 162.

1857. Do. 717 : 209 including plan, fol. 212. Also Plan Book, Suffolk Registry of

Deeds, vcl. 1, plan 18.

Nook’s Hill, frequently named in this connection and of Revo-

lutionary War fame, has been levelled. It formerly covered the

ground included between Dorchester Avenue, First, D, and Fourth

Streets, and was made up of lower till, like the other lenticular

hills of this vicinity.

The outcrop of slate south-east of F, along and in an empty

lot south of West Third Street, mentioned by a member of the

Society, Feb. 3, 1875, at the discussion which followed the reading

of a paper on local geology, gives the data needed to determine

the relations of the rocks at the various localities named, to wit,

strike N. 93° E.-S. 93° W.
;
dip, North 42° to 52°. This outcrop

is above the 30-foot contour line.

For three-eighths of a mile northward from the slates which

Professor Shaler has described from their exposure in the bed of

and near Chestnut Hill reservoir, in Brighton, is puddingstone,

everywhere showing at the surface, from the Newton line to Co-

rey’s Hill. The hills of this rftck rise to the heighth of some 200

feet. The rock is quarried on Chestnut Hill Avenue and on How-
ard Place, south of Union Street. It is largely jointed. The

noticeable ridges east of Chestnut Hill Avenue seem to be formed

by wide separation of the rock masses along the joints, and modi-

fication of shape upon the westerly sides by glacial action.

At the north-western end of a long ridge of puddingstone along

the south-west side of Washington Street, the rock must pass to

slate, although no passage is at present exposed. The slate forms

a small elevation crossing Breck Street between Washington

Street and Summit Avenue, and is exposed for 100 feet along the

west side of Breck Street. Dip is 30° to 40° N.
;
strike N. 80° E.-

S. 80° W. Going northward there comes next a little puddingstone

and then irregular bedded sandstone, the latter showing itself at

the surface on Breck, Allston and Warren Streets. Along Breck

Street, south of Warren, puddingstone and sandstone alternate.

Westward these rocks pass under the gravel hill, 180 feet high,
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which lies between Warren and Washington Streets, and east-

ward, low as the ground is the rock surface is lower yet and there

are few or no outcrops. On the south side of Warren Street,

west of Breck, is conglomerate which gives place to sandstone,

and this latter affords a Avell known outcrop with ripple marks on

its broad slabs half way between Breck and Cambridge Streets.

This rock also forms one or two ledges on the north side of War-
ren Street, opposite the conglomerate exposure last named.

Brighton Amygdaloid'. The quarter of a mile next succeed-

ing to the northward, includes the well known amygdaloid local-

ity. Sandstone, slate and puddingstone extend across this district,

but are much displaced by the intrusive rock. The strata and

the intrusive masses, which at times have an irregular bedding,

may be seen in all positions with reference to one another, the

stratified rocks being underlaid, overlaid, included and vertically

cut across by the other. Where the slate overlies the amygdaloid

the former is penetrated by numerous veins of quartz which seem

to find their source in the latter. Dikes of a later jjeriod, as is well

known, cut this amygdaloid as well as the slates and sandstones

with which it is connected.

The causes which have determined the present position and

shape of the exposed portions of these rocks are few and simple.

The south-eastern and south-western sides of ledges are usually

steep, conforming to the direction of joints. The two principal

horizontal directions of these joints are about 1ST. 30° E., and N.
25° W. The glaciated sides of ledges, on the other hand,

slope gradually upward. Several narrow ridges occur having a

direction of about N. 55° W. — S. 55° E.
;

the north-easterly

sides of these were of course subject to glacial action (operating

in a direction S. 35° E.), and consequently are smoothly sloped,

while the south-western sides retain the steeper joint surfaces.

The dips of the slates and sandstones are to the northward and

north-westward from 20° to 35°. The strike, which may be re-

garded as normally between E.— W. and E. N. E.— W. S. W.,
varies over a range of 100°.

At several places, glaciated surfaces of the amygdaloid show an

interesting feature of its structure. Irregularly rounded or pear-

shaped patches are noticeable upon such surfaces, whiter than the
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body of the rock and caused by the greater abundance of the

quartz-, epidote-, or calcite-filled cavities. Whether the portions

which have this effect when seen in section were in part formed

independently of the surrounding rock under different conditions,

or whether they differ only in being spots of local concentration of

forces of irregularly diffused operation, is worth considering. The
fact may conveniently be observed south-east of the corner of

Harvard and North Beacon Streets, at the east side of Allston

Street, south of Allston Square Street, the west side of Allston

Street opposite Allston Square Street, or the east side of Foster

Street south of Mt. Yernon Street.

The most southerly and perhaps the largest mass of amygdaloid

is that between Chestnut Hill Avenue and Foster Street south of

Mt. Yernon Street. This rises to the height of 160 feet.

On the north side of Washington Street, opposite Lake Street,

the gandstones are evenly bedded, with a dip of about 25°-35°. N.

The strike is from N. 80° E.-S. 80° W., to E.~W. About 55 feet

of strata are exposed in the cliff on the south side of the hill, the

upper portion being coarse puddingstone, and the whole is capped

with amygdaloid which on other sides of the hill may be exam-

ined in walls 20 or 25 feet high, where the rock has been worked.

Westward the junction descends obliquely across the southern

face of the hill, reaching its foot at the western end.

The rock which occupies an area between Homer and Fuller

Streets, and the puddingstone south of the Boston and Albany

Railroad in Newton, extending from Murray Street nearly to

Maple Street, may be examined at several points on Yalentine

Street where it was blasted at the laying out of the street four or

five years ago. There is a resemblance between this rock and one

of the varieties west of Mattapan. The mass of the rock is dull

green with occasional pale yellow and some dark red spots and is

occasionally porphyritic with crystals never of great size. There

is much quartz in irregular veins, and some asbestus. The rock is

probably older than the stratified rocks which surround it

closely
;
from a few hasty observations I think that the similar

rock near Mattapan is represented among the pebbles in the con-

glomerate at that place.
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The slate under the puddingstone west of Grove Street in

Watertown, between Belmont and Mt. Auburn Streets, has been

lately more extensively exposed to view. A new road on the north

side of Mt. Auburn Street near Walnut Street has broken into this

ledge, which extends, mostly beneath the surface, from Newton

Corner nearly to the Cambridge line. This better opportunity for

observation than was afforded by the small natural outcrop there,

shows the slate to contain occasional pebbles. The dip is to the

northward, about 55°. A small six-inch dike runs nearly east and

west. An artesian well on Spring Street, Watertown, passed about

350 feet of sandstone before reaching slate. Borings by the city

engineers of Cambridge near the outlet of Fresh Pond have

reached slate at a depth of 148 feet.

South of the Poxbury Puddingstone. At Savin Hill, occasional

beds of sandstone may be found with the conglomerate, but there

is no conspicuous change to the finer grained strata upon the slope

north of Grampian way. Fragments of slate are found in the

gravel close to the puddingstone, and half a mile south-south-

west, the drift is full of them. On the southern side of Meeting-

House Hill the puddingstone passes into sandstone with a south-

erly dip on East Street. There is probably much slate beneath

the surface in the next half mile southward. South of Charles

Street, east of Field’s Corner station (Ashmont Branch), slate

passes southward into puddingstone which extends along Free-

man Street
;
and on the same line of strike, sandstone and con-

glomerate beds north of Dickens Street, in the line of Duncan
Street, have the same southerly dip.

The statement in my paper of 1875, that the ledges south of

Mt. Bowdoin station show change of puddingstone to slate (Pro-

ceedings, B. S. N. H., Vol. XVII, p. 408), I regard as erroneous.

After having reexamined the ledges at that place, I do not know
of any exposure of such a passage. I shall be glad if any one

who has made a similar statement, will point out some locality.

Along the south side of Canterbury Street, west of Blue Hill

Avenue, there are sandy beds with strike about eight degrees north

of East and south of West. Very coarse conglomerate forms a

hill two hundred yards south-west of this exposure. There is

also puddingstone east of Morton Street. It passes southward
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into the slate quarries on the west side of Morton Street, seven

hundred feet from Scarborough, where the strata have a southward

dip varying from 60° to 85°. Conglomerate succeeds to this slate,

occurring at the south-west corner of Canterbury and Morton

Streets and in the south-eastern part of Forest Hills Cemetery.

There are few outcrops in the mile westward from the cemetery.

Mr. Crosby has described the puddingstone at Florence Street.

Dorchester and West Doxbury Slates. West and south-west of

Koslindale station (Boston and Providence Railroad) many new

streets have been laid out, and the region is shown to be widely

underlaid by slate. The rock appears on both sides of South Street,

north-west from the station, and on Walter Street north of South.

It occurs 500 feet north of South Street, an eighth of a mile west

of Bellevue Avenue
;
along Bellevue Avenue between South Street

and the railroad (dipping south 65° or 70° with strike nearly

east and west) 1
;
on the west side of Bellevue Avenue half-

way between the railroad and Brook Avenue, a fine exposure

seventy-five feet across, strike N. 55° E.—S. 55° W.)
;
south of

Brook Avenue (strike N. 70° E— S. 70° W.); east of Dudley Ave-

nue
;
on Linden Street, and Birch Street. In many or most of

these places false bedding makes obvious the true dip of the beds.

They cannot be assumed to be inverted to favor a theory as to

their position. The same is true of the slates on each side of the

track near the WestRoxbury station. Strike N. 78° E.— S. 78°

W. Dip 83° to 86° southerly. At this point the slates are

within quarter of a mile of the granite. It is seen 485 feet south

of Spring Street station
;
at the corner of Martin and Lagrange

Streets; Beech and Washington Streets. Clarendon Hills cover

portions of the puddingstone belt which crosses the Boston and

Providence railroad half a mile south of Mt. Hope station, and is

found along the west side of Poplar Street as far as Metropolitan

Avenue, and south-west of Beech Street. South of the corner of

Farrington Avenue the puddingstone is associated with (over-

lies) the granite, as described by Mr. Crosby. Between this pud-

1 In my 1875 paper the Bellevue Avenue bridge slates were placed nearly half a

mile further west owing to a confusion from the use of insufficient maps. There are

no outcrops at the Central Station.
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clingstone ancl the slates at Bellevue Avenue and vicinity, above

described, there is a half mile tract of country in which at pres-

ent outcrops are wanting so far as I know. Further east the

slates approach the conglomerates, and their relations can be

studied. In the northern part of Mt. Hope Cemetery, near Sar-

gent Street, there is slate dipping 72°-82° South. Sandy layers

are occasionally contorted. The slate probably extends south-

ward nearly to Walnut Avenue. There is a good deal 'of purl-

clingstone near Auburn Avenue, ancl on the south side of Back

Street there is a passage southward, slate to. conglomerate, about

four hundred feet from the line of division between Mt. Hope

and Calvary Cemeteries. Felsite is next found, in going south-

ward. There are large quantities of puddingstone between Mes-

senger ancl Jamaica Streets, crossing the latter street where it

crosses Blue Hill Avenue
;
the same rock occurs along the New

York ancl New England railroad, half way from Forest Hills

Avenue (now Morton Street) to Norfolk Street near Matta]3an

station, and as far as the Norfolk Street crossing in the other

direction
;
also about Evans, Maxwell ancl Selden Streets. At

the corner of Corbett ancl Norfolk Streets the conglomerate

is near the slate again, that extensive mass of slate between Blue

Hill Avenue ancl Dorchester station (N. Y. & N. E. R. R.), ex-

posed along Madison Street, quarried on the south side of the

hill, thence extending west of Pratt Street 300 yards to the north

of Lauriat Street, cropping out in Chapman Avenue south of the

Catholic Cemetery, and underlying the surface in the cemetery

itself; where portions of the rock have been blasted out. The

strike is about N. 55° E.— S. 55° W., and dip from vertical to

70° S. E. Slate occurs again in Torrey Street near Washington.

At the north corner of Dorchester ancl Welles Avenues, just north

of extensive masses of puddingstone, the slate clips 75° South.

The false bedding in the weathered edges here is unmistakable

proof of the relative position of the strata.

I do not know of a single fact tending to support the supposi-

tion that the West Roxbury ancl Dorchester slates lie in a syncli-

nal. I do not assert that they constitute an unbroken succession

from north to south, but they are obviously of great thickness and

I have not detected any evidence of repetition by faulting.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 14 JANUARY, 1882.
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It is noticeable that in the westerly part of this long narrow

valley, the ledges do not lie in a direction from each other corre-

sponding to their strikes, for these are more to the northward

than is the trend of the belt of territory which contains the out-

crops. The rocks are too often drift-covered for complete working

out of the stratigraphy.

JSTeponset Conglomerate. The outcrops for the half mile

southward of the Welles Avenue exposure are too few to make

plain the relations of the rocks here. Puddingstone seems to fol-

low upon the slate in natural succession, but the region is deeply

covered with drift and strewn with boulders
;
then too, the near

approach of the area of older rocks which Mr. Crosby has shown

extends to Washington Street, indicate, if not a break, a shallow-

ness in the stratified deposit remaining at this place, which

would show them liable to interruption of their continuity by

irregularities in shape of the underlying felsite surface.

Along the south side of the felsite and amygdaloid the dip is

still to the south. This is shown at Hyde Park, also five-eighths of

a mile east of the Mattapan station (N. Y. & N. E. R. R.) and on

the east side of Dorchester Avenue south of Codman Street.

Work is carried steadily forward at the city quarry south of

Codman Street, and while excellent opportunities are thus afforded

of observing facts in regard to the rock, they are as rapidly lost, and

permanently. The puddingstone has frequently occurring layers of

sandstone. The dip is about 35° northwestward. The pebbles dif-

fer somewhat from those at the Roxbury quarries. Felsites like

those at Mattapan occur among them. Some pebbles resemble

closely, to the eye, some portions of the rock which is extruded

through the stratified beds. Pebbles of a stone composed of

rounded fragments are found.

Between the quarried puddingstone and Dorchester Avenue

are several limited exposures of slate. Just east of the Avenue,

opposite the Cemetery, and about forty feet from where a small

private way leaves the Avenue, is one ledge in low ground. The

strike here is 1ST. 53° E.— S. 53° W., the dip S. E. 55°.

About 140 yards from Codman Street, and 125 yards from Dor-

chester Avenue, measured perpendicular to each, is slate in a gravel

pit in a hillside. Here the slate contained small folds, apparently
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made at the time of deposition by sliding of the material depos-

ited upon the lower beds. Strike 1ST. 8° E. — S. 8° W. Dip

25° W.
A line 177 yards long, projected at right angles to Codman

Street at a point 147 yards from Dorchester Avenue, ends at a

third exposure of slate. Here there is a south-easterly dip of

about 50°. The strike, N. 88° E., points into the midst of the

puddingstone quarry at a place many yards south of the north-

ern limit to which puddingstone originally extended and still ex-

tends in places. The slate mass is only 34 feet from the nearest

exposure of puddingstone, and between the two occurs a little

slate. There is, no doubt, a fault here or unconformable superpo-

sition, and the line of division may be brought to view hereafter.

Without additional exposures of the slate it cannot be certain

that the strikes and dips observed are not local irregularities.

The constant northerly dip found to the southward in the pud-

dingstone and sandstone of the quarry; east of Washington

Street, south of the M. E. Church near Richmond Street
;
east of

Dorchester Avenue on the east side of the puddingstone ledge

between Richmond and Adams Streets : show that between the

Codman Street quarry and the anticlinal which crosses the Hepon-

set west of the Lower Mills, is an excellent opportunity for esti-

mating the thickness of the beds of South Dorchester.

The anticlinal axis which, as Mr. Crosby has already shown, ex-

ists in the slate on the south side of the river west of Milton Lower
Mills, there, obliquely crossing the railroad track, has an easterly

dip of some 15° or 20°. The strata curve with great evenness.

Occasionally measuring across the axis, an irregularity reverses

the course of the progression of the strike-direction around the

horizon, and in a few places a slip upon a joint plane accelerates

the changes in the dip, otherwise uniform. The median line of

the axis may be considered as crossing the track at about the

middle of the curve in the cut. Following this line westward,

we find puddingstone which no doubt underlies the slate in natu-

ral succession. Along the south side of the track, eastward from

a point in line with the wall which comes down from the school-

house on River Street, to the northern bank of the river, the dip

is from 40° to 75°. The strike about N. 48° E.— S. 48° W. The
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southerly dip is also exhibited in some of the ledges on the north

bank of the river. The northerly dip, 45° to 60°, occurs in other

ledges in the low ground north of the river. The rise of land

south of River Street marks the change of the strata to pudding-

stone. This rock occurs along the railroad west of Central Avenue.

On the southern side of the axis, puddingstone forms a high mass

on each side of the river near the chocolate mills east of the bridge.

That on the south side of the river passes into slaty strata with a

dip of about 68° near the railroad bridge over the river. The

sandstone and conglomerate follow south of the track along the

river as far as coal sheds on the west side, and on the east side

these rocks, alternating, continue to a distance of 500 yards from

the railroad bridge.

At Cedar Grove Cemetery the sandstone and puddingstone out-

crop are abundant. Here, too, the strike is H. 48° E.— S. 48°

W., as shown by a band of sandstone between layers of the coarse

rock in the ledges south of the lane which gives exit on Granite

Street. The rock exposures extend east of this last named street.

There is an anticlinal at the north-eastern point of Squantum

formed by the sandstone and puddingstone beds, and easily seen

at the shore. Southward, the strata dip southerly. The Dor-

chester Bay tunnel makes it evident that the northern side of the

arch has not been faulted away.

The tunnel, which is for the reception of the Moon Island

sewer, as is known, runs from the Calf Pasture south-easterly to a

point on Squantum a little inside the Head. Its length is about

6100 feet between east and west shafts. The channel is midway
between the west and middle shafts. The rock sinks rapidly from

the point under the channel to a depth of more than 100 feet at

the west shaft, while between the middle and east shafts it rises

nearly, and off the line of the tunnel, quite to the level of low

water.

Along the slope downward from the Squantum shore, pudding-

stone was encountered, I am informed, above low water level, then

“ red slate ” with quartz
;
further down, more conglomerate. The

rock was removed parallel to its natural bedding, that is, the dip is

northward. Westward from the east shaft was “ red slate ” much
broken up and with wide fissures. Intrusive rock was found 300
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feet westward from the shaft. In both directions from the middle

shaft, which is about 2825 feet from the east shaft, was 44 red slate
”

much contorted. About two hundred feet westward from this

shaft the red was replaced by 44 green slate ” with quartz, and

intrusive rock was met with extending for 100 or 150 feet. In and

east of the western shaft the 44 red slate ” prevails.

North Gooseberry Island in Salem Harbor. This rocky island

is about four hundred feet long and rises at its highest point to

about fifty feet above low water. Its rounded top was doubtless

shaped by glaciation, but the numerous joints which cut the rock

in various directions have had a large effect upon its configuration,

determining the direction and extent of sea and weather action

upon the lower portion of its surface. Parallel joints divide the

rock in places into slabs, vertical or inclined, sometimes not over

half an inch in thickness, and there are three or four series which

cross each other.

Notwithstanding the distance to which the sea has encroached

landward upon lower levels around these outer islands, Baker’s,

the Gooseberries, Eagle and Lowell, they .retain a considerable

portion of their drift covering. Yet so much of their rock bases

is exposed that these, like most of the islands in Salem Harbor,

and House Island perhaps best of all, afford an excellent oppor-

tunity for studying the relation between the eruptives there shown.

The North Gooseberry is chiefly made up of felsite. The irregu-

lar banding of this rock is often very conspicuous on slightly weath-

ered surfaces, curling about the numerous small pebbles enclosed.

Upon exposed surfaces the body of the rock weathers deeply to a

chalky white, except in the small irregular dark spots of better

preserved material which are noticeable in all our felsite masses,

and the small yellow feldspar crystals, sometimes well twinned,

stand out in irregular prominence. The small black enclosed peb-

bles are usually of a material which resists the weather better than

the rock in which they are imbedded. There are occasional larger

inclusions of coarse granite. In respect of the rather large lumps

of quartz and the reddish, often well crystallized feldspar in these

granite fragments they resemble the granite in situ on Marble-

head neck, and that at Eagle Head, Manchester, where the granite

is cut by felsite dikes. For careful comparison, fresher specimens

are desirable than are naturally exposed on the island.
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The relations of the granite to the newer felsites and the older

schists has been too well stated for the subject to be enlarged upon

here. The relation between the various granites has never been

determined. At Gloucester, granite ledges awash on the shore

behind the Pavilion contain inclusions. In the granite of Kettle

Island, off Magnolia, are inclusions, some of which appear to be

of stratified rock.

There does not appear to be on the North Gooseberry any of the

brecciated rock so often closely associated with the simple variety

north of Boston and at Mattapan, in which small irregularly shajied

fragments of distinctly banded felsites are massed together, with

the bandings of the several pieces at all angles to each other. A
possible cause of this condition (which writers do not seem to dis-

tinguish from the sedimentary aggregation of felsite fragments)

is suggested by the phenomenon which observers of modern vol-

canic outbursts record, of cooled and hardened portions falling

from the top of the rolling lava-wave into and beneath the yet hot

and liquid mass which receiving or covering them rolls on until

itself cools.

The felsite of the North Gooseberry, in marked contrast with

the brilliant deep colors of the Mattapan felsite, is partly dark gray,

partly of a light reddish tint. In one place a small dike of dull

black with a direction of N. 60° E. (that of one set of joints),

doubling its width in a few feet, cuts the redder rock.

A dike of diabase ?, two and a half feet thick, cuts through the

felsite in the North Gooseberry with direction N. 30° E. It has a

low south-easterly dip. This dike may probably be traced beyond

the limits of the island. It is highly magnetic and appears to

vary in character, being partly crystalline, partly of amorphous

texture.

“ Basalt Dikes ” 1 The direction, at the surface, of the dikes

which penetrate the stratified rocks about Boston and certain

other eruptives associated with these, vary widely, and they usually

1 Mr. Wadsworth has quoted me as asserting the Jiornblendic nature of certain intru-

sive rocks of this vicinity, especially the Somerville dolerites. (Proceedings, Vol. xix,

pp. 227, 236). Undeniably, I called them hornblendic, but the purport of my paper

differed from his. Many of the basic rocks of this vicinity are conspicuously augitic
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bencl somewhat within the small limits of their exposure to view.

Not to reiterate familiar facts concerning the Brighton and Somer-

ville dikes, this divergence may be illustrated by two sets exposed

near the Neponset River which are less known.

There are three dikes in the puddingstone at the Codman Street

quarry in Dorchester. The direction of two of them can be fixed at

about N. 60° W . One branches, including masses of puddingstone

above and below which it unites
;
the next (passing eastward) may

be traced across the glaciated hill top, narrowing northward from

nine inches at the southern end of its exposure to half an inch at

the bottom of the quarry
;
the third as at present exposed seems

irregular, perhaps branching, and in many places has separated por-

tions of quartz, calcite, epidote, chlorite, with numerous cavities.

The slate west of Lower Mills is cut by two dikes one hundred

feet apart, their direction varies but is not far from N.-S. They

are both much decomposed.

in part. Because others are not so, and because I had not in 1875 the means at hand of

discriminating in the case of the finer grained rocks, even if it had been within my pur-

pose to attempt this, I intentionally excluded the word pyroxene, and reserved ‘ hornblen-

dic ’ (therein perverting the term, perhaps) as a generic word uncommitted to a speci-

fic use, deeming it sufficiently accurate for the purposes of my paper, and hoped

thereby at once to save periphrasis and to avoid tampering with the geological infer-

ences involved in an assertion of the presence of one as contrasted with the other form

of this mineral.

The leading object of my paper was to encourage and aid search for fossils and

study of the relations between the rocks, and I particularly desired to keep it free

from terms which might fail to identify previously described objects to, and to be

readily understood by, unscientific readers. This intention led me in several instances

to choose an old familiar name in place of a better modern one. I did not anticipate

misunderstandings on the part of competent critics. That my intention was not appar-

ent resulted in some small part from the exclusion by the Publishing Committee of

some prefatory explanations which originally constituted a part of the paper, and

which in a modified form were restored in a pamphlet reprint. Nevertheless, the use of

* hornblendic ’ (and some other words) seems to have required special explanation

at the time, and I now desire to discredit some of its applications in that paper, which

have not been commented upon,— in which cases, having been used as the substitute

for certain symbols in a too inelastic system of field notation, the provisional use of

these, while tracing the outcrops of the stratified group, years before writing, led to

the employment of this unfortunate word where 1 basic,’ even ‘ eruptive,’ must have

been as near to specific identification as was intended. I recognize, of course, the

inaccuracy of the word ‘ granitic ’ in the sentence quoted by Mr. Wadsworth.
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Mr. Wadsworth shows that in the Somerville-Brighton region

the “Traps” (whose direction he states at N. 40° E.) 1 cut or

fault 2 the “ Greenstones ” (N. 60° W.). On the 4 North Shore 5

also two intersecting series can be identified.

On Marblehead Neck the granite is cut at Flying Point by two

nearly parallel dikes forty feet apart
;
one, two feet six inches

thick, vertical with direction east, the other one foot three inches

thick, high west dip, direction about E. 10° S. At the head of

Lobster Cove in Manchester (a little south of the fine exposure of

contact between granite and porphyritic ‘greenstone’ at the angle

of the road) is a dike one foot wide, direction N. 82° W. West-

ward on the hill are exposed two dikes
;
one N. 60° W., the other

a foot thick having a zigzag course about W. 10° S. Near the

pier at Procter’s Point the granite is cut by a dike with direction

N. 10° W.
At Glass Head two parallel dikes through the granite, which is

there coarsely crystalline, may be seen at a short distance apart,

one three feet six inches thick, the other two feet eight inches,

their common direction about N. 70° W. The larger of these is

seen to be cut by a seven inch dike whose direction is N. 30° E.

On Kettle Island, off Magnolia, a dike which bends from N. 30°

W. to N. 40° W., is cut by another two feet and a half wide,

running N. 20° E. The latter is of exceptional interest from the

fact of its containing numerous rounded fragments of granite and

diorite several inches in diameter, distributed along the middle of

its exposed surface.

The North Gooseberry dike appears to range itself with the sec-

ond class.

Mr. F. W. Putnam, Curator of the Peabody Museum, gave an

account of his recent explorations in Ohio, of which the following

is an abstract of the portion relating to the interesting discov-

eries at Madisonville. A number of specimens of pottery, and

of bone and stone implements, ornaments and other objects

obtained from the ash-pits, were exhibited to the Society.

1 Proceedings, Vol. xix, p. 226. 2 lb. p. 224, no. 7 ;
p. 225, no. 18.
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In April last, by the kind invitation of the Madisonville Liter-

ary and Scientific Society, I made a partial exploration of the

Ancient Cemetery at Madisonville, in the Little Miami Valley,

Ohio. The burial ground, which has now become famous in

American archaeology, is in close proximity to an old village site,

on which can still be traced the circular ridges of earth, indica-

ting the places where once were the habitations of the people, and

in the midst of which is an earth mound about five feet high.

For over two years several gentlemen of the Madisonville Soci-

ety, which has, through the liberality of the proprieters, control

of the land, have been engaged in a careful exploration of the old

cemetery, and during this time very much of interest has been

discovered.

The cemetery probably extends over about fifteen acres of the

extensive plateau, and is in places still covered with a growth of

large trees of various kinds, forming what is termed the primeval

forest. From twelve to eighteen inches of leaf-mould overlies the

hard-pan of the plateau.

About three acres of the cemetery have been dug over, foot by

foot, and many objects have been discovered, particularly with

the skeletons, which are generally found at a depth of two or

three feet. Over six hundred skeletons have been thus far dis-

covered. A number of crania have been secured, and I brought

home several for the Museum, for which I am specially indebted

to Dr. C. L. Metz, who has paid particular attention to the human
remains and has secured a valuable pathological collection.

There have been found with the skeletons a number of vessels

of pottery. The most common of these are small cooking pots

with rather pointed bottoms and with four handles. Most of these

vessels are simply cord-marked, but occasionally one is found or-

namented with incised lines, or with rows of circular indentations.

Two have been obtained on which were small and rudely made

medallion figures representing the human face, similar to many
from the Missouri and Arkansas mounds. On one pot a similarly

formed head is on the edge so as to face the inside of the vessel.

About half a dozen small vessels have a very interesting form of

decoration which seems thus far to be peculiar to this place.

These are known as the u Lizard ” or “ Salamander ” pots. On
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some of these vessels the salamander, which is fairly modeled, is

on the surface of the broad flat handles on opposite sides, in oth-

ers they are placed between the handles, and in still others they

take their places. In all, the head of the salamander is on the

edge or lip of the vessel, and in one or two it is even carried over

a little on the inside, similar to some of the conceits on Japanese

pottery. The four legs and the tail of the animal are bent so as

to rudely give an artistic effect, and the potter who conceived the

idea of thus decorating common cooking vessels probably had an

artistic feeling above the common standard.

A few other forms of vessels are represented by single specimens

such as an ordinary pot attached to a hollow stand a few inches

high
;
two vessels joined together one above the other, the upper

without a bottom
;
and a flat, oblong dish with handles at each

end. The salamander ornament, and the character of the broad

flattened handles may be said to be the principle peculiarities of

the pottery thus far found in the cemetery. In general character

and finish, it is unlike the dark pottery of the Missouri type,

but it evidently belongs to a corresponding period in the develop-

ment of the art, and approaches both the Missouri type and the

Michigan-mound type, so far as we can judge from the few speci-

mens yet known from the latter region.

Pipes of various shapes, cut from several kinds of stone, some

slightly carved, have been found with the skeletons and under

the leaf-mould, as have also various implements of stone,— partic-

ularly chipped arrow-heads, knives, drills, polished celts, hammer-

stones, etc.
;
but I believe that not a single grooved axe has yet

been found in the cemetery proper, although they are common in

all the regions about. Numerous bone implements, and some

shell and copper ornaments have also been found with the skele-

tons.

It is, however, to the singular “ ash-pits ” that have been dis-

covered in this cemetery that I wish to call particular attention,

and it was to their examination that I gave the greater part of

my time.

These ash-pits, as they have been well named, are circular exca-

vations in the hard-pan of the plateau, from three to four feet

in diameter and from four to seven feet deep from the surface of
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the leaf-mould. Most of the pits are of about the same diameter

from top to bottom, but several have been found which are one

or two feet wider at the bottom than at the top. At the bottom

of some of the pits a small circular excavation has been found,

either directly in the centre or on one side.

That nearly all of the four hundred pits thus far discovered in

the cemetery were made before the six hundred bodies whose

skeletons have been exhumed, were buried, is shown by the

fact that a large number of the skeletons were found over the

pits, and most of the burials seem to have been made just below

the recent soil or leaf-mould, which, so far as I could judge from

my hasty observations, seems to have been formed over the pits.

If this should prove to be the case, the antiquity of the pits

would be, probably, considerably beyond that of the four or five

hundred years indicated by the large forest trees growing over

them. That the place had been also used as a cemetery at a time

preceding the digging of some of the pits, was conclusively shown

by the fact that skeletons found at a depth of from one to two

feet in the hard-pan, below the leaf-mould, had been disturbed

when the pits were dug. In one instance, in my own exploration

of a pit, the upper part of a human skull was found just outside

the wall of the pit; the rest of the skeleton, probably, had been

removed when the pit was dug. In a few other instances Dr.

Metz has noticed that a skeleton had been disturbed and the

bones placed in unnatural positions on the sides of a pit, as if,

when making the excavation, the workers had come upon a skel-

eton and had carefully taken up such of the bones as were in the

way and placed them with the undisturbed bones on one side or

the other. But this complication of facts in regard to the com-

parative age of the pits and the burials, is only one of the many
problems to be solved in relation to this interesting locality.

The contents of the pits themselves are of peculiar interest,

and the purpose for which they were made is still, I think, a mys-

tery, although, of course, several theories, more or less plausible,

have been advanced.

The average pit may be said to be filled with ashes in more or

less defined layers. Some of these layers, particularly near the
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top, seem to be mixed with the surrounding gravel to a greater or

less extent
;

but generally after removing the contents of the

upper third ol the pit, a mass of fine, gray ashes is found, which

is from several inches to over two feet in thickness. Sometimes this

mass of ashes contains thin strata of charcoal, sand or gravel.

Below the mass of ashes, burnt stones have been found in some of

the pits, and also occasionally in the ashes. Throughout the

whole mass of ashes and sand, from the top of the pit to the bot-

tom, are bones of fishes, reptiles, birds and mammals. Those of

the larger species of mammals, such as the elk, deer and bear, are

generally broken, and all are, apparently, the bones of animals

that have been used as food. In some pits, as in one which I

opened, about half a bushel of such bones have been taken out.

With the bones are the shells of several species of Unionidae, of

which from fifty to a hundred or more have been taken from a

single pit. Many of the valves, but always of the species having

massive shells, have a large circular piece cut out near the centre.

There are also found in these pits many and often large pieces of

pottery, but up to this time the only whole vessel obtained from

a pit was the one found in the last of the six that were emptied

during my visit .

1

A large number of implements made of bones and of deer and

elk antlers have been found. Those made of elk antlers are in

most cases adapted for digging or for agricultural purposes, and

are often so large and so well made as to prove that they were

effective implements. One form of implement which, so far as

I know, has not been found in any other place, is made from a

leg-bone of a deer or an elk. These singular longitudinally-

grooved bones have sharp edges, beveled on the inside, and were

probably used as scrapers of some kind until the bone was grad-

ually worn through in the center, as shown by a large number of

halves, as well as by several perfect specimens showing various

stages of use. One, which had been used but little, if at all, was

taken from one of the pits opened under my direction. The most

common bone implements are the “ awls,” or pointed bones of

many sizes, of forms similar to those found in other places.

1 Since then a pottery dish has been fonnd in one of the pits recently opened.
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Among other objects made of bone are beads and small whistles or

“ bird-calls ” made from the hollow bones of birds, and also flat

and cylindrical pieces with “ tally ” notches and marks cut upon

them. Short, cylindrical pieces of antler, carefully cut and polished

(similar objects have been found in the grave-mounds in Arkansas)

are often found. Two or three harpoon-points and a few bone fish-

hooks have also been found.

Arrow points, drills, scrapers and other chipped instruments of

stone are common, and a few polished celts, and rough hammer-

stones have been found in the pits.

A number of objects of copper, particularly beads, have

been taken from the pits, as have also several pipes cut out of

stone and of various shapes.

This list of objects, which is far from being complete, is suffi-

cient to show that any thing used by the people who made these

pits may be expected to turn up during future explorations
;
and

if the same care is taken in the continuation of the work as has

thus far been given, very much of importance relating to the life

of the people will probably be discovered.

It yet remains to call attention to the discovery of a large

amount of carbonized corn at the bottom of two of the pits. In

both instances the corn had been covered with bark, twigs, and

matting, which were also burnt. In one of the pits were several

bushels of corn, some of which was on the cob and below the

rest. Above the corn the pit was filled in with the usual mass

of ashes, containing animal bones, shells and other things.

At the bottom of one of the pits, and under the usual mass of

ashes, animal remains, and potsherds, in a layer of ashes about a

foot in thickness, there was found a perfect human skeleton. This

is the only pit of over four hundred that has ever been opened

in which human bones have been found, and this has been taken

as evidence, as far as it goes, that these pits were the places of

temporary deposit for the dead, the bodies being afterward removed

for final burial in mounds or other places. It seems to me, how-

ever, that the fact that the skeleton was under the same materials

— ashes, animal remains, etc. — as found in the other pits, which

are always in more or less perfect and undisturbed strata, is

decidedly opposed to the theory that the pits were temporary
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graves. It rather indicates that in this single instance, from some

special motive, the pit was utilized as a grave. The same reasons

would hold good for not regarding the pits as caches for corn and

other objects to be temporarily preserved.

This brief sketch of this interesting cemetery would not be

complete without reference to two or three areas about fifty feet

in diameter, in which neither ash-pits nor skeletons have been

found. It should also be noted that a large kitchen midden,

several feet in thickness and of considerable extent, exists at the

head of a small ravine. An extended exploration of this great

refuse pile by Dr. Metz showed that it contained the same char-

acter of materials as found in the pits, and it evidently belongs

to the same period. I will only add that a large amount of inter-

esting material was secured during my visit to this ancient

cemetery, for which the Peabody museum is indebted to the

liberality of the gentlemen of the Madisonville Society, who not

only kindly permitted me to explore the place, but also g^ve me
many objects that had been previously obtained.

Prof. Edw. S. Morse described the character of the native

ploughs and other agricultural implements used by the Japanese,

and showed the evolution of the former from hoes.

General Meeting. October 5, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Fifteen

persons present.

After calling the meeting to order, the President congratulated

the Society that its long vacation had not seen the death of a

single active member. One of the older members, Mr. James

Davis, though not taking part in the meetings for many years,

had yet shown his continued interest in the work of the Society

by a generous bequest of $5,000, which had been received by the

Treasurer. Mr. Davis was elected a member in 1833, and died

May 28, 1881.

The following papers were read

:
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE MOUTH IN THE LARVA OF
DYTISCUS.

BY EDWARD BURGESS.

As has long been known, the larva of Dytiscus, called in Eng-

land the water-tiger, sucks the juices of its prey by means of a

small canal which perforates its long sickle-shaped mandibles.

No other opening into the head is evident, and authors are agreed

in desciibing the creature as mouthless. Thus Westwood says,

“ The mouth is remarkably constructed, being destitute of the

ordinary aperture, so that the insect may be, and indeed has been,

described as wanting a mouth
;

” 1 and again Lacordaire c alls the

mouth “ completement close, se compose d’un menton . . . et

de mandibules falciformes, aigues, sans dents, creuses et percees

d’une petite ouverture pres de leur extremite.” 2 De Geer, as

quoted by Westwood,3 indeed “ suggested that the insect must be

provided with some other means of taking food, as he observed

one of the larvae not only suck the juices of an aquatic wood-

louse, but also devour, by small degrees, all its solid parts.” No
writer has, however, shown anatomically how the food passes from

the mandibular, into the alimentary canal, or, except De Geer,

even seen reason to guess the existence of an oral aperture until

Meinert, a few years since in a short paper,4 stated that he had

forced the contents of the alimentary canal out from under the

clypeus, as well as from the mandibular openings. Moreover he

passed a hair into the mandible and saw it enter the head, through

the basal mandibular opening, and I therefore presume he under-

stood the modus operandi of sucking, as I shall state it below,

although he gives no anatomical particulars, and did not see the

mouth-lock.

Passing now to the water-tiger itself, a cursory inspection will

detect the oval opening on the inside of the mandibles near

their tip (see the left mandible in figure 1) ;
from this opening

a canal leads along the inner surface to a basal opening on the

4 Mod. Classif. of Insects. I, 100. 2 Coleopt6res I, 407. % Loc. cit.

4 Om Mundens Bygning hos Larverne af Mynneleontiderne, Hemerobierne og Dy-
tiscerne. Videnskab. Meddelelser fra Naturhist. Foren. Kjobenhavn, 1 879-8*0, I, p. 69.
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upper surface (figure 1, o.) first noticed by Westwood. A fine

hair, as stated by Meinert, can easily be passed from one opening

into the other, clearly demonstrating the canal. This evidently

Fig. 1 . X 6. Head of larva from above, the epicranium removed to show the inte-

rior. In the centre is seen the white brain with the optic lobes on either side sending

nerves to the eyes as shown on the creature’s left. On this side is also drawn the anten-

nal nerve, and one of the antennal muscles attached to the top of the endocranium,

and lying between the antennal and optic nerves. Under these parts passes the great

adductor of the mandible (a. in.) which has been removed on the right side, only a

piece of its tendon being figured, oe., Oesophagus, gradually expanding into the phar-

ynx, one of the posterior series of suspensory muscles of the latter (s. md) being shown

on the right. On the right in front of the brain are also the roots of four anterior suspen-

sory pharyngeal muscles, pr., Process from the floor of the mouth for attachment of

the large muscle which is drawn in place on left side, r., Ridge on the roof of the

mouth, to which the frontal muscle {f. m.) is attached, the latter shown in place on

the left. m. 1., The anterior boundary of the mouth, en., Endocranium. o., Basal open-

ing of the mandibular canal.

originated as a deep furrow along the inner edge, which is now

closed by the growth of a very thin septum. If we peer or pry

into the narrow but deep slit between the clypeus and labium,

we do not discover any trace of a mouth, but the slit apparently
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ends in a perfectly closed seam. A section through the middle of

the head will, however, at once clear up the whole mystery, show-

ing that the upper and lower lips are locked together by a dove-

tail joint, the character of which is plainly shown by figures 2, 3,

and 4, (m. 1.) This mouth-lock extends the whole width of the

head from the base of one mandible to the other, and if we open

and close the mandibles we see that, while the basal opening of

the mandibular canal is exposed when the mandibles are extended

(see the left mandible— right side of the cut— in figure 1), it is

brought into the comer of the mouth when the mandibles are

closed (see the right mandible in figure 1), and these being natu-

Fig. 2. Longitudinal section through middle of head, X 18, showing the mouth-

lock (to. I .), the mouth cavity (to.) with its thick floor, and the ridge in its roof for the

insertion of the frontal muscle,f.m. ph., Pharynx with its muscular investments and

its suspensory muscles, the two posterior series s. to .
1 and s. to .

2
,
behind the brain, hr.

g.p The suboesophageal ganglion, f. g., Frontal ganglion, p. to., Muscle attached to

mouth process. Ibm., Labrum with base of labial palpus.

rally in this position when buried in the body of a victim, the

water-tiger sucks up the former’s blood as a man inhales the smoke

of a pipe stuck in the side of his mouth.

The mouth cavity is of small diameter, and somewhat crescent-

shaped, as shown in figure 1, where the roof is exposed from

above on the right side. The roof is formed of a flexible mem-
brane, while the floor is heavier and rigid (see figures 2 and 4).

Along the middle of the roof runs a hard chitinous ridge (figures 2

and 4, r.) to which, on each side of the head, a powerful muscle

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 15 JANUARY, 1882.
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{the frontal musclesy 1ig\ires 1 and 2 f.m.) is attached. The con-

traction of this muscle of course draws up the mouth roof, and

thus forms part of the pumping mechanism we should expect to find

in a sucking insect. The mouth floor on either side sends a process

(figs. 1, 4, pr.) backwards and upwards into the cranial cavity, serv-

ing for the attachment of another powerful pair of muscles (pr. m.

figure 2, shown, but not lettered, in figure 1) lying just behind the

frontal muscles, concerning whose function I am yet in doubt. They
may be concerned in one, two, or perhaps all, of three operations,

namely, to open the mouth lock, to tighten its grip, or to draw the

middle portion of the mouth floor away from the roof. This last

action is rendered possible from the fact that, while the mouth is

held rigidly in position by the solid attachment of its corners, there

is apparently a flexible transverse suture just beyond the process on

either side. There remains only one muscle connected with the

mouth proper, and that is a small transverse one crossing just

above the opening of the pharynx, its function being to close the

latter and to compress the mouth cavity. The muscles already

Fig. 3. Longitudinal section through the mouth lock, X 125, m
,
Mouth.

described evidently are competent of themselves to account for

the sucking powers of the animal, but they are probably seconded

by the action of the pharyngeal muscles.

The pharynx (ph. in the figures) open into the mouth between

the two processes above mentioned. In sections it is strongly

defined by the junction of its delicate cuticular lining with the

much thicker cuticle of the oral cavity, and also by its muscular

investment, composed of annular and longitudinal fibers (see fig-

ure 2). Like the pharynx, which I have already described in the

case of the Lepidoptera,1
it is hung in the cranium by suspensory

1 Anniv. Memoirs, Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.
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muscles. One pair of these is attached at the anterior end of

the pharynx, on either side of the frontal ganglion. (See fig-

ure 1, where the frontal ganglion and the nervus recurrens

is represented by dots, see also figure 2./*. g.) Three other mus-

cles on each side, lying close together, are inserted just before the

brain.

The pharynx contracts to pass through the nerve collar (figures

1 and 2), but expands again behind it, as large as before, and then

gradually contracts towards the oesophagus (figs. 1 and 2). Be-

tween the annular muscular bands of this hind part of the pharynx,

are inserted on each side, a dorsal and a ventral series of slender

suspensory muscles. The dorsal series (see figure 1, and figure 2, s.

m.1

) passes between the layers of the great adductor of the man-

dibles and is attached to the epicranium
;
while the ventral series

(figure 2 s. m. 2
) is attached to the posterior branch of the slender

Fig. 4. Interior view of right half of head, X 18, showing the narrow slit between

the clypeus and the labrum ( Ibm.) bounded behind by the mouth lock, m., the mouth

with the ridge ( r.) in its roof, and the process (pr.) arising from its floor, ph. the cutic-

ular lining of the pharynx.

endocranium. Figure 1 shows the upper end of the right endocra-

nial process, its posterior branch passing out of sight behind the

dorsal suspensory series; on the left side of the head the antennal

muscles can be seen attached to the upper end of the left endo-

cranial process.

Behind these suspensory muscles the pharynx passes into the

oesophagus, which can be distinguished by want of muscular

investment- The pharynx, as described, is by no means peculiar
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to the water-tiger, as I shall have occasion to show in another

paper, and it may here he remarked that the pharynx in insects

should be defined as the muscular portion of the alimentary canal

between the mouth and the oesophagus, which is hung in the

cranium by special suspensory muscles
;

it therefore resembles

the rectum at the opposite end. of the alimentary tract, like-

wise muscular and often suspended by muscles from the abdom-

inal walls.

In conclusion we find that the water-tiger, far from being mouth

less as ordinarily assumed, has in fact a very wide mouth, though

its lips are closely locked together by a dove-tailed groved joint

developed for this purpose. Whether this joint can be unlocked

by the animal itself, is another question, which I cannot answer-

though De Geer’s observation, above quoted, makes this probable.

It is at all events easy to open the mouth by manipulation with

a pair of forceps.

THE SPECIES OF ORANGS.

BY FREDERIC A. LUCAS.

The number of species of Orangs has been placed variously at

from one to four, and the examination of the series of skulls on

which this article is based was undertaken with a view to ascertain

ing just how many valid species existed. Prof. J. A. Allen long

ago expressed his belief that a careful investigation would prove

that the various species had been formed from specimens of differ-

ent ages, and but for him this paper would never have been writ-

ten, my own opinion being that there were two good species.

Thus while I am pleased to testify to the correctness of Professor

Allen’s prediction I can hardly be accused of having worked up

to a predetermined result. My thanks are due to Prof. Henry A.

Ward, who placed the large collection of Orangs in his possession

at my disposal, and to Mr. Wm. T. Hornaday who furnished me
with important data from his notes taken while collecting Orangs.

The various so-called species may be briefly described as

follows

:
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Simia satyrus Linn. Size under four feet. Male with no

cheek protuberances. Skull of both male and female marked by

two low— sometimes almost obsolete—ridges arising at the outer

edge of orbits and running parallel or slightly converging from

thence to back of skull.

Simia Wurmbii Fischer. Size up to four feet six inches.

Male with large cheek protuberances, female without them. Skull

of male marked by two temporal ridges which converge and

usually unite on parietal suture. Lambdoidal ridges prominent.

Female under four feet and with temporal and lambdoidal ridges

of skull much smaller than in male.

Simia mono Owen. Founded on single skull. Incisors and

canines small. Wide diastema between upper incisors and ca-

nines. Temporal ridges low and converging.

Simia sp. ? Wallace. Under three feet ten inches. Upper

medium incisors very large in both sexes. Male with large canines.

We can dispose of this last species by saying that all Orangs of

medium age have very wide median ivpper incisors (11 to 14

mm.) and that the canines of young males are proportionally

larger than in old specimens. Moreover the size mentioned by

Wallace is that of immature individuals.

The characters assigned to S. morio by Professor Owen are com-

mon to all skulls of old females and it is very evident that the

species was based on the examination of an adult female skull.

It now remains to consider the validity of S. Wurmbii to consider-

ation as a separate species from S. satyrus, and for this purpose the

number of skulls of each so called species placed at my disposal

was as follows: Simia satyrus, seven males, eight females; Simia

Wurmbii, six males, four females; Simia sp. ?, five young skulls.

The last five were thrown out as too young for purposes of com-

parison. The above series included most of those on which Mr.

Hornaday based his article read before the Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci.

in August, 1879, and as all were clean and nearly all perfect their

characteristic points could be readily seen. As it was very impor-

tant to have some readily recognizable characters from which to

form an opinion as to the age of the various specimens, they were

carefully studied for that purpose, and as a result the state of the

spheno-occipital suture and amount of exposure of the roots of
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the teeth were taken for that purpose. The spheno-occipital

suture was found to remain open long after the total obliteration

of the frontal and parietal sutures, and in old skulls the teeth

were much exposed by the absorption of the maxillae. Tabu-

lating the results of applying the above test to the skulls we get

the following

:

Suture
closed. open.

Suture
closed. open,

S. Wurmbii 3 5 1 S. satyrus 3 0 7

“ ? 4 0 “ ? 3 5

9 1 3 12

Thus while only one S. Wurmbii has the suture open— and that

was but partially so— only three S. satyrus have the same suture

closed, so that while there are no young animals among the first

named species, there are very few old ones in the second. Mr.

Hornaday used the confluence, or near approach of the temporal

two ridges, as the most apparent character of S. Wurmbii. ISTow in

two of the six male S. Wurmbii these ridges were respectively 5

and 12 mm. apart at the nearest points, and the animal in which the

ridges were the more distant was the only one in which the spheno-

occipital suture was open. In one male S. satyrus— so-called in

Mr. Hornaday’s note book— the temporal ridges approach to

within 10 mm., and this is the oldest male S. satyrus. Of the

four female S. Wurmbii two possessed confluent temporal ridges

and the other two had them 16 and 21 mm. apart. Of the

eight female S. satyrus two had the position of the ridges indicated

merely by a faint line. In the others they were separated re-

spectively 20, 23, 30, 40, 45, and 60 mm. and the three specimens

in which the temporal ridges converge most were the three oldest

skulls.1 Respecting the lambdoidal prominences we find that they

are hardly noticeable in skulls where the temporal ridges are wide

apart, and that closer convergence of those ridges is accompanied

by an increase in the size of lambdoidal projections until in skulls

where there is a slight sagittal crest there is also a well marked

1 It is true that in three females the temporal ridges are some distance apart where

the specimens are indisputably old, but we might expect this from the well known

law that the adult female retains the characteristics of the immature male, and it is

noteworthy that no young female— or for that matter no young male— has ever been

called S. Wurmbii.
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lambdoiclal crest, and skulls so marked are invariably old. Even

the old females— called S. satyrus— in which the temporal ridges

do not unite, possess lambdoidal prominences as great as the

skulls that are unmistakably females of S. Wurmbii.

Now as the cheek protuberences are so characteristic of S. Wurm-
bii, and as all specimens so-called have been shown to be old, we

ought not to find them in young specimens. And this supposi-

tion is borne out by facts, for the animals with cheek protuber-

ences are invariably old males. Since the specific characters of

S.Wurmbii are found only in very old animals, we are justified in

assuming that that so-called species is merely the adult form of

S. satyrus, and we have a final and convincing proof of this in

the fact that, if we arrange a large number of skulls according to

the amount of convergence of temporal ridges, we have a series

in which the age increases as the distance between the ridges

decreases. And since Simia morio and the species of Wallace

are proved to have been based upon variations caused by age, the

name Simia satyrus must stand for all Bornean Orangs and

probably for those of Sumatra also, although it would be strange

if some slight variation did not exist in specimens from the latter

Island.

Mr. Hornaday’s notes enable me to give definite figures as to

the maximum size both of adult male and female Orangs.

The males run from four feet up to four feet six inches, the

average being a trifle over four feet two inches. Adult females

vary from three feet seven and one-half inches to four feet, the

average being three feet nine and one-quarter inches. 1

In conclusion I subjoin a few notes showing the changes that

take place in the skull of the Orang between youth and maturity.

In the young the cranium is very round and smooth, the temporal

ridges parallel, and slight, or even absent. The lambdoidal prom-

inences are merely low elevations just above the meatus audito-

rius, and the zygomata are slender. Incisors and canines are of

moderate size. In the permanent dentition the upper median

incisors are very wide— 11 to 14 mm.— and their roots, and

1 All statements of the occurrence of Orangs six feet in height, or even five feet, are

entirely without foundation; the largest specimen that I know of is four feet six and

one-half inches.
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those of the canines in males, very large. Thus middle-aged

males are more prognathous than the adults, for in the latter the

roots of the teeth are somewhat absorbed. In females, increase

of age is characterized by the convergence of the temporal ridges

which usually meet in old specimens
;
although as noted above

this is not always the case. The lambdoidal prominences also

increase, although they never become large, and by their increase

give a flattened appearance to the back of the cranium,

males change of age is much more marked than in females. The

temporal ridges always unite in old animals, occasionally forming

a low sagittal crest 10 or 12 mm. high. The lambdoidal prom-

inences also are greatly enlarged and may even form a lambdoidal

crest which joins the sagittal crest. The back of skull is much
flattened. The sphenoid is greatly increased in thickness so as

to appear swollen, and the pterygoids are laterally expanded. In

many cases the entire joalatal region increases in width so that

the grinders, which in young specimens are usually placed in

slightly converging lines, are brought in parallel rows.1 In two

extreme cases the difference was as follows

:

between first premolars. between last premolars.

27 mm.
40 mm.

Xoung 40 mm.
Old 33 mm.

The zygomata also increase in thickness and width with age.

Individual skulls vary very considerably in certain points as

the shape, size, and separation of orbits. The supra-orbital ridges

are larger in some rather young males than in the oldest spec-

imens. The nasals are quite different in different animals, being

wide in a few, much compressed in others and in one case entirely

absent. The foramen magnum hardly has the same shape in any

two skulls, but as a rule is a little longer in proportion to its

width in males than in females. These brief notes point clearly

to the fact that it is extremely dangerous to form a species from

observations of one or two skulls, and render it very probable

that many fossil species have been based on individual or sexual

peculiarities.

1 A curious feature in the Orang is the tendency to develop an extra molar, usually

in the lower jaw. One specimen has two large extra molars, but generally there is but

one small tooth. Perhaps one in eight or nine has this extra tooth.
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Mr. F. W. Putman offered a few remarks about a recent visit

he had made to the Mammoth Cave, calling attention particularly

to some recent discoveries of pits and chambers. In one of the

latter, which had been named after him, he noticed that many
fragments of stalactites and small pieces from the walls of the

cave, which had fallen into a little pool, were worn round and

smooth by constant attrition, occasioned by the dropping of

water from the high ceiling of the chamber. He exhibited a hand-

ful of these fragments which had the appearance of small beach

pebbles. Should the water cease to drip in this place, as in time

it probably will, and that in the pool evaporate, leaving the lime

to crystalize about these small pebbles, a conglomerate would be

formed which would have some resemblance to oolitic limestone

pebbles of which occurred in the pool, probably derived from

fragments detached from the walls of the chamber. He also

called attention to the formation of “cave pearls” which he had

found in Grand Avenue Cave some years ago, and stated that

should such a mass of small pearl-like lime concretions as found

in the last named cave ever be cemented together the resem-

blance to oolite would be very marked. While he did not wish

to be understood as stating that the oolitic limestone was formed

in this way, he could not help thinking that a rock of similar

appearance might be locally so produced under the conditions he

had observed. The beachlike pebbles he had never seen in any

other place in the Mammoth Cave, nor in any of the many
caves he had from time to time explored in Kentucky, and he

did not know of the oolite itself having been found within the

Mammoth Cave before, although it is an extensive formation in

some places in that region.

General Meeting. October 19, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. II. Scudder, in the chair. Thirty-

three persons present.

The following papers were read :
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CONCERNING THE LITHOLOGICAL COLLECTION OF THE
EXPLORATION OF THE FORTIETH PARALLEL.

BY N. F. MERRILL.

In the quotations, throughout, all insertions within brackets as well as all emphasis

expressed by italics have been introduced by the writer of this paper.

Almost simultaneously with a partial study of this collection

which it was my privilege to enjoy, a paper came to my notice

entitled :
“ On the Classification of Rocks, by M. E. Wadsworth,’

published in the Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Harv. College, Cam-
bridge, Mass., Vol. V, No. 13. Since that paper dealt largely with

this same collection and contained statements concerning it with

which my own studies cause me to disagree
; and since, aside

from this, the paper expresses views which seem to be somewhat

peculiar, I have been led to offer the following remarks.

A note appended to the title of Mr. Wadsworth’s paper, on

page 275 of the Bulletin, reads : “Abstract of a thesis presented

for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Harvard University,

March 25th, 1879
;
also given before the Boston Society of Nat-

ural History, May 7th, 1879. The references and the numbers of

the sections, which are fully given in the original, are omitted

here.”

On page 278 the author remarks: “Since, owing to the ne-

cessities of the case, both in the use of these observations in a

thesis and in giving a post-graduate course in lithology in this

museum, my work was made public before it was entirely com-

pleted, it has been deemed necessary to publish this abstract in

advance. Several matters of detail yet remain to be worked

out, which may modify some of the general views. All that is

liable to be so modified must, therefore, be withheld for the pres-

ent.” From the last sentence it may be concluded that whatever

is not withheld, is not liable to such modification. One is justi-

fied, therefore, in proceeding to weigh the statements of the pres-

ent abstract, entirely divested of any fear of undue precipitation.

On page 279 of the Bulletin, we find the words :
“

. . . form-

ing a base called by the German lithologists 4 microfelsitic.’

Under this term they have utterly confounded the original micro-
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felsitic base of the unaltered andesites, and of some allied rocks,

with the alteration and devitrification products in the basalts,

andesites, trachytes, rhyolites, felsites, etc.” The point to which

attention is specially called, in this case, is the expression

:

“ original microfelsitic base of the unaltered andesites.” F. Zirkel

introduced the term, microfelsitic
,
into the science, and finding it

to be of somewhat difficult precise definition, he expressly stated

where the microfelsitic base was typically developed in order to

leave no doubt as to the sense in which he used the term. A
translation of his words into English would read as follows :

“ It

is chiefly in rocks which are decidedly rich in silica

,

as the quartz

porphyries, or more especially the liparites in which it is developed,

etc.” (Zirkel, Mikroskop. Beschr. der Min. u. Gest. 1873. S. 281 ).
1

Now, although the andesites are not basic in the sense of that

term as applied to basalts and their ante-tertiary equivalents,

melaphyr and olivin-diabase, yet, according to Mr. Wadsworth

himself (page 280), they stand next to basalts in this respect

among the tertiary and post-tertiary volcanic rocks. They are

certainly quite far removed from rocks “ decidedly rich in silica,

like the quartz-porphyries.” Moreover, the originator of the

term, microfelsitic, in the very volume in which he introduces it,

makes no mention of the development of that base in the section

devoted to the andesites, excepting, in one instance of the discus-

sion of certain hornblende-andesites, to say that it almost never

occurs (Mikr. Beschr. S. 406), while throughout the sections de-

voted to both hornblende-, and augite-andesites there is frequent

mention of glassy base.2 Again, in his introduction to the report

1 Indeed, a most casual acquaintance with the history of studies upon the ground-

mass of the quartz-porphyries will remind one that it was in connection with them
that the term, microfelsite, was first used. (See Rosenbusch, Mikroskop. Phvs. der

massig. Gest. 1877, S. 60-72; also, Zirkel, Mikroskop. Beschr. 1873, S. 265-281, 321-331;

Neues Jahrb. fur Mineral. 1878, S. 514).

It is not intended, here, to argue that the “microfelsitic ” substance does not occur
in andesites, but only to notice the original sense in which the name was employed.

2 Under hornblende-andesite (Mikroskop. Beschr. S. 405) Zirkel alludes to the ground-

mass as being very similar to the trachytic, and refers to page 386 under trachytes.

There we find the words: “ Die mikroskopische Structur der Grundinasse der Trachyte
verhalt sich im Allgemeinen von derjenigeu derLiparite ziemlich verschieden, nament-
lich ist die dort so verbreitete mihrojelsitische Substanz hier nur sehr sellen zur Entwicke-
lung gelangt.

”
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upon the microscopic petrography of the Fortieth Parallel collec-

tion, Professor Zirkel, in describing and illustrating his use of the

word microfelsitic
,

writes almost the identical words quoted

above, remarking expressly that the microfelsitic base is of rare

occurrence among the basic rocks. What, then, are we to under-

stand by Mr. Wadsworth’s “ original microfelsitic base of the

unaltered andesites ” ?

Since the introduction of the term, microfelsitic into petro-

graphic literature, writers have certainly used the term somewhat

confusedly, but this is irrelevant to the point at issue. The un-

welcome thought intrudes itself upon the mind of the reader of

Mr. Wadsworth’s paper, that that gentleman cannot be familiar

with the microfelsitic base, in the Zirkel sense. This is suggested

here, there and everywhere
;
for example, again, on page 281 he

alludes to the “ clear glassy base ” of rhyolites and speaks of a

devitrification of this glassy base in the older and more altered

rhyolites as giving rise to the “ microfelsitic (so-called) base, that

has so puzzled lithologists in the study of the felsites. ” Now,

besides the purely glassy varieties of rhyolite, like obsidian, pear-

lite, etc., rhyolites certainly occur with a glassy base
;
but the

writer had no need to go back to the older felsites to arrive at a

microfelsitic base, since it is precisely in the late rhyolites them-

selves where it is typically developed. I have dwelt somewhat at

length upon these considerations since their connection with the

rest of this paper is obviously intimate and of some significance.

On page 279 the author continues: “The fine-grained, compact

basalts through their alteration give rise to the variety known as

melaphyr, while the coarser-grained ones, like the dolerites, in like

manner form the diabases and the great majority of the basic

rocks known as diorite,—a name that is at present the most

abused one that occurs in lithology, as it is made to cover, not

only old basalts, andesites, etc., but also the granites of the Sierra

Nevada. May it soon be dropped!” There is to be noticed a

slight inaccuracy, or rather incompleteness in the statement that

the coarser-grained basalts, like the dolorites, give rise to the dia-

bases by alteration. The older equivalent of dolerite is hardly

diabase proprement dit
,
but rather olivin-diabase

;
while diabase,

pure and simple, is the older equivalent of augite-andesite
;

al-
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though, confessedly, this distinction depends upon whether or not

we include among basalts only rocks which carry olivin. But that

the alteration of dolerites gives rise to the great majority of the

basic rocks known as diorites, is a statement which I think will

be conceded by most students in petrography to be very extrav-

agant. There is some danger, it must be acknowledged, of con-

fusion arising between the older equivalent of augite-andesite

(
diabase simple) and diorite, since the former often carries horn-

blende, and the latter augite. But there is little danger of con-

founding the older equivalents of basalts
(

i. e., melaphyr and

olivin-diabase) with diorite, which is, mineralogically, simply the

triclinic feldspar equivalent of syenite, and in fact such confusion

seldom occurs.

The author continues :
“ The still more coarsely crystalline

varieties [i. e. of basalts], when altered, gave rise to the gabbros

and peridotites.” According to this, if the author’s meaning is

understood correctly, the distinction between gabbro and diabase

does not at all depend upon the presence or absence of the pyr-

oxenic variety, diallage, but only upon coarseness of the original

unaltered basalts from which they are derived (p. 279) ! But the

author adds; “For the special descriptions and the tracing out

of these changes, reference must be made to the original paper.”

Nothing more of that original paper has ever been published,

so far as I am informed.1

The following considerations may serve to show even more

clearly than the foregoing why a speedy publication of the rest

of the original paper is eminently desirable.

On page 284 of the Bulletin the author says :
“ As my exami-

nation of Mr. King’s collections convinces me that his system is

based on errors, it is well to point out briefly some of these,

[that is, some of these errors] taking, of course, the report of

Professor Zirkel as the basis, and following, in a measure, its

order.” Mr.Wadsworth then proceeds to notice statements of Pro-

1 We cannot admit the deposition of the full paper in the Harvard College library

and the fact that it may be consulted there, to be equivalent to publication in any fair

sense.
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fessor Zirkel’s report, 1 and offers contradictory ones based upon bis

own study of the same collection. It will be sufficent to consider

only a few of these statements of Mr.Wadsworth. On page 285 are

the words :
“ The diorites [i. e., the rocks pronounced by Zirkel to

be diorites] are partly sedimentary rocks, partly granites and fel-

sites, partly old andesites, and the rest are old basalts.” This dec-

laration, it will be seen, disposes of every single specimen pro-

nounced by Zirkel to be a diorite. It would be necessary, therefore,

to find only a single one of all of them to be a bona fide diorite in

order to show that Mr. Wadsworth’s assertion is inaccurate
;
if sev-

eral such were found, it would seem that the assertion was probably

impulsively written. The author has given no numbers of the

specimens and thin sections which he examined, but has deemed

it sufficient, up to this time, to refer to the original paper for

their mention, the publication of which, however, has now been

delayed some two years. Hence, Mr. Wadsworth’ s readers have

no means of knowing which of these specimens are the “ sedi-

mentary rocks,” which the “ old andesites,” etc., or even why any

of them are such, since no reasons by way of diagnoses or other-

wise are given. What he virtually says is that some thirty-five

rocks pronounced by Zirkel to be diorites have been erroneously

determined by that eminent investigator.

My own examination, covering about half of these diorites,

rendered Mr. Wadsworth’s statement absolutely incomprehensible

to me.2

In so large a collection it is not surprising that confusion has

occasionally arisen between the thin sections and the hand spec-

imens now exhibited in the Museum and also within each of these

1 This report constitutes volume sixth of the Report of the Geological Exploration oj

the Fortieth Parallel. The specific title of the volume is: ‘‘Microscopical Petrogra-

phy, by Ferdinand Zirkel.”

2 Through the courtesy of the officers of the American Museum of Natural History,

at New York, I was enabled to devote some eight weeks to a most instructive and prof-

itable, though at best imperfect, study of this collection. At that time the numbers of

Professor Zirkel’s printed report had no corresponding numbers on either hand-speci-

mens or thin sections. So wide was the discrepancy between the statements of Pro-

fessor Zirkel’s report and those of Mr. Wadsworth’s paper, that at first I was led to

think that this confusion of numbers had something to do with the matter; but

since one could not have followed the collection at all by the numbers of the printed
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two classes of specimens, especially if it be borne in mind that

the diagnoses of the thin sections were made the other side of

the ocean, away from the precise hand-specimens now deposited

at the museum. 1 The paragonite schist which I examined, though

full of staurolith crystals, certainly carried no “ large crystals of

pale-blue disthene,” as announced in the report. But since large

crystals of pale-blue disthene, especially when occurring in par-

agonite schist, their favorite abode, are as unmistakable as the

most familiar objects in life, I think that it would never occur to

most men to quote a mention of their presence in a specimen of

such a collection as being an error perpetrated by an eminent

man simply because the precise specimen now exposed to view,

• and which gives every evidence that the very next fragment of

the same sort would be likely to be rich in disthene, happens to

carry none. But then, quot homines , tot sententiae concerning

such points.

On page 285 it is said :
“ The [ZirkeFs] so-called hornblende

porphyries are somewhat altered andesites.” Since there are

only two specimens mentioned in the report as hornblende por-

phyries and since Mr. Wadsworth names them both altered ande-

sites, we have here the elsewhere vainly coveted knowledge of the

precise specimens in question. But just here a difficulty occurs

as to what Mr. Wadsworth really means — a puzzle which, after

many readings, I have been unable to solve. The use of the

terms “ old ” and “ altered ” in his paper seems quite ambiguous.

Thus, Mr. Wadsworth proceeds: “. . . . and the diabases

[of ZirkeFs report] are mainly altered basalts, but a few are

report, this explanation seemed inadmissible. Moreover, I learned that Professor Zir-

kel’s original manuscript, which contained the proper numbers corresponding to those

on both thin sections and hand-specimens, was put at Mr. Wadsworth’s disposal as it

was at mine. I may say, in this connection, that while I cannot understand Mr. Wads-

worth’s results, my own microscopic examination did not lead me, in some cases, fully

to concur with Professor Zirkel’s descriptions. But generally such differences concerned

quite unessential points. In a few cases it was evident that confusion of specimens

had occurred, and that the slide or specimen which I was examining was not the one

described by Zirkel. In a collection of such magnitude, studied and reported upon

under the circumstances which prevailed in this case, the rarity of such instances of

confusion was matter for surprise to me.

1 1 have been informed that such was the case; I presume, correctly.
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unaltered ones, the remainder being altered old andesites.” Now,
on page 279 Mr. Wadsworth when speaking for himself states

that the coarser grained basalts through their alteration give rise

to the diabases. The question then arises : If basalts by alteration

form diabase, why criticise any of Zirkel’s diabases because they

are found to be such altered basalts? Again, he says :
“ The mel-

aphyrs [of Zirkel’s report] are all old, altered basalts, except one,

which is an old andesite.” But, on page 279, Mr. Wadsworth
has said: “the fine-grained, compact basalts through their altera-

tion give rise to the variety known as melaphyr.” Why, then,

complain of any of Zirkel’s melaphyrs for being “old, altered

basalts”? Does it not appear, then, either that Mr. Wadsworth
uses the terms :

“ old, altered ” confusedly, or else that his com-

plaints are inconsistent with his own declared principles ? To
return to the hornblende-porphyries in question, if the expression

:

“ somewhat altered andesites ” means the pre-tertiary equivalents

or forerunners of hornblende-andesite, that is precisely what true

hornblende porphyries are, and I think, from my own study of

these two specimens, that that is just what most students, who
afford themselves the pleasure of a visit to the museum, will find

them to be. From the above quotations it will be seen that

all of Zirkel’s diabases and all of the melaphyrs are disposed

of just as the diorites were. Twelve diabases and seven mela-

phyrs are mentioned in Zirkel’s report. Here, again, my own
study of these rocks rendered Mr. Wadsworth’s statements, as

they stand, incomprehensible to me. I may say that it is perfect-

ly true that a few of the specimens pronounced in the report to

be diabases I should at once regard as basalts1 were I to depend

1 The specimen described under number 198 of the printed report, but which bore the

collection number 533 when I saw it, furnishes such a case. Number 199 of the printed

report (562 “ coll, number ”) is another instance, so far as the microscopic analysis

alone is concerned. Specimen number 200 of the printed report (1285 “coll, num-

ber” ) is, indeed, as Professor Zirkel has stated, suggestive of a tertiary dolerite. I

carefully compared this thin section with one of a dolerite from Port Rush, Ireland,

from my own collection, and the similarity was striking in several points. A very

marked distinction was, of course, the presence of quartz in the diabase and its ab-

sence in the Port Rush dolerite. In one of these quartzes may be seen a remarkably

beautiful fluid inclusion with a very large bubble moving majestically about. This

fluidal inclusion measured about .009 mm. to .01 mm. in length, by .004 mm. in

breadth
;

its beauty was remindful of some of the inclusions of liquid carbonic anhy-

dride of the famous Brazilian topazes.
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solely upon the general habitus of the specimens entirely with-

out regard to their geological relations
;
and Professor Zirkel

himself expressly states that he entertains similar views on page

101 of his report, concerning specimen No. 200. But one would

scarcely be able to infer from Mr. Wadsworth’s laconic attacks

that any such qualifying concession whatever had been made.

The writer proceeds :
“ The iiropylites [i. e., of Zirkel’s report]

are all altered andesites, with which species their chemical com-

position agrees
;
and the diagnostic distinctions that Professor

Zirkel has jilaced between the andesites and propylites do not

hold good even in the specimens that he described, as would

have been readily seen had he given complete descriptions instead

of the very imperfect and often inaccurate ones that have been

published.” It seemed to me that the chemical compositions of

the andesites and propylites, as given in Mr. King’s tables of

analyses, correspond significantly in their slight differences to just

the diagnostic distinctions drawn by Professor Zirkel, some or all

of which were generally visible to me under the microscope. 1

The writer progresses (p. 285) :
“ All of the dacites, [i. e. of

Zirkel’s report] with one exception, are rhyolites, felsites, and

fragmental rocks not beh aging to andesites. The exception is

an altered andesite, in which the quartz is an alteration product.”

Here, as in all of the tlier cases, we are not told which ones

are the rhyolites, which the fe
1

sites, or which the one with the

alteration product, quartz. This, doubtless, will all be done in

1 Although. Mr. Wadsworth refers to no page, yet I take the diagnostic distinctions

between the propylites and andesites, to which he refers, to be those cited on pages

132 and 133 of the printed report of Professor Zirkel. As bearing upon the question

of chemical composition, the most important diagnostic distinction between the pro-

pylites and the hornblende-andesites is probably that of the dissemination of the horn-

blendic (and epidotic) dust in the groundmass and feldspar of the propylites, amount-

ing in some cases to a real saturation of the feldspars with this material,— and the

usual lack of this in the hornblende-andesites. It seemed to me that slides correspond-

ing to the numbers 212,213, 218, 219 of the printed report (108, 110,156, 157 ‘‘coll,

numbers ”) showed this distribution of hornblendic matter very well. This sprink-

ling of hornblendic dust in the feldspars in addition to the hornblende separations

proper to the rock would have a slight tendency, naturally, to lower the percentage of

silica and to raise that of magnesia. This is especially true concerning the silica,

6ince orthoclase separations thus laden with hornblendic material are not very infre-

quent. In the tables of analyses published by Mr. King, the average per cent of silica

is some 1.47 lower in the propylites than in the andesites, making no correction for

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 16 FEBRUARY, 1382.
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the publication of the full, completed paper, the original paper

before mentioned.

Further quotation cannot be necessary to show why Mr. Wads-
worth’s statements, but more especially his method, seemed im-

pressive.

Upon reflecting that Professor Zirkel is generally regarded by

his own countrymen as first-rate authority in this science
;
and

that he is so regarded in America, as it seems evident from the

fact that he was selected by Americans from among so many emi-

nent men of Germany to aid in this work,— a student’s doctor-

ate dissertation
,
doing away with a large portion of a great work

of so great a man by the merest assertions, giving neither reason

for, nor means of checking, such assertions, had something un-

common about it.

In our country, the science of microscopic petrography, al-

though in a relatively embryonic stage of development, is rapidly

attracting young students to its fascinating pursuit. This branch

of study, though founded chiefly in England, has since been

almost completely captured from English soil and carried into

Germany, where it has attained its highest development up to the

present time. Our young students, therefore, have been looking

to German literature and instruction, of late, as the richest sources

from which to draw
;
and the prominent men of Germany have

been their prominent authorities. But thyse same students very

naturally and quite rightly look with confidence to dicta issuing

from our own university at Cambridge, especially when distinctly

approved by its assembled Academic Council .
1 Setting aside

the consideration of justice toward Professor Zirkel, since it

would be manifestly out of place for me to discuss that point, or

the fact that the average for the propylites is taken from only six analyses, while that

for the andesites results from eight; the magnesium oxide average for the propylites is,

in the same way, about 0.46 per cent, higher than for the andesites. But I understand

that in these analyses of the andesites are included some proper augite- andesites

which are generally more basic than the hornblende representatives which alone con-

cern this point; doubtless these chemical distinctions, though slight at the most, would

correspond still more fully to the microscopic distinctions if this were not the case.

These notes are not written with any regard whatever to the mooted question as to

the feasibility of assigning to propylites an essential distinction from hornblende-ande-

sites in the general classification of rocks, although it certainly appears that the speci-

mens of this collection would favor such separation.

i Mr. Wadsworth’s paper was an abstract of an approved doctorate dissertation.
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any distinct attempt to vindicate the original report— an under-

taking as unnecessary as it would be presumptuous— it seemed

highly desirable to call the attention of young American students

in petrography to Mr. Wadsworth’s method before they shall have

allowed themselves utterly to desert the testimony of those whom
they have hitherto regarded as most qualified to speak.

I will add that this examination of portions of the collection

was undertaken by myself, at my own expense, purely for pur-

poses of study, and that its results alone led me to write this

paper in alliance with no one, and in defence of neither this nor

that theory of the genesis of volcanic rocks. It gives me pleas-

ure to acknowledge my obligation to the officers of the American

Museum of Natural History, at New York, for the cordial hospi-

tality extended to me while prosecuting my studies there, and

especially to express my thanks to Mr. D. J. Mac Goldrick, of St.

Francis Xavier’s College, who rendered me valuable help, and

whose counsel in studying certain of the specimens I cannot es-

teem too highly.

SOME POINTS RELATING TO THE GEOLOGICAL EXPLOR-
ATION OF THE FORTIETH PARALLEL.

BY M. tS WADSWORTH, PH.D.
Vr

l^DIICTORY.

Since the preceding pa^r Ms exclusively devoted to a criticism

of an abstract 2 of mine published some over two years ago, it

is necessary that some reply be made, on account of the impor-

tance of the questions to American geology, and to lithological

science.

So far as Mr. Merrill’s paper goes it concerns the subject in two

points of importance only :

1. That the present writer had been mistaken in his use of the

term “ original micro-felsitic base,” since the original use of the

term was different : hence the present writer was unqualified for

his work, and had made his statemqnts ignorantly.

1 u Concerning the Lithological Collection of the Exploration of the Fortieth Paral-

lel,” By Mr. N. F. Merrill.

a Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1879, V, 276-287. “ On the Classification of Rocks.”
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2. The present writer’s statements of what the rocks are in the

collection under discussion do not aoree with Mr. Merrill’s defini-o
tions of diorite, diabase, hornblende porphyry, gabbro, basalt,

andesite, etc.
;
and therefore the same conclusion is to follow as in

the preceding.

To the first it is simply to be said that the word original was

used in direct opposition to the terms alteration and denitrifica-

tion in the same sentence, and had no reference to the “ original

use ” of the term micro-felsitic. The word original meant in the

sentence, that which was believed to be the direct product of the

cooling magma, in contradistinction to that which was the pro-

duct of subsequent changes in the rock. The truth of my previous

statement is virtually admitted by Mr. Merrill
;
who, however, fell

into the error of not regarding it as the point at issue.

Concerning the second point, it is to be said that the usual

classifications had been rejected by me and the principles of

another briefly sketched. Further, it was pointed out where, in

this classification, certain of the specimens described in Yol. YI,

of the Fortieth Parallel reports, would be placed by me.1

Now it was not intended that these specimens should be made

to conform to any of the artificial classifications that were rejected,

but which Mr. Merrill has adopted from his teacher— Zirkel.

In both of these counts, which covet’ all of importance in Mr.

Merrill’s paper, he has totally failed, <ua account of erroneous

views regarding my statements and oJPnions. These errors of

Mr. Merrill were unnecessary, since he could have easily ascer-

tained my meaning upon any points not clear to him, either in

person or through mutual friends.

Furthermore, it would seem that sufficient attention had been

called in my previous abstract to the three distinct classes of

materials found in rocks, to prevent the first mistake. Surely in

the second case it was unnecessary, since it is in violence of the

canons of criticism, to demand that an author’s statements shall

agree with that which he has especially rejected. This, Mr. Mer-

rill evidently knew, since he has adroitly endeavored to turn my
•

own principles against me when he thought he could do so.

i It may be remarked that the originator of a classification may possibly know

whei’e specimens are to be placed according to the principles of that classification as

well as any one else.
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It should be understood that the writer rejects the common
lithological method that Mr. Merrill seems to be using and

expects the writer’s work to conform to. This method can best

be characterized, in a homely way, by supposing that there were

placed in the hands of a zoologist a great number of specimens

of one species of some carnivorous animal, in every condition,

from a fresh state to that of an advanced stage of decomposition

;

also of those of the same species that had lived during distinct

periods of time, as well as of those that had lived for different

lengths of time. With these, too, let there be given to the zool-

ogist a number of packages of the bones of this animal, part of

the bones having been worn and part unworn.

Now imagine this zoologist naming as new species, every speci-

men more decomposed than a preceding one
;
as new species,

those which showed different products of decomposition; as new

species, those that gave any variation, through that decomposi-

tion, upon chemical analysis
;
as for instance, one and forty-seven

one hundredths, or even forty-six one hundredths of one per cent,

for which the reader is referred to Mr. Merrill’s paper. Continuing,

let it be supposed that our zoologist makes new species, or at least

varieties, out of all specimens in which he finds any teeth or bones

of other animals which have been swallowed, changing the sjDecies

or variety as often as the inclosed fragments differ
;
creating new

species out of all that have lived for different lengths of time
;
new

species out of those whose bones are fractured crosswise, as dis-

tinct from those whose bones are broken lengthwise
;
new species

out of the distinct packages of fragments
;
new species according

as these fragments are worn or angular. Also, above and beyond

all, fixing an arbitrary date, and demanding that all the speci-

mens of this animal, that had existed prior to that time, should

be held as distinct species and in general of different origin from

those that were of a later period. Suppose too, that in addition,

our zoologist should advocate that a part or the whole of the

specimens submitted to him were made out of the remains of their

defunct ancestors by a species of fermentation. Also that this

creative chemical action was brought about by the deposition of

the more recent remains upon the older, and that then the older

forms successively came from beneath, and lay down on top, thus
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producing a perpetual cycle. Let the reader suppose all this and

he will gain some idea of the principles and methods commonly

employed in lithology as well as in a greater or less degree in

chemistry as applied to rocks.

This is no mere fancy sketch, but so far as can be done, by

taking an illustration from a distinct science, shows some of the

principles of lithology as taught to-day and some of the methods

upon which rocks, even now
,
are classified.

These principles and methods were utterly rejected by me in

1878, which rejection was distinctly set forth in the abstract

which Mr. Merrill criticised. Yet he demands that my work

should conform to these very principles and methods!

So far as the real weight of Mr. Merrill’s paper goes, the sub-

ject might be dropped here, but owing to the implied charges

and the importance of the subject, it is necessary to carry the

discussion further in a manner somewhat personal to the present

writer. The important question is this : shall the theories and

classifications put forth by Messrs. King and Zirkel with so much
confidence and sustained by the influence of the United States

Geological Survey, as well as apparently by that of almost every

scientist in the country, be longer accepted or not ? If correct

they are to be accepted
;
but if I am right, their acceptance places

an incubus upon American lithology and geology that only long

years can remove.1 The importance is infinitely beyond that of

any man or set of men. It is a question of some of the fun-

damental truths of science.

THE LITHOLOGICAL COLLECTION.

When Prof. J. D. Whitney placed in my charge the lithological

collections made by himself and by others in his employ, he stated

to me that the rocks from California were in general the same as

those collected by the Fortieth Parallel Survey, and described

by Professor Zirkel. Professor Whitney expressed no dissent

from the work of that survey, but on the contrary stated his

belief that the arrangement and study would be simple and

easy on account of Professor Zirkel’s work.

1 It is to be remembered that Richthofen and King’s classification is not accepted in

Europe and was not adopted by Zirkel until his visit to New York.
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The collections were unpacked by me and the thin sections

made under my supervision, while Professor Zirkel’s “ Microscop-

ical Petrography ” with Richthofen’s Memoir was accepted in

good faith as the basis for the work. It was found, however, that

not only was it impossible for me to arrange any systematic series

of sjiecimens by following Professor Zirkel’s work
;
but that also

there appeared in the modern volcanic rocks no diagnostic char-

acters established at one point in the series by Zirkel, that he had

not abandoned elsewhere. After trying in vain to make out of

Zirkel’s work any system that should be applicable to the collec-

tion under my charge, I visited ISTew York for the purpose of

reconciling the apparent discrepancies of Volume VI, by a study

of the actual specimens described.

Mr. Merrill has endeavored to show his devotion to the interests

of science, as well as his disinterestedness in this case, by stating

that his work was done at his own expense. Doubtless this

remark was made in reference to one of mine 1 which applied

only to my work upon the collection at Cambridge. The work

in New York was done not only at my own expense, but also at

the loss of a much needed vacation.

On studying the collection of the Fortieth Parallel Exploration,

not only was the same lack of system observed in the arrange-

ment of the rocks, and more strongly than before
;
but there were

also many mistakes found even in the determination of common
minerals, such as quartz, biotite, olivine, etc. Rocks widely differing

in character had been classed together, while others closely allied

were placed in distinct groups. Now it is true that many of the

rocks placed in various groups appear to belong there
;
and there-

fore, as the collection is arranged, the work might appear on

superficial examination, to have been well done. It seems that

Mr. Merrill was able to make a partial examination only, but even

then, taught as he had been by Zirkel himself, he was unable to

agree in a number of cases with Zirkel’s determinations.

On the other hand, there was not a slide or specimen in the

collection, at the time of my visit, that was not examined by me.

Especial attention was given to the classification and relations of

1 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1879, v, 275.
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the rocks, as arranged by Zirkel
;
and the specimens of each

species were compared with one another, and with those of the

other groups. Comparisons were also made with the undescribed

rocks and sections.

Now Mr. Merrill’s remarks regarding the want of publication

of the “ original paper ” were uncalled for, since any competent,

independent lithologist could have found out, as well as myself,

the mistakes in the determination of minerals, and the unsystem-

atic arrangement of the collection. Does Mr. Merrill mean, as his

paper seems to imply, that he was unable to distinguish frag-

mental from non-fragmental rocks?

It may be said that no secret was made of the results of my
examination, but they were discussed from time to time as the

work went on, with the officers of the American Museum and

with Mr. King. Also, in accordance with Mr. King’s request, the

writer then offered to point out actual mistakes in the determin-

ation of the minerals, and to indicate the positions to which he

would assign the rocks in question. It is to be remembered that

this was prior to the publication of Mr. King’s Systematic Geol-

ogy (Yol. I), a work largely dependent upon Zirkel’s determina-

tions and therefore based on the assumed correctness of many of

the very points in question. But Mr. King then excused him-

self upon the plea of want of time, which he has never found

since ! Want of time to examine the foundations of a work upon

which it may be said ten years of his life had been spent ! This

too, when the incorrectness of some of the statements as a matter

of fact, and not of theory, could have been shown him in fifteen

minutes

!

The writer has been ready and willing, at all times, to go to

New York and, in the presence of competent lithologists, endeavor

to establish the correctness of his statements as to matters of fact

;

and that, as has been said before, was something, as it appeared to

him, which any competent lithologist could have done for himself

if he would.

The writer having thus discovered various errors in matters of

fact,
felt that he had a right to think for himself in matters of

theory.

In order to understand how the work on the lithological col-

lection of the Fortieth Parallel Survey was done, it is necessary to
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retrace our steps. Mr. King adopted as the basis of his work on

the volcanic- rocks, Richthofen’s “Natural System,” which, how-

ever, in detai] and interpretation the former appears to have car-

ried out to suit himself. The rocks were classified and arranged

according; to the ideas of himself and his assistants in the field,

and, later, Professor Zirkel was invited by him to study the collec-

tion microscopically.

All of Professor Zirkel’s previous work had been done from a

different method of classification
;
and it seems to be generally

understood that, at the time he visited this country, he did not

believe in the classification adopted by Mr. King. Be that as it

may, he returned from his visit to Mr. King a professed believer in

it. Of this visit Professor Zirkel wrote to Mr. King :
“ You then

enabled me to become acquainted with the geological distribution,

relative age, and reciprocal connections of the rocks
;
and if I have

been able to study their mineralogical and chemical constitution

from a geological point of view, and to present more than a sterile

and dry petrographical description, the merit is originally yours*

# # # You know that when we examined the collection macroscop-

ically I entirely agreed with the determination and nomenclature

you and your able colleagues had already arrived at in the field.

There were only some doubtful occurrences, whose true nature

could not at that time be decidedly cleared up. Now, after hav-

ing carefully studied more than twenty-five hundred tliin-sections

under the microscope, I have only to testify again that your orig-

inal designations should almost never be altered or corrected.” 1

After the preliminary examination, a selected collection, I under-

stand, was taken to Europe, and the sections made there which

were then studied microscopically. The results of the microscop-

ic examination, together with much material derived from Mr.

King and his assistants, were published in the “ Microscopical

Petrography,” (Yol. VI). According to that work the number of

specimens reported upon out of a collection numbering 2823 was

670; this last number however ought to be increased somewhat

on account of some mistakes made in the numbering in the volume.

The whole number of thin sections deposited at the time of my

1 Letter to the Geologist-in- charge, Yol. vi, p. xv.
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examination, in the American Museum, with the hand specimens

was 914 ;
with an additional collection, said not to have been stud-

ied by Zirkel, of 434 slides of rocks purporting to be sedimen-

tary or fragmental, that were also examined by me. It may be

noticed that Mr. Merrill states that he was informed that the slides

were studied separately from the hand specimens
;
while I was

given to understand that the hand specimens corresponding to the

described sections were taken to Europe. I was further repeat-

edly informed by Mr. King, on inquiring for missing slides and

hand specimens, that they probably had not been returned by

Professor Zirkel, who had retained some for further study.

That Mr. Merrill was misinformed is to be seen from Zirkel’s

own statement, which freely translated from the French reads

thus :
“ I went myself to America in order to see the collection

and to chose the specimens (echantillons) to be sent to Europe.” 1

(1. c. p. 18).

It would seem that the arrangement, classification, and in fact

everything except the simple microscopic descriptions came pri-

marily from Mr. King and his assistants
;
Professor Zirkel’s man-

uscript even being changed in some cases by them before publi-

cation.

It does not seem to be right, in the light of the methods employed,

for Mr. King to claim that the correctness of his work is proved

by Zirkel’s observations (I, pp. 109, 551), and for Professor Zirkel

to claim that the correctness of his work is likewise proved by Mr.

King’s observations (VI, p. 132).

Had the entire, not a selected, collection been placed in Profes-

sor Zirkel’s hands, without his having the slighest clue to their

field relations, or to Mr. King’s conclusions, and had he, indepen-

dently, separated the rocks into divisions which corresponded with

those of Mr. King, then the latter’s views would have been greatly

!Les Roches Cristallines de la Coupe du Fortieth ParallMe au Nord Guest des Etats-

Unis. Par le Dr. F. Zirkel. Annales de la Socidte Beige de Microscopie, 1878, IV, 17-

109.

See also Ueber die krystallinschen Gesteine langs des 40 Breitegrades in Nordwest-

Amerika, F. Zirkel. Berichte liber die Verhandlungen der koniglich sachsischen Ge-

sellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, 1877, II, 156-243.
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strengthened. As it is, the writer fails, except in some cases, to

see wherein Professor Zirkel’s work is anything more than a sim-

ple description of the microscopic characters of a series of rocks

classified by Mr. King.

Occasion arose in 1879 for the publication of the results of my
study of the collection under my charge, and in connection with

it, it also became necessary to give briefly the reasons why the

results of the Fortieth Parallel work could not be accepted by me,

A minor portion only of the abstract was devoted to the work of

Messrs. Zirkel and King. It was then hoped
,
not promised

,
that

within a year the work upon the Sierra Nevada rocks would be

ready for publication. But my time, since the publication of the

abstract, has been largely absorbed in other duties, while the

material to be studied has greatly increased and the plan of the

work been entirely changed. Mr. Merrill was informed by me as

to the reason of the delay at the time of his visit to the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, and he seems to have overlooked the fact

that the publication of the results of the Fortieth Parallel Explor-

ation was delayed seven years beyond the time it was originally

promised.

At no time has the contemplated publication been abandoned

;

but heretofore it would not have been proper to publish the

material contained in the present paper, independently of my
completed work.

In what is said in this paper no personal reflections are intended

to be cast upon those whose work is criticised
;
but it is intended

to criticise the methods, the accuracy of the statements made,

and the manner in which it has been sought to substantiate the

work.

If now the report of Professor Zirkel, together with those of

Mr. King and his assistants, be examined, one of the first things

observed is “ the fine silvery-white, scaly mica-slate ” which “ bears

such a striking resemblance to the well-known beautiful paragon-

ite slate from Monte Campione, near Faido, at the St. Gotthard,

Switzerland, that it is difficult to distinguish one from the other,

— the more so since it contains excellent large crystals of pale-

blue disthene (cyanite),” (YI, p. 28). Of this Messrs. Emmons and
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King state that the rock contains cyanite (II, p. 270), and

was richly charged with “ minute crystals of cyanite ” (I, p.

43). King overlooks the fact that if his statement was correct, the

cyanite would he seen in the microscopic section, in which Zirkel

had expressly stated that none could he seen.

Thi§ rock was set apart as an abnormal and peculiar occurrence in

the Fortieth Parallel district, on account of Professor Zirkel’s state-

ment as to its mineralogical composition. Accounts of it have heen

published in Germany and Belgium and, together with the Haiiyne,

to he spoken of later, have crept into text hooks and various publi-

cations both in this country and in Europe. In the face of all this

Mr. Merrill, while admitting that the rock contains no cyanite

(disthene), thinks it a matter of no importance, and insinuates

that the next fragment of the rock might contain this mineral.

He overlooks the fact that the writer had stated that the rock

was a mica schist “ similar to many mica schists in Hew England,

and except that its color is grayish-white, has no resemblance to

the paragonite schist from St. Gotthard 1 that is, the rock is not

a paragonite schist but an ordinary mica schist. Furthermore,

the rock and the section both give evidence that they were the

ones described by Messrs. Zirkel, King, and Emmons. Also nei-

ther this specimen (Col. Ho. 2647) nor any other in the collection,
*

when examined by me, gave the slightest evidence of bearing

cyanite like that from St. Gothard. Heither was any evidence

obtained that other specimens of this rock could be procured

that did contain cyanite, or that were composed of paragonite.

Hence, I claim that the rocks of the Red Creek district can no

longer be kept in the abnormal position in which they were placed,

through Zirkel’s mistake, as an occurrence of hydrous micaceous

rocks on the Fortieth Parallel— the only occurrence.

Again, this schist has an important bearing upon the question

of the care and accuracy of Zirkel’s work
;
and taken in connec-

tion with other similar errors of fact, it enables one to decide

regarding the reliableness of other portions of the work concern-

ing which, from their theoretical bearings, there would be greater

chance for difference of opinion.

1 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1879, v, 284, 285.
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Granite.

Looking next at the granites it is to be seen that in 1870 (Vol.

Ill, pp. 1-9), all the granite in the district (at least all between the

Sierra Nevada and the eastern side of the Wahsatch range) cov-

ered by the Fortieth Parallel Survey was regarded as eruptive,

and of late Jurassic age. It was promised that reasons for this

view would be fully given in Yolume I. It was also stated that

the last of the publications would be issued in 1871. From this,

as well as from other data, it is to be understood that the field

work had ended prior to the publication of Yolume III (1870).

In 1876 Yolume YI, by Professor Zirkel, was issued. The

arrangement of the granites was found to be changed in this, but

no reason for the change, nor any mention of the former view

was given. In this the granites were held to be thus classed

:

(Yol. YI, pp. 39, 40, 58, 59.)

I. Metamorphic granites.

II. Older eruptive granites of ante-Jurassic age.

III. Younger eruptive granites of Jurassic age.

It was again stated :
“ The full details of the reasons of this

assignment will be found in the chapter upon granites in Yol. I of

this series.” (YI, p. 39.) It was further remarked that “ Clarence

King has long since shown that the eruptive Jurassic granites, and

only these, are characterized by the presence of macroscopical

titanite.” Where ? Professor Zirkel also shows by the following

remark that his classification of the granites was derived from

the work on this collection alone, and not from his previous stud-

ies : “It should be particularly stated that the described contrasts

are valid only for the examined rocks of the Fortieth Parallel,

and that it is not allowable to generalize from them for other

countries ” (YI, p. 59). Since there is no a priori method whereby

eruptive granites can be distinguished from supposed metamor-

phic ones microscopically, and Professor Zirkel had not studied

them in the field, the classification must have come originally

from Mr. King and his assistants.

Turning now to Yol. I, published in 1878, it is to be seen that

Mr. King divides the eruptive granites alone into four types,

remarking, “ This classification, based upon field observations,
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is interestingly carried out by Zirkel, whose microscopic examina-

tions in every way confirm the field arrangement.” (I, 107-109.)

He also states :
“ There is absolutely no evidence whatever in

favor of the belief of granitic extrusions later than the Archaean

age” (I, p. 111). This is the result of the promise to show why
all of the eruptive granites were regarded in 1870 as Jurassic

and in 1876 as part pre-Jurassic and the remainder as Jurassic.

No mention is made of the previous views as such, nor are any

reasons for the changes given, that the writer can find. No evi-

dence is given by Mr. King to prove the correctness of his assign-

ment of the granite to the Azoic (Archaean) derived from the

study of the rocks in his district, beyond lithological evidence,—

*

evidence which he condemns (I, p. 111). Mr. King assumed that

granite in solid points has been thrust up through the Paleozoic

and more recent rocks, without giving any facts to sustain the

view. He states that in many cases the granite formed islands

in the Paleozoic sea while deposits of immense thickness were

formed around them, but generally fails, until he comes to the

more recent rocks, to show that the supposed surrounding rocks

contain the debris of the island ones.

In fact, his statements of his geological dynamics and the

geological age of the granites are left as unproved assertions.

Had any evidence been observed it is difficult to suppose it would

have been passed over in silence.

The rock from Cherokee Butte Mr. King calls a gneiss and states

that “ Zirkel calls attention to the condition of the quartz which

is made up of small worn and rounded fragments” (I, p. 83).

This rock Zirkel called a granite and, instead of stating what King

says he did, he remarked :
“ The course of these lines gives the

quartzes something the appearance of fragments or even of worn

fragments” (VI, p. 55).

The Wahsatch granite in 1876 presented “eminently charac-

teristic types of eruptive granites” of Jurassic age (VI, pp. 50-52) ;

but in 1878 it was referred to the Azoic. Statements of a series

of geological phenomena of the most remarkable kind were ad-

vanced. without proof of their correctness, in order to sustain the

latter view of their age (I, pp. 44-51, 122-125, 174, 184). These

statements were in some measure criticised by the Director of the
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Geological Survey of Scotland, who also remarked regarding one of

the geological sections :
“ The section, I submit, involves a series of

physical impossibilities, or at least of such glaring improbabilities as

to demand full and incontrovertible proof in its support. For, in

the first place, it requires us to believe that the cliff against which

the Paleozoic sediments were deposited, must have been at least

twelve miles high! * * * In the next place it necessitates the

admission that this stupendous precipice was subsequently turned

over on its back carrying with it the adhering later rocks.”

(Amer. Journ. Sci. 1880, (3) XIX, 363-367.) The granite of the

Wachoe Mountains was held to be Jurassic in 1876 (YI, p. 49),

but Azoic in 1878 (I, pp. 59-60).

The granite at Agate Pass was regarded by Zirkel as an excel-

lent example of the titanite granites (Jurassic ?) (VI, p. 48), but

King is inclined to object to this determination and prefers “to

consider it rather as a diorite than as a granite
;

” that is a grani-

toid modification of the surrounding “ diorite ” (I, p. 72). When
the writer studied these rocks in the summer of 1878 he saw no

reason to dissent from Professor Zirkel’s determination of the

above granite as granite, but he did see reasons for objecting to

the assignment of the Agate Pass “ diorite V to the “ diorites ”.

He then held that this u typical diorite ” was a granite holding

abundant quartz and biotite, as well as hornblende, plagioclase,

and orthoclase (YI, p. 91, No. 184, Col. No. 1858).

He would explain the resemblance of the above granite and
“ diorite ” in the reverse way from Mr. King, that is : the diorite

is a modification of the granite. In like manner the “ diorite
”

from Mill Creek Canon, which Zirkel says “ is very peculiar,” and

which Mr. Emmons thinks may be best classed as a diorite,

although it presents many features of a fine grained granite, Mr.

King holds is an intermediate link between granite and diorite

(YI, p. 91, No. 183, Col. No. 1823
;

II, p. 571 ;
I, p. 74).

The writer regards this as a fine grained granite, the same as

the fine grained modifications of granite which can be seen at

Rockport, Mass. These modified fine grained portions of the

Rockport granite are continuous with the main granite (coarse

grained) mass.
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The Toyabe range granite was described by Emmons in Yol.

Ill (p. 323) as Jurassic, and evidence that appears to be sound

given in support of the view, but in Yol. I (pp. 75-77) it is

referred by King to the Azoic, without giving any evidence

therefor or mentioning the former view.

In 1877 the Pavenswood Peak granite was regarded as post-

Azoic, and from the evidence given it was probably eruptive

since the Carboniferous (II, pp. 637-639). However, in 1878 King

states “ there is little doubt of its Archaean age, but its reference

to that period is only on general lithological grounds ” (I, pp. 78,

108).

A granite dike in the Havallah range is regarded by King as

an exceptional occurrence in his district, but the writer thinks

that the difficulty can easily be explained (I, p. 81
;
II, p. 675 ;

YI, p. 46, No. 77, Col. No. 1488). Previously to the publication

of Mr. King’s report, the writer satisfied himself that the section

(1488) described by Zirkel never came from the hand specimen

(1488), a not uncommon mistake, apparently, in Zirkel’s work on

this collection.

The Pali-Ute granite, Professor Zirkel stated in the manuscript

report, was doubtless envptive, but in the published report (Yol.

YI, p. 44) he was made to say that it “ doubtless belongs to the

metamorphic group.”

The younger eruptive granite of the Pah-tson was regarded

by Zirkel as Jurassic (YI, p. 43), by Emmons and Hague as prob-

ably Jurassic (II, p. 778), but by King as Azoic (Archaean), (I,

p. 92). This change of views between 1877 and 1878 as usual is

not noticed in Yol. I, and no proof is advanced in behalf of the

latter view. This is the case with the Pah-supp granite, and with

but few exceptions, so with all the granite westward to the Sierra

Nevada: Jurassic of Zirkel, Emmons, and Hague, but Archaean

of King who tells us Zirkel’s “ microscopic examinations every

way confirm the field arrangement.”

Syenite.

Mr. Merrill does not take up the question of the syenites;

although, since there were but two specimens, he had the informa-
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tion he professes to have desired as to the exact specimens in

question. The first (No. 152, Col. No. 1826, VI, p. 81), is very

greatly decomposed, so much so that the writer does not regard

it as a suitable specimen for classificatory work. He holds that

the quartz is an alteration product, and that the present structure

of the hornblende is also the result of alteration, and not original

as Zirkel holds it to be. The same may be said of the quartz in

the second syenite (No. 158, Col. No. 1858, VI, p. 82), while the

rock itself is much altered. The writer regards these as old and

altered andesites.

Diorite.

The diorites of the Fortieth Parallel described by Zirkel are

regarded by the writer as a varied body of rocks, having but few

characters in common, except the hornblende. In part of these

he holds that the hornblende is an alteration product, and in

others an original one. Nos. 162 (235), 172 (1497), 173 (1500),

185 (2221), 188 (1637) are regarded by the writer as old and

altered andesitic rocks. No. 162 contains much alteration quartz,

and in No. 185 may be seen the remains of well outlined augite

crystals, which appear to have been unnoticed by Zirkel.

The diorite of Kawsoh Mountains (VI, p. 86, Col. No. 688), the

writer regards as an old basaltic rock— a diabase, macroscopi-

cally and microscopically. It contains some augite which was

unnoticed by Zirkel. Nos. 164 (903) and 167 (1386) are regarded

as metamorphosed fragmental rocks and therefore not properly

classed as diorites even by Zirkel
;
164 is probably an andesitic

ash.

The other specimens of “ diorite ” the writer is inclined to con-

sider as belonging to the granitic and felsitic rocks. Some cases

are indeed doubtful, as Nos. 163 (836), 174 (1513), and 187 (2723),

which are so much altered that their diagnosis is difficult, as

Zirkel evidently found. In fact it may be stated, that it is believed

that many of the mistakes arose from the collection of surface

and altered specimens, which were unfit for the classificatory

work required. This was a matter of more importance, since

Zirkel appears to have proceeded, in the larger portion of this

work, upon the principle that these rocks were created in the:

PROC BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. XXI. 17 FEBRUARY, 1882.
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state in which he found them. Of No. 168 (1389) Zirkel stated :

“ The rock has no mica” (VI, p. 87), but the writer found mica

in it. So, too, quartz was found in No. 187 (2723) although

Zirkel says it contains no quartz. The hornblende in this rock

is regarded by me as an alteration product.

In the cases of the mica-diorites, Nos. 169 (1378), and 170

(1380), it would seem as if some mistake had been made in the

hand specimens, since they show but little trace of mica, and

resemble some metamorphic schists.

Hornblende Porphyry.

.The specimens of hornblende porphyry, Nos. 189 (1435), 190

(1418), are regarded by me as but little altered andesites which

would never have been separated from the andesites if it had

not been for theoretical views regarding their age. For Mr.

Merrill’s benefit the writer would state that he does not believe

in any “ ante-Tertiary precursor” of andesite, basalt, trachyte or

rhyolite. What he means when he speaks of a rock being an

altered andesite, basalt, etc., is that the rock originally was the

same as andesites, basalts, etc. of the present day are
;
and that

the difference is in general owing to the alteration they have

undergone since their consolidation. These altered rocks are

sometimes old (Mesozoic, or older), sometimes not. As a rule,

however, an old rock, especially if basic, is an altered one. The

writer, agreeing with Professor Dana, denies that there is any

valid lithological distinction between Tertiary and pre-Tertiary

rocks, beyond this : other things being equal, the greater the age

the greater the alteration. The writer holds that during the ear-

lier geological ages basalts, andesites, rhyolites, etc., existed, which

in their unaltered state were identical with those of the present

day
;
and that it is these rocks which, in their altered state, are

now classed as diorites, melaphyrs, diabases, porphyries etc., etc.

Diabase.

Nos. 191 (750), 192 (754), 193 (761), 194 (764), 195 (773), I

hold are altered andesites, containing much secondary quartz.

Nos. 196 (520), 197 (532), 198 (533), and 199 (562), are taken by
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me to be unaltered basalts, of which No. 197 is almost identical

with No. 551 (565), (VI. p. 237), wdiile No. 199 has the same

“ globulitic half glassy base ” as the basalt No. 551. All these num-

bers (196, 197, 198, and 199) form with the basalts of Zirkel, Nos.

551 (565) and 556 (689), a common series of rocks closely alike,

and it seems to me they should never have been separated.

No. 200 (1285) I regard as a diabase, identical with that

described by me, as forming the edge of a large mass of diabase

at the “Powder House” Somerville, Mass., the quartz in both

cases being a product of alteration (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.

1877, XIX, 281).

No. 201 (1387) is a diabase almost identical with the rock form-

ing the large dike at the “ Pumping Station ” Brighton, Mass.

(1. c., p. 231).

No. 202 (1680) can be regarded as a coarsely crystalized mela-

phyr or a fine grained diabase, preferably the former
;
while Col.

No. 1704 (VI, p. 102) is a diabase.

The terms melaphyr and diabase are used by me to indicate

altered, and therefore generally old, basalts.1 It may be said, once

for all, that my criticisms against Zirkel’s species diabase, mela-

phyr, etc., were made, because he uses the terms as indicating
%

species distinct from the rocks whose alteration forms I believe

them to be
;
therefore, as was proper, it was pointed out to what

q>ecies they were supposed to belong to as varieties.

Had Mr. Merrill used more care he would have seen that his

criticism relating to diabase and olivine diabase, basalt, and aug-

ite-andesite does not apply to work in which such mineralogical

definitions of rocks are especially rejected
;

but that it does

apply to Zirkel’s work, since in his report he has given, without

distinction between them, under diabase, basalt, and augite-

andesite, rocks both “ olivine-bearing ” and “ olivine-free.”

My statements regarding gabbro and diorite will be maintained

in proper time and place
;
but instead of confining myself to

Mr. Merrill’s bald definitions, I shall try to show to what rocks

these names have actually been applied.

1 The use of these names is not advocated by me, but the present state of lithologi-

cal science demands them, therefore I comply, but endeavor to show their relations to

the unaltered rocks.
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Melaphyr.

No. 209 (407) is held to be an altered andesite, containing

much quartz as a product of decomposition. The larger crystals

and the blackish grains described by Zirkel, which he regards as

augite or unknown, I hold are the remains of the hornblende so

common in the andesites (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1879, V, 280,

281). Nos. 203 (313), 204 (314), 205 (321), 206 (326), 207 (332),

208 (340), are regarded by me as melaphyrs, that is, altered

basalts, and they contain much alteration quartz. No. 208 (340),

I hold to be. a melaphyr as defined by me.

Propylite.

Since this rock has attracted much attention from its relation

to silver mining and from its forming the base of the classification

proposed by Richthofen and adopted, with modifications, by King,

it demands a somewhat extended notice.

It is first necessary to give some lengthy extracts from the

writings of Messrs. King, Hague, Emmons, and Zirkel, in order

that its “ habitus ” may be understood. The italics in the extracts

are mine.

Mr. King states (I, p. 550, 551) : “ The science of petrography

offers no more interesting example of the delicate shades on

which lines may be successfully drawn than the case of this rock.

Richthofen’s subtle observation and great practice as a field geol-

ogist enabled him to detect the essential characteristics of the

habitus of this rock, while at the same time he clearly saw its re-

lations to the other hornblende-plagioclase species. The subse-

quent microscopic analysis of the rock by Zirkel has firmly

established its independence as a species. The English petro-

graphers especially have been inclined to deny its. existence
;
but

the shade of habitus upon which Richthofen founded his first

assertion of the species is so evident in the field of the Fortieth

Parallel Exploration that there has never bee?i the slightest doubt

on the part of Messrs. Emmons and Hague and myself as to the

identity of propylite. When the large collection of specimens

brought in by us came to be studied microscopically by Zirkel,

it was found that we had never wrongly assigned a specimen to
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propylite. In certain instances the microscope revealed the pres-

ence of minute grains of quartz, and the rock thus characterized

came to be classed as quartz-propylite
;
but there was never any

doubt as to the generic nature of the rock. There was not a sol-

itary instance in which the rock by us called propylite proved to

be either diorite, andesite, or plagioclase hornblende-trachyte.

I am careful to mention this fact, not as a guarantee of the cor-

rectness of our determinations
, for that has been placed beyond

question by the microscopical analyses of Zirkel
,
but because

later in this chapter I shall have occasion to discuss what consti-

tutes a species of volcanic rock, and the factor which habitus

must necessarily play in classification.”

Now Professor Zirkel says (VI, p. 132) :
“ Perhaps it may not be

superfluous to insist that all the rocks described in the foregoing

pages as propylites and andesites were first referred to one or the

other group by geological observations in the field,
and that the

petrographical diagnosis and the classification of . them have not

been influenced by any artificial point of view or preconceived

opinion. The examinations have proved that in every rock the

geological and petrographical differences perfectly accord.” The

assertions in the above quotations do not seem to me to be sus-

tained by the facts, as I think will ajztpear.

Regarding King’s statements about himself or his assistants

never wrongly assigning a rock to propylite in the field, and that

the microscopic work always agreed with the field work, it is

only necessary to quote their own statements. It will of course

be admitted that they have not taken pains to afford contradic-

tory evidence.

Mr. King states in the same chapter, the italics as before being

mine (I, p. 567)

:

“The field habit of this dacite is decidedly more propylitic than

andesitic. ... in the field and in hand specimens we were

often unable to distinguish between it and quartz-propylite. But
in the case of this outburst it might readily be mistaken for the

neighboring quartz-propylite.”

Zirkel describes this rock as “ a dacite, which envelopes so

many strange fragments of another variety of dacite as to form
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a real breccia” (VI, pp. 140, 141
;
Nos. 280 [1866], 281 [1884]).

This dacite the writer regards as identical with specimens

obtained by Mr. W. A. Goodyear from a quarry near the Manhat-

tan Mercury Mine, Johntown, Yolo Co., California, now in the

Lithological Collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology.

These specimens are composed of fragments of pumice (the

•‘strange angular particles of a dull, milky looking substance”

of Zirkel), andesite, quartz, feldspar, etc., cemented by a fine mud
and water-deposited silica. The rock is composed simply of de-

tritus that has been somewhat acted upon by water, etc., and

belongs with the clastic rocks.

It may be remarked that these rocks are about as unlike the pro-

pylite of Richthofen as any rock could well be. It is perhaps

permitted to me to speak somewhat authoritatively upon this point

since there is under my charge a collection of propylites, deter-

mined as such by Richthofen, from the typical localities of Silver

Mountain, Washoe, etc.

But to continue, King states of a rock from another locality

(I, pp. 569, 570) :

“ Of all the dacites, in external habitus this most closely resem-

bles the propylite type
,
and it is by mistake colored upon our geo-

logical map as quartz-propylite
,
close examination having been

made too late for a change.” The analysis, too, is given in the

table of analyses No. VIII (analysis No. 132) amongst the

quartz-propylites, and not in Table IX where Mr. King states it

is to be found.

Speaking of this dacite of Professor Zirkel, Mr. Hague remarks

(II, pp. 844, 845) :
“ It is regarded as belonging to the quartz-propy-

lites
,
and has been represented as such on the geological maps, al-

though microscopical analysis indicates that it is more closely allied

to dacites, the quartz bearing variety of the andesites. The rock

has the characteristic greenish-gray groundmass of the typical

Washoe propylite
,
with the same arrangement and structure of

the plagioclase and hornblende and the same generalfield aspect.”

Yet this is a rock that Zirkel describes as “ one of the most typical

dacites ” (VI, p. 139, No. 276, Col. No. 814). It is regarded by me
as an old rock probably long antedating the Tertiary, and would

by most lithologists be called a quartz or a granite porphyry.
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Again Mr. King remarks (I, p. 629) :
“ Certain of the plagio-

.clase trachytes
,
andesites

,
and propylites hear a striking resem-

blance in the relation of their secreted minerals to the ground-

mass bv which the resulting porphyries are puzzlingly similar”

Of his observations he again says :
“ But as since the period

of the.se observations, quartz-propylite and dacite have been sep-

arated, a doubt is thrown over the reading of that locality ” (I,

pp. 683, 684).

Mr. Emmons says of a “ rough gray sanidin-trachyte “ Both

in habit and mineralogical constitution, this rock shows close

affinity to propylite, and would be so classed, but that the ortho-

clase predominates over the triclinic feldspar ” (II, p. 580). Zir-

kel states that the same “ rock exhibits a considerable measure of

similarity to propylite, and it would be so classed if orthoclase

did not unquestionably predominate” (VI, p. 153). King also

says of the same :
“ The groundmass resembles that of propylite.

* * * But for the predominance of sanidin over plagioclase, the

rock, from the peculiar disposition of the hornblende, would be

closely related to the propylite” (I, pp. 598, 599).

The studies of the writer upon the propylites of the Fortieth

Parallel Survey, as well as upon the collections made about Silver

Mountain, in the Washoe District, and elsewhere, convinced him

that the true propylite is an altered andesite standing in similar

relations to it that melaphyr and diabase do to the basalts. Ko
definite line can be drawn between the propylites anq andesites

as the alteration products are the same, the difference being sim-

ply in the degree of alteration.

The hornblendic dust
;
the color of the rock, of its groundmass,

and of the hornblende
;
the microscopical epidote

;
the absence

of a glass-bearing groundmass
;
the rarity of augite, the struc-

ture of the hornblende, etc., are in my opinion the result of alter-

ation. Professor Zirkel states the reverse regarding part of these

characters, yet he described rocks as andesites that cannot be dis-

tinguished by me either macroscopically or microscopically from

others belonging to the same district that he described as propy-

lites. In the well marked specimens there is no difficulty in class-

ing in the field, or by a mere examination of a hand specimen

with the unaided eye, a rock as a decomposed or altered andesite
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(propylite) or as an unaltered andesite
;
but this does not entitle

propylite to be regarded as a distinct species any more than the

altered form of any rock or a decomposing specimen of any

animal should be. It is at best a variety merely, and not a

strongly marked one at that.

Mr. King points to the fact that the propylites are generally

decomposed (I, p. 557), and it is to be remarked that every one

described by Zirkelwas more or less decomposed. It is further to

be noticed, as bearing upon this, that glassy propylites are unknown
(I, p. 722), and “ a glass-bearing propylitic groundmass has never

been found” (VI, p. 139). If it is necessary to give names to

the altered states of rocks and regard them as varieties merely,

the writer accepts the use of the term propylite
;
but he is

opposed to its erection into a species holding equal rank with

andesite, basalt, and rhyolite.

Professor Zirkel states that “ the brown hornblende of the

andesites never produces secondary epidote ” (VI, p. 112), and

then points to the alteration of an andesitic hornblende to epi-

dote later (VI, pp. 130, 133). He states however that no other

occurrence has been observed. The writer claims that such alter-

ations are comparatively common in the more altered of the so-

called andesites, not only in Sierra Nevada rocks, but also in those

of the Fortieth Parallel collection, described and undescribed by

Zirkel.

Of the quartz-bearing propylites, No. 226 (1641) I hold is an

old felsitic rock
;
also that Nos. 228 (1863), 229 (1868) are the

same as some of the rocks Zirkel has described as granite-por-

phyry; that No. 227 (1453) is an old, decomposed, fragmental

rock, while Nos. 230 (1869) and 231 (173) are altered andesites

containing alteration quartz. They are the only ones, even if

species are to be founded on alteration characters, that are enti-

tled to be called quartz-propylites. This then disposes of all of

the quartz-propylites except No. 232 (317). The writer holds

that the section Col. No. 317 never came from the rock with the

label No. 317, but that it was made from some old, altered rock.

(See also Vol. I, pp. 554, 566
;
Vol. II, pp. 841, 842). My conclu-

sions regarding these quartz-propylites are borne out by the fluid

inclusions in the quartz found in them, the chemical analyses, and

by the fact that it does not appear that their age is known.
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Had Mr. Merrill rejected the analyses under No. 140 (Table

IX) which are from a rock regarded in the reports as an abnormal

form, he might have -had six analyses of propylites and six of

andesites, and perhaps have seen their chemical relations better.

Andesite.

The separation of the andesites into hornblende and augite-

andesites is opposed, for the reason that the two minerals, horn-

blende and augite, are of diverse origin in these rocks, as set forth

by the writer in the previous publication. 1 Professor Zirkel’s

hornblende-andesites usually contain augite and the augite-ande-

sites, hornblende. The division between them is no more a

geological one than it is a lithological one, Zirkel’s statement that

the augite-andesite is younger in age than the rhyolites, being,

according to King himself, an erroneous one. While Zirkel

places the augite-andesites as geologically closely connected with

the basalts, King holds that they are separated from them by both

the trachytic and rhyolitic eruptions (I, p. 576, VI, p. 219).

While Zirkel states that the augite-andesites “ will always upon

merely a macroscopical examination be classed as basalts,” the

writer holds that such confounding of the two rocks on macro-

scopic study ought to be comparatively rare, and then as a rule,

only in the case of specimens closely related to the basalts.

Herein is one of the striking differences between our methods of

work and classification.

Professor Zirkel states that in the andesite, Col. No. 17 (VI, p.

122), no quartz could be found, but quartz in comparatively large

amounts was seen by me in the section. This quartz is regarded,

from its microscopic characters, as an alteration product.

No. 243 (272) I take to be a volcanic tufa (andesitic) and

to belong with Zirkel’s clastic rocks.

Dacite.

Some of the dacites have been spoken of under the head of

propylite and need not be referred to here. Of the others No.

271 (90) I regard as a rhyolitic tufa containing andesitic frag-

1 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1879, v, 280, 281.
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ments, and therefore belonging with Zirkel’s clastic rocks. Nos.

277 (897), 278 (1783) I hold are fragmental rocks, of which the

latter at least is old. They both appear to be formed from rhyo-

litic (felsitic) debris. The remainder are considered by me, with

but one exception, to be rhyolitic (including felsitic) rocks of vari-

ous ages. No. 279 (1852) is the exception. This I hold is an old

andesite containing quartz as an alteration product, and would

therefore be the only dacite, properly so-called, according to

King and Zirkel’s definition. Since the rock is an altered ande-

site, and the quartz a secondary product, there seems to be no

use for the term dacite here to indicate a quartz-bearing andesite,

unless secondary minerals are to be raised to the same rank in

nomenclature that original ones hold
;
and in this case the rock is

the same as the only real quartz-propylite, i. e. an altered ande-

site. We thus have two names to indicate the same thing.

Trachytes.

Nos. 289 (293), 323 (2589), 324 (2611), 325 (2601), 327 (2616),

329 (2617), 330 (2620), 332 (2621), I hold are both macroscopic-

ally and microscopically basalts, and except one or two which are

allied to the andesites, are well marked basalts. These in part

belong to the same series as No. 612 (2619) a resemblance, which

Professor Zirkel also noticed (YI, pp. 161,251
;
II, pp. 169-173).

The number of the rock 612 (VI, p. 251) is erroneously given as

328 on page 161 of Zirkel’s report. It should be noticed here

that while Zirkel states that this rock contains no olivine, this

mineral can be seen in the section in considerable quantity (VI,

p. 251). The quartz, except some alteration quartz, observed

by Zirkel in these rocks, is held by me to be of prior origin to

the consolidation of the basalt, that is, it is foreign to the rock.

However, had these rocks been assigned to their proper species, Mr.

King might out of them have made his quartziferous division of the

basalts, and not plunged the rhyolites into the basaltic lake as he

has done. It is further thought that the analyses of two of the

above rocks (the only two analyzed) given in Table X of King’s

report (Analyses 143 and 144) bear out my views as to their

relation.
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In describing the above rocks, Zirkel stated of No. 289 (293) :

“ There is no olivine which expresses the absolute separation of

the rock from basalts” (VI, p. 148). Yet No. 325 (2601) and

332 (2621) are described as trachytes containing olivine. He has

indeed explained the presence of the olivine in 325 as a crystal-

lization from the rock to neutralize the quartz contemporaneously

produced. When it is realized that the quartz is not a crystal-

lization from the rock, but foreign, like a stick in dough, and that

332 contains olivine but no quartz, some idea of the value of his

theory can be gained. Furthermore, a number of his basalts

are said to contain no olivine. How then does the absence of

olivine absolutely separate a rock from the basalts even in his

own work?

The slide No. 326 (2614) is not believed by me to have come

from the rock with the label Col. No. 2614. Apparently the slide

and the hand specimen are the ones described by Zirkel, King,

and Emmons. Had the discrepancy between the slide and hand

specimen been observed, Mr. King would probably have been

saved his difficulty in classifying it (I, pp. 547-549; II, p. 170 ;

VI, pp. 160, 161).

Professor Zirkel described in Nos. 300 (1664), 301 and 613

(2623), some Prussian blue grains which he thought in all prob-

ability belonged to Hailyne (VI, pp. 151, 152, 251
;

I, p. 596 ;
II,

pp. 568, 598). Grains of the same kind were found quite com-

monly in the sections of rocks from the Cordilleras, in the Litho-

logical Collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, also

in many European sections in that collection. They seem never

to be in the groundmass, but always above or below the section

in the Canada balsam
;
frequently they were observed in the bal-

sam at a distance from the section. I can but regard them as

impurities that have got into the balsam at some time previously,

or else upon the section during its preparation. The most prob-

able explanation for the California occurrences is this : the chips

to be ground were placed in small boxes, many of which were

made of paper colored by ultramarine. The paint readily rubbed

off upon the fingers and specimens, and microscopic examination

of prepared slides containing this powder in balsam showed

that its characters are the same as those of the supposed Hatiyne
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grains. Part of the collection from the Fortieth Parallel was

in similar boxes, which would account for the presence of the

grains in the slides examined by Zirkel. Whether the occurrence

of these grains in the European sections can be accounted for in

this way or not can not be told
;
but one thing is certain, they are

foreign to the rock slice.

Since these Hatiyne grains occurred, according to Zirkel, in

only three specimens, and all these occurrences were rejected by

me, Mr. Merrill had “ here the elsewhere vainly coveted knowl-

edge of the precise specimens in question.” But not a word on

this

!

Rhyolite.

Nos. 464 (1799) and 303 (1805), (VI, pp. 152, 194) were collec-

ted by Mr. James D. Hague in the ;same locality
,
on the same

day
,
and numbered co?isecutively in the field as 2359 and 2360.

As will be seen above they were not numbered consecutively in the

Cabinet. Now so far as the writer could find, the hand speci-

mens and sections are identical, that is as identical as two speci-

mens of the same rock can be. The only observed difference

being that the section 303 (1805) is a little thinner than the

other. Yet while Zirkel describes 464 (1799) as a rhyolite the

other is said to be a beautiful trachyte !

Belonging in the same series with these two rocks are Zirkel’s

granite-porphyries 120 (1961) and 133 (2054), his trachyte 308

(1895) and his rhyolites 355 (777), 469 (1918), and 487 (2205),

(VI, pp. 62, 64, 154, 172, 195, and 200). The last diffiers simply

in the presence of the augite.

No. 340 (270) I hold is a much weathered, surface specimen,

belonging to the andesites. No. 369 (889) is said by Zirkel to

contain “ very small fragments of strange rhyolitic particles ” (VI,

p. 174). These fragments the writer takes as andesitic fragments,

and claims that fragments of andesite can be seen in 351 (558),

352 (557), 362 (852), 370 (892), 371 (893), although Zirkel says

they are wanting in the last two, and appears not to have seen

them in the others.

Other rhyolites containing andesitic fragments are Nos. 416,
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(1446), 423 (1471), 473 (2063J, 491 (572), 492 (809), etc. Zirkel

calls the andesitic fragments in No. 492 (809) “ felsitic rhyolite.”

No. 473 (2063) is said to contain no biotite
,
but it does hold bio-

tite that can be seen not only with the microscope but also with

the naked eye (YI, p. 196). The “pieces of dark-gray rhyolite,”

b in 479 (2130), are apparently fragments of a melaphyr, but it

is somewhat doubtful if the section came from Col. No. 2130.

Nos. 364 (870) and 367 (878) are regarded by me as ande-

sites
;
365 (872) is too much decomposed to be sure about it, but

I consider it to be a decomposed basaltic rock, as is also apparent-

ly Col. No. 868, although no section of it could be found. Col.

No. 868 and Nos. 365 (872) and 366 (875) are said on the labels

to overlie the basalt. Col. No. 875 is a rhyolite, hence here is an

exception to Richthofen’s law although King says he found none.

The section No. 380 (948) is probably not from hand S23ecimen

948. Rhyolite No. 384 (980) is the same as the chalcedony No.

656 (980), (YI, pp. 177, 271).

No section of No. 386 (913) could be found by me, but the hand

specimen is evidently a basalt. No. 423 1
(1518) is evidently an

andesite, as Emmons suggests, containing a fair amount of plagio-

clase, but none of the quartz it was said to hold by him could

be found by me (I, p. 188, II, p. 642). No. 467 (1876) is held to

be a fragmental rock.

The divisions into which Zirkel has separated the rhyolites are

not regarded by me as natural ones, since no line can be drawn

between them except an arbitrary one. Mr. King is mistaken in

his statement that the “ nevadite ” has only slight traces of “ vit-

reous binding material” (I, p. 722). It is furthermore true

that many of the porphyritic and felsitic rhyolites contain less

glass than the “nevadites.”

The quartz found in the rhyolitic groundmass is regarded by

me as a devitrification product, and therefore not a suitable min-

eral to found lithological species upon (II, p. 463).

On page 117 of Yol. VI, Professor Zirkel in speaking of the

fluid inclusions in the quartz of No. 226 (1641) stated
: (The italics

are mine.) “As respects this point, indeed, the quartz of this

This in Vol. vi is a misprint for 433, since No. 423 occurs on page 186.
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Tertiary propylite, and, without an exception, that of all

which follow, behaves exactly like that of the ante-Tertiary dio-

ritic porphyries, and differently from that of all other Tertiary

quartziferous rocks
,
dacites and rhyolites

,
which only contain

glass inclusions.” On page 197 [ISTo. 475 (2059)], he again says :

“ This rhyolitic quartz individual is the only one of the thousands

and thousands that have been examined with the microscope which

has been found to bearfluid inclusions.” On page 201 [No. 488

(2625)] it is said “ that this rock, the only one of this division

whose doubtless primary quartz bears fluid inclusions
,
can be

pronounced a rhyolite by its other petrographical characteristics.

It properly belongs to the trachytes.” The inconsistency of the

above statements can be easily seen. The presence of fluid

cavities in the quartz-propylites is accounted for, even on Zir-

kel’s statements of where fluid cavities ought to occur, by my
statements of what these propylites are as given in the prece-

ding pages. -Regarding the quartz in ISTo. 475 (2059) Zirkel stated :

u This curious quartz was joined (to) a quite dull and entirely

decomposed feldspar, like those in granites. . . . The obser-

ver is permitted to conclude that this singular quartz and the

adjoining altered feldspar are also foreign inclusions.” This

might very naturally be the case since the rock is a brecciated one,

and the part in question is an inclosed fragment of a granite.

Basalt.

No. 529 (23) I consider as a diabase both as regards its macro-

scopic and microscopic characters.

No. 531 (204) is considered by me to be an old, altered and

much decomposed andesite (propylite). This, both macroscopic-

ally and microscopicall
,
is identical with some of Zirkel’s propy-

lites, and contains some quartz. Zirkel mistook for “ macroscop-

ical olivines” some greenish (viriditic) spots arising from the

alteration of the groundmass in this rock ! Its chemical analysis

also indicates that it belongs to the andesites.

No. 534 (263), I claim is a melaphyr, as are Nos. 537 (325) and

538 (337). The two last contain considerable alteration quartz.

Nos. 604 (1726) and 605 (1727) are said to be geologically older
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than the rhyolites, and are classed by King and Emmons as ande-

sites. King in objecting to Zirkel’s determination of these speci-

mens as basalts states :
“ At the time Professor Zirkel’s examina-

tions were made, the field-notes were not written out, and he was

not informed as to the condition in the field ” (I, p. 573, II, p. 592).

King’s statement, then, shows that the determination of the rock

species was made by him, in general, and implies that Zirkel

could not properly determine the species a rock belonged to

unless he was informed as to its field characters. This further

implies that there is no science in lithology, and that Zirkel’s

work wTas merely to describe the specimens that King had already

classified. It is exceedingly unfortunate for the view of the

independent conformation of the field and microscopic work that

they should conform when Zirkel was informed as to King’s

views, and disagree when he was not so informed.

No. 608 (2006) is microscopically a rhyolite.

Nephelite Basalts.

No. 616 (646) I believe to be an andesite. -The presence of nephe-

lite in it can hardly be considered as proved by Professor Zirkel’s

method. Furthermore, claiming to have proved the presence of

nephelite in this rock by its gelatinization when olivine was absent,

he immediately assumes that he has proved, by the same method,

the presence of nephelite in other rocks which contain olivine.

While nephelite may be present in the andesites and feldspar

basalts described on pages 255 to 258 of Zirkel’s report, it is

claimed that it needs a more accurate and thorough method of

research to establish its presence here, than that employed by

Professor Zirkel.

Clastic Rocks.

No. 629 (2618), is described as an old clastic rock, but some

mistake must have occurred here since 2618 is a volcanic rock and

the section corresponds with it.

Of the rhyolitic clastic rocks, Nos. 630 (574), 631 (703), 635

(851) and some others contain fragments of andesite. Of the

basaltic clastic rocks the section No. 667 (856) was probably not

made from specimen Col. No. 856.
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CONCLUSION.

In questions relating to this Fortieth Parallel collection regard

has to be paid to the conditions under which it has been preserved

and the difficulties under which one examining it must labor.

The specimens as collected in the field were numbered, but in

the cabinet different numbers were again assigned them, and these

latter in general are the numbers on the microscopic sections.

Again, when Zirkel’s report was published, the numbers given

therein were entirely distinct and intended simply to enumerate

(with some omissions) the rocks in the order in which they

were described. The specimens, unnumbered
,
lay loose in drawers,

placed on the labels which bear the first two sets of numbers.

The specimens, not even being in paper trays, roll off their

labels and about the drawers when they are opened. In this

condition, without any numbers upon the specimens, they have

been twice moved, I am informed, to different buildings and

into different drawers, as well as part having been twice sent

across the Atlantic. Also they were handled at wall by all visi-

tors who were admitted to the room.

Such was the condition of things at the time of my examina-

tion. In all cases of criticism the writer gave Professor Zirkel

the benefit of the doubt that must arise in a collection treated in

that manner, and required that the specimens and slides should

correspond with the descriptions given in Volumes VI and II

sufficiently to identify the rocks as the ones described. The

slides, of course, bore the same numbers as the numbers in Zirkel’s

manuscript, and therefore comparatively only a few cases of

doubt could arise regarding them.

Again, the names of the localities have in many cases been

given differently in the published reports, and upon the labels.

No set of coordinate numbers of reference have been employed,

whereby the history of the rocks can be traced through the

different reports, while the numbers of the pages referred to have

rarely been given. The tracing of the descriptions of the speci-

mens through the different reports is a work that involves much

time and labor, which not unfrequently is fruitless.
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In the case of the chemical analyses, part have been made from

rocks not described by Zirkel
;
and the same difficulty, as mentioned

above, occurs even in greater force in tracing the analyses to

the descriptions given in Volumes I, II, and III, and when they

exist, inVol. VI. In some cases the writer has been unable to find

any account of the rock analyzed, beyond the simple analysis.

In other cases the specimens analyzed came from outside of the

district
;
while in some cases it was found that the analyses given

in Vol. I differ in some of their percentages from the analyses

in Volume II, although they purport to be the same analyses.

No explanation of this has been found in the reports, and

although the differences are not great they must, until explained,

throw some doubt on the accuracy of the work, especially since

the changes tend to bring them more in accordance with the

theory.

In fact, it would seem difficult to throw more obstacles in

the way of getting at the facts which underlie the theories than

has been done in the reports and with the collection of the For-

tieth Parallel Exploration. Each volume by itself appears com-

plete
;
to connect them and to trace the facts and theories from

one volume through the others and to the specimens themselves

is the difficulty.

In some cases either the slides or specimens or both were mis-

sing. Attention was called by me by writing upon the labels, to

certain errors in slides and to the misplacement of the hand

specimens. One of the curious mistakes observed may be pointed

out here, as it will illustrate the difficulties one labors under in

studying the collection. There are two slides numbered 2772

(No. 55, Vol. VI, p. 35). One of these belongs to Col. No. 2777,

and is the slide described by Zirkel (No. 55). The second section

2772 was taken from specimen Col. No. 2773, and is described by

Zirkel as No. Ill, Col. No. 2775 (VI, p. 56). Now specimen Col.

No. 2772 belongs in reality with slide 2773. Such was the state

of these slides and specimens in 1878, and is only one out of

many such cases, generally less complicated, that the writer had

to trace out. In no case, when they could be accounted for in

the above manner, have any of the errors been placed to Profes-

sor Zirkel’s account. The statements as to the cyanite, that a

VROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 18 MARCH, 1882.
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muscovite mica schist is a paragonite schist, that a greenish

altered groundmass is olivine, that olivine, quartz, and biotite

are absent when they are present, etc., etc. are things the responsi-

bility of which he can not escape.

It would seem that evidence enough has been brought forward

from volumes I, II, III, and VI to show that Professor Zirkel

accepted Mr. King’s statements, and outside of the simple and

quite often inaccurate descriptions of the specimens and sections,

registered the rocks in general as they were given him.

It would seem that the present writer, in the light of all that is

given before, as well as much not given, had the right to think

for himself and to reject the dicta of Messrs. King and Zirkel

when the facts were not consonant. It is not to be taken that I

endorse all the determinations of Professor Zirkel to which I

have not here objected, since in many others agreement does not

exist. But since my examination was made in 1878 for a differ-

ent purpose than that of this paper, it is better to defer other

statements until at least a desirable re-examination can be made

of the collection discussed. It is possible that in some cases the

writer’s views would be modified on a re-examination, as regards

the theoretical belief under what species a specimen belongs.

Although only a small portion of the original paper is given in

the present article, it is hoped that enough has been presented to

answer the questions arising out of that portion of my preceding

paper devoted to the Fortieth Parallel Exploration, and to show

that Mr. Merrill misstates my views in almost every particular.

ON THE RELATION OF THE QUINCY GRANITE TO THE
PRIMORDIAL ARGILLITE OF BRAINTREE,

MASSACHUSETTS.

BY M. E. WADSWORTH.

Since the argillite in the immediate neighborhood of the Para-

doxides quarry of Braintree, lying north and south of Hayward’s

Creek, is the only rock in the Boston Basin whose age is definitely

known, the relations to it of the adjacent rock is a very interest-
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ing and important question. The adjacent rock is the Quincy

Granite modified to a certain extent, as it is well known to be

elsewhere when in contact with or near other rocks, that were in

situ prior to* it.

The writer found the argillite and granite in close relations a

short distance east of the Paradoxides quarry, at a locality where

both rocks were formerly quarried. This locality forms during

high tide a peninsula or island, and the place can be readily found.

On digging through the broken, fissured rock, the exact con-

tact was found and specimens obtained which show both rocks

and the line of contact (Nos. 1329-1338, 1346, 1347).1

The slate near the junction is greatly indurated and changed

in color, while the granite is compact and has lost its distinctive

characters, being transformed into a spherulitic quartz-porphyry.

Small fragments of this modified form of the granite had been

observed by Mr. Crosby, but he seems not to have understood its

nature nor to have seen it in situ (Contributions 2 1880, p. 62).

The modification of the granite, the induration and alteration

of the argillite, the complete welding of the two formations, and

the irregularity of the line of junction, prove that the granite is

an eruptive rock, whose period of eruption is of later date than

the Primordial argillite (No. 1339).

This gives the contact on the eastern side of the argillite. If

we pass to the western side we shall find that between the two

rocks a depression exists, and the outcrops of the granite and

argillite are some distance apart, while the junction is concealed

under a deposit of drift. It hence was expedient to seek for the

western contact elsewhere.

This contact was found on the north side of Hayward’s Creek

beyond which the argillite and granite are both prolonged. This

contact was found by digging on the north side of the road, run-

ning in an easterly direction, near the Creek. The depression

marking the junction on the south side of the Creek was found

to be on a line from the above point of contact S. 20° E. The

1 These numbers refer to specimens in the Lithological collection at the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.

2 Occas. Pap. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,m.
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same induration of the argillite, the same modification of the

granite, and the same welding of the two rocks, together with the

same irregular line of junction, was observed as before (Nos. 1340-

1345). We thus find that on the eastern and western sides of

the argillite, the relations to it of the granite are identical.

Professor Niles andMr. Crosby (Contributions, pp. 37, 38) have

observed the contact of the Quincy granite with argillite and

other rocks elsewhere, as has the present writer, but in these cases

the age of the argillite and other rocks, while supposed to be

Primordial, were not known to be so. This then gives us the

first definite information, of which I am aware, of the age of

the Quincy granite and its relations to the Paradoxides slate.

Taking then the generally recognized canon of geological law,

the Quincy granite is an eruptive rock of late Primordial or more

recent age. I state the above thus plainly, since in recent

years different views have been advocated in the publications of

this Society.

It may be interesting to note in passing, that the Quincy granite

in the vicinity of the Paradoxides quarry was taken for a sand-

stone or quartzite by Prof. N. S. Shaler, who thought that the

commonly quarried Quincy granite was a metamorphosed sedi-

mentary rock, passing in its extension into these supposed quartz-

ites, upon which the Braintree argillite lay, according to him,

conformably. The granite east of the argillite was thought by him

to be the same quartzite, as the quartzite (granite) on the western

side of the argillite, but brought up by a fault. It is to be noticed

that no fault line was found by me on either side, but that single

pieces were obtained showing the complete welding of the granite

to the argillite. (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1869, XIII, 172-

178).

The Quincy granite which Professor Shaler took to be a quart-

zite, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt declared was a felsite identical with

that of Lynn, Marblehead, Missouri, and elsewhere, as well as

with that forming the conglomerate bed of the Calumet and

Hecla mine. This rock was said by him to be distinctly stratified

and to be of Huronian age. The Quincy and other granites, sup-

posed by him to be of the same age and origin, seen elsewhere,

it seems he regarded as eruptive rocks cutting the felsite. Thus
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Dr. Hunt separated the modified granite from the unmodified

granite by making them distinct rocks and of diverse origin.

(Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1870, XIV, 47 ; 1875, XVII, 508-570).

The question of the dip of the argillite in the Paradoxides

quarry is an interesting one, in regard to which various views

have been held.

In 1856 Prof. Wm. B. Rogers, in the first announcement of the

discovery of fossils here, stated that “ the dip in the quarry ” was

“X. 20° W. at an angle of about 45 degrees.” He also described

the granite adjacent as “ granitoid and sienitic masses” which he

held to be igneous. (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1856, VI, 27-80).

Dr. Chas. T. Jackson held that from its grain and cleavages

the argillite dipped north 50°, and regarded the syenite as eruptive

(1. c., p. 42-44).

Mr. Isaac Lea stated that the dip was south 68°. His determin-

ation of the dip was based on the presence of the fossils, and their

dip (Proc. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1857, IX, 205). Professor Shaler

in his paper above referred to makes the dip to the northward.

Mr. W. O. Crosby, basing his conclusions on tho trilobite remains,

states that the rock dips to the south at an angle of from 80° to

85° (Contributions p. 152), while the rock adjacent is recognized

as a granite.

My observations, based on the fossil remains, made the dip

south or a little west of south at an angle of 55°, thus agreeing

nearer with Mr. Lea than with Mr. Crosby. The discrepancy is

probably owing to the angle of inclination varying in different

parts of the quarry. It seems, however, probable that Mr. Lea

would have had superior advantages for determining the position

of the fossils at the time he visited the quarry than either Mr.

Crosby or myself
;
that is, he would be able to draw his conclu-

sions from a far greater number of specimens. It appears, then,

probable that his determination of the dip is the most likely to

be correct. It is probable, judging from their writings, that Pro-

fessors Rogers and Shaler based their conclusion regarding the dip

of the argillite upon its structural characters.
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Professor Hyatt showed a collection of distorted lobster’s claws

in most of which extra growth had been produced by wounds and

injuries received during the period of moulting. This extra

growth in most cases wherever it occurred had resulted in the

formation of two opposed but immovable sections, correct repro-

ductions of the jaws formed by the regular growth of the two

terminal joints of the large pair of legs in the lobster. These

sections not only represented the jaws in form, but were furnished

with teeth of the sharp spinous type, like those of the young. In

four of these specimens out of twenty the movable section of the

jaw had however been reproduced with a more or less perfect

articulation, and had been evidently functionally useful.

He drew from these facts the conclusion that during extra

growth from the sub-terminal section, if the animal made an effort

to use the false jaws thus produced, a movable section or jaw would

be formed of greater or less perfection in proportion to the success

of the effort. The reproduction of the original type of the jaw in

these parts seemed to him a most complete illustration of Darwin’s

law of Pangenesis, since the false jaws have the form of the true

jaws, furnished with teeth in the form of sharp spines
;
whereas,

these same false jaws acquire, through use, an articulation

and sometimes large, blunted teeth. The teeth of the former

were similar to those of the jaw of the smaller claw, which are

used for catching and holding live prey, and are sharp through-

out life, and the teeth of the latter are similar to those of the

large jaw, which are used for the rougher work of crushing, and

become stouter and larger in the adults of Homarus Americanus.

The theory of Pangenesis accounts for the similarity in shape

and in the type of the teeth produced in the immovable jaws

which grow out simply on account of the irritation produced by

wounds, and use for the more or less perfect addition of the

articulation at the base of one section and the stouter forms of

the teeth, which are described above .
1

1 See Faxon, On some Crustacean Deformities, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vm, pp.

257-274, pi. 1 and 2, in which this subject has been fully discussed, fora fuller account

of such distorted appendages and distinctions to be made between those produced

by wounds and those which might be considered congenital.
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General Meeting. November 2, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

three persons present.

The President announced in fitting words the death of Mr.

John Amory Lowell, a Patron, and for many years an officer, of

the Society, and the giver of the “ Lowell Herbarium.”

The following papers were read :

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE TEXTURES AND STRUC-
TURES OF ROCKS.

BY W. O. CROSBY.

PART I. TEXTURES OF ROCKS.

The study of rocks, from a purely lithological standpoint, pre-

sents four different aspects. We may investigate: first, the

chemical composition
;

second, the mineralogical composition

;

third, the microscopic structure
;
and, fourth, the texture .

1 And it

is now generally conceded that the accurate description and

proper classification of almost any rock demands a knowledge of

it in these four different phases. But accurate and especially intelli-

gible description demands, in addition to fullness of knowledge, an

equally comprehensive and definite nomenclature. Every one

knows what Botany has gained from the possession of such a

precise descriptive terminology, which makes every description

equal to a picture.

Chemistry has long been favored with an approximately ade-

quate nomenclature, the good influence of which has been felt in

every field in which the chemist has labored. Rocks and their

constituent minerals were among the first bodies investigated by
chemists, and a vast multitude of analyses has been made. So

that our knowledge of the chemical composition of rocks appears

1 The specific gravity, hardness and color, depending so largely upon the composition,

and being usually known when that is known, need not be enumerated here.
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now to be tolerably complete ; and what is needed in the future

is, not more analyses, so much as the generalization of results

already reached, and the investigation of the origin, decay, meta-

morphism and transmutation of species.

Our knowledge of the mineralogical composition of rocks has

made a great advance since the time when basalt was regarded

as a simple mineral
;
and the first application of the microscope

to the study of rocks marks an epoch in the history of this phase

of Lithology. Since that date, our notions concerning the com-

position and limitations of species have become vastly more defi-

nite
;
and there has been a corresponding improvement in the

nomenclature, as shown by the advent of the adjective terms—
essential

,
accessory

,
original

,
secondary, felsitic, amorphous

,
etc.

The microscope has also revealed a whole world of structure

whose existence was scarcely suspected before, thus creating a

new department of the science.

Not one of the four general characteristics of rocks which we
have enumerated presents fewer dificulties to the investigator

than texture. It is the most superficial feature and demands only

the simplest kind of macroscopic observation. It is to Lithology

very much what morphology is to Botany, but with this important

difference : the descriptive nomenclature of morphological Botany

is one of the most perfect in the whole range of natural science,

while that of the textures of rocks is very far from being satis-

factory. The vocabulary of this subject is not especially deficient

in terms, but many of them have been so variously defined by

authors as to have practically lost their significance.

In the opinion of the writer, the greatest obstacle to progress

in this direction is the absence of a proper classification of

textures. Not only do authors differ widely in their definitions

of particular kinds of texture, but it is difficult to find two works

containing systematic descriptions of textures in which they are

taken up in the same order. The arrangements are purely hap-

hazard
;
and, so far as I can learn, it has occurred to no previous

writer that there is any best order, that there may be, in short, a

natural classification of textures.

It is my present purpose, however, to show that there are cer-

tain natural and necessary relations existing between the different
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kinds of texture, the concise and systematic statement of which

gives rise to a natural classification of textures. But a classifica-

tion jwesupposes a general definition of texture, and this involves

a determination of the relations of texture to other classes of

rock-structure. Now the structures of rocks are conveniently

and naturally divided into three grades or classes, as follows :

first, microscopic structures, for the study of which thin sec-

tions are usually employed
;
second, textures, which may be

studied to the best advantage in hand-specimens
;
and, third,

those larger structural features of rocks, such as stratification,

folds, faults, joints, etc., which can be observed, as a rule, only in

large masses, and to which the term structure
,
when used without

qualification, is commonly restricted. The main point to be noted

here is that textures are a class of rock-structures which are essen-

tially distinct from the microscopic structures on the one hand,

and from the petrologic structures on the other. It is not

intended, however, to assert the existence of sharj) lines of divi-

sion between these different classes of rock-structure, for abrupt

transitions are unknown in geology.

The following definition of texture is in conformity with the

foregoing and forms the basis of the classification of textures

explained beyond.

Texture is a general name for those smaller structural features

of rocks which can be studied in hand-specimens
,
and which

depend upon the forms and sizes of the constituent particles of

the rocks and the ways in which these are united.

By “ constituent particles” are meant, not the molecules of mat-

ter composing the rocks, but those particles or masses, usually of

sensible size, the coming together or development in association

of which has made the rock, as, for instance, the pebbles in con-

glomerate, grains of sand in sandstone, crystals of quartz
,
feld-

spar and mica in granite, etc. As indicated in the definition,

textures may be classified according to the sizes, the forms, and

the modes of arrangement, of the constituent particles. But of

these three modes of division, that based upon size is the most

fundamental, especially if we draw the line at the limit of

visibility of the particles
;
and here it is important to remem-

ber that the texture is always essentially a macroscopic fea-
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ture, %. e., that the texture of any rock may be correctly deter-

mined without the use of a microscope. We may say, then, that

in every case the constituent particles are either macroscopic or

microscopic, i. e., that they are either visible or invisible to the

naked eye.

CLASSIFICATION OF TEXTURES.
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If the particles are macroscopic, they may be divided again

according to form; and undoubtedly the most important distinc-

tion to be noted here is that between crystals and crystalline par-

ticles on the one hand, and irregular or water-worn fragments on

the other. And thus, as shown in the table, we arrive at a defi-

nition of two of the most important textures— the fragmental

and the crystalline. There are numerous varieties of each of

these based upon peculiarities in the forms or sizes of the parti-

cles
;
thus among the fragmental textures we have the arenaceous

,

conglomerate
,
breccia

,
etc. These are the granular textures

;
but

the term granular
,
being applicable to both the fragmental and

crystalline textures, is not a good name for either. To be spe-

cific, we must say granular fragmental or granular crystalline.

If the particles are microscopic, we cannot, of course (without

using the microscope), divide them according to form
;
but, para-

doxical as it may seem, they can be divided according to size.

We can distinguish those rocks in which the particles are

merely minute, becoming visible under the microscope, i. e ., those

rocks in which the texture is simply finely fragmental or finely

crystalline, from those in which the constituent particles (acci-

dental impurities and inclosures aside) are, for aught that we can

determine, of molecular smallness, not being resolved by the

highest powers of the microscope. The rocks of the first class,

of which common clay-slate is a good example, are called com-

pact ; and those of the second class, presenting, as in obsidian, a

perfectly continuous surface and glassy lustre, are termed vit-

reous.

The four textures which we have now defined, and which, it

will be observed, are determined entirely by the forms and sizes

of the constituent particles, I have called the primary textures
;

because every rock must possess one of them. We cannot con-

ceive of a rock which is neither fragmental, crystalline, compact

nor vitreous ; but it is not rare to find two of these primary tex-

tures, as the vitreous and crystalline, or compact and crystalline,

combined in the same rock. Obsidian with interspersed crystals of

sanidine is common, and is a sufficient refutation of the notion

advanced by some writers that a rock cannot possess two textures

at once.
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But, in addition to at least one of the primary textures, a rock

may or may not possess one or more of what may be called sec-

ondary textures. These are determined by the way in which the

particles are united, the mode or pattern of the arrangement, etc.

The number of secondary textures is rather indefinite
;
but those

named in the table are sufficient to illustrate the classification,

the most vital and most original feature of which is the recogni-

tion of the fact that there is an essential difference, in their rela-

tions to the rocks, between the primary and secondary textures

;

one of the former being necessarily present in every rock, while

one or more of the latter may or may not occur along with the

primary texture.

In some rocks, several secondary textures occur combined with

one primary texture
;
as in laminated and porphyritic gneiss, the

primary texture here being the crystalline ; or as in laminated

and concretionary compact limestone. The table, however, for

simplicity’s sake, is constructed to show only the possible combi-

nations of one secondary with a primary texture. Undoubtedly

the most important of the secondary textures is the laminated.

This exists where the constituent particles, whatever their form

or size, are arranged in more or less regular and parallel bands or

layers. We may distinguish two principal kinds of laminated

texture, according as the lamination is or is not accompanied by

easy splitting or cleavage. Banded appears to be a suitable name
for the texture in the absence of easy splitting. But, where easy

splitting exists, lithologists have found it convenient to distin-

guish between the easy splitting or lamination cleavage of crystal-

line rocks on the one hand and of the fragmental and compact

rocks on the other
;
the term schistose being applied and restricted

to the former, and the term shaly to the latter. We may also

properly distinguish between both these and the easy splitting

that is independent of and usually at variance with the layers

varying in composition, color or texture, i. e., slaty cleavage or

cleavage properly so-called.

In all cases of the porphyritic texture, the primary texture is,

in part at least, crystalline, and it may be wholly so. Neverthe-

less, crystals alone do not make the porphyritic texture, but that,

as with all secondary textures, depends very largely upon the
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mode of arrangement of the constituent particles. This texture

occurs commonly in association with the crystalline, compact

and vitreous, but rarely with the fragmental.

The concretionary texture, again, is clearly determined, not by

the form or size, but by the mode of arrangement of the constit-

uent particles, for the concretions are not single particles but

aggregates of particles. This texture is of common occurrence

in connection with the fragmental and compact textures
;
and the

nodules of mica in the granite of Craftsbury, Vermont, to men-

tion only a single illustration, shows that it may occur with the

crystalline texture
;
while perlite is a notable instance of its asso-

ciation with the vitreous texture.

The vesicular texture, except in the comparatively unimpor-

tant cases where cavities have been produced through the solu-

tion of fossils or crystals, is limited to volcanic rocks
;
and hence

is rarely found except in association with either the compact or

vitreous textures. This is, however, commonly regarded as a

simple texture
;
and to the minds of many geologists, no doubt,

the proposition is absurd that a rock can be at the same time

compact and vesicular. I venture to maintain, nevertheless, that

this necessarily follows from a proper definition of the two terms.

Few would deny that pumice is a vesicular vitreous rock, yet

ordinary lava is just as truly vesicular compact. The amygda-

loidal texture, by virtue of the definition, is necessarily limited

to the same classes of rocks, and to the same primary textures, as

the vesicular texture. The tufaceous texture is something quite

distinct from the vesicular
;
and it can scarcely be said to occur,

except with the compact texture.

All the secondary textures enumerated so far are determined

by the mode, i. e., the pattern, of the arrangement of the con-

stituent particles
;
and other, but less important, varieties falling

under the same general definition, as fibrous,
columnar

,
shelly

,

etc., might be added to the list. I notice next, however, two tex-

tures depending on the strength of the union of the particles.

These may be called the firm or strong and the friable or

earthy . They occur with pretty much all the primary textures.

Friable and earthy are not strictly synonymous, but the former

may be properly restricted to fragmental and crystalline rocks,
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and the latter to compact rocks. The term compact has, however,

been so greatly misused that, to many, it will seem impossible

that a rock can be at the same time compact and earthy
;
but,

properly viewed, this couplet stands on the same basis as fria-

ble crystalline
;
and the propriety of the latter none will dispute.

This part of the subject may be summarized in the statement

that the secondary textures have no existence apart from the

primary textures
;
and that, therefore, the texture of no rock can

be fully described by the terms banded, porphyritic, vesicular,

etc., but these must in every case be linked to the name of one of

the primary textures.

PART II. STRUCTURES OF ROCKS.

An inspection of the standard works on geology shows that the

treatment of the structures of rocks is quite as various as that of

rock-textures. It is difficult to find two authors who take up the

different kinds of structure in the same order
;
and it seems to

have occurred to none that a natural classification is a possibility.

A natural classification is not so vital here as with textures to

accurate description, but it does appear essential to comprehen-

sive and philosophical views in this department of geology.

We should distinguish primarily those structures developed in

rocks at the same time the rocks themselves are made, from those

which have been produced subsequently to the formation of the

rocks. In other words, the most fundamental division possible

among rock-structures is that separating the original from the

subsequent structures. This is the basis of the classification, and,

before proceeding further, a few words in demonstration of its

naturalness will be in order.

The original structures are of necessity produced by the same

forces or agencies as the rocks in which they occur. Now it goes

without saying that the great classes of rocks, as the stratified

rocks, eruptive rocks and vein rocks, are formed by essentially

distinct agencies
;
and since dissimilar causes must produce unlike

structures as well as unlike rocks, it follows that the original

structures must be peculiar in every case to the great class or

division of rocks in which they occur. A few examples will

make this point clear. Stratification is the most important struc-
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ture of the stratified rocks, it is developed at the same time as

the rocks and by the same forces, and true stratification is almost

unknown outside of this class of rocks. Similarly, ripple-marks,

rain-drop impressions and fossils are original structural features

of, and are absolutely peculiar to, the stratified rocks. So, also, it

might be shown that the original structures of eruptive rocks are

not found in veins or beds, nor those of vein rocks, as a rule, in

dikes or beds.

The subsequent structures, on the other hand, are the product,

for the most part, of forces which, like denudation and the tangen-

tial pressure due to the cooling and consequent contraction of the

earth’s interior, affect with more or less uniformity all classes of

rocks. Therefore, the subsequent, unlike the original, structures

must be, in a general way at least, common to all classes of

rocks. It is true that we commonly think of folds, faults, etc.,

only in connection with stratified rocks
;
yet a moment’s reflec-

tion will show that veins and dikes cannot be wholly free from

these structures. Folds are less common with veins and dikes

than with stratified deposits chiefly because their normal position

is vertical instead of horizontal
;
but faulted veins and dikes are

among the most common experiences of miners and field geolo-

gists. The most natural subdivisions of both the original and

subsequent structures are dynamical. This is especially evident in

the case of the original structures because the divisions resting on

a dynamical basis are, as we have seen, coincident with the

most important lithological divisions, each great class of rocks

being the product of a distinct class of agencies. In other words,

we naturally divide the original rock-structures into three classes,

as follows
: (1) Those peculiar to the stratified rocks

; (2) those

peculiar to eruptive rocks
;
and (3) those peculiar to the vein

rocks.

The subsequent structures, which are, in general, common to

all classes of rocks, should be divided at the outset into two

classes, according as they have been produced by superficial or

subterranean agencies. The subterranean forces are both mechan-

ical and chemical. So far as rock-structures are concerned, the

mechanical subterranean forces, which are, for the most part, sim-

ply different manifestations of the great strain developed in the
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earth’s crust by the shrinking of the interior, are by far the most

important
;
for to this division are to be referred all folds, faults,

slaty cleavage and most kinds, at least, of joint structure. The
chemical forces, on the other hand, although all important so far

as changes in the composition and texture of rocks are concerned,

produce only some very subordinate structural features, such

as concretions, stalactites, caverns, etc.

The superficial agencies involved in the formation of rock-

structures are chiefly air, water, and, to a very limited extent,

animals and plants
;
in short— the agents of erosion ; and these

derive their energy almost entirely from the solar radiation.

Erosion, it is well known, is both mechanical and chemical, but

the two kinds usually go on together, so that it is scarcely practi-

cable to classify the structural features produced by the superficial

agencies in this way. But we can properly and easily distinguish :

(1) the common forms of relief produced by moving water and

air aided by chemical decomposition, as— mountains, hills, ridges,

valleys, gorges, canons, cliffs, marine caverns, pot-holes, etc.; (2)

the structures produced by moving ice, in glaciers and icebergs
;

(3) the very subordinate structures produced by organic agencies

especially by the boring and tunneling animals.

ON THE TRACHYTE OF MARBLEHEAD NECK,
MASSACHUSETTS.

BY M. E. WADSWORTH, PH.D.

Near Boden’s Point, on the north-west shore of Marblehead

Neck, there is to be seen, exposed between high and low tide, the

remains of a trachytic overflow.

A short distance to the southward from this locality the granite,

eruptive through the mica schist of the Neck, appears at its

most northward point on this shore. This granite is here cut

through and overlain by eruptive felsitic masses. This felsite

shows the beautiful banding so characteristic of many rhyolitic

rocks, especially when in lava flows, as well as often times when in

dikes. At the same locality both the granite and felsite are cut

by diabase dikes.
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The felsite extends northward from the granite, and its band-

ing dips seaward as is natural upon a shore flow of lava. Lying

upon this, is to be found the remains of the trachytic lava which

was poured over this felsite, then as now exposed to the action

of the waves.

Between the trachyte and underlying felsite there is to be

found in many places a conglomerate of varying thickness of from

one to six inches. This conglomerate is composed principally of

a fine felsitic debris (1229)
1 holding angular and rounded frag-

ments of the felsite. The matrix of the conglomerate is, from

decomposition, a dirty yellowish white, clayey material. It is

probable that this conglomerate was formed by the action of the

waves upon the felsite, although a volcanic rhyolitic or trachytic

ash would have a similar structure, if preserved under like condi-

tions. In some places the trachyte rests directly on the felsite

without any intervening material. The line of contact of the

trachyte with the felsitic debris is well marked, and the former

conforms to the irregularities of the latter (1222, 1225, 1226,

1227, 1228). This is well seen when a specimen is obtained

detached from the underlying conglomerate. The base of the

trachyte then shows a very rough pitted and indented surface

(1224, 1281, 1232). By digging it was found in one place that

the trachyte filled a small basin-like depression, connected by a

long shallow handle-like mass with a larger body of rock.

The trachyte being exposed to the alternate action of the

waves, sea water, sun, and rain, has suffered much therefrom, and

in most places is decomposed or altered. The least altered

portions obtained are of pale greenish, brownish, and purplish

gray tints, with a compact groundmass, holding here and

there a feldspar crystal. The color and somewhat crystalline

structure of the fractured surface causes the rock to closely

resemble some magnesian limestones. The groundmass under a

lens is seen to be filled with minute ledge-formed feldspars.

These crystals are arranged in lines showing fluidal structures.

These fluidal lines correspond with the contours of the irregular

line of contact with the felsitic debris, and are seen to bend

1 The numbers refer to the numbers of the specimens in the Lithological Collection

in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass.
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around the larger felds]3ar crystals. These latter crystals are

tabular form, and in the specimens collected vary from two to

twelve millimeters in length. They are frequently rounded and

sometimes penetrated by the groundmass.

Under the microscope the section of No. 1236 is seen to be

composed of an isabel yellow and dirty white base holding tabu-

lar and ledge-formed feldspar crystals. The base has decomposed
to a kaolinized globulitic mass showing feeble aggregate polariza-

tion. This globulitic structure is the product of alteration and is

entirely distinct from the original globulitic base of the unaltered

basalts. The structure of the base is such, that taken in connec-

tion with the relations of the feldspars to it and to one another,

it is probable that it was originally a glass. Such, too, would be

its probable character, from its position at the base of the flow.

A few dark grains and microlites were seen scattered here and
there through the base.

The feldspars of the groundmass showed no polarization,

other than that belonging to monoclinic crystals
;
although it is

not improbable, that some of the ledge-formed crystals are tri-

clinic. Most of the feldspars are seen to be in simple twins. They
contain patches of the base, and a few colorless and dark colored

microlites.

One of the feldspars, porphyritically inclosed in the ground-

mass, was obtained in the section. This is clear, glassy, and con-

tains only a slight amount of the groundmass and a few full fluid

.

cavities. It is a simple crystal of sanidin. Two of the feld-

spar crystals are seen to be decomposed into a kaolinized feebly

polarizing mass,— pinite of Crosby.

In some of the hand specimens a banding of lighter and darker

shades is observable. This shows in the more altered specimens,

and is not owing to difference in mineral structure or composition

;

since the smaller feldspars extend from one band into another, while

the fluidal lines do not correspond to the banding. The banding

of colors is probably connected with the decomposition to which

the rock has been subjected (1243, 1239).

The more highly altered portions, especially towards the surface,

break into thin laminae, more or less parallel with the original

base of the flow (1240, 1242). This platy structure, as well as the

color bands, have apparently been taken for stratification planes.
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In a further stage of decomposition the rock is discolored by

yellow ferruginous spots, and the larger feldspars become kaoli-

nized or else changed into a soft greenish mass (pinite, Crosby).

The undecomposed larger feldspars are no longer glassy sanidins,

but distinct and well marked orthoclase crystals, thereby proving

in this case, that the orthoclase is the somewhat altered state of

the former (1244). The color of the surface specimens is a light

brownish and yellowish gray, weathering yellowish.

In the section from ISTo. 1243, the base is altered to a mixed

fibrous and globulitic mass, holding irregular opacite masses and

fibres. The feldspars of the groundmass are chiefly ledge-formed

simple twins showing fluidal structure, and are considerably

decomposed. Many of these, as well as the base, show aggregate

polarization. Secondary quartz in irregular masses also occurs.

Similar to the last is the section from No. 1242, but the base is

less in amount, lighter colored, and more highly altered
;
also fer-

rite masses and fibres are abundant. Biotite laminae were seen

in the hand specimen. In another section the alteration has pro-

gressed so far, that an apparent blending of the edges of the feld-

spar crystals with the base has taken place, so that the former

show well defined outlines in places only. Also much secondary

quartz was observed, although the section is nearly free from

other products of decomposition, except the kaolinized material.

The porphyritically inclosed feldspars are clear, glassy, simple

crystals of sanidin.

The extreme decomposition of the rock yields yellow ferrugin-

ous, and grayish white clays.

It seems probable from the macroscopical and microscopical char-

acters that originally the rock was composed of a glassy or nearly

glassy base, holding feldspar crystals, and nearly free from other

interpositions. This groundmass held porphyritically inclosed in it

feldspar (sanidin) crystals and some biotite. Its simplicity of

mineral structure is very remarkable, for all the quartz, opacite,

and ferrite are evidently the products of decomposition.

The writer has taken great pains to ascertain the relations of

this trachyte to the felsite and the felsitic debris (porodite),

spending many hours in digging upon it and exposing fresh

surfaces. He has tried to be sure of his ground at every step, for,
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reasons that will appear later. Those who wish to compare the

trachyte with the debris of the felsite, with which it has been con-

founded, will be able to do so by examining the material at the

base of the trachyte, or the same material on the shore lying

between the massive felsites at the south-west side of Great

Head (1218, 1219, 1220, 1221). The trachyte is a crystal-

line homogenous rock, while the felsitic debris forms a heteroge-

neous rock showing, even to the naked eye, its detrital character.

Even the most highly altered portions seen in Eastern Massachu-

setts never approach the trachyte in character, except superficially.

My attention was first called to this trachyte by Prof. A. Hyatt,

and later by Mr. W. O. Crosby. Mr. Crosby took this rock for a

“ sandstone or arenaceous slate ” which he regarded as Carbonif-

erous and later as Primordial. He held that the rock was chiefly

composed of the felsitic debris, deriving that conclusion from the

conglomerate at the base
;
and remarked* that “ the removal of

the sand-rock from the harbor, which it doubtless once filled, may
have been the work of ice in recent geologic times ” 1

Mr. Crosby’s conclusions, based on the supposition that the

rock was a sandstone
,
are summed up in his “ Contributions to

the Geology of Eastern Massachusetts” 2 as follows :
“ I have else-

where remarked upon the incontrovertable proof which this rock

affords of the great antiquity of the depression in which it lies
;

for obviously Marblehead Harbor was excavated from the border-

ing Huronian diorite, petrosilex and granite, before the deposition

of the sandstone now lying unconformably and horizontally upon

its crystalline floor. So that although the removal of the sand-

rock from the harbor, which it doubtless once filled, may repre-

sent comparatively recent denudation
;
yet the harbor itself must

have had substantially its present form in early Palaeozoic times,

having been since filled and re-excavated ”
(
l. c., pp. 264, 265).

This trachyte, the old rhyolites (felsites) and various other rocks

seen in Eastern Massachusetts show, through their structure and

their relations to other rocks, that eruptive phenomena have been

very common here in past times. This action probably began

1 American Naturalist, 1877, xi, 584, 585
;
Report on the Geological Map of Massachu-

setts, 1876, p. 42; Am. Journ. Sci., 1880, (3) xix, 122.

2 Occas. Pap. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., in.
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since the deposition of the Braintree Primordial argillite, but

how soon thereafter or how long continued, there is as yet no

evidence. Studies of these rocks in more recent years have devel-

oped the facts, that they occur not only in dikes but also in lava

flows
;
and that in many cases they are formed out of consolidated

volcanic ashes. Mr. J. S. Diller in 1880 made the remarkable

discovery of pseudomorphs after shreds of volcanic glass. These

forms are so peculiar and remarkable, that they add evidence of

the most ]oositive kind, to that already known, proving in this dis-

trict the presence in former times of volcanic action, like that

which has taken place in modern times upon the earth’s surface.1

The structure of the region is similar to that which would be

observed in any volcanic district, after it had been subjected to

the various agencies this has been exposed to during countless

ages. Most of the workers in Eastern Massachusetts have studied

with preconceived theories as to the origin and nature of the

rocks
;

this added to the obliteration, through various causes, of

the superficial features of eruptive (including volcanic) rocks,

has in general prevented sufficient study from being given to

ascertain the true character of the formations. But comparatively

few observers have worked in Eastern Massachusetts from the

standpoint of simply interrogating the rocks themselves, and find-

ing out what answer they could return to the questions of their

origin and history.

The prevalent custom of working in regions of crystalline

rocks, with preconceived theories as to their origin and history, has

prevented elsewhere, in the opinion of the writer, the, actual obser-

vance of the true characters displayed by the rocks in question.

This added to obliviousness to the facts, that the same rocks

are produced by eruptive agencies in all ages, and that of all rocks,

eruptive ones (including dikes, lava flows, ejectamenta, and

derived detritus) are the most subject to metamorphic action, has,

it seems to the writer, been the cause of the numerous subdivi-

sions of the Azoic rocks, and the assignment of rocks to those

subdivisions on lithological evidence alone.

1 Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1880, xx, 355-368, 416-426
; 1877, xix, 217-237, 309-

316.

Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1879, v, 283, 1881, vn, 165-180.
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I desire to extend my thanks to Mr. J. S. Hiller, Geologist of

the Assos Expedition, and to Mr. Quincy E. Dickerman, head

master of the Brimmer School in Boston, for their kind assistance

in the field exploration of the Marblehead trachyte— work of a

difficult and disagreeable kind in this case.

In connection with the preceding, attention may be drawn to

another point.

It is well known to those interested in the geology of Eastern

Massachusetts, that the so-called Norian or Naugus Head series

was established and held to be the oldest (sic) series of rocks

in this district, partly because it was said to send intrusive

masses into all the otherformations but was itself cut by none of
them. It may then be interesting to note, in passing, that the

writer during the past summer found on Marblehead not only

granite but also felsite cutting the “Naugus Head” series. A
well marked felsite dike can be seen on the beach, just west of

Hr. W. F. Whitney’s boat landing between Fluent’s and Holli-

ber’s points. While the writer does not assent to the views which

led to the establishment of the “Naugus Head” series, he points

to the above facts in order that they may be explained by those

who believe in that series
;

since these facts are diametrically

opposed to their statements and theories.

General Meeting. November 16, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scijdder, in the chair. Twenty-

six persons present.

Mr. Wm. Trelease described the character, and kinds of plant-

glands, and briefly compared them with those of animals.

The following paper was read

:

TEMPERATURE OF TREES.

BY D. P. PENHALLOW.

In the spring of 1881 observations 1 were made upon the tem-

perature of Quercus rubra and two specimens of different size, of

Acer saccharinum. The thermometers used were straight bulb

1 Made at the Harvard College Botanic Garden.
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minimum and quite sensitive. It was necessary that they should

enter the tree to such a de]ith as to indicate the true interior tem-

perature, while at the same time it was essential that they could

be easily and quickly drawn for reading and that some means be

provided to completely arrest all communication between the

closed chamber and the external air. It was furthermore very

essential to the success of experiments upon the flow of sap,

which were being made upon the same trees, that there should

not be the slightest leakage. These objects were all successfully

secured in the following manner

:

With a five-eighths inch augur a hole six inches deep was

bored in the tree. A tube of thin zinc, half an inch in diameter

at one end and closed, but regularly enlaro’ino* to six-eighths of an

inch at the other end, which was left open and provided with a

flange one-fourth of an inch in width,1 was [then wound with

wicking and white lead at the larger end and driven firmly into

the hole. The obvious use of a tapering plug was to provide a

small sjnace for the sap to accumulate while the plug was being

driven. With such a hole in the tree, it was but a simple matter

to insert the thermometer bulb, allowing the long stem to pass

through a perforated cork which completely closed the tube and

made a small chamber within the tree, the temperature of which

would be that of the tree itself. This method gave very satisfac-

tory results and was sufficiently accurate for all the requirements

of the case.

The diameter of the oak at 3 ft. 3 in. from the ground was 34.8

inches; maple Xo. 1 at 3ft. 1 in. from the ground, 10.8 inches;

and of maple Xo. 2 at 3 ft. 1 in. from the ground, 20.9 inches. It

should also be noted that, while the bark of the oak was an inch

and one half thick on the average, the bark of the maple was

hardly half an inch thick.

1 A possible source of error has been indicated in radiation from the metal flange, of

heat conducted outward by the metal tube. The error, however, if any, is inapprecia-

ble and could hardly be measured. During previous experiments upon temperature,

Mr. Wm. Trelease found that if the thermometer were simply inserted into the tree

and the hole stopped with cotton, a high temperature maintained in a closed chamber

about the point where the thermometer was inserted, by means of an alchohol lamp,

did not noticeably affect the thermometer readings even after several hours.
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It is obvious that the temperature of the tree not arising from

chemical changes incident to the processes of growth, must

depend upon the temperature of the surrounding medium, i. e.,

in this case, the soil and air, and as Krutzsch has shown :
“ These

two influences are exerted equally for a little distance above and

below the surface of the earth. While the upper portions of the

tree are subject only to the temperature of the air, the lower roots

are influenced solely by the temperature of the soil, and it is not

possible to trace an exact limit at which the influence of the first

upon the trunk and of the second upon the roots ceases
”

In accordance with the well known law that the temperature

of all bodies approaches that of the surrounding medium, we find

as we should naturally expect, that the temperature of trees is

constantly varying, and further, that these changes follow those of

the soil (?) and air upon which they are dependent.

Influence of the air. The temperature of the tree at any one

time is subject to certain modifications dependent:

1st. Upon the size of the tree itself.

This is so obvious as hardly to need further consideration,

though it may be well to note that, in the case of the maples, the

difference in their temperatures would range from 1°— 4° C. accord-

ing to the rapidity and degree of change in the surrounding air.

The small, tree was much the more sensitive to change than the

large one. This relation will be readily seen in the accompanying

chart, in which it will be observed that the curves are longer and

lower in maple No. 2 than in No. 1. A similar difference was

found to occur between the maples and the oak, the latter being

much less susceptible to changes and giving temperatures varying

from those of the maples, from 0.5°-6.5° C. While difference in

size would doubtless account satisfactorily for the difference in

temperature of the maples, the greater difference found between

maples and oak is partly due to difference of diameter and partly

to differences of conductive power.

2nd. Upon the conductive power of the wood and bark.

Trees are but poor conductors of heat at best, and whatever

their capacity may be in this direction, it must vary with the

structure as well as the degree of saturation with water. Thus

the wood and bark will have very different degrees of conductive
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power, while yet again the wood will show very different rates

of conduction according to whether it be with reference to the

longitudinal or transverse section. Knoblauch has shown the

conductivity of wood in the longitudinal direction as compared

with the transverse to be, in acacia, box and cypress as 1.25 : 1

;

lime, alder and pine 1.80 : 1 ;
elm, oak, beech and walnut 1.45 : 1

;

apricot 1.60 : 1.

As a result of what has just been stated, we find that all parts

of a tree do not have the same temperature. Also, as our

figures show, that the temperature of a tree, while it constantly

tends to approach that of the air, will rarely coincide with it,

but follows by a varying number of degrees, dependent upon

the rapidity of atmospheric changes and the degree to which

they extend. During the winter, when the atmospheric changes

are greatest, we should doubtless find these differences to be

greatest, but that they would gradually lessen with the approach of

warm weather. It also follows that, as the tree absorbs heat and

radiates it more slowly than the changes occur in the air, radia-

tion and absorption will continue for a time even after the min-

imum and maximum temperatures of the air have been passed. 1

Thus, taking the hours of day and night separately, it is found

that in either of these periods, while the line of tree temperature

may show but slight variations, the line of temperature of the

air will frequently cross it, as will be seen from an inspection of

the chart. While these variations are hourly, there is also found

to be a daily variation dependent upon difference of temperature

between night and day, and as our figures show, the maximum
temperature for the whole twenty-four hours is not reached until

sometime after sunset. According to Becquerel this occurs

about nine o’clock, in the summer months. The minimum is

reached sometime after sunrise, probably about eight o’clock.

A further examination of the relation between the temperature

of air and tree shows that the average temperature of the oak was

1 As these temperatures were all obtained on the south side cf the tree, it might be

urged that the results are different from what they would be if taken from some other

side, but ithas been found that whether athermometer be inserted on the north or south

side, the readings will be the same. The temperature of the tree depends upon the gen-

eral temperature of the air and not upon exposure to sunlight.
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1.8° C. lower than that of the air; of maple No. 1, 3.8° C. lower,

and of maple No. 2, 3.3° C. lower, as will be seen from the follow-

ing table.

No. of Obs. Temp, of Tree. Temp of Air. Diff.

144 14.6 15.9 1.3

184 12.2 15.5 3.3

177 11.7 15.5 3.8

Red Oak

Sugar Maple No. 2

Sugar Maple No. 1

These figures relate wholly to hours of day, and show that

during that time the tree is constantly cooler, while on the other

hand, temperatures for hours of night would doubtless show the

tree to be warmer than the surrounding air, and the mean tem-

perature for the twenty-four hours would approach, if it would not

equal, that of the air. In opposition to this, however, radiation

would tend to make the temperature of the tree lower than that

of the air, while transpiration, which is always accountable for

the loss of much heat, would also tend to produce the same

effect, though in case of a large tree trunk and at a point so far

removed from the area of transpiration, the immediate effect, if

any, must be slight.

Influence of the soil. Changes of temperature in the soil occur-

ing more slowly than in the air, according to the depth, we find a

greater equality between temperature of soil and roots than

between stem and air, and at certain depths it is easy to see that

these temperatures must coincide. In small plants it is not diffi-

cult to conceive that the entire structure would be greatly influ-

enced by the soil temperature, but in large trees this influence

probably extends but a short distance from the surface of the

ground. Just how far it goes cannot at present be stated and

would probably be difficult to determine exactly.

Prof. W. H. Niles in behalf of the Council offered the following

vote, which was passed unanimously :

Voted : that in the opinion of the Members of the Boston Society of

Natural History, the proposed arrangement between Harvard College

and the city of Boston for the joint occupancy of the Arnold Arboretum,

as recommended by the Park Commissioners, would give the community

a popular means for the acquisition of botanical knowledge which would

be of practical and educational value.
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The Secretary was directed to send a copy of the vote to the

City Council.

General Meeting. December 7, 1881.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Seventy-

four persons present.

The President announced the death of Dr. John Bacon, a mem-

ber of the Society for many years.

Miss Emily A. Nunn and Dr. Wm. H. Ruddick were elected

Associate Members.

Mr. F. W. Putnum called attention to the coming annual meet-

ing of the Society of AmericanTaxidermists to be held in the city.

Prof. A. Hyatt then introduced the subject of the supposed

pollution of the Boston water-supply by the fresh-water Spong-

illa, and described the nature and anatomy of sponges in general.

Mr. B. H. Yan Yleck described the present condition of Farm
Pond, and the amount of sponge to be found in it. From his

observations he concluded that the sponge was at least not the

whole cause of the peculiar taste of Farm Pond water.

Dr. H. I. Bowditch sjioke of the necessity of examining other

ponds and water basins, and comparing their conditions. He
referred also to the first trouble in Cochituate in 1858, and read

an extract thereon from Dr. J. M. Warren’s diary.

Dr. C. S. Minot called attention to the careful analyses, by Pro-

fessor Leeds of Hoboken, of the water supplies of our large cities,

which showed that that of Boston was far in the worst condition

He thought that attention paid to the cucumber taste was misdi-

rected, and tended to draw attention from the much more impor-

tant question of the dangerous sewerage pollution of our whole

supply of water.

Dr. H. J. Barnes maintained that Sudbury River and its stor-

age basins were originally pure and heathful. He thought the
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trouble arose from Farm Pond becoming a settling basin for the

others in the same system, whose mud had been exposed to the

sun during the low water of the past season.

City Engineer Mr. H. M. Wightman said that he had adopted

no theory to account for the questions at issue. He denied

Dr. Barnes’s statement of the increase of the mud deposit in Farm
Pond, a fact which was proved by comparing the accurate sound-

ings of the pond taken by his predecessor. He thought more

sponges had existed in Farm Pond than supposed by Mr. Yan
Vleck, as considerable quantities, one or two pailfuls, were

picked every day from the screens.

Prof. S. P. Sharpies gave a brief account of the different ap-

pearances of the cucumber taste in Boston and of similar troubles

in different cities various in years. He said that no water supply

in the country had been better or more carefully watched than

that of Boston.

After some further discussion of the subject by the above

speakers, Dr. W. F. Whitney exhibited a skull which had been

found in the burial caves of Coahuila, Mexico, by Dr. Edw. Palmer,

in the explorations which he had conducted for the Peabody

Museum
;
and it was by the kind permission of the curator, Mr.

F. W. Putnum, that the specimen was shown.

The skull was from a man in middle life. An arrow had

entered through the inner side of the left orbit close to the lacry-

mal duct, pierced the septum, and merely broken through into the

right orbit with a small portion of its edge. It was thus lodged

close beneath the ethnoid bone, and imprisoned there by the par-

tial closure of the entrance through a formation of new bone,

which showed also that the man had been shot weeks or even

months before his death.

General Meeting. December 21
,
1881 .

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

three persons present.
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The President announced the death of Prof. Lewis H. Morgan

a Corresponding Member, and spoke briefly of his well-known

archaeological studies.

i

The following paper was read :

ON THE CLAWS AND SPURS ON BIRDS’ WINGS.

BY J. AMOEY JEFFEIES.

There are some very simple points in the structure of birds

about which much confusion exists, among which may be men-

tioned the claws and spurs on their wings. The spurs, such as

those on the spur-winged goose, the parra or the screamer, are

well known to all English ornithologists, while the claw has

almost entirely escaped their attention. German authors on the

other hand often confound the spurs with the claws.

The spur is a structure like the spur on the tarsus of many
Phasianidae. It consists of a bony core, on the anterior side

of the arm, surrounded with connective tissue and covered with

a thick horny coat. The development of the wing spurs I have

not been able to work out, as no bird provided with spurs breeds in

this vicinity. Wing spurs, however, resemble tarsal spurs so

much that their development is probably the same. So the devel-

opment of tarsal spurs, of which the domestic cock furnishes a

good example, is not without interest. The tarsal spur is devel-

oped, so far as the epiderm is concerned, in the following way.

The first external sign is a slightly convex circular plate on the

inner side of the tarsus. This is of the same histological structure

as the surrounding scales, but does not form a fold pointing to

the end of the limb, as in the case of the latter. The surface is

covered by a thin “ epitrichial ” layer of large, flat, polygonal cells

more or less granular, with inconspicuous nuclei. These cells are

not readily stained by most reagents and so have often escaped

detection. Below this layer comes, according to Kerbert, during

the latter part of incubation, another layer of flat polygonal cells

smaller than those of the outer layer. Of the existence of this

layer I am by no means convinced, as it has only been seen on

scales when looking from above, when it is perfectly possible to
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look through and see the epitrichial layer on the inner side of the

scale. Below this we come to the horny part of the epidermis

which is built up of fusiform cells. The outer cells of this layer

do not always seem to be converted into horn and accordingly

are stained deep red by carmine, while the lower cells are turned

into horn and accordingly are not stained by carmine. Below all

this, at the base of the epidermis, comes a layer of cuboidal cells.

From this layer, which may be taken as the representative of the

primitive ectoderm, all the other layers of the epidermis are

developed, the external being of course divided off first. When
first divided off these cells very much resemble those of the

mother layer, but gradually take on the forms peculiar to them-

selves. About the time of hatching all the external layers down

to the horn layer dry up and are shed.

The cutis vera, or derm, is slowly developed during the latter

part of incubation and of youth, into its final conditions by

changes, many of which are obscure, and which have no special

bearing on the subject under consideration.

Spurs on the wing occur in very different groups of birds,

always in the vicinity of the carpal joint. They are found in

Merula didactyloptera (Owen), many of the geese, Diduncuius,

(Owen), Parra and the like, in Megapodius and in Palamedea

which has two spurs. These birds are genetically very widely sep-

arated and it would seem .impossible that the spur can have been

inherited by all from a common ancestor. The function of the

spur is given as a weapon. If this be the case it is hard to see

how it became gradually developed, since till it became large

enough to project beyond the feathers it could not have been of

use.

The claws on the wings of birds are the homologs of those

on the feet, that is, they are the same structure as those on our

fingers. Claws were first described by Nitzsch in 1811, who

pointed out their true homology and considered them proof that

the wing was a modification of a limb for terrestrial locomotion.

Nitzsch considered claws of no functional value in the adult,

as would seem to be the case since they are entirely covered by the

strong false wing feathers. According to Nitzsch, claws are of

common occurrence in the diurnal birds of prey and most of the
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swamp, marsh and water birds, on the end of the first finger, and

are only found on the end of the second finger among the Ratitae

and Palamedea. Here Nitzsch made a mistake by confounding

the spurs of Palamedea with true claws. Judging from quo-

ations the editor of the Fredrius works distinguished between

claws and spurs
;
these works, however, I have not been able to

procure. The error made by Nitszch is repeated by Selenka

who does not distinguish between spurs and claws.

The claw proper is found on the end of the first finger of very

many birds, and much more rarely on the end of the second finger.

In both cases the claw invests the last phalanx of the finger.

A claw, in the case of the thumb is almost always, if not always,

present when a second phalanx exists. This is not the case with

the second finger, since many birds have three phalanges but no

claw in this finger; when a claw is present, however, a third phal-

anx also exists. That is, the claws always have ungual phalanges

which correspond to the last joints of our thumb and second

finger.

The claws are developed in just the same way as the spurs, and

differ only in that the one is a simple horn on the edge of the

wing while the other is a horny case surrounding an ungual

phalanx. That this like development does not show any close

affinity is shown by the origin of all horn from this layer. The

horn of the claws, spurs, scales, feathers, beak and papillae of

the tongue all come from this layer. Mesodermal structures, horn-

like in nature; may be afterwards developed within modified pap-

illae, but never, so far as I know, consist of horny fusiform cells.

That these smooth, inconspicuous claws have no special use in

the life of modern birds, must be clear to all who examine their

relations to the strong quills of the wing feathers. Accord-

ingly, we are forced to consider them the result of inheritance

from some ancestors where they were of use, that is as aborted

organs. With this consideration in mind when studying the num-

ber of primaries, where it is necessary to determine accurately

the tip of the second finger, I looked and found the rudiments of

one in the embryo of the tame duck, some water birds, and appar-

ently also in a hawk. The hawk I was unable to make sections

of, and so could not positively prove the existence of the claw.
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In this case a claw would be of great interest since the second

finger has usually two phalanges in the adult
;
so that if the struc-

ture seen by me was a claw— and it looked precisely like the

undoubted claw on the first finger— we are obliged to acknowl-

edge the presence in the young of a third phalanx and claw, which

are entirely absent in the adult. Subsequent research revealed

the presence of a very minute claw, or rather the rudiments of one,

in two adult ducks, one a dusky duck (Anas obscura), the other a

mallard (Anas boschas), both probably birds of the year. Regarded

as aborted organs, these claws are of considerable interest, since

they mark the end of the finger. The object of a claw is protec-

tion of the tip of a digit and assistance in locomotion, hence

claws are developed at the ends of the digits. Accordingly the

ancestors of birds had a two-jointed first finger and a three-

jointed second finger, both provided with claws. Thus the hand

of birds agrees, so far as the phalanges are known, with that of

reptiles and mammals. Whether the other fingers were like those

of reptiles or mammals cannot be said, and for aught we know, no

little finger was present. But at all events the number of phalanges

in the first two fingers agrees with that of the first and second

fingers, where five are present, and points to the first finger of

birds being the first of the series.

Below I give a tentative list of the number of the phalanges in

the hand, and the presence of spurs and claws in different groups

of birds. As there is scarcely a museum specimen in this vicinity

which has the ungual phalanges preserved no reliance can be placed

on them, so I have relied on the writings of Nitzsch, 1 Meckel,2 Se-

lenka,3 Alix,4 Morse,5 and observations of my own. 6 The groups

are given according to Sclater’s classfication as given in the Ibis

for 1881, with the addition of the toothed birds according to

Marsh, though there is little of the bird in the Archeopteryx

besides the wings and feathers.

1 Nitzsch. Osteograpkische Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte der Vogel.

2 Meckel’s Vergleich. Anatomie.

3 Selenka, Bronn’s Klassen und Ordnung des Thierreichs. Vogel.

4 Alix. Essai sur l’Appareil locomoteur des Oiseaux.

6 Morse. Anniversary Memoirs of the Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist.

3 Jeffries, On the number of primaries in Birds, Bull. Nut. Ornith. Club, Vol. vi, p.

156.
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Nitzsch. Meckel. Spur in

II. Picariae

Pici

Cypseli

1

1

1-2

2

2

1

1

Merula.

Claw on 1st in Cypselus.

Anisodactyiae 1 2 1

Nitzsch. None in Chaetura.

Nitzsch. Meckel.
Heterodactylae 1 2 1 ?

Zygodactylae 1 2 1 Trochilus colubris.

Coccyges 1 2 1 Nitzsch.

III. Psittaci 1 2 1 Nitzsch.

IV. Striges 1 2 1 Nitzsch. Meckel.
Y. Accipitres 2 2 1 Claw on 1st; also on second in

VI. Steganopodes 1 2 1

young Buteo?

VII. Herodiones 1 2 1 Nitzsch.

VIII.

IX.
Odontoglossae

Palamedeae 2 3 1

V

Claw on 1st finger. Two spurs

.

X. Anseres 2 3 1 Claw on 1st finger, and 2d in

XL Columbae 1 2 1

young and some adults. Of-

ten a spur.

XII.
XIII.

Pterocletes

Gallinae 2 2 1

?
'

Claw on 1st finger.

XIV.
XY.
XVI.

Ophistocomi
Heraipodii

Fulicariae 2 2 1

?

?

Claw on 1st finger.

XVII. Alectorides 2 3 1 Claw on 1st finger. Selenka.

XVIII. Limicolae

1
ow

2

2

1

1

V

Claw on 1st, even in Chara-
drius with one phalanx ( ?)

Selenka. Spurs.

Varies in species; often clawXIX. Gaviae 1-2 2 1

XX.
XXI.

Tubinares
Pygoposes 2 3 1

on 1st- Nitzsch.

?

Claw on 1st and 2d in Uria

XXII. Impennes 1 2 1

Morse.
1st anchylosed with 2d. Mec-

XXIII. Crypturi 2 3 1

kel.

Claws?
XXIV. Apteryges 0 3 0 Claw on 2d.

XXV. Casuarii 0 3 0 Claw on 2d.

XXVI. Strutliiones 2 3 2 Claw on 1st and 2d. Two

Rhea 2 2 1

phalanges in 3d (Alix).

So figured, but Nitzsch gives

3 and claws.

All with claws. (Vogt.)XXVII. Saururae 2 3 3

XXVIII. Odontotormae 1 2 1 Marsh. 2-3?-l probably if

XXIX. Odontolcae 0 0 0

perfect.

Marsh.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 20 MAY, 1882.
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Thus we see that the number of phalanges is least, and the

claws are absent, in what are usually considered the highest

groups of birds. Even in the case of some of the groups of the

Picariae, where the hand is very large and the forearm and arm

very small, this is true. In going down the series, the first thing

we meet is a two-jointed thumb provided with a claw, the second

finger having only two joints, at least in the adult. Near the bottom

of the scale we find birds with a two jointed-thumb and a three-

jointed second finger, though Nitzsch’s statement that a claw is

always present when three joints occur in the second finger, is

wrong. Nitzsch was not aware of the common occurrence of the

third phalanx among the water birds. At the bottom we find the

ostrich with a two-jointed first finger.

The number of phalanges and the presence of claws is of value

as affording points of difference and resemblance in one of the, so

to speak, most conservative organs of the group, the wing. They

also make it unadvisable to put birds with a complete phalangeal

schedule as descendants of those with an imperfect one, as has

several times been done.

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth referring to the lithology of Marble-

head, remarked that the well known country rock of this locality

had been variously known as greenstone, syenite, diorite, etc.

Microscopic examination proved that it is an augitic rock, a

true diabase, as the speaker had suspected from its physical

characters. It is closely like some of the Somerville diabases

described by him before this Society in 1877.

General Meeting. January 4, 1882.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Forty-three

persons present.

The following were elected Associate Members.

Mr. Edgar N. Williams, Mrs. Ellen H. Richards, Miss L. M.

Hill, Mr. Nathan Frederick Merrill, Mr. John Dane, Mr. Ralph

Stockman Tarr, M. H. Richardson, M. D., Mr. Edmund M.

Haskell, Miss Jennie Smith, Mr. Alvin A. Bragden, Miss C. Ade-

laide Studley.
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Prof. E. S. Morse described the differences he has found

between the shells of the Kjoekenmoeddings of New England

and those of the same species of molluscs living at the present

day. Allied species are all found to vary in the same way, and

farther, comparing the Japanese shell-heaps with those of New
England, an exactly parallel state of things is found. Professor

Morse illustrated these points by specimens and tables of measure-

ments.

Professor Hyatt observed that these changes of form could

hardly be ascribed to the action of natural selection. Climatic

influences seemed to be the only possible explanation.

Mr. F. W. Putnam remarked that he had received specimens

of Buccinum diversum from ancient mounds very much larger

than the present forms of the same species.

The following paper was read :

ON SOME DIFFERENCES IN THE MOUTH STRUCTURE OF
TADPOLES OF THE ANOUROUS BATRACHIANS FOUND
IN MILTON, MASS.

BY MARY H. HINCKLEY.

The following observations on some of the differences in the

external structure of the mouth of our tadpoles, were made at

Milton, Mass. With the exception of Scaphiopus solitarius

Holbr., the burrowing frog, the list includes all the species com-

monly found in Massachusetts.

Observing the mouth of these tadpoles, it will be seen that they

are divided by differences m this organ into three groups

;

that each one of these groups includes lesser differences of vary-

ing importance
;
and that, corresponding to these larval groups,

differences of habit are found in the adult forms.

Fig. 1 of Plate 5 represents the head of a full grown tad-

pole of Rana catesbeiana, showing the position and relative

size of the mouth. Between the flexible upper and under

lip (fig. 2. a, b,) is a pair of hard, beak-like jaws, the margins of

which are colored to a greater or less width with dark brown or
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black, and edged with numerous sharp, pointed teeth. The upper

jaw (fig. 2. c.) is larger and projects beyond the lower jaw
(fig. 2. d.), so that when the month is closed the latter is not seen

at all. Overlapped by the upper lip and running parallel with

it, at each side the upper jaw, are two fleshy folds the free edge

of which is fringed with what appears by the aid of a magnifying

glass a row of narrow, rigid, black, closely-set tines or teeth, uneven

in length, and sometimes in width, with a tendency to hook

inwards. With occasional exceptions in the tadpoles of Rana
catesbeiana, the edge of the upper lip, in all the species to be

described, is itself fringed in like manner. Crossing the pendent

under lip, are three folds (fig. 2. e.) reversed as to the position of

the fringed edge from those under the upper lip. The mar-

gin of the under lip forms a border which extends up to, and

joins, the upper lip. Excepting in the tadpoles of Bufo ameri-

canus, B. fowleri and Hylodes pickeringii, this border (fig. 2. f.)

is entirely edged with a row of papillae, more or less papillae

being also found within it each side of the mouth. The papillae

vary in color, size, number and position.

One of the purposes of this papillose edge is, apparently, to

test the nature of the objects the tadpole comes in contact with, 1

and the stiff fringe along the edge of the lips and folds, serves to

collect and hold their food. These fringed folds are perfectly

free, excepting at their base
;
those on the under lip are usually

held at an angle from the lip
;
but are capable of being laid back

as is shown when the tadpole wishes to reject any substance held

by the fringe. The upper jaw is stationary, but both upj)er and

under lips are employed the greater part of the time in col-

lecting and conveying food to the jaws. Although one might

suppose that nothing eatable comes amiss to a tadpole, it may be

observed that much is rejected after it has been tried between the

jaws, and, apparently lest this may be entangled in the fringes, it

is expelled with considerable force from the corners of the mouth.

The result of my observations goes to prove that the food of

the different tadpoles, after they leave the gelatinous substance

surrounding the eggs which they commonly feed upon first, con-

1 Van Bambeke. Recherches sur la structure de la bouche chez les tetards des

Batraciens anoures. Bull, de l’acad. royale de Belgique. 2e ser., t. xvi, p. 342.
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tinues to be, by choice, animal rather than vegetable. On the

death of one of their number, and even before this event has really

taken place, the companions proceed at once to devour all but the

bony skeleton
;
and indeed the best means of securing the skele-

ton in its most perfect condition is to leave the preparation of it

to the living tadpoles.

The difference which first arrests the attention in the mouth is

the form given it by the lips. This character divides the tadpoles

under consideration into three groups. The first contains two

tadpoles which agree in having a broad, even, upper lip fringed at

the edge. The margin of the under lip forms a border which

extends up to and laps on the upper lip
;
the edge of the border

doubles inward at both corners of the mouth. Excepting the

wide space at the edge of the under lip which is fringed, the

border terminates in a papillose edge; the space in the border

occupied by the fringe is deeper by the width of the fringe than

the adjacent part occupied by papillae (fig. 3). This form of

mouth is found in the tadpoles of the toads Bufo americanus

Leconte, and B. fowleri Putnam.

The second group also contains two tadpoles which agree in hav

ing a broad, fringed upper lip gradually lengthened from the mid-

dle into two deep curves. The border instead of doubling inward

at the corners of the mouth is continuous to the union with the

upper lip. The papillose edge of the border overlaps the upper lip

about one-third its entire length on each side. The papillae are

small and those within the border are closely set near the edge

(fig. 4). The tadpoles of this group develop into frogs having the

toes expanded into adhesive discs, Hyla versicolor Leconte, and

Hylodes pickeringii Holbrook.

In the third division we have five tadpoles which agree in

having a short and narrower upper lip than the others have

shown. The margin of the under lip terminates in a papillose

edge which is doubled inward at each corner of the mouth and

laps on the upper lip to which it extends (fig. 7). The tadpoles

of this group are those of the frogs Rana silvatica Leconte, R.

catesbeiana Shaw, R. fontinalis Leconte, R. halecina Kalm, and

R. palustris Leconte.

For convenience of comparison the figures intended to repre-

sent the mouths are not given with reference to relative size.
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They show this feature at the same stage of growth, that is, when

the tadpole has reached the limit of its size. After the parts of

the mouth are developed I have observed no change of form in

the folds or papillae.

In the tadpoles of Bufo americanus and B. fowleri one finds

the least variability of mouth structure. Both have one fringed

fold under the upper lip with a short gap above the upper jaw,

and two fringed folds on the under lip with a space of fringe set

in the edge of the border midway the lip. Some variability

exists in the number of papillae at the edge of the lip and also

in the number and exact position of those within the border.

The mouth of B. fowleri is distinguished from that of B. ameri-

canus (fig. 3) by a greater delicacy of texture, shown especially

in the border papillae, which instead of being firm and rounded

are soft and flat. The tadpoles agree in size and general form

but differ in color.

In the adult forms we find externally some difference in struc-

ure but more in color, voice and habit. In Milton, B. americanus

appears earlier in the spring, braving a lower temperature than

B. fowleri. Usually the short period of egg-laying is over, the

toads are silent and have dispersed to the land before B. fowleri

is heard
;
the latter remains longer at the water, the period of egg-

laying extending into July. The bleat of B. fowleri with its far

reaching metallic ring is usually heard after sunset. I have

seen the latter give voice on the land, while the trill of B. ameri-

canus, heard at all times of day and night during the mating

season, I have only seen given in the water.

The tadpoles of the Ranidae separate into two groups one

having three and the other four fringed folds on the under lip.

Those of R. silvatica, which represent the latter group, have a

mouth (fig. 6) delicate in texture, with three fringed folds under

the upper lip each side the upper jaw, decreasing in length

towards the under lip. The fringe or teeth on the shortest fold

are sometimes wanting. The edge of the upper lip is occasionally

scalloped, and the fringed folds on the under lip which are varia-

ble in length are usually wavy in such cases
;
that next the under

mandible or jaw is divided midway its length, and now and then

the fold below it is partially separated at the same point. Occa-
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sionally one or more short fringed folds are inserted within the bor-

der at the sides of the under lip. The under lip is longer than

that of Rana catesbeiana, R. fontinalis, R. palustris, and R. hale-

cma, which form the second group and agree in having three

fringed folds, variable in length, on the under lip, with a division

in that next the under jaw.

In R. catesbeiana (fig. 7) the edge of the upper lip is either

entirely fringed or furnished partially with papillae and fringe

;

the papillose portion is shorter by the width of the fringe than

the remainder of the lip. Under the upper lip are two fringed

folds each side the upper jaw; the lower one is short and occa-

sionally wanting in the few teeth that fringe the edge. The

mouth is spotted and papillae usually marked more or less with

black.

The larvae of R. fontinalis, R. palustris, and R. halecina have

one fringed fold under the upper lip at each side the upper

jaw, with some variability in its presence in the two last-named

species. Tadpoles of R. fontinalis (fig. 8) have the papillae,

folds and floor of the mouth conspicuously marked with black.

R. palustris (fig. 9), in common with R. catesbeiana and R. fon-

tinalis, has a mouth of firmer texture than R. halecina. TKe lat-

ter, both in the upper lip and fringed folds, shows frequently an

undulated edge. The under jaw of R. palustris and R. halecina

has a wide margin of color.

The mouths of the tadpoles of the Ranidae here described,

have, as a rule, papillae varying in number even in the same spe-

cies, within the border at the sides of the mouth; these papillae

are placed as if in continuation of the fringed folds now present

in the mouth. In larvae of R. halecina it is not unusual to find

one or two of the fringed folds on the under lip continued par-

allel with each other and the contour of the lip, taking the place

of the papillae at other times found in the same space.' One tad-

pole of this species in my collection has from one to three teeth

of the fringe attached to two papillae within the border. In all

the species of the Ranidae found here, short fringed sections are

sometimes inserted in place of papillae. The mouths of greatest

delicacy are subject to most variability in this respect.
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That the four tadpoles having three fringed folds on the under

lip are more nearly related to each other than to R. silvatica

seems evident, but to arrive at a conclusion as to the place they

really hold is scarcely possible here. Now taking the adult forms,

we find in R. catesbeiana, R. fontinalis, R. palustris, and R. hal-

ecina, four water frogs, of which R. catesbeiana is the most aqua-

tic in habit, R. fontinalis stands next and R. palustris and R. hal-

ecina are the least so. In R. silvatica we have a land frog widely

separated from the other frogs in habit. It is only during the

short period of egg-laying that these frogs remain at the water

and as soon as that is over they disperse to the land. In this

locality R. silvatica is commonly seen during the summer in the

woods among the brown fallen leaves, especially in groves of oaks

and pines. R. silvatica is smaller in size, more delicate in struc-

ture and endures a lower temperature than either of the other

species, appearing first in the spring and disappearing last in the

autumn. Separating these frogs according to their habits, we
have one land frog and a group of four water frogs, a division

which corresponds with that expressed by the mouth structure of

the tadpoles.

In the Hylidae we have two tadpoles, Hyla versicolor, our com-

mon tree frog, and Hylodes pickeringii, the small, brown, peeping

frog, whose voice is such a feature here in early spring. The dif-

ference between these mouths is in the fringed folds on the under

lip. The tadpoles agree in having under the upper lip one fringed

fold running parallel with the curves of the lip, with a gap above

the upper jaw. On the under lip of H. versicolor (fig. 4) are

three fringed folds which frequently present a wavy line
;
the

middle fold is sometimes divided midway its length. The edge

of the upper lip is occasionally scalloped or extended so as to

form a small point between the curtains of the lip.

With the tadpoles of H. pickeringii (fig. 5) there- are but two

fringed folds on the under lip with a short space of fringe

inserted at the edge of the border
;
this section of fringe usually

occurs midway the under lip, but it is not constant in its position,

exact number of teeth, or presence; occasionally it may be

found a little to the right or left of the middle of the mouth,

and now and then it does not appear at all. Wherever the
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fringe occurs the papillae are wanting, and those mouths in

which fringe does not appear here at all present an unbroken

line of papillae along the edge of the border. This fringe is

placed in a position similar to that in the tadpoles of B. ameri-

canus and B. fowleri, but with the latter it occupies a much wider

space. With H. pickeringii there is a tendency to carry the

margin of the under lip turned upwards towards the mouth as

is seen in the Bufonidae.

Comparing the adult forms we find they differ markedly in

habit. H. versicolor spends no more time at the water than is

necessary for the purposes of egg-laying and at once returns to

the trees, while H. pickeringii becomes aquatic for several weeks in

the spring, after which it seeks the land and low bushes, its

presence in trees being exceptional. H. versicolor by greater

range of color-change, the ability to live amid less moisture and

more sunlight, shows a more perfect adaptation to tree life than

H. pickeringii with less range of color-change and the need of

more humidity. These frogs differ in time of appearance in the

spring and disappearance in the autumn. They agree in the color

and manner of distribution of the eggs, but with H. pickeringii

the latter are smaller. So alike are the tadpoles in the earlier

stages of their existence that at this period the mouth furnishes

an important point for determining the identity. In these larval

forms we again encounter a difference in mouth structure fol-

lowed by a difference of habit in the adult frogs.

While this evidence may be insufficient to establish relation-

ships, yet in determining the place occupied by the adult forms,

these characters from the larval stages cannot be ignored.

Note. After the above paper was written, my attention was called to

a paper entitled, “ Sur les Caracteres fournis par la Bouche des Tetards

des Batraciens Anoures d’Europe.” Par Heron-Rover et Ch. Van Bam-
beke. Extrait du Bulletin de la Societe Zoologique de France. Seance du
26 Avril 1881 . A comparison of some of the principal characters of the

Hylidae, Ranidae and Bufonidae found in this locality, with those of the

same families in Europe, results as follows :

“ Levres externes et labre pectine.—Tous les Ranidae et tous les Bufonidae

possedent un labre pectine. II manque chez les Hylidae.” Here, all the

Ranidae (excepting R. catesbeiana, which has frequently both papillae
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and horny fringe or teeth at the edge of the upper lip), Bufo americanus,

B. fowleri, Hyla versicolor and Hylodes pickeringii have a fringed upper

lip.

Palatines.— “On en compte trois chez les Hylidae (Hyla arborea).”

We count but one, separated by a gap above the upper jaw (Hyla versicolor

and Hylodes pickeringii). “ Chez les Ranidae, le nombre des palatines

varie de 2 a 6. Toutes sont franchement laterales et tres distantes de la

ligne mediane.” We count from 0 to 3 with the Ranidae. All are separated

by a wide gap. “ Enfin la presence de 2 palatines laterales seulement con-

stitue un caractere distinctif de la famille des Bufonidae.” We count in B.

americanus and B. fowleri but one, separated by a gap above the upper

jaw.

Linguales.— “ Jamais unelinguale mediane n’est situee entre les linguales

laterales et la mandibule inferieure.” Here one sometimes finds an excep-

tion to this rule in the tadpoles of Hyla versicolor. In the other species it

holds true. “Les Hylidae ont 4 linguales, dont 2 medianes et 2 laterales.”

Here, H. versicolor has 3 linguals
;
Hylodes pickeringii 2, with the edge of

the lip usually partly fringed. “ Chez les Ranidae, le nombre des linguales

varie de4 a 5. Chez toutes on compte 2 linguales laterales.” Here, the

number varies from 3 to 4 linguals. Only that next the lower mandible is

separated, excepting occasionally in R. silvatica a partial division of the

second fold occurs. “ Pour le nombre et la disposition, les linguales des Bu-

fonidae rapellent celle des Discoglosses; on en compte aussi de 3 a 4.” Bufo

americanus and B. fowleri have each 2 with a broad space of fringe of horny

teeth at the edge of the border of the under lip.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 5.

Fig. 1. Head of Rana catesbeiana in profile (2 diameters).

Fig. 2. Same enlarged 9 diameters; a. the upper lip; b. lower lip

c. upper jaw
;
d. lower jaw

;
e. fringed fold; f. border of lip.

Fig. 3. Mouth of tadpole of Bufo americanus (10 diameters).

Fig. 4. Mouth of tadpole of Hyla versicolor (10 diameters).

Fig. 5. Mouth of tadpole of Hylodes pickeringii (10 diameters).

Fig. 6. Mouth of tadpole of Rana silvatica (10 diameters).

Fig. 7. Mouth of tadpole of R. catesbeiana (5 diameters).

Fig. 8. Mouth of tadpole of R. fontinalis (7 diameters).

Fig. 9. Mouth of tadpole of R. palustris (8 diameters).

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth said he desired to announce to the Soci-

ety the discovery of picotite (chrome spinel) in the feldspar,

augite, and groundmass of a basalt from Mt. Shasta, California.
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The occurences in the feldspar and augite are unmistakable

while those in the groundmass are more doubtful, owing to its

confused nature. Some seven crystals of picotite were counted

in one feldspar. It is very abundant in the olivine, even more

so than he had observed it in the olivine of other basalts from

the Pacific coast. In two cases groups of unmistakable picotite

crystals were seen partly in the feldsjiar and partly in the oli-

vine, forming a united chain. This discovery of picotite, out-

side of the olivine, the speaker had looked forward to, in

accordance with his views of the relation of the olivine of

basalts to the magma (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1879, V, 277-281).

General Meeting. January 18, 1882.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Thirty-four

persons present.

The following paper was read :

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF LAKE BASINS.

BY WILLIAM

Introductory.

Earlier Classifications.

A. Construction or Orographic

Basins.

1. Great Basins.

2. Mountain Trough Basins.

3. Fault “

4. Warped Valley “

5. Earthquake “

6. Volcanic Subsidence “

7. Solution Subsidence “

B. Destruction or Erosion Basins.

1. Glacial Erosion Basins.

2. Wind Erosion “

3. Solution “

4. Pit-Crater “

MORRIS DAVIS.

C. Obstruction, Barrier or Enclosure

Basins.

1. Fan Delta Barrier Basins.

2. Ice Barrier “

3. Moraine Barrier “

4. Drift Barrier “

5. Lava Barrier “

6. Sand Bar “

7. Barrier Reef “

8. River Lagoons.

9. Land Slip Barrier Basins.

10. Beaver Dams.

11. Delta Enclosure Basins.

12. New Land Basins.

13. Glacial Drift “

14. Crater Basins.

15. Coral Island Lagoons.O
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Introductory. This paper has been prepared largely with a

view to use by the author in teaching, where it may serve as a

supplement to the presentation of the subject in text-books, and

also as a compilation of the more important special papers to

which a school-class cannot have ready access. At the same time

it may serve as a protest against the too statistical treatment of

the topic usually followed, for in the text-books in general use

there is a marked neglect of what we may call the true Physical

Geography of the Land : there is too much of what
,
where and

how many and not enough of how and why
,
so that the study

degenerates into Descriptive or Statistical Geography and the

properly Physical is lost. The ocean and the atmosphere are

better treated
;
currents and tides, winds, rain and storms have

their causes given in addition to the usual description of place

and quantity, while mountains and plains, rivers and lakes are

generally passed by with but few words of explanation
;
descrip-

tion is all that is allowed to them. It is not enough to say that

the missing part will be found in Geology : something of it is

given there, but with a great deal more that is irrelevant to the

subject as here considered, and without much that is essential.

Perhaj^s one of the difficulties of the case is that on account of

the interlacing of the threads of these studies, no satisfactory

order can be found for taking them up independently of each

other. A knowledge of Geology comes from the application of

existing operations to explain the changes of the past, while a

comprehension of Physical Geography constantly requires some

reference to the forms of the earth’s surface antecedent to those

now existing, and at least a suggestion of the methods by

which changes are accomplished with the passage of time. In

studying mountains, it is not sufficient to say they run in a certain

direction and have peaks and passes of such and such heights : it

must be taught also that they are the result of long, slow growth

at different periods and of varying durations
;
but the methods

of knowing this, and the discussion of the forces engaged in

mountain-making come later in Geology. The study of lakes

gives excellent opportunity for work of this kind, but as the

subject is one of some complexity, it will occasionally carry us

beyond ordinary limits, especially under the headings of glacial
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lakes and drift basins : here, as suggested above, a short exposi-

tion of the generally accepted theory of what drift is and how it

was deposited is properly introduced
;
while its fuller study and

an examination of the possible causes of the accumulation and

motion of the great ice sheets of glacial times, are postponed to

their difficult chapter in Geology. The repetition involved in

this method of study is a great advantage to the student.

Elementary Geography has already taught something of the

distribution of lakes, as for example their prevalence in Minne-

sota and their absence in Tennessee; then we may ask why are

they so unevenly placed— why are there any lakes at all — what

is the cause of their basins ? With the long answer to this wT
ill

come a recognition of the distinct forms and surroundings of the

different classes of lake basins
;
then a key to the irregularity of

their occurrence
;
something of their ancestry and their changes

with time. The conditions that govern the volume and composi-

tion of their water are also of interest, and lacustrine faunae are

worthy of special study as showing the persistence of species char-

acteristic of marine basins and the effect of isolation upon aquatic

animals that formerly had a wider range. In this they are com-

parable to the forms of life on islands : indeed the similarity of

these problems is noteworthy
;

it depends upon a relation that

may be condensed into the form of a proportion— lakes are to

oceans as islands are to continents. In the present paper, the

latter topics will be omitted
;
the former suggest ample material

for a long chapter.

Review of previous treatment of the subject. To show
wdiat has been done, as well as to point the necessity of doing more,

the following abstracts are given from various works on physical

geography and geology and from special papers.

It must be borne in mind that these notes refer chiefly to classi-

fication of basins, and give imperfect indication of how far geo-

graphic or statistic descriptions are carried
;
from the casual

mention of the subject given in authoritative geological text

books, it is evident that it cannot be considered geological. In

addition to the general references given here, others of a more

special kind will be found farther on : for access to many of the

latter I am indebted to Professor J. D. Whitney’s kindness in
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allowing me to use his library. It has been deemed advisable to

include a few titles seen only in reviews.

Somerville, Physical Geography : American edition, 1849, p.

245, “ The hollows formed on the surface of the earth by the

ground rising or sinking, earthquakes, streams of lava, craters of

extinct volcanoes, the intersection of strata, and those that occur

along the edge of the different formations, are generally filled

with water, and constitute systems of lakes, some salt and some

fresh. Many of the former may be remnants of an ancient ocean

left in the depressions of its bed during its retreat as the conti-

nent arose : ” p. 246, supply of water; more lakes in high than in

low latitudes on account of difference in evaporation
;
in Europe,

one system of lakes from Scotland to Russia (“ Ladoga and

Onega occupy transverse rents .... across the paleozoic

strata ”)
;
a second system from the Pyrenees along the moun-

tains to Asia and the Caspian
;
in Italy, lakes in craters. . Many

lakes are mentioned, but their description is statistical and

unsystematic.

Yon Kloden, Ilandbuch der Erdkunde, 3 v., Berlin, 1859-62.

Lake basins (i. 405) are bowl-shaped hollows in a horizontal surface,

extinct craters, or the lower parts of longitudinal or cross valleys

:

followed by much statistical description and extended tables of

altitude, depth, etc : v. Kloden also prepared the Verzeichniss von

Landsee’n mit Angabe ihrer Hohenlage, Ausdehnung und Tiefe,

for Behm’s Geogr. Jahrbuch, i, 1866, 281 ;
but gave no classifica-

tion.

Herschel, Physical Geography, Edinburgh, 1862, p. 119, de-

fines basin; lakes maybe with or without outlet; p. 123, upheaval

will form basins
;
if violent as in Alps, mountain lakes, less violent

in Finland, etc.
;
occasionally created by accident, as by volcanic

lava-streams.

Ramsay, 1859-1862, underrates certain possible causes and gives

too great importance to glacial erosion : see p. 336.

Desor, 1860-1865, greatly exaggerates violent and orographic

causes : see p. 328.

Lyell, in his Elements and Principles of Geology and Antiquity

of Man, describes orographic, warped valley, earthquake, glacial

erosion, ice barrier, moraine, delta and river-silt barrier lakes
;
in

the latter work he discusses the origin of lakes by glacial erosion
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concluding that orographic change is more effective than ice

action. These descriptions are, however, scattered through his

volumes, as lakes are not considered objectively but only in their

geological relations.

Boccardo, Fisica del Globo, Genova, 1868, makes no classifica-

tion, although entering voluminously into other departments of

physical geography.

E. Reclus, La Terre, 2 v., Paris, 1877. Lakes are formed from

land-slides (i. 522), they are common in northern countries (526—

)

in mountains (529—,
the old exaggerated measures of the depth of

Lake Brienz are corrected) : Desor’s classes are adopted (533),

moraines (534), old river beds (563) and swamps (564) are referred

to. Much excellent description and many references to original

authorities, but insufficient classification and explanation.

J. Young, Physical Geography, New York, 1873. More vari-

ety than usual, but too condensed. P. 166. First, basins formed

(a) in superficial accumulations, (1) by irregular deposit of con-

fluent mounds of sand, etc., (2) morainic mounds
;
(b) in valleys

obstructed by (1), glaciers (2) moraines, (3) alluvial gravels, (4)

lava flows, (5) lakes of overflow
;

(c) behind sand-bars on coasts.

Second, in rock basins formed or deepened (a) by glacial erosion,

(b) by subsidence, when strata underneath have been dissolved

out, or by earthquakes, (c) by elevation, as closing the mouth of

a valley, (d) on a plateau. A number of good examples given

and glacial erosion briefly discussed
;

composition of water,

ancient lakes, and filling up of lakes are mentioned.

Ansted. Physical Geography, London, 1871, p. 176. Definition

imperfect : a river held back by some irremovable obstacle, a river

flowing across an uneven plain. Sometimes, where lakes are below

sea-level, the former presence of the ocean is implied and there

has been an interruption of continuity : salt lakes are balanced

between supply and evaporation. Lagoons along the sea-coast.

“ Such are the varieties of lakes.” Much purely geographic

description follows.

Wallace. On Lakes and Lake Regions, Proceedings of the

American Association, 1871, XIX, 182-185. First, primitive or

innate basins, the result of (a) depression of strata, (b) faults, (c)
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erosions (not farther explained), (d) clefts
;

second, proximate

or incidental, the effect of (a) glacial action, (b) subsequent

eruptions, (c) drift, (d) damming by drift-wood, (e) beaver dams,

(f) irregular subsidence or elevation. There are areas of numerous

lakes, but it is not well determined why— perhaps because they

are new lands; and areas of no lakes, where the barriers are

worn down. In composition : fresh, having overflow, in northern

regions that have been glaciated, but relation of effects to cause

has not been clearly set forth
;

salt, in dry regions, no overflow.

ISTo examples by name. This paper as published seems too con-

densed to do justice to its author.

Jukes and A. Geikie. Manual of Geology, Edinburgh, 1872, p.

460. Most lakes are in rock-basins, and in northern parts of the

globe, in greatly denuded regions; basins are of recent origin.

They are found first, behind barriers of superficial accumulations,

(a) gravel from side stream, (b) land slips, (c) moraines, (d) irreg-

ular deposits of detritus as (1) among morainal mounds, (2)

among dunes, (3) on drift or boulder clay, (4) between volcanic

cones, (5) in craters, maare
, (6) lava dams. Second, in rock

basins formed (a) by depression of upper part of valleys (suggested

but not admitted), (b) by local subsidence as Dead Sea and per-

haps lakes of Central Africa, (c) by sinks, as turloughs of Gal-

way, (d) by ice erosion, for the vast majority of lakes in the

Northern hemisphere.

A. Geikie. Elementary lessons in Physical Geography, London,

1879, 265. Less explicit than the above, being adapted to younger

students. Lakes occur in inequalities in the land surface
;
many

in northern Europe and America
;
basins in rock, in superficial

detritus, behind moraines, in depressions orv table-lands, many of

these being salt, maritime lagoons, sinks. Examples of size, depth

temperature, and effect on rivers.

Huxley. Physiography, New York, 1878. Lakes are given

only a short geographic description.

Dana, in his Text-book and Manual of Geology, treats lakes

only incidentally: in the latter, edition 1880, p. 842, is a list of

nine causes of lake-basins, in half a page, under the heading

“ Effects referred to their Causes.”

Peschel. Physische Erdkunde, edited by Leipoldt, 2 v. Leip-

zig, 1879-1880, ii, p. 313. The chapter on Lakes is taken with
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few changes from “Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der stehenden

Wasser auf der Erde,” first published in “ Das Ausland” for 1875.

Shore lagoons (I, 433, II, 313) ;
“ Pelicten-Seen,” showing by their

fauna a former connection with the ocean (314—) ;
salinity does

not necessarily imply oceanic origin (314). Unlike these are the

lakes never connected with the ocean, including sinks on lime-

stone, gypsum and salt beds (324), on faults, in craters (I,

217), behind ice-dams (326), held by land slides, fan-deltas,

moraines (327), kept empty by ice-masses, while surrounding sur-

face was deposited (327), orographic, quoting Desor and even

copying his greatly exaggerated figures (328). We may note

(I, 483) that Peschel considers the Norwegian fjords and the

Italian lakes as submerged valleys, kept empty by glacial occu-

pation (479), and shallowed at mouth by sea deposits eroded from

neighboring shores (482). Most attention is given to the Relic-

ten-Seen. I have taken a number of examples from this work.

Hochstetter, in Hann, Hochstetter und Pokorny’s Allgemeine

Erdkunde, Prag, 1881, p. 332. Lake barriers are formed by

hard rocks resisting erosion, up-faults, lifting of valley bottom

in mountain making, land slides, moraines, glaciers. Lakes may
be classed (p. 334) according to their formation as (a) erosion

lakes (not further described)
; (p

)

barrier lakes, from (1) land

slides, (2) moraines, (3) dunes
;

(c) structural lakes, in (1) cluses
,

(2) combes
, (3) troughs

;
(d) sink-holes

;
(e) volcanic lakes, in

(1) ring-walls with crater in the middle, (2) craters, (3) maare

(explosion craters?), (4) subsided volcanic regions. On p.335,

fjords are considered as river-cut valleys, where glaciers have

done little except in preventing
#
their filling long ago with sedi-

ment, and the Italian lakes are classed as “ Binnenfjorden.”

Classes of lake-basins. Lakes occupy depressions that may
be grouped, according to the way in which they are formed, in

three classes : first, Construction or Orographic basins, caused by

a movement of the earth’s surface
;
second, Destruction or Erosion

basins, formed by the local removal of material
;
third, Obstruction,

Barrier or Enclosure basins, produced by irregular accumulation of

material that acts as a barrier or encloses a hollow.

Under these main classes^ a great variety of agents serves as a

basis for further division into species
;
and these species may

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 21 MAY, 1882 .
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sometimes be again divided into varieties distinguished from

their fellows by some slight change of cause, and into hybrids

or basins of complex origin. We shall note that certain species

are much more prolific than others; for example, drift-lakes,

which probably outnumber those from all other causes combined.

On the other hand, some species include lakes altogether insig-

nificant in number or size, as glacial-lakes, held by barriers of ice,

but these deserve attention as in times lately past they were of

much importance. Ponds must not be neglected, for they gain

from their common occurrence a value not warranted by their

small area
;
and from being frequently met in the field of our obser-

vation they give many opportunities for analysis and classifica-

tion. Size and variety are therefore to be considered only

secondarily; difference in origin is the prime object of study.

A. 1. Great Basins. When the growth of confluent or neigh-

boring mountain-chains encloses a less disturbed area within

their circuit so as to leave no low drainage exit to the sea, the

basin thus formed will be taken possession of by a lake of a size

proportionate to the rainfall of the region and the area drained

by its rivers. This may be called a Great Basin Lake.

If plenty of water be furnished, it will rise to the lowest point

of the surrounding rim and there overflow, so attaining its

greatest volume. Certain ones, as the Great Lakes of Central

Africa which probably belong here, are the only examples of

this species now to be found where the water supply is sufficient

to cause overflow and keep the lakes fresh : the Nyanzas are

held permanently up to their outlets, so far as explorers have yet

reported, by the heavy equatorial rains, but Tanganyika is on the

verge of becoming salt; its waters are faintly brackish, and its

outlet, the Lukuga, that flowed westward into an upper arm of

the Congo, when seen by Cameron in 1874,1 was found by Stanley

to be only a series of stagnant, reedy pools. We need not how-

ever adopt Stanley’s catastrophic theory to explain the change.2

In this stage Great Basin Lakes are deep and generally have

well marked shores, but they are now rare : the basins are

1 Cameron, Across Africa, London, 1877, 302.

2 Stanley, Through the Dark Continent, n, 45, 31, 50. Thomson, To the Central

African Lakes and back, 1881, n, 62, 71.
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usually cut off from a direct and plentiful supply of oceanic

moisture by the mountains that enclose them, and in the present

relation between our ocean-area and the sun’s heat, evaporation

from the extended surface of great lakes generally equals their

moderate rain and river supply before the maximum volume is

attained, and no overflow is then possible. An area is taken so

that supply and loss are equal, and as there is then no way of

carrying off the saline matter brought in solution by the streams,

it remains and accumulates, and the wrater turns brackish or salt.

The interior basins have thus lost, through the recent general

change toward a dryer climate
,

1 the great bodies of water with

which they were largely covered during modern geological times
;

their lakes have been reduced to small dimensions or have quite

disappeared, leaving salt or alkaline deposits in their place. When
near extinction, they are very shallow conqpared to their surface

measures, their shape is irregularly oval, the shore-line is ill-defined

and shifts with the seasons, and their salinity may be near or at

saturation. At certain elevations above their level, are terraces

or benches marking old shore-lines that were maintained for some

time by a balance of supply and loss
,
pauses in the dwindling

away of the lake
;
the highest of these generally shows the level of

overflow, and by following around its circuit the outlet may be

discovered.

Great Salt Lake is an example of the species in its ordinary,

reduced condition. In the Great Basin of Utah and Nevada
there are two principal areas of depression

;
an eastern, bordering

the Wahsatch Mountains, and a western, at the foot of the Sierra

Nevada, with straggling north and south ranges between them,

and it is only here that an approach to definite knowledge has

been gained of the early area of lakes of this class. Near Salt Lake

City the terraces of earlier shore-lines have long been observed,

the highest of which stands in remarkable distinctness over nine

hundred feet above the present lake
;
and recently this has been

traced with considerable care around the greater part of its

course, and to the north a probable outlet into Snake Biver

has been discovered. To the fine sheet of water, at whose margin

this high terrace was formed, the name of Lake Bonneville has

1 J. D. Whitney, Climatic Changes of Later Geological Times, Cambridge, 1882.
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been given
;

1
it occupied tbe eastern depression of the Great

Basin, and was over two hundred miles long, north and south,

and one hundred broad
;

in depth it was probably over twelve

hundred feet. Its shore contoured irregularly around the moun-

tain boundaries, and from its surface rose islands to a height of

several thousand feet. A similar lake, named Lahontan
,

2 existed

at the same time in the western depression, with an outlet prob-

ably southward into the Colorado.

The drying up of these lakes, a process of many thousands of

years, is now much nearer its final stage than its beginning. Great

Salt Lake is the only considerable remnant of Bonneville, of

whose volume it is now less than a hundredth part, being in

depth only fifty feet. Lahontan, whose surface was greatly

broken by the western Basin Ranges, is reduced to several inde-

pendent salt lakes, Carson, Humboldt, Walker’s, Winnemucca and

Pyramid, besides some shallow “ sinks ” that contain water during

only part of the year.

Bonneville and Lahontan were the last of a series of great

lakes that have been enclosed by the ranges of our Cordilleras since

the beginning of Tertiary times .

3 They successively lasted long

enough to receive great quantities of sediment from the surround-

ing mountains, and some of these deposits are now famous for the

fossils they have preserved. Their disappearance was brought

about by their filling up, by a tilting of their basins, by the

growth of new mountain boundaries, or by the wearing down of

their outlets
;
and possibly early periods of dessication had a share

in producing these changes. Great Salt Lake is more distinctly

than any other the direct descendant of its greater freshwater

ancestor, and the well marked terraces at its former levels, the

extreme flatness of its shores and the indecision of its boundary,

the exceedingly small depth ratio and the high degree of salinity,

all combine to make it a perfect example of its species.

The other Great Basins of -the present time may be rapidly.

1 Gilbert, U. S. Geog. Surveys W. of 100th Meridian, in, 88. King, U. S. Geol.

Expl. 40th. Parallel, I, 490, 525.

2 King, i, 504.

3 King, i, 445.
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reviewed : it will be noticed that their lakes are now greatly dimin-

ished in size or altogether evaporated, although the basin remains.

The plateau of Mexico contains several 1
;
the interior of the

Argentine Republic, 2 more
;
the Kalahari Desert in South Africa

retains Lake Ngami besides many small pools and dry salt-pans.3

Lake Tchad, 4 on the northern side of Soudan near the Sahara, is

presumably held in a basin of this kind. In Asia there are two

important Great Basin regions
;
the Aralo-Caspian depression on

the west, once connected with the Black Sea and the Arctic

Ocean, and the deserts farther east between the northern and

southern mountain systems.5 Persia shows the remains of several

similar lakes, now dried up.6

In most of these regions no single lake can claim to be the

chief or sole descendant of the old occupant
;
many small, scat-

tered pools often remain to share the ancestry, and these will be

considered under New Land Basins (see below, C. 12) ;
perhaps

some of the examples given should be transferred to that species.

If we now suppose the disturbed areas which form the rim of

the Great Basins to approach nearer one another, and the included

region to take part in their motion as it diminishes in size, we
shall have—
A. 2. Mountain Trough Basins. Although this species is

connected with the preceding by insensible grades, the types at

the extremes of the series are very distinct. Instead of broad and

comparatively thin sheets of water, we have now rather narrow,

trough-shaped lakes, with well-marked banks rising into mountain

ridges, to which the axis of the lake is distinctly parallel. As a

rule these basins are full to overflow, their supply being plenti-

1 Humboldt, Essai politique sur la Nouvelle Espagne, 1811, i, 44.

2 Peterman, Geogr. Mitt. Erganz’h. 39, 1875. M. de Moussy, Confederation Argen-

tine, 1860, i, 171.

3 Livingston, Missionary Travels and Researches in S. Africa, 1858, 72, 75.

4 Nachtigal, Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ. xlvi, *1876, 396.

3 Richthofen, China, I, 103 and pi. 2. Prejevalski, From Kulja across the Tian Shan

to Lob Nor (trans. by Morgan), 1879.

6 Blanford, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxix, 1873. 493. Geogr. Soc. Proc. in, 1881,79. Tietze

suggests that some of the Persian plains have been formed by wind action and not as

lake-beds. Wien, Jahrb. Geol., xxvn, 1877, 341.
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ful from the rainy mountain slopes, and their evaporation being

restricted by the decreased ratio of surface to volume.

We can give no simple examples of this species
;
for as erosion

and deposition both go on and probably with accelerated rate

during the progress of mountain making, the enclosing ridges will

be worn down as they rise, and their waste transferred to the

nearest subsiding trough, and it will be rare to find a basin pre-

serving its simple orographic form. Moreover, an excess of

deposit thrown into the trough at the confluence of a lateral with

the main valley frequently forms a barrier and holds the lake

higher than it would otherwise stand, so that it becomes a hybrid.

Baikal, Issikul,1 and Nicaragua so far as they are known, come

under this species.

The western part of Lake Superior has a basin of this kind 2
;

but the others of our Great Lakes cannot be attributed to an oro-

graphic origin, and they all owe part of their water to obstructed

outlets (see C. 4). Nyassa and Tanganyika come perhaps as near

this species as the first
;
they are decidedly elongated, and consid-

erable mountain ranges rise in their neighborhood. Titicaca is

presumably another intermediate form; although smaller and

lower than it has lately been it is still nine hundred feet deep and

preserves its outlet and remains fresh
;
Lake Aullagas, into which

its Desaguadero empties, is shallow and brackish, and the sink

into which this is drained is decidedly salt. The remains of

many similar old lakes now appear as pampas on the Plateau of

the Andes.3 Although mentioned here, they probably belong

partly under the Fan Delta and New Land species.

The southern part of the Caspian owes its depth to a pronounced

orographic origin. So in the Himalaya, the valleys of Nepal and

Kashmir are old orographic lake basins. In the former, no lake

remains, as the barrier has been cut down and all the space between

the enclosing ranges converted into great meadow-like plains
;
in

1 Kul (kal, gul, gueul), nor (noor), tso (cho) mean lake in the various languages of

Central Asia.

2 Foster and Whitney, Rept. on Geol. of Lake Superior, 1850, pt. ii, 117. Ramsay sees

no necessity for excepting this lake from a glacial origin. Phys. Geol. and Geog. Gr.

Britain, 1872, 176.

3 A. Agassiz, Proc. Amer. Acad., xi, 1876, 283.
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the latter, a small part of the great meadow is unfilled, and holds

Lake Walar 1 (see C. 12).

In the Jura Mountains a number of small lakes occupy troughs

formed by down-folded strata, but I cannot learn whether they

may not be held back by local deposit barriers. The Lac de Joux

is marked at its northeast end by a strong cross-fault.2 The other

basins hold Lacs de St. Point and des Rousses, as well as the extinct

lakes of the Val de Pontarlier and the Val de Travers. A little

farther south the Lac de Bourget is a good example of its kind.

Guyot considers Lake Neuchatel the result of local depression.8

The absence of lakes in the Appalachians south of New York

was noticed as a peculiarity by Lyell 4
;
if any* ever existed, they

have long been destroyed by erosion, and when the Jura are as old

as the Appalachians they will probably be as lakeless. Indeed, the

rarity of small lakes distinctly referable to this species points

to the complete and searching work of the erosive forces that

are constantly at work cutting down valley barriers, rather than

to the original absence of basins of downfolding. It is hardly

possible that in a region so disordered as the Alps no trough-

basins should have been formed during the extreme crushing to

which the strata there have been subjected; we should better

suppose that such basins were made, but were cut down at one

side nearly as fast as they were folded into shape, and so were

transformed into lakeless valleys. The valleys of the Rhone above

Martigny, and of the Rhine above Chur, mark the sites of such

attempted lakes
;
perhaps lakes may have existed there for a time,

but as the transverse exit-valleys were cut down, the basins were

opened and drained.5 The marginal lakes of the Alps are noticed

farther on.

A. 3. Fault Basins. These are very rare, and point to

the slow growth of dislocations as well as to the careful work of

water erosion, as does the preceding species. Lough Allen, near

1 Medlicott and Blanford, Geol. India, ii, 672. Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir, 207.

2 See sheet of xi the Swiss Geol. Commission.

3 Neuchatel M^m., in, 1845.

4 Travels in the United States, 1845, ii, 240.

6 Riitimeyer, Thai und Seebildung, 95. Jukes, Geol. Soc. Journ., xvm. 1862, 378

.
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the source of the Shannon, is described by Hull,1 as an old valley

interrupted by an up-throw fault, probably of late Tertiary date

;

the barrier has been much worn down, but not yet entirely

destroyed. The Dead Sea occupies a depression, apparently the

result of a down-throw fault of considerable length, north and

south 2
;
the northern of the two narrow bays in which the Red Sea

ends is in the prolongation of the same line, and very probably

connected with it. Whether the Dead Sea derived its salt from a

former connection with the Red Sea or from its inflowing streams

is a question that has been much discussed, but is apart from our

present consideration.

Desor’s division of orographic lakes 8 includes some basins that

will here be described under other headings. His Mulden-seen

(trough or synclinal lakes) generally come under our second species,

but his Combe-seen (hollows on the eroded surface of a soft stra-

tum between two parallel ridges, i. e., in a longitudinal monoclinal

valley) and his Cluse-seen (in cross valleys) need some further

examination. The combes
,
if produced by ordinary erosion, cannot

contain basins unless their valley line is interrupted by a deposit

barrier, and then they fall under our class of obstruction lakes.

The cluses which he seems to attribute to an actual splitting

open of a cleft across the mountains, should be considered the

result of erosion like the combes, and as such can as little have

any basin form
;

basins in cross-valleys must be due to some-

thing more than simple water erosion (see Warped Valleys, p.

330, Delta-fan and Moraine Barriers, C. 1 and 3). Riitimeyer well

criticises this grouping as amounting to nothing more than say-

ing that the rock structure is the same above and below water

level 4
;
except for the trough basins, it certainly gives no sufficient

explanation of the origin of the lakes so classed. The altogether

impossible lakes represented in Desor’s figures, which we are sur-

prised to find imitated by Reclus andPeschel, might indeed be the

1 Phys. Geol. and Geog. of Ireland, 1872. 189.

2 L. Lartet, Note sur la formation du bassin de la Mer Morte Soc. Gdol.

Bull., xxn, 1865. 420. Peschel, Phys. Erdk., n. 325.

3 Desor, De la physiognomie des Lacs Suisses. Revue Suisse, 1860. Deutung der

Alpen-Seen, in Gebirgsbau der Alpen, Wiesbaden, 1865.

4 Op. cit. 50, note.
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result of splits in the earth’s crust, but where can their like be found

in nature ? They serve best as good examples of the seriously

misleading effects of exaggerated diagrams. In giving so great

prominence to the direct effects of dislocation, Desor agrees with

many of the older school of geologists, but he does not give suffi-

cient proof of his statements
;
so far as they imply gaping fis-

sures they are amply refuted by Ramsay,1 but he goes too far in

the disproof and excludes local disturbances from all share in mak-

ing any of the Swiss lakes.

Whitney’s orographic lakes, of which Erie 2 and its companions

are examples, we should call petrographic instead; they fol-

low the outcrop of certain formations very closely, but with

the exception noted above, these basins give no sign of disturb-

ance or sinking, and seem to be simply lakes of erosion, warping

and obstruction combined (C. 4).

Dislocations on fissures are generally given greater prominence

than is here allowed them in the formation of lake basins, and the

basin itself is often taken as evidence of the fault required to

produce it. I believe more caution than is usual might be well

exercised before admitting the existence' of faults, which are, as

Favre says, too commonly accepted as an easy way out of a diffi-

culty. They have undoubtedly in many cases a strong influence

in guiding a stream in the erosion of its valley, but on the other

hand some rivers show a marked disregard of fault lines, and in

no instance can a valley or lake be ascribed to a broadly open,

gaping fissure, for such fissures do not exist. Plenty of authority

may be found for difference of opinion on this point, 3 but we note

here only one statement bearing on the subject in hand. Kin-

ahan4 does not claim that valleys and lakes are produced

by faulting or fracturing alone, but rather by the action of

erosive agents, such as streams and ice guided by previous

1 Geol. Soc. Journ., xvm, 1862, 188.

2 Climatic Changes of later Geol. Times., 16.

3 Among those who consider the forms of mountain and valley surface largely the

direct result of disturbance and dislocation and to a less degree the effect of erosion,

we may name L. v. Buch, B. Studer, Desor, and Hopkins
;
See also, Kjerulf, Ein Stuck

Geographie in Norwegen, Berlin Erdk. Zft., xiv, 1879, 144.

4 G. H. Kinahan, Valleys and their relations to Fissures, Fractures and Faults, 1875*
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breaks in the rock
;
and as evidence to support this view he

instances many lake basins in Ireland that are placed where fault-

lines intersect. That fissures and joints are as a rule lines of

weakness, can hardly be disputed, but there are other conditions

equally potent which the author neglects as much as he exagger-

ates the effects of faults : the very imperfect correspondence of

the irregularities of Lake Conga with the fissures considered as its

cause (see his plate ii) point to the overrating of their power.

A. 4. Warped Valley Basins. Valleys of erosion may be

locally so elevated and depressed by transverse folding as to

interrupt the continuous slope of their water line
;
the depres-

sions will then fill up and appear as lakes. It was to this expla-

nation as applied by Lyell to Lago Maggiore that Ramsay 1 made
objection

;
but the objection holds good only if it be supposed

that the valley sinks rigidly, in which case a depression of some

twenty thousand feet would be needed in the Central Alps to

cause the lakes at their southern base
;
but if, as Lyell points out, 2

the valley slope be changed by a folding, as is supposed in this

species, the objection falls to the ground. For the Italian lakes

some such folding offers a possible explanation, but it is not well

proved and is not altogether necessary (see C. 3) ;
at the north-

ern base of the Alps the case is better made out.

There is good evidence to show that the construction of the

higher Alps and the cutting of transverse valleys were well

advanced toward completion before the disturbance of the north-

ern margin of Miocene rocks began, and it is very probable that

the northernmost folds of the molasse were the latest made. In

the upper parts of the transverse valleys, any lakes that may
once have been formed during the growth of the Central Alps

have long since been drained by the cutting down of their bar-

riers, for such lakes are simply transient phases in the history of

the valley; near the plain, where the disturbances of mountain

growth are of comparatively recent geological date, the valleys

have been interrupted by the growth of folds across their course

1 Ramsay, Sir Charles Lyell and the Glacial Theory of Lake Basins, Philos. Mag.,

XXIX, 1865, 285-298.

2 Antiquity of Man, 1873, 358.
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and converted for a time (of which the present epoch is a part)

into marginal lakes .

1

For the Reuss, it is probable that its early course lay in contin-

uation with the upper part of Lake Lucerne (Urner See), east

of the Rigi, into the troughs of Lakes Zug and Zurich; a land-

slide from the Rossberg turned it westward by a longitudinal

valley till it joined the Aa, and the two streams flowing north-

ward together were converted into a lake by foldings in the

neighborhood of Lucerne .

2 This last change had a marked effect

on the course of the Kleine Emmen also
;
this stream rises north

of Interlaken and has a well preserved old valley across the Plat-

eau to the Aar at Aarburg, but now abandons its old course at

Wiggern, and turns sharply round to the east, following a trough

which carries it to the Reuss below Lucerne .
3

Changes similar to these are appealed to by Favre to explain the

origin of Lake Geneva 4 and by Rtitimeyer to account for several

of the lakes of Northern Switzerland
,

5 but their arguments are

more geological than can be properly introduced here.

It is objected to the above explanation that, in the case of

Lake Lucerne for example
,

6 the material eroded from the neigh-

boring mountains should have long ago filled the basin
;
but if we

accept the well-reasoned conclusions of Heim and Rtitimeyer,

it will be apparent that the region about the lake was eroded

much into its present form before the outer post-miocene folding

changed the valley into a basin.

That several of these lakes are submerged valleys of erosion is

made the more probable by finding the form of their cross-section

agreeing closely with that of a river trough, after a long period of

lateral cutting with but little deepening has given it a flat bot-

1 Heim, Mechanismu der Gebirgsbildung, 1878, ii, 228-230.

2 Heim, op. cit., i. 316.

3 Shown distinctly on the Dufour map of Switzerland, sheet viii.

4 Recherches G£ol., I, 212.

6 Ueber Thai- und Seebildung, 58.

6 A. Geikie, On the Geol. Structure of some Alpine Lake-basins, Edinb. Roy. Soc.

Proc., xii, 1869, 33-34.
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tom.1 Lakes Geneva, Brienz and the upper part of Lucerne show

this very well; Brienz has not, according to recent measures, the

excessive depth formerly attributed to it, but is scarcely deeper

than Lake Thun. 2 The lakes that probably owe at least part of

their formation to the late changes on the north flank of the Alps

are, beginning at the southwest, Annecy, Geneva, Thun-Brienz,

Lucerne, Zug, Egeri, Wallenstadt, Constance, (Loisach, extinct),

Kochel-Walchen, (Inn, extinct), Gmundner and some other smaller

ones.3

The rarity, or indeed we may say absence, of this species of

lake in other mountains is due to their age being generally much
greater than that of the Alps

;
if they ever possessed such lakes,

they have long since been filled or drained. Their absence on the

southern slope of the Himalaya, which like the Alps is a young

range, may be partly due to the excessive rain there, by which

the barriers have been cut down as fast as they grew.

Warping of a very gentle kind has probably aided in the for-

mation of our Great Lakes, which seem to be old broad river

valleys, depressed at their head waters and obstructed at their

outlets (C. 4) ;
a similar change has been appealed to in account-

ing for the lakes of Hew Zealand,4 and for some of those in Scot-

land.5

A. 5. Earthquake Basins. An unimportant but well-defined

species includes those lakes made by local subsidence resulting

from earthquakes. Southeastern Missouri affords several exam-

ples, formed in 1811-12, when a large area of the Mississippi Valley

was shaken, and certain parts of the bottom land were depressed

so as to be submerged to a small depth by river water; trees were

killed by drowning, but remained standing above water for many

1 Heim, i, 293. Simony, Die Seen des Salzkammergutes, Wien, Akad. Wiss. Sitz-

ungsb. Math. Naturw. Cl., iv, 1850, 542-566.

2 Riitimeyer, op. cit. 58.

3 Bonney, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxvn, 1871, 312; xxix, 1873, 382.

4 Hector, Geol. Mag., n, 1865, 377-378.

5 Duke of Argyll, Annual Address, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxix, 1873, p. lxx.
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years. 1 Lake St. Mary is the largest of these submerged tracts,

now measuring thirty miles in length by five to seven in width. 2

In India, at the mouth of the Indus, a much larger surface was

submerged by the earthquakes of 1819, and a shallow sea, two

thousand square miles in area, is the result.3 During the great

Calabrian earthquake of 1783 the Lago del Tolfilo, 1700, 900, and

50 feet, in its three dimensions, is said to have been formed sud-

denly by the opening of a great chasm, and filled by water issuing

from its bottom.

Lakes formed by land-slips during earthquakes will be noticed

farther on.

A. 6. Volcanic Subsidence Basins. Depressions found in some

volcanic regions are ascribed to the settling down of the surface

rocks into cavities emptied by the ejection of lava, but the con-

nection between cause and effect is seldom closely demonstrable.

Lake Balaton (Flatten See) in Hungary, fifty miles long, three

to ten wide, and forty feet deep, is given as an example of this

species, as its longer axis is parallel to a line of local volcanic

action.4 Lake Tuapo, in New Zealand, is probably of the same

origin
;
it is a depression in volcanic rocks, twenty by twenty-

five miles in cross measure, and is bordered by modern cones of

eruption
;
Lake Rotorua is referred to the same cause.5 The old

supposition of the existence of volcanic rocks in the Thian Shan

Range has recently been confirmed, and the Chaderkul near by is

explained as an area of subsidence following their eruption.6

Lough Neagh, in northeastern Ireland, probably belongs here;

it is a broad, shallow depression in a region of faulted volcanic

rocks and is of preglacial origin.7 Some of the larger circular lakes,

Bolsena, Bracciano, and others of Central Italy, may be of the

same origin. 8

1 Lyell, Principles of Geology, n, 108.

2 Humphreys and Abbott, Report on the Mississippi River, plate n.

3 Frere, Geograph. Soc. Journ., xl, 1870, 181.

4 Judd, Geol. Mag., in, 1876, 6.

5 Hochstetter, New Zealand, 1867, 365, 370 ;
Reise der Novara, i, 1864, 144.

6 Stoliczka, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxx, 1874, 574.

7 Hardman, On the Age and Mode of Formation of Lough Neagh, Ireland Geol. Soc.

Journ., iv, 170
;
and Hull, Phys. Geol. and Geogr. of Ireland, 1878, 186.

8 G. Vom Rath, Die Umgebungen des Bolsener Sees. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. Zft., xx>

1868, 265.
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Judd, well known from his writings on volcanoes, is a most

enthusiastic advocate of this species
;
he goes to. the extreme of

saying that, as we can demonstrate the production of rock-basins by

this agency in volcanic regions, and as similar though less demon-

strable movements occur in other districts, “ are we not justified

in accepting such movements as capable of explaining the forma-

tion of lake-basins in all cases, rather than in having recourse to a

purely hypothetical cause ” namely, glacial erosion ?
1 Manifestly

we are not in the least justified in so doing
;
the origin of lakes

is so very manifold that nothing short of separate study for each

important case will give ground for any final statement as to

cause. As further evidence of the connection between volcanic

action and lakes, Judd gives the following count of existing and

extinct lakes in part of the volcanic region of Central France

(Dept. Puy de Dome). Crater lakes clearly formed by explosion,

18 ;
lava-flow barriers, 3 ;

basins among volcanic deposits or formed

by local subsidence, 81 ;
basins generally in old lines of drainage

affected by changes of level, 174; total 276. 2 I cannot say how
close an estimate this is, or whether, as seems probable, causes

other than volcanic are neglected. It should be noted that it is

as difficult to prove the subsidence of a lake-bottom as it is easy

to suppose it
;
the points where observations should be made are

as a rule inaccessible. Scrope held the opinion that lakes in old

craters might be due to subsidence following the eruptive period,

or resulting from the escape of the lava below by some other vent,3

and if this be true, some examples given among the crater-lakes

below should belong in this species.

There are a few cases where the production of lakes by subsi-

dence in volcanic regions has been almost directly observed. In

1875 a hot lake was thus formed in the crater of Askja, the

largest volcano of Iceland, during the progress of a neighboring

eruption.4

1 Loc. cit. 11. The same volume contains in its later pages an amusing if not an

instructive discussion excited by this suggestion.

2 Loc. cit. 5.

3 Volcanos, 222, 226.

4 W. G. Lock, Roy. Geogr. Soc. Proc., in, 1881, 476; Geol. Mag., vm, 1881, 212.
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In the Eifel and in Auvergne there are some small lakes of

this species; in the former, the Schalkenmehrener, Meerfelder

and Walsdorfer Maare *; in the latter, the Lacs des Bordes, de

l’Eclouze, de Bourdouze, etc.
2

A. 7. Subsidence Basinsfrom Solution. Volcanic eruption o f

the previous species may be replaced by removal in solution of

more soluble strata, as salt, gypsum or limestone, below a less sol-

uble surface covering. As the dissolved rocks are carried away,

a depression is formed on the surface, and may hold a lake.

Certain small, shallow meres in the Red Marl of Cheshire have

long been explained in this way, as the strata there contain much
salt.

3 Similar sinking of the ground explains the small basins in

the salt region of Eisleben, over gypsum rocks by Berlin and

by Segeberg in Holstein,4 and over limestone in many parts

of the world. The latter are very common in a small way;

they often vary with the season from full capacity to dry-

ness, and their outlet is generally through the bottom by under-

ground streams. In this country they are commonly known as

sink-holes
;

in Ireland as sluggys, swallow-holes and turloughs.5

B. Destruction Basins include only those species in which

erosion or excavation of some kind is sufficient to provide a hollow

for a lake. As will be seen under the third class, this limitation

excludes many species in which destructive agents have formed a

trough, but where some supplementary action is necessary before

a basin is completed
;
hence runffing water is not found as a cause

under this division.

It is but recently that this has been fully recognized, as may be

seen by examining the writings of geologists of the first half of

this century.6 Desor, the latest advocate of running water that I

have found, thinks that many of the Swiss lakes were eroded

by a powerful flood suddenly rushing out from the Alps and

1 H. v. Dechen, Rheinl. u. Westph. Ges. Verh., xvm, 1861, 167.

2 A. v.Lasaulx. Niederrhein Ges. Sitzungsb., xxv, 1868, 58.

3 Hull, On the recent remarkable Subsidence of the Ground in the Salt District of

Cheshire, Ireland Geol. Soc. Journ., vi, 1880-81, 87-92. See Ordnance Survey Eng-

land and Wales, sheet 80. See also B. 3.

4 Peschel, Phys. Erdk., ii, 324.

6 Kinahan, Valleys, 141.

6 For Example, Rogers, Geol. Penna., i, 39, On the Lakes in Central New York.
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caused by their upheaval
;
that the size of the lakes corresponds

to the drainage basins of the several floods, a relation which

could not exist if the lakes were produced by local subsidence

;

and that while many of the lakes follow the slope of the plain, as

the flood ran, Neuchatel and Bienne are parallel to the Jura because

there the flood was turned by these mountains.1 This is entirely

inadmissible
;
water having no rigidity or tenacity can only cut a

valley with continuous slope. Pot-holes, pools below water-falls

and small hollows in river channels need hardly be considered

exceptions to this rule.

B. 1. Basins of Glacial Erosion. It is certainly possible for

ciers to cut out rock-basins, but the number and size of the basins

so excavated have been greatly exaggerated. Extreme views have

been taken on this subject : on one side by those ardent glacialists

who ascribe the greater number of lake basins and deep valleys of

northern countries to ice erosion
;
on the other by those conser-

vatives who underrate the power of an agent so long in existence,

so powerful from its weight, so irresistible in its motion, and

so effective as a means of comminution and transportation as

was the wonderful sheet of ice that once covered so large an area

about the North Atlantic.

The theory of the glacial origin of lakes was first prcrposed by

Hind in 1855, 2 but did not attain prominence until advocated in

a more general way by Ramsay in 1859 and especially in 1862.3

1 Deutung der Alpen-Seen in Gebirgsbau der Alpen, 1865, 138. Ramsay used similar

arguments for a glacial origin of these lakes. J. W. Dawson considers our great lakes

cut out by cold, deep ocean currents during a period of northern submergence.

Canad. Nat., I, 1864, 218.

2 H. Y. Hind, On the Origin of the Basins of the Great Lakes. Canadian Institute,

Toronto, 1855. I do not know whether this was published or only read: it is referred

to by Hind himself in the Geol. Soc. Journ., xx, 1864, 126, 130. See also his Report on

the Assiniboine and Saskatch. Expl. Exped. Toronto, 1859, 122.

3 Ramsay’s papers are—The Old Glaciers of Switzerland and North Wales, in Peaks,

Passes and Glaciers, London, 1859, 466.

On the Glacial Origin of Certain Lakes in Switzerland, etc. Geol. Soc. Journ., xviii,

1862, 185-203, and Amer. Journ. Sci., xxxv, 1863, 324.

The Excavation of the Valley of the Alps, Phil. Mag., xxiv, 1862, 377-380.

On the Erosion of Valleys and Lakes (in reply to Murchison), Philos. Mag., xxvm,
1864, 293-311.

Sir Charles Lyell and the Glacial Theory of Lake Basins, id., xxix, 1865, 285-298.

The Physical Geology and Geography of Great Britain, London, 1872,
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The question has been vigorously debated since then, but without

much approach to an agreement, and the debate still goes on while

each side claims a victory.

About the same date, de Mortillet 1 proposed a similar theory

to account for the Italian lakes, but limited the work of glacia

ice to the sweeping out of a preglacial alluvial filling of the

basin
;
the origin of the basin itself and whether it was really a

rock-basin or only an obstructed valley, was not discussed.

The arguments favoring these theories are derived first, from

the visible action of existing glaciers
;
second, from the amount

and arrangement of glacial drift
;
third, from a comparison of

the topography of glaciated and non-glaciated regions
;
and

fourth, from ignorance of any means except the supposed glacial

erosion to produce certain observed effects. From a summary of

these considerations
,

2 we would conclude that the rate of glacial

erosion differed little from that of the ordinary destructive

forces acting on the same surface
;
that glacial drift was in large

part supplied by material loosened from the bed-rock by pre-

glacial secular disintegration
;

that the amount of material

removed by ice action was not enough 'to destroy the larger

preglacinl features of the country or to create new ones of

great size
;
that the erosion was greatest toward the centres of

glacial dispersion where the ice acted longest, while on mar-

ginal areas of glacial action, erosion was largely replaced by

deposition
;
that the most important effects of the glacial period

upon drainage are the result of the concentration upon a smaller

area of the detritus gathered from a larger area; and finally in

more direct reference to the subject in hand, that where condi-

tions of ice pressure and rock resistance were favorable, glacial

1 G. de Mortillet. Note geologique sur .... le lac d’Iseo en Lombardie. Soc. Gdol.

France, Bull, xvi, 1859, 888-905. Gastaldi and de Mortillet. Sulla escavazione

(affouillement) dei bacini lacustri compresi negli anfiteatri morenici. Milano, Soc.

Ital. Atti, v. 1863, 240. In 1821 Venetz wrote “ Combien n’est-il pas de petits lacs sur

les montagnes, qui seroient pi’obablement remplis de terre et de pierres, si jadis les

glaciers ne les avoient pas nettoyds.” Soc. Helv. Mdm., i, 2°, 1833, 33.

2 I hope to present at an early day the detailed statements on which this sum-

mary is based.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 22 JUNE, 1882,
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erosion may have done what running water cannot do
;

it may
have excavated rock-basins of no great depth, but sufficient to

form lakes of moderate size.

Admitting this final conclusion as a possibility, it remains to

discover where examples of it actuall/ occur. To demonstrate

that a lake occupies a rock-basin of glacial erosion is a difficult

matter
;
many rock-basins are produced by subsidence or folding,

as already noted
;
many more that have been called rock-basins

are really barrier basins as we shall see. The occurrence of solid

rock in a lake’s outlet is by no means full proof that it forms the

entire barrier, although often appealed to as such. With the dem-

onstration that a genuine rock-basin is of glacial erosion, there

should come also the explanation of the localization of the exces-

sive erosive force at the point where the lake is now found, and in

this connection we may look at certain examples brought for-,

ward by various glacialists.

The first supposition is that where a glacier is thickest, there it

will excavate most deeply and form a rock-basin. This seems

natural enough, but I believe it rests on a misapprehension of the

character of glacial motion
;
and it is seldom possible to adduce

proof that shall be independent of the fact to be proved : the

supposition is made to support itself.

Speaking of Lake Geneva, Ramsay says 1 “ the enormous mass

of ice scooj>ed out the lake most deeply where the thick-

ness and weight of ice and consequently its grinding power were

greatest,” but he gives no proof to show that before the basin was

scooped out, the ice was thickest where the lake now stands.

Indeed there is good evidence to show that the highest part of

the surface of the old glacier of the Rhone was not over Lake

Geneva, but extended square across the plain in continuation of

the lower bend of the upper Rhone (from Martigny to Villeneuve)

and met the Jura at Chasseron, where erratics reach their greatest

elevation on those mountains
;

it is therefore rather on this line

that the lake should have been cut had its location depended on

the thickness of the ice .

2

1 Geol. Soc. Journ., xvm, 1862, 195.

2 Favre, On the Origin of the Alpine Lakes and Valleys. Phil. Mag., xxix, 1865,208.
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Certain lakes of moderate size in north-western England are con-

sidered by Ward 1 to be deepest at points where from confluence

of lateral glaciers and narrowing of the valleys, the pressure must

have been greatest; he shows also that the amount of erosion

required to form these lakes is very small, but he does not estimate

the share of lake formation that may come from barrier deposits

in the old valleys, and this cause would reduce the necessary

glacial erosion still more.

Haast attributes much effect to a reaction from the terminal

moraines :

2 when a strong terminal moraine is formed and consol-

idated by infiltration of glacial mud, its opposition to an advance

of the glacier would cause the ice to press harder upon the valley

bottom, and so cut out a basin. It remains to be proved, however,

that the lakes he maps and describes are really in rock-basins and

not simply dammed back by moraines still more, that the gla-

ciers made any attempt to advance over the terminal moraines

where they seem to have halted contentedly so long.

According to some, lakes mark the position held for a time by

the end of the ice : this implies that erosion progressed faster

beneath the whole length of the ice than in the open valley below,

so that when the glacier melted away, water would collect just

above the junction of the two styles of erosion. For Switzerland,

the evidence of this is very contradictory
;
the Italian lakes might

seem to confirm it, but the proof that they are neither barrier

lakes nor warped valleys is wanting; moreover the neighbor-

ing valleys of the Dora Iiiparia and Dora Baltea, which led

great glaciers down from the Alps to the Plain of the Po, have

no lakes at all comparable to Maggiore and its fellows .

3 On the

northern slope of the Alps, the placing of most of the lakes is

1 Geol. Soc. Journ., xxx, 1874, 101; xxxi, 1875, 152-166.

2 Notes on the Causes which have led to the excavation of deep Lake basins in

Hard Rocks in the Southern Alps of New Zealand. Geol. Soc. Journ. xxi, 1865, 130-

132, and also 133-135.

3 Favre, loc. cit. 211. Gastaldi thinks these valleys were occupied by lakes when

the glaciers melted away, but they have since been filled by alluvium. Sulla riescava-

zione dei bacini lacustri per opera degli antichi ghiacchiai. Milano, Soc. Ital. Mem., i,
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orographic, and quite independent of the termination of the

old glaciers .
1

The case for Norway as stated by Helland
,

2
is of much interest,

but is inconclusive. In the country inland from the Christiania

Fjord, he describes four successive belts of terminal moraines,

behind each of which lie numerous and deep lakes. “ I have

visited all,” he says, “ and can directly demonstrate that most of

them are true rock-basins 3 and a similar relative placing of

rock-basins and terminal moraines is claimed for many of the

lakes along the western slope of Norway. It is to be regretted

that the observations by which these lakes are known to be in

rock-basins wTere not given with greater detail, for at present we
are compelled to doubt their completeness, and consider the lakes

as most largely the effect of moraine barriers. Helland mentions

that there are also lakes without moraines at their lower ends,

and considers .these the result of a local increase of erosive power .

4

The explanation originally given by Ramsay for Lake Neuchatel

has been extended by Geikie. In its first form, it ascribed the

lakes at the foot of the Jura to the lateral deflection of the high-

est part of the Rhone glacier on meeting this range :
5 we should

expect, however, to find basins formed by a south-westward deflec-

tion, as well as by a north-eastward, but none such exist.

Deflection basins as described by Geikie 6 are the result of an

“ undertow” or lateral escape current formed where the ice-sheet

met an obstacle which only its upper jiart could surmount his

examples are unfortunately all submerged off the west coast of

Scotland, and it is quite impossible to say whether they are rock

basins at all, or simply old submerged valleys, clogged with gla-

cial and marine drifts. Certainly the local deepening in the North

Channel between Scotland and Ireland is not necessarily entirely

the result of erosion any more than the long depression across

e

1 Excepting the smaller morainal lakes about Zurich (see C. 3).

2 Die glaciale Bildung der Fjorde und Alpenseen in Norwegen. Pogg. Ann. cxlvi,

1872, 538-562. On the Ice-Fjords of N orth Greenland, and on the Formatkrn of Fjords,

Lakes and Cirques in Norway and Greenland. Geol. Soc. Jouin., xxxm, 1877, 142-176.

3 Loc. cit. 170
;

also 166. 4 Loc. cit. 172.

3 Ramsay, loc. cit. 195. 6 Great Ice Age, 289

—
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Scotland known as the Great Glen. The North Channel may
surely be partly at least the result of stratigraphic displacement,

and of subsidence in a region so very volcanic. Not proven must

be the verdict here.

It has been suggested 1 that lakes are formed where the valley

down which the glacier advanced decreased its slope on reaching

a more level country, because there would be an increase of thick-

ness and of pressure at the point of change. Certainly many
lakes are thus placed, but exceptions are equally numerous, and

in many of the examples claimed as rock-basins, this important

point of structure is' insufficiently proved.

Local weakness of the rocks over which the ice moved may
have determined many of the smaller basins, but it is as insuffi-

cient as the other suggestions in explaining many of the larger

lakes. Lake Geneva is not deepest at its western end where it is

cut in soft rocks, but near its eastern where it lies in hard lime-

stones. So the marginal lakes of the Alps from Thun to Wal-

lenstadt, are, as above noted, in hard rocks that have been recently

flooded by back-water and not in the softer rocks of the plain

on which their glaciers extended. Our Great Lakes generally

follow limestones and softer rocks very closely, but the evidence

ordinarily given to show that the basins were excavated by gla-

ciers really proves nothing more than that they were for a time

occupied by glaciers
;
there are many facts that lead us to suppose

the greater part of these lakes lie in old valleys, clogged by drift.

As suggested by Kinahan
,

2 the local weakness which determined

the site of a lake is the result of faults and fissures intersect-

ing, and breaking the rock into fragments so it can easily be

scraped out
;
this may be sometimes the case, but as a rule I

believe the effect of faults to be less marked. Many of the lakes

mentioned by this author may be found to be in barrier basins.

The- difficulties that lie in the way of accepting a glacial origin

for the larger lakes are, in addition to the insufficiency of gla-

cial erosion, first, that the necessity for this acceptance is not

1 Geikie, op. cit. 278, quoting Seue, Le Ndvd de Justedal et ses Glaciers. An
enormously exaggerated diagram showing this supposition is given by A. Tylor,

Geol. Mag., ii, 1875, 438.

2 Valleys, etc. (See our p. 329.)
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proved, as many of these lakes have other and sufficient causes

;

second, that the distribution or location of true rock-basins is

not sufficiently controlled by glacial but rather by orographic

conditions.

In spite of this disagreement with the more pronounced glacial-

ists, I have no intention of siding with the extreme conservatives.

Glaciers have undoubtedly been important in cleaning out, more

or less completely, many partly filled old lakes, so giving them a

Longer lease of life
;
they have frequently conspired with other

causes, constructive, obstructive, or both, and lent their aid to the

formation of a basin
;
and from their own exertions alone they

have greatly increased the list of lakes by the addition of numer-

ous tarns, both existing and extinct.

It may be well to name certain lakes, frequently accounted

rock-basins, and refer them to the species to which we consider

them as properly belonging; but the difficulty here arises from the

almost universal complexity of causes by which lakes have been

produced, and the impossibility of giving a quantitative estimate

to the share of each. We may begin the attempt with the classic

lakes of Switzerland.

Ramsay considers all the larger ones as essentially excavated by

ice, on the line of preglacial valleys
;
most Swiss geologists give

ice-action a very subordinate place. Following the latter, we
would place all the northern marginal lakes under the Warped

Valley Basins, (p. 330), the lakes of the plain about Zurich under

Moraine Barriers (C. 3), and the Italian lakes as belonging to

both these species. As nearly all these lakes are drained by out-

lets running through valleys that are deeply silted up with allu-

vium, something of the present height of their water surface is

pretty surely due to drift obstruction (C. 4).

Norway and Sweden 1 undoubtedly possess many true rock-

basins of glacial excavation, but I question whether drift barriers

may not explain the greater number of lakes there, as they do in

Finland : the same remark applies to Scotland 2 and Ireland,

1 A. Helland, Die glaciate Bildung der Fjorde und Alpenseen in Norwegen. Pogg.

Ann., cxlvi, 1872, 538-562.

2 J. Geikie advocates a glacial origin for all the larger Scotch lakes. Great Ice

Age, 1877, 267.
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and still more surely to North America. The observations of

Hector 1 and Logan
,

2 accepted by Ramsay 3 to prove that the lakes

of Canada and British America lie in rock-basins, are insuffi-

cient, as attention was not given especially to this point
;

the

region is one of difficult exploration, and the frequent mention of

drift by its explorers 4 shows how much effect may be traced to

barriers when it is more studied.

Small mountain tarns of glacial origin 8 are common in the

higher ranges of the world, but they are so generally due in part

to morainal obstruction that it is difficult to select many examples

coming fully under this species. In the Alps, there are small

rock-basins, as at the Grimsel Hospice, and on the summits of many
passes .

6 Coom Keagh, in a “corry” or rock hollow, and some

others, are given as examples for Ireland
,

7 but true rock-basins

“ seem to be much rarer than has been supposed,” for the lakes there

are most frequently dammed in by loose rocks, gravel and clay.

In New Hampshire and Maine, rock-basins are observed 8 but gen-

erally a drift-barrier contributes generously to the production

1 Geogr. Soc. .Tourn., xxx, 1860, 268
;
Geol. Soc. Journ. xvu, 1861, 388.

2 Geology of Canada, 1863, 6, 889.

3 Geol. Soc. Journ., xvm, 1862, 201.

4 See the later reports of the Canadian Geol. Survey. Many of the smaller lakes in

the region of crystalline rocks are said to occupy shallow rock-basins. G. M. Dawson,

Geol. and Resources of the 49th Parallel, 1875, 22, 245.

5 E. Hull suggests that tarn be limited to small lakes of glacial origin. On the Ves-

tiges of Extinct Glaciers in Cumberland and Westmoreland. Edinb. Phil. Journ.,

xi, 1860, 31-44. See also Ward, Pop. Sci. Review, 1879.

6 Bonnev, Lakes of the Northeastern Alps and their bearing on the Glacial erosion

Theory, Geol. See Journ., xxix, 1873, 382 ;
also, xxx, 1874, 479. Viollet-le-Duc, Les

Lacs Superieurs, Club Alpin Franty Ann. i, 1874, 277-282. A. Boud considered

some of these high lakes of violent plutonic origin, but gave .no good proof of his

view. Die Seen- utrd Teichbildung, Wien Akad. Sitzungsb., xliv, 1861, 1°, 621-

628.

7 M. H. Close, On some Corries and their Rock-Basins in Kerry, Ireland, Geol. Soc.

Journ., ii. 1870, 236. G. H. Kinahan in chapters on the “Lake Basins of Iarconnaught ”

and the “ Valleys of some of the Irish Lakes," in his work on Valleys states that drift bar-

riers hold back many of the lakes but considers some as true ice-worn rock-basins ;
his

observations are not given with sufficient detail to allow one to judge of their accuracy.

3 C. H. Hitchcock, Geol. N. II., in, 1878, 250. Professor Hitchcock writes me that he

considers Memphremagog and Connecticut Lakes in N. II., and Moosehead in Maine, as

rock-basins
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of the lake. Some lakes of moderate size in Wisconsin are con-

sidered the result of glacial erosion guided by local softness of

the rock

;

1 while they are not deeper than we may admit to be

within the wearing power of ice, the description of them does not

exclude the possibility of their being preglacial water valleys

obstructed by drift.

Other scattered examples are described in the Uinta and Hum-
boldt Mountains of Colorado and Utah, 2 in the Pir Pinjal that

encloses the Vale of Kashmir on the southland in the Eastern

Himalaya.4

It is difficult, especially in this country, to find observations made

and recorded with sufficient closeness to decide that a lake occu-

pies a simple rock-basin and overflows at the lowest point of its

rock boundary. Descriptions published more than twenty years

ago seldom considered this point attentively and are consequently

very inconclusive
;
more recently, the occurrence of ledges in

place in the lake outlet has been taken as sufficient evidence to

prove a rock-basin
;
but this is equally unsatisfactory unless defi-

nite statement of the surrounding surface and slope is given as

well. Finally, the very common existence of hybrids still further

complicates the question. Observations on the foim of a lake’s

shore and the neighboring country, the presence or absence of

ledges and drift and their relative areas, the depth of the lake

and the character of its outlet, would be of much value
;
they

might be compactly recorded and published in little sketch-maps

Such observations are quite within reach of many who spend

summer vacations in the woods of Maine, the Adirondacks or

Canada, and would throw much light on a mooted question.

B 2. Wind Erosion Basins. It has been suggested 5 that in

regions of crystaline rocks where the progress of secular disinte-

gration was irregular, the removal by the wind of dust arising

1 T. C. Chamberlain, Geol. Wise., n, 1877, 137.

2 King, Geol. Expl. 40th Par., i, 65, 470, 476.

8 Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir, 1875.

4 Sir R. Temple, The Lake Region of Sikkim, Geogr. Soc. Proc., in, 1881, 321-34C.

6 Pumpelly, The Relation of Secular Rock-disintegration to Loess, Glacial Drift and

Rock-Basins. Amer. Journ. Sci., xvii, 1879, 139.
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from such weathering might sometimes produce hollows that were

ater, in a more humid condition of climate, filled with water.

The question for us is not so much whether this explanation is

true, for given the necessary time and conditions it is very possi-

ble, but whether the process ever actually occurred. Certain small

pools held in rock-basins in Mongolia 1 were first ascribed to it>

but little time was given to their study, and the explanation was

proposed rather as a suggestion than as a final solution of the

difficulty they presented.

B. 8. Solution Basins. The removal of limestone, gypsum or

salt in solution in water being independent of' a stream’s velocity

and of gravity, may in some cases form a hollow lower than its

outlet
;
but while this has probably aided in making many valleys

and lakes, it is difficult to name any basins of which it has been

the sole cause.

The carboniferous limestone of the Central Plain of Ireland

contains numerous lakes, many of which follow the irregularities

of the limestone among other rocks so closely as to imply that they

are dependent upon its solubility
;
Loughs Erne (Upper and

Lower), Ree and Derg, besides many smaller ones, are of this

kind.2 How completely they are, dependent upon solution, it is

difficult to say, as the country in which they stand has been glaci-

ated and contains much drift which may well complicate their

origin.

The efficacy of the solvent power of water to produce lakes was

recognized by Playfair, the pools in the marls of Cheshire serv-

ing as examples : he saw also the difficulty of forming lakes by

other kinds of erosion, and in the case of Lake Geneva suggested

that its basin might have been dissolved out of a great deposit of

salt, of which some remains are still to be found at Bex, a little

above the lake.3 A similar cause has been surmised as an aid in

forming our Great Lakes. Sink-hole lakes, related to this species,
-

are described later.

1 Purapelly, Geol. Researches in China, Mongolia and Japan, 72, 73. Minute exam-

ples, five feet in diameter, are described by Ormerod, On the Rock-Basins in the Gran-

ite of the Dartmoor District, Devonshire. Geol. Soc. Journ., xv, 1859, 16-23.

2 Hull, Phys. Geol. and Geog. of Ireland, 198.

8 Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory, 1802, 364.
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B. 4. Pit Crater Basins, Maare. Certain peculiar lakes in

volcanic regions are characterized by a nearly circular form, and

an abrupt depression of their basins below the surrounding gen-

eral level
;
the enclosing rocks are not always volcanic, and some-

times there is scarcely a trace of materials that can have been

ejected from the cavity : certain examples have a more or less

complete wall of fragments around their rim, and in others this

is quite wanting. Some observers take these to be the result of

explosive eruption by which the ejected fragments were so finely

broken and scattered over so large an area that they cannot now
be identified; for evidence of this they point to the violent action

known in some volcanoes, by which their form is greatly and

quickly altered from a cone to a broadly open crater. 1 Others

consider them the effect of subsidence either within an old crater-

ring, or in the neighborhood of volcanic action (p. 333). It is

difficult to make a choice here because decisive and critical obser-

vations are wanting and are indeed as a rule unattainable; as in so

many other cases, either cause is possible, but it is a very difficult

matter to say which one really produced the known result.

The most noted regions of recently extinct volcanic action in

Europe—Auvergne and the EifeJ—furnish several examples of this

species. In the latter, the Laacher See (i. e., Lake Lake) near

the Rhine below Coblenz, is an oval cavity, a mile and a half in

diameter and about two hundred feet deep; the surrounding sur-

face is strewn with fragments from the hollow, but they do not

form a distinct crater-wall enclosing it : other similar but smaller

lakes, Pulver, Torf, Gemfinder and Weinfelder Maare, occur in

the same region.2 In Auvergne, Tazana, Pavin, and Chauvet may
be named

;
their rim is about at the level of the surrounding sur-

face, and their walls show volcanic rock-layers that once apparently

continued across their surface, still lying undisturbed around it:
3

no lava flows can be traced from these cavities.

1 Judd, Volcanoes, 1881, 174.

2 BL v. Dechen, Geogn. Beschreibung der Vulkanreihe der Vorder-Eifel. Rheinland

u.Westph. Ges. Verhandl., xviii, 1861, 1-190, p. 163—

.

3 Scrope, Volcanos, 1862, 214- . Volcanos of Central France, 1858, 81, 143.

A. v. Lasaulx, Ueber die Seen und kesselfdnnigen Wasserbecken im vulkanischen

Gebiete Central- Frankreichs. Niederrein Ges. Sitz’b., xxv, 1868, 56, 67 ;
Kratere und
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«

The evidence in favor of the origin of these Maare by violent

eruption is : 1°, finding that a series of transitional forms exists

between true Maare and accepted craters of eruption, which are

mostly common in their neighborhood; 2°, the occurrence some-

times observed of fragments of the non-volcanic rocks in which

the basins are hollowed out, among the neighboring volcanic ejecta
;

3°, the known violence of certain volcanic eruptions above noted.

On the other hand, there are cases that should better be explained

by local subsidence, probably connected in some way with the

neighboring volcanic eruptions because 1°, no trace of ejected

material can be found
;
2°, so far as the non-volcanic rock in which

the basin is excavated can be seen, it does not show any marks of

eruption.1

A peculiar example is Lake Lonar, on the trap plateau of the

Deccan
;
a shallow salt pool at the bottom of a cavity about a

mile in diameter and three or four hundred feet deep : on the

north and north-east sides, the edge of the hollow is on a level

with the surrounding country; elsewhere there is a rim of blocks

of trap forty to one hundred feet high. The volume of the rim,

however, is only about a thousandth part of the cavity; and no

lava flow from it can be detected on the surrounding surface.2

Similar basins are found in the Azores 3 and in Central Amer-

ica and Mexico.4

C. Obstruction Basins may be separated into two families :

in the first, a valley or trough, produced by constructive or destruc-

tive forces, receives a local deposit that serves as a barrier, and so

completes the basin
;

in the second, a basin remains .on the sur-

face of a deposit, because of a lack of material to fill it, or because

the irregular distribution of sediments fails to bring all points to

the same level. These may be called Barrier and Enclosure Basins

and are further divisible as follows.

vulkanische Seen in der Auvergne, Neues Jahrb., 1870, 460. This author is inclined

to regard these lakes as the result of subsidence. See our page 385.

E. Vimont, Les lacs Pavin, de la Montsinevre et de la Godivelle, Club Alpin Frain?.

Ann., i, 1874, 337-349. The second named is a lava-barrier basin; the third, an ordi-

nary crater of eruption.

1 A. v. Lasaulx, Niederrhein Ges Sitz’b., xxv, 1868, 67.

2 Medlicott and Blanford, Geol. of India, 1880, i, 379.

* Hartung, Die Azoren, Leipzig, 1860, 312. There known as “ Caldeiras.”

4 Squier, Mexico, 1850, 270.
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C. 1. Fan-Delta Barrier Basins} It sometimes happens that

a lateral stream carries more detritus into a valley than the main

stream can carry away
;
the surplus then accumulates as a fan-

shaped delta, highest where it enters the main valley, spreading

and sloping radially across it, and driving the main stream as far

as possible to the opposite side. 2 So much is frequently accom-

plished
;
but as this change narrows the main channel and quickens

its current, the transporting power is thus increased, and the pas-

sage is ordinarily cut low enough to prevent the formation of

lake. The Rhone, just above St. Maurice, between Lake Geneva

and Martigny, has thus been crowded close to the eastern side of

its valley by a heavy delta of gravel and rock brought down a

ravine from the Dent du Midi, and *to which great additions were

made in 1835, but no lake was formed.

Pangkong in the Himalaya, back of Kashmir, is a good example

of a completed lake of this species : it is a long, narrow stretch

of water between steeii mountain banks, and near the point where

as a river it would flow into the Shyok, a lateral stream has

formed a great delta-deposit and held it back. So effectually is

the barrier made that no outlet flows across it: whatever escape

the lake has must be through the gravel underground, but that

much of the supply is counterbalanced by evaporation is shown

by the brackish taste of the water. At other points in the same

valley, lateral deltas nearly succeed in breaking the continuity of

of the lake. 3 Some of the high lakes of Western Tibet, between

the Karakoram and the Kuen Lun, seem to be of similar origin

but the amount of detritus deposited about them is so great as to

make the early relations of drainage doubtful.4

The separation of Lake Brienz from Lake Thun is accomplished

by the combined deltas of the Lutschine and Lombach, entering

1 Peschel names this species Sonldar'sche Seen
,
after the discoverer, as he supposes,

of their origin. Phys. Erdk., ii, 328. But they were understood earlier, as the notes

below show.

2 Excellent figures of such deltas are given by Drew. Geol. Soc. Journ., xxix,

1873, 441 — .

3 Dre w, Jummoo and Kashmir, 323. Tso-Moriri is of similar origin, p. 302.

4 Id., 331.
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the warped valley basin from south and north about oppo-

site each other: Interlaken stands on the beautiful alluvial plain

thus formed. 1 Similar lateral deltas separate Lakes Sils and Sil-

vaplana in the Engadin, 2 Lago di Mezzola from the head of Como,

and Derwent Water and Bassenth waite,3 Crummock Water and

Buttermeer in the lake district of England. 4 Returning to Switz-

erland, the Wallen See is cut off from Lake Zurich partly by the

alluvial deposit of the Linth, as well as by orographic change
;
and

Lake Bienne standing in the upper part of an old river valley, is left

emp>ty, while below the entrance of the Aar, the channel is silted

up as far as Olten. The alluvial deposits in the flat valley of Cali-

fornia are raised a little higher opposite the discharge of King’s

River from the Sierra, and in the faint depression south of this

gentle delta stand Tulare lake and the swampy flats south to Kern :

the first is only about forty feet deep, although 680 square miles

in maximum area.5

Lake Pepin, an enlargement of the Mississippi, is caused by the

excess of deposit brought by the Chippewa
;
the lake is shallow

from overflowing on to an open valley. The Wisconsin and Illi-

nois rivers attempt the same kind of obstruction, but with less

success
;

it is only at low water in the dry season that the Missis-

sippi assumes the appearance of a lake above their points of con-

fluence. 6

A subspecies may include certain lakes in side valleys, held

back by an excess of detritus brought by the main stream and

deposited so as to raise its bed in front of the lateral branches.

This seems to be the origin of Lakes Bistineau, Fentry and Cross,

draining into the Arkansas River in northwestern Louisiana;

they are shallow, from overflowing flat bottom lands, the first

named being only fifteen or twenty feet deep, although some

thirty miles long.7 In the same way, the back water by the

mouth of the Minnesota is held up by the Mississippi.

1 J. de Charpentier, Essai sur les Glaciers, 1841, 343, note.

2 Heim, Die Seen des Oberengadin, Schw. Alpenclub, Jahrb., xv, 1880.

3 Playfair, Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory*, 1802, 359.

4 Ward, Geol. Soc.'Journ., xxx, 1874, 96 and map. See also Kinahan, Valleys, 116 :

such a double lake is known in Ireland as a “ lough-a-voul ” (lake of the two spots).

5 Whitney, Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada, 2.

6 Warren, Amer. Journ. Sci., xvi, 1878,420.

7 Lyell, Principles of Geology, i, 45 0.
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Very similar lakes are found on the lower course of the Dan-

ube and are most probably of this origin, although Peschel

considers them fragments of the Black Sea, cut off by the Dan-

ube delta, and consequently as affording proof that lakes once

salt may be washed fresh.1 This latter point is true enough, but

is not proven by the case in question. Many examples of these

lakes will be found in alluvial plains.

C. 2. lee Barrier Basins. Glacial lakes are now of little im-

portance
;
a few occur in the higher mountain chains, but they are

trifling in size, and rank with many other species only as curiosities

unless they become of disastrous importance in the valleys below,

from the floods that follow a giving way of their barriers. Three

subspecies are easily distinguished : first, when the advance of a

glacier down a main valley closes the mouth of a lateral ravine

;

second, when a glacier from a side valley obstructs the main

stream
;
third, when the great ice sheet of early quaternary times

melted away so as to disclose the upper part of a valley slop-

ing gently against it.

The Merjelen-See in Switzerland serves as the type of the

first subspecies
;

it is held back by the Great Aletsch Glacier in

a little valley behind the Eggischhorn, a favorite point of view,

from which the lake below and the whole stretch of the ice

stream in the main valley can be seen. Sometimes the waters

find an outlet through the ice-barrier
;
then the slow accumulation

of months rushes out in a torrent, flooding the valley of the Massa

below and leaving miniature bergs broken from the glacier

stranded on the rocky bottom : subsequently, another motion of the

glacier closes the outlet, and the basin slowly fills again. The high-

est level of such a lake will be determined either by free escape

across the ice, when it will have a variable maximum
;
or by flow

over a pass at the head of its lateral valley. The latter is the

case with the Merjelen-See, and level of the pass is marked by a

faint terrace and by a change of color on the rocks around the

shore. 2

Although rare at present, these lakes have had a considerable

importance in the past. An extinct example was early recognized

1 Phys. Erdk., ii, 314.

2 L. Agassiz, Etudes sur les glaciers, 1840, 218, 220. Lyell, Principles of Geology, i,

372; Antiquity of Man, 309.
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by Agassiz at the Parallel Roads of Glen Roy, near Ben Nevis,

in Scotland

;

1 these are simply the shore-line terraces of an old

ice-barrier lake, the uppermost standing at the height of the pass

into the next glen, but the cause of the others is not so appar-

ent 2
;

the glacier which served as a barrier has long since disap-

peared with all its Scotch companions.

The Mattmark See, representing the second subspecies, is in

the Saas valley, between Monte Rosa and the Rhone, where the

Allalin Glacier advances across the main valley bottom 3
: it differs

from the preceding only in the relative position of lake and bar-

rier, and in the lake's level always being determined by flow over

the ice or its moraine. The Lac du Combal is in the same way held

back by the Glacier de Miage at the southern base of Mt. Blanc.

Several temporary Swiss lakes of this construction have caused

great damage by bursting through their barriers. A famous case

is that of the Gietroz Glacier in the valley of Bagnes south of

Martigny, in 1818: the lake grew to be a mile long, seven hun-

dred feet wide and two hundred deep. An attempt was made to

drain it by cutting through the ice, and about half the water was

slowly drawn off in this way
;
but then the barrier broke, and the

rest of the lake was emptied in half an hour, causing a dreadful

flood in the valley below.4 In the Tyrol, the Vernagt glacier has

many times caused disastrous floods by its inability to hold up

the lake formed behind it.
5 In the Northwestern Himalaya, the

upper branches of the Indus are sometimes held back in this way :

a noted flood occurred in 1835
;

it advanced twenty-five miles an

hour and was felt three hundred miles down stream, destroying

all the villages on the lower plain and strewing the fields with

stones, sand and mud. 6

1 Agassiz, Geol. Soc. Proc. in, 1842, 331; here described as a lateral glacier closing

the main valley.

2 Lyell, Antiquity of Man, 300. A good bibliography of this old lake is given by

W. Jolly in Nature, May 20, 1880, p. 68.

3 Heliotypes of this and the Merjelen See are given in “ Glaciers,” by Shaler and

Davis, Boston, 1881.

4 Lyell, Principles, i, 348. Biblioth. Univ. de Geneve, xxi, 1827, 227
;
xxii, 58 ;

xxv, 24, etc.

5 Sonklar, Die Oetzthaler Gebirgsgruppe, Gotha, 1860, 154. Stotter, Die Gletscher

des Vernagtthales in Tirol und ihre Geschichte, Innsbruck, 1840, 15.

6 H. Strachey, Royal Geogr. Soc. Journ., xxm, 1853, 55. Compare Drew, Jummoo
and Kashmir
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Mention may here be made of the small ponds held upon the

ice surface where two glaciers meet, because they are higher in

the middle than at the sides. The ponds are but a few hundred

feet across, and very shallow
;

their position is permanent but not

their volume
;
in winter they are probably frozen solid, but in

summer have an open water surface. Examples may be found

on the Mer de Glace at the junction of the glaciers de Tacul and

de Lechaud; on the glacier de Talefre just below the Jardin; on

the Gorner glacier, below Monte Rosa, and elsewhere .

1 The

lakes described as occurring on the great glaciers of the Himalaya

are probably of this kind .

2

Lakes of the third division of this species are unknown at pres-

ent because the conditions which produced them have passed

away; but during the glacial period, when Northeastern Amer-

ica and Northwestern Europe were covered by vast sheets

of ice, they must have been of common occurrence in every val-

ley that sloped against the retreating ice front; and as having

had a strong influence on the existing topography of our country,

they merit attention, though only affairs of the past.

The headwaters of the Red River of the North are marked on

the east and west by a series of low, irregular drift-mounds, that

were formed as a terminal moraine of a lobe of the great glacier

during a halt in its melting away. When the retreat was resumed,

the space gradually left between the moraine and the ice front

was filled with water from the melting, and as the present escape

to the north was prevented, the lake rose until it overflowed a

low gap at the south and ran down into the Minnesota.

After a sufficient retreat of the ice, the lake was drained north-

ward, and left a plain of remarkably level surface, made of the

fine detritus that had been washed into it. It is important to

note that the old channel of discharge, even close to the outlet,

is a broad, deep trough cut in the drift, and of a size proportionate

to the overflow of a large lake, while its present occupant, the

Minnesota, is but a small stream at its headwaters, quite lost in

the great valley of its predecessor. The old lake has been well

named Lake Agassiz : Lake Winnipeg is probably connected with

1 L. Agassiz, Etudes sur les Glaciers, 220.

2 Godwin-Austen. Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ., xxxiv, 1864, 19.
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it in some way by descent, but the precise relationship is not yet

made out. 1

Wisconsin seems to have had a similar glacial lake about Fond

du Lac 2
;
it is curious to find that its descendant and that of Lake

Agassiz have the same derivation, physical as well as etymological,

and the Fox and Rock rivers 3 are related much in the same way

as the Red and the Minnesota. Northwestern Ohio, and a stretch

of flat country east and west, received its surface covering of

stratified clays from a great body of water, dammed on the north

most probably by the retreating ice, and determined at its high-

est level by the elevation of certain “ waste weirs” on the south.4

The flat prairies south of Lake Michigan are of the same origin.5

Further study of this region will give a most interesting chapter in

our surface geology and physical geography. The absence of

similar plains in New England must be explained by the fact that

here the ice-sheet ended on groun 1 sloping to the south, so there

was no opportunity for a large body of water to collect against it:

our eastern prairies are under the ocean. We have, however, in

the snnd-plains that are common in these eastern states, evidence of

the former existence of small lakes probably of this origin at least

in part (see C. 4, 13).
6 About the margin of Lake Superior there

are many sand terraces marking old shores, some of which are

two or three hundred feet over the present surface, and although

these have not been traced all around the lake-border, they are

generally taken as evidence of a former level of the whole lake.

It seems safer to attribute some of them at least to local bodies

of water between the lake-shore and the retreating ice : the same

suggestion may have some application to the other Great Lakes as

1 G. K. Warren, in U. S. Chief of Engineer’s Report, 1868, 307, shows probable

former area of lake, suggests glacial barrier and northern depression as its cause, and

explains large size of the Minnesota valley. An abstract of a later report with maps

is given in Amer. Journ. Sci., xvi, 1878, 417. N. H. Winchell, Popular Sci. Monthly,

in, 1873, 295. G. M. Dawson, Geol. and Resources of the 49th Parallel, 1875, 253. W.
Upham, Geol. Minn. Reports, 1879, 1880, explains and names the lake and gives many
additional details, with a map of the moraines.

2 Chamberlain, Geol. Wise, ii, 1877, 137.

3 E. Andrews, Am. Journ. Sci., xliii, 1869, 172.

4 Newberry, Geol. Ohio, ir, 29, 51.

5 Winchell, Pop. Sci. Monthly, in, 1873, 295.

6 For example, Upham, Geol. New Hampshire, hi, 11, 115, etc., and maps.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 23 JUNE, 1882.
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well. This explanation of the formation of plains is earned to

an unwarranted extent by Belt, who considers Northern Siberia

to mark the area of a former lake, dammed by the advance of

Arctic ice, and applies the suggestion to many other regions as

well. 1

C. 3. Moraine Barrier Basins. Lakes are often found behind

the abandoned terminal moraines of old glaciers. The normal

terminal moraine is dropped at the foot of its halting glacier,

stretching more or less continuously across its valley in a curved

line, convex downward : it is often breached by the streams that

flow from under and off of the ice, so that on the melting back

of the glacier no lake will appear
;
but again it happens that the

moraine grows faster than the escaping water can carry it away

;

then on the retreat of the ice, a lake will form. These lakes are

not very durable : the entering stream, charged with sediment,

rapidly fills the hollow
;

the moraine is of loose texture and is

readily cut down at the outlet
;
and when the filling and lowering

processes meet, the lake is converted into a flat meadow with a

stream meandering through it, and this in turn will be gradually

washed away till the valley is clear again. It is in this meadow
condition that many small moraine lakes are now found; a good

example is seen half way up Pike’s Peak,2 and in all mountains

that have suffered glaciation they are very common. The Twin

Lakes in the upper valley of the Arkansas are also examples of

the species 3
;
the list can be made as long as desired.4

iGeol. Soc. Journ., xxx, 1874,490: he had earlier suggested the damming of the

St. Lawrence outlet of the Great Lakes by ice.

2 Shaler and Davis, Glaciers, plate xix.

3 U. S. Geol. Survey of the Territories, 1873, 47; 1874, 47.

4 Ramsay, On the Superficial Accumulations, etc., of North Wales, Geol. Soc. Journ.,

vm, 1852, 374.

Loch Skene and others in Scotland; Young, Geol. Soc. Journ., xx, 1864
;
A. Geikie,

Scenery of Scotland, 1865, 81, 171, 259.

Lac de Lourdes, Pyrenees; Martins, Soc. Geol. Bull,, xxv, 1867, 156.

Grad, Lacs et Reservoirs des Vosges, Club Alpin Franpais, Ann., iv, 1878, 496; also

Soc. Geol. Bull., xxvi, 1868-69, 677-686.

On the Hohe Tatra, Carpathians; see map, Erganzungsheft 12, Peterm. Geogr.

Mittheilungen.

On the Pir Panjal; Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir, 202.

In Norway; Codrington, On the probable Glacial Origin of some Norwegian Lakes,

Geol. Soc. Journ., xvi, 1860, 345-346; Helland, id., xxxm, 1877, 170; Kjerulf, Geol.

Norwegen, 1880, 45.
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The Moraine Barrier lakes of Switzerland require further notice.

There are many well within the mountains, of which the Achen

See, south from Munich, may serve as an example 1
;
but more

interesting are those on the open country about Zurich— Lakes

Sempach, Baldegg, Ilullwyl, Zurich (nearly divided by a second

moraine at its middle 2
), Greifen and Pfaffikon, as well as the

extinct basins, filled by deposits of the Reuss and Thur. The
moraine barriers are beautifully shown on the maps (sheets VIII,

IX) of the Swiss geological Survey. Ammer, Wiirm
,

3 Chiem and

other smaller lakes in Southern Bavaria are probably of the same

origin.

The lakes on the Italian slope of the Alps, opening into the

Plain of the Po, all have strong moraines at their southern mar-

gins
,

4 but it is difficult to say how completely these barriers account

for the presence of the lakes and whether other causes may not

be more important ; in looking at the case more in detail, we may

In New Zealand
;
Haast, Geol. Soc Journ., xxi, 1865, 130-135, and Roy. Geogr. Soc.

Journ., xi, 1870, 433. Russell, N. Y. Lyceum Nat. Hist. Ann., 1876, 251. Hector,

Geol. Mag., n, 1865, 377. Locke-Travers, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxn, 1866, 204. These

authors are divided as to the origin of the New Zealand lakes
;
two being for glacial

excavation, and two for moraine barriers. Hector adds warping also.

In British Columbia; Dawson, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxxiv, 1878, 113 —. Canada

Geol. Survey, Report for 1876-77, 1877-78.

In the Sien-a Nevada; Whitney, Geol. Cal., I, 437.

l Simony, Ueber Alpenseen. Wien, Vereinzur Verbreit. naturw. Kennt. Schriften,

xix, 1878-79, 550. Its depth is 132 metres; not a quarter of what is sometimes given,

as in Nature, Apr. 11, 1878, p. 468. Giimbel, Geog. Karte d. Konigr, Bayern, bl. iv,

shows it as drift-barred.

2 Escher v. d. Linth. Ueber die Bildungsweise der Landzunge von Hurden im

Zurichersee. Zurich, Naturf. Ges. Mitt., ii, 1850-52, 506; Ueber die Gegend von Zurich

in der letzten Perode der Vorwelt. Zurich, 1852, map.

3 Zittel. Miinchen, Akad. Sitz’b.,iv, 1874, 259.

4 Mortillet, Carte des anciens glaciers du versant italien des Alpes, Milano, Soc. Ital.

Atti, iii, 1860,44.

Omboni, Sul terreno erratico della Lombardia, id
,
n, 1859-60, 6; also hi, 1861.

Paglia, Sulle colline di terreno erratico . . . del Lago di Garda, id, n, 1863, 337.

also vi, 1864.

E. Staudigl, Die Wahrzeichen der Eiszeit am Siidrande des Gardasee’s, Wien, Geol.,

Jahrb., xvi, 1866, 479.

E. Desor, Paysage Morainique, Paris, 1875.

B. Martino, I ghiacchiai antichi e moderni, Torino, 1866, 80.

Riitimeyer, Pliocan und Eisperiode auf beiden Seiten der Alpen, Basel, 1876.

A glacial map of Lake Iseo is given by Geikie, Prehistoric Europe, 1881, pi. B.
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first examine the possible explanations, and second, see how far

these agree with the facts : it is to be regretted that the result of

this inquiry must remain indeterminate as to the quantitative

relations of certain causes.

J

The essential features of these lakes may be represented by the

above diagram : there is the mountain-mass of the Alps, J C,

to the north of a great depression, C H K, the valley of the Po.

Eroded detritus has been carried from the former to the latter

along valleys without lakes, ABC, and along valleys with lakes,

AED C. In the former there is nothing peculiar
;
but in the

latter, how does it happen that the lakes, E D C, are still empty

while the plain beyond has been filled to a level, C G K? The

depth of D below C G is reported to be in Lago Maggiore more

than two thousand feet.1 The barrier F C is made to an unknown

depth of deposits similar to those at G, aided by a superposed

moraine of great size
;

it has not been shown to consist of rock.

1. We may suppose the lake-valley had the slojte ABC dur-

ing the filling of the depression CHKG; a subsequent folding

would convert, ABC into A E I) C, and E D C would become a

lake. This has been suggested, 2 but cannot here be so well demon-

strated as for the lakes at the northern margin of the Alps. So far

as it is true, it would throw the basins into the warped valley spe-

cies. We say nothing of faults or fissures, for there is no sufficient

evidence to show that they have been of importance in making

the valleys.

2. The original line, ABC, may have been, as suggested by

Ramsay, cut down to A E D C by a glacier, whose former occu-

pation of the valley is well proven
;
but this requires the admis-

sion of an enormous erosive power for glacial ice, which we can-

1 It is very possible this depth may be exaggerated, as the measures of many other

lakes have been. See Simony, loc. cit. 538.

2 Lyell and Bonney as above, A. 4.
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not allow. Undoubtedly, however, the glacier did have some

effect, and in so far as it aided the formation of the lake, the

basin would be classed with those of glacial erosion.

3. At an early period of the mountains’ history, they may
have stood higher, so that M instead of G should be the level of

'drainage discharge; at such a time the valley AE D F would be

the result of simple river erosion. A later subsidence would

bring the sea-level to E C G K, and the depression would grad-

ually fill to that level with detritus from the higher mountains.

After this an advance of glaciers from the upper valleys is sup-

posed by de Mortillet to sweep out the sediments from the

lake-basin, EDO, and in evidence of this he points to the

superposition of terminal moraines at C on stratified deposits such

as cover the basin G. This imolies a much less powerful erosion

than the preceding, and is to that extent more admissible, but I

doubt whether even this amount is not too great.1 Most assuredly

all Swiss lakes of preglacial origin have had a new lease of life

given them by this glacial cleaning-out, whether it was partial or

perfect.

The three explanations all agree in considering the deposits

H G of preglacial date, or pleiocene. The question has been raised

whether the two may not be in part contemporaneous, 2 and this

suggests a fourth sivpposition.

4. As in number 3, the erosion of A E D F was accomplished

during a period of greater elevation than the present and deposits

H M were then accumulated; during the latter part of the same

period the old extension to F of the Alpine glaciers occurred.

A subsidence then began, and keeping pace with it, the deposits

M G were laid down
;
but EDO being occupied by ice, was pre-

served from filling with sediment, and on the melting of the ice

was left empty (C. 13). The occurrence of glacial moraines

1 It should be noted that however applicable de Mortillet’s theory may be to these

lakes and others in Switzerland, it leaves unexplained the origin of the rock-basin

itself, such as that of Lake Geneva; and also that, according to Riitimeyer (Pliocan

und Eisperiode, 8) the gravels under the moraine by Como are not derived from the

upper valleys of the Alps, but from the neighboring hills, and therefore give no proof

that Lake Como was ever filled with detritus.

2 Desor, Paysage Morainique, Paris, 1875, 30. Later observations make this doubt-

ful.
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upon stratified deposits at C would simply show a late advance of

the ice, and bear testimony to its small erosive power
;
these strat-

ified deposits, when of Alpine origin, were probably brought on

the advancing ice, and washed from its foot.

That the Alps have been higher than now, as the first supposi-

tion allows, and the third and fourth suppositions require, is

strongly indicated by their former glaciation. Elevation is now
the main cause of the present moderate glaciation of these moun-

tains
;
former greater elevation goes far towards explaining their

former greater glaciation. 1 The fourth supposition has the advan-

tage over the third of placing the extension of glaciers within this

period of elevation instead of after it, and in this it agrees with

the first.

As already stated, it is impossible to arrive at any quantitative

estimate of the share that these several causes may have had in

the result, and this want of definite conclusion is made the ground

of complaint by some against this class of observational studies.

We may well say on the other hand, that considering the progress

made toward an explanation of these phenomena in the past hun-

dred years, we— or our younger friends— may fairly hope for a

definite conclusion in the next; and that the unsatisfactory aspect

of the case at present is not its proper indefiniteness, but rather the

premature assertion of final explanations without sufficient basis.

In looking at the north and south valleys of the Italian slope

of the Alps, we find them in a variety of conditions : beginning

at the west, there is the Dora Baltea, which led a vast glacier

down from Mont Blanc to the great moraines of Ivrea, and yet is

lakeless excepting for several small basins caught in the moraine

(C. 13) ;
the Sesia, lakeless

;
the Toce (its old course to Arona)

with Lago d’Orta
;
the Ticino with Lago Maggiore, and several

small lakes—Camobbio, Varese— between the morainal deposits;

the small valleys of the Agno and Cassorate, of less size than

many lakeless valleys, and yet occupied by Lago di Lugano
;
the

Adda, with Lago di Como in its branching course, and Annone,

Pusiano and others in its terminal moraine; the Bremba and

1 Certain geological arguments in favor of former greater elevation are pi*esented by

Medlicott, The Alps and the Himalaya, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxiv, 1868, 34.
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Serio, lakeless
;

the Oglio with Lago d’Iseo and well-marked

moraines; the Chiese and Lago d’Idro
;
the Sarca, with Lago di

Garda, the largest of all, and projecting farthest into the plain,

with a great, lobed moraine to enclose it; the Adige (=Etsch),

one of the largest valleys, and yet lakeless
;
a great part of the

glacier of the last named valley seems to have turned westward

at Rovereda and joined the neighboring valley of the Sarca;

farther east, there are no large valley-lakes. It is very evident

from this review that no single cause for the lakes will serve
;

and it is noticeable that all these basins, with the exception per-

haps of Idro, are connected with the great plain by open val-

leys, in which the alluvium or diluvium is of unknown depth, so

that their rock basin structure is not proven though possible. 1

The lakes are described here because the moraines are at least to

a certain extent their effective barriers, but these have been

strongly aided by the conditions of our first supposition and prob-

ably equally by some modification of our fourth.

The several north and south lakes in Central New York are

best placed here, but are slightly different from the preceding

examples ;
the moraine that forms their barrier 2 was deposited

by a glacial sheet that moved against instead of with the slope

of their valleys, and in this they resemble the third subspecies of

glacial lakes (C. 2). Cayuga lake may serve as a type of its

companions, Skaneateles, Owasco, Seneca, and Canandaigua.3 Its

trough was cut by an old stream flowing from the New York

and Pennsylvania plateau, northward into Lake Ontario,4 at a

time when the drainage of the region ran in channels consid-

erably below present river levels; glacial erosion has probably

smoothed and deepened it, but to suppose it entirely so formed

would imply the production of a tongue of ice from the front

1 The conclusion reached by Gastaldi (Milano, Soc. Ital. Mem., i, 1865) in reference

to this region is that there is no morainic amphitheatre without its lake (existing or

extinct), just as there is no lake without its enclosing morainic amphitheatre. It

should be noted that this does not involve the question of rock-basins, since the

extinct lakes especially referred to about Ivrea and Rivoli have their enclosing

moraines well advanced from the mountains out on the plain.

2 Compare Spencer, Amer. Phil. Soc
,
xix, 1881, 333.

3 Oneida Lake I have not seen.

4 Compare Carll, Second Geol. Surv. Pa., m, 1880, 330. Hall, Geol. N. Y., 4th. Distr.,

says these lakes are in “valleys of erosion.”
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of the old glacier, peculiar in form and remarkable in erosive

power; the supposition that it is the result of down faulting or

local subsidence, is negatived by the absence of disturbance in

the neighboring hills
;

to call it a rock-basin is entirely unwar-

ranted, for its prolongation north of the lake is across a great

drift-area, without rock in place.1 The form of the trough

is different in no important particular from valleys of evident

erosion in non-glaciated regions.

The gentle escarpment of the plateau in which the lakes are

sunk runs a little south of a line from Syracuse through Auburn

to Canandaigua; not far north of it is a broad irregular belt

of drift-hills, of peculiar form, that must be considered an old

moraine remodeled by an advance of the ice over it
2

;
north

of Cayuga Lake these hills disappear and are replaced by a broad

marsh, closely at the level of the lake
;
but I believe this disap-

pearance is only apparent; the hills are pretty surely there, but

are buried beneath the marsh, because being deposited in the old

valley trough, their summits reached a less elevation. The marsh

itself is peculiar
;
an alluvial flat usually occurs at the head of a

lake by its inlet, not at the foot, by its outlet, as here 3
;

its

inverted position is to be explained by considering it of the same

origin as the flat prairies of northern Ohio (C. 2) ;
it is made

of detritus washed from the melting glacier, when during its final

retreat it stood near the southern shore of Lake Ontario, and

held up a large body of water south of its margin. Cayuga Lake

(with its companions, so far as they agree with the above sugges-

tion) is therefore like so many others, of double origin
;
being

due partly to a morainal barrier, and partly to a stratified drift

deposit, which would carry it into the next species.

1 This is more distinct for Cayuga Lake than for the others, but I believe it is essen-

tially true for all.

2 This conclusion rests upon my own observations, confirmed by suggestions from

Messrs. G. F. Wright and R. Pumpellv. Since writing the above, I find an article

on the Parallel Drift-Hills of Western New York, by Dr. L. Johnson, in the N. Y.

Acad. Sci., Trans., i, 1882, 77-80. The hills are considered of subglacial origin, but

the lakes near by are referred to as examples of glacial erosion.

3 The outlet of Seneca Lake which enters Cayuga at its foot cannot have deposited

the marsh alluvium, for its postglacial erosion has been insignificant, as is shown by

the form of the country through which it runs.
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The peculiar course of the Clyde or Seneca river, the common
outlet of all these lakes, is also controlled by the moraine and not

by the rocks below; its variations during and after the glacial

period are probably like those described by Berendt for the

Weichsel in North Germany. 1 The valley of the Genesee also

presents certain features worth mentioning in this connection.

Between Mt. Morris and Rochester, the river follows its pregla-

cial valley, but flows for much of this distance on an alluvial

plain that closely resembles the filling of an old lake
;
above and

below the limits named the river has cut a new channel since

glacial times, giving some of the best natural sections in the state,

and its old course is choked with drift.
2 In two particulars, then,

the modern form of this old valley is unlike that of its fellows

farther east : first, its headwaters have abandoned their old chan-

nel and made a new one
;
second, the lake that existed for a time

in its middle course has been filled up. Evidently, therefore, the

filling of the lake is the result of the cutting a new channel;

one of the peculiarities of the modern Genesee depends on the

other.

West of Lake Winnipeg, a number of lakes stand in valleys

of the “ third prairie” level, shut in by the “ Coteau”; they are

saline,3 but in other respects seem very similar to the above

group.

C. 4. Drift Barrier Ba ins. Besides the lakes of the previous

species, whose barrier is entirely or in part referable to a terminal

moraine, there are many others whose obstruction must be given

the more general name of glacial or fluviatile drift
;

it will doubt-

less be possible with closer examination to recognize the special

form in which the drift occurs, but as yet the subject has seldom

received minute attention.

The detritus of the glacial period was deposited with much
irregularity and it must often have interrupted the drainage-lines

of preglacial times
;
we cannot doubt that the greater number of

1 Deut. Geol. Gesell. Zft., xxxi, 1879, 14.

2 Hull, Geol. Surv. N. Y., 4th Distr., 1843, 371, 422, gives some particulars of this

region ; the clogging of the old outlet by Portage formed a lake there, which was

drained by the new channel from Portage to Mount Morris.

3 Dawson, Geol. Soc. Journ., xxxi, 1875, 615.
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lakes in Canada, New England and the Adirondacks are of this

origin, but nowhere are drift-barriers of more significance than

in the region of our Great Lakes. With the exception already

noted (A. 2) there is nothing to show that they are basins of

subsidence or disturbance, for the rocks around their shores lie

essentially horizontal
;
the evidence ordinarily quoted to prove

their glacial origin 1 proves only their glacial occupation. Much
more important than these surmises, are the observations concern-

ing the preglacial channels by which the lake troughs were once

drained. To understand the possibility of such channels, it must

be borne in mind that Northeastern America has been above

the sea for long geological periods, at a greater elevation than

the present, especially to the north, and so subject to subaerial

erosion by which valleys are made
;
after their formation came

the glacial period, when many of the narrower valleys were filled

with detritus which has not yet been washed out. The features

of this “ extinct geography ” thus far made probable are as fol-

lows 2
: Huron, Erie and Ontario form a system of eastern drain-

age; Huron draining into Erie by a buried channel passing

near London and Vienna, Erie emptying into the westernmost

1 Newberry, Geol. Ohio, I, 45
;

ii, 72. G. J. Hinde, Canad. Journ., xv, 1877, 396.

2 G. K. Warren, An essay concerning the important physical features exhibited in

the valley of the Minnesota River and upon their signification, Washington, 1875.

See also U. S. Chief of Engineers’ Report, 1868, 307— ,
and Amer. Journ. Sci., xvi,

1878, 417.

Newberry, On the Surface Geology of the Basin of the Great Lakes, and the Valley

of the Mississippi. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Proc., ix, 1862-63, 42 ; N. Y. Lyceum

Nat. Hist., Ann., ix, 1870, 1; Amer Nat., iv, 1870-71, 193. Geol Ohio, I, 1873, 42—;

ii, 1874, 12— (including in the last, observations by Orton and Gilbert). Newberry

believes also in great glacial erosion.

E. Andrews, The North American Lakes considered as chronometers of Postglacial

Time, Chicago Acad. Sci., Trans., ii, 1870.

N. H. Winchell, Glacial Features of Green Bay and former outlet of Lake Superior.

Amer. Journ. Sci., ii, 1871, 15.

E. W. Ciavpole, On the Preglacial Geography of the Region of the Great Lakes.

Canad. Nat., vm, 1878, 187
;
also Amer. Assoc., Proc., xxx, 1881.

J. F. Carl), Preglacial and postglacial drainage of Erie Co., Pa., 2d Geol. Surv.

Pa., in, 1880,331.

J. W. Spencer, Discovery of the Preglacial Outlet of the Basin of Lake Erie into

that of Lake Ontario; with Notes on the Origin of our Lower Great Lakes. Amer. Phil

Soc., Proc., xix, 1881, 300; a sketch map of the old channels is given
;
also Amer.

Assoc., Proc., xxx, 1881.
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extremity of Ontario by a well-proven channel passing Cayuga

and Seneca 1
;
the Georgian Bay perhaps draining through Lakes

Simcoe and Balsam and the River Trent into Ontario
;
and the

united waters leaving Ontario near Oswego, passing Onondaga

Lake, and perhaps following a deep channel under the Mohawk into

the Hudson and down to the Atlantic by New York, though the

possibility of this is questioned. Farther west, Superior drained

into Green Bay, and perhaps on by the Rock River into the Mis-

sissippi
;
Michigan flowed out at Chicago, south and southwest,

but its connection to the Ohio or Mississippi has not been traced .
2

During this condition of river drainage the lakes did not exist

;

their troughs were empty excepting along the deepest bottom

line, with the probable exception of the orographic Lake Superior.

To this it may be objected that the bottom of the more north-

ern basins is below the supposed southern outlets; but the difficulty

is fairly overcome by considering this reversed slope the result of

northern subsidence which followed the glacial period : this sub-

sidence is well proven for the Atlantic coast, and is very probable

for the interior as well : this would place the basins in part under

the warped valley species. There is additional and independent

evidence of the former emptiness of the lake-troughs; first, in

the true fjord-character of the shores of the Georgian Bay and

other northern waters, the result of erosion at a time of

drainage below the present water levels; the occurrence of these

fjords on the northern shores points to their having formerly

stood higher and later having been more depressed and over-

flowed than the southern; second, in the deeply buried channels

of many streams or rivers running into Erie and Ontario (and

probably the other lakes as well), whose rock bottom is about

as low as the bottom of the lake-trough itself .

3 The position

of these troughs was determined by that of the more easily

1 These towns on the Grand River of Canada West are not to be confused with the

lakes of the same name in New York.

2 These buried preglacial channels must not be confounded with the southern lines

of overflow or “ waste weirs” that were used during the glacial period, when the lake

surfaces stood higher than now by two or three hundred feet.

3 The lakes of Central New York are to be considered as occupying such old

deep valleys.
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eroded rocks, which they follow with remarkable closeness

;

and their recent conversion into lakes has been accomplished

by local concentration of drift in deep, narrow valleys, where

it could act effectively as a barrier
;

as already stated, the

present lake area does not mark the maximum attained during

the decline of the ice-period. St. Mary’s River, Niagara and the

St. Lawrence 1 are all post-glacial overflows after the obstruction

by drift and the change of level by northern depression were

accomplished. No more profitable field of work than the further

study of this new topography can be, found for the amateur

observer, and in the next ten years it should yield results of

great interest.

While much remains to be done to complete the history of our

Great Lakes, it is certainly fair to say that sufficient possibilities

of origin have been pointed out to show that there is no ne-

cessity of considering them the result of' glacial excavation.

Lake Erie may be considered fully explained as the effect of sim-

ple subaerial erosion slightly modified by glacial action. The
other lakes still present certain difficulties, but we are by no

means therefore obliged to consider them the “ work of the great

ice plow”; it is much bettei to admit our present ignorance of

their precise origin, and hope for fuller explanation with further

study and better knowledge of their surroundings.

It has already been pointed out that rock-basins of moderate

size, and presumably of glacial origin, are to be found among the

numerous lakes of Northeastern America, but I believe they are

far outnumbered by drift-barrier basins, and drift basins (C. 13).

In Maine, most of the lakes are undoubtedly of this type 2
;
in New

Hampshire they are also common 3
;

in the Adirondacks they

seem to be very numerous 4
;

in Wisconsin, Lake Winnebago

1 G. Maw (Geol. History of the N. American Lake Region, Geol. Mag.
,
v, 1878,

455), recognizes certain new features in the St. Lawrence valley, and supposes without

further evidence that the lakes above result from local post-glacial subsidence.

2 C. E. Hamlin, On Mt. Ktaadn, Cambridge, Mus. Comp. Zook, Bulk, vu, 1881, 192.

C. H. Hi chcock in the Scientific Survey of Maine, 1862, 297 and elsewhere,

notes the abundance cf drift about many of the Maine lakes
;
ledges are mentioned

in the outlets of others. G. H. Stone, Glacial Erosion in Maine, Portland, Nat. Hist.

Soc., Proc., 1881.

8 C. H. Hitchcock, Geol. N. H., in, 1878,250.

4 A good map but no description of cause is given by V. Colvin, Topogr. Surv. of

the Adirondack Region, 1873-79.
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would be entirely drained if the drift were cleaned out from

the old channel leading to Green Bay 1
;
and Winnepeg and its

neighbors are described as preglacial valleys obstructed by drift .

2

The irregular forms and many islands of the latter can be due

only to overflow of an uneven surface, and never to erosion

by a broadly acting ice-sheet.

The large lakes of Northwestern Russia are in several ways like

the series of lakes in our country that stretches around from the

St. Lawrence valley to the Arctic Ocean
;
behind them is an old

worn-out mountainous country of crystalline rocks, with uneven

surface though of no great height, out from which crept the ice

of early quaternary times; in front of them is a broad flat region

of old sedimentary strata, scarcely disturbed from their original

horizontal position, and never yet subjected to rapid erosion at a

considerable height above sea-level
;
on the former small lakes

are extremely numerous, on the latter they are comparatively rare

;

and separating these two areas stand the large lakes, Onega and

Ladoga, and their salt homologues the White Sea and the Gulf of

Finland. Without asserting that local disturbance may not

have had something to do with these larger depressions, I believe

it will be found that they are like our great lakes in origin as in

position; that they are essentially old valleys of erosion, shaped

during a greater elevation of the old mountainous region, slightly

modified by glacial action, and now obstructed by drift.

The very numerous lakes of Finland seem to be mostly of

this character, though it is difficult to find any full description of

them .

3

We may here again refer to the presence of drift and alluvial

barriers below the Swiss lakes, which so far as effective, obviate

the necessity of both orographic and glacial erosion basins.

All the larger lakes on the Italian slope of the Alps (except Lago

dTdro) are thus aided to an unknown extent
;
even the two

1 T. C. Chamberlain, Geol. Wise., ii, 1877, 137.

2 G. M. Dawson, Geol. Mag., v. 1878, 211. Maps of Lake of the Woods and Rainy

Lake are given by Bigsby, Geol. Soc. Journ., vm, 1852; x, 1854; and of the former

by Dawson, Resources of the 49th Parallel, 1875, 204.

8 G. Bohtlingk, Ein Blick auf die Diluvial-und Alluvialgebilde in siidlichen Finnland.

St. Petersbourg, Acad. Bull., v, 1839, 273. N. Nordenskiold, Beitragzur Ivenntniss der

Schrammen in Finnland, Helsingfors, 1860.
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north and south arms of Lugano are open to the valley of the Po,

except for alluvial and diluvial valley-filling 1 of an undetermined

depth; and it is worth noting that the cross-piece of this lake fol-

lows the outcrop of a certain series of rocks, just as longitudinal

river valleys do
;
the southeastern arm of Como (known as Lago

di Lecco) is determined by the same structural characters. In the

same way, to the north of the Alps, the outlets of many lakes flow

for long distances on quaternary deposits
;
below Lakes Neuchatel,

Bienne, Thun, Zurich, Hallwyl and its neighbors, and Constance, 2

the valleys are so clogged with unstratified and stratified drift and

alluvium that it is impossible to say how low the lakes would be

drained were the obstructions well scoured out down to rock-

bottom. To account for the deposits occurring below the lakes

without filling their basins, it is not necessary to suppose any

glacial erosion or postglacial subsidence, but simply that glacial

ice occupied them to the exclusion of sediment, while the lower

parts of the valleys were filled.3

A sufficient reason for giving so great importance to this origin

of lakes, is that if the existence of so-called rock-basins can be

largely disproved, one of the strongest arguments for the glacial-

erosion origin of lakes is destroyed. The leading advocates of

that theory lay much stress on the point that all other causes

being excluded as insufficient, glacial erosion alone remains
; we

question very strongly whether this obstructive cause (as well,

indeed, as some others) has not been too much neglected. It

would be an interesting task to examine Scotland and Scandinavia

with this question in mind.

Warped Valleys, Glacial Erosion Basins and Moraine Basins

are very fertile in crossing with this species, and hybrids should

be looked for under those headings.

C. 5. Lava Barrier Basins. Lava-flows sometimes perform

the same office as ice-streams in forming lake-barriers, but they are

1 See maps of Swiss Geological Survey.

2 L. Wiirtenberger states that the Rhine at Schaffhausen now runs in a new, post-

glacial channel; Ueber die Entstehung des Schaffhauser Rheinfalls, Neues Jahrb.

1871, 582-588. The old channel would assuredly drain Lake Constance lower than

its present level.

3 This has been suggested by Escher v.d. Linth and by Desor
;
see Gebirgsbau;

der Alpen, 136. But de Charpentier seems to be the earliest author of this idea,

Annales der mines, vm, 1834, 228.
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vastly more enduring. Examples are not numerous; in Auvergne,

Lac d’Aidat, a small basin, is so enclosed by lava from the

extinct Puy de la Vache,1 and the Lac de Chambon was formed

by the eruption of volcanic cones in its valley. The Sea of

Tiberias seems held back by a lava stream that entered the val-

ley of the Jordan from the east.
2 Asia Minor will probably fur-

nish other examples.

Lake Assal, at the head of the Gulf of Aden, is shut in by

a bed of lava containing several deep craters
;

it is about seven

miles long, with a surface depressed by evaporation six hundred

feet below the adjoining sea-level; its waters are very salt and

there are salt deposits around it.
3 Owen’s Lake, in Southern

California, east of the Sierra, and some others in Utah are prob-

ably enclosed in the same way.4 Perhaps the group of lakes in

Northeastern California, drained by the Klamath, are of this

origin, as the region is one of great lava-flows.

This species might be subdivided like the Ice Barrier Basins,

but it is of so unusual occurrence that this is hardly necessary.

C. 6. Sand Bar Basins
(
JEtangs). Shore lagoons, shut in

behind wave and wind-formed sand bars and dunes, are common
along our coast from Cape Cod to Mexico; most frequently they

are open to tide water and are consequently rather arms of the

sea than lakes, but considered as enclosed bodies of water of

sluggish circulation and narrow outlet, they may be included in

our list. There are two forms to be noted : one in which the

length of the lagoon is parallel, the other in which it is at right

angles to the shore. The first occur south of New York and are

formed off a gently deepening shore where the heavier waves break

at some distance from the beach and there drop the sand they

have lifted from the bottom; as the bar shallows it grows more

rapidly, and finally reaches the surface, when the winds aid the

waves and pile up the bank ten or fifteen feet above water level,

till it makes a continuous and secure barrier. Openings are

1 Scrope, Extinct Volcanos of Central France, 92; A. v. Lasaulx, Niederrh. Ges.

Sitz’b., xxv, 1868, 56.

2 Lartet, Esquisse geol. du bassin de la Mer Morte, Soc. Gdol. Bull., xxii, 1865, pi. iv.

3 Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ., x, 1841,458; xii, 222.

4 Gilbert, U. S. Surveys W. of 100 Merid., hi, 111.
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usually preserved at certain points by tbe wash of tidal-currents

and the outflow of rivers, and on a given shore line these breaches

are prevailingly nearer one end of the bar, on account of the

oblique average approach of waves and currents favoring the

growth of the bar in one direction and not in the other. This is

w~ell shown as the lagoons silt up into marshes on our Carolina

coast by the southward deflection of rivers that feed and drain

them; still more distinctly in the great harbors on the Prussian

shore of the Baltic.1 Many of these lagoons occur at the north-

ern end of the Caspian. The salt lakes of Bessarabia,2 on the

northwest coast of the Black Sea, were shut in on their shallow

shore by sand bars and dunes, and so complete a barrier was

made that the enclosed lakes lost more by evaporation than they

gained from leakage and their small streams, and were on the

point of extinction, when, in 1850, an especially strong storm

broke down the sand barrier and overflowed the old lake area

again. By this accident, an extensive salt-industry wTas inter-

rupted, although the lakes after the overflow were only three to

five feet deep.

Slight departures from the type are formed when an island is

connected with the coast by bars at either end and a lagoon

enclosed between the two
;
examples are given by Peschel behind

the Islands Giens, Antico and Argentario on the French, Sardin-

ian and Tuscan shores of the Mediterranean.3 Another varia-

tion occurs at the head of the Adriatic where a long sand-bar

lagoon has been divided by the growth of the Po delta.

The second subspecies depends on the closing of a submerged

stream-valley by a sand bar stretching across its mouth
;
these

are much rarer than the others. They are well seen on the south-

ern shores of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket, where the coast

has suffered recent subsidence.4 The triangular et ings of the

French Biscayan coast 5 combine the forms of the two subspecies.

1 G. Berendt, Geol. des Kurischen Haffes . . . Erlauterung zu Sec. 2, 3, 4, der Geol.

Karte v. Preussen. Konigsberg, 1869. A fiaished s'udy of this interesting region.

2 G. Helmersen, Die Salzseen Bessarabiens und die Einbruch des Schwarzen Meeres

in denselben in 1850. St. Petersbourg, Acad. Bull. Phys. Math., xvn, 369-397.

8 Phys. Erdkunde, i, 446.

4 W. Upham, The Formation of Cape Cod, Amer. Nat., 1879, 555.

6 E. Reclus, Le Littoral de la France, Rev. des Deux Mondes, xxi, 1863, 682, and

Carte de France de l’Etat majeur, sheets 170, 180, 191, 203, etc.
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C. 7. Barrier Reef Basins. The lakes of the Everglades, in

Southern Florida, owe their original enclosure from the ocean to

the growth of coral reefs parallel to the present shore but farther

inland.1 The corals, aided by wave, wind and plant action, build

a more or less complete barrier
;
the lagoon behind it becomes

shallowed on either side by silt from the land and coral-sand from

the reef, until all its margin becomes swampy
;
the water surface

is raised by a narrowing of its outlet, and so a flow from the land

is established, and finally its central part remains as a shallow

freshwater lake, with low swampy shores.

C. 8. River Bagoons. ( Ox-bows: Aigues-mortes.) Rivers of

gentle slope running through a flat bottom-land of considerable

breadth, are both curved and unsettled in their course
;

if made

straight artificially, they tend to relapse into their old crooked

ways
;
the first snag or sand-bar would divert the direct current

and turn it against the bank, and so a curve would be formed that

propagates its disturbance up stream as well as down. The size

of such curves or meanders depends mostly on the volume and

slope of the stream
;
as the bends become more pronounced, their

necks approach each other by the caving in of the concave banks,

and at last, often by the aid of overflow during floods, a short cut

is made which diverts the stream from its circuitous course into a

shorter and consequently steeper channel. As soon as this change

is accomplished, the entrance and exit of the great bend or ox-

bow begin to silt up and it is shortly transformed into a marshy

lagoon. An unexpected result is the discovery that these lagoons

may be deeper than the adjoining channel; this is because the

stream in such a case is continually building up its bed by silt

deposits
;
consequently the lagoon which represents an old chan-

nel will have a lower bottom than that of the present river.2

The lower Mississippi has many crescent-shaped lagoons of

this origin in all stages of separation from the river, and of

extinction by silting up 3
;
some are noted in Iowa also 4

;
they

1 L. Agassiz, Report on the Florida Reefs, Cambridge, Mus. Comp. Zool. Mem., vi,

1880, 32, and Leconte, Elements of Geology, 149.

2 Warren, Amer. Journ. Sci., xvi, 1878, 422.

3 Humphreys and Abbott, Report on the Mississippi River, plate n.
4 White, Geol. Iowa, i,70.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 24 JULY, 1882.
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are common in the flood-plains of all great rivers. The Amazon
is made up of so many channels and lagoons that one can hardly

name them properly 1
;
the Rhine by Carlsruhe gives several good

examples.

We may note here those pools that remain in the deeper parts

of an abandoned river course
;
they are of periodic occurrence in

some of the Abyssinian branches of the Nile, where the streams

evaporate in the dry season, driving all the river animals into the

remaining pools.2 In countries more permanently dried from

their former raininess, the pools are now never strung together

by rivers
;
more frequently they disappear for a time by evapora-

tion.3 Examples are found in the old course of the Oxus into the

Caspian 4
;
and along the old overflow from the Caspian to the

Black Sea.5 A few others are known on our northwestern

plains. 6 The abandoned course of the Hwang Ho was for a

time marked by a series of such pools, and a number of low

points on the recent new course were flooded into shallow

lakes.7

C. 9. Landslip Barrier Basins. Landslips often occasion an

obstruction of drainage. Examples are found in countries shaken

by earthquakes or in mountainous regions of heavy rainfall, and

especially where these causes conspire, as in the Alps.

The Calabrian earthquake already referred to produced in this

way a lake two miles long and one broad, besides many smaller

pools probably of the same origin. In the Cadoric Alps, Province

Belluno, Lago di Santa Croce was formed by a land-slip about

A. D. 600, and Lago d’Alleghe in 1771 ;
a little farther north, at

Flattach in the Mollthal, a small lake was thus made in 1854 8

(not shown in Mayr’s Alpenkarte). In the Oisans, Western Alps,

a slip in 1181 made a lake ten kilometers long, known as Lac de

1 H. H. Smith, Brazil, the Amazons and the Coast, 1879, 93, 96, map.
2 Baker, Nile Tribes of Abyssinia, 1867, 34.

3 Humboldt called these lacs a chapelet, Asie Centrale, n, 138.

4 Sievers, Peterm. Geog. Mitt., 1873, 288.

5 Reclus, La Terre, i, 563.

6 G. M. Dawson, Resources 49th Parallel, 230.

7 N. Elias, Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ., XL, 1870. Morrison, id. Proc., 1880.

8 Peschel, Phys. Erdk., ii, 328. R. Hoernes says the Lago di Santa Croce is held

by a moraine, Wien, Geol. Jahrb. xxvm, 1878, 401.
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St. Laurent, and the farmers of the valley became fishermen
;

it

existed about forty years, when the barrier gave way and the

lake was drained. 1

The southern slope of the Himalaya contains a number of

small, picturesque lakes, such as Naini Tal, a favorite summer

sanitarium, probably held by land-slip dams
;
the cause of the

slip is the excessive rainfall which softens the rock and soil on the

steep hill-sides.2

C. 10. Beaver Dams . The beavers have contributed many
small ponds, now mostly transformed to marshes or meadows, to

the northern part of our country.3 These, with the two styles or

lagoons formed by coral reefs are the only species we have to

note as the result of animal, organic forces; they differ very

decidedly however, as the coral lagoons are entirely unin-

tentional on the part of the reef builders, while the beaver-dams

are the result of well-directed efforts to this end.

All the Obstruction Basins thus far mentioned have been of the

Barrier family : the following are Enclosure Basins or hollows left

from an insufficiency or irregularity of deposit.

C. 11. Delta Basins. Pontchartrain and the other lakes of

smaller size near the mouth of the Mississippi stand in hollows

left by the failure of the river to fill its delta region up to a uni-

form level. The river is inconstant in its course here as well as

farther north, but from a different cause
;
here the continual accu-

mulation of fine silt raises the bed and banks of the stream until

it flows in a channel a little above the adjoining country
;
then a

breach made during a flood-overflow may divert it to one side or

the other, and in the new course so given, the raising process and

the breaking away will be repeated: the various lines of flow

will then be marked by rather higher deposits than the interven-

ing spaces, as the present form of the delta where it advances

into the Gulf shows very well, and finally the interlacing of old

1 Reclus, La Terre, I, 522. *

2 Ball, On the Origin of the Kumaon Lakes, India Geol. Surv. Records, xi, 1878,

174-182. Theobald, The Kumaun Lakes, id. xm, 1880, 161-175, considers them of

glacial origin. See also R. D. Oldham, On the Naini Tal Landslip, 1880, id. xiii,

1880, 277.

8 L. H. Morgan, The North American Beaver, Philadelphia, 1868. H. Credner, Peterm.

Geogr. Mittheil., xv, 1869. 139.
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channels will enclose a faintly marked basin, very shallow, with

muddy bottom and sides, and exposed to frequent invasion by

the river that built its barriers. Pontchartrain with a surface of

twenty by forty miles, is only twenty-seven feet deep
;

it lies

between the Mississippi delta and that formed by the Pearl

River
;
Lake Borgne of later beginning is not yet finished. The

Holland delta-region of the Rhine and other rivers of Northwest-

ern Germany contains many lakes and swamps large and small

of this origin
;

the Zuyder Zee being probably a hybrid

between this species and the Sand Bar Lagoons. Other examples

may be found on nearly all delta districts, but are often hybrids,

like the last named.1

Some swamps and lakes of the Yirginia and Carolina Coast—
Drummond in Dismal Swamp, Phelps and Mattamuskeet in the

Great Swamp between Albemarle and Pamplico Sounds— seem

to connect this species and the next : they are very shallow, the

last named and largest being only four to ten feet deep with

a surface fifteen by seven miles
;
and they occur on the highest—

not in the lowest parts of their swamps, so that some have been

drained and converted into good farming lands. 2

C. 12. New Land Basins. The growth of deposits under a

sea or lake is not such as to produce a perfect plain : there is

always some irregularity in the accumulation, and although this

may be slight, it fails to produce a true level by an amount suf-

ficient to determine the placing of streams and ponds when the

surface loses its continuous water covering. The manner of its

conversion into dry land gives means of noting three subspecies.

First, gentle elevation without dislocation, and of amount just

enough to cause emergence, brings the former sea bottom within

range of observation
;
in this way the eastern part of Buenos

Ayres has been added to South America, and its surface is marked

with numerous shallow pools 3 caught at points of least deposit

from their very moderate elevation and the extreme flatness of

1 See maps of deltas of Rhone, Nile, and many other rivers in Credner’s Monograph

on Deltas, Peterm. Geogr. Mittheil. Erganz’h. 56, 1878.

2 Kerr, Geol. N. Car. 13. “Dismals” and “Pocosins” are local names for these

swamps. >

3 Peterm. Geogr. Mittheil. Erganz’h. 39.
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the country, the escaping drainage is sluggish, or is entirely

stopped, so that the lakes are destroyed very slowly. The allu-

vial plain of China has several large lakes and many smaller ones

that presumably belong here, or perhaps partly with the preced-

ing species. Others occur on the steppes, east of the Ural Moun-

tains
;
among these there are fresh and salt pools in the same

district, the occurrence of which is explained 1 by finding, at a few

feet below the surface of the flat country, a continual oozing pas-

sage of fresh water and by supposing that, as this has access to or

is shut out from the pools, they are fresh or salt. Many small

lakes in North Germany are of this origin, but still more are

dependent on hollows of drift whose deposit was connected with

the glacial period (C. 13).

Second, an interior basin may be drained by the erosion or

breaking down of its outlet
;
and although the surface thus grad-

ually disclosed is level to the eye, its inequalities are detected by

water seeking its own level. The ponds in the flat basin of the

Theiss in Central Hungary are probably of this origin. Lake

Walar in the Valley of Kashmir stands in the least-filled, middle

point of the old orograjihic basin; it is only fourteen feet deep,

though ten by six miles in size. 2

Some insignificant ponds in the Ohio prairies may be of similar

origin : here the sheet of water in which the surface strata accu-

mulated was jiresumably upheld by an ice barrier, whose melting

allowed a drainage outlet to be formed
;
very possibly other gla-

cial conditions may have aided the production of the ponds.

Third, many interior basins have recently been laid dry by

evaporation, as explained under our first species
;
and under this

subdivision come the numerous pools of southern Russia, and the

district about the Caspian and Aral.3 Indeed, in nearly all Great

Basins the existing lakes belong under this heading, for they

stand as a rule upon the strata laid down by their great ancestors,

and do not reach the mountain rock which encloses their basins.

These lakes may be either fresh or salt
;
the fresh ones drain into

1 C. Schmidt, St. Pdt. Acad. Mdm., xx, 1873, 4, quoting Middendorff.

2 Drew, Juraraoo and Kashmir, 166.

3 Humboldt, Asie Centrale. n, 138, J. Sporer, Die See’nzone des Balkasch-Ala-Kul,

Peterm. Geogr. Mittheil, 1868, 63, etc.
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the others, as Utah Lake by the Jordan into Great Salt. They

are common in many half-desert regions
;
the smaller ones fre-

quently disappear in the dry season, leaving salt or alkaline2

incrustations on their bed
;
like all examples of the species they

are shallow, with flat borders, and are generally less attractive

than any others we have to note. Prejewalski describes one of

these brackish pools in the barren, cheerless plains of Eastern

Mongolia as giving anything but savory water to the caravans

that stop by its margin
;
and another in the same country, some

thirty miles in circumference, but now all evaporated and leaving

in its place a bed of salt two to six feet thick, which the swans flying

past mistake for a sheet of water. 1 In southern Africa there is a

stream noted for changing its direction of flow with the high and

low water-level of a salt lake, being therefore alternately an afflu-

ent and an effluent.2 In South Australia the overflow of one of

these lakes at high water makes its outlet run salt, but it freshens

later in the season 3
;
the very variable area of the Australian

Lakes with the time of year caused much difficulty in the identifi-

cation of sheets of water reported by different expeditions fifty

years ago. Lake Sistan, into which the Helmund river of Afghan-

istan flows, varies so greatly in size and salinity that different

explorers have reported it fresh and salt, according as they

saw it near its inlet in the wet season or later in the year when

it was nearly dried up.

The Chottes,4 or salt depressions of Algeria, of which the

proposed flooding has excited much comment, and the Bitter

Lakes 5 of the Isthmus of Suez, restored to something like their

original size by the opening of -the Canal, are probably the com-

bined results of elevation and evaporation.

Hybrids frequently occur between this species and the Delta

Lakes.

C. 13. dlacial Drift Basins. Lakes of this origin have

already been alluded to (C. 3, 4), and may now be described

1 Mongolia, 1876 (traus. by E. D. Morgan), I, 116; ii. 2.

2 Holub, Roy. Geogr. Soc. Proc. 1880.

3 Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ.,n, 1832, 121 ;
vi, 1836, 434.

4 Martins et Desor, Comptes Rendus, lxxxviii, 1879, 268.

5 F. de Lesseps, Sur les Lacs amers de I’isthme de Suez, Comptes Rendus, lxxviii,

1874, 1740.
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more in detail. Glacial deposits are so varied in all their charac-

ters, and so irregularly disposed in form, structure and thickness

over the rock foundation on which they rest, that undrained

hollows necessarily result. Such basins may be separated into

subspecies according as the drift that bears them is in the

form of boulder clay, moraine, kame, or sand-plain, but it is

not to be expected that these subdivisions are limited by hard

and fast lines
;
they constantly run into one another, and into the

Drift Barrier Basins as well.

1. The surface of boulder-clay, lower till or ground-moraine of

unstratified drift, is generally too well concealed by stratified drift

above it to find basins determined by its form alone; but in

Northern Minnesota 1 there are many lakes more dependent on

this origin than any other, and doubtless others as numerous will

be found in British America when the region is visited by

observers having this point in view. Such lakes are small and

shallow, and not of very irregular outline. In some regions the

ground moraine attains an exceptional and very variable thick-

ness in the form of drums, drumlins, whalebacks or lenticular

hills (as these drift masses are called in Scotland, Ireland, New
Brunswick and New England), and then, aided by other forms

of detritus, they may catch ponds. 2 Some such irregularity of

ground moraine combined with stratified drift is the cause of the

countless ponds in the Pays de Dombes in France, northeast of

Lyons,3 and the many ponds and bogs (filz, ried, moos) on the

drift from Lake Constance to Munich and beyond.4

1 W. Upham, Geol. Surv. Minn. Report for 1879.

2 Some lakes in Northwestern Ireland are probably of this origin : see Kinahan

and Close, The general glaciation of Iar-Connaught, Dublin, 1872; and Kinahan, Val-

leys, 110.

3 Falsan et Chantre, Soc. Gdol. Bull, xxvi, 1868, 374, and Monograph ie gdol. des

anciens glaciers . . . . du bassin du Rhone, Lyon, 1879. See Carte de France de l’Etat

Majeur, sheet 159, copied in Reclus, La Terre. For the Jura, see Ch. Martins, Obs.

sur l’origine glaciaire des tourbieres du Jura neuchatelois; Montpellier, Acad. Mem.,

viii, 1871, 6.

4 C. W. Giimbel, Geogn. Karte des Konigreichs Bayern, sheets ii, in, iv, v. F.

Stark, Die Bayerischen Seen und die alten Moranen, Deutsche Alpenverein Zft., 1873,

67-78, 72. Kinkelien, Senckenberg. Gesell. Bericht, 1875, 96. Zittel, Mijnchen, Akad.

Sitz’b. iv, 1874, 259. Probst, Wurtemberg. Jahresh. xxx, 1874, 59.
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2. The terminal moraines of the great ice-sheets, that have

attracted so much attention of late years, are essentially marked

by numerous lakes, for hollows are quite as characteristic of these

deposits as are hills
;
and irregularity, more than any positive

feature, prevails wherever they are found.

The hollows are of two kinds : they may be spaces which the

drift, in its uneven accumulation, failed to fill
;
or they may have

been occupied by masses of ice while the space around was filled in

by sand and gravel, and afterwards a slow melting of the ice

left its place empty. When the moraine stands well above the

drainage level, as in the Backbone of Cape Cod, most of the

hollows will be dry because water can easily escape under-

ground
;
where a less average height is reached, the numerous

“ bowls ” or “ kettles ” hold fresh-water ponds. They frequently

have no overflow outlet.

There are thousands of these little ponds in the various ter-

minal moraines that curve across our country, most of which are

too small to be shown on ordinary maps, for they probably average

under half a mile in diameter. Before the moraine hills about

them are cleared of their native forests, or when cultivated fields

occupy only a portion of their surrounding slopes, they are

charming features in the landscape
;
when the clearing about

them is completed, they have lost in beauty but gained in

character, as then the surface boulders scattered over the rolling

mounds are brought to view. Such a view once seen is not to be

forgotten : I doubt if any other species of lake is so easily

recognized as this, and to its distinctness of physiognomy is due

the value of these lakes and their enclosing hills, as evidence of

former ice-action.1

The moraines and their ponds are found among the hills of

Cape Cod and northward as far as Plymouth, 2 along Long Island,3

and across New Jersey,4 northern Pennsylvania,5 where Rogers

IE. Desor, Paysage Morainique, was among the first to point out this value of their

occurrence.

2 W. Upham, The formation of Cape Cod, Amer. Nat. 1879. E. Hitchcock, Geol.

Mass. 1841, ii, 366;

3 Mather, Geol. N. Y. 1st. Distr. 1843, 160.

4 Cook, Geol. N. J. Report, 1877, Map and p. 11.

5 A report on this part of the continental moraine is in preparation by Lewis and

Wright for the Second Geol. Surv. of Penna.
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before noted their connection with the drift, 1 and in Ohio.2 In

Wisconsin 3 and Minnesota 4 they have lately been studied with

care
;
and similar ponds are reported in the Coteau, the Touch-

wood Hills and Turtle Mountain west of Winnepeg.6

The morainal ponds of Europe are precisely of the same

character.6 The moraines enclosing the Italian lakes 7 all contain

these hollows. Still more remarkable are the countless lakes in

Northern Germany among the moraines 8 that run nearly parallel

with the shore of the Baltic
;
“ the mecklenburgish-pommersch-

preussiche Hohenzuge
;

” 9 the drift-hills form the most conspicuous

elevations of this flat country, and are throughout followed by

lakes, so that their district is known as the “ Seenplatte.” Kloden

says there are 960 lakes in Pommerania, and 1200 in Livland,10

a similar district further northeast, but many of these seem to

„ belong under the fourth subdivision of this species.

It is very probable that Scandinavia and Great Britain will

furnish other examples of these moraine-lakes, but I can give

none occurring on so large a scale as those named above. The
lakes of Finland already mentioned under the heading of Drift

Barrier Basins should be named here as well.

3. The mounds and ridges of gravelly, waterworn drift known

as asar, eskers or kames,11 frequently enclose hollows or bowls

holding small ponds with or without outlet
;
they grade into

1 Geol. Penna, 1858, i, 37, n, 928.

2 Newberry, Geol. Obio, i, 46.

3 Chamberlain, Geol. Wise, ii, 200; in, 383; Wise. Acad. Sci. Trans, iv, 1877, giving

general map of moraines for eastern U. S.

4 W. Upham and C. M. Terry, Geol. Minn. Reps. 1879, 1880 : two valuable maps

n latter. The total number of lakes in the state is estimated at 7000 to 10,000, nearly

all belonging to our Drift Basin species.

6 Geol. Surv. Territories, 1867-69, 174; 1872, 294. G. M. Dawson, Geol. Soc. Journ.

xxxi, 1875, 603; Geol. and Resources 49th Parallel, 212, 222, 228.

6 Desor, Paysage Morainique, 1875, lays much emphasis upon their occurrence, and

points out their distribution : see also R. Luddecke, Ueber Moriinenseen, Inaug.

Dissert, Halle, 1881.

7 See references under C. 3.

8 Recent observations leave little doubt of these hills being true terminal moraines

of an ice sheet.

9 Berendt, Deutsch. geol. Gesell. Zft. xxxi, 1879, 19, and pi. ii and in.

10 Handbuch der Erdkunde, I, 419.

11 In Sweden, Ireland and Scotland : the latter name is generally adopted in this

country.
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basins where kames form only the barrier, and these as already

noted (C. 4) constitute a large proportion of the ponds in New
England. The former are seldom large enough to appear even on

county maps, and they are often dry in the summer.

4. During the decline of the glacial period, many large and

small lakes stood for variable periods in front of the ice (C. 2)

and frequently received considerable deposits of sand and gravel,

so as to appear as sand plains when the water was drained away.

In northern Michigan and in Wisconsin 1 there are large plains

known as “barrens” that I believe to be of this origin : smaller

ones are common in New England. Again, when the ice-margin

stood in the sea, the great quantity of detritus washed from it

by the super and subglacial streams would tend to form a gently

sloping plain immediately in front of the ice : such a one forms

half of Cape Cod, south of the morainal u back-bone.” 2 These

flat surfaces are marked by abrupt hollows or bowls, with sides

sloping five to fifteen degrees, thirty to one hundred or more feet

in depth, and without inlet or outlet: the smaller, typical- bowls

are oval, and but a few hundred yards in diameter
;
they grade

into much larger depressions of irregular form, with entering

and outflowing streams and frequent kam e-like mounds that appear

as islands in the resulting ponds. The origin of these hollows

is probably to be found in their occupation by isolated ice-masses

while the surrounding space was filled with drift.
3 (See also C. 3.)

Ponds thus formed add greatly to the number included in this

species, though in size they are insignificant. North Germany can

probably give many examples.

The upper terrace plains of our larger rivers contain small

ponds that may have had a similar origin : but it has been sug-

gested that their basins were formed by a sinking of the originally

even surface consequent on a slow washing or squeezing out of

the lower layers. I know of no section that will decide between

the two explanations.

In Eastern Massachusetts (and doubtless in many other parts of

New England) the ponds generally occur on the line of a kame-

1 Geol. Wise, ill, 1880, 374, 385.

2 Upham, Amer. Nat. 1879.

3 Peschel extends this explanation to the preservation of Lake Neuchatel and its

neighbors
;
Ueber den Ursprung der Jura- Seen, Ausland, 1868, 1005.
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series, and none of them, so far as I have been able to observe

or learn, are in true rock basins. They owe their existence to ice-

occupation during the deposit of the drift that is always found

plentifully about them; the fact that their longer measures

generally agree with the trend of glacial striae does not prove

them to be the result of glacial erosion, but suggests that the val-

leys in which they lie and whose direction determines their longer

axis, run with the general slope of the country, and consequently

with the direction of motion taken by the great glacier. The

ponds and the striae agree because both are the result of the same

cause.

If a review be now made of the Glacial Erosion, Moraine and

Drift Barrier, and Drift Lakes, it will be seen that much less impor-

tance is attributed to ice erosion than to its indirect effect in form-

ing lakes by obstruction and preserving them by occupation : I

consider the latter causes far more important than the former,

and regard them as giving rise to much larger and more numer-

ous basins.

C. 14. Crater Basins . The volcanic lakes already described,

(A 6, B 4) probably have certain points in common with this

species, as it is impossible in most of the examples given to deter-

mine the ratio between the effects of subsidence and of explosive

eruption. Basins of volcanic subsidence may include those of

considerable size, where there is no evidence to show that any

material has been thrown out by eruption. Pit-crater basins are

small, abruptly bordered cavities, with evidence usually of some

eruption, but very possibly aided by subsidence
;
the type-exam-

ples have no distinct rim-wall enclosing them, but are sunk below

the general surface of the surrounding country. Crater basins

now to be considered have distinct walls of lava or ashes, sloping

gently on the outer side and more abrupt within, and although

even here subsidence of the central parts may have played an

important part in the production of the basin, the more evident

cause of the lakes they contain is the existence of the oval or cir-

cular barrier wall, and therefore they are placed under our third

class of Obstruction Basins.

Excellent examples of these occur in the volcanic district about

Rome and Naples: near the former are Albano and Nemi; near
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the latter, Agnano and Averno, also the Piano di Quarto and the

Pianura, similar craters but not well enough enclosed to hold

lakes. North of Pome there are several lakes of larger size—
Bracciano, ten miles in diameter, Bolsena, six and a half miles,

and some others—as to the origin of which different opinions are

held : one observer considers them of explosive origin,1 another,

the result of subsidence. 2 In Auvergne, lakes in the Puys du Bar,

and de St. Sandoux, the Lacs de la Godivelle, de Monsiniere,

and others come under this species.3

About Auckland, New Zealand, is a region extremely rich in

lakes of this species,4 and other volcanic countries afford further

examples.5

Many volcanic lakes are peculiar from their contents. On the

Island of Dominica there is a hot lake in a crater
;
at the edge its

temperature is 180° F., and in the middle it boils 6
. We might

mention also those craters occupied by gaseous lakes strongly

charged with carbonic acid, so as to render them deadly to all

animal life; such a one is known in Java; its bottom is strewn

with skeletons of animals that ventured over its fatal walls. 7

Occasionally these lakes lie at great elevations, as in the crater of

Toluca (Mexico), 11,490 ft., and Elbruz (Caucasus), 18,500 ft. above

the sea.8 Contrasted with these, are the isolated, oceanic crater-

rings that appear just above sea-level
;
one side is generally

breached, giving an entrance to the quiet lake-harbor within. 9

In our own country, while there have been large areas of vol-

1 Judd, The Great Crater lakes of Central Italy, Geol. Mag. n, 1875, 349-356.

2 G. v. Rath, Deutsch. geol. Ges. Zft., xvm, 1866, 516.

3 A. v. Lasaulx, Niederrh. Ges. Sitz’b., xxv, 1868, 57.

4 Heaphy, Geol. Soc. Journ. xvi, 1860, 242-252. Hochstetter, Peterm. Geog. Mittheil.

1862, map 6. Geologie von Neu Seeland, 160.

5 F. Junghuhn, Java, ii, 133, 902, describes eighteen crater lakes, of which eleven

are acid, in subactive volcanoes, and seven fresh, in extinct cones. G. Hartung, Die

Azoren, 311, describes and figures a number of caldeiras, one of which was formed

in 1563.

6 Nature, 1889, June, p. 296.

7 Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ. n, 1831, 60.

3 Humboldt, Cosmos, iv, 1858, 275.

9 Deception Island, among the South Shetlands, Roy. Geogr. Soc. Journ., i, 1830.

St. Paul’s in the Southern Indian Ocean, Wien Geogr. Ges. Mitth. 1857, 146
;
A.

Cazin, Club Alpin Fran?. Ann. n, 1875, 542. Barren Island in the Bay of Bengal,

Geol. Mag. 1879, 16.
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canic action, we can record few of these lakes. Thurston and

Borax Lakes in the Coast Range of California are perhaps of this

species
;
more distinct are two water-holding craters on an island

in Lake Mono.1

C. 15. Coral Island Lagoons. The peculiar growth of coral

reefs, enclosing quiet lagoons, that remained so great a puzzle till

explained by Darwin, is the combined result of a limitation in the

depth at which reef-building corals can live, and of the slow sub-

sidence of the volcanic island on which they colonized. The

lagoons, when enclosed from the ocean by all but a small outlet,

as happens on the smaller atolls, are essentially lakes, being

bodies of quiet water held apart by barriers from the general cir-

culation: their peculiarity is less in their basin than in the

narrowness of their enclosing rims. Maraki, Henuake and Tai-

ara may be given as examples of nearly complete enclosure of

the lagoon waters. With further subsidence and corresponding

upward growth, these circular islands decrease in diameter and

the lagoon fills up with coral sand, as in Swain’s and Jarvis’s

Islands. 2 A less usual change in the lagoons results from an

elevation of the island, so as to give it drainage downward to

the ocean, and allow the salt waters to be replaced by fresh

rainfall : this is presumably the explanation of the lakes on

Otdia, one of the Marshall group,2 and on Washington Island 3
:

little oases of fresh water in an ocean of salt.

Having thus subdivided lakes according to their mode of form-

ation, it remains to study their distribution and actual occurrence.

This may be made the subject of a future paper.

Mr. F. W. Putnam exhibited a number of aboriginal copper,

bronze and silver objects from North and South America, and

commented on the use of these metals by prehistoric tribes.

General Meeting. February 1, 1882.

Vice-President, Mr. F. W. Putnam in the Chair. Thirty-

three persons present.

1 Whitney, Geol. Cal. I, 97, 453.

2 Dana, Corals and Coral Islands, 167, 283.

3 Smithsonian Report, 1877, 20.
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The following papers were read :

SOME INDICATIONS OF AN EARLY RACE OF MEN IN
NEW ENGLAND.

BY HENKY W. HAYNES.

The exhaustive discussion by this Society on Jan. 19, 1881, of

the subject of “The Palaeolithic Implements of the Valley of the

Delaware,” and the numerous specimens exhibited here at that

time to illustrate them, warrant the belief that the members of

this Society are sufficiently familiar with the appearance of palae-

olithic implements, and especially with the form and shape of the

so-called “ axes of the type of St. Acheul,” to render any descrip-

tion of them needless. Hitherto the St. Acheul type has been

commonly regarded as the oldest form of stone implement known
to archaeology

;
and from it has been traced a gradual develop-

ment and perfecting of them, which culminated in the “ polished

stone celt.”

What I have now to bring before you are my reasons for

believing that this St. Acheul axe is not the oldest, or most prim-

itive type remaining of stone implements, that man has used. I

think I have established the existence of far ruder and simpler

types, which represent, I believe, man’s first essay at providing

himself with any kind of a tool. These objects may accordingly

be regarded as relics of “ primitive man,” i. e. of man in the earliest

stages of his development. Whether or not they are the actual

handiwork of the primeval race itself, I know not
;
but I can see

no reason a priori opposed to the supposition that the human race

may have made its first appearance on the earth upon this con-

tinent. The oldest rocks are found here in the Laurentian system,

whether they are to be regarded as fossiliferous or not. The

world-renowned discoveries, made by American geologists upon

the ancient shores of the vast lake-basins that once occupied

our great central plateau, have shed a flood of light upon the

succession and development of animal forms during the Eocene

and Miocene periods. Why may we not then reasonably expect

to find the earliest traces of man here upon this western con-
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tinent, so that the phrase “the new world” may become a

mere misnomer, when applied to us ?

Prehistoric archaeologists, it is true, have generally claimed

that the St. Acheul axe is the oldest form of stone implement

hitherto recognized as of human fabrication. But anthropolo-

gists have never supposed that this St. Acheul axe was actually

man’s first tool. They have argued that man at first made use of

any simple, natural object that he could lay hands upon to sup-

ply his pressing need. A sharp stone, or the branch of a tree,

would naturally be his first weapon or tool. From a simple

sharp stone to the St. Acheul axe is such great progress and

development as to make it highly improbable there were no

intermediate stages, when simpler, ruder types of implements

were used. But so simple were they, so slightly different from

the natural forms of stones broken by accident, that hitherto they

have been Overlooked and disregarded. Certainly it is not

strange that this should have been the case in Europe, where the

surface soil in all inhabitable places has been subjected to such

constant overturning through cultivation for so many centuries.

But may it not be different in this country where the surface has

remained to so great an extent undisturbed ? Is there not

more probability that these simple relics of primeval man may
have been uninterfered with here than there ? Does the mere cir-

cumstance that they have not been discovered in Europe disprove

their existence ? I think not, and I claim to have found them, .and

to have them here for your examination.

But I can scarcely expect that the objects I shall exhibit to

you and the few very simple types under which they tend to

range themselves, will be readily recognized at once by the

unpractised eye. Slight differences of shape and structure, mi-

nute evidences of use, those little marks of rubbing and wear,

shown by the “ secondary chippings,” or “ retouches,” as the

French term them, which may be detected upon one edge of a

stone object, while the other edges still remain in their natural

state, all these, which to the experienced eye are very plain indica-

tions, may be scarcely discernible at first by those who have had no

similar training and practice. If then I venture to bring forward a

new discovery and claim to have detected types of primitive
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human implements heretofore unnoticed, I beg you to recollect

that this claim is based upon a long experience, and that any skill

I may possess is the result of much study and examination of

stones that have been intentionally broken by man’s hands, and

of comparison of the manner in which they differ from those

which have been accidentally fractured. I do not anticipate that

others will recognize upon a superficial examination what it has

taken me years of hard labor to be able to detect. But I do

expect to be able to convince all candid investigators that the

objects I shall lay before you cannot have been produced by

purely natural agencies. These are, however, let me add, only a

small selection from the much larger quantity that I have found,

but which it would be impracticable for me to attempt to exhibit

here, but which I shall be pleased to show to all who may desire to

examine them.

If it be satisfactorily established that these objects are indeed

what I claim that they are, primitive human implements, the far

more perplexing question immediately presents itself : Who were

the men that fabricated and used them ? Are they the work of

the native races, who were occupying this country when it was

first discovered by Europeans, or are they the sole remaining relics

of an earlier and a ruder people ? At first, my own opinion, in

spite of their very rude character, inclined to regard them as the

work of the tribes found dwelling here, although these were cer-

tainly at that time as far advanced as the stage of the “ polished

stone age.” This is proved daily by the discovery of specimens

of their workmanship in stone, as beautiful as can be found in

any part of the globe. The production of such finished articles

undoubtedly implies the existence of a class of skilled workmen.

But it by no means follows from this that the average, untrained

man may not often have had occasion or been compelled to make

use of the first things that came to hand for some simple or tem-

porary purpose. Under this category I was at first inclined to

class these rude objects. But on further investigation I began to

find the selfsame types recurring over and over again, and that too

in localities, where after the most careful search I failed to dis-

cover any of those ordinary evidences of Indian occupation that

are scattered in such profusion over the length and breadth of
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our land. Wherever the Indian has lived you have only to

search and you are sure to find in great quantities his well-made

stone arrow-points and lance-heads, either whole or broken

;

everywhere profusely scattered about you see the flakes produced

in fabricating them, all showing on one side the “ bulb of percus-

sion,” and on the other the marks where previous flakes have been

detached, which, combined, establish incontestably their human
origin ;. or equally common are the fragments of their character-

istic, rude, hand-made pottery
;
while occasionally there comes

to light a stone tomahawk, or gouge, or chisel, all equally

skillfully made. But no such traces of Indian occupation has the

most pains-taking investigation revealed to me in many places

where I have found the new types of rude implements in consid-

erable quantities. I am well aware that over our whole country

there are to be found, associated with the ordinary Indian remains,

certain roughly-chipped stone implements, of which the so-called

“ shoe-shaped ” type of celt is an example, which by some have

been regarded as u palaeolithic ” implements. Better informed

observers, however, consider all such objects as only unfinished

examples of ordinary Indian implements, merely blocked out, and

intended to have more labor bestowed upon them subsequently.

Some of these objects I have here for purposes of comparison
;
but I

think it will be found upon examination that they differ greatly

in character and appearance from these new types of my discovery.

So also you will remember that Mr. F. W. Putnam exhibited

here last winter a number of interesting specimens of implements,

recently discovered by Mr. David Dodge in Wakefield, about ten

miles north of Boston, which Mr. Putnam called “ rude palaeo-

lithic forms,” but which he hesitated to pronounce “ true palae-

olithic implements.” I have visited this locality in Wakefield

several times, and have found there many of the same rudely

fashioned objects made of felsite, some of which are before yon,

and I certainly cannot regard these as in any proper sense “ palae-

olithic implements.” In the same fields in which I found them I

came upon numerous arrow-heads and lance-points and some

skin-scrapers, all of the ordinary Indian types, together with such

an abundance of flakes as to prove clearly that this was the site

of an Indian work-shop for the manufacture of stone objects, as

PROCEEDINGS B. S, N. H. VOL. XXI. 25 SEPTEMBER, 1882
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is most natural, since the porphyritic rock, of which most of the

articles found here are made, crops out in the immediate vicinity.

Many of the objects from this locality are very well made, quite

as well, I think, as their refractory material will allow
;
while

even the rude implements themselves, found with them, manifest

to my eye a skill in the art of chipping stone far beyond that

possessed by the makers of these new and simple types to which

I am now directing your attention.

These types come from nine or ten separate localities, as widely

distant from- one another as are the White Mountains from Bos-

ton. In fact, wherever it has been in my power to make the long

and exceedingly laborious search that is required, I have succeeded

in finding them, though they are always restricted to limited

areas. It is, however, no slight task to select and to carefully

examine hundreds of stones, with the slight prospect of occasion-

ally finding one that bears unmistakable traces of use.

Soon after my return from a long absence in Europe, in which

I had devoted much time to prehistoric studies in various coun-

tries, I began to search for traces of Indian occupation in this

vicinity, and as I speedily met with instances of these rude imple-

ments, I was naturally inclined to attribute them to that source.

Some time afterwards however, while residing in Lisbon, 1ST. H.,

my eye casually fell upon a stone, which on examination revealed

most unmistakable marks of having been fashioned as an imple-

ment. I certainly had no reasons for supposing that the Indians

had ever lived in that vicinity, and much less cause had I for

believing that any earlier race had ever dwelt there. For several

days I was unable to find a second example, but at last I suc-

ceeded, and eventually I obtained quite a number. They were all

of the same simple character, and made from the same kinds of

stone
;
but what surprised me most was that they were restricted

to a somewhat limited area. Although 1 made long and careful

search in the vicinity, I could find them nowhere else. This

experience of mine was confirmed by that of Dr. Driver, of Cam-

bridge, who succeeded after a while in finding some specimens

similar to mine, one of which he has kindly loaned to me for

exhibition here. He too failed to discover any analogous objects

in any other place in the neighborhood. But the spot where they
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were found was one admirably adapted for man’s habitation. It was

upon the flat top of a lenticular-shaped hill, of glacial till, of a mod-

erate height, completely sheltered by higher hills surrounding it,

and supplied with an unfailing spring of purest water. Many of

the objects I found where roads had been deeply cut into the side

of the hill, so that these must have lain buried several feet beneath

the surface
;
others came from ploughed fields adjacent. Nowhere

in the neighborhood did my inquiries or my search meet with

any traces of Indian occupation of the region.

Last autumn I found a much larger quantity of objects of pre-

cisely the same types at Jefferson, N. H., about twenty miles

north of the other locality. There also I could find but slight

trace of the Indians. The occasional visit of a hunting-party

seemed to be indicated by the circumstance that a few arrow-

heads had been found near a fine spring. But the most careful

search failed to reveal any evidence that the Indians had ever had

a settlement in that vicinity, while the large number of rude

implements found there proved that man had long sojourned on

the spot.

So also during the past autumn I found precisely similar objects

in Burlington, Vt., although in that region relics of the Indians

are quite abundant. All of the new types of implements, how-

ever, that I found there, came from quite a depth beneath the

surface, and were brought to light by the digging of a deep trench

for water-pipes.

In the vicinity of Boston I have found implements of the

same kind near the U. S. Arsenal, at the boundary of Watertown

and Cambridge, and in the rear of Mt. Auburn cemetery
;
in

Cambridgeport, at the mouth of Charles River, near the remains of

the earth-work thrown up by Washington. A few I have found in

Brighton
;
more in Longwood

;
several in Medford, and quite a

large number in East Somerville, near the mouth of Mystic

River. At Everett, I think I discovered clear evidence of the

site of one of the original stations of this early race. On the

slope of a lenticular-shaped hill overlooking Woodlawn cemetery,

a large pit had been dug to serve as a reservoir for a supply of

water for the fountains in the cemetery. A space several rods

square had thus been excavated to the depth of some thirty
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feet. On one side of this excavation my eye was attracted by a

curved band of dark-colored soil, from three to five feet below

the original surface of the soil, a few inches thick, and extending

for a distance of a rod or two. It presented a striking contrast

to the “hard-pan” in which it was contained, and at once

reminded me of the appearance of places I had seen in Italy, which

the archaeologists there call ufonde di capcinne delVeta della pie-

tra,” or “hut-bottoms of the age of stone.” These very marked

spots indicate where man has long dwelt in ages far remote, and

where he has left abundant traces of his presence, both in the

band of discolored, nitrogenous soil, arising from the decomposi-

tion of his food, and in numerous relics of his weapons and his

tools. Such a likely-looking spot as this I was eager to investi-

gate carefully, and the result was the finding of several imple-

ments, some of which are here, and which you will perceive to be

precisely similar to those from the other localities. This place

also was one well adapted for man’s occupation. It was on a

sheltered hill-side, by a fine spring, and near a small stream that

must always have abounded in fish.

Upon examination it will be found that these new types con-

sist principally of simple forms of implements, one side of which

was perfectly adapted to be held in the hand, while the opposite

one could very well be used for chopping or cutting. Others dis-

play a certain rough symmetry, and have evidently been brought

to an edge all around, to such a degree that it is not possible to

regard them as natural or accidental forms. They all, however,

seem inferior in form to the more symmetrical shape of the

St. Acheul axe, which shows plain indications of design and

fashion. Some of the implements have an elongated form,

rather resembling chisels in their shape
;
while still others are

much smaller and have more of the character of knives. Occa-

sionally I have found with them the ordinary type of “skin-

scraper,” abundant wherever the industry of the age of stone

has been studied
;
and sometimes little sharp-pointed “ piercers,”

intended, I suppose, to make holes in the skins that were used for

clothing.

It will be noticed that all of these rude and simple tools have

been fabricated out of the hardest, heaviest, toughest kinds of
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rocks that the region where they are found can furnish. They

are commonly made of white or milky quartz, or quartzite, felsite,

or of some very compact variety of syenite or granite. Often they

have been fashioned out of a pebble from the glacial drift, which

still retains a portion of its original surface, or crust. This cir-

cumstance proves that they must necessarily be post-glacial in

date, whether they have been found deeply buriedjn the earth, or

upon the surface of ploughed fields.

On comparing them with the palaeolithic implements discovered

by Dr. Abbott, several of which are here before you, it will be

perceived at once that these new objects are of much ruder type

and coarser fabric. Some of the new forms bear a slight analogy

to them, but on the whole the Trenton specimens show unmistak-

able proofs that their makers possessed greater skill in fashioning

stone into implements than is displayed in these new and simpler

styles of tools. Geologically considered they would seem to be

later than the Trenton implements
;
but archaeological considera-

tions would make them appear older; and at all events they are

quite different.

If the men of the Trenton gravels are to be assigned to inter-

glacial times, if they belonged to the Esquimaux race, and if they

were gradually forced northwards by the pressure of newly-come

Indian tribes, as some archaeologists have surmised, they must

indeed have greatly degenerated by the time they reached this

neighborhood or that of the White Mountains, on the supposition

that these very rude implements, which I have discovered, can

have been their production.

To sum up my argument in a few words : I infer the former

existence in New England of a race of men different from and

less advanced than the Indians, because I have found in many
localities, where none of the ordinary traces of Indian occupa-

tion could be discovered, a large quantity of stone implements

of ruder types and coarser make than those habitually used by
them. Whether these are actual relics of primeval man, i. e. of a

race who lived long anterior to the Indians, or whether they are

the work of the degraded descendants of an earlier people, who
had succumbed to the Indians, I do not undertake to pronounce.

The following opinions of practical and experienced geologists

are appended, as bearing upon the question whether these new and
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extremely simple types of instrument can be accounted for as

having been “ produced by purely natural agencies.” These gentle-

men, it must be remembered, speak in a strictly professional char-

acter, and lay no claim to any special knowledge in archaeology.

Mr. Raphael Pumpelly writes :
“ In reply to your letter asking

an expression of opinion from me, concerning the artificial char-

acter of certain implements found by Mr. Haynes in New Eng-

land, I would say that, in going through the collection, I found

a considerable number from different localities, the fractures on

which, in my opinion, could not have resulted from natural causes.

There were others of which I could not be positive, and a con-

siderable number of the rest might, in my opinion, have been

natural.

Not being an archaeologist, I can, of course, have no opinion

as to when or how the artificial fractures were formed
;
but artifi-

cial, and of some considerable antiquity, they undoubtedly appear

to me.”

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth says : “In replying to the question:

‘Do you regard the specimens shown you by Professor Haynes as

natural or artificial forms ? ’ I would make the following answer :

In my opinion these specimens fall into three classes.

1st. Those forms that appear to be purely natural.

2nd. Natural forms, which have apparently received, directly

or indirectly, one or more blows through man’s agency.

3d. Those that have apparently been worked upon for the

purpose of fashioning some instrument.

In the last division I should place, of the entire number shown

me, but comparatively few. The second division was somewhat

larger than the third, as it seeihs to me. Some of the fractures

appeared to be quite recent, while others showed a greater but

indefinite age.”

Prof. N. S. Shaler, who saw only the objects discovered at

Lisbon, N. H. in 1880, expressed substantially the same opinion

as these gentlemen.
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A NEW AND UNUSUALLY PERFECT CARBONIFEROUS
COCKROACH FROM MAZON CREEK, ILL.

BY SAMUEL H. SCUDDER,

Etoblattina mazona nov. sp.

The front wing is moderately broad and resembles in shape

that of E. russoma, E. carbonaria and E. venusta
;
the costal

margin is pretty regularly and considerably convex, while the

inner margin away from the base is probably pretty straight
;
the

tip is regularly and well rounded, the wing beginning to taper con-

siderably only in the middle of the apical fourth
;
the humeral

lobe is produced to less than a right angle, scarcely rounded off.

The ve ns originate a little within the middle of the outer

two-thirds of the base of the wing, and are no more arched

than the opposite costal border. The mediastinal vein runs sub-

parallel to and rather distant from the costal border, terminat-

ing at about three-fifths the distance to the tip
;
the basal fourth

of the area seems to be free from branches, but beyond that

there are six or seven equidistant, considerably oblique, simple or

singly forked veins, the forked ones occurring apically
;

in the

single specimen seen there are three forked veins in the left, one

in right wing, and the basal branches are more distant from each

other on the right than on the left wing
;
at the greatest width of

the area, near the base, it is scarcely less than one-fourtli the

width of the wing. The scapular vein runs subparallel to the

costal margin but diverges a little from it beyond the basal

third of the wing, afterward, in the apical fourth, sweeping

upward again to terminate a little above the extreme tip
;

it

begins to branch at or just beyond the basal third of the wing

and emits from four to six simple, forked or compound, curving

veins to the costal border, having nearly the general direc-

tion of the apical mediastinal branches
;
in the specimen in

hand there is some difference between the forking of the vein in

the two wings
;
in the left wing the branches are distant at base

and four in number, the first compound, emitting from near the mid-

dle of its upper side two approximated, apically forking branches,
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the third forked near the base (possibly again at tip, where the

wing is broken), the fourth and probably the second simple
;
this

arrangement of the scapular veins does not differ in any essential

feature from that of Etoblattina russoma; indeed it bears a

striking res-emblance to it
;
while the disposition of the veins

of the right wing closely recalls that of the veins in Eto-

blattina carbonaria, for here there are five veins present (possibly

a sixth may be given off in the broken apex) which are tolerably

approximate and either simple or simply forked, the first two

being narrowly forked near the middle, the others simple so far

as they can be traced
;
the general course of the main vein and

the extent of its area is very similar in all three of these species.

The externomedian vein has a pretty strongly and pretty regu-

larly sinuate course, being regularly and strongly arcuate in its

simple basal half, in which it reaches the very centre of the wing,

then becomes more and more longitudinal, terminating slightly

further below the tip than the scapular vein above it
;
in its basal

third it is closely appressed to the scapular vein and first begins

to part from it opposite the first branches of the mediastinal vein

;

it first forks a little before the middle of the wing (a little

sooner on the right wing than on the left, viz., at the end of the

second fifth of the wing), and emits four usually simple, equidis-

tant, longitudinal branches
;
in the right wing one of these, the

third, forks near the base, and probably the same is the case in the

left wing. The internomedian takes a course parallel to the exter-

nomedian vein, but is a little less strongly sinuate and is moder-

ately distant from it
;
it emits from seven to nine generally simple,

slightly curving branches, the basal ones very oblique, beyond

becoming more and more longitudinal, so that the area is consid-

erably produced toward the tip
;
the basal branch is emitted just

before the middle of the basal half of the wing, and is forked,

singly on the left, doubly on the right wing
;
the only other forked

veins are at the apex, where the last one, on the left wing, is

forked
;
the left further differs from the right wing in the greater

number of branches to this vein and by the upward thrust of

the termination of the vein beyond its final branch. The anal

furrow is strongly arcuate and terminates at the end of the basal

third of the wing; the anal veins, six or eight in number, are
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simple, the outer half curved in the same sense as, but in an

increasingly less degree than, the anal furrow, the basal ones in.

the opposite sense
;
in the specimen the left wing, which has

usually had the greatest number of veins, has here only six,

while the right has eight.

The wing is rather above the medium size, being 24 mm. long,

and 9.5 nnn. broad, the breadth being to the length as 1 : 2.53
;

it is tolerably flat, with a broad costal belt including all the

mediastinal, and, apically, a part of the scapular area depressed

below the rest
;
the scapular vein is very prominent at the base

and there are faint dull radiating ridges over the scapular area at

the very base
;
the anal furrow is deeply impressed, especially in

its basal half. The specimen exhibits an upper surface of the

closed wings (aiid its cast) with the veins delicately impressed,

and in certain lights over the whole surface of the wing, except-

ing in the mediastinal area, delicate straight raised cross veins at

right angles to the nervules, rather distant and breaking up the

interstices into quadangular cells longer than broad or square.

Besides the front wings, which lie in the natural position of

repose, a portion of the hind wings can be seen where the front

wing has flaked off, especially at the apex of the right side where

perhaps a fifth of the hind wing can be seen. This fragment

shows that, as appears to be usually the case in paleozoic cock-

roaches, the hind wing closely resembled the front wing in form,

size and neuration, as well as in the integument itself, the

distinctness of the veins indicating an equally membranous

character in each. In this species it would appear that the hind

wing was slightly shorter, reaching posteriorly the same point,

slightly (perhaps only correspondingly) narrower, and differed in

shape so far as to have a nearly straight costa, with the apex of

the wing not in the middle line, as in the front wing, but in the

middle of the upper half
;
the costal margin begin ning to curve

downward only in the apical eighth or ninth of the wing, while

the margin must curve from a more distant point. The venation

at the apex of the wing appears to be more ci owded and more fre-

quently forked than on the front wing, but it is impossible to sep-

arate the branches of the different stems
;
it would appear probable

that all we see belong to the scapular and externomedian .veins,
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which, are perhaps divided just above the tip, much as in the front

wing
;
this would also give them the same general trend in both

wings. There is the same cross venation but exceedingly indis-

tinct.

In addition to these wings we have the larger part of the pro-

notum in place relatively to the closed wings
;
the hinder part is

broken but the front is perfect and very regularly and strongly

rounded with a very minutely marginate edge
;
from a fragment

of the middle of the hind margin the size can be given and it

appears that this margin was gently convex, perhaps a little bent

in the middle
;

it is nearly flat being very slightly domed and

presents a broad median subtriangular ' depression between two

slight distant converging ridges, showing a tendency to run to-

gether in front
;
otherwise the surface is as smooth as the scapular

angle of the front wings. Length of the pronotum 8 mm., width

of same 10 mm.
The specimen is not quite so complete as it was; one side shows

all the wings, but the part of the stone in front is not preserved

with it; the opposite is composed of two pieces, and if the third

piece broken out from it were present would exhibit the entire

fossil. The entire length is 29 mm., the width across the closed

wings 18 mm.
This species is most nearly allied to the European E. car-

bonaria, E. didyma and E. russoma, and to the American E.

venusta. Its place in the series described in my Palaeozoic cock-

roaches would probably be between E. didyma and E. russoma.

Although very closely allied both to E. carbonaria and E. russoma,

and although some of the points of difference supposed to dis-

tinguish those species from each other are shown by the compar-

ison of wings of opposite sides in this specimen to be valueless, it

is nevertheless pretty clearly distinct from both.

It differs from E. venusta, its nearest American congener, in

its smaller size, the less strongly arcuate costal margin, the

much less numerous mediastinal branches, the upward sweep of

the scapular branches, and their more clearly superior emission,

and the different kind of transverse reticulation. From E.

didyma it is at once distinguished by its very much smaller

size
;
the wing of our species is also much slenderer and has prob-
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ably a straighter inner border
;

its externomedian area is much

less extensive and has fewer and simpler branches.

When we come to its nearer allies we shall find it harder to

point out sharp and decisive distinctions from the wings alone.

E. russoma is known only by its front wing and is of the same

size asE. mazona; the species differ however in their proportions,

E. mazona having a much slenderer wing with a less strongly arcu-

ate costal margin. In E. mazona the mediastinal area is consid-

erably larger, the scapular of a correspondingly diminished ex-

tent with far less dichotomizing branches; so too, the externo-

median area is of less extent both basally and on the margin, and

has an extremely simple set of offshoots, while their arrangement

is complicated and their number much greater in E. russoma;

finally in E. russoma the internomedian area diminishes steadily

in width, that is, the main vein has a nearly straight course

beyond its basal curve, while in E. mazona it is apically produced

and the marginal extent of the area greatly increased by the

arcuate course of the main vein, which takes a longitudinal asjiect

in the apical half of the wing. Perhaps no one of these points by

itself would warrant separation, unless it were the shape of the

wing, which is made up of several elements
;
but their combina-

tion is certainly sufficient to warrant belief in their entire distinc-

tion. The more so since we find the wing still more closely

allied to that of E. carbonaria, from which, however, it is distin-

guishable at once by its entirely different pronotum
;
this alone

should make us hesitate to group together in one species as E.

Geinitz has recently done, wings which resemble each other but

have certain clear points of distinction. The pronotum of E
carbonaria is described by Germar as of equal breadth and length

with a nearly parabolic form, but with the base strongly arcuate

;

that of E. mazona on the contrary has the front margin nearly

semicircular, the posterior gently arcuate and the whole much
broader than long. The wings, furthermore, show the following

differences: The mediastinal branches in E. mazona are less fre-

quent and much less frequently forked
;
the scapular area is a

little less extensive, and in particular is not nearly so broad in

the middle of the apical half of the wing and does not so nearly

reach the tip
;
the externomedian area, on the other hand, is a
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little more extensive, the vein beginning to branch a little earlier,

but on the other hand its branches are almost all simple, and reg-

ularly distant from each other, while they are somewhat irregular

in E. carbonaria and one at least is compound.

This specimen is of particular interest because it preserves

together, and in a nearly perfect condition, both the front

wings, enabling a comparison between them which helps better to

understand how widely variation in the neuration may be looked

for in the same species. As will be seen from the description

differences do appear in several places, as for instance in the num-

ber, forking and consequent approximation of the mediastinal

nervules, in the basal separation of the scapular branches and the

very different .character of the first scapular branch, which is sim-

ply forked on the right side and compound on the left, so that

five veinlets reach the margin
;
or it might perhaps be more cor-

rectly expressed by saying that on the left side the second branch

has become amalgamated with the first, while on the right they

are distinct. There is also a difference in the internomedian area,

which has, as it were, an extra vein in the left wing by a sudden lon-

gitudinal start of the main vein where the last branch originates

;

also a slight difference in the double, instead of single, forking

of the first internomedian branch on the right side
;
and in the

greater number of anal veins on the right side
;
in general the

left wing has more branches than the right, the only exceptions

being in the differences last cited.

The specimen comes from Mazon Creek, Grundy Co., 111., and

belongs to Mr. J. W. Pike of Vineland, N. J., from whom I

received it for study. A restoration will be found in Memoirs

Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. III. pi. X.
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LIST OF BIRDS OBSERVED AT FT. BERTHOLD, D. T.,

DURiNG THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1881.

BY W. J. HOFFMAN, M.D.

The Indian village known as Ft. Berthold, is located on the

north, or left bank of the Missouri River, about ninety-five miles

above Bismarck, the principal town on the Northern Pacific Rail-

road, in northern Dakota. Immediately above and below the

village are extensive bottom-lands, covered with an indifferent

growth of willows and young cottonwoods. The point of land

upon which the village is located forms the southern extremity of

the second terrace or “ bench,” which extends back toward the

bluffs of the prairie proper for a distance of two miles or more.

This terrace is perfectly flat and is covered with a dense growth

of flowering vegetation, interspersed with patches of grass. The

eastern portion of this plain has been successfully worked by the

Indians and agency employes, yielding very good crops of corn,

wheat and oats, and it is over this portion of the region where

the greater number of birds congregate during the day.

The geographic position of Ft. Berthold is, approximately, in

latitude 47° 35' N., and longitude 101° 35' W. On account of the

treeless prairie to the northward, but few spebies of birds are

found at any great distance from the river bottoms at this season

of the year
;
many of the summer residents having either

departed, or collected in the vicinity of the more sheltered areas

just previous to their autumn migration, and the weather being

not yet sufficiently cold to bring the winter visitors southward.

The temperature ranges between 105° and - 40°, although

last winter (1880-81) the thermometer at one time indicated 56°

below zero. During the middle of the present September the

thermometer indicated 24° once, 25°, 26° and 30° quite frequently

in the morning, though rising to 53° during the day. 1

As the visit to this region was made for the purpose of studying

the Hidatsa, Mandan and Ankara Indians, the list of birds is not

so extended as it might be had there been more time at the dis-

1 In a letter just received from Ft. Berthold I am informed that the temperature had

fallen to -26° on Nov. 17th.
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posal of the writer. The nomenclature adopted in the present

paper is in accordance with that of Mr. Ridgway, published in

the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, III, pp. 163-246.

In several instances the names are given in the Mandan and An-
kara languages and marked respectively M and A.

Hylocichla fuscescens (Steph.) Baird.— Wilson’s Thrush.

Only a few specimens observed in the thickets between the

1st and 5th. One was shot by an Indian boy, which gave me the

opportunity for identification.

Anthus ludovicianus (Gm.) Licht. — Titlark.

Apparently not common. Only a few specimens noticed after

the 10th.

Neocorys spraguei (And.) Scl. — Sprague’s Titlark.

Rather abundant during the earlier portion of the month in

the vicinity of the grassy areas and the stubble fields
;
that they

appeared less numerous after the 15th or 20th may be attributed

to the sudden cold weather, which compelled their departure from

this region for a more southern one, or they may have tempora-

rily sought refuge in the lower grassy terrace.

Petrochelidon lunifrons (Say) Lawr.— Cliff Swallow.

Not common. Several nests were found in the cliffs seven

miles below the village, though from the number of birds observed

there were undoubtedly more nests scattered in various places.

Cotile riparia (Linn.) Boie.— Bank Swallow.

A few individuals noticed north of the village at the sand-

banks where the river formerly ran.

Centrophanes ornatus (Towns.) Caban.— Chestnut-collared

Longspur.

Apparently not rare
;
noticed in the stubble fields during the

middle of the month.

Rhyncophanes maccowni (Lawr.) Baird.— Macown’s Long-

spur.

Less common than the preceding.

P ooecetes gramineus (Gm.) Baird.— Grass Finch.

Rather common. Many of these birds were killed by the

Indian boys who went out in small parties armed with bows and

blunt arrows. They usually form a circle around the growth of
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weeds where the birds alight, gradually crawling in toward a

common centre, firing at every specimen that may chance to fall

within range. The number killed by any one individual is indi-

cated by notches cut in the outer edge of the bow. The birds

are secured by a string tied around the waist.

Chondestes grammaca (Say) Bp.— Lark Finch.

Like the preceding, this species was found quite abundant

throughout the whole month.

Zonotrichia leucophrys (Forst.) Swains.— White-crowned

Sparrow.

Several birds were seen which resembled this species in every

particular, though none were secured.

Zonotrichia albicollis (Gm.) Bp. — White-throated sparrow.

A single individual was procured by an Indian boy, who shot

it near the cornfields east of the village.

Spizella domestica (Bartr.) Coues.— Chipping Sparrow.

Not uncommon in the underbrush of the river bottoms. Did

not observe them after the 20th.

Spizella pallida (Sw.) Bp.— Clay-colored Sparrow.

Not of frequent occurrence near the village. Saw more of

this species farther down the river, below Ft. Stevenson, distant

about seventeen miles.

Pipilo maculatus arcticus (Swainson) Coues.— Northern

Towhee.

Frequently found in the wooded bottom-land both above and

below the agency, though the species can by no means be consid-

ered as common.

Molothrus ater (Bodd.) Gray. — Cowbird.

Rather abundant and usually associated with flocks of Xan-

thocephalus icterocephalus and Agelaeus phoeniceus. All of

these frequented the fields from which the crops had been

gathered.

Xanthocephalus icterocephalus (Bonap.) Bd.— Yellow-

headed Blackbird. Ho-chi-han '-ka, M.

Common as the species is, it was represented mainly by young

birds of this season; but few adult males were noticed with the

flocks.
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Agelaeus phoenioeus (Linn.) Vieill.— Red-and-buff-slioul-

dered Blackbird. Ka'-ah
,
A.

Abundant and associated with the two preceding species.

Bturnella neglecta Aud.— Western Meadow Lark.

But two individuals observed. This species was found one of

the most abundant by Professor Allen along the line of the

Northern Pacific Survey in 1873 about seventy miles south of

Ft. Berthold, where I also saw it, though its almost total

disappearance from the latter locality may be accounted for in

the lateness of the season.

Scolecophagus cyanocephalus (Wagl). Caban. — Brewer’s

Blackbird.

Several specimens were shot with other species from the flocks,

and rather infer it is not rare.

Quiscalus purpureus (Bartr.) Leicht. — Purple Grackle.

Saw several flocks pass across the village frequently each day,

from the agency fields to the ponds of water west of the

settlement.

Corvus corax carnivorus (Bartr.) Ridgw. — American Raven.

But rarely seen during my stay in this locality, although I was

informed that the species was of as common occurence during

the greater portion of the year as farther west, in the Bad Lands,

and Montana.

Corvus frugivorus Bartr.— Common Crow. He-ka!-chi, A.

Ke-a'-ka
,
M.

Found scattered singly and in small blocks during the early

part of the month, but after the cooler weather of the 20th.,

they appeared to congregate and immense numbers were occasion-

ally seen flying over the village, following the general course of

of the river.

Pica rustica hudsonica (Scop.) Baird.— Black-billed Magpie.

Rare. Saw but two individuals in the Bad Lands seven miles

east of the village about the 20th.

Eremophila alpestris leucolaema Coues.— White-throated

Shore Lark.

Secured a number of specimens in the grassy areas adjoining

the stubble fields, though more were noticed after the middle of

the month.
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Contopus borealis (Swains.) Baird. — Olive-sided Flycatcher.

The only specimens observed were in the possession of some

Indian boys, who obtained them in the timbered bottom below

the village.

Empidonax minimus Baird. — Least Flycatcher.

Appeared to be common during the early part of* the month.

Chaetura pelagica (Linn.) Baird.— Chimney Swift.

'Saw no specimens, though nests were found in several places.

Chordeiles popetue henryi (Cass.) Allen.— Henry’s Night

Hawk.

Common, though none were seen after the 20th.

Picus villosus Linn.— Hairy Woodpecker.

Observed among the groves near the Bad Lands, east of the

village.

Colaptes auratus (Linn.) Sw.— Yellow-shafted Flicker.

Saw no living, nor fresh specimens
;
but in the “ Great Lodge ”

of the Arikaras, I noticed a true auratus
,
poorly mounted and

suspended by a string from one of the rafters. The specimen

may have been preserved on account of its comparative rarity,

which no doubt explains the reason of its being kept to be used

in some of the ceremonies.

Colaptes auratus mexicauus (Sw.) Ridgw.— Red-shafted

Woodpecker.

Saw individuals occasionally during the whole month, though but

few were obtained and these only through the Indians who
secured them in the aspen groves on the opposite side of the river,

distant about half a mile.

Ceryle alcyon (Linn.) Boie.— Belted Kingfisher.

Not common in the vicinity of the settlement, though both-

above and below appears of more frequent occurrence.

Strix nebulosa Forst. — Barred Owl.

Said to be of frequent occurrence, though only a single speci-

men was found.

Bubo virginianus (Gm.) Bp.— Great Horned Owl.

I was informed that this species is not rare. A wing was

found in the possession of an Indian who used it as a fan, rather

as an ornament than for use.

PROCEEDINGS B. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 26 OCTOBER, 1882.
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Speotyto cunicularia hypogaea (Bonap.) Ridgw.— Burrow-

ing Owl.

Found rather common ten miles east of the village in the

prairie-dog town.

Tinnunculus sparverius (Linn.) Vieill.— Sparrow Hawk.
Frequently seen in pursuit of small birds in various parts of

the outskirts of the village, and in the fields.

Circus hudsonius (Linn.) Vieill.— Marsh Hawk.
Hot common.

Archibuteo ferrugineus (Licht.) Gray.— Rough-legged Hawk.

Found in the timbered regions of the river bottoms; though

not of frequent occurrence.

Haliaetus leucocephalus (Linn.) Savig.— Bald Eagle.

JVi-ti'-kas ta-ka
,
A. Ma'-sish-o-te

,
M.

Saw what was undoubtedly this species, though the distance

was too great to positively distinguish from Aquila chrysaetus

canadensis. The bald eagle is said to be an occasional visitor in

the neighborhood of the agency, though it is more common
fifteen to thirty miles westward. During the last week of Sep-

tember “ Eagle Hunters ” of the Hidatsa and Arikaras started

out for the purpose of catching these birds for their tail feathers

which are highly prized for head ornaments and war bonnets.

The juice paid for very ordinary feathers was seventy-five cents,

while good ones brought a dollar and frequently a dollar and

fifty cents apiece. The method adopted in catching eagles is as

follows : after selecting one of the most elevated points of

land, a hole is dug large enough to allow the watcher sufficient

room to turn around in. Branches, leaves, and grass, are then

laid across the opening so as to give everything the appearance

of the surrounding country. A live rabbit or domestic fowl is

then secured by a thong and placed over the top of the artificial

surface in which openings are left for the hidden observer. Should

an eagle alight to secure the quarry, he is immediately caught

by the legs and tied. Often the captives are taken to camp to be

plucked after which they are again set at liberty.

Cathartes aura (Linn.) Selig.— Turkey Buzzard.

Seen at different times soaring over the village. Apparently

not rare.

Zenaedura carolinensis (Linn.) Bp.— Mourning Dove.
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Several specimens observed only during the early portion of

the month. The stubble fields appeared to be mostly frequented,

though I saw occasional individuals on the more desolate portion

of the prairie.

Fedioecetes phasianellus var. columbianus (Ord.) Coues.

Common Sharp-tailed Grouse.

U'-ut
,
A. Si-pu'-untsh-ka, M.

Saw several specimens which had been secured by the Indians

four miles west of the agency in the timbered river bottoms.

Centrocercus urophasianus (Bp.) Swains.— Sage Cock.

Not common in the immediate vicinity of the village, though

reported more abundant farther west.

Ortyx virginiana (L.) Bp. — American Quail.

I was surprised one morning upon finding what I supposed to

be this species, but as the bird had not been reported as occurring

up the Missouri beyond Ft. Randall (Coues) and White River

(Hayden) I paid no more attention to the matter for that day.

The following day I again found a bird running ahead of me which

turned out to be this species. Upon reporting the fact to some

of the gentlemen at the agency, they admitted that although

they had as yet not observed any quail at this place they consid-

ered it probable that the bird might be found, as specimens had

been brought to Ft. Sully and there liberated, about three or

four years ago. Ft. Sully is 290 miles south of Ft. Berthold, by

land, and the distance would not be too great for them to pass

over in the period of time mentioned. But two individuals were

observed, and these might have been considered the same one

but for the reason that both were found near together at almost

the same moment.

Ardea herodias Linn. — Great Blue Heron.

Singly or in pairs this species occurs along the river during

the early portion of the month. None were noticed after the

10th.

Oxyechus vociferus (Linn.) Reich.— Killdeer.

Rather frequent on the sand bars immediately above the

village, and along the pools of water farther inland formed by
the freshets.

Ereunetes pusillus (Linn.) Cass.— Semipalmated Sandpiper.

Not common near the village.
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Symphemia semipalmata (Gmel.) Hartl.— Willet.

Frequent along the sand bars.

Bartramia longicauda (Bechst.) Bp.— Bartram’s Sandpiper.

Rather common during the first three weeks of the month.

Fulica americana Gmel. — Coot.

Frequently noticed along the river between Bismarck and Ft.

Berthold. None observed after the 20th.

Grus americana (Linn.) Temm.— Whooping Crane.

Frequently observed flying northward about the middle of the

month.

Gras canadensis (Linn.) Temm. — Sandhill Crane.

More frequently observed than the preceding.

Bernicla canadensis (Linn.) Boie.— Canada Goose.

Kot
;
ko'oht

,
A. Min'-ha

,
M.

Immense numbers were observed throughout the whole month.

The only interesting fact noted was that of a specimen entirely

white, with the exception of the first four or five primaries,

which were normal. As the flock was approached, on board a

boat, to within about fifty yards, the color and form of the bill and

feet could be distinctly discerned, showing the specimen was not

a domestic bird.

Anas bosas Linn.— Mallard.

IVatfkus, A. jPa-do'-ihct
,
M.

Saw flocks upon the ponds, but the species was not common at

any time during the month.

Qnerquedula discors (Linn.) Steph.— Blue-winged Teal.

Rather common.

Nettion carolinensis (Gmel.) Baird.— Green-winged Teal.

Of frequent occurrence.

Aix sponsa (Linn.) Boie.— Summer Duck.

Reported common at certain seasons of the year, though a

single male was seen in the possession of an Indian.

Larus delawarensis Ord.— Ring-billed Gull.

Noticed daily, and usually in pahs. I found a poorly mounted

specimen in the “ Great Lodge ” of the Arikaras, where it was

used in one of the ceremonies. The bird was attached to a long

hollow rod, at the top of which, and immediately against the

bird, was a whistle. At the bottom, at right angles to the rod,

was attached a thin reed through which the performer blew,
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unnoticed by the audience, so as to cause them to believe that the

spirit of the bird responded to the incantations previously made.

The imitation certainly was a striking one, and it is scarcely to

be wondered that with a dim light the superstitious observers

should believe otherwise.

Mr. F. W. Putnam exhibited a number of interesting stone im-

plements from Marshfield Mass., which were collected by Mr. Fra-

zer, last November, in a ploughed field very near the shore. About

two hundred specimens were found, and were recently obtained

by the Peabody Museum. The great interest attached to the

collection is due to the fact that while the implements, which are

nearly all made from beach pebbles, are perfect and well chipped

,

they are, in general, of rude palaeolithic forms
;
that is, as a whole*

they closely resemble implements found in the gravel drift, both

in this country and in Europe.

From their character, many of them might have been made

equally as well by an ancient people as by the Indians of two

hundred years ago, and he exhibited the collection in order

to emphasize the fact that conclusions relating to the anti-

quity of a collection of implements could not be drawn, at least

in this country, simply from the character of the implements

themselves. For here we often find the rude forms so associated

with those of a higher type that it would be incorrect to state

that one was older in time than the other. Our recent Indians

used many rude implements, he said, closely resembling palaeo-

lithic forms, and they also made and used others that were of the

highest neolithic type. It is only when the geological conditions

give us the clew that we are able to determine the age of objects

ploughed up on the surface or dug out of gravel deposits.

Mr. Putnam also placed on the table for exhibition several

rude stone implements from a shell-heap at Sag Harbor N. Y.,

recently received from Mr. Tooker. These, he said, were of par-

ticular interest for comparison with the specimens from Marsh

field, as there could hardly be a doubt that the shell-heap from

which they came was formed by the recent Indians, and that

these quartz implements were the work of the people who made

the refuse pile in which they were found. There were also in the
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lot several split pebbles which closely resemble the scrapers or

<c teshoas ” made by the Shoshone Indians.

Mr. S. Garman showed some newts mounted, in alcohol, on

plaster of Paris tablets, a plan he had recently adopted in the

Museum of -Comparative Zoology, and which kept tire specimens

in natural position and condition. The plaster of Paris does not

discolor in alcohol, and indeed seems to have a beneficial effect in

keeping the alcohol clear. The stoppers of the bottles are

waxed to prevent leakage. Mr. Garman also explained his meth-

ods of labelling and cataloguing the specimens.

Mr. Garman then showed specimens of the rock wren (Salpinc-

tes obsoletus), and described its mode of nestling in the cliffs of

clay, chalk, etc., in the Bad-lands of Nebraska. The nest of

hair, feathers, etc., is placed at the end of a horizontal hole, dug

in the cliff, about eighteen or twenty-four inches deep. The

mouth of the hole is barricaded with small stones so that the

small owner can just pass in or out. This is apparently done for

defence against enemies, although what these are Mr. Garman

did not know, but suggested were possibly small hawks and

owls.

Mr. Putnam suggested that the object of the barricade might

be warmth as well as defence.

The following note from Dr. M. E. Wadsworth was read:

I desire to announce to this Society that the grayish crystalline

feldspathic rock, occurring about Salem harbor, is almost identical

in macroscopic and microscopic characters with the celebrated

zircon-syenite of Fredericksvsern, Norway. It is well developed

about Naugus Head and Fluent’s Point on Marblehead. The dis-

covery of the nature of this rock is interesting, owing to the

finding of elaeolite and sodalite at Salem many years ago.

It is intended to give a full description of the rock and its

mode of occurrence later. It is sufficient to state for the present

that the rock consists principally of orthoclase, with hornblende

and some microcline and plagioclase, together with macroscopic

and microscopic zircon. The feldspar contains inclusions the

same as the feldspar in the zircon-syenite from Norway.
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General Meeting. February 15, 1882.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Forty-four

persons present.

Mr. Lucien Carr read an essay on the historic evidence show-

ing that the Indians were mound-builders and hence may have

built many or all of our prehistoric mounds.

Section of Entomology, February 22, 1882.

Mr. Samuel H. Scudder in the chair. Six persons present.

Mr. Scudder showed specimens of Euptoieta Claudia from

Kittery, Me., and Terias Lisa from Mt. Desert, Me., the northern-

most localities yet recorded for either species, observing that

southern animals were more apt to extend northward along the

coast, or along river-bottoms, than in the interior.

Mr„ Scudder also read the following pajier

:

NOTES ON SOME OF THE TERTIARY NEUROPTERA OF
FLORISSANT, COLO., AND GREEN RIVER, WYOMING
TERR.

BY SAMUEL H. SCUDDER.

The collections of fossil insects obtained from Florissant em-

brace seven genera and twelve species of planipennian Neurop-

tera. All of the species and four of the genera are new, and

belong to five families. The Raphidiidae are the most numerous,

embracing Raphidia with a single species and Inocellia with four.

The species referred to Raphidia hardly belongs to it in a strict

sense, since the costal vein is excessively short, there are no cos-

tal veinlets, and the sectors do not originate obliquely from the

radius, but more indirectly by transverse veins. All the species

of Inocellia, which fall into two sections, differ from living types

and also from the species found in the eocene amber of the
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Baltic, in having no transverse series of regular discoidal areoles

below the pterostigma. A single species of Osmylus represents

the Hemerobidae, and differs from living forms, as does also the

amber species, in the simple character of the costal nervules, the

much smaller number of sectors, and the limited supply of cross

veins in the basal half of the wing, giving this region a very dif-

ferent appearance from its rather close reticulation in modern

types. It may here be noticed that as a very general rule the

neuration of the wing is much closer in modern Planipennia than

in their tertiary representatives.

There are four species of Chrysopidae, referable to two gen-

era, each of them extinct
;
Chysopidae have not before been rec-

ognized in tertiary strata, the single species poorly figured by

Andra, and never carefully studied, being much more probably

one of the Hemerobidae. These two genera, called Palaeochrysa

and Tribochrysa, are allied to the living ISTothochrysa, but differ

from modern types in the zigzag course of the upper cubital

vein, and in its direction, which is through the middle of the

wing, as wT
ell as by the smaller number of sectors and the entire

absence of any transverse series of gradate veinlets
;
Palaeochrysa

is represented by a single species, Tribochrysa by three, and

the genera differ from each other in the course of the upper cub-

ital vein, which in Palaeochrysa is direct and bordered by com-

paratively uniform cells, while in Tribochrysa it is doubly bent in

the middle and is therefore bordered by very unequal cells. The
single species of Panorpidae, referable to a new genus, Holcorpa,

has already been described 1 under the name of H. maculosa.

It differs from Panorpa in the entire absence of cross veins, and

is remarkable for the spots on the wings. No planipennian Neurop-

tera have been found in the Green River shales, but the tertiary

beds of British Columbia have furnished a single species of Hem-
erobidae, belonging to an extinct genus allied to Micromus and

which I have called Bothromicromus
;
it has been described 2 under

the name of B. Lachlani.

The number of species of tertiary Planipennia is nearly

doubled by the discoveries already made in the American tertia-

1 Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., iv, 540. 2 Report Geol. Surv. Can., 1876-77, p. 462.
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ries, but the families and especially the genera are very differently

represented on the two continents.— Thus the Raphidiidae have

in Europe only one species of Inocellia
;
while on the other hand

the Hemerobidae show one or more species each, of Nymphes,

Sisyra, and Hemerobius. The Chry sopidae, as stated, are unrepre-

sented, although two species are known from the Jura. The Pan-

orpidae have one sjiecies of Panorpa and three of Bittacus
;
while

there are also two species of Ascalaphus and one each of Chau-

liodes and Coniopteryx, belonging to families not found at Flor-

issant.

The Odonata furnish the first opportunity that my studies have

afforded of a comparison between the insect faunas of Florissant

and the Green River shales. The latter are placed directly below

the former by Lesquereux and Cope, the only authors who have

expressed a direct opinion. The Florissant beds have furnished

six species in the perfect state besides two larvae
;
the Green

River shales four species in the perfect state besides fragments of

another, concerning which nothing more can be said than that it

probably belongs to the Libeliulina. Two of the Florissant forms

belong to Aeschna, besides one of the larvae. All the remainder,

four Green River species, and four from Florissant, besides a larva,

belong to the Agrionina. The Green River shales are represented

by one species of Podagrion and three species of Dysagrion, an

extinct genus of the legion Podagrion allied to the genera Podag-

rion and Pliilogenia
;
the Florissant beds by two species of Agrion

and two of Lithagrion, an extinct genus with the same alliances

as Dysagrion
;
the species of Agrion are not sufficiently perfect

to decide into what subgenus they will fall, but they are certainly

closely related and appear to be most nearly allied to Amphi-

agrion or else to Pyrrhosoma or Erytliromma. All the Green River

species belong then to the legion Podagrion while the Florissant

species are divided between the legions Podagrion and Agrion.

The resemblance of the faunas of the two localities is very ap-

parent, though the species and even the genera are wholly dis-

tinct. The facies of both faunas is decidedly subtropical.
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General Meeting. March 1, 1882.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty
persons present.

Dr. W. S. Bigelow gave a historic sketch of the theory of

spontaneous generation.

General Meeting. March 15, 1882.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-

persons present.

The following paper was read :

ON THE STRUCTURES WHICH FAVOR CROSS-FERTILIZA-
TION IN SEVERAL PLANTS.

BY WILLIAM TRELEASE.

The following paper contains recent or unpublished observa-

tions on a considerable number of species, chiefly exotic. For

the most part they were studied at the Botanic Garden in Cam-

bridge, and I am under great obligation to Dr. Gray and Mr.

Watson both for the material used and for assistance in determin-

ing several species.

Lemnaceae.

Lemna minor (United States).— In its ordinary vegetative

condition the plant consists of a flattened ovoid frond 2-4 mm. in

diameter, bearing a single root. Internal differentiation goes

scarcely further. An epidermis, bearing stomata on the upper

side, scattered pigment and raphis cells, the parenchyma so

arranged as to include numerous large air-cavities, and a poorly-

developed fibro-vascular structure are the only indications of tis-
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sues or tissue systems. Non-sexual multiplication is effected by a

process of budding which gives rise to plants similar to the parent

;

and as these plantlets bud in their turn, and offspring and parents

frequently remain attached for several generations, irregular colo-

nies of loosely connected individuals are commonly found, PL 6,

figs. 1-3. Sustained by the air in the large intercellular cavities, the

single plants or colonies fioat upon the surface of the pools in which

they occur
;
and so rapid and effective is the process of budding that

bodies* of water which in spring contained very little Lemna may
be covered by a dense film of these minute plants by the middle

of summer.

Contrasted with the abundance of the budding individuals, is

the relative scarcity of flowering specimens. In many localities

they are never found, although myriads of sterile plants may be

seem On the other hand, where flowers have once been found

they may be confidently looked for at the proper time in succeed-

ing years
;
and as a general thing where found at all they occur

in great abundance. The local influences which oppose or favor

sexual reproduction are, so far as I am a\yare, unknown.

Each fertile frond produces a single flower from a fissure in its

side quite similar to that from which new plants are commonly

formed by budding, figs. 1-3. A pistil, two stamens, and a sub-

tending bract or spathe constitute the entire flower, fig. 4.

When it expands, if such a term be allowable when speaking of so

simple a flower, the pistil elongates sufficiently to expose about

half its length beyond the lips of the marginal fissure of the frond,

in which it had been concealed, fig. 1. The stigma, a depression

in the tip of the style, becomes moist by the exudation of a fluid,

and is now receptive, as shown by the prompt development of tubes

from pollen grains placed upon it. In this practically unisexual

condition the flower remains some days
;
then a stamen— that fur-

thest from the base of the frond— becomes exserted, and, having

reached a length somewhat greater than that of the pistil, becomes

dehiscent, its pollen remaining heaped in the open cells of the

anther, fig. 2. Several days later the second stamen appears at the

edge of the frond, elongates until it is about equal to the pistil, and

in its turn dehisces, fig. 3.

The variability that has frequently been noticed in the duration
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of the seveal stages of dichogamous flowers, according to the

conditions under which they are observed, makes it unsafe to

speak too positively in this case from a limited number of obser-

vations, but the development of a considerable number of flowers

was watched carefully in 1880 and 1881, and the fact of protogyny

is certain. These were kept exposed to the light in the north

window of a comfortably warm room. Their development here,

under apparently identical conditions, was not uniform
;
but as a

rule the stigma became receptive about three days before the

dehiscence of the first anther, while the second stamen did not

become mature until a half-week later. In direct sunlight and

warm weather the development would probably be more rapid.

As has been demonstrated by repeated trial, a stigma which is

pollinated as soon as it becomes receptive, has passed its j)rime

before the first stamen reaches maturity
;
consequently a stage

may intervene in which the plant is out of flower so far as func-

tional activity is concerned, although technically it is blooming.

There is also the possibility that all pollen may be removed from

the first stamen before the dehiscence of the second, in which case

another interval of the same sort occurs. These breaks in the

continuity of blooming are, perhaps, arguments in favor of the

Linnaean view, which makes of the apparatus a spadiceous inflor-

escence consisting of two staminate and one pistillate flower, each

of a single organ. This view, formerly held by Hegelmaier (l),1

has been later renounced by him for the belief that it constitutes a

single diandrous monogynous flower (2). Here, as in other flow-

ers, there is the possibility that imperfect development of single

parts may produce fallacious appearances. Rarely the pistil reaches

a certain size and stops growing, in which case, after the maturation

of the stamens, one might pronounce the flower protandrous
;
sim-

ilarly, the first stamen may be arrested, and a like fate frequently

befalls the second stamen. In all of these cases of apparent

irregular development that I have seen, I have failed to find that

the retarded organ ever reached maturity. So far as the pistil

1 Where references are made, as here, the first figure refers to the contribution simi-

larly numbered under the author’s name, in the list at the end of this paper. Where

a second figure is used it refers to the page.
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and first stamen are concerned, this abortion may be considered

as quite abnormal, due to some local injury or other cause, but

with the second stamen the case is different. Although it some-

times equals the first, it is more commonly shorter, even where it

reaches perfection
;
and its very frequent imperfection, taken

in connection with this fact, is suggestive when Lemna is com-

pared with the monandrous Wolffia.

Saving the yellow pollen, there is no colored part in the flower.

The pollen grains are spherical, studded with very minute points,

by the mutual action of which the grains remain heaped up in the

open anther after dehiscence.

The origin of the color and roughness of the grains admit of

several conjectures. They may be useful acquisitions connected

with the pollination of the flowers, or they may have been inherited

from ancestors to which they were of value. If the latter sup-

position be true so simple a plant as Lemna must have received

these specialized features from more highly organized ancestors,

which, according to Agardh, would be some of the Araceae. If,

however, they are valuable acquisitions whose preservation and

augmentation are due to natural selection, they may have been de-

rived from ancestors much inferior to the Aroids. The color of the

pollen does not appear to be of any use to the plant
;
on the other

hand, the roughness of the grains is of immediate use, in ena-

bling the mass to resist slight jolts to which the plants are liable

from their floating habit, and it may possibly aid in attaching the

pollen to the stigma when it is brought in passing contact with

this organ. Had both been derived from more highly organized

ancestors, the roughness would be preserved because of its con-

tinued value
;
and the color might perhaps be preserved from

obscure causes such as are associated with the hitherto unex-

plained colors of several floral and other organs.

By its structure and habit Lemna is admirably fitted for cross-

fertilization by the aid of currents of water— a hydrophilous

plant. Surface currents due to the wind or other causes crowd
the plantlets together m masses m which the relations of the sev-

eral individuals are incessantly changing. In this way the recep-

tive stigmas of young flowers must be repeatedly pushed against

the anthers of those that are older, by whose pollen they are fer-
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tilized; While crossing is well provided for, self-fertilization is

not entirely excluded. As the stigma, if unfertilized, remains

fresh until after the first stamen matures, pollen may and occa-

sionally does fall from the higher anther upon it, effecting fertili-

zation. Here, as is usual, the first chance is for crossing.

So far as I know, the few writers on Lemna who touch upon
pollination hold to the idea of close-fertilization as the rule. Heg-

elmaier (1, 108-9) remarks on the protogyny of L. minor; but

found L. gibba to be partly protandrous, the first stamen emerg-

ing before the maturation of the pistil. So far as appearances go,

he remarks, the stigma, if unfertilized, remains receptive until

the last stamen has matured, adding :
“ Lemna is so organized that

the pistil can be fertilized by the pollen of its own stamens, and

this can scarcely fail to occur in favorable weather. The stigma

is usually covered with pollen which from the relative positions of

the parts must have come from one or the other anther, while a

transfer from other plants, so far as can be seen, is very improba-

ble and does not appear favored by any of the usual auxiliaries.”

Mr. Roper (1, 29), speaking more particularly of L. gibba, says

that the lack of synchronism between the stamens is “provided

simply for the preservation of the species
;
the plant floating on

the surface of the water, and, being thus exposed to every vicissi-

tude of weather, is so planned that should wind or rain disperse

the pollen from one stamen, the ovule may be fertilized by the

other when it becomes mature.”

As to other species, Hegelmaier’s figures show that the stamens

mature in the order described for L. minor in L. trisulca (1, pi. 5,

f. 18), L. valdiviana 1 (pi. 7, f. 2), and L. paucicostata (pi. 8, f. 2) ;

and the same development is mentioned by him for Spirodela poly-

rrhiza (2, 627). Dr. Engelmann (1, 42), writing of the latter,

says :
“ I find the singular circumstance of the first (anterior) sta-

men only being developed and protruding (but never so far as in

the other species), and the second or posterior one and the pistil

being enclosed. Is this owing to the hour of the day when col-

lected ? It would be worth while to find out, whether in Lemna

the first stamen may be developed in the morning, and the second

1 L. Torreyi Austin, of the Manual.
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at noon or in the afternoon.” Learning, later, that the specimens

on which the preceding note was written had been allowed to

bloom indoors, Dr. Englemann suggests that lack of vitality may
be the reason for the undeveloped condition of the second stamen,

and adds :
“ In Lemnae collected out of doors, ‘ wild,’ I find some-

times one, sometimes the other fully developed
;
and, if the sec-

ond or posterior one is just opening, the other is always effete

and elongated, a condition which I have never seen in this Spiro-

dela. After shedding pollen the second also elongates, as in water

Callitriches ” (2, 10-11). It may be, therefore, that in Spirodela

the order of maturation is different from what we find in Lemna.

In speaking of S. polyrrhiza Mr. Gilman (1, 897) says : “ At 4h.

15m. p. m. both stamens were expanded
;
but closed at night, when

I placed them in a vessel of water. At 7 o’clock next morning

they had commenced to expand, three sets of flowers being in

that condition. At 7h. 45m. a. m. eighteen had expanded, while

by 8h. 30m. over thirty sets of flowers had opened, remaining so

all day. They invariably closed towards night. In each instance

one of the two stamens was always in advance of the other in

ripening its pollen.” The reported absence of the flowers in the

morning, their gradual appearance during the day, and their dis-

appearance at night, taken in connection with Dr. Engelmann’s

statement, show that Spirodela is worthy of careful study by those

who are fortunate enough to obtain living material. The nature of

the phenomena noted by Mr. Gilman must, apparently, be different

from the opening and closing of flowers having a perianth, for in

so simple a flower as that of Spirodela such a process is not conceiv-

able.

In all probability those who have the different species in flower

will find that the process of maturation in all is quite similar to

what has been described for L. minor, and affords nearly or

quite equal facilities for crossing. In Wolffia, where the flower

is reduced to a single stamen and pistil seated in a cavity in the

frond, I should expect protogyny
;
and crossing might readily be

effected as these minute plants roll and brush by one another

under the influence of surface currents.
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Proteaceae.

Hakea nodosa (Australia). The small white flowers are arranged

in axillary clusters of two or three each. In the bud about to

expand (fig. 5) the style, which is a little longer than the sepals,

but is held at its tip by them, protudes from the upper side of the

perianth, its enclosed end being enlarged into an oblique head,

about which the four sepals, closely united at their end, form a

closed pocket. Each sepal bears on the inside of its spoon-shaped

tip an anther, which is already dehiscent, the pollen forming

little contiguous mounds on the convex end of the style. Cf.

fig. 10.

Soon the segments of the perianth expand, the elasticity

of the bent style playing an important part in their separation.

The style, freed from the restraint to which it has been sub-

jected, becomes slightly straighter, while the sepals curve outward

irregularly, fig. 6. Very little pollen now remains in the anthers.

The greater part forms a mound on the end of the style, to

which it adheres from a slight viscidity of the latter, the mass

holding together through the irregularity of the individual grains.

Cf. figs. 11, 12 and 16. At first sight the flowers appear to possess

every facility for self-fertilization
;
yet, as in Goodeniaceae, Lobel-

iaceae, Compositae, Campanulaceae, etc., where self-fertilization

appears similarly provided for, crossing is the rule. A further

examination shows that the pollen-loaded end of the style, which

on a superficial examination would naturally be taken for the

stigma, is in reality a complex structure. The greater part (cf.

d, fig. 15) is not stigmatic but is a surface covered with epidermis

and serving merely as a temporary place of deposit for the pollen.

It has received the convenient name of stigmatic disk. The true

stigma (st) is at this time immature, forming a minute nipple in

the center of disk. Cf. fig. 13. Some days later the stigma comes

to maturity, appearing now as a papillose cup. Cf. figs. 14-15.

The flowers therefore present the opposite kind of dichogamy to

that found in Lemna, being strongly protandrous.

Nectar is secreted by a large gland at the base of the ovary.

Fig. 7, n. This will probably be found to attract insects, which

judging from the size, form, and clustering of the flowers, will

most likely be small bees of about the size of our Osmias. In
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visiting the flowers for nectar, such bees, supporting themselves by

the spreading lobes of the perianth, would necessarily bring a given

part of their backs in contact with the end of the style. If the

flower be newly expanded, a good part of the pollen will be thus

brushed from the stigmatic disk, to remain entangled among the

hairs which clothe the insect. An older flower, visited in the same

way, will have its stigma brushed by the same part of the insects

and so pollinated. In case insect visits do not occur, pollen may

remain in a fresh condition upon the disk and covering the stigma

when this organ matures, in which case self-fertilization may
occur. This does happen in the greenhouse, but in a compara-

tively small number of flowers.

Grevillea Thelemanniana (Australia.) — The flowers of this

species, cultivated under the synonym of G. Preissii, are loosely

arranged in pendant racemose cymes 6-8 mm. long. Their color

is on the outside a very pretty shade of red for the most part,

the tips of the sepals being of a contrasting greenish-yellow.

The chocolate tint of the inside, when exposed by the reflexion

of the sepals in the expanded flower, serves as an excellent nectar

mark. Before anthesis the style has become much longer than

the perianth, and, its tip being held by the latter, as in Hakea, it

protudes in a strong arch from the upper side of the flower, figs

8 and 10. Here the elastic tension which is to aid in separating

the sepals is much greater than in the species last considered, but

the process is essentially the same, the tapering part of the style

beneath the stigmatic disk ultimately forcing the two upper

sepals apart, when, the dome being broken, the others readily sepa-

rate for a short distance, and all become recurved, fig. 9. In

this connection it is interesting to recall the presence of an erec-

tile spur just beneath the end of the style in some species, which

probably greatly facilitates the separation of the sepals at the

proper time, as pointed out by Mr. Bentham (1, 61
;

pi. 1, fig. 5).

As in Hakea, there is pronounced protandry, the pollen being

dej)osited on the stigmatic disk before the flower opens, figs. 11,

12. Here too, provision is made for the attraction of pollinating

agents by the secretion of nectar through a gland at the base of

the ovarian stalk, fig. 10, n, the secretion collecting in the

gibbous sac formed by the united bases of the sepals. The
entrance to this reservoir is a narrow opening between its con
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tracted month and the ovary, which is raised on a stalk of

considerable length, possibly that it may lie in the proper position

to aid in limiting the size of the opening.

Although the narrowness of the entrance, and the length of

the calyx are not necessarily such as to exclude bees and similar

insects, the short recurved lobes offer them a very poor alight-

ing place which is rendered partly inaccessible by the rigid style

prolonged above it. Moreover, it will be noticed that such insects

in visiting the flowers need not encounter the greatly exserted

polliniferous or stigmatic surfaces
;
and unless they do this con-

stantly their visits can be of little value to the plant. The flowers

appear rather adapted by their color and form to diurnal

Lepidoptera, which can readily effect their crossing while feeding

upon the nectar.

Self-fertilization was not found to occur in this species. The
flowers of a small jflant were all carefully watched, and all fell

away without forming fruit, with the exception of a few that were

artificially fertilized with pollen from other flowers on the same

plant. In some of these cases fruiting did not result, and it is

possible that seeds may not have formed in the fruits that were

produced, though the latter were developing rapidly when
observed for the last time. In several flowers that were not

crossed the end of the style was brushed after the stigma was

mature, so that pollen was brought upon this organ, yet none of

these produced fruit, but fell away quite as early as those that

had not been touched. The flowers apjaear from this to be inca-

pable of the closest fertilization, from physiological reasons,

though flowers of the same plant are capable of reciprocal fertili-

zation. Whether self-fertility would be greater in more vig-

orous plants growing wild I am unable to say.

In other species the pollen does not effect fertilization if

allowed to remain upon its own stigma until mature. This not

only occurs in greenhouses, where fruiting of these plants is not

vigorous under any circumstances, but it is found to be so univer-

sal with Banksias, whose styles have been unable to escape from

the perianth and are thus prevented from receiving foreign pollen

although smothered in their own, that Mr. Bentham believes

perfect fruit always to correspond to liberated styles. Beside

the explanation of self-impotence, one other has been proposed:
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Hildebrand (1, 70-71) seems inclined to ascribe self-sterility

to a set of guard-hairs at the margin of the stigma, which mechani-

cally prevent pollen from touching the receptive surface. The

first seems to me the more probable.

Not a little has been written at different times on the struc-

ture of Proteaceae as connected with their fertilization.

Henschel (1, 78) mentions a number of species, of Mimetes,

Adenanthus and Grevillea as exampfies of flowers in which a deep-

lying fundus can be distinguished, beyond which the essential

organs protrude, self-fertilization being hindered by the fact that

the pistil is much longer than the stamens. Apparently neither

the presence of pollen upon the stigmatic disk in newly opened

flowers nor their dichogamy was noticed. Treviranus (1, 6) saw

in the heaping of the pollen upon the stigmatic disk a sure means

of self-fertilization, without recognizing the provision for cross-

ing. Delpino (1, 181), with his usual accuracy, recognizes the true

nature of the parts in the stigmatic apparatus, and divides the

life of the flower into three stages, viz : that of dehiscence and

the collection of pollen, that of the exposure of the pollen, and

that of the maturation of the stigma. A lack of sufficient mate-

rial prevented him from studying the last stage thoroughly, so

he contents himself with expressing the probability that the nip-

ple in the center of the stigmatic disk finally opens and either

becomes papillose or deliquescent. An abstract of his conclusions

is given by Hildebrand (2, 670). The storing of pollen and the

protandry are again mentioned by the same writer in a general

consideration of the phenomena of pollination (2, 181; 162).

Previously to this Hildebrand (1, 70-71) had described the true

stigma as a papillose cavity in the center of the disk, its mouth

being more or less completely closed by an especial set of hairs,

the supposed use of which I have already noticed. More recently

Mr. Bentham (1) has published the results of an exhaustive study

of the floral structure in this order, from which it appears that

several forms may be distinguished, corresponding undoubtedly

to the mode of pollination. Unfortunately I have not been able

to examine living specimens of these flowers, so I can do no more

than refer to the paper.

Several opinions have been published concerning the animals

that aid in crossing the various Proteaceae, and the way in which
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they effect this. It has been shown that the brilliant cones of

Protea and Banksia are frequented by birds belonging to the genera

Hectarinia and Meliphaga, to which they are closely adapted

(Delpino: 1, 183; 2, 329, 332). After commenting on these,

Delpino (1, 183) adds “but I cannot conjecture what are the fer-

tilizers of Hakea, Grevillea, etc. Probably they are balancing

birds or Lepidoptera, as one might suppose from the structure of

the flowers and especially the great distance of the stigmatic disk

from the nectar gland
;
but in this case I cannot understand why

the gland itself should be naked and exposed, rather than in the

bottom of a nectariferous cavity or tube.” He also mentions the

absence of an adequate alighting place as a reason for consider-

ing certain Hakeas, etc., dependent upon balancing pollinators

(2, 209). His remark about the exposed gland perhaps refers to

the early falling of the calyx in some species
;
but in the two

examined by myself this does not occur as a rule until after the

flower has reached the third stage of its development.

Mr. Bentham, whose studies were for the most part confined to

herbarium specimens, does not appear to have comprehended the

process of crossing. He says “when the flower is quite ready to

expand, the force which overcomes the cohesion of the valvate

perianth-segments and anthers generally bursts them asunder

with more or less elasticity so as to promote the scattering of the

previously loosened pollen, after which the liberated style matures

its stigma and becomes ready to receive any pollen that may
reach it from neighboring flowers” (1, 59). In many of the

curved-flowered Grevilleas and Hakeas it is not uncommon to

find the sepals still cohering after the escape of the style; just as

in Banksia the cohesion is often sufficient to prevent even the

withdrawal of this organ. Of the first case, Mr. Bentham says

“ when the style starts up it bears the anthers with their loose

pollen in a sort of cup
;
and here the agency of insects may be

required to transfer the pollen to adjoining flowers.” The liberated

style of Banksia is said to spring upward on its release, “ shaking

off the pollen it had collected whilst still enclosed with the anthers ”

(1,61). I regret having been unable to examine living flowers of

this genus, but from what is known of Grevillea and Hakea I can-

not believe that this dispersion of the pollen generally occurs.

The passages quoted indicate that Mr. Bentham did not notice
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the storing of the pollen upon the stigmatic disk after anthesis.

As lie several times mentions the failure of hud fertilization

because of dichogamy, he appears to have believed that crossing is

usually effected by the elastic expansion of the flowers and the

supposed scattering of pollen that accompanies it, insects aiding

only in abnormal cases.

Probably the most curious conjecture ever made with respect

to the pollination of flowers is that emitted by Iverner concerning

members of this order. After calling attention to the exposure

of the pollen of Proteaceae with no protection against inclement

weather, and explaining it by the fact that these plants bloom at

a season where rains are unknown in Australia, he gives an

account of the structure and supposed process of pollination in

Dryandra, which is so curious that I give a loose translation of it.

He says (1, 45-6, note) “ I cannot avoid expressing here the con-

viction that in this remarkable genus the transfer of pollen is

effected by the Kangaroos that live in the scrub. The flowers are

arranged like the ray florets of Compositae, e. g. Carlina acaulis,

forming the rim to an erect cup-shaped cavity of 3-4 cm. diameter.

The bottom of this cup is chaffy, and regularly contains drops of

nectar which is derived from the surrounding flowers, and resem-

bles rich souring cream in its odor. About this cup the rigid

styles stand, somewhat incurved, laden with pollen at the tip.

This arrangement does not appear adapted to insects. A Kanga-

roo, however, approximating the average Dryandra bushes in

height, while inserting his muzzle into the cups and licking at the

nectar, would surely remove the pollen from the styles and carry

some of it to other flower clusters; and there is no doubt that in

the rainless season, when Dryandra blooms, every drop of fluid is

greedily sought out by these animals.” This conclusion is men-

tioned by Delpino (2, 288), but not accepted, the flowers of Bank-

sia and Dryandra being, according to him, fertilized by the

nectar-eating birds of Australia. In fact there seems little reason

for not considering their inflorescence well adapted to the brush-

tongued paroquets, or Trichoglossidae, which, thrusting their

heads into an open flower or inflorescence of this sort, are said to

lap out its nectar with their tongues, in doing which they must

necessarily transfer pollen from plant to plant. Kerner’s unfor-
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tunate guess has been seized upon by the opponents of the pre-

vailing theory of the mutual relations between flowers and their

pollinators, as may be supposed
;
and it doubtless produced an

adequate effect when presented to the French Association in the

fine satire of M. Bonnier (1, 425). The “many memoirs on the

mutual adaption of the Australian Proteaceae and the tongue

of the kangaroo ” to which M. Bonnier refers have, however,

unfortunately escaped me.

Briefly stated, most if not all of the Proteaceae, although

apparently adapted to self-fertilization, are so formed as to favor

crossing, sometimes to the exclusion of the former. Those species

which have been studied do not differ from other plants in their

pollinators, which include bees, butterflies, and three distinct

groups of birds, the Nectarinidae, Meliphagidae and Trichoglossi-

dae.

Rutaceae.

Diosma ericoides, (S. Africa).— The small white corolla has a

slightly bell-shaped tube, with a spreading limb, figs. 17-19.

The five fertile stamens alternate with the petals, to which they

are not joined. Five rudimentary filaments are attached to the

petals below; above, lying in a median groove bounded by strong

ridges, fig. 20. The pistil, with its deeply-lobed ovary, round

style, and capitate stigma, occupies the center of the flower, and is

surrounded by a large cup-shaped gland, deeply segmented. In

the newly opened flower neither stamens nor pistil are mature.

The style is very short and the stigma dry and unreceptive. The

polliniferous stamens are shorter than the petals, and their large

yellow anthers, each snugly fitting the space between the median

crests of the alternating petals, nearly close the tube above the

stigma, fig. 18. I could not convince myself that at this time

the flower contains any nectar. Presently one of the filaments

elongates and bends forward so as to bring its dehiscing anther

into the axis of the flower. Here it remains for some time, the

melon-shaped grains of pollen remaining in the anther cells

unless removed by a touch or a forcible jar. From this stage on,

nectar may be found in small quantities secreted by the cup-shaped

gland previously mentioned. After a time the mature stamen

becomes erect and presses closely against the petals, being now
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long enough to bring its anther just out of the mouth of the

flower. The stamen next to it then lengthens, bows over the

stigma, and in its turn sheds its pollen, later becoming erect. The

stamens succeed each other in this regular order until all are

mature, when the style elongates bringing the receptive stigma

first in the position previously occupied by the dehiscing anthers,

and finally to or just beyond the mouth of the corolla, fig. 19.

This process goes on very slowly in the greenhouse, several

days elapsing between the dehiscence of the first anther and the

maturation of the stigma. If unfertilized, the stigma retains its

freshness for an undetermined length of time, certainly a consid-

erable number of days. In this form of protandry the slow

development of the stamens in succession greatly prolongs the

stage in which the flower is functionally staminate
;
while the

pistillate stage may enjoy an equal longevity if necessary.

Small and middle-sized bees are the probable agents in fertil-

izing Diosma. Such insects, in quest of nectar, are doubtless

aided in their search by the yellow anthers in the throat of

younger flowers, though too much stress should not be laid on

the anthers as nectar marks, for obvious reasons.

In a very young flower, whose stamens are all short and imma-

ture, the only entrance is a small opening immediately over the

stigma, and this does not give free access to the nectar reservoir. It

will be remembered that at this time no nectar could be found

;

hence the closure of the flower may prevent insects from wasting

time in a search that can benefit neither them nor the plant.

With the opening of the first stamen a new state of things begins.

By its change in position the anther has now come to practically

close the opening in the middle of the flower, but at the same time

its removal from the side has opened two passages to the nectar

,

one at either side of its filament. After this the elongation of

each stamen will open two more passages, till the maturation of

the last has increased their number to ten, fig. 19. A bee in

quest of nectar will naturally stand across the flower, facing the

side it is working upon, while it probes the passages on either side

of the filaments. In doing this its throat is necessarily brought

in contact with the anther or stigma in the mouth of the flower.

An examination of the floral structure does not show that

self-fertilization is necessarily excluded. If the plant blooms un-
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disturbed, pollen may not reach the stigma, though the anthers

dehisce immediately over it. A violent shake, however, while a

stamen is over the stigma will almost certainly cause pollen to

fall upon the latter. At this time, to be sure, it is unreceptive, but

it is possible for the pollen to remain upon it in fit condition to

fertilize the ovules until its maturity. There is also the possibility

that if the flower has not been visited, a jar may at any time

throw pollen, remaining on the erect stamens, upon the stigma,

even after the latter is receptive, and as before the pollen may
still be effective. A few experiments to test these possibilities

gave no positive results, although in some instances pollen was

undoubtedly placed on the stigma. At all events the structure

and development appear to be very efficient means of securing

crossing if the flowers are visited by insects
;
wdiile it may be

shown that the pollen is not self-impotent, and that self-fertilization

occurs when crossing has not been effected in season.

Ericaceae.

Erica Wilmorei ? (S. Africa).— In this pretty heath the flow-

ers are crowded along wand-like branches. Each is about 2 cm.

long, tubular, with the four lobes of the corolla slightly spreading,

figs. 21-22. Their color is pink at the base, gradually growing

paler until at the mouth it is white. Nectar is secreted in large

quantities by a lobed hypogynous gland, fig. 26, and is protected

from creeping insects by the pubescence of the corolla. The

eight stamens are inserted below the nectar gland and reach

nearly to the mouth. Each anther is two-celled, the cells opening

by large pores extending from the tip down the side. Contiguous

anthers are united by the margins of their pores fig. 25, so

that when the flower expands they form a closed tube about the

style, not in the axis of the flower, but above it, figs. 22-24.

At this time the anthers are dehiscent, so that if they were not

coherent by the margin of their pores the pollen would be exposed

as in Azalea, etc. Their union is not mere contiguity, but they

adhere in opposition to a considerable elastic tension of the fila-

ments, as is seen by their immediate separation when the union

is broken in fresh flowers. The stigma, situated just beyond the

end of the anthers, is immature at this time. Later the style

commonly elongates a little, and the stigma grows moist and

receptive.
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The broadly tubular form of the flowers, and their copious nec-

tar, are indications of adaptaion to birds. A native of the east-

ern continent, the plant is removed from the possibility of fertil-

ization by humming-birds. The latter are replaced by the sun

birds or ISTectarinidae, many species of which are quite as active

about flowers as the Trochilidae of our own continent
;
and it is

known that these tubular heaths are very attractive to them, a

fact considered by Delpino in referring some of them to his micro-

stomous type of flowers, adapted to pollination by birds (2,

251 ).

To discover the probable mode of pollination, I took a slender

probe and inserted it in the open space below the stamens of a

flower, bringing it in contact with the lower filament and so break-

ing the connection of the anthers, when some of the pollen fell

upon it. In other experiments the probe was pressed against the

anther with a like result. On one occasion, hapjiening to use a

leadpencil instead of the probe, I discovered what appears to be

the usual action when a bird visits the flowers. When the broad

surface of the pencil was pressed against the anthers, instead of the

almost impassive breaking of their connection, and the resultant

sprinkle of pollen, there was a sort of explosion, the separation

beginning between the lower pair of anthers and extending

upward, throwing a large quantity of pollen upon the pencil.

Other experiments led to the conclusion that in visiting these

flowers a bird will most commonly insert its bill in the position

occupied by the probe, without pressing upon the stamens with

sufficient force to cause their separation. Its bill being pushed

in for its full length, its foreh.ead comes in contact with the lower

anthers, the broad surface acting very much as the pencil did,

exploding the anther tube, and causing a deposit of pollen among

the small feathers of the front, whence it would be brushed by

the viscid stigma of older flowers. There is here a case some-

what similar to that of Posoqueria described by Fritz Muller and

Charles Wright. The connate anthers forcibly bend and detain

the elastic filaments until the contact of a visiting animal aids the

latter to escape, when, the arch being broken, they rapidly sep-

arate. In this case, however, the explosion is less violent
;
and

yet the specialization may be more perfect, for the shower of
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pollen is here sent in but one direction, namely, that which will

place it on the part of the visitor most likely to come in contact

with the stigma of another flower.

Among the endless species, varieties and hybrids of Cape
heaths there are many which do not differ essentially in their

structure and mode of pollination from that which I have

described, as may be seen by an examination of the plates of illus-

trated works like Andrews ’ “ Heathery ” and Loddige’s “ Botan-

ical Cabinet.” The union of the anthers may be seen in very

many of them, and several show by the altered position of the

stamens after their separation that this probably occurs elastically

as in E. Wilmorei, e. g. E. longiflora (Bot. Cab., X, 983), and
E. mutabilis (Bot. Cab., I, 46).

While examining figures and descriptions of heaths, during the

writing of this paper, I came across the curious sketch reproduced

xn fig. 25 bis. It occurs in the “ Botanical Register,” II, 115, and

represents the stamens of E. ardens, a short-flowered species

from the Cape. It will be seen that the stamens are alternately

longer and shorter, with the anthers united. In the description

it is merely stated that the filaments are u ligulately linear, flat,

tapered, bent with deep doubles, the lower of which slants out-

wards.” Whether the artist misrepresented the case, or whether

one whorl of stamens, presumably the outer, elongates more rap-

idly than the other, cannot be said. In the latter case the marked

crumpling of the longer stamens leads one to expect that their

release would be attended with an explosion more marked than

that in E. Wilmorei, and perhaps unite equal to that of Posoque-

ria. As the flower seems adapted to .bees, and the expulsion of the

pollen from the flower would bring it in contact with the proper

part of their bodies, this is not improbable. At any rate the

species is worthy of observation by any one having the opportu-

nity to study it.

In this large genus adaptations to birds, hvmenoptera and lepi-

doptera, may be found in all grades of perfection
;
among the

melittophilous species may be mentioned the European species

E. arborea, etc. This latter species is said by Hildebrand (1, 23)

in his discussion of green-flowered anemophilous heaths to be

capable of wind-fertilization. E. Aitoniana, E. Cliffordiana and

E. tenuifolia are probably psychophilous.
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Labiatae.

Salvia, (Tropical America).— In February 1881 I showed the

adaptation of Salvia splendens to cross-fertilization by the aid of

humming-birds, in a short communication to the Society. The

substance of that communication was published in the “ Amer-

ican Naturalist ” for April 1881, p. 265-9. It was, so far as I

know, the first instance in which the details of the adaptation to

birds had been described for any species of the genus, although a

number of scarlet Salvias, including S. splendens, had been pre-

viously indicated as ornithophilous by Delpino. As I stated at

that time, S. splendens is only one of a considerable number of

tropical American species perfectly adapted to crossing by Trochi-

lidae. Two such species are S. gesneriaefolia, very similar to S.

fulgens, and S. Heerii.

Salvia gesneriaefolia has a corolla of about the same length as

that of S. splendens, but deeper and with the lower lip unreduced,

fig. 27. Its color is if possible more brilliant. The anthers are

of a somewhat similar form, with the fertile cell included, the

connate sterile ends, however, not going-so far back in the cor-

olla. The style is barely exserted, and the stigma apparently

receptive when the flower expands. Nectar is secreted in great

abundance by the large gland beneath the ovary. Small creeping

insects are excluded by the glandular hairs of calyx and corolla

;

and the protruding portion of the style is covered by spreading

red hairs, fig. 29, whose function is probably that of rendering

the flowers more showy, and at the same time preventing creeping

insects, which might have succeeded in reaching the end of the

corolla, from forcing an entrance between it and the style.

Halictus and other small pollen hunters which easily reach the

end of the flower by flight may be likewise prevented by these

hairs from reaching the anthers.

Bees stand little chance of getting the nectar, except by per-

forating the corolla. Lepidoptera might readily obtain it but for a

special provision apparently designed to exclude them as well as

any small insects which might have surmounted the barrier of

pubescence, namely, the complete obstruction of the mouth of

the corolla by the dilated lower ends of the connectives. These

do not merely touch the bottom of the corolla, but the latter
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slopes abruptly upward near the mouth, forming thus an oblique

plane against which the flat connectives press. The action of

the anther lever also appears to be sufficiently stiff to prevent

the proboscis of a butterfly frofn working it. From the hinge

downward, as far as they are exposed when undisturbed, the con-

nectives are covered with red hairs that are glandular and appar-

ently perform the double service of adding to the attractiveness

of the flower and aiding in the exclusion of undesirable insects.

A delicate bristle is with difficulty introduced between the

connectives and the plane against which they rest, and can only

be forced further into the flower by being bent around their end,

for it seldom moves them. Its action may be taken as represent-

ing that of a butterfly’s trunk. A slender probe, representing the

beak of a humming bird, readily pushes the connective back and

passes into the tube, but in doing this the polliniferous ends of

the anthers are brought upon it and charge it with pollen.

Here, although there seems to be no dichogamy, self-fertiliza-

tion must be quite impossible. A comparison of this species with

S. splendens shows that, although at first sight less closely adapted

to birds in having a wider corolla, a broad lower lip that might

serve as an alighting place for insects, and apparently shorter

arms to the lever, S. gesneriaefolia is even more highly specialized

than its relative. For by the abrupt rise in the floor of the cor-

olla the opening is reduced to the same dimensions, while the

unreduced lower lip increases the conspicuousness of the flower,

its presence not being harmful because of the more perfect closure

of the mouth. The adornment of the terminal portion of the

style and of the exposed parts of the connective plate is to be

regarded as further specialization for the attraction of favored

visitors and the exclusion of all others.

Salvia Heerii belongs to quite a distinct group, with elongated

and exserted stamens, fig. 30. The style varies somewhat in

length, sometimes being considerably longer than the stamens, at

other times more nearly equal to them. Dichogamy was not

noted. The flowers contain an abundance of nectar, which is

protected from creeping insects by the glandular hairs of the

calyx and the dense reflexed pubescence of the scarlet corolla.

The exsertion of the stamens does away with the necessity for

their movement, so the union of the connective with the filament,
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though still versatile, is more rigid than in the species with

included anthers. The sterile ends of the connectives are flat-

tened and united, fig. 32, though they are no longer needed for

\he same purpose as in S. gesneriaefolia, since for more than

half the distance from their insertion to their end they are in

close contact with the roof of the corolla, and so the elevation of

the lower end does not tend to depress the polliniferous end in

the least, as may be seen from fig. 30. As in S. splendens, they

reach the floor of the corolla at some distance from the mouth,

and their form is such that they almost completely cut off access

to the nectar, a narrow space below their ends being the only

passage left unclosed.

This species is also apparently adapted to pollinators that do

not need to settle on the flower as bees do when obtaining nectar,

but can balance themselves before it. The small lip and the elon-

gated tube of the corolla effectually exclude the former, if of

large or medium size, while smaller bees are cut of by the sterile

ends of the connectives and the contracted basal part of the

tube. The large amount of nectar and the general form and ap-

pearance of the flower point to birds, as before, and the obstruct-

ing but movable connective offers no barrier to them. At the

same time, the narrow passage beneath the connectives and the

presence of a white stripe on each lateral lobe of the corrolla, a

very efficient nectar mark, are very suggestive of psycophilous

flowers, and there is reason to believe that in S. Heerii we have

a species well . fitted to pro fit by the visits of birds and butter-

flies, and possessing special adaptations to both.

Westringia rosmariniformis (Australia). — Contrasted with

the sages just described, is this curious Labiate. The corolla is

tubular below, the two lips diverging at the mouth, the upper

being bilobed, the lower trifid, figs. 33-34. The mouth of the

tube is partly closed by a tuft of hair, a concentrated develop-

ment of the pubescence found over the whole corolla. This in

connection with hairs on the style, fig. 36, forms a guard for the

nectar secreted by the hypogynous gland. A varying number
of pale brown dots arranged with considerable regularity about

the mouth of the white corolla, and especially on the lower lip,

with a similar dot near the base of each filament are the chief nec-
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tar marks, the blue color of the anthers perhaps serving as a second-

ary mark. Only the upper pair of the four stamens are pollinif-

erous, and in these one cell of the anther is aborted, while the

other is seated on a rounded connective, fig. 38. The connection,

of each sterile stamen is developed into an anchor-like appendage

at the end of the filament, which is of the same length as in the

tile stamens, fig. 37.

In a newly opened flower the pistil is immature, its style bent

up against the corolla with the two lobes of the unreceptive

stigma in contact. The fertile stamens are dehiscent, their fila-

ments arched forward, while the sterile stamens are appressed to

the corolla on either side of the middle lobe, below, figs. 33-34.

After several days the anthers have become brown, the pollen, if

it has not been removed, being apparently spoiled. Meantime,

the filaments have bent upward and are now pressed to the

corolla, out of the way, while their place has been taken by the

style that has bent upward and exposed its now mature stigma,

fig. 35. The sterile stamens experience no change.

From the protandry and the relation of the parts, close fertili-

zation is improbable, yet it would not be surprising if it should

sometimes occur through the preservation of the pollen in the

anthers and the removal of a portion by the stigma as these

organs pass in changing places.

Crossing is well provided for by the secretion of nectar, pro-

tected from inclement weather and unbidden guests. The struc-

tures which show its location to favored insects and cause them

to occupy positions relatively the same on different flowers sub-

serve the same end. The blue color of the anthers is very likely

a secondary nectar mark, as has been stated, its function being

that of the colored stamens in Delpino’s verbascoid type of

flowers, though the known occurrence of colored anthers in some

anemophilous flowers, e. g. many grasses, renders this point open

to question. The insects to which the flowers are best adapted by
their size and form are bees of medium size, which find the lower

lip a convenient alighting place. If my interpretation is correct

they will be found to clasp the filaments of the fertile stamens

with their fore legs, the middle and hind legs holding to the ster-

ile filaments, while their tongues are inserted into the corolla for
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its sweets. Instead of being rudimentary or entirely removed,

as would be the case if they were useless, the lower stamens are

here modified to form a most admirable support for insects
;
and

so, although no longer directly useful, they take indirectly an

important part in reproduction.

Acanthaceae.

Cystacanthus turgidus (Cochin China) — The showy flowers

are crowded in erect terminal clusters which are either simple or

panicled. The corolla is bell-shaped above, with the throat sac-

cate, contracted and bent below, fig. 39. The general color is

bluish white
;
the inside of the lower lip and of the sac at its

base yellow. The sac and the five somewhat spreading lobes of

the corolla are reticulated with purple, most conspicuous on the

inside but visible on the outside through the translucent tissue.

The exterior of the corolla is covered by a very fine pubescence.

The inner face of the lobes bears scattered wavy hairs of some

length. Only two stamens are developed; these are of equal

length, their filaments inserted side by side on the front of the

corolla tube just beneath the bend, and curving upward and back-

ward so as to run across the tube, figs. 40-41. Close beside them

are two ridges on the corolla running obliquely upward and back-

ward, each ending in a short free end, fig. 42. These structures

and the bases of the fertile stamens are covered with spreading

woolly hairs.

In a newly opened flower, fig. 40, the filaments, after crossing

the tube, pass upward and forward so that their anthers are

brought to lie at the top of the mouth, side by side, pointing for-

ward and downward. Each anther is two-celled, dehiscent by
longitudinal fissures below. The upper side is white and finely

spinose, the lower is of a deep purple, approaching black, fig. 43.

After dehiscence each cell is marked below by a white longitudi-

nal stripe, the exposed pollen. The style is bent upward and for

some distance lies closely pressed against the corolla, with its end

just over the anthers. It bears scattered glandular hairs, espec-

ially abundant near the end, fig. 44.

After the flower has been open some days the positions of the

parts change. The filaments curve downward and laterally so as
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to lie close to the sides of the corolla with their shrunken anthers

at either side of the sac in its floor. Accompanying this motion

is a slight curvature of the style which brings the stigma into the

center of the plane previously occupied by the polliniferous part

of the anthers, fig. 41. So far I have been unable to see that the

appearance of the stigma changes with age. Its two lobes differ

exteriorly in texture from the style, and have not been seen to

expand at any time, so that the normal bilobed stigma of the

family is here apparently reduced to a notched organ whose

whole surface is stigmatic, fig. 44. Although the time when the

stigma first becomes receptive has not been actually demonstrated,

the flower is probably protandrous. Beneath the ovary is a large

gland which secretes nectar, fig. 45. This fluid is protected from

rain by the hairs on the fertile filaments and on the rudiments of

the second pair, which, aiding in the formation of an efficient

nectar guard, have been preserved. This nectar guard is evi-

dently of further value in excluding insects too small to effect the

transfer of pollen, though quite as eager for nectar as their larger

congeners. In this office it is jaerhaps aided by the fine pubescence

of the outside of the corolla, the scattered hairs about its mouth,

and the spines and glandular hairs of the anthers and style

;

the last two performing a duty similar to that of the hairs on the

style of Salvia gesneriaefolia.

The form and color of the flowers, their nectar and the succes-

sive occupation of the same limited area of pollination by the

anthers and stigma, clearly point to diurnal insects as the polli-

nating agents
;
and of these large bees like Bombus seem best

fitted to transfer pollen while gathering nectar. The variegation

of the corolla, and the colored anthers are points that insects soon

connect with the location of the nectar, and may thus serve as

nectar marks. A bee of the kind indicated can creep bodily into

the inflated part of the corolla as far as the bend, its tongue read-

ily reaching the nectar from this point. In doing this its back

will brush the anthers or stigma, according as the flower is young

or old. Beginning at the bottom of the inflorescence and work-

ing upward, the bee effects crossing between distinct racemes

or plants since the older pistillate flowers lie below those which

are younger and staminate in function.
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This species was figured and described in 1873 in the “ Botani-

cal Magazine,” XCIX, tab. 6043, as the type of a new genus,

Meninia, Fua. On the authority of Fua and Decaisne, by whom
it had been analized, it is said to be absolutely diandrous, with-

out a trace of arrested stamens. In their “ Genera Plantarum,”

II, 1098, Bentham and Hooker state that the plant is not generi-

cally distinct from Cystacanthus paniculatus T. Anders. In their

description of the genus, however, they give the absence of sta-

minodia as a character, although Anderson, in the original

description of the genus (Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot. IX, 457-8),

distinctly mentions two rudimentary stamens
;
and there can be

no doubt of their jwesence in the plants of C. turgidus that I have

studied. Whether they are ever absent I cannot of course say

;

but the constancy of such secondary reproductive characters as

the nectar guard is so marked, in species of which I have been

able to examine many flowers, that I can scarcely believe in the

complete suppression of the rudimentary stamens in some flowers

of C. turgidus, knowing them to be present in others.

Goldfussia isophy11a (India).— In general ajipearance the co-

rolla is like that of G. anisophylla; funnel-shaped, dilated above,

much contracted below and bent downward about the middle of

the tube. It is blue, veined with reddish purple. Four stamens

are developed, and inserted in pairs on two salient ridges which

run along the floor of the corolla near the point where it bends

downward, fig. 48. One of each pair has a very short recurved fila-

ment. That of the other is sufficiently long to bring the anther

so that it can be seen from the mouth of the flower. As the

stamens of opposite sides are similar, it results that we find a

long pair and a short pair. Instead of being placed above the

axis of the flower, as in Cystacanthus, the stamens are here pros-

trate, their anthers rising from the floor of the corolla and expos-

ing their pollen above. The style is slender, enlarging gradually

toward the stigma and tapering again from the base of this organ

to its point, fig. 52. From the bend in the corolla forward, it

lies close to the bottom of the flower, between the stamens, and

is kept in a median position by a groove of the corolla in which

it runs for some distance. As in G. anisophylla, its union with

the ovary is so slight, and its connection with the corolla so

marked, that when the latter is broken or spontaneously falls off

PROCEEDINGS D. S. N. H. VOL. XXI. 28 JANUARY, 1883 .
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the style comes with it. The stigma is confined to the lower sur-

face of its tapering end, which in undisturbed flowers is curved

upward so as to present the papillose face to the mouth of the

corolla, fig. 46.

Nectar is secreted by a large orange gland below the ovary,

fig. 49. Fine hairs, glandular in part, are found on the calyx,

the outside of the corolla, the ovary and the upper side of the

style, figs. 49 and 52. Longer hairs are present on the filaments

and the veins from which they spring, figs. 50-51, as well as on

the ridges of the corolla which hold the style in place and across

its floor for some distance near its mouth, figs. 46-48. These are

evidently to be regarded as protections for the nectar against

unbidden guests, and the rain and dew, though, as it must be

said is the case in other plants, the presence of occasional ants

in the flowers shows that the nectar guard is not entirely unsur-

mountable.

Not only are the flowers similar to those of G. isophylla, as

described by Morren (2), in general form and size, but also in

most details, the only differences that are noticeable being in the

longer stamens and the style
;
the former are unequal in G. iso-

phylla, equal in G. anisopliylla
;
while the latter does not show so

marked an elbow at the base of the stigma in G. isophylla as in

G. anisopliylla. Perhaps, too, the long hairs on the floor of the

corolla do not extend so far forward in the latter as in the

former species.

The size and form of the flowers point to large bees like Bom-
bus as the probable agents in fertilizing them. Here the area of

pollination is removed from above to below the axis of the flow-

ers, so that the pollen is carried on the under side of the insect,

and not on its back as in Cystacanthus, the form of curvature of

the corolla ensuring this contact.

So far as could be seen the flowers are not dichogamous. It

is evident, therefore, that their structure as thus far explained is

conducive to close-fertilization, unless foreign pollen should prove

prepotent
;
for the pollen-covered part of an insect’s body must

be brought in contact with the stigma, in its retreat from the

the flower
;
and although the concave face, which would be first

met, is not stigmatic, the bend in the style is so great that at

least the apical part of the stigma must be touched.
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This, however, is prevented from realization by a very effective

device. The style is very irritable, and after being touched its

tip quickly straightens or even becomes recurved so as to press the

stigma closely against the lower lip of the corolla. Apparently

the style is excitable for some distance from its tip), but the

seat of motion is in the part which bears the stigma. In a

comfortably warm room the movement occurs very promptly

after the style is touched, so that in three seconds or less, if vig-

orous, it is completely recurved. At a lower temperature and

under less favorable conditions the motion is slower and the

reflexion less complete, but the time given may be safely taken as

the average duration of the movement when well pronounced.

So great is the excitability that not only direct contact, but a

shock to the plant may cause the motion, and the power of move-

ment is even retained for some days by styles that have been

broken from the ovary by falling corollas ! Morren has also

shown that it occurs in G. anisopbylla when a sudden and consid-

erable change of temperature is experienced, as well as when the

flower is suddenly blown upon (2, 24-25).

If undisturbed after the first irritation the style assumes its

original position after a time, and it is capable of repeating these

motions a considerable number of times. I have not determined

the exact time required for the return movement. Several styles

experimented upon were found curved again at the end of half

an hour. Morren (2, 17) states that the movement takes over a

quarter of an hour in G. anisophylla. Under favorable condi-

tions it probably takes from twenty to twenty-five minutes, requir-

ing a longer time at unfavorable temperatures and after the style

has already been excited several times, as is the case with the

first movement.

The bearing of this motion upon the crossing of the flowers is

evident. A bee enters a flower and causes the depression of the

style. This occurs so rapidly that before the insect has finished

gathering nectar the stigma is safely pressed against the corolla

and receives none of the pollen from this flower. It remains

in its retreat until the bee has gone to other plants, when it rises

again. A bee laden with pollen from other flowers could not fail

to deposit some of it upon the stigma before its movement
occurred.
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Close-fertilization is not necessarily impossible, though it does

not seem to occur in cultivated plants, so far as my recollection

goes. Some pollen falling spontaneously from the longer sta-

mens, may drop on and among the viscid hairs on the door of the

corolla
;

or, as is not improbable, these hairs may remove some of

the pollen from a retreating insect. In either case a jolt or suit-

able stimulus, exciting the stigma to a second movement, would

enable it to reach and remove some of this pollen. In the last

suppositional case, close fertilization would be effected by insect

agency, but only in case the insect had brought no pollen from

other flowers and other insects had remained away. It will be

seen that it differs only in complication from what happens when

the first visited flowers of Primula, Ipomaea, etc., are not visited

a second time.

The irritable movement in Goldfussia was first studied in G.

anisophylla by Charles Morren, who notices the irritable move-

ment in a filiform stigma as something remarkable. His descrip-

tion of the flower, and especially of its epidermal appendages and

the intimate structure of the style, is very thorough. According

to him the mechanical cause of the motion lies in the turgescencc

of what he calls the cylindrenchyma of the stigma; this tissue

being formed of long cylindrical cells, dilatable at either end,

each filled with granular contents. These naturally collect at the

exterior ends of the cells, which, dilating, curve the stigma into

the form it assumes when undisturbed
;
but when this organ is

touched, the cell contents retreat to the bases of the cylinders,

lengthening the upper side and causing the straightening or reflex-

ion of the stigma. The physiological cause is held to be the

excitability of the contents of these cells.

Although his description of the parts and the phenomena is

excellent Morren did not understand the significance of the

movement, believing that it was to secure close fertilization by

one of the modes I have already indicated. He found that

although the long hairs impede their jwogress, ants succeed in

entering the flowers in the greenhouse, and says : “ When they

come out I have seen them carry pollen upon these hairs and

excite by their movements those of the style. It is undoubtedly

thus that fertilization occurs in this pretty plant, and there are

few in which the part that insects play in the reproduction of
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plants can be better studied. A larger insect ought to effect fer-

tilization immediately. Sprengel supposed that insects frequent

by preference gibbous flowers, as if nature had indicated the

presence of nectaries by these irregularities
;
the flower of Gold-

fussia has a swollen corolla, but Kurr has contradicted Sprengel’s

statement” (2, 17-18). I think, however, that the majority of

facts are in favor of Sprengel’s theory of the pollination of flowers.

In closing, a few general considerations and conclusions may
be of interest.

With the exception of Lemna, all of the species studied belong

to Delpno’s Zoidiophilae, and possess means for attracting and

profiting by the visits of animals. In each there is more than

the offering of a food supply accessible to all comers, the struc-

ture in most being sucli as to restrict the favored visitors to lim*

ited groups, varying with the species, and including four families

of birds and two orders of insects. Salvia Heerii, Westringia and

Cystacanthus are instructive as showing how organs originally

useful in one part of the reproductive process may be made to

assume secondary roles. The former is also a good example of

highly specialized plants adapted to two distinct groups of polli-

nators that are apparently equally efficient. By the complete

closure of the flower by the connective it would be rendered ex-

clusively ornithophilous, while the contraction of its tube might

render it exclusively psychophilous.

Not only are all but welcome visitors excluded, but the adap-

tation goes to the extent of utilizing only limited parts of the

favored ones. This is effected by successively bringing the pol-

len and stigma into the same small area at maturity, as inProtea-

ceae, Westringia, Cystacanthus and Diosma
;
or by making them

occupy positions on the line along which visitors approach the

flower, either above the axis, as in Salvia, or below it, as in Gold-

fussia.

It is interesting to note the correlation of the drooping habit

with the cymose development of the flower cluster in Grevillea,

as in Mesospinidium sanguineum and other orchids
;
and to com-

pare it with the racemose development of the erect cluster of

Cystacanthus. In both the flowers are protandrous, and both are

adapted by these arrangements to crossing in an identical
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manner. Taking advantage of the habit of many insects of visit-

ing an inflorescence from below upward in both cases brings

them to the older flowers first, and having fertilized these they

later obtain pollen from the younger flowers to carry to other

plants.

In all of the examples taken there is much greater possibility

of crossing than self-fertilization, even if the latter should prove

not to be absolutely excluded in any, although it is apparently

impossible in some.

Though far less specialized than any of the others, Lemna is of

more than usual interest. That so simple a plant should develop

a flower, an organ which, simple as it is, possesses more complex

parts than the entire plant beside, is remarkable. When, further,

we recall that this flower is not cleistogene, but that its essential

organs are exposed as in the generality of flowers, and moreover,

that the structure and development of the parts favor cross-fer-

tilization, we are led to believe there must be some special reason

for effecting the latter. Far from depending upon the production

of seed for ability to survive the winter, the plant produces in

the autumn buds that are perfectly able to live until spring, and

large numbers of them do so, and its great power to increase non-

sexually has already been mentioned. The case offers unmistak-

able presumptive evidence that continued propagation by non-

sexual means or by close-fertilization is not best for the species,

else there should not be so perfect an arrangement for crossing

when either could have been secured with far less expenditure of

material and energy. Although the contrivances in the other

flowers I have described are more elaborate than in Lemna, the

proportional specialization is greater in the latter. I need not

add that the conclusion to which they all point is fully confirmed

by the fact that in all phaenogams and many cryptogams means

are provided for securing at least occasional crossing between dis-

tinct stocks, as well as by the results of Mr. Darwin’s careful

experiments in testing the effects of cross and self-fertilization.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

In all of the figures the lettering has the same significance
;
a, indicates

the anther; 5, the connective; c, the calyx; cor., the corolla; d
,
the stig-

matic disk; f, the filament
;
n, the nectar-gland

;
o, the ovary

;
s, the style;

st., the stigma.

Plate 6.

Figs. 1-4, Lemna minor:— 1, Plant with only the pistil mature; 2, the

same after maturation of the first stamen
; 3, the same with both stamens

extended (x 6); 4, a fully developed flower (x 25.)

Figs. 5-7, Hakea nodosa:— 5, Flower bud just before expansion
; 6, the

same after expansion (x 7); 7, ovary and nectar gland (x 10).

Figs. 8-16, Grevillea Thelemanniana : — 8, Flower bud; 9, the same

after expansion (x 1); 10, flower with nearer half of perianth removed
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(x 2) ; 11, polliniferous end of style, from the side
; 12, the same from

below (x 12) ; 13, stigmatie apparatus of young flower; 14, the same, from

an older flower (x 6) ; 15, longitudinal section of end of style, from a

flower with mature stigma (x 18); 16, pollen-grain, much enlarged.

Plate 7.

Figs. 17-20, Diosma ericoides:— 17, Old flower, from the side; 18,

flower, from above, before the exsertion of any of the stamens; 19, the

same after all Of the stamens have matured; 20, inner face of petal, with

sterile filament f (x 6).

Figs. 21-2G, Erica Wilmorei(?) : — 21, Flower, seen from the side; 22,

the same, from in front; 23, flower after remcval of part of the corolla

(x 1) ; 24, stamens and pistil in situ; 25, group of three anthers showing

their union and mode of dehiscence (x 5) ;
(25 bis, androecium of E.

ardens)
;

2G, ovary and nectar glands, enlarged.

Figs. 27-29, Salvia gesneriaefolia:— 27, Flower, from the side; 28, the

same after removal of a part of the' corolla
; 29, end of style (x 1).

Figs. 30-32, Salvia Heerii : — 30, Flower, from the side; 31, diagram

showing relative positions of anthers and stigma
; 32, staminal lever, from

below (x 1).

Figs. 33-38, Westringia rosmariniformis :— 33, Young flower, from the

side
; 34, the same, from in front

; 35, older flower, from the side (x 1) ;

36, pistil and nectar gland from old flower (x 3) ; 37, sterile stamen, con-

verted into a support for insects
; 38, fertile stamen (x 15.)

Plate 8.

Figs. 39-45, Cystacanthus turgidus :— 39, Flower, from the side; 40,

young flower, with nearer side of corolla removed
; 41, older flower, after

removal of apart of the corolla (x 1) ; 42, part of corolla tube, showing the

sterile filament converted into a nectar-guard (x 2) ; 43, anther (x 3) ;
44,

stigma (x 10) ; 45, longitudinal section through base of flower, enlarged.

Figs. 46-52, Goldfussia isophylla: — 4G, Flower, from the side, with

stigma in the position it assumes when undisturbed— the nearer side of

the corolla removed; 47, the same, after irritation of the stigma; 48, flower,

from above, after removal of nearer side of corolia (xl); 49, ovary and

nectar-gland (x 6) ; 50, short stamen
; 51, long stamen (x 3) ; 52, style,

with stigma curved as whtn undisturbed (x 5).

Mr. J. S. Kingsley read a memoir on the development of two

fishes supposed to be the perch and a species of cod
,

1 and pre-

sented by title the following paper

:

1 To be published in the Society’s Memoirs.
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SOME POINTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOLGULA
MANHATTENSIS.

BY J. S. KINGSLEY.

The following notes on the development of Molgula manhat-

tensis are the results of observations made in the Slimmer Labora-

tory of the Boston Society of Natural History, at Annisquam,

Mass., during the months of June and July, 1881
;
and while they

have not that completeness which could be desired, they may add

something to our knowledge of the embryology of the interesting

group of Ascidians.

The earlier stages before the formation of the tail were obtained

by cutting open the parent and taking out the yellow eggs and

embryos, the later by rearing the larvae in confinement. The

larvae and young Ascidians are very tenacious of life and will live

for weeks in a dish without any change of water, but care should

be taken to keep out all dust, as otherwise the young ascidian,

after becoming attached, will cover itself with foreign matter

thus rendering it difficult to obtain satisfactory views of the

internal structure. Owing to the minute size of the embryos

(less than } mm. in diameter) section cutting was out of the

question, while the opacity of the young until some little time

after it became attached prevented any observations upon the

internal structure, except those made on the tail of the “ tadjDole.”

All methods of clearing employed by microscopists, known to the

writer, were tried, but they only resulted in a great distortion of

the specimens which nevertheless remained as opaque as before.

All figures are from camera drawings.

The ovarian egg (pi. 9, fig. 1) is small and presents no especially

important features. The nucleus and nucleolus are usually well

marked. Occasionally an egg was found (fig. 2) in which the

nucleus contained several strongly refractive bodies. The next

observed stage was the mature egg (fig. 3). Here the egg has

increased in size, become more opaque by the production of yolk

granules, and the nucleus and nucleolus have become much less

distinct. A new feature has also appeared : Around the egg-

proper a second membrane has been developed and between this

and the yolk are found numerous “ test cells.” Regarding these
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“ cells,” the method of their origin, and their purpose or function,

I have nothing new to offer. I do not believe them to be true

cells. Semper considers them amoeboid protoplasmic bodies result-

ing from the yolk under the influence of sea water or from other

causes. He says that they do not normally occur until the egg is

nearly mature, though they can be produced in younger eggs by
the action of salt water. I have tried many times to verify this

statement but without success. These “test-cells,” as they have

been called, strongly resemble nuclei with several strongly refrac-

tive nucleoli, but this appearance has been neglected in preparing

the drawings for the photographer. In the eggs studied by me they

were irregularly scattered between the vitellus and the external

envelope, offering a strong contrast to the description and figures

given by Lacazc-Duthier of the eggs of a closely allied form.

The presence of these test-cells prevented my seeing, with any

degree of certainty, the origin of the polar globules.

Impregnation and the development of the embryo until the

tadpole stage occurs within the body of the parent and when the

embryos are fitted for an active life they may frequently be seen

passing out of the atrial opening of the adult. The earliest

stage of the impregnated egg observed had the first segmenta-

tion completed (fig. 4). Here there are two blastomeres, unequal

in size, each with one extremity moderately transparent while the

rest of the cells are so filled with deutoplastic granules as to com-

pletely hide the nuclei. Ho further notes were made on this egg.

The next stage observed had four large and four small segmenta-

tion spheres thus showing a differentation into epiblast and

hypoblast. The four smaller cells (epiblast) were comparatively

transparent allowing the nucleus to b£ indistinctly seen while the

larger or hypohlastic ones were perfectly opaque. In about two

hours four more small cells were segmented from the four liypo-

blastic ones, the result being an embryo with four large and eight

small cells. The observations above described are in close

accordance with those of Lacaze-Duthier on a species of the

same genus, but are strongly at variance with the process of seg-

mentation in other Ascidians as described by Kowalewsky,

Kuppfer, and others. It is somewhat interesting to note that the

segmentation as seen in the eggs of Molgula resembles closely
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that of many Molluscs. In the eggs of an undetermined ISTudi-

branch which I have studied the steps were almost exactly

similar, and other observers present similar results from the eggs

of other Gasterojmda.

These blastomeres continue to divide, the next step being the

production of sixteen micromeres, while there are still only four

macromeres (fig. 5), the smaller ones dividing much more rapidly

than the larger, and thus the smaller gradually extend over the

larger, enveloping them, and forming a modified gastrula by epiboly

and not by normal invagination. Figs. 5, 6, and 7 show several

steps in the process. In fig. 6 the epiblast has covered about

half of the hypoblast, and in fig. 7 the gastrula stage is reached,

the place (b) where the hypoblast last was seen being the blasto-

pore. I have nothing to offer on the formation of the archenteron,

but my observations showed that in this species the blastopore

becomes entirely closed.

After the closing of the blastopore, the epiblast continues a

rapid subdivision and its cells by mutual pressure acquire a poly-

gonal outline, and the surface of the embryo becomes quite

smooth. Soon a portion of the epiblast cells begins to divide much
more rapidly than the rest and at the same time they become

sharply marked off from the rest of the surface by a groove and

a ridge which in their mode of origin, their position, and their

purpose, seem to be the liomologue of the tail fold of the other

vertebrates. The groove gradually makes its way in under the

smaller celled portion of the epiblast and at the same time the

now outlined tail begins to increase in length. This stage is

seen in fig. 8 which (with the exception of the “ test cells”) is, cell

for cell, an exact camera sketch. Here will be seen the modified

characters of the cells of the tail which are transversely elongated

and much smaller than are those of the rest of the surface. A
profile of the embryo at this time showed that as yet the tail does

not stand out from the body but is imbedded in it. At this time

no trace can be seen of any internal structure, but with an increase

in length the tail becomes more transparent and one can obtain a

view of some of the internal features. Fig. 9 shows an embryo

which was artificially liberated from its envelope. We here see

the anterior end as opaque as ever and can only make out the
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epithelial cells. The tail, however, affords good optical sections,

the epiblast alone not well exhibiting cellular structure. In the

centre of the tail can be seen the large cells of the notochord

extending nearly to the tip of the tail. Above it extends a single

layer of cells, much smaller in size, which are the homologues of

the medullary cord of the higher vertebrates, while beneath may
be seen a thicker layer of still smaller cells which must be

regarded as the morphological equivalents of the hypoblast.

Thus prematurely released from its proper envelopes this embryo

soon died.

A slightly later stage in its normal condition is represented in

fig. 10. The tail continues to grow until it acquires length enough

to entirely reach around the anterior portion of the embryo.

Correlated with this lengthening of the tail is the formation of

the “ eye.” The exact method of formation of this organ I do

not know as it only becomes visible after the deposition of pig-

ment in the cells. It appears at first as a round dark spot on or

near the surface of the anterior or larger portion of the body and

gradually grows darker with the development of the embryo.

This “eye-spot” is single and by a study of its position in later

stages we see that it has some close connection with the central

nervous system.

Soon after the appearance of the eye-spot certain changes can

be indistinctly seen on the interior but not sufficiently clearly to

be described. At the same time the perpheral portions of the

body exhibit a tendency to clear themselves and become translu-

cent, while the central portion remains opaque. At the anterior

end the granules, which were the cause of the former opacity, seem

to unite into a smaller number of larger globules. The tail at

the same time is undergoing a degeneration which finally results

in a breaking down of neural and enteric layers and eventually

of the chorda dorsalis itself. At this time the embryo hatches

and begins its free life. In what method the egg membrane and

the avails of the ovarian pouch are ruptured I did not discover

;

but the young on hatching pass out of the excurrent orifice of the

parent. Their method of swimming strikingly resembles that of

the Batrachian tadpole, which they also closely resemble in gen-

eral appearance (fig. 11). The length ofthe free life from the
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time of hatching to that of attachment varies considerably
;
some

specimens affixed themselves to the glass in which they were

reared in less than a day while others pursued a life of freedom

for three or four days. I did not closely follow the method in

which the notochord breaks down, but soon after hatching (fig. 11)

all of the segmented character of the tail is lost, and soon one

finds in the degenerated notochord large numbers of vacuoles,

which have a slight pinkish hue, forming a pleasing contrast with

the prevailing yellow of the embryo. With the hatching the

tail is constricted at its junction with the body in the same man-

ner as if it were to drop off, but this does not occur. At 2

p. m. of June 6th I made the drawing (fig. 11), and about half

an hour later the vacuoles (fig. 12) made their appearance. The

specimen was then set aside, and when next examined, at 5 p. m.,

fig. 13 wrns drawn from the same specimen, the changes which

occurred in three hours were very marked and though watched

step by step in subsequent specimens a simple description of the

drawings will cover the ground. The tail has shrunken to about

half of its former length, the vacuoles have disappeared and the

organ has greatly increased in diameter, a consequence of its

shortening. Wrinkling of the margins of the tail are also visible.

This shortening of the tail brings into view the sheath in which it

was enveloped, only a portion of which is shown in the figure.

This sheath is seen to envelope the entire length of the tail and

on the contraction of the fleshy portion longitudinal plications

are formed in the distal portions. It was this folding of the

caudal sheath and the wrinkles in the body of the tail which

Professor Morse 1 has mentioned as fin rays. The central line of

bodies which he has compared with vertebrae are simply the

contracted central portions of the tail, and any attempt to

use the evidence presented by his paper as grounds for the Ver-

tebrate character of the Ascidians is impossible. The caudal

sheath under the highest power to which I had access (a one-fif-

teenth immersion ofWales 2
)
showed no traces of structure. It per-

sists for a considerable while and disappears by a gradual disinte-

iProc. Bost. Nat. Hist., xiv, 351.

2 For the use of this lens and for many other facilities I am indebted to the kindness

of Prof. Alpheus Hyatt. .
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grntion and decay. In the anterior portion of the tadpole the chan-

ges are equally important
;
at the anterior end of the body is found

a single swelling, one on each side of the body at about the middle

point, and at the posterior end, one on each side of the tail. These

live jmocesses arose simultaneously and were the only ones which

are constant in position. At the base of each the body becomes

more transparent and the cellular structure of thin outer walls is

readily discernable. These processes gradually elongate, the

anterior one invariably coiling itself in a short spiral. Other

processes similar in origin and structure soon make their appear-

ance but there is no regularity in their number or position, ten

being the largest number seen, while one specimen (fig. 16) went

through its entire development with only the primary five. The

subsequent development of these processes may be seen in figs.

14 to 17 and indistinctly their degradation and absorption in figs.

18 and 19.

At the same time with the growth of these processes there de-

velopes an envelope for the body whose method of origin I was

not able to make out. The first traces of this envelope were seen

some little time before the tadpole attached itself. This envel-

ope consists of an outer transparent gelatinous and apparently

structureless layer and an inner portion made up of indistinct con-

centric layers in which are irregularly scattered nuclei. 1 These

two layers completely surround all of the body and the processes

with the exception of the tail and not a single opening is visible

in it at this time.

When about to become attached the whole of the outer surface

of the tadpole becomes adhesive and any portion which comes in

contact with any solid body immediately adheres to it, and the

attachment seems in our form to be wholly by means of this

layer. 1 have frequently seen the tail of the embryo become thus

affixed to the bowl in which the tadpoles were kept, and then in

spite of the most vigorous wrigglings the embryo was unable to

free itself, and after some ineffectual efforts it settles down to un-

dergo the remainder of its transformations. The processes which

grow out from the body are generally considered as the means by

which the embryo attaches itself, but in Molgula manhattensis

l These layers are much more distinct in the drawings then in nature.
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this is certainly not the case. At no time can these processes be

seen to pass through either of the envelopes of the body and con-

sequently they cannot serve as the points of attachment. They

seem to me to be merely the remnants of the organs which in

some ancestor were possibly for fixing the young Tunicate in a

manner analogous to that presented by the antennae and cement

glands of the Cirripedia, but which have lost this capacity and

which have not entirely disappeared through disuse.

After becoming attached the processes grow larger and longer

and then are finally absorbed, the embryos passing through the

condition shown in figs. 14-18. In the interior certain changes

can be seen, but, owing to the opacity of the embryos, too indis-

tinctly to enable one to recognize their character and significance.

A central portion becomes darker than the rest and becomes

folded on itself, but what organ in the adult each portion finally

developes I was not able to ascertain.

At this stage of my studies other forms in whose embryology I

was much more interested presented themselves, and the jar con-

taining the Ascidian embryo was set aside, the more willingly as

I was tired of studying forms which for a week had shown no

appreciable change. Three weeks after the stage shown in fig.

17 was reached I again examined my embryos which were living

in a jar, the water of which had not been changed in the time,

and then many new features were observed. Fig. 18 represents

one of these embryos. It was very difficult to obtain satisfactory

views of the internal organs at this time, since the dust which had

fallen into the jar had become attached to the young Ascidians
;

still certain important features could be seen. This figure is a

side view the atrial aperture being toward the observer. The
branchial sac is now open and in connection with the outer world

;

the longitudinal plications are faintly seen, but I was not able to

see any of the branchial arches. The oesophagus is a straight

cylindrical tube and the stomach is scarcely differentiated from it,

though the line of demarcation between the stomach and intestine

is very evident The intestine is short and small and is Hexed

upon itself in the drawing, but this is the result of the position of
*

the specimens, the intestine in reality has but a slight curvature

though the whole alimentary canal is flexed as in the adult.

The eye still remains, marking the position of the ganglion of the
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adult ascidian, midway between the oral and atrial apertures.

Five of the processes of the larva remain, but in a much re-

duced condition in comparison with the body. Only four of these

are shown in the drawing. The heart was beating and the blood

could be seen with its curious alternating motion, but its course

is not shown in the figure.

Fig. 19 shows the same embryo a week later, but drawn to a

larger scale. Here the rudiments of the branchial tentacles may be

seen around the branchial rings, and the folds of the pharynx are

more numerous and more pronounced. Two branchial clefts
(
b . r.)

are developed each margined with cilia and keeping up a con-

stant current of water. From the base of the pharyngeal sac

arises the oesophagus, which is still a cylindrical tube and is

slightly constricted before it ends in the stomach. The stomach

is nearly spherical and from it passes the intestine, which has a

short but well marked enlargement at its anterior end, and a sec-

ond longer but more gradual one near its termination. The anus

is small and opens near the base of the atrium. The heart is also

seen and near it the structure which Lucaze-Duthiers has called

the “ organ of Bojanus of its structure and function, and whether

it be homologous or even analogous with the organ so called in

the Lamellibranches I have no facts to offer. I can, however,

hardly consider that two as distinct types as the Mollusca aud

the Tunicata (which I believe to be Vertebrates) should have an

organ of this character common to both. It may be renal or

depuratory in its function, but I cannot regard it as the homol-

ogue of the organ of Bojanus of the Acephala. The “ endostyle ”

is also shown.

There is a certain interest in the foregoing observations, incom-

plete as they are, since they show that in the genus Molgula two

distinct types of development are pursued. Kupffer and Lacaze-

Dutliiers have studied the development of species of this genus

and their results are greatly different from those which I obtained,

and they may even show that two distinct genera have been

studied. Still the case is paralleled by the development of the

species of the crustacean Gammarus where a large variation has

been noticed.

In the species studied by Lacaze-Duthiers the eggs undergo all

their development outside the body ; in our species the develop-
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ment, until the formation of tadpole and the hatching of the

embryo, takes jilace inside of the parent. In his species the first

cleavage results in four blastomeres, in Molgula manhattensis

that number is not reached until the second segmentation. The

European forms do not develop a tail, but the processes develop

while the embryo is still in the egg
;
in our form a tail is devel-

oped and the processes do not make their appearance until after

hatching, and their number is not constant, sometimes reaching

ten. I could not make out any fixed positions for some of

them. In Lacaze Duthiers’ species the processes were five in

number and four were found in the same horizontal plane. On
the other hand the whole development seems, so far as wTe could

learn from external observations, more nearly related to that of

the normal forms and especially like that of Ascidia ampulloides

as studied by P. J. Yan Beneden. The forms studied by Kupffer

and Lacaze Duthiers seem to present an abbreviated and acceler-

ated development, and possibly a critical study of the species

studied by them and by myself will show that they are not so

closely allied as their assignment to the same genus would

indicate.

Since this article was written I have seen Dr. Tellkampf’s

paper on Molgula .

1 This gentleman claims that in Molgula we
have an alternation of generations similar to that found in Salpa.

That from the eggs of Molgula are directly developed the Mam-
maria and that the Mammaria act as nurses, each individual pro-

ducing a single tadpole which in turn goes through a development

into Molgula. The Mammariae are described as being one line

and one-half long, enveloped in a tough muscular mantle with a

single terminal orifice which communicates with a branchial sac

of the Ascidian type and which occupied three-fourths of the

body cavity, while the heart and other organs occupy the

remaining space. At this stage of development no intestine is

fouiid. The embryo tadpole was situated at the end of the

body opposite the external opening. These tadpoles finally

break away from the nurses and the Mammaria continue their

1 Notes on the Ascidea manhattensis, DeKay, and on the Mammaria manhattensis

—

Annals Lyc. Nat. Hist. N. Y., x, pp. 83-91, pi. m, 1871.

PROCEEDINGS B. 8. N. H. VOL. XXI. 29 FEBRUARY, 1888.
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development. My comments on these statements are simply a

flat denial. The eggs of Molgnla hatch directly into tadpoles,

which differ greatly from those described by Dr. Tellkampf, and

then by a regular process of growth produce the Ascidian. So

far as my observations go there is not the slightest thing to war-

rant Dr. Tellkampf s assertions and conclusions or to connect the

Mammaria (which by the way I have never seen) with Molgula.

It is, however, but just to say that Dr. Tellkampf does not say

that he has witnessed the whole process which he describes but

that he in one or two important points allows inferences to take

the place of observation, and it is in exactly these places that his

errors may have crept in. It now remains for some one to inves-

tigate these Mammariae and their larvae and ascertain exactly

what they are.

Note. — I would here return mv sincere thanks to Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, Mr.

B. H. Van Vleck, and Dr. C. S. Minot for the facilities I enjoyed while pursuing my
studies in the summer laboratory of the Boston Society of Natural History, at Annis-

quam, during the summer of 1881 .

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX.

[The same letters are used in all figures.]

a. atrium. l.p. lateral processes.

a.a. atrial aperture. n. nucleus.

a.n. arms. n'. nucleolus.

b. blastopore. n.c. notochord.

b.o. branchial opening. 0. oesophagus,

b.r. branchial rings. o.b. “organ of Bojanus.”

e. eye. P- process.

en. endostyle. s. stomach.

ep. epiblast. s.c. spinal cord.

f.p. frontal process. t.c. “ testa cells.”

h. heart. t. tail.

by.

i.

hypoblast.

intestine.

t.f. tail fold.

Fig.. 1. Very young ovarian egg.

Fig 2. Ovarian eggOO with nucleus and nucleolus, the “ testa cells ” not

yet developed.

Fig. 3. Ripe egg surrounded by “ testa cells.”

Fig. 4. Egg at theOO close of the first segmentation, the blastomeres

mostly composed of deutoplasm, the little protoplasm being gathered

around the upper poles of the segments.
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Fie. 5. Eecr with sixteen blastomeres showing the differentiation into

epiblast and hypoblast.

Fig. 6. The smaller or epiblast cells have about half enveloped the

hypoblastic elements.

Fig. 7. Egg at close of segmentation, the place where the hypoblast

was last seen (the blastopore) being indicated by the letter “ b.”

Fig. 8. Embryo showing the formation of tail fold.

Fig. 9. Embryo artificially removed from egg membranes showing the

notochord, medullary cord, and hypoblast, in the tail.

Fig. 10. Later embryo in the egg.

Fig. 11. Embryo just hatched, tapole stage.

Fig. 12. Vacuoles in tail resulting from a disintegration of the noto-

chord.

Fig. 13. Same embryo three hours later, showing the contracted tail

and the rudiments of the processes before attachment.

Fig. 14-17. Subsequent stnges after attachment.

Fio\ is. Young Asciuian three weeks after fig. 17, the caudal sheathO O o 7

not wholly gone.

Fig. 19. Young a week later than fig. 18. All of the principal organs

outlined and the general structure of the adult attained.

Mr. Samuel Wells read a letter from Mr. Frederick Habirshaw

presenting his collection of Diatomaceae, consisting of 1678 species

arranged in 66 boxes. Mr. Wells said that he congratulated

the Society upon the acquisition of this valuable collection.

It contains not only all the common species, both marine and

freshwater, but many of the rarer species, some of which it would

be almost impossible to duplicate. The greater part of the slides

are preparations containing single species, many of them having

a few frustules mounted in the centre of the slide.

In the comparatively few cases of general mounts the particular

species intended to be shown is indicated by a circle on the glass

cover or by Maltwood’s finder. The authenticity of the nomencla-

ture is assured by the facts that most of the slides are from the

preparations of Prof. Hamilton L. Smitjr, Mr. Christian Febiger,

Mr. Eulenstein and Messrs. Cleve and Muller, and have all been

examined by Mr. Habirshaw.

The arrangement of slides in the collection, as well as in the

catalogue, is alphabetical, following that of Mr. Habirshaw’s “ Cat-

alogue of the Diatomaceae,” so that any desired species can be

readily found.
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Professor Hyatt remarked that the Society owed the present

excellent condition of this collection to the labors of Mr. Wells,

who had catalogued and arranged the slides and revised all

the labels. No mention of these facts had been made by Mr. Wells

himself, though the time and labor required had been considerable

and the value of the collections greatly increased by his own revison.

On motion of Professor Hyatt, the Secretary was directed to

express to Mr. Habirshaw the Society’s gratitude for this valuable

gift.

General Meeting. April 5, 1882.

The President, Mr. S. H. Scudder, in the chair. Twenty-four

persons present.

Prof. G. Frederic Wright remarked on the similarity of the

paleolothic implements of Eygpt and New Jersey, and showed a

spear head found at Trenton two weeks since, almost exactly

identical with an Egyptian one figured by Professor Haynes.

Professor Wright then described in detail the limit-line of the

great Ice Period in Pennsylvania, which he had recently explored

and mapped out for a distance of four hundred miles.

A paper entitled “Two new and diverse types of Carboniferous

Myriapods,” by S. II . Scudder, was presented by title .
1

The following paper was read :

CONCERNING THE LITHOLOGICAL COLLECTION OF THE
EXPLORATION OF THE FORTIETH PARALLEL.

. fSecond paper.

BY N. F. MERRILL.

Allusions to Mr. Wadsworth’s “first paper” and to his “second paper”

refer respectively to the papers :
“ On the Classification of Rocks by M. E.

Wadsworth,” Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harv. College, Cambridge, Mass.,

1 To appear in the Society's Memoirs.
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Vol. v, No. 13. “ Some Points relating to the Geological Exploration of

the Fortieth Parallel, by M. E. Wadsworth, Ph.D.,” Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.

History, Vol. xxi, Oct. 19, 1881.

References to “ Zirkel’s Report ’’refer to Vol. vi of the Report of the

Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel. The specific title of the

Report is : “Microscopical Petrography, by Ferdinand Zirkel.”

In Mr. Wadsworth’s reply 1 to my first paper 2 upon this sub-

ject, that gentleman cites what he considers as the two points of

my paper which cover all of importance therein presented
;
on page

244 of Mr. Wadsworth’s paper are the words : “In both of these

counts, which cover all of importance in Mr. Merrill’s paper, he

has totally failed, on account of erroneous views regarding my
statements and opinions.” These two counts as summarized by

Mr. Wadsworth we find to be :

—

1° That Mr. Wadsworth had been mistaken in his use of the

term “ original microfelsitic base,” since the original use of the

term was different : hence that he was unqualified for his work,

and had made his statements ignorantly.

2° That his statements of what the .rocks are in the collection

under discussion do not agree with my definitions of diorite,

diabase, hornblende-porphyry, gabbro, basalt, andesite, etc.
;
and

therefore the same conclusion is to follow as in the preceding.

The first half of the first point was indeed presented in my
paper as an incidental criticism, namely, that Mr. Wadsworth

had been mistaken, apjoarently, in his use of the term “original

microfelsitic base,” and that from this and other points of evidence

he seemed unfamiliar with the microfelsitic base in the Zirkel

sense.

The second count, as presented by Mr. Wadsworth, I think

cannot be found in my paper, the whole burden of which was a

protest against Mr. Wadsworth’s method of making the most

sweeping charges against a work in which our American litho-

logical students are deeply interested, generally without adduc-

ing evidence or giving a single reason for the charges of error

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 243, “Some Points relating to the Geological

Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, by M. E. Wadsworth, Ph.D.”

2 Concerning the Lithological Collection of the Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel,

by N. F. Merrill.” These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 234,
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made, without even specifying a single number 1 of the specimens

examined, and the method of allowing such charges to circulate

freely in that condition for two years !

Mr. Wadsworth has explained that I misunderstood his mean-

ing in the phrase :
“ original microfelsitic base of the unaltered

andesites,” 2 and states in his second paper, page 244 :
“ the word

original was used in direct opposition to the terms alteration

and devitrification in the same sentence, and had no reference to

the 4 original use ’ of the term microfelsitic. The word original

meant in the sentence, that which was believed to be* the direct

product of the cooling magma, in contradistinction to that which

was the product of subsequent changes in the rock.”

Two pages further on, however, in the same paper which con-

tained the phrase “ original microfelsitic base of the unaltered

andesites,” he alludes to the “ so-called microfelsitic base ” as being

a devitrification product of the glassy base in the older and more

altered rhyolites. Hence, since Mr. Wadsworth refers in one and

the same paper to a devitrification product in the rhyolites as the

“so-called” microfelsite, and to an “original” (i. e. unaltered
,

non-devitrified) microfelsitic base of unaltered andesites, it is

evident that he regards the devitrification product in the rhyolites

only as the “ so-called ” microfelsite and considers the real micro-

felsite to be the non-devitrified base of the “ unaltered andesites.”

Mr. Wadsworth has given in his second paper some of the

numbers of the specimens examined by him and, occasionally,

his own microscopic determinations. The specimens thus men-

tioned by him I have again studied, and some of the more

interesting ones may now be noticed. In what follows it should

be said that, wherever any suggestion touching classification is

made by me, such suggestion is intended to be made in accord-

ance with customary principles of classification and not in

accordance with Mr. Wadsworth’s new classification, since no

new classification of which the principles have been only “ briefly

sketched” can have that strong hold upon us that we should

forsake the customary principles.

1 Excepting three numbers concerning which Mr. Wadsworth agreed with the deter-

minations. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harv. Coll., Vol. v, No. 13, p. 286. My statement

(These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 238) that Mr. Wadsworth had specified no numbers

of specimens examined by him Avas, therefore, inaccurate.

2 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. v, No. 13, p. 279.
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The specimen No. 36 of Zirkel’s Report,1 from Reel Creek,

IJinta Mountains, is mentioned in the Report as bearing such

a “ striking resemblance to the well-known beautiful paragonite

slate from Monte Campione, near Faido, at the St. Gotthard,

Switzerland, that it is difficult to distinguish one from the other

— the more so since it contains excellent large crystals of pale

blue disthene (cyanite.)” Mr. Wadsworth calls this an ordinary

mica schist and states that it is not a paragonite schist. He
remarks that he had previously stated that the rock was a mica

schist similar to many mica schists in New England, and except

that its color is grayish-white, has no resemblance to the parago-

nite schist from St. Gotthard. He again lays great stress upon

the fact that the specimens at the Museum carry no cyanite 2 and

urges “ that the rocks of the Red Creek district can no longer be

kept in the abnormal position in which they were placed, through

Zirkel’s mistake, as an occurrence of hydrous micaceous rocks on

the Fortieth Parallel— the only occurrence.” 3 Mr. Wadsworth

has published no positive evidence in this matter excepting to state

that the schist is similar to many New England mica schists.

The rest of his argumentation is all of a negative character. I

have caused a few chemical tests and partial analyses to be made,

and although at least one if not both of the partial analyses are

unsatisfactory owing to the difficulty of obtaining the mica free

from quartz grains, yet I prefer to state both of them. Analysis

No. 2 was made from a specimen which was crushed and carefully

“ panned ” in order to separate as far as possible the quartz from

the mica. Analysis No. 1 gave: K20, 2.4% ;
Na20, 1.3% ;

H
20,

5.1%. No. 2 gave: K20, 5.13% ;
Na20, 2.0% ;

II20, 4.9%.4

1 The thin sections and corresponding hand specimens at the Museum, now bear

numbers corresponding to those in Zirkel’s Report, and besides these, new collection

numbers opposite which may be found, in a catalogue, the old collection numbers. In

this paper I shall therefore generally quote only the numbers of Zirkel’s Report. And

since these numbers are arranged in the Report in regular, successive order, it will

not be necessai'y, generally, to quote the page of the Report.

2 1 also found no cyanite in the specimens at the Museum, as was stated in my first

paper, these Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 239.

3 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 252.

4 These partial analyses were performed at the Mass. Institute of Technology, and,

since I have every reason to believe that they were conducted with proper care and

skill, the difficulty in obtaining good results evidently lay in the nature of the speci-

men at command. In a section prepared from the specimen the microscope showed

much quartz disseminated through it.
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The specimen was reported to me as infusible, though swelling

slightly before the blow-pipe. It was not decomposed by strong

sulphuric acid, though a slight amount of iron appeared to be dis-

solved out of it.

The schist is, therefore, hydrous. Chemically, (if we may
regard these partial analyses as furnishing any clue) it would

seem to be either a margarodite which is considered to be

often, if not always, a product of the hydration of muscovite, 1 or

perhaps a mica intermediate between margarodite and paragonite. 2

In a thin section, recently prepared, many of the ledge-formed

sections of the mica showed the diverging fibres at the ends,

which is characteristic for paragonite. 3

Under the diorites (of Prof. Zirkel’s Report), specimen No.

184, from Agate Pass, Cortez Range, is regarded by Mr. Wads-
worth as a granite.4 Since I find that the rock carries much more

hornblende than mica, and that plagioclase prevails over ortho-

clase, this seems to me to be a very ordinary diorite bearing both

quartz and mica. But it is so well known that diorites pass

gradually over into granites, and vice versa
,
that such cases will

often be properly decided differently by different lithologists and

without reflecting discredit upon either determination. The

granite of the Agate Pass illustrates this. Zirkel called it a gran-

ite 5 and Mr. Wadsworth approves the determination 6
;
but Mr.

King prefers to consider it as a granitoid modification of the sur-

rounding diorite.7 There is probably but little to argue against

either view, on purely lithological grounds.

Mr. Wadsworth’s determination of No. 184 as a granite seems

objectionable to me, since the rock appears to be on the diorite

side of the line, with its prevailing hornblende and plagioclase.

No. 183 from Mill Creek Canon, Mr. Wadsworth regards as also

a granite.8 Mr. King considers this as an intermediate link between

1 In margarodite the water is generally considered as basic, but it is best also to con-

sider the water in paragonite as basic; see Dana’s Mineralogy, 5th ed. p.487; also

Zirkel’s 10th ed. of Naumann’s “Elemente der Mineralogie,” S. 554.

2 Dana’s Mineralogy, 5th ed. p. 487.

3 Rosenbusch, “ Mikroskop. Phys. der Min. u. Gest.” Bd. I, S. 376.

4 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi. p. 255.

5 Report, p. 48.

6 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 255.

7 Vol. i, p. 72, Report of the Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel.

8 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 256.
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granite and diorite, and lithologically this would seem to me to

be its exact position, with its orthoclase, mica, abundant quartz

disseminated in a sort of groundmass on the one hand, and with

its hornblende remains and plagioclase on the other hand. But

the chief interest in citing this specimen is to notice that Mr.

Wadsworth regards this as a “fine-grained granite, the same as

the fine granite modifications of granite which can be seen at

Rockport, Mass. These modified fine-grained portions of the

Rockport granite are continuous with the main granite (coarse

grained) mass.” 1 It will be seen here that Mr. Wadsworth calls

to his aid field relations to assist his lithological conclusions,

an eminently rational thing to do
;
but what seems strange is

that he objects to this proceeding on the part of others.2

The diorites of Zirkel’s Report, Nos. 162, 172, 173, 185, 188,

Mr. Wadsworth regards as “old and altered andestic rocks.” 3

The first four of these seem to me to be true diorites of a more

or less porphyritic variety.4 Professor Zirkel has called No. 162

a “ diorite porphyry.” But the thought occurs that this may be

just what Mr. Wadsworth means by an “ old, altered andesite.”

No. 188 has been mentioned by Zirkel in a sort of appendix

fashion, at the end of the chapter on diorites
;
his words are

:

“ At the close of these pages on diorites, a hornblende rock may
be mentioned * * * it consists of quartz and hornblende in needles

and prisms.” No notice appears to be taken by Mr. Wadsworth of

Zirkel’s plain intention to distinguish between this peculiar rock

and ordinary, genuine diorites.

The diorite from the Kawsoh Mountains 5 Mr. Wadsworth

regards as an “ old basaltic rock, a diabase, macroscopically and

microscopically.” He moreover says that it contains some augite

which was unnoticed by Zirkel. A good diorite might well carry

1 These Proceedings, Yol. xxi, p. 255.

2 For instance, in his second paper, page 271, he writes: “King’s statemant, then

shows that the determination of the rock species was made by him, in general, and

implies that Zirkel could not properly determine the species a rock belonged to unless

he was informed as to its field characters. This further implies that there is no science

in lithology,” etc.

3 These Proceedings, Vol. xxt, p. 257.

4 Section No. 172 is too much altered to be of service. It came from the same rock,

I believe, as that furnishing section No. 173. No. 185 does contain augite remains as

Mr. Wadsworth noticed (These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 257).

6 Not numbered in the Report. Section bears No. 162 (a), Col. No. 21,957.
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some augite, but I think that this carries none. I think it not

unlikely that Mr. Wadsworth mistook an epidote fragment for

augite which it somewhat resembles
;

1 mv reasons for thinking so

are these : I find nothing else throughout the section resembling

augite, but there is more of the epidote substance to be found.

In a duplicate slide, recently prepared, no augite was found, but

several epidote fragments. The hornblendes are pretty well

defined although they have become somewhat fibrous. Biotite

may be found in considerable quantity, especially in the newer

section, and I think it evident that some of the greenish substance

is from mica altered into chloritic material
;
in the center of such

green separations could be seen, sometimes, remnants of fresh

biotite with its fibres parallel to, and coincident with, those of

the green alteration product. The feldspars are quite fresh and

splendidly striated. Quartz is pretty abundant. To call a rock

“ macroscopically and microscopically a diabase ” which carries

no (or even “some”) augite, or its alteration products, certainly

gives evidence that a new classification has been adopted

!

I cannot understand how Mr. Wadsworth can regard specimen

No. 164 as an “andesitic ash.” 2 I think that it is a diorite, as

called in the Report, though not a very fresh one. No. 167 Mr.

Wadsworth regards as a metamorphosed fragmental rock3 instead

of a diorite as it is called by Zirkel. I think it is probably a dio-

rite with its feldspars much altered and with much quartz, some

of which may be secondary.

Mr. Wadsworth speaks of No. 187 as being so much altered

that its diagnosis is difficult as Zirkel evidently found. Now this

rock is, I find, a very simple though beautiful diorite. It is more-

over a pretty fresh rock and consists almost exclusively of bright

green hornblende with often splendid cleavage well preserved, and

bright, distinctly striated feldspars. In Professor Zirkel’s lively

description 4 of this specimen I cannot find the slightest token of

his having found its diagnosis difficult. Mr. Wadsworth regards

the hornblende as an “ alteration product ”
!
5

1 This fragment could not well be definitely proved, optically, to be epidote, as it lay

in the section. It seemed to consist of two different portions, one of which was charac-

teristically pleochroitic. The other portion did not show this pleochroism.

2 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 257.

3 Ibid.

4 Report, p. 92.

5 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 258.
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Nos. 163 and 174 are, indeed, highly altered rocks as Zirkel evi-

dently did find for he says so (pp. 86, 89 of Report). Mr. Wads-

worth says that he is inclined to consider the other diorites of

Zirkel as belonging to the granitic and felsitic rocks. 1 I will only

state that I do not agree with him in this opinion and pass on to

a few other cases of some interest where Mr. Wadsworth has «

sjiecified numbers separately. 2

On page 258 (second paper) Mr. Wadsworth writes :
“ Of No.

168 (1389) Zirkel stated: ‘ The rock has no mica’ (VI, p. 87),

but the writer found mica in it.” I searched carefully in the

thin section for mica but found none. On the same page it is

also written: “So, too, quartz was found in No. 187 (2723)

although Zirkel says it contains no quartz.” Upon examination,

I think that the rock carries no quartz. It would at least appear

probable from this that these ingredients are not present in

sufficient quantities to contribute at all to the character of the

rock.

The syenites of Zirkel’s Report are considerably decomposed

as Mr. Wadsworth has said; the only two which are mentioned

are, on this account, not very satisfactory specimens. Professor

Zirkel says (Report, p. 81) :
“ Among the examined rooks of the

Fortieth Parallel, genuine characteristic syenites resembling the

classic German ones from the Plauschner Ground near Dresden

and from Weinheim on the Bergstrasse are extremely rare.

Properly there is only one really old syenite in this region. It

forms the main mass of Cluro Hills, Cortez Range, Nevada.”

Tins is No. 152. Zirkel has given a very detailed description

of it, which seemed to me a very truthful and accurate one, and

he calls it a syenite. Mr. Wadsworth hrs given nothing that can

be called a description of it, and names it an old altered andesite. 3

The rock seems to me to be a syenite in accordance with Pro-

fessor Zirkel’s description.

1 Page 257, second paper.

2 In the case of the mica diorites, Nos. 169 and 170, Mr. Wadsworth thinks that there

must have been some mistake made in the hand specimens
,
since they show but little

trace of mica, and resemble some metamorphic schists (these Proc., Vol. xxi, p. 258).

He might have added that there was a mistake as to the thin sections also. Slide No.

169 corresponds to the hand specimens perfectly and shows but little mica, while the

brown hornblendes often show good cleavage. Section No. 170 is too thick to be of

service.

8 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p-. 257.
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The other syenite, No. 153, I understand from Zirkel’s own
words just quoted to be an unsatisfactory specimen of a genuine

syenite. Indeed, his description of this specimen is to that

effect. He says :
“ A rock from the south of Pallisade Canon,

Cortez Range, Nevada, should be mentioned (153), which seems

macroscopically to be a porphyritic modification of the foregoing

syenite.” 1 Here, as in other cases, 2 no one could possibly infer

from Mr. Wadsworth’s remarks that Professor Zirkel had men-

tioned the rock in any other than the most dogmatic way,

wdiereas, in fact, it is clear that he alludes to a peculiar or modi-

fied example in a sort of appendix fashion. It appeared to me
that plagioclase prevailed decidedly over orthoclase in this rock,

although many feldspars are so altered that it is impossible to de-

termine their nature. On purely lithological grounds I should be

likely to consider the rock a dioritic porphyrite. This, however,

may be what Mr. Wadsworth means by “ old, altered andesite.”

Under granites, in Zirkel’s Report, is a specimen from a

granite dike, regarded by Mr. King as an exceptional occurrence

in that district (specimen No. 77). Of this Mr. Wadsworth “sat-

isfied himself that the section (1488) described by Zirkel never

came from the hand specimen (1488), a not uncommon mistake,

apparently, in Zirkel’s work on this collection.”3 The thin

section, No. 77, unquestionably corresponds to the hand

specimen now bearing the collection number 21597. In the

catalogue at the Museum opposite this coll, number stands the old

coll, number 1488 quoted by Mr. Wadsworth, and I was moreover

assured that this hand specimen formerly bore that number. The

thin section, No. 77, had still the old label upon it with the num-

ber 1488 underneath the new label. Besides the general similar-

ity easily recognizable between the section and hand specimen,

the quartzes in the section are impregnated with the black micro-

lites mentioned by Zirkel, and a bit of the dark quartz broken off

from the hand specimen was found, under the microscope, to be

also full of such black microlites.

Of the diabases (of the Report) mentioned by Mr. Wads-

worth, Nos. 191, 192, 193, 194, 195 are considered by him to be

1 Zirkel’s Report, p. 82.

2 This paper, p. 457 and p. 469.

3 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 256.
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“ altered andesites containing much secondary quartz.” 1 With the

exception of No. 195, which is a very much altered rock, difficult

to determine, all of these numbers seem to me to be typical, ordi-

nary diabases. Nos. 191 and 192 with their abundant fresh augites

besides the altered ones, with fresh large plagioclases, seem to me
to be truly fine diabases. The whole habitus of these rocks is

not at all, as I think, that of andesites which have been simply

altered.

Mr. Wadsworth considers that Nos. 196, 197, 198, 199 are

unaltered basalts and that they form a common series with the

rocks called by Zirkel basalts, Nos. 551 and 556. I agree with

Mr. Wadsworth upon this point. In my first paper (p. 240,

note 1) I remarked that Nos. 198 and 199 might be regarded as

basalts as far as microscopical evidence alone was concerned,

although I think that No. 198 reveals no glassy or globulitic base.

Of these four numbers No. 196 seems to me to be more like a

diabase than the others in its habitus. Nos. 197 and 199 I con-

sider to be very similar to basalt No. 551 (of the Report) and

No. 199 is undoubtedly identical with it. Both the “ basalt” No.

551 and the “diabase” No. 199 have the same locality, Tu Tib

Peak, Truckee Range, on their labels. No. 198 seems to me to be

a true basalt though not identical with Nos. 197 and 199. It is

called a' diabase in the Report, p. 99.

Mr. Wadsworth now admits No. 200, 201 and perhaps No. 202

of the diabases of Zirkel’s Report to be diabases but he adds :

“ The terms melaphyr and diabase are used by me to indicate

altered, and therefore generally old, basalts.2

Concerning the melaphyrs, only one need be mentioned since

Mr. Wadsworth now admits the others to be melaphyrs. 3

The melaphyr, No. 209, of the Report, Mr. Wadsworth calls

an altered andesite and thinks that the larger crystals and black-

ish grains which Zirkel ascribes to augite come from hornblende.4

The section shows a great many of these separations which are

pale-green as Zirkel mentioned, and since many of these,

which are of various sizes, show very handsomely the character-

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 258.

2 Ibid.,p. 259.

3 Ibid., p. 260.

4 Ibid., p. 260.
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istic angite forms
(
ooP, oo Pro

,
oo Poo

)
I think there can be no

doubt that they are old augites and not hornblendes.

Mr. Wadsworth regards the quartz propylites of Zirkel’s

Report, Nos. 228 and 229 as being the same as certain rocks called

in the same Report granite porphyries,1 and I agree with Mr.

Wadsworth as to ISTo. 228. It much resembles the specimen No.

122 under granite porphyries. In both are titanites, and in both

there appear to exist similar relations between the titanite and

the hornblende. The hornblendes in both have the same staff-

like structure.2

No. 226 is so much altered that I find a diagnosis based solely

upon lithological evidence difficult.

No. 227 Mr. Wadsworth regards as an old, decomposed, frag-

mental rock.3 This rock is also much altered. Professor Zirkel

in his Report mentions that the quartz has fluid, but no glass,

inclusions. In one quartz I found a large glass inclusion.4

Nos. 230 and 231 Mr. Wadsworth regards as altered andesites

containing alteration quartz.5 I think that the quartz in the

groundmass of No. 230 is secondary. No. 231 seems to me to be

a fair propylite in the sense of that term adopted in Zirkel’s

Report.

The Report mentions an andesite (p. 122) from the first hill

north of Gold Hill Peak, Washoe, as containing no quartz, but

Mr. Wadsworth found quartz in “ comparatively large amounts.” 6

No number is mentioned in the Report for this sjiecimen, but the

thin section bearing the quotation of the locality on its label is

numbered 233 (a). I think that some of the hornblende has

altered further than to the stage of the greenish product men-

tioned in the Report, and has given rise to some secondary sili-

ceous deposits of apparently hyalitic nature
;
opalitic and hyalitic

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 264.

2 It appeared to me that, of the feldspars, plagioclase predominated in all three of

these sections; perhaps, on purely lithological evidence, I should have taken these to

be dioritic porphyrites.

3 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 264.

4 This glass inclusion was in a quartz near to the end of the slide bearing the “collec-

tion number.”
5 Ibid., p. 264.

6 Ibid., p. 265.
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products are common in pyroxenic or trachytic eruptive rocks.

I certainly did not find quartz in “ comparatively large amounts.”

A very interesting rock now claims our attention, Nos. 280 and

281 among the dacites of the Report, concerning which Mr.

Wadsworth enters into a detailed account, believing, as I under-

stand him,1 that the rock is not as a whole eruptive
;
that the cement-

ing material was “ water-deposited.” Zirkel has called the rock a

“ dacite which envelopes so many strange fragments of another

variety of dacite as to form a real breccia.” I think there can be

no doubt that the rock is a somewhat brecciated eruptive rock, and

that the cementing material is eruptive and not sedimentary.

My reasons for that opinion are as follows : The quartzes of the

main rock are numerous and generally contain glass inclusions.

These glass inclusions are strikingly similar and prove, by

their presence, that the quartzes are of eruptive origin, and

indicate, by their similarity, that the quartzes had a common
origin (i. e. belonged to the same rock and separated out under

similar conditions). Now, these same quartzes of the main

rock carry inclusions of a groundmass which appears to be iden-

tical with that of the main rock, i. e., the cementing material. If

only one or two of such inclusions occurred they might be only

apparent inclusions, but really inlets and cavities of old quartzes

belonging to some foreign, disintegrated rock, filled up with the

new cementing material, but which had been so cut in preparing

the section as to appear, in projection, as inclusions. But besides

many evident examples of inlets of every form there were too

many of such inclusions (sometimes a very small one well within

the boundaries of a large quartz) to render such a construction

plausible. Moreover, it would be remarkable if all of these

cavities, penetrating far into the interior of a quartz, should have

been washed out clean and refilled with the new cementing mate-

rial. Therefore, I think that these quartzes are evidently original

separations from the eruptive magma of this rock. The same thing

is plainly visible in the quartzes of some of the enclosed fragments

of another different eruptive rock. These quartzes also carry true

glass inclusions and inclusions of the groundmass of that frag-

ment very different from the groundmass of the main rock. I

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 262.
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therefore think that the rock in this respect is quite as Pro-

fessor Zirkel has stated, and that, if the rock be identical with

those specimens from the quarry in California described by Mr.

Wadsworth, the studies of those rocks should be revised.

Another rock, No. 276, called by Zirkel a typical dacite is

regarded by Mr. Wadsworth as an old rock probably long ante-

dating the Tertiary and which he says, “ would by most

lithologists be called a quartz or a granite porphyry.” 1 The fact

seems to be that most lithologists who have already seen and

mentioned it, Zirkel, King and Hague, have not so called it. The
rock with its prevailing, often fresh, plagioclase with glass inclu-

sions, with its quartz also carrying glass inclusions, is in its entire

habitus not at all like an old ante-Tertiary rock. It seems to me
to be a typical dacite as Zirkel called it.

Nos. 277 and 278 are regarded by Mr. Wadsworth as frag-

mental rocks, of which he says, “ the latter at least is old. 2”

No. 277 is not, to my mind, a well stamped dacite, and is of

somewhat doubtful character. But No. 278 seems to me to be a

well marked dacite. By Mr. Wadsworth’s expression “old,” one

is at a loss to know how old he judges the rock to be, but I think

it is clearly a Tertiary rock. There are some fragments of another

rock imbeded in this specimen, but there is nothing to lend to

this rock the character of a fragmentary rock, in the common
acceptation of that term.

Mr. Wadsworth considers the dacites of the Report not hitherto

mentioned as being, with one exception, No. 279, rhyolitic

(including felsitic) rocks of various ages. 3 This would include

Nos. 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 272, 273, 274, 275; of

these, on purely lithological, aside from geological, evidence, I

should consider Nos. 267, 268, 269, 270 to be rhyolites, as it

seemed to me that orthotomous feldspar predominated over pla-

gioclase and that the groundmass was generally thoroughly

rhyolitic in its aspect under the microscope, with characteristic

axiolitic and sphaerolitic shapes, etc. Still others have rhyolitic

groundmasses, as No. 265, but this was also remarked by Zirkel.

(Report, p. 134.)

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 262.

2 Ibid., p, 266.

3 Ibid.
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It appeared to me that No. 270 is especially a true rhyolite with

characteristic groundmass, predominating orthotomous feldspar,

abundant quartz, and mica. But Zirkel has called attention to

many holes in the section, No. 270, which were formerly probably

filled with plagioclase which has undergone calcitic alteration and

has suffered subsequent removal. 1 Such pores with remnants of

calcite are well shown in No. 269. If such pores were really

filled with plagioclase (perhaps a lime feldspar like labradorite)

some of these cases cited, where orthotomous feldspar appeared

to predominate over plagioclase, may be deceptive in this

regard. 2

Concerning Nos. 273 and 276, there would seem to me to be no

ground for considering them anything but dacites, although, as

has been noticed,3 Mr. Wadsworth regards No. 276 as long ante-

dating the Tertiary.

Concerning No. 279 my studies lead me to agree with Mr.

Wadsworth’s opinion that the quartz is secondary, and that this

might be called an altered andesite. 4

Of the trachytes of Zirkel’s Report, Mr. Wadsworth regards

Nos. 289, 323, 324, 325, 327, 329, 330, 332 as basalts both

macroscopically and microscopically, and excepting one or two

which he considers allied to the andesites, as well marked basalts.5

No. 289 carries no olivine, some of the feldspar ledges are

plagioclase and many are undoubted sanidins. The light-gray

rock, trachytic rough, with its tails of ruined hornblende and the

characteristics just mentioned, does not resemble basalt either

macroscopically or microscopically, as it seems to me.

Nos. 323, 324, 325, 327, 329, 330, 332 are curious rocks from

the Elkhead Mountains. Macroscopically they generally do not

bear the faintest shadow of a resemblance to what is called by

most lithologists a basalt. Surely it would seem evident enough

1 Report, p. 138; see also pp. 134, 135.

2 Zirkel also calls attention, p. 135, to the fluid inclusions in the feldspars, a very

exceptional occurrence in trachytic or andesitic rocks; since, in some cases it may be

difficult to prove the orthotomous feldspar to be sanidin, it might be also difficult to

show, on purely lithological evidence that these, or some of these, “ dacites’’ are Tertiary

rocks.

3 This paper, p- 464.

4 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 266.

5 Ibid.
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that a rock showing macroscopically abundant quartz, abundant

mica and considerable hornblende, and not even carrying olivine,

like No. 323, would not be pronounced macroscopically a basalt

;

yet such is Mr. Wadsworth’s finding.

Another of these, No. 332, shows macroscopically very much
mica in quite large plates and under the microscope I found the

feldspars to be almost wholly sanidin. Such a rock would not

generally, by most lithologists, be thought to resemble a basalt.

It is, however, a curious specimen, carrying decomposing olivines

and fresh augites. Nos. 325, 327, 332, are the only ones of these

seven rocks now under discussion which carry olivine. All but

one or two of them carry quartz.

These quartzes are all strikingly alike,—greasy in lustre, broken

and cracked in structure. They jirobably have all lived through

the same experience, whatever that may have been. Now, the

thin section to No. 323, one of these Elkhead rocks, shows one of

these quartzes which carries glass inclusions and inclusions of

what seems undoubtedly to be the groundmass of the main rock.

Moreover, besides this, occasionally there is found one of the

augitic microlites precisely similar to those forming the border

around the quartzes described by Zirkel, included within the

quartz. Several of these quartzes carry inclusions of the half-

globulitic base occurring in the main rock. Therefore, I do not

think that the quartzes in the Elkhead specimens are foreign

to the rock in which they occur, as Mr. Wadsworth asserts, but

that they separated out from the magma of the rock.

Of these specimens No. 327 most resembles a basalt, macroscop-

ically and microscopically, it seemed to me, and does somewhat

resemble the basalt No. 612 1 of the Report as Zirkel mentioned

(Report, p. 161). Zirkel has said (Report, p. 251) that this spec-

imen, No. 612, carries no olivine, and Mr. Wadsworth says that

that mineral may be seen in the thin section in considerable quan-

tity.
2 I do not think that the section shows olivine.

Concerning specimen No. 326, Mr. Wadsworth writes: “The
slide No. 326 (2614) is not believed by me to have come from the

rock with the label Col. No. 2614.”3

1 This is erroneously given as No. 328 in Repoi’t, p. 161.

2 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 266.

3 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 267.
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I think that the slide undoubtedly corresponds to the hand spec-

imen now bearing the collection number 20,506. Opposite this

collection number, in a catalogue, is the old collection number

2614.

Concerning the Prussian blue grains noticed by Zirkel in Nos.

300, 301 (Trachytes) and 613 (Basalt) I am prepared to express

an opinion only concerning No. 613. I think Mr. Wadsworth is

correct in regarding the blue grains in this section as some impur-

ity, foreign to the rock. 1 I think that they are not in the rock

section : they are not confined to the feldspars, but also appear

in (or rather on) the augites. I also found some of these blue

grains lying outside the section, in the balsam. The grains are

curiously evenly distributed throughout the section and, were it

not for those lying outside the section in the balsam, might well

be thought to belong to the rock, since in some cases they seem to

have been deposited in little hollows in the uneven surface of

the section, and, even by careful focusing, then appear as if in

the rock. In recently prepared sections from basalts of the

same region no such blue grains were found by me. We should

remember that Professor Zirkel in his Report, p. 251 did not call

these grains Hauyne but alluded to them as being of “ an unknown

nature (possibly Hauyne.)”

Concerning No. 464 called by Zirkel a rhyolite, and No. 303

called by him a beautiful trachyte, I agree with Mr. Wadsworth 2

in considering them quite or nearly identical with each other.

Mr. Wadsworth 3 thinks that in the same series with these two

rocks belong Zirkel’s granite-porphyries Nos. 120 and 133. With
this view I do not agree. These numbers (120 and 133) appear

to me to be ante-Tertiary rocks, the quartzes carrying no glass,

but liquid, inclusions (120), and there are characteristic titanites

in No. 133. Titanite occurs in not a few trachytes, but rarely in

rhyolites, as an accessory ingredient. They also contain apatite

which, in No. 133, is in thick sections and in No. 120 is mostly

contained within the fragments of mica. Numbers 464 and 303

show fine glass inclusions in their quartzes, and I did not notice

titanite or apatite.

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 267.

2 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p, 268.

s Ibid.
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Of other rhyolites described in the Report, Mr. Wadsworth
thinks that No. 340 is a much weathered surface specimen, belong-

ing to the andesites. 1 This is also my opinion; the feldspars seem

to me to be mostly triclinic, and are in long shapes. I did not

find quartz, and the groundmass carries much glass, or half glassy

substance.

No. 473 was said by Zirkel to contain no biotite, but Mr.

Wadsworth says that it does and that it may be seen with the

naked eye.2 After careful examination the hand specimen was

found to contain some five or six minute flecks of biotite. Under

the microscope I found one fragment of biotite which did not

appear to belong to the main rock but to an included fragment of

another rock which also carried several thick apatite sections

not found, I think, in the main rock. This mica fragment was

about 0.825 mm. long. Besides this foreign mica I found three

or four bits of mica in the main rock of which the longest dimen-

sions were about : 0.187 mm., 0.150 mm., 0.450 mm., 0.337 mm.
I thought it worth while to insert the particulars concerning

these mica fragments in order that the importance of Mr.

Wadsworth’s correction, which he emphasizes with italics, might

be duly appreciated. It hardly need be remarked that this

minute quantity of biotite lends no characteristic whatever to the

rock.

Nos. 364, 365 and 367 I regard as doubtful cases, so far as a

simple study of the specimen and thin section, apart from the field

evidence, is concerned, and of difficult determination.

Mr. Wadsworth thinks 3 that thin section No. 380 is not fro u

hand specimen No. 948 (now No. 22,160). I think that the section

corresponds to the hand specimen No. 22,160.

Mr. Wadsworth also says: “ No section of No. 386 (913) could

be found by me, but the hand specimen is evidently a basalt.” 4

The hand specimen, which is columnar, is of a light brownish tint

on the weathered surface. The fracture is of a light grayish-

white color, glistening all about with mica. There seems to be

nothing basaltic whatever in the handpiece excepting its columnar

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 268. 3 Ibid.

2 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 269. 4 Ibid.
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structure, which is also not uncommon in rhyolites. The thin

sections showed no olivine or augite (unless some of the microlites

are augitic)
;
they carry hornblende besides the mica, and the

sanidins with fine zonal structure carry glass inclusions. The

rock microscopically and macroscopically has not the faintest

shadow of a resemblance to a basalt. Yet Mr. Wadsworth finds

that the handpiece is “evidently a basalt.”

Mr. Wadsworth thinks 1 that No. 483 is evidently an andesite,

as Emmons suggests. I did not find quartz in the rock, and as

there is much plagioclase besides the sanidin, and since the

groundmass is, as Zirkel noticed, like the characteristic groundmass

of augite-andesites, I should think that this might be called not

improperly an augite-an desite. Zirkel remarked that the rock

was of a quite different type from rhyolites just previously de-

scribed.2

One could wish, in passing, that a further elucidation had been

given of Mr. Wadsworth’s remark :
“ The quartz found in the

rhyolitic groundmass is regarded by me as a devitrification pro-

duct.” 3

Under basalts I agree with Mr. Wadsworth in considering

(on purely lithological evidence) No. 529 as a diabase.4 It seems

to me to be thoroughly crystalline
;
the feldspars are in pretty

large ledges and there is much green (augitic ) alteration pro-

duct. But Professor Zirkel has remarked 5 that the basalts from

this region (American Flat Canon, Washoe) are not characteristic

tyjoes and present exceptions to the general behavior. Mr. Wads-
worth does not make mention of this remark.

No. 531 is considered by Mr. Wadsworth to be “ an old, altered

and much decomposed andesite (propylite),” and he adds :
“ This,

both macroscopically and microscopically, is identical with some

of Zirkel’s propylites, and contains some quartz. Zirkel mistook

for bnacroscopical olivines’ some greenish (viriditic) spots arising

from the alternation of the groundmass in the rock! Its chemical

analysis also indicates that it belongs to the andesites.” 6 Pro-

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 269.
‘2 Report, p. 188. The number is given incorrectly on p 188 as 423. It should be 433.

3 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 269.

4 Ibid., p. 270.

5 Report, p. 230.

6 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 270.
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fessor Zirkel said, on page 231 of his Report, “ Between Pea-

vine Mountains and Virginia Range, a somewhat decomposed

and bleached basalt occurs (531), which bears macroscopical

olivines.” Since the handpiece, which I saw, carrying the green

spots noticed by Mr. Wadsworth, is not at all u bleached ” in

appearance, but is black, and, with the exception of the greenish

spots occuring here and there, quite fresh in appearance, I find no

evidence that this hand specimen was the one of which Zirkel

was speaking.

No. 534 Mr. Wadsworth says is a melaphyr.1 I think that it

is a basalt, somewhat altered. Nos. 537 and 538 are also re-

garded by Mr. Wadsworth as melaphyrs.2 They may be, though

these rocks are so much altered that their determination is diffi-

cult, as Zirkel remarked. 3

Mr. Wadsworth says 4 that No. 608 is microscopically a rhyo-

lite. I find that microscopically it is a glass, and nothing that I

know of can distinguish, in this case, between acidic or basic

(i. e. rhyolitic or basaltic) glass but geological relations or chemical

analyses. Had Mr. Wadsworth adduced either, his statement

would carry weight. The geological relations, I am told, point

toward the basaltic glasses. This being so, the specimen is prob-

abty a true hyalomelan or tachylyte.

In conclusion, I would state that, in the few cases occuring in

this paper where I have ventured to suggest a designation to a

specimen differing from that assigned in Zirkel’s Report, such

suggestion is made with diffidence on my part, and, as it were,

under protest, because I do not believe that it is always possible

to determine rock species by a mere study of the specimen with-

out regard to field relations. My notes are purely the result of

laboratory study and therefore likely to be incorrect in such

cases of difference.

I cannot but think that simple justice to Mr. Wadsworth’s

readers calls for as speedy a publication as possible of his full,

original paper, of which he has stated that only a small portion

was given in his second paper. With these remarks I pro-

pose to withdraw from further discussion.

1 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi, p. 270.

2 Ibid.

3 Report, p. 233.

4 These Proceedings, Vol. xxi. p. 271.
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General Meeting. April 19
,
1882 .

Vice-President, Mr. F. W. Putnam, in the chair. Twenty

persons present.

Mr. T. T. Bouve announced the gift of a number of minerals,

and the Society’s thanks were voted to Messrs. C. S. Bement of

Philadelphia, and W. J. Knowlton of Boston, for the same.

Mr. Frederic Gardiner. Jr., described the methods adopted by

the U. S. Fish Commission for artificial propagation of salmon.

Dr. W. S. Bigelow gave a brief summary of our present knowl-

edge of the Bacteria, describing particularly recent methods of

cultivating the lowest organism, and discussing their supposed

relations to various diseases.

Section of Entomology. April 26
,
1882 .

Mr. S. H. Scudder in the chair. Seven members present.

Mr. Scudder showed a mounted specimen of Scolopendrella

taken by Mr. S. Henshaw in West Roxbury. This belongs to a

new species
,

1 as marked differences noticed by Mr. Scudder clearly

prove. Mr. Scudder also showed hairs of Polyxenus and described

their structure.

Mr. Henshaw stated that with these forms he had also found

Pauropus, Campodea, and a larval hexapod Scolopendrella.

Mr. F. C. Bowditch alluded to the value of honey for insect

collecting in place of “sugaring.” Mr. Bowditch also mentioned

recent captures of Buprestis punctulata.

Dr. Hagen said that he recently found a specimen of Clothilla

with three well-developed ocelli.

1 See these Proceedings, xxii, 64.
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ERRATA IN VOL. XXL

Page 55, Table, for “ Jan. 2, 1878 read “ Jan. 2, 1879.”
Page 71, line 5 for “ 3°. 9 ” read “ 2°. 09.”

Page 89. Substitute for the first paragraph, beginning “ The dimensions of bulk ”

etc., the following sentence: “ The differences between the circumferences of the shell

and of the lobster after moulting (a), show that the animal’s girth has increased as 1.211
to 1. The increase of girth is, therefore, about one-fifth.”

Page 89, line 20, for “ 1 to 1.01 ” read “ 1 to .173.”

Page 89, line 24 for “ bulk ” read “ circumference.”
Page 89, line 26 for “ 5 23-32 ” read “ 6 23-32.”
Page 88, line 6 from bottom for “o-16 ” read “6-16.”
Page 225 and 227, in the explanation of figs. 2 and 4, for “ labrum ” read “labium.”
Page 101, last line, for “ 1775 ” read “ 1875.”
Page 235, lines 13 and 31, for “ Mikroskop. Beschr.” read Mikroskop. Beschaffenheit
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